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electric power substation

electric power substation=|ELec| An assembly of
equipment in an electric power system through
which electric energyis passedfor transmission,
transformation, distribution, or switching. Alse
known as substation. | ilek-trik jpal-ar ‘sab
ista-shon |

electric power transmission | ELEC| Process of
transferring electric energy fram one paint to
anotherin an electric power system. | Wek-trik
inaiiar trang,mish-on )

electric protective device [kLEC| A particular
type of equipment used in electric power systems
to detect abnormal conditions and to. initiate
appropriate corrective action Also known as
protective device, { HHek-tik prottek-tiv divis |

electric quadrupole jeLec| Acharge distribution
that produces anelectric field equivalent to that
produced by two electric dipoles whose dipole
moments have the same magnitude but point
in oppesite directions and which are separated
from each other by a small distance. | ilek-trik
'kwa-dra,pél}

electric quadrupole lens ELECTR) A device for
focusing beams of charged particles which has
four electrodes with alternately positive and
negative polarity: used in electron micrascopes
and particle accelerators ( illek-trik NowH-cra
ypal jlenz |

electric quadrupole moment ELec| A quantity
characterizing an electric charge distribution,
obtained by integrating the productof the charge
density, the second power of the distance from
the origin, and a spherical harmonic Y*om OVET
the charge distribution, { ilek-trik ‘kwa-dro,pdl
ima-mant |

electric raceway Ser raceway ( i{lek-trik'ras,wa |
electric reactor Sr reactor. ( lek-trik eak-tar |
electric relay Seerelay | iMek-trik rela )
electric rotating machinery {ELEc] Any form of

apparatus which has a rotating member and
generates, converts, transforms, or modifies
electric power, such a5 a motor, generator, or
synchronous converter | Hektrik{rdtad-in ms
sshérvré |

electric scanning [ELECTR] Scanning in. whieh
the required changes in radar beam direction are
produced by varlations In phase or amplitude of
the currents fed to the various elements of the
antenna array, | ilek-trik ‘skan-in |

electric shielding {ELECTROMAG| Any means of
avoiding pickup of undesired signals or noise.
suppressing fadiation of undesired signals, of
confining wanted signals to desired paths or
regions, such as electrostatic shielding or elec
tromagnetic shielding. Also known as screening,
shielding. | iNekstrik 'sh@le-iy |

electric shunt See shunt. | ilek-trik 'shant }
electric solenold Sere solenoid. | Nek-trik 's@vela

noid }
electric spark See spark. { itlek-trik 'spark }
electric strength See dielectric strength—_{iilek-

prik 'strenkth|
electric susceptibility [ELEC] A dimensionless

parameter measuring the ease of polarization
of a dielectric, equal (in meter-kilogram-second
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units} to the ratio of the polarization to the
product. of the electric field strength and the
vacuum permittivity Also known as dielectric
susceptibility | ilek-trik sa,sep'ta'bil-ad-€ |

electric switchboard See switchboard.—[illek-trik
lewieh bord |

electric telemetering COMMUN | System to
transmit electric impulses from the primary
detector to a remote receiving station, with or
without wire interconnections { iileketrik ,tel-
aiméd-a-rin }

electric transducer [ELECTR] A transducer in
which all of the waves are electric. { ilek-trik
tranz'dil-sar |

electric transient Etec] A temporary compo-
nent of current and voltage in an electric
circult which has been disturbed. { Wlek-trik
‘tran-ahant }

electric tuning §[ELECTR| Tuning a receiver to a
desired station by switching a set of preadjusted
trimmer capacitors or coils into the tuning
circuits. { lek-trik*tuin-in }

electric vector Swrelectric-field vector, { Hlek-trlk
‘vek-tar}

electric-wavefilter Seefilter (illek-trik wav ‘fil-
tar}

electric wind See convective discharge.{ilek-trik
‘writiel |

electric wire See wire { hek-trik "Wit }
electric wiring Sewiring, { Hlek-trik 'wit-ig ]
electrification=|ELEC| 1, The process of establish-

ing a charge in an abject. 2. The generation,
distribution, and utilization of electricity {ilek-
tro-fa\ka-shian |

electrization |ELEC| The electric polarization di-
vided by the permittivity of empty space. {ijlek-
tra'za-shan |

electroacoustic effect Set acoustoelectric effect
( ilek-trd-alkii-stik (fekt |

electroacoustics§|NG ACOUS| The conversionof
acoustic energy and waves into electric energy
and waves, or vice versa. | Hek-tro-a'kiestiks|

electroacoustic transducer [£NG ACOUS| A
transducer that receives waves from an electric
system and delivers waves to an acoustic system,
or vice versa. Also known as sound transducer
| iNek-trd-ajkl-stik tranz'dil-sor \

electrochemical power generation jena] The
direct conversion of chemical energy to electric
energy, as ina battery or fuel cell, [ ilektra
‘hem-arkal ‘patear jjen-ara-shan |

electrochemical recording {eLectr| Recording
by means ofa chemical reaction brought aboutby
the passage of signal-controlled current through
the sensitized portion of the record sheet. | {ilek
tro'kem-a-kal ri'kord-in }

electrochemical valve {ELeC| Electric valve con
sisting of a metal in contact with a solution or
compound, across the boundary of which current
flaws more readily In one direction than in the
other direction, and in which the valve acticin
is accompanied by chemical changes. { idek
tra'kem-a-kal 'valv }

electrochromic device [ENG] A self-contained.
hermetically sealed, two-electrode electrolytic
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cell that includes one or more electrochromic
materials and an electrolyte. ( ilek-tra{krom-ikdi'vis |

electrochromic display |euecrr| A solid-state
passive display that uses organic or inorganic
insulating solids which change color when in-
jected with positive or negative charges { lek.
[roikrG-mik di'spla |

electrode |fLEc| An electric conductor through
which an electric current enters or leaves a
medium, whetherit be an electrolytic solution,
solid, molten mass, gas, or vacuum, { ilektrad |

electrodeadmittance=[eLecye| Quotient of divid-
ing the alternating component of the electrode
current by the alternating component of the elec-
trode voltage. all other electrode voltages being
maintained constant. { |ekjtrad ad'mit-ans |

electrode capacitance=[¢..ectr] Capacitance be-
tween oneelectrode and all the other electrodes
connected together—| j'lek, trod ka'pas-ad-ans }

electrode characteristic |eLectr]| Relation be-
tween the electrode voltage and the current
to an electrode, all other electrode voltages
being maintained constant. | lektrdd jkar-
ik-ta'ris-tik |

electrode conductance={EL.ecrk| Quotient of the
inphase componentof the electrode alternating
current by the electrode alternating voltage,
all other electrode voltage being maintained
constant; this is a variational and net a total
conductance. Also krown as grid conductance
( lektrod kan'dak-tans)

electrode couple=|ELEC| The pair of electrodes in
an electriccell, between which there isa potential
difference. { I'lek,trdd |ka-pal |

electrode current) |eLecrr| Current passing to or
from an electrode, through the interelectrode
space within avacuum tube | ['lek,trad jka-rant |

electrode dark current |eLecTR| The electrode
current that flows when there is no radiant flux
incident on the photocathode ina phototube or
camera tube, Also knownas darkcurrent, {i'lek
itred fark ‘kavrant

electrode dissipation [ELecrR| Power dissipated
in the form of heat by an electrode as a result
of electron or ion bombardment. { i'lek,trdd
idis-a'pa-shan }

electrode drop=|ELecte| Voltage drop in the elec-
trode due to its resistance. | I'lek, trod (drip |

electrode impedance {ELecrr| Reciprocal of the
electrode admittance|i‘lek,tracl im'pédians |

electrode inverse current [ELECTR] Current flow-
ing through an electrode jn the direction oppo-
site to that forwhich thetubeisdesigned. {i'lek
(tod ‘invars .ka-rant |

electrodeless discharge |reLecte| An electric
discharge generatedby placing a discharge tube
In a strong, high-frequency electromagnetic
field, { iilek,trod-las ‘dischar| |

electrodeless lamp [ELECTR| A lamp based onan
electrodeless discharge._[illek,trdd-las ‘amp |

electrode potential [eLecte| The instantaneous
voltae of an electrode with respect to the
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electrokinetic transducer

oT ol an electron tubeelectrode voltage, | Hlekvtra Ven
electrade resistance ibenes 'Peatensca |

electrode conductance; this |< the Sapa ot the
allel resistance and is not the real deli par
of the electrode impedance { ek Hedeeetans| ee lrodl ri'gis

electrode voltage See electro,
itrGd ,val-tij }

electrodynamics ammeter IENG| Instrument whiel
measures the current passing through a fixed
coil and a movable coil connected in series
by balancing the torque on the movable coil
(resulting from the magnetic field of the fixed
coil) against that of a spiral spring. | i lek.tré-ci'nam-ik 'a,mé@d-ar| _

electrodynamic instrument |éNc| An instrument
that depends for its operation on the reaction
between the current in one of more Movable
coils and the current In one of more fixed coils
Also known as electrodynamometer t iilek
tré-di'nam-ik‘in-stra.mant|

electrodynamic loudspeaker enc ACOUS| Dy-
namic loudspeaker In which the magnetic field
is produced by an electromagnet, called the field
coil, to whicha direct current must be furnished
(ilek-tré-di'namsik lavd,spak-ar}

electrodynamic machine=[eLec) An electric @en-
erator or motor in which the output load current
is produced by magnetomotive currents gener-
ated in arotating armature. {i lek-tré-di'nani-ik
ma'shén |

electrodynamic wattmeter jewa| An electrody-
namic instrument connected asa wattmeter, with
themain current towing through the fixed coll,
and a small current propertional to the valtage
flowing through the movable coil. Also known
as moving-coil wattmeter. _{ i,lek-trd-d7’nam-ik
‘wat,méd-ar}

electrodynamometer Ser electrodynamic instru-
ment. { ilek-tro,di-na'mam-ad-ar|

electroexplosive ena] An initiator or a system
in which an electric impulseinitiates detonation
or deflagration of an explosive. ( ilektrasik
'spld-siy }

electragram ELECTR] A record of an image of
an object made by sparking, usually on paper.
{ 'lek-tra,gram }

electrograph [ENG| Any plot, graph, or tracing
produced by the action of an electric current
On prepared sensitized paper {or other chart
material) or by means ofan electrically controlled
stylusorpen. { "ek-tragraf )

electrographic pencil |eLecre} A pencil used to
make a conductive mark on paper, for detection
by a conductive-rmark sensing device, [i'lek-tra
i@raf-ik'pen-sal|

electrokinetic transducer |ELEC| An instrument
which converts dynamic physical forces, such
as vibration and sound, into corresponding
electric signals by measuring the streaming
potential generated by passage of a polar
fluid through a permeable reftactary-ceramic or
fritted-glass member between two chambers.
[ ilek-trd:ka'ned-ik tranz'di-ser |

Also known as

de potential. iH1ek
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electroluminescence

electroluminescence [ELECTR| The emission of
light, not due to heating effects alone, resulting
from application ofan electric field ta a material,
usually solid. { itlek-trd,li-ma'nes-ans}

electroluminescent cell Sce electroluminescent
panel. { illek-trd,lii-ma'nes-ont 'sel}

electraluminescent display [ELECTR] A display
in which various combinations of electrolumi-
nescelit segments maybe activated by applying
voltages te produce any desired numeral or other
character, ( {HJek-tra,lU-ma'nes-ant di'spla |

electroluminescent lamp See electroluminescent
panel [ Nlek-tr,}i-ma'nes-ant ‘lamp|

electroluminescent panel |ELFCTR| A  surlace-
arealight source employingthe principle of elec-
troluminescence: consists of a suitable phosphor
placed between sheet-metal electratls, one of
which is essentially transparent, with an alter-
nating current applied between the electrodes.
Also known as electroluminescentcell; electro-
luminescent lamp; light panel; luminescentcell
{ ilek-trd,li-mo'nes-ont 'pan-al}

electrolyte-activated battery |ELec| A reserve
battery in which an aqueous electrolyte is stored
in a separate chamber, and a mechanism, which
maybe operated from a remeate location, drives
the electrolyte out of the reservoir and into the
cells of the battery for activation. { ijlek-tro,ITt
ak-talvad-od 'bad-o-ré }

electrolyte-MOSFET [eNnc| A metal oxide semi-
condictor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) that
is immersed in a solution to determine the
concentrations of dissolved redox active species;
the bulk part of the work function of the gate elec-
trode ofthe transistor changes when the sensor
membrane is oxidized or reduced, Abbreviated
EMOSFET._{illek-tra,lit 'mos, fet }

electrolytic arrester See aluminum-cell arrester
{ i'lek-tro,lid-ik o'res-tor}

electrolytic capacitor |ELEC] A capacitor con-
sisting of two electrodes separated by an elec-
trolyte; a dielectric film, usually a thin layer of
gas, is formed on the surface of one electrode
Also known aselectrolyticcondenser—_{i'lek-tro
ilid-ik ka'pas-od-or}

electrolytic condenser Sce electrolytic capacitor
( Wiek-traliddk kan'den-sor|

electrolytic interrupter=jevec| An interrupter that
consists of two electrodes in an electrolytic solu-
tion; bubbles formed in the solution continually
interrupt the passage of current between the
electrodes. { i'lek-tra,lid-ik ,int-o'rap-tarJ

electrolytic recording [ELECTR] Electrochemical
recording in which the chemical change is made
possible by the presence of an electrolyte
{ 'lek-tra,lid-ik ri'kord-in }

electrolytic rectifier {ELec| A rectifier consisting
of metal electroctes in an electrolyte, in which
rectification of alternating current is accompa-
nied by electrolytic action; polarizing film formed
on one electrode permits current flow in one
direction but not the other { i'lek-tra,lid-ik
‘rek-ta,fl-ar}

electrolytic rheostat [ELEC] A rheostat that con-
sists of a tank of conducting liquid in which

electrodes are placed, and resistance is varied by
changing the distance between the electracdés,
the depth of immersionofthe electrodes, «ir the
resistivity of the solution Also known as water
theostat. { i'lek-tra,lid-ik 'ré-o,stat}

electrolytic switch |ELec| A switch having two
electrodes projecting into a chamber partly
filled with electrolyte, leaving an air bubble af
predetermined width; the bubble shifts position
and chariges the amountofelectrolyte in contact
with the electrodes whenthe switchis tilted from
true horizontal._{i'lek-tra,lid-ik 'swich }

electromagnetic cathode-ray tube [ELECTR) A
cathode-ray tube in which electromagnetic de-
flection is used on the electron beam. | ijlek:
trd-mag'ned-ik 'ka,thdd 'ra ,tiib }

electromagnetic compatibility=|ELecTR] The ca-
pability of electronic equipment or systems
to be operated in the intended electromag-
netic environmentat design levels of efficiency
{ Hlek-trd-«mag'ned-ik kom,pat-o'bil-ad-é }

electromagnetic constant See speed of light
{ illek-trd-mag'ned.ik 'kan-stont}

electromagnetic current [ELECTR] Motion of
charged particles (for example, in the
ionosphere) giving rise to electric and magnetic
fields _{ i}lek-tr6-mag'ned-ik 'ka-ront}

electromagnetic damping [ELEC] Retardation of
motion that results from the reaction between
eddy currents in a moving conductor and the
magnetic field in which it is moving. { ijlek-
tr6-mag'ned-ik 'damp-in }

electromagnetic deflection §|ELECTR| Deflection
of an electron stream by means of a magnetic
field { iflek-trd-mag'ned:ik di'flek-shan }

electromagnetic energy [ELECTROMAG] The en-
erey associated with electric or magnetic fields
{ tlek-tr-mag'ned-ik ‘en-or-jé }

electromagnetic environment [COMMUN| The
tadio-frequencyfields existing in a given area
{ ilek-tro-mag'ned-ik en'vi-ron-mont)

electromagnetic fleld §(ELECTROMAG] An electric
or magnetic field, or a combination of the
two, as in an electromagnetic wave_{ijlek-tra-
mag'ned-ik ‘féld )

electromagnetic fleld equations See Maxwell
field equations.{ijlek-tr6-mag'ned.ik 'féld i,kwa-
zhonz}

electromagnetic focusing [ELECTR] Focusing the
electron beam ina video display device by means
of a magneticfield parallel to the beam; thefield
is producec| by an adjustable value of direct cur-
rent through a focusing coil mounted on the neck
ofthetube { illek-tro-mag'ned-ik 'fo-kos-in }

electromagnetic horn See horn antenna—_{ijlek-
tré-mag'ned-ik 'horn }

electromagnetic inductlon |ELECTROMAG] The
production of an electramotive force either
by motion of a conductor thraugh a magnetic
field so as to cut across the magnetic flux or
by a change in the magnetic flux that threads a
conducter Also known as induction. { ijlek-tro-
mae'ned-ik in'dok-shan |

electromagnetic interference=|iLEc| Interfer- 
ence, generally at radia frequencies, that is
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generated inside systems, as contrasted to radio-
frequency interference coming from sources
outside a system Abbreviated emi {_ illek
tro-mag'ned-ik ,in-tar'fir-ans }

electromagnetic Interference [ELEC| Interfer-
ence, generally at radio frequencies, that is
generated inside systems, as contrastedto radio-
frequency interference coming from sources
outside a system Abbreviated emi i!lek-trd-
mag'ned:ik ,in-tor'fir-ans }

electromagnetic lens=|ELEcTR] An electron lens
in which electron beams are focused by an @lec-
tromagnetic field.{ijlek-trd.mag'ned-ik ‘lenz |

electromagnetic noise [ELEC] Noise in a cam-
munications system resulting from undesired
electromagnetic radiation. Also known as radi-
ation noise_{ijlek-trd-mag'ned-ik 'ndiz }

electromagnetic pulse |rLecrromac| The pulse
of electtomagnetic radiation generated by a
large thermonuclear explosion: althought nat
a direct threat to human health, it is a threat
to.electronic communications systems_{i!lek-
troa-mag'ned:ik 'pals }

electromagnetic pump=|ELec| Apurnpinwhicha
conductive liquid {s made to move through apipe
by sending a large current transversely through
the liquid, this current reacts with a magnetic
field that is at right angles to the pipe and to
current How, to move the current-carrying liquiel
conductor, { ilek-tré-mag'ned-ik ‘pamp|

electromagnetic radiation |ELecrramaa| Electra.
magnetic waves and, especially, the associated
electromagnetic energy. {_ijlek-trd-mag'ned-ik
\rad-é'§-shon}

electromagnetic reconnaissance=[ELEcTR| [e-
connaissance for the purpose of lecating
and identifying potentially hostile transmit-
ters of electromagnetic radiation, including
radar, communication, missile-guidance, and
navigation-aid equipment,_{i!lek-trd-mag'ned:
ik ri'kan-a-sans}

electromagnetic susceptibility |i.ctr| The tol-
erance of circuits and components to all
sources of interlering electromagnetic energy.

ilek-(rS-mag'nec-ik sasep-ta'bil-ad-é |
electromagnetic transducer See electro-

mechanical transducer { ijlek-tr6-mag'ned-ik
trana'di-sar |

electromagnetic wave {EL ROMAG| A distur-
banee which propagates outward [rom any elec.
ne charge which oscillates or is accelerated. lar

from the charge lt consists of vibrating electric
and magnetic fields which moveat the speed of
light and are at right angles to each other and to
he direction of mation | ilek-trd-mag' ned-|k‘wav|

electromechanical circuit |eiEC| A clreult con-
aiming both electrical and mechanical param-

eters of consequence In its analysis, ( (Nek.
tro«mi'kar-a-kal 'sar-kot |

electromechanical dialer [r).ectr| Telephoned|-
alerwhichactivates oneof a set of desired num-
bers. precoded inteit, when the user selects and
presses a start button { ijlek-trd-mi'kan-a-kaldi-lor }

 

 

electron-beam ion trap

electromechanical plotter [comput sci] An auto-
matic device used in conjunction with a digital
computer to produce a graphic or pictorial
representation of computer data on hard copy
{ iflek-trd-mi'kan-a-kal 'plad-orJ

electromechanical recording [ELECTR] Recard-
ing by means of a signal-actuated mechanical
device, such as a pen arm or mirror attached
to the moving coil of a galvanometer { illek-
tr6-mi'kan-a-kal ri'kérd-in }

electromechanical transducer [ELECTR] A trans-
ducer lor recelving waves from an electric system
and delivering waves to a mechanical system, or
vice versa. Also known as electromagnetic (rans-
ducer, [ Ilek-trd-mi'kan-a-kal tranz'dii-sar|

electrometer=[ENG] An instrument for measuring
voltage without drawing appreciable current
{ ilek'tram-ad-or}

electrometer ampllfier {ELECTR| A low-noise am-
plifier having sufficiently low current drift and
other characteristics required for measuring
currents smaller than 10-!? ampere. { i,lek!
tram:ad-or 'am-pla,fi-ar}

electrometer tube [ELECTR] A high-vacuum elec-
tron tube having a high input impedance (law
control-electrode conductance) to facilitate mea=
surement of extremely small direct currents or
voltages. { ilek'tram-ad-or,tiib }

electron acceptor See acceptor.{i'lek, tran ak
'sep-tar }

electron avalanche See avalanche { Mektran
‘av-ajlanch }

electron beam={ELEcTR} A narrow stream of elec-
trans moving in the same direction, all having
about the same velocity. { i'lek,tran ,bam }

electron-beam channeling [ELECTR| The tech-
nique of transporting high-energy, high-current
electron beams from an accelerator to a target
through a region of high-pressure gas bycreati Ng
a path through the gas where the gas density
may be temporarily reduced; the gas may be
jonizecl; or a current mayflow whose magnetic
field focuses the electron beam on the target.
[ Hekitran bam ‘chanmal-in |

electron-beam drilling (ELectR] Drilling of tiny
holes in a ferrite, semiconductor, or other ma-
terial by using a sharply focused electron beam
to melt and evaporateor sublimate the material
inavacuum, { lektran ,b@m 'dril-in |

electron-beam generator [ELECTR] Welocity-
modulated generator, such as a klystron tube,
used Lo generate extremely high frequencies.
| Hek tran bem 'jensa,rad-ar |

electron-beam lon source {ELECTR] A source of
multiply charged heavy ions which uses an
intense electron beam with energies of 5 to 10
kiloelectronvolts te successively ianize injected
gas. Abbreviated ERIS. { i'lek,trin ,b&ém ‘7,an
S06 |

electron-beam lon trap [ELecTR] A device for
producing the highest possible charge states
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electron-beamlithography

of heavy ions, in which impact ionizatlon or
excitation by successive electrons is efficiently
achieved by causing the ions to be trapped in
a compressed electron beam by the electron
beam’s space charge. Abbreviated EBIT{i,lek
strain ,bé 'i-an ,trap }

electron-beam lithography (ELEcTR| Lithography
in which the radiation-sensitive film or resist is
placed in the vacuum chamber of a scanning-
beam electron microscope and exposed by an
electron beam underdigital computer control
(lek, tran ,bém li'thdg-ro-Fé }

electron-beam magnetometer {ENG| A magne-
tometer that dependson the changein intensity
or direction of an electron beam that passes
through the magnetic field to be measured
{ Nek,tran ,b@m mag-no'tém-ad-ar}

electron-beam parametric amplifler |ELEcTR| A
parametric amplifier in which energyis pumped
from an electrostatic field into a beam of
electrons traveling down the length of the tube,
and electron couplers impress the input signal
at one end of the tube and translate spiral-
ing electron motion into electric output at the
other. { i'lek,tran ,b@m ,par-alme-trik 'am-plo
if-or }

electron-beam pumping —|ELECTR| The use of an
electron beam to produceexcitation for popula-
tion inversion and lasing action in a semiconduc-
torlaser, {i'lek,tran ,bém 'pamp-in }

electron-beam recorder |ELECTR| A recorder in
which a moving electron beam is used to record
signals or data on photographic or thermoplastic
film in a vacuum chamber { i'lek,tran ,bém
ri'kord-ar}

electron-beam tube ELECTR] An electron tube
whose performance depends on the formation
and control of one or more electron beams
(i'lek,tran ,bém 'tib }

electron-bombardment-Induced conductivity
\ELECTR| In a multimode display-storage tube,
a process using an electron gun to erase the
image on the cathode-ray tubeinterface. _{ i'lek
train bim|bard-montin,diist kan-dok'tiv-od-é }

electron bunching See bunching. { i'lek,tran
‘banch-in }

electron collector See collector { i'lek,tran ko
Jek-tor }

electron conduction=|ELEc| Conductionof elec-
tricity resulting from motion ofelectrons, rather
than from ions in a gas or solution, or holes ina
solid{i'lek,tran kon,dok-shan}

electron-coupled oscillator=[ELECTR| An oscilla-
tor employing a multigrid tube in which the
cathode and two grids operate as an oscillator;
the anode-circuit load is coupled to the oscil-
lator through the electron stream Abbreviated
eco. Also known as Dowoscillator. { i‘lek,tran
ikap-ald 'ds-o,lad-ar}
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electron coupler JELECTR] A microwave amplifier
tube in which electron bunching is produced
by an electron beam projected parallel lo a
magnetic field and, at the same time, subjected
toa transverse-electric field produced bya signal]
generator Also knownas Cuccla coupler | lek
strain |hap-lar |

electron coupling jELecre| A method of cou-
pling two circuits inside an electron tube. used
principally with multigrid tubes: the electron
stream passing between electrodes in one circult
transfers energyto electrades in the other circuit
Also known as electronic coupling. ( i'lekytran
ikaps lin.)

electran cyclotron resonance lon source See
electron cyclotron resonance source. { iilek
tran !st-klo,tran 'rez-o-nons 'T,4n ,sors }

electron cyclotron resonance source {ELECTR}
A source of multiply charged heavy ions that
uses microwave power to heat electrons to
energies of tens of kilovalts in two magnetic
mirror confinement chambers in series, ions
formed in the first chamberdrift into the second
chamber, where they become highly charged
Abbreviated ECR source. Also known as electron
cyclotron resonance ion source (ECRIS) ( i‘lek
tran ‘stkla,tran 'rez-an-ans \sors}

electron device (ELecTr| A device in which con-
duction is principally by electrans moving
through a vacuum, gas, OF semiconductor, as
in a crystal diode, electron tube, transistor, or
selenium rectifier(i'Jek,tran di'vis }

electron donor Seedonor_{i‘lek,tran ,d6-nor}
electron efflelency [ELECTR] The power which an

electron stream delivers to the circuit of an oscil-
lator or amplifier at a given frequency, divided
by the direct power supplied to the stream.
Also known as electronic efficiency. _{ i'lek, train
a'fish-on-sé }

electronegative
electric charge
negative electrode in an electric cell,
‘negead-iv }

electron emission [ELECTR] The liberation of
electrons from an electrode into the surrounding
space, usually under the influence of heat, light,
ora high electric field. ( i'lek-tran i'mish-an }

electron emitter |ELECTR| The electrocle from which
electrons are emitted. { i'lek,tran i'mid-or}

electron flow |ELEC| A current produced by the
movementoffree electrons toward a positive ter-
minal; the direction of electron flow is opposite
to that of current. { i'lek, tran ,f16 }

electron gun [ELECTR] An electrode structure
that produces and may control, focus, deflect,
and converge one or more electron beamsin an
electron tube.{i'lek,tran ,gan }

electron-gun density multiplication§|ELECTR]
Ratio of the average current density at any
specified aperture through which the electron
stream passes to the average current density al
the cathode surface [ lek, tran gan 'den-sad-é
mol-to-pla'ka-shan }

JELEC) 4. Carrying a negative
2. Capable of acting as the

{ iflek-tr6
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electronhole Sehole. { i'lek,tran {hal }
electron halography=[ELEcTR] An imaging tech-

nique using the wave nature of #lectrons and
light, in which an interference pattern between
an object wave and a reference wave is formed
using a coherent field-emission electron beam
from a sharp tungsten needle, and is recorded
on film as a hologram, and the image of the
original object is then reconstructed by iilu-
minating a light beam equivalent to the refer-
ence wave onto the hologram—{i,lek,tran hd
‘lag-ro-fé }

electronic |ELECTR] Pertaining to electron de-
vices or to circuits or systems utilizing electron
devices, including electron tubes, magnetic am-
plifiers, transistors, and other devices that do the
work of electron tubes. _{ i,lek'tran-ik }

electronically agile radar |eNG|An airborne
radar that Uses a phased-atray antenna which
changes radar beam shapes ane beam positions
at electronic speeds. | i lek'trindk-lé ,a-jal 'ra
dar}

electronic alternating-current voltmeter
JELECTR| A voltmeter consisting of a direct-
current milliammeter calibraled in volts and
connected to an amplifier-rectifier circuit
{ ilek'tran-ik jaletarnad-in tko-ront 'valt,méd-or}

electronic altimeter See radio altimeter. { i,lek
‘tran-ik al’tim-acdar J

electronic atlack=|ELECTR] A term embracingall
means in electronic warfare both to counter the
enemy's electronic or electromagnetic sensing
and communications and alse ta effect offense
with high-power electromagnetic weaponry
Abbreviated EA, { |,lak'tran-ik altak|

electronic attitude directional indicator {nay A
multicolor cathode-ray-tube display of attitude
information(fall and pitch} showing Lhe alreraft's
pasition In relation to the Instrument landing

tom of a very high-frequency omrirange
station Abbreviated EAD). { |,lektrdindk ‘adea
tid do'rek-shanval 'In-do,kael-or|

electronic azimuth marker ELECTR) On an air-
borne radar plan position |ndicater (PPI) a
bright rotatable radial line used for bearing
determination. Also known as azimuth marker
| ilekiranik ‘aza-math mark-ar |

electronic bearing cursor ELECTR) Of a marine
radar set, the bright rotatable radial line on
the plan position: indicator used for bearing
determination. Also known as electronic bearing
marker | ilek'tranik ber-in jkar-sar |

electronic bearing marker See clectranic bearing
cursor, [ ilek'train-ik 'ber-in miirk-ar }

electronic calculator [ELEcTR| A calculatar jh
which integrated circuits perlorm caleulaticins
and show results ona digital display; the displays
usually use either seven-segment light-emitting
diodes ar liquid crystals: ( (,lek'trin-ik 'kal kya
ilaed-ar|

electronic Camouflage [ELecrR| Use of elec
tronic means, or exploitation of electronic cliar-
acteristics to reduce. submerge, or eliminate
the racar echoing properties of a larget. { i,lek
'train-ik ‘kampa,flazh |
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electronic data processing

electronic chart display and information system
INAV) A navigation Information system with an
electronic chart database, as well as Mavigational
andpiloting information (typically, vessel-route-
monitoring, track-keeping, and track-planning
information), Abbreviated ECDIS,  {ilek'tran-ik
‘chart displa an jin-lar'nia-shan ,sis:tam |

electronic chart reader jcommuy sei] A device
which scans curves by a graphical recorder on
a continuous paperform and converts theminto
digital form, {i lek'trin-k chart jréd-ar |

electronic circuit, |cLectr| An electric circuit in
which the equilibrium of electrons in some of the
components(such as electron tubes, transistors,
or magnetic amplifiers) is upset by means other
than an applied yoltage | jlek'trdn-ik'sar-kat }

electronic codebook mode Sybleck encryption
{ lek'tran-ik kod, bok med |

electronic commerce {copy scl) Business
done onthe Internet. Also knowas &-business-
ecommerce | i-lek}trdin-ik 'ke-mars |

electronic commutator {ELEcre| An electron-
tube or transistor circult that switches one
circuit connection rapidly and successively to
many other circuits, without the wear and noise
of mechanical switches. [ ilek'trandk 'kam-yaitad-ar }

electronic component [ELECTR] A conmiparent
which is able to amplify or control voltages or
currents without mechanical ar ather nonelectri-
cal command, or to switeh currents or voltages
without mechanical switches: examples irelude
electron tubes, transistors, and other solid-state
devices. | i,lek'trédin-ik kam'p&-nant|

electronic computing units |eLecra| The setis-
ing sections ol tabulating equipment which
enable the machine to handle the cantents
of punched cards in a prescribed manner
| Glek'trindk kam'pyiielin yiienats |

electronic control [evecte| The control of a ma-
chine or process by circuits using electron tubes,
transistors, magnetic amplifiers, or other devices
having comparable functions. [ ilek'trainik
kon'tral |}

electronic controller [ELECTR| Electronic device
incorporating vacuum tubes or solid-state de-
vices and used to control the actionor position
of equipment; for example. a valve operator
[ijlektranik kan'tral-ar }

electronic counter |eLectr| A circuit using elec-
tron tubes or equivalent devices fer count-
ing: electric pulses. Also known as electronic
tachometer | ilek'trandik ‘katint-ar|

electronic countermeasure [rLecte| An offer:
sive or defensive tactic or device using elec-
tronic, electramagnetic, and reflecting apparatus
to reduce the military effectiveness of enemy
equipment involving electromagnetic radiation,
such as rarar, communication, guidance, or
other radio-wave devices, Abbreviated ECM
| ilek'tran-ik ‘kadnt-or,mezh-ar}

electronic coupling Sve electron coupling. {i,lek
"trdin-ik 'kap-lin }

electronic data processing {comput Scl| Pro-
cessing data by using equipment that is
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electronic data-processing center

predominantly electronic in nature, such as an
electronic digital computer Abbreviated EDP
(i,tek'tran-ik 'dad-o ,pra-sas-in }

electronic data-processing center=|compurT sci]
The complex formed by the computer, its pe-
ripheral equipment, the persannel related to the
operation of the center and control functions,
and, usually, the office space housing hardware
and personnel. Abbreviated EDP center. Also
known as computercenter —_{ i,lek'tran-ik'dad-o
iprds-ds-in ,sen-tor}

electronic data-processing managementscience
|compPuT sci] The field consisting of a class of
management prablems capableofbeing handled
by computer programs. { i,lek'tran-ik 'dad-o
ipré-sos-ip 'man-ij-mont ,stons }

electronic data-processing system [comput
Scl| A system for data processing by means of
machines using electronic circuitry at electronic
speed, as opposed to electromechanical
equipment.  {i,lek'tran-ik'dad-o ,pra-sas:in ,sis-
tom }

electronic defense evaluation {ELECTR} A mu-
tual evaluation of radar and aircraft, with the
aircraft trying to penetrate the radar's area of cov-
erage in an electronic countermeasure environ-
ment | ilektran-ik cli'fens.ivalyatwa-shan |

electronic differential analyzer=|conpur sei) A
form of analog computer using interconnected
electronic integrators to salve differential equa+
tions, ( ilek'tran-ik ,dif-a'ren-chal ‘an-a,liz-ar )

electronic display=(eLecre| An electronic com-
ponentused to convertelectric signals into visual
iinagery in real Lime suitable for direct interpreta-
tionbyahumanoperator | (Jektran-ikdi'spla |

electronic distance-measuring equipment |pa\'|
4 navigation system consisting of airborne
devices that transmit microsecond pulses to
special ground beavons, which retransmit the
signals to the aireraft, the length of expired
time between transmission and reception in
measured, converted to kilometers or miles, and
presented to the pilot. { i,lek’tran-ik ‘dis-tans
imezh-o-rig ikwip:mant}

electronic dummy [ENG acous| A vocal simula-
tor which is a replica of the head and torso
of a person, covered with plastisol flesh that
simulates the accustical and mechanical prop-
erties of real flesh, and possessing an artificial
voice and two artificial ears. Abbreviated ED
{ itek'tran-ik ‘dom-é }

electronicefficlency [ELEcTR| Ratio of the power
at the desired frequency, delivered by the elec-
tron stream to the circuit in an oscillator or
amplifier, to the average power supplied to the
stream. | Llek'traimik ('fish-an-sé |

electronic engineering |ivc| Engineering that
deals with practical applications of electronics.
[ilektrandk en-fa'nir-in |

electronic fuse |ENG| A fuse, such as the radio
proximity fuse, set off by an electronic device
Incorporated Init. | Llek'tran-ik'Fyti|

electronic heating |ENG| Heating by means of
radio-frequencycurrent produced by an @lecttan-
tube oscillator or an equivalent radio-frequency

 

 
power source. Also knawn as high-lrecuency
heating; radio-frequency heating. { i,lek'tran-ik
'héd-ig }

electronic horizontal-situation indicator [NAV]
An integrated multicolor map display of an-air-
plane's position combined with a color weather
radar display, with a scale selected by the pilot,
together with information on wind direction and
velocity, horizontal situation, and deviation from
the planned vertical path, Abbreviated EHS!
{ ilek'trdn-ik ,har-o'zant-ol ,sich-alwa-shan ,in-do
ikad-or}

electronic interference (ELEcTR| Any electrical
or electromagnetic disturbance that causes un-
desirable response in electronic equipment
(ilek'tran-ik ,int-or-'fir-ons }

electronic jammer See jammer { ilek'tran-ik
‘jam-ar }

electronic Jamming See jamming._{i,lek'tranvik
‘jam-in }

electronic line scanning [ELECTR] Method
which provides motion of the scanning spot
along the scanning line by electronic means,
(ilek'tran-ik ‘lin ,skan-ig }

electronic IIstening device |ELEcTR| A device
used to capture the sound wavesof conversation
originating in an ostensibly private setting in
a form, usually as a magnetic tape recording,
which can be used against the target by adyerse
interests, { ilek'tran-ik lis-nig di,vis }

electronic locator See metal detector. { i,lek
‘traimsik '16,kad-or}

electronic locking=[uLecte| A technique lor pre-
venting the operationof a switch untila specific
electrical signal (the unlocking signal) is intro-
ducecl into circuitry associated with the switch
usually, but not necessarily, the unlocking signal
isabinary sequence. | | lek'tran-ik AK-In }

electronic logger Sw Geiger-Miller probe.
(i, lek ‘tedin-ik 'Kig-ar }

electronic mall |comMMUN] The electronic trans-
mission of letters, messages, and memos
through a communications network, Also known
ase-mail.{i,lek'tran-ik 'mal }

electronic microradiography [ELECTR] Microra-
diography of very thin specimens in which the
emission ofelectrons from an irradiated object,
either the specimenor a lead screen behindit,
is used to produce a photographic image of the
Specimen, which is then enlarged, Also. known as
e-mail. { ilek'tranik'mi-krdrad-8'ag-rafo }

electronic moter contral |ELecre] A contrelcir-
cuit used to vary the speed ofa direct-current mo-
tor operated from an alternating-current power
line. Also known as direct-current motor control;
motorcontral.  { jlek'tran-ik 'm6d-ar kan, tral |

electronic multimeter [eLecrR| A multimeter
that uses semiconductor or electron-tube
circuits to drive a conventional multiscale meter
{ ilek'tran-ik 'mal-té,méd-ar }

electronic music [ENG Acous| Music consisting
of tones originating in electronic sound and
Noise generators used alone or in conjunction
with electroacoustic shaping means and sound-
recording equipment { ilek'tran-ik 'myt-zik }
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electronic musical instrument [ENG aAcous) A

musical Instrument in which an audio signal js
produced by a pickup or audio oscillator and
amplified electronically to feed a loudspeaker,
as in an electric guitar, electronic carillon, elec-
tronic organ, or electronic piano, ( Gleb train ik
imytheahal ‘in-strasmant |

electronic noise jammer [ELECTRE An electronic
jammer which emits 4 tadio-frequency carrier
modulated with & white patse signal usually
derived from a gas tube: used apainst enemy
radar ( hlek'tran-ik ‘neiz slaitvor|

Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator
Ser ENIAC f ilek'trindik ndtmera-kal ‘int-3,
grac-oran ‘kal-kya,lactar|

electronic organ [ELECTR] A musical instrument
which Uses electronic circuits te produce music
similar to that of a pipe organ, | Hlek'tran-ik‘organ |

electronic packaging [ENG] The technology of
packaging electronic equipment; in current Usage
it refers to inserting cliscrete Components, inte-
grated circults, and MSI and LS! chips (usually
altached to a lead frame by beam leads) into
plates through holes on Multlayer eireuit boards
lalso called cards), where they are soldered in
place | A lek'trar-ik ‘paklf-in |

electronic—phase-angle meter |PLecte) A
phasemeter that makes use of electronic
devices, such as amplifiers ane limiters, thar
convert the alternating-current voltages belng
measured to square wayes whose spacings are
hroportlonalto phase — ilek'trainck Wz anpgaldnad-ar|

electronic photometer—Syy photoelectric phota-
meter | [lek erain-ik lO'tam-ad-ar }

electronic plano [ELECTRIA piano without a
sounding board, In which vibrations af each
string affect the capacitance of @ Capacitor mi-
crophone ane thereby produce aldio-frequency
signals that ate amplified anc reproduced by 4loudspeaker, Llektraindk pean }

slactronic polarization [ELEC] Polarization aris-
ing from the displacement of electrons with
respect to the nuclei with which they are assn-
clated. upan application af an external electric
fel. | Alek'tranjh iPC-Fralza-shari |

electronic power supply See power Supply(ilek'trdndk patear sa,ply }
electronic protection [ELECTR] Measures taker

fo counteract the effec S of electronic attack
Abbreviated EP ( Llok'teansik pra‘tekshan |electronic Publishing [COMMUN | The provision
oF information with high editorial ane value-
added content in electronic form, allowing the
User some degree of control and interactivity(A letltrinak ‘pabdish-ig |

electronic radiography [ELECTR] Radiographyty
whieh the image is detached bydirect image
converter tubes or by the use ol television pickupOf electronic scanning, and the resulant signals
are amplified ane presented for viewing on akinescope [ ilek'trat-ik radl-@lagera.té |electronic faster scanning Sve electronic scan:
ning. (ilekiteamtk ‘ras-tar skaney |
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electronic Switching

electronic reconnaissance ELECTR| The detec-
tion, identification, evaluation, anc location of
foreign, wlectromagnetic radiations emanatingfrom other than nuclear detonations or fadioac-
tive sources {Alektren ik ri'kanasans|

electronic recording |eLecre| The process of
making a Staphical record of a Varying quantity
Or signal for the result of such a Process) byelectronicmeans, invalving control ofan electron
beam by electric OF Magnetic fields, as in g
cathode-ray oscillograph, in contrast to lightbeam recording, { ilek'transif r'kevred-ity |

electronic robot ICONT Sy¥5]'A robot whose rc
tlons are Powered by a direct-current stepper
Motor (lektrang bat)

electronic scanning [ELECTR] Sean ning in which
the radar bear directionis determined bycontral
of the relative phases of the signals fed to the
elements of an otherwise Stationary antenna
array fi tek! trdiay.ik 'skan-in |

electronic sculpturing  |coupyr 8O1| Procedure
lor Constructing a model of a system by using an
analog computer. in which the model is devised
at the console by interconnecting components
on the basis of analogous configuration withreal
system elements: then, by adjusting circuit gains
and reference voltages, dynamic behavior ean

generated that corresponds to the desirad
response, or is recogtizable jn the real systemULlek'tran-ik ‘skalp-chasrin |

electronic Security |eLecre} Protection resultingfrom all Measures designed to deny to unau-
thorized persons information of value which
might be derivedfrom the Possession and studyof electromagnetic tadiations { i lek'trénstksa kytir-ache |

electronic sky screen equipment [ELECTR] Elec-
tronic device that indicates the departure of
4 missile from a predetermined trajectory(ilek'tran-ik ‘sky iskrén i kwip-mant|

electronic Spreadsheet [coyspuy SCI] A type of
computer software for performing mathematical
computations on numbers atranged In rows and
columns; in which the numbers can depend on
the values jy other rows and columns, allowinglarge numbers of calculations to be carried out
simultaneously—| ilek'trincik 'spredshe |electronic support measures=Sw electronic
warfare stippart Measures, [iifek tran-iksa'port
imezh-arz| ;electronic SUrge arrester [ELECTR] Device used
to switch to aroune high-energy surges, thereby
reducing transient energy toa level safe for
secondary Prolecters, for example, Zener dindes,
silicon rectifiers and sq on. | ilek'tran-tk ‘sar}ares-tar |

electronic switch [ELECTR] 1. Vacuum tube, crys-tal diodes, or lransistors used as an on anc off
switching device 2. Test Instrument used to
Present two wave shapes ona si ngle gun cathode.
Tay tube: [i lek'train-(k 'swich |

electronic switching [COMMUN| Telephone
switching using: a computer with a slorage
containing program switching lopic, whose
OUTPUT actuates switches that set up telephone
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electronic tablet

connections automatically. [ELECTR] The use
of electronic circuits to perform the functions of
a high-speed switch—_{i,Jek'tran-ik 'swich-in }

electronic tablet§[comput sci| A data-entry de-
vice consisting of stylus, writing surface, and
circuitry that producesa pairof digital coordinate
values corresponding continuously to the posi-
tion of the stylus upon the surface. Also known
as data tablet. { ijlek'tran-ik ‘tab-lot }

electronic tachometer See electronic counter
( ilek'tran-ik to'kam-od-ar }

electronic tuning {ELECTR| Tuning of a transmit-
ter, receiver, or other tuned equipment by chang-
ing a control voltage rather than by adjusting or
switching components by hand.{i,lek'tran-ik
'tiin-in J

electronic typewriter |compuT sci| A typewriter
whoseoperation is enhanced through the use of
microprocessor technology to provide many of
the functions of a word-processing system but
which has at mosta partial-line visual display
Alsoknownasmemorytypewriter—{i'lek,tran-ik
‘tip, rid:ar}

electronic video recording=|ELECTR] The record-
ing of black and white or color television vi-
sual signals on a reel of photographic film as
coded black and white images. Abbreviated EVR.
{ ilek'tran-ik 'vid-8-6 rikord-in }

electronic voltage regulator [ELECTR] A device
which maintains the direct-current power supply
voltage for electronic equipment nearly con-
stant in spite of input alternating-current line
voltage variations and output load variations
{ ilek'tranvik 'vdl-tij ,reg-yo,lad-ar}

electronic voltmeter [ENG| Voltmeter which
uses the rectifying and amplifying properties of
electron devices and their associated circuits
to secure desired characteristics, such as high-
input impedance, wide-frequency range, crest
indications, andsoon. (i, lek'tran-ik 'valt, méd-
ar}

electronic warfare9ELECTR] Military action involv-
ing the use of electromagnetic energy to deter-
mine, exploit, reduce, or prevent hostile use of
the electromagnetic spectrum, and action which
retains friendly use of electromagnetic spectrum
{ ilek'tran-ik 'wor,fer}

electronic warfare support measures [ELECTR]
That division of electronic warfare involving ac-
tions taken to searchfor, intercept, locate, record,
and analyze radiated electromagnetic energy for
the purpose of exploiting such radiations in
support of military operations. Also known as
electronicsupport measures, {i,lek'tran-ik'wor
fer sa'port ,mezh-arz}

electronic writing [ELECTR] The useof electronic
circuits and electron devices to reproduce sym-
bols, such as an alphabet, in a prescribed order
on an electronic display device for the purpose
of transferring information from a source to a
viewer of the display device. { i,lek'tran-ik
'ridsin |

electron Image tube See image tube
‘im-ij ,tiib}

electron Injection [ELECTR] 1. The emission of
electrons from one solid into another. 2. The
process of injecting a beam of electrons with an
electron gun into the vacuum chamberof a mass
spectrometer, betatron, or other large electron
accelerator{i'lek,tran in'jek-shon }

electron lens |ELEcTR] An electric or magnetic
field, or a combination thereof, which acts upon
an electron beam in a manner analogousto that
in which an optical Jens acts upon a light beam
Also known as lens._{i'lek,tran 'lenz }

electron microscope [ELECTR] A devicefor form-
ing greatly magnified images of objects by means
of electrons, usually focused by electron lenses
( ilek,tran 'm1-kra,skdp }

electron mirror See dynode, { i'lek,tran mir-or}
electron multiplier [ELECTR] An  electron-tube

structure which produces current amplification;
an electron beam containing the desired signal
is reflected in turn from the surfaces of each
of a series of dynodes, and at each reflection
an impinging electron releases two or more
secondary electrons, so that the beam builds up
in strength. Also known as multiplier. { i'lek
itran 'moal-ta,pltar }

electron-multlpller phototube See multiplier pho-
totube, [ i'lek,trén 'mal-to,pli-ar ‘phdd-a,tiib}

electronographic tube |ELECTR| An image tube
used in astronomy in which the electron image
formed by the tube is recordeddirectly uponfilm
orplates. { i,lekitran-algraf-ik 'tiib }

electronography ELECTR] The use of image
tubes to form intensified electron images of
astronomical objects and record them directly on
film or plates. —_{ i,lek-tra'ndg-ra-fé }

electronoluminescence See cathodolumines-
cence,{i,lekitran-a,lti-ma'nes-ans }

electron optics=|ELEcTR| The studyof the motion
of free electrons under the influence of electric
and magnetic fields. { i'lek,tran ‘ap-tiks }

electron-ray Indicator See cathode-ray tuning
indicator, { i'lek,tran ,ra 'in-da,kad-ar}

electron-ray tube See cathode-ray tube.
itran ra ,tiib }

electron refraction§|ELEcTR] The bending of an
electron beam passing from one region to
another of different electric potential ( ijlek
itran ri'frak-shon }

electron-stream potential [ELECTR] At any point
in an electron stream, the time average of the
potential difference between that point and the
electron-emitting surface { i'lek,tran ,strém
po'ten-chal }

electron-stream transmission efficiency |ELECTR]
At an electrode through which the electron
stream (beam) passes, the ratio of the aver-
age stream current through the electrode to
the stream current approaching the electrode
( ilek,tran strém tranz'mish-on a'fish-an-sé }
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electrontalescope [ELECTR] Atelescope in which

an infrared image ofa distant object is focused on
the photosensitive cathode olan image converter
tube. the resulting electron imageis enlarged by
electronlenses and madevisible by a fluorescent
screen. {i'lek,tran 'tel-a,skdp }

electron tube |ELECTR| An electron device in
which conduction ofelectricity is provided by
electrons moving through a vacuum or gaseous
medium within a gastight envelope. Also known
as radio tube; tube; valve (British usage) —_[ i'lek
tran ,tiib }

electron-tube ampllfler (ELEctR] An amplifier in
which electron tubes provide the required in-
crease in signal strength { i'lek,tran ,tiib
‘am-plo,fi-or}

electron-tube generator |ELEcTR] A generatorin
which direct-current energyis converted to radio-
frequency energy by an electron tube in an
oscillator circuit. { i'lek,tran ,tiib ‘jen-a,rad-or}

electron-tube heater Secheater.{i'lek,trin ,tiib
‘héd-or}

electron-tube static characteristic [(ELECTR| Re-
lation between a pair of variables such as
electrode voltage and electrode current with all
other voltages maintainedconstant _{i'lek,triin
itlib 'stad-ik kar-ik-to'ris-tik

electron voltaic effect (ELecTR| Sensitivity of
photovoltaic cells to electron bombardment.
{ itlek,tran v6l'ta-ik i,fekt }

electrooptical birefringence—See electrooptical
Kerreffect.  { i,lek-trd'ip-te-kal bi-ri'frin-jans}

electrooptical character recognitlon See op-
tical character recognition. { i,lek-trd'dp-ta-kal
‘katlk-tar yrek-igynish-on }

electrooptical Kerr effect optics] Birefringence
induced by an electric field. Also known
as electrooptical birefringence; Kerr effect
{ ilek-tr6'ap-to-kal 'kar i,fekt }

electrooptical modulator |ComMUN| An. optical
modulator in which a Kerr cell, an electreaptical
crystal, or other signal-controlled electroopticat
device is used to modulate the amplitude,
phase, frequency, or direction of a light bearn.
( Llek-tra'ap-ta-kal ‘maj-a,lad-ar|

electrooptic material [oprics| A material in
which the indices of refraction are changed
by an applied electric field.  [ ilek-tra'ap:tikma‘tir-é-al }

electrooptic radar [ena] Radar system using
electrooptic techniques and equipment instead
of microwave to perform the acquisition and
vackingoperation.  [ ijek-trd'ap-tik 'ra,dar)

electrooptics [optics] The study of the influence
of an electric field on optical phenomena, as
In the electrooptical Kerr effect and the Stark
effect. Also known as optoelectronics { ilek:
tra'ap-tiks }

electroosmotic driver [ELECTR] A type of solion
for converting voltage into fluid pressure, which
uses depolarizing electrodes sealed in an elec-
trolyte and operates through the streaming
potential effect. Also known as micropump
| Hlek-trd-a2! mdichik ‘drtvear|
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electrophorus [ELEC] A device used to produce
electric charges; it consists of a hard-rubberdisk,
which is negatively charged by rubbing with fur,
and a metal plate, held by an insulating handle,
which is placed on the disk; the plate is then
touched with a grounded conductor, so that
negative charge is removed andtheplate has net
positive charge_{i,lek'tra-fa-ras }

electrophotoluminescence |ELEcTR| Emission
of light resulting from application of an electric
field to a phosphor which is concurrently, or
has been previously, excited by other means.
{ itlek-tro}fod-6,li-mo'nes-o ns}

electropositive [ELEC] 1.Carryinga positive elec-
tric charge. 2. Capable of acting as the pos-
itive electrode in an electric cell { i,lek-tro
'paz-ad:iv }

electroresistive effect |ELECTR| The change in
the resistivity of certain materials with changes
in applied voltage._{ijlek-tro-ri'zis-tiv i,fekt }

electroscope |ENG| An instrumentfor detecting
an electric charge by means of the mechanical
forces exerted betweenelectrically charged bod-
ies. { i'tek-tra,skdp }

electrosensitive recording {ELEcTRI Recording
in which the image is produced by passing
electric current through the record sheet.
{ iflek-trd'sen-sad-iv ri'kord:in }

electrostatle [ELEC] Pertaining to electricity at
rest, such as an electric charge on an object
(ilek-tro'stad-ik }

electrostatic accelerator {ELECTR} Any instru-
ment which uses an electrostatic field to accel-
erate charged particles to high velocities in a
vacuum.{i,lek-tra'stad-ik ak'sel-a,rad-ar)

electrostatic actuator See actuator ( ilek-tra
'stad-ik 'ak-cha,wad-ar}

electrostatic analyzer (ELEcTR|A device which
filters an electron beam, permitting only elec-
trons within a very narrow velocity range to pass
through.{i,lek-tra'stad-ik 'an-a,lTz-ar }

electrostatic attractlon See Coulomb attraction
{ i,lek-tra'stad-ik o'trak-shan}

electrostatic cathode-ray tube (ELECTR) A
cathode-ray tube in which electrostatic de-
flection is used on the electron beam { ilek-
tra'stad-ik {kath,Gd 'ra ,tiib }

electrostatlc deflection {ELectrR| The deflection
of an electron beam by meansofan electrostatic
field produced by electrodes on opposite sidesof
the beam; used chiefly in cathode-ray tubes for
oscilloscopes | i,lek-tra'stad-ik di'flek-shan|

electrostatic detection [eLecte| The detection
and location of any type of selid body, such
as a mineral deposit or a mine, by measuring
the associated electrostatic field which arises
spontaneously or is induced by the detection
equipment. | f,lek-tra'stad-ik di'tek-shan}

electrostatic energy=|e1,6c| The potential energy
which a collection of electric charges possesses
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electrostatic error

byvirtue of their positions relative to each other
{ ilekitralstad-ik 'en-or-jé }

electrostatic error See
{ iek-tro'stad-ik 'er-or}

electrostatic field [ELEC] A time-independent
electric field, such as that produced by stationary
charges. { ilek-tra'stad-ik 'féldl )

electrostatic focus [ELECTR] Praduction ofa fo-
cused electron beam in a cathode-ray tube by the
application ofanelectricfield  {i,lek-tra'stad-ik
'fG-kos}

electrostatic force |ELEC| Force on a charged
particle due to an electrostatic field, equal to
the electric field vector times the charge of the
particle { i,lek-tra'stad-ik ' fors}

electrostatic force microscopy |ENG] The use
of an atomic force microscope to measure
electrostatic forces from electric charges on a
surface. ( iflek-tro,stad-ik jfors mi'kra-ska-pé }

electrastatic generator (ELEC| Any machine
which produces electric charges by friction
or (more commonly) electrostatic induction.
{ ilek-tra'stad-ik 'jen-a,rad-ar)

electrostatic inductlon |ELEC| The process of
charging an object electrically by bringing it
near another charged object, then touching it
to ground Also known as induction { ilek-
tro‘stad-ik in'dok-shon }

electrostatic instrument [ELEC] A meter that de-
pendsfor its operation on the ferces of attraction
and repulsion between electrically charged bod-
ies. {i lek-tra'stad-ik 'in-stro-mant}

electrostatic interactions See Coulomb interac-
tions. { i,lek-tro'stad-ik int-a'rak-shonz }

electrostatic lens [ELECTR] An arrangement of
electrostatic fields which acts upon beams of
charged particles similar to the way a glass lens
acts on light beams,_{i,lek-tra'stad-ik ‘lenz }

electrostatic loudspeaker {ENG Acous] A loud-
speaker fh which the mechanical forces are pro-
duced by the action of electrostatic fields; in one
type the fielus are produced between a thin metal
diaphragmand a rigid metal plate. Also known as
capacitor loudspeaker. { i,lek-tro'stad-ik ‘laud
ispék-or}

electrostatic memory See electrostatic storage
{ 'lek-tro,stad-ik ‘mem-ré }

electrostatic microphone Sce capacitor micro-
phone._{i'lek-tra,stad-ik 'mi-kra,fGn}

electrostatic octupole lens [ELEcTK] A device
for controlling beams of electrons or other
charged particles, consisting of eight electrodes
arranged in a circular pattern with alternating
polarities; commonly used to correct aberrations
of quadrupole lens systems. { i'lek-tra,stad-ik
\ak-to,pal 'lenz}

electrostatic potential See electric potential
{ ‘tek-tra,stad-ik pa'ten-chal}

electrostatic precipitator [ENG] A tlevice which
removes cust or ather finely divided particles
from a gas by charging the particles inductively
with an electric field, then attracting them to
highly charged collector plates. Also known
as precipitator { i'lek-tro,stad-ik pro'sip-9
\tad-or}

antenna effect

electrostatic quadrupole lens=(eLectr| Adevice
for focusing beamsof electrons or other charged
particles, consisting of four electrodes arranged
in a circular pattern with alternating polarities.
{ lek-tra,stad-ik |kwardro,pol ‘lenz }

electrostatic repulsion See Coulomb repulsion
{ 'lek-tra,stad-ik ri'pal-shon )

electrostatics [ELEC] The study of electric
charges at rest, their electric fields, and
potentials. { ilek-tro'stad-iks }

electrostatic scanning ELECTR] Scanning that
involves electrostatic deflection of an electron
beam, { i'lek-tro,stad-ik 'skan-in }

electrostatic shielding |ELEC| The placing of a
grounded metal screen, sheet, or enclosure
around a device or between two devices to pre-
vent electric fields from interacting. { i'lek-tro
istad-ik 'shéld-in }

electrostatle storage (ELECTR|A storage in
which information is retained as the presence or
absenceof electrostatic chargesat specific spot
locations, generally on the screen of a special
type of cathode-ray tube known as a storage
tube, Also known as electrostatic memory
( 'lek-tra,stad-ik ‘stor-ij }

electrostatlc storage tube
{ 'lek-tra,stad-ik 'stor-ij ,tiib }

electrostatic stress |ELEC| An electrostatic field
atting on an insulator, which produces polar-
ization in the insulator and causes electrical
breakdownif raised beyond a certain intensity
{ i'‘lek-tro,stad-ik ‘stres ]

electrostatlc transducer |ENG Acous|Atrans-
ducer consisting of a fixed electrode and a
movable electrode, charged electrostatically in
opposite polarity; motion of the movable elec-
trode changes the capacitance between the
electrodes and thereby makes the applied voltage
change in proportion to the amplitude of the
electrode’s mation. Also known as condenser
transducer_{i'lek-tra,stad-ik tranz'dii-sar}

electrostatic tweeter [ENG AcoUs]A tweeter
loudspeaker in which a flat metal diaphragm
is driven directly by a varying high voltage
applied between the diaphragm anda fixed metal
electrode,_{i'lek-tro,stad-ik 'twéd-ar}

electrostatic unlts [ELEC] A centimeter-gram-
second system ofelectric and magnetic units in
which the unit of charge is that charge which
exerts a force of | dyne on another unit charge
when separated from it by a distance of | cen-
timeter in vacuum; other units are derived from
this definition by assigning unit coefficients
in equations relating electric and magnetic
quantities. Abbreviated esu. { i'lek-tro,stad-ik
'yiienats}

electrostatic voltmeter (ENG|A voltmeter in
which the voltage to be measured is applied
between fixed and movable metal vanes; the
resulting electrostatic force deflects the movable
vane against the tension of a spring_{i'lek-tra
istad-ik 'valt,méd-ar}

electrostatic wattmeter [ENG] An adaptation of
a quadrant electrometer for power measure-
ments in which two quadrants are charged by

See storage tube
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the voltage drop across a noninductive shunt
resistance through which the load current passes,
andthe line voltage is applied between one of the
quadrants anda moving vane. | i'lek-tra,stad-ik
‘wat,meéd-or}

electrostriction transducer ENG Acolis| Atrans-
ducer which depends on the production of
an elastic strain In certain symmetric crystals
when an electric fleld is applied, ar, conversely,
which produces a voltage when the crystal is
deformed. Also known as ceramic transducer
| lek-tré'strik-shan tranz'dii-sar}

electrothermal ammeter=Sve thermoammeter
( lek-trd'thar-mal'a,med-ar }

electrothermal energy conversion jitc| The di-
rect conversion of electric energy into heat en-
ergy. asinanelectricheater. { i!lek-trd'thar-mal
'en-ar-jé kanwar-zhon |

electrothermal process |eNa| Any process
which uses an electric current to generate heat,
utilizing resistance, ares, or induction, used
to achieve temperatures higher than can be
obtained by combustion methods | tHlek-
tra'thar-mal ‘prds-as|

electrothermal recording |ELecre| Type af elec-
trachemical recording, used In facsimile equip.
ment, wherein the chemical change is produced
principally by signal-controlled thermal action
(ilek-tro'thar-mal ri'kord-in

electrothermal voltmeter jena] An electrother-
mal ammeter employing a seties resistor as a
multiplier, thus measuring voltage instead of
current. [ ijlek-tré'thar-mal 'vdlt,méd-ar}

element [COMPUT Sci| A circuit or device perform-
ing some specific elementary data-processing
function. |ELEcTROMAG| Radiator, active or par-
asitic, thatisapartofanantenna, | 'el-a-mant |

elemental area Sre picture element (,el-a'ment-
al 'eré-a }

elementary item=|compur sci[ An item consid-
ered to have no subordinate item in the COBOL
language. | .elo'men-tré jid-am }

elementary stream=[conan | Ageneric term for
one of the coded video, coded audio, or other
coded bit streams in a digital television system
| ,el-a'man-tré 'strém |

elevation angle=[ELEcTROMAG| The angle that a
radio, radar, or other such beam makes with the
horizontal | ,el-a'va-shan ,ay-gal|

elevation-angle error [ELECTROMAG| Inoradar, the
error in the measurement of the elevation angle
Of a target resulting fram the vertical bending
or refraction of radio energyin traveling through
the atmosphere. Also known as elevationerror,
{,ebo'va-shan ,an-gal erar |

elevation error Se elevation-angle. error.
(.elalya-shan jerar|

ELF Sr extremely low frequency
elimination factor |compu'r sCi/ In information

tetrieval, the ratio obtainedin dividing the num-
ber of documents that have not been retrieved
by the total number of documents in the file
(alim-a'né-shan fak-tar }

eliminator eLectR] Device that takes the place
of batteries, generally consisting of a rectifier

embossing stylus

operating from alternating current { a'lim-ainad-ar}
E limes {ELec! Contour lines of constant electro-

static field strength referred to some reference
base, {'8 linz]

ellipsoidal floodlight |eLec| A lighting unit used
in theatrical lighting consisting of an ellipsoidal
reflector with fixed spacing and a lamp; power
requirements are 250-5000 watts and the reflec-
tor diameter is 10-24 inches (25-61 centime-
ters). Also known as scoop { a,lip'sdid-al "Had:lit)

ellipsoidal spotlight [eLec| A lighting untk can-
sisting of a reflector, lamp, single or multiple lens
system, and framing device; power requirements.
are 250-2000 watts. | a,lip'sdid-al'spat,lit |

elliptical system [ena] A tracking or navigation
system where ellipsoids of position are deter-
mined from time or phase summation relative to
two or more fixed stations which are the focuses
for the ellipsoids. { o'lip-ta-kal ‘sis-tam }

elliptic-integralfilter ELEcTR] Ar electronic {Ilter
whose gain characteristic has both an equal-
ripple shapein the pass-band and equal minima
of attenuation in the stop-band. Also. known as
Cauer filter, (a,lip-tik ,int-a-gral 'fil-tar |

ellipticity See axial ratio. ( Alip'tis-ad-@ }
elongation [jcommun| The extension of the en-

velope of a signal due to delayed arrival of
multipath components. | &lon'ga-shan |

ELSEinstruction |compursci| An instruction in
4 programming language which tells a program
what actions to take if previously specified
canditions are not met _[ ‘als in,strak-shan |

ELSE rule=|compursci] A convention in decision
tables which spells out which action to take In
te case specified conditions are nat met (‘elsrll]

e-mail See electronic mail '@mal |
emanation security [ELectr| The protection re-

sulting from all measures designed to deny
unauthorized persons information of value which
might be derived fram unintentional emissions
from other than telecommunications systems,
{ ,em-a'nd-shan sa'kydra-clé |

embedded command [comput sci| In word pro-
cessing, a code Inserted in a text document that
instructs the printerto changeits print attributes
| embed-ad ko'mand}

embedded pointer [COMPUT Sci| A. pointer set
In a data record Instead of in a directory
( em'bed-ad 'pdint-ar |

embedded system=|compursei| A computer sys-
tem that cannot be programmed by the user
because it Is preprogrammed for a specific task
and embedded within the equipment which it
serves, | em'bed-ad 'sis-tam|

embossed plate printer |compursei| Incharacter
recognition, a data preparation device. which
accomplishes printing by allowing a raised char-
acter behind the paperto push the paper against
the printing Hbbon in front of the paper. [em
ibdst |plat 'printar |

embossing stylus [ENG Acous] A recording sty-
lus with a rounded tip that forms a groove by
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emergencyalert system

displacing material in the recording medium
| em'bas-iy ,sti-las }

emergencyalert system={commun A system ofradio, television, and cable networks and wire
services for communicating with the general
public in emergency situations. { a,mar-jan-sé
o'lart ;sis-tom }

emergency broadcast system [COMMUN] A sys-
tem of broadcast stations and interconnecting
facilities authorized by the U.S. Federal Commu-
nications Commissionto operate in a controlled
manner during a war, threat of war, state of public
peril or disaster, or other national emergency
{ a'mar-janesé 'brad,kast ,sis-tom }

emergency power supply [ELEC] A source of
power that becomesavailable, usually automat-
ically, when normal power line service fails.
{ o!mar-jon-sé 'pati-ar sa)plq

emergency radio channel (comMuUN| Any radio
frequency reserved for emergency use, particu-
larly far distress signals. { a'mar-jon-sé 'rad-6-0
ichan-al}

emergency recelver {COMMUN| Receiver imme-
diately available in a statlon for emergency
communications and capableof being energized
by self-contained or emergency power supply
{ a'mar-jan-sé ri'sé-var}

eml See electromagnetic interference
emlsslon [ELECTROMAG] Any radiation of energy

by meansof electromagnetic waves, as from a
radio transmitter, { i'mish-an }

emission characteristles [ELECTR] Relation,
usually shown by a graph, between the emission
and a factor controlling the emission, such as
temperature, voltage, or current of the filament
orheater {i'mish-an ,kar-ik-to'ris-tiks }

emission electron microscope [ELECTR] An
electron microscopein which thermionic, photo,
secondary, or field electrons emitted from a
metal surface are projected on a fluorescent
screen, with or without focusing, { i'mish-on i
vek,tran 'm1-kra,sk6p}

emission securlty [ELECTR] That component of
communications security which results from all
measures taken to protect any unintentional
emissions of a telecommunications system from
any form of exploitation other than cryptanalysis.
(i'mish-an sa'kyur-od-é }

emitter [ELECTR] A transistor region from which
charge carriers that are minority carriers in the
base are injected into the base, thus control-
ling the current flowing through the collector:
correspondsto the cathode ofan electron tube.
Symbolized E Also known as emitter region
{ i'mid-or}

emitter barrler [ELECTR] One of the regions in
which rectification takes place in a transistor,
lying between the emitter region and the base
region. { i'mid-or |bar-é-ar}

emltter bias (ELECTR| A bias voltage applied to
the emitter electrode of a transistor { i'mid-ar
ibT-as }

emitter-coupled fogic |ELECTR}A form of
current-mode logic in which the emitters of
two transistors are connected to a single

current-carrying resistorin such a waythat only
one transistor conducts at a time Abbreviated
ECL,  {i'mlc-ar tkap-old 'laj-tk }

emitter follower [ELECTR] A grounded-collector
transistor amplifier which provides less than
unity voltage gain but high input resistance and
low qutput resistance, and which is similar to
a cathode follower in its operations, { |'mld-or
ifal-o-wor}

emitter junctlon [ELECTR] A transistor junction
normally biased in the low-resistance directlon
to inject minority carriers intoabase. { i'mid-or
sjagk-shan}

emitter region See emitter { i'mid-or ,ré-jon}
emitter resistance [ELECTR] The resistance in

series with the emitter lead in an equivalent
circuit representing a transistor. { i'mid-or ri
izis-tans }

EMM See entitlement management message
E mode See transverse magnetic mode

{'@ ,méd }
EMOSFET Sveelectrolyte- MOSFET
emoticon [comput sci} A combination of key-

board characters that depicts a sideways face
whose expression conveys an emotional re-
sponse, Also known as smiley. { i'mdd-a,kan}

emphasizer Sce preemphasis network. { 'em-fo
\siz-or}

empty-cell process [ENG] A wood treatmentin
which the preservative coats the cells without
filling them, | ‘em-té sel 'pras-os-)

empty medium=|comeur scij A material which
has been prepared to have data recorded onit
by the entry of some preliminary data, such as
feed holes punched ina paper tape or header
labels written on a magnetic tape; in contrast to
avirgin medium { ‘em-té 'méd-é-om |

emptyshell [computsci| Aroam that has beenfully
prepared for the installation of camputer and
data-processing equipment. | ‘emvté'shel }

emulation |compPuT sci] Imitation of one com-
puter system by another so that the latter
functions in exactly the same way and runs the
same programs { ,em-ya'la-shan }

emulation mode=|compuTsci] A method ofoper-
ation in which a computer actually executes the
instructions of a different (simpler) computer,
in contrast to normal mode. { ,em-ya'la-shon
mad}

emulator [compuT sci] The=microprogram-
assisted macroprogram which allows a
computer to run programs written for another
computer {‘em-ya,lad-ar}

emulator circuit [COMPUT sci] A circuit built into
a computer's control section to enable it to
process instructions that were written for another
computer. { 'em-ya,lad-ar ,sar-kat}

enable [comput sci| 1. To authorize an activity
which would otherwise be suppressed, such as to
writeonatape 2.Toturnonacomputer system
or a piece of equipment, [ELECTR| To initiate
the operation of a device orcircuit by applying
a trigger signal or pulse. { a'na-bal}

enabled Instruction [comput sci] An instruction
in a program in data flow language,all of whose
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input values are present, so that the instruction
may be carried out. { 2'na-baldin'strak-shan }

enabling pulse=|&.EcTR| A pulse that prepares a
circuit forsome subsequent action.  [ a'ndb-linpals

eMtieher [COMMUN | To convert a plain-text mes-
sage into unintelligible language by means
of a cryptosystem Also known as encrypt
{ en'si-far}

enciphered facsimile communications jcommun|
Communications in which security is accom-
plished by mixing pulses produced by a key gen-
erator with the output of the facsimile converter;
plain text is recovered by subtracting the iden-
tical key at the receiving terminal: unauthorized
listeners are Unable to reconstruct the plain text
unless they have an identical key generator and
the dally key setting. { en'si-fard fak'sim-adlé ka
smyiin-o'ka-shanz }

enclave Seedomain  { ‘an,klav}
enclosed are lamp=(ELec] An arc lamp in which

the are produced by carbonelectrades Is pro-
tected fram the atmosphere by a translucent
enclosure. { in{klozd ‘ark ,lamp}

encode {COMMUN|]To express given information
by means of a cade. [coMPUT sci] To prepare
a routine in machine language for a specific
computer. (en'kod }

encoded abstract [comput sci] An abstract pre-
pared to be scanned by automatic electronic
machines { en'kGd-ad 'ab,strakt}

encoded question |compur sci! A question set
up and encodedin the form appropriate lor oper-
ating, programming, of conditioning a searching
device. ( en'kOd-ad 'kwes-chan }

encoder [COMMUN] An embodimentof an encod-
Ing process, |COMPUT SCj\| IN character fecog-
nition, that class of printer which is usually
designed for the specific purpose of printing
a particular type font in predetermined posi-
tions on certain size forms, [&LectR) 4. In an
electronic computer, a network or system in
which only one input is excited at a time and
each input produces a combination of outputs
2. Sermatrix,  [en'kad-ar|

encoding strip) |compur sei In character recog-
nition, the area reserved for the inscription
of magnetic-ink characters, as in bank checks
{ en'k6d-in ‘strip }

encrypt Seeencipher  {en'kript }
encryption§|compuT sci] The coding of a clear

text message by a transmitting unit so as to
prevent unauthorized eavesdropping along the
transmission line; the receiving unit uses the
same algorithm as the transmitting unit to
decode the incoming message fen'krip-shan |

end-around carry=|conpur sci] A carry from the
most significant digit place to the least signifi-
cantdigit place | fendalratind 'kar-@ |

end-around shift’ Sw cyclic shift. { lend atradind
‘shift |

end cell jeuec| One of a group ef cells in series
with a storage battery, which can be switched into
maintain the output voltage of the battery when
itis not being charged | ‘end sel |

 
end-of-file mark

end-cell rectifier (e.ecrr| Small trickle charge
rectifier used to maintain voltage of the storage
battery end cells. | end ,sel "rek-La,fi-ar |

end distortion (commun) The displacement of
trailing edges of marking pulses transmitted aver
4 teletypewriter circuit relative to the leading
edge of the start pulse. [ ‘end dijstarshan |

end effect [ELECTROMAG| The effect of Capaci-
tance at the ends of an antenna; it requires that
the actual length of a half-wave antenna be about
3%less than a half wavelength { ‘end i,fekt |

end effector |conr sys| The component of a
robotthat comes into contact with the workpiece
and does the actual wark on it Also known as
hand (‘end i,fek-tar|

end-fire antenna See end-fire array { ‘end, fir
an'ten:o }

end-firearray  |ELecrRomaa] A linear array whose
direction of maximum tadiation Is along the
axis of the array; It may be either unidirectional
or bidirectional, the elements of the array are

rallel and in the same plane, as in a fish-
one antenna. Also known as end-fire antenna

(‘end ,fira'ra ]
end Instrument |eLecre| A pickup used in

telemetering to convert a physical quantity to
an inductance, resistance, voltage, or other
electrical quantity that can be transmitted over
wires orbyradio, (‘end ,inestra-mant |

endlessloop |compursci| Asequenceofinstruc-
tions ina computer program that is repeated over
and over without end, due to a mistake in the
programming—{ ‘encd-las 'liip }

end loss |ELECTROMAG| The difference between
the actual andthe effective lengths of a radiating
antennaelement.  [ ‘end lds|

end mark=[compu sci) A mark which signals the
end of a unit of information. [end ,muirk |

end-of-arm speed=|conTsys] The speed at which
an end effector arrives at its desired position
{jend av{arm ‘spac |

end-of-block character [compur sci] A character
that indicates the completion of a block of code
{iend ov |blik ‘kar-ik-tar|

end-of-data mark |compuT sci| A character or
word signaling the end of all data held in a
particular storage unit. [fend av 'dadsa ;mark }

end-of-field mark |compur sci) A data item sig-
naling the end of a field of data, generally a
variable-lengthfield, | jenav 'féld mark |

endoffile jcomrursci| 1. Termination or point of
completion of a quantity of data; end offile marks
are used to indicate this point. 2. Automatic
Procedures to handle tapes when the end of
an input or output tape is reached;a reflective
spat, called a record mark, is placed on the
physical end of thetapetosignaltheend. {tend
av'fil}

end-of-file gap |compuyr Sal} A gap of precise
dimension to indicate the end ofa file on tape.
Abbreviated EOF gap, [fend av ‘fil sap }

end-of-file indicator Sve end-cf-file mark. {lene
av Tl in-da,kad-ar}

end-of-file mark=(compur scl] A control character
which signifies that the last recorel of a file has
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Abbreviated E-HEMT —_{ en‘hans:mant |méd 'hi
ilek,tran mOjbil-ad-é tran'zis:ter }

enhancement-mode jJfunctlon  fleld-effect
transistor |ELECTR| A type of gallium arsenide
field-effect transistor in which the gate consists
of the junction between the #-type gallium
arsenide forming the conducting channel
and p-type material implanted under a metal
electrode, Abbrevate E-|FET { en'hans-mant
iméd ‘jonk-shon 'féld i,fekt tran'zis-tor}

ENIAC [comput sci] The first digital computer in
the modern sense of the word, built 1942-1945
Derived from Electronic Numerical Integrator
and Calculator, {'@-né-ak }

Enotatlon§|comput sci| A type of scientific nota-
tion in which the phrase “times 10 to the power
of” is replaced by the letter E; for example, 3.1 x
107 is written 3. 1E-+7 and 5.1 x 107° is written
51E-9 {'@n6,ta-shan }

enqueue |ENG| To place a data item in a queue
{ en'kyti }

enquiry character [Comput sci| Acontrol charac-
ter used to request a response from receiving
equipment, { in'kwir-é ,|kar-ik-tar }

enter key [comput sci] A key on a computer
keyboard that correspondsto the return key on
a typewriter and usually signals the computer
to act on the information just entered on the
keyboard. { 'en-tar ,ké}

entitlement control message |COMMUN] Private
conditional access information which speci-
fies control words and possibly other stream-
specific, scrambling, or control parameters
{ in't?-tol-mont kan'trdl ,mos:ij }

entitlement management message [COMMUN]
Private conditional access information which
specifies the authorization level or the services
of specific decoders; addrressed to single de-
coders or groups of decoders, { in'ti-tol-mant
'man-ij-mant ,mas-ij }

entity See record {'ent-a-té }
entity type {comput sci] A particular kind offile

in a database, such as an employee, customer,
orproductfile  { 'ent-a-té ,tip }

entrance [COMPUTSci| The location of a program
or subroutine at which execution is to start, Also
known as entry point _{ 'en-trons }

entrance cable |ELEC| Cable that brings power
from an outside power line into a building
{'en-trans ,ka-bal}

entropy [COMMUN| A measure of the absence of
information abouta situation, or, equivalently,
the uncertainty associated with the nature of a
situation {'en-tra-pé }

entropy coding |comMMuN] Variable-length loss-
less coding of the digital representation of a

environmentaltest

signal to reduce redundancy —_{ 'en-tra-pé ,kdd-
in }

entry (comput sci] Input data fed during the
execution of a program by meansofa terminal
('en-tré }

entry block=|compuT sci] The area of main mem-
ory reserved for the data whichwill be introduced
at execution time={ 'en-tré ,blak }

entry conditlon=(comput sci] A requirement that
must be met before a program or routine can be
entered by a computer program. Also known as
initial condition. {'en-tré kan,dish-on}

entry Instruction [comput sciJ The first instruc-
tion to be executed inasubroutine {‘en-tréin
istrak-shan |

entry point [COMMUN|A point in a coded bit
stream after which a decoder can become
properly initialized and commencesyntactically
correct decoding. The first transmitted picture
after an entry point is either an I-picture or a P-
picture. If the first transmitted picture is not an
l-picture, the decoder may produce one or more
pictures during acquisition. [COMPUT scl| See
entrance. { ‘en-tré ,pdint }

entry portion |[compeuT sci] The right-hand por-
tion of a decision table, which comprises the
condition entries and action entries, and whose
columnsare the decision rules. { 'en-tré ,por-
shon }

entry sorting §|comput sci| A methodof internal
sorting in which records or blocks of records are
placed, oneat a time, in a buffer area and then
integrated into the sorted list before the next
recordis placedinthe buffer. {'en-tr@ sord-ig }

envelope [COMMUN]A curve drawn to pass
through the peaks of a graph, such as that of a
moduated radio-frequency carriersignal |ENG|
The glass or metal housing of an electron tube
or the glass housing of an incandescent lamp
{ 'en-va,ldp }

envelope delay {CoMMUN| The time required for
the envelope of a modulated signal to travel
between two points in a system{'en-va,lop
di,la}

envelope delay distortion See delay distortion
{'en-va,lOp di,la di'stor-shan }

envelope detector See detector ( 'en-va,l3p di
itek-tar}

environment [comput sci] The computer system
in which an applications program is running,
including the hardware and system software
( in'vl-arn-mont or in'vi-ran-ment}

environmental range |ENG| The range of envi-
ronment throughout which a system or portion
thereof is capable of operation at not tess
than the specified level of reliability, { intvi-orn
imant-al 'ranj }

environmental test [ENG] A laboratory test con-
ducted to determine the functional performance
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environmentdivision

of a component or system under conditions
that simulate the real environment in which the
component or system is expected to operate
| inivi-arnimant-al ‘test |

environment division jcomPuT st) The section
ofa program written in COBOL. which defines the
hardware and files to be used by the program
[inivi-amlmant di'vich-an |

environment pointer {Comput scl] 1. A compo-
nent of a task descriptor that designates where
the Instructions and data code for the task
are located. 2. A control component element
belonging to the stack model of block structure
execution that points ta the current environment
{ inivi-arnjmoant point-ar |

environment simulator=[ENG| Any machine or
artificial device that simulatesal! or some of the
attributes of an environment, { inivi-ernjmant
‘simya,lad-ar }

EOF gap Sec end-of-file gap. {1410’ef .gap}
EOR gap See end-ol-record gap. { 1€10'ar gap }
EP See electronic protection.
epitaxial diffused-junction transistor [ELECTR]

A junction transistor produced by growing a
thin, high-purity layer of semiconductor material
on a heavily doped region of the same type
( ,ep-a'tal-sé-al dalfytizd jjank-shan tran‘zis-tar}

epitaxial diffused-mesa transistor §|xvecTR| A
diffusecl-mesa transistor in which a thin, high-
resistivity epitaxial layer is depositedlon the sub-
strate to serve as the collector. { ,ep:a'tak-sé-ol
dalfydiad [ma-sa tran'zis‘tar )

epitaxial layer (Solio SiATE| A semiconductor
layer Having the same crystalline orienta-
tion as the substrate on which it is grown.
{ ,ep-a'tak-sé-al ,la-orJ

epitaxial transistor (ELECTR| Transistor with one
or more epitaxial layers { ,ep-a'tak-sé-al
tran'zis-tor }

E-plane antenna [ELECTROMAG] An antenna
which lies ina plane parallel to the electric field
vector of the radiation that it emits. {'é ,plan
an,ten-a |

E-plane bend SecEbend, (‘6 plan jbend|
E-plane T junction [ELecTROMAG| Waveguide T

junction in which the change in stricture occurs
in the plane of the electric field, Also known as
series T junction—['é plan 'té |fagk-shan |

EPROM Ser erasable programmable read-only
memory  ['@,prim |

equal error rate (COMMUN| The error rate af a
verification system when the operating threshold
for the accept/reject decision is adjusted such
that the probability af lalse acceptance andthat
of false rejection become equal Abbreviated
EER.  {(é-kwol 'er-or rat }

equality gate See equivalence gate [ @'kwal-od-é
fat

equalization=(fLecte| The effect of all frequency-
discriminating means employed in transmitting,
recording, amplifying, or cther signal-handling
systems to obtain a desired overall frequency
response. Also known as frequency-response
equalization —_{ ,é-kwa-la'za-shon }

equalizer |@Lecre| A network designed to come
pensate for an undesired amplitucle-frequency or
phase-[requency response ofa system or compo-
nent. usually a combination ofcoils, capacitors,
and resistors Also known as equalizing cireult,
{ '@-kwa,liz-ar|

equalizer brake See equalizer
sbrak }

equalizing bar Sce equalizer

{| '@-kwa,liz-or

{'@-kwa,|Tz-ig ,bar }
equalizing clrcuit See equalizer. { ‘'ekwa,liz-in

sarkat|
equalizing current |[eLec| Current that el reulates

between two parallel-connected compound gen-
erators to equalize their output. { 'E-kwa,|tt-in
ikarant |

equalizing pulses {iiLecte| In analog television,
pulses at twice the line frequency, occurring just
beloreandatter the vertical synctironizing pulses,
which minimize the effectofline frequency pulses
onthe interlace,  {'@kwa,liz-in pol-sas |

equal ripple |eLecte| Property of an amplitude
or phase characteristic whose local maxima all
have the same value, and whose local minimaall
have the samevalue, within a specified frequency
range. |\@kwal 'rip-al |

equal-zero indicator=|CaMmpur scl] Aciroult com-
ponent which is on when the result of an
operation iszero.  ( /&kwal jgir-d ‘in-da,kachar|

equation solver=jcompursel) A machine, usually
analog, for solving systems of simultaneous
equations, which may be linear, nonlinear, or
differential, and lor finding roots of polynomials,
{i'hwa-2han ,edly-or )

equiangular spiral antenna=|@LECTROMAG| A
frequency-independent broad-band antenna,
cut from sheet metal, that radtates.a very broad,
circularly polarized beam on both sides ofits
surface: this biclirectional radiation pattern is
its chief limitation. | [é-kwélay-gya-lar jspT-ral
an'ten:a }

equilibrium brightness=| fLECTR] Viewing screen
brightness occurring when a displaystorage tube
isinafully written condition. ( ,Gkwa'lib:r&-am
‘brit-nas ]

equipment [ENG] One or more assemblies ca-
pable of performing a complete function
(a'kwipsmant |

equipment augmentation §|compur sci 1. Pro-
curing additional automatic data-processing
equipment capability to accommodateincreased
work load within an established data sys-
tem 2. Obtaining additional sites or locations
( a'kwipsmant og-man'ta-shan }

equipment chain jewa| Group of equipments
that are functionally in series; the failure of one
or more of the equipments results in loss of the
function. [a'kwipemant ,chan }

equipment compatibility |comrur sci) The abil-
ity ofa device to handle data prepared or handled
by other equipment, without alteration of the
code or of the form of the data. | a'kwip:mant
kam,pad-a'bil-ad-é }

equipmentfailure [computsci] A fault in equip-
ment that results in its improper behavior or
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prevents the execution of a job as scheduled
ja'kwipemant lal-yar| os

equipotential cathode—See indirectly heated
cathode. | }¢-kwa-pa'ten-chal 'kath,Gd }

equipotential surface (ELEC| A surface on which
the electric potential is the sameat every point.
| je-ewa:po'ten-chal 'sar-fas }

equisignal |COMMUN] 1. Pertaining to two sig-
nals of equal intensity, used particularly with
reference to the signals of a radio rangestation
9. Referring to a radio system in which two
identifiable separate radio signals are received
with the same intensity. { je-kwajsig-nal}

equisignal surface |ELECTROMAG| Surface around
an antenna formedbyall points at which, for
transmission, the field strength (usually mea-
sured in volts per meter) is constant { le-kwa
'sig-nal ,sor-fas|

equivalence element
{i'kwiv-o-lons ,el-o-mant}

equivalence gate=|compursci| Alogiccircuit that
produces a binary output signal of 1 if its
two binary input signals are the same, and an
output signal of 0 if the input signals differ
Also known as biconditional gate; equality gate;
equivalence element; exclusive-NORgate; match
gate. { i'kwiv-o-lons ,gat|

equivalent binary digits [comput sci] The num-
ber of binary positions required to enumerate the
elements ofagivenset. { i'kwiv-a-lont 'bi,ner-é
'dij-ats }

equivalent clrcuit [ELEC] A circuit whose behav-
ior is identical to that of a more complex
circuit or device over a stated rangeof operating
conditions. { i'kwiv-a-lont 'sar-kat }

equivalent four-wire system=|COMMUN| A trans-
mission system in which multiplex techniques
are used to carry on duplex operation over a
single pair of wires. { i'kwiveo-lont 'for wir
‘sis-tom }

equivalent noise conductance jf£LECTR| Spec-
tral density of a noise current generator mea-
sured in conductance units at a specified fre-
quency_{i'kwiv-a-lant 'ndiz kon,dak-tans }

equivalent noise pressure |ENG AcoUS| In an
electroacoustic transducer or sound reception
system, the root-mean-square sound pressure
of a sinusoidal plane progressive wave, which
when propagated parallel to the primary axis of
the transducer, produces an open-circuit signal
vollage equivalent to the root-mean-square of
the Inherent open-circuit noise voltage of the
lransducer in @ transmission band with a bane-
width of | hertz and centered on the frequencyof
the plane sound wave. Also known as inherent
nolse pressure, | i'kwiv-a-lant ‘noiz ,presh-ar|

equivalent nolse resistance |eLecte| Spectral
density of a noise voltage generator measured
inohmsata specified frequency—{i'kwivea-lant
‘ndlz rijzisstans }

equivalent nolse temperature [ELECTR] Absolute
temperature at which a perfect resistor, af equal
resistance to the component, would generate
the same noise as does the component

See equivalence gate

error analysis

at room temperature. {_ i'kwiv-a-lont 'noiz
item-pro-char|

equivalent pertodic tne [ELEC] Of a uniform
line, a periodic line having the same electrical
behavior, at a given frequency, as the uniform
line when measured at its terminals or at
corresponding section junctions, {i'kwiv-a-lont
pir-@ad-ik lin }

equivalent resistance [ELEC] Concentrated or
lumped resistance that would cause the same
powerlossas the actual small resistance values
distributed throughouta circuit. _{ i’kwiv-o-lant
ri'zis-tons}

erasable programmable read-only memory (com-
PuT sci] A reacl-only memory in which stored
data can be erased byultraviolet light or other
means and reprogrammed bit by bit with ap-
propriate voltage pulses Abbreviated EPROM
{ iiras-a-bal prdigram-a-bal tréd ,6n-lé ‘mem
re }

erasable storage [comput sci| Any storage
medium which permits new data to be writtenin
place of the old, such as magnetic disk or tape
{ iirGs-o-bat 'stor-ij }

erase=|COMPUT sci| To changeall the binarydigits
in a digital computer storage device to binary
zeros, [ELECTR| To remove recorded material
from magnetic tape by passing the tape through
a strong, constant magnetic field (de erase) or
through a high-frequency alternating magnetic

 

field (aecerase)  {I'ras }
erase character vv ignore character { ijrds

‘karik-tor }
erase oscillator [ELECTR] The oscillator used ina

magnetic tecorder to provide the high-frequency
signal needed to erase a recording on magnetic
tape; the bias oscillator usually serves also as the
erase oscillator _{ i'ras ,ds-a,ldd-ar ]

erasing head [ELECTR] A magnetic head used
to obliterate material previously recorded on
magnetic tape. { i'rds-in ,hed }

erasing speed=[ELEcTR| In charge-sterage tubes,
the rate of erasing successive storage elements
| t'ras-in sped |

erbium-doped fiber amplifier commun] An
optical-fiber amplifier whose fiber core is lightly
doped with trivalent erblum ions which abserb
light at pump wavelengths of 098 and 1.48
micrometers and emit it at a signal wavelength
around [.5 micrometers through stimulated
emission. Abbreviated EDFA. _{ jar-bé-am ,ddpt
iff-bar 'am-pla,ff-or }

erlang [COMMUN] A unit of communicationtraffic
load, equal to the traffic load whosecalls, if
placed end to end, will keep one path continu-
ously occupied. { 'er,lay }

ERP See effective radiated power
error=[compuTscl] An incorrect result arising from

approximations used in numerical methods,
rather than from a human mistake or computer
malfunction. {'er-or }

error analysis §|compurT sci] in the solution of a
problem on a digital computer, the estimation of
the cumulative effect of rounding or truncation
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error burst

errors associated with basic arithmetic opera-
tions. {‘eraranal-o-sas |

error burst (Comput sci| The condition when
mare than onebil is in errar in a given number
afbits. |'erar barst |

error character [cOmpuT sci] A character that
indicates the existence of an error in the data
being processed or transmitted, and usually
specifies that a certain amount of preceding or
following data is to be ignored. | ‘erar (kar
ik-tar |

error checking and recovery [comruT scl] An
automatic procedure which checks for parity
and will proceed with the execution alter error
correction. [‘erarychekinon ri'kay-a-re }

error-checking code Srv self-checking code
|'er-ar chek-ig |kod |

error coefficient |conT sys| The steady-state
yalue of the output ef a control system, or of
some derivative of the output, divided by the
steady-state actuating signal. Also known aserror
constant—[‘erar,k6-i'fish-ant}

error constant Ser error coefficient { ‘er-or
ikdin-stont]

error-control procedures=[cuMMUN} Methodsof
detecting errorsand correcting or recovering from
these that occur in data transmission. { ‘er-ar
kon, trl pra,sé-jarz }

error-correcting code=|compyy sci| Data fepre-
sentation that allows for error detection and
erter correction if the error ts of a specille kind
Also known as error-correction code, Abbreviated
ECC | ‘er-arkairek-tin "had }

error-correcting telegraph system) |CoMMI/y |
System employing an, error-detecting code, and
so conceived that any false signal initiates a
repetition of the transmission of the character
incorrectly received. { 'er-or kajrek-tin 'tel-o,graf
\Sis-Lam |

error correction §jcomMun| Any system for te-
ducing errors in an incoming message, such as
sending redundant signals as a check, [COMPUT
sci] Computer device lor automatically locating
andcorrecting a tnachine error of dropping4 bit
orpicking up anextraneous bit, without stopping
the machine or having it go to 4 programmed
recuvery routine—{ 'er-or ka rek-shon |

etror-correction code See error-correcting code
{ 'er-or ka,rek-shan 'kGd}

error-correctlon routine={comPuUT scl] A program
which cortects specific error conditions in an-
other program, routine, or subroutine { 'er-or
kojrekeshan ril,tén J

etror-detecting code Sve self-checking code
(‘er-ardijtek-tin kod|

error-detecting system=|comrur scij An auto-
matic system which detects an errar duc toa lack
of data, orerrgneous data during transmission
(‘er-ordi,tek-tin,sis-tam }

error detection and feedback system={COMPUT Sc!]
An automatic system whichretransmitsa piece of
data detected by the computerasbeing in error.
{ 'er-or di,tek-shan on 'féd,bak ,sis-tam }

error detection routine See diagnostic routine
{'er-or di,tek-shan rii,tén }

 

 

error diagnostic=|conrutscl| A computer print-
aut ofan instruction ordatastatement, pinpaint-
ing an error if the instruction or statement and
spelling out the type of error Involved. [ ‘er-ar
idpag'nas-tik |

error frequency limit |camputsci| The maximum
number of single bit errars per unit of time that
a computerwill accept before a machine check
interrupt Is Initlated, Abbreviated EFL. [‘er-or
fré-kwan-sé ,tim-at |

errorhandling |coMputsci] The ability of a com-
puter progtamto deal with errors automatically
| ‘er-ar bhandelly |

error-indicating system {comput scj| Built-in
circuits designed to Indicate automatically that
certain computational errors have occurred,
{'erar invca,kad-in .sisstam |

errorinterrupt [compuscl) The halt in execution
of a program because of errors which the
computer ls not capable of correcting { ‘er-ar
‘int-ayrapt |

error list |Compursci] A list generated by a com-
piler showing invalld or erroneous instructions
inasource program—(‘eran dist |

error log) |comput scei| A file that is created
during data processing to hold data known to
contaltt errors, and that is usually printed after
completion of processing so that the errors can
be corrected. {‘er-ar lag }

error message=|compuT sci] A message incicat-
ing detection of an error, { ‘er-ar mesel] |

error range=[comPuT sci] A range of yalues such
that an error condition will result ifa specified
data item falls within it. ( ‘er-or ,ranj }

error rate. [commuN| The number of erroneous
bits or characters received for samefixed number
of bits transmitted, { 'er-ar rat

error ratio. (comPuT sci| The ratio of the number
of erroneousitemsto the total number of bits or
characters transmitted { 'ervor ,ra-sho }

error recovery routine=jcoMPuT sci] A part of
a computer program that attempts to handle
errors without terminating the program.—[‘er-or
rilkavea-r@ nu,ten |

error report |compuT sei] A list produced by a
computer showing the error conditions, such
as overflows and errors resulting fram incorrect
or unmatched data, that are generated during
program execution={'er-ar riyport }

error routine [compliscl] Aroutine which takes
control of a program and initiates corrective
actions when an error is detected. { 'erar ru
jtén }

error signal |cony S¥5| In an automatic control
device, a signal whose magnitude and sigh are
used to correct the alignment between the con-
trolling and the controlled elements—[ELECTR
A voltage that depends on the signal received
from the target in a tracking system, having a
polarity and magnitude dependent onthe angle
between the target and the center of the scanning
beam { ‘er-ar ,sig-nol }

error tape {COMPUT SCI] The magnetic tape on
which erroneous records are stored during pro-
cessing, [‘er-or tap }
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error voltage [ELEC] A voltage, usually obtained
from a selsyn, that is proportional to the differ-
ence between the angular positions of the input
and output shafts of a seryasystem: this voltage
acts on the system to produce a motion that
tends to reducethe errorin position. Also known
aserrorsignal. { 'er-or ,vdl-tij }

ES See elementary stream
Esaki tunnel diode See tunnel diode. { e'sd-ké

ttan-al 'd1,Gd }
E-scan SeeE-display {'@,skan}
escape |COMPUT SCI] To exit from a program,

routine, or mode,{i'skap }
escape character [comput sci] A character used

to indicate that the succeeding character or
characters are expressed in a code different from
the code currently in use { a'skap ,kar-ik-tor ]

E-scope SeeE-display ('& ,skdp]
ESD Sev external symbol dictionary
ESDI See enhanced small device interface { ‘ez

dé }

esoterlc name [comput sci] A symbolic name
that is chosen in a computer program to desig-
nate a collection of devices.  { esva'terik'nam |

Essen coefficient (éLec| The torque exerted on
the moving part of an electric rotating machine
divided by the volume enclosed by the air gap
{ 'es-on |kG-i,fish-ant }

esu_ Ser electrostatic units,

etched circuit (ENG| A printed circuit formed by
chemical or electrolytic removal of unwanted
portionsof a layer of conductive material bonded
to an insulating base { jecht 'sar-kat}

Ethernet {comput sct] A protocol for intercon-
necting computers and peripheral devices in a
local area network —_{ '@-thor,net }

EU See expected value

European Geostationary Navigation Overlay
System |NAv| A satellite-based augmentation
system developed jointly by the European
\nlan, European Space Agency, and EUCON-
TROL Abbreviated EGNOS. { ,yur-alpé-an E56
Ista: sha-ner® \nav-ajgd-shon ‘O-vor,lay ,sis-tam }

EV Sw expected value

even parity check [comput sci] A parity check in
which the numberof0's or I's in each word is
expected tobe even. | |@-van 'parad-é ,chek |

event, [COMMUN| A collection of elementary
Streams with a common time base, an
associated start time, and an associated end
ume  fcompur sail The moment of time at
which a specified changeofstate occurs: usually
marks the completion of an asynehropious
Inputoutput operation. { I'vent }

event-driven monitor (COMPUT scl] A computer
Program that measures the performance of
a computer system by counting the tasks
Performed by the system. { i'vent {driv-on
'man-ad-ar}
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exchange

even-word boundary=|copur sei) A storagead
dress that is an integral multiple of the cam-
puters word length —[ 'éy-an fwarel 'bauindre |

evolutionary computation Ser evolutionary
Programming. | ev-ajlfishayner-é ,kam-pya'ta.
shan }

evolutionary programming=[compu scl] Com-
puter programming with geneticalgorithms Also
known as evolutionary computation: genetic pre-
gramming. { evajli-sha,neré ‘programy |

evolutionary strategy=Se genetic alzarithm
| eval sha,nerd 'strad-a.jé |

EVR Swelectronic video recording
Ewave Srv transverse magnetic wave ["@ wav|
exalted-carrier receiver [ELecrrR] Reeeiver that

counteracts selective lading by maintaining the
carrier at a highlevel at all times: this minimizes
the second harmonic distortion that would
otherwise occur when the carrier drops out while
leaving most of the sidebands at their normal
amplitudes. | igizél-tad 'kar-é.ar rs@v-or|

except gate [bLEcTR| A gate that produces an
output pulse only for a pulse on one or more
input lines and the absence of a pulse on one or
more other lines. [ek'sept git |

exception handling jconpur sey] Programming
techniques for dealing with error conditions.
generally without lerminating execution of the
program. [CONT sys] The actions taken by a
contreal system when unpredictable conditions
or situations arise in which the controller must
respond quickly. | ek'sep-shan jhand:lin |

exceptlon-item encoding |compur ser) A tech-
nique which allows the uninterrupted flow of a
Process by (he automatic shunting of erroneous
fecords to an error tape for later corrections
( ek'sep-shan ,id-am enkiin |

exception-principle system=|comruy §ci| A tech-
nique which assumes no printouts except
when an errot Is encountered ( ek'sep:shon
iprin-sa-pal sis-tam|

exception reporting=|copur 8c|| A form of pro-
gramming In which only values that are outside
predetermined limits, representing significant
changes, are selected for printout at the output
ofa computer | ek'sep-shan ri, pord-in |}

excess-fifty code=[compiir sci] A number code in
which the number#is represented bythe binary
equivalent ofn-+ 50) | 'ek,ses fifté kod |

excess-three code=[compiy sci A number code
inwhich the decimal digit is represented bythe
four-bit binary equivalent of n+ 3 Also known
as XS-3code. [| jek,ses 'thr® kad}

exchange |coMMUN| 1, A unit established bya
telephone companyfor the administration of
telephone service In a specified area, usually
a town, a city, or a village and its environs,
and consisting of one or more central offices
together with the associated plant used in
furnishing telephone service in that area Also
known as local exchange 2, Roomor bulld-
ing equipped so telephone lines terminatitia
there maybe Interconnectedas required, equilp-
ment may include a switchboard ‘or aute-
matic switching apparatus. [COMPUT scl] The
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exchangeable disk storage

interchange of contents between two locations
[ iks,chanj }

exchangeable disk storage9|compursci] A type
of cisk storage, used as a backing storage,
in which the disks come it capsules, each
containing Several disks; the capsules can be
replaced during operation of the computer and
can be stored until needed ( iksjehanja-bal
‘diskstori |

exchange buffering [compur sci] An inputy
output buffering technique that avoids the
internal moving ol data, | lks'chanj jbat-a-rin |

exchange cable |[eiec| Lead covered. non-
quadded, paper-insulated cable used within a
given area to provide cable pairs between local
subseribers and a central office [| iks'chinj
ska-bal,}

exchange current [ELEC] The magnitude of the
current which flows through a galvanic cell
when it is operating in a reversible manner
{ iks'chan| |kavront }

exchange line {ELEc| Line joining a subseriber
or switehboard to a commercial exchange.
| tks'chan| ,lTn |

exchange message [comput scij/A device,
placed between a communication line and
a compuler, in order to take care of certain
communication functions and thereby [ree the
computer farother work—( iks'chanj imes-ij |

exchange plant) [commun| Plant used to serve
subscriber's local needs as distinguished [rom
that used for long-distance communication
| iks'chanj plant |

exchange sort |comeursci| Amethodof arang-
ing records or other types of data into a specified
order. in which adjacent pairs of records are
exchanged until the correct order ls achieveel
{ iks'chanj ,sort

excitatlon [CONT sys| The application of energy
to one portion of a system or apparatus ina
mannerthat enables another portion to carry out
a specialized function; a generalization of the
electricity and electronics definitions.  [BLeC|
The application of voltage to fielel coils ta
produce a magnetic field) as required fer the
operation of an excited-field Joucspeaker or a
wenerator [eLectR| 1. The signal valtage that
is applied to the control electrode of an electron
tube Also known as drive 2. Application, af
signal power to a transmitting antenna, { 1ek
isl'ta-shan }

excitation anode |[ELECTR| An anode used to
maintain a cathode spot on a pool cathode of
a gas tube when outputcurrent is zero, { ,ek
ysTté-shan an Gel }

excitation voltage
quired terexcitation of a circuit.
walth))

exciter |ELEC| 1. A small auxiliary generator that
provides field current for an alternating-current
generator. 2. Seeexciterlamp ELECTR] Actys-
tal oscillator or selfeexcited oscillator used to
generate the carrier frequency of a transmitter
[RLECTRE s| 4. The portion of a directional
transmitting antenna system that is directly

 

 

|ELEC| Nominal valtage re-
( ek,aT'ta-shon

 

connected tothe transmitter 2.A loop or probe
extending into a resonant cavity or waveguide
| eléstd-ar }

exciter [ELECTR| A crystal oscillator or self-
excited oscillator used to generate the carrier
frequency of a transmitter [ELECTROMAG| 1.
‘The portion of a directional transmitting anterina
system thatis directly connected tothe transmit-
ter 2. Aloop orprabe extending Into a resonant
cavity or waveguide, | ek'sTd-ar|

exciter lamp [etc] A bright Incandescent lamp
having a concentrated filament, used lo ex-
cite a phototube or photocell in sound movie
and facsimile systems. Also. known as exciter

{ ek'sid-ar lamp |
exciter response jritc|in electrical rotating

machinery, the rate of increase or decrease of the
main exciter voltage when resistance is suddenly
removed from or inserted in the main exciterfield
circuit ( ek'sid-or ri'spans }

exciting current See magnetizing current.
(ek'sid-in ,ka-ront}

exciton-induced photoemission [ELECTR] A
two-stage process that takes place in an ionic
crystal in which color centers are present,
in which photon absorption leads to the
formation af at exciton, and the exciton then
transfers enough energy to color centersto eject
photoelectrons from the crystal. { iek-sitan in
idiist 'fod-G-4,mish-am }

excitron§ |rLecTR| A single-anode mercury-paol
tube provided with means for maintaining a
continuous cathode spot. { 'ek-sa, tran }

exclusive-NOR gate Sve equivalence gate { ik
leklG-sly ‘nar gat |

exelusive or complisci An instruction which
performs the “exclusive or" operationona bit-
by-bit basis for Its two operand words, usually
storing the resultin one of the operand locations.
Abbreviated XOR, _{ ikisklii-siv ‘or }

exclusive segments [comput sci] Parts of an
averlay program structure that cannotbe resident
in main. memory simultaneously, { ik'sklu-siv
'sep-mants }

executable module {comput scl]Afile holding a
computer program written in machine language
so that it is ready to run { ,ek-sa'kytid-o-bal
'maj-yil }

executable program
that is ready to run on a computer.
tkyiid-a-bal ‘pré-gram }

executable statement [COMPUT sci] A program
statement that causes the computer to carry
out some operation, in contrast to a declarative
statement, { ,ek-sa'kyiid-a-bal 'st4t-mont}

execute [compusci] Usually, to run a compiled
or assembled program on the computer; by
extension, to compile or assemble and to run a
source program. { ‘ek-sa,kyit }

execute statement [comput sci] A program
statementthat indicates the beginning of a job
statement in a job control language { ‘ek-so
ikyiit ;stat-mant }

execution control program |compuT sci| The
program delivered by the manufacturer which

 

{coMPUT SCI] A program
( ,ek-so
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permits the computer to handle the programs fed
toit.  ( eksalkya-shan kan'tral jar-erarn | -

execution cycle [COMPUT scj| The tirne during
which an vlementary operation takes place
( ek-salkyaeshan ,si-kal |

execution error detection |cComPur sei] The de-
tection of errors which become apparent only
during execution time. { ,ek-sajkyii-shon‘er-ar
di,tek-shon } : /

execution time jcompur sci] The time during
which actual work, suchas addition or multiplica-
tion, is carried out in the execution of a computer
instruction. { ,ek:sa'kyii-shan ,ttm }

executive communicatlons |compuT sci] The
routine information transmitted to the operator
on the status of programs being executed and
of the requirements made by these programs
of the various components of the system
{ lglzek-yod:iv ka-,myU-na'ka-shonz}

executive control language [comput sci| The
gencric term fora finite set of instructions which
enables the pragrammerto run a programm more
efficiently —_{ igizek-yad-iv kon'trl ,lan-ewij }

executive file-control system [comput sci] The
assignment ofintermediate storage devices per-
{formed by the computer, and over which the
programmer has no control, { igizek-yad-iv 'fil
kon, tral ,sisetom }

executive guard mode=[comput sci] A protective
technique which prevents the programmer from
accessing, or using, the executive instructions
{ igizek-yad-iv ‘gard ,mGd }

executive instruction §|compurtsci} Instruction to
determine how a specially written computer pro-
gramistooperate—{ igizek-yad-iv inistrak-shon )

executive logging [comput sci] The automatic
bookkeeping of time utilization by programs of
the various compeanents of a computer system
(igizek-yod-iv 'lag-in }

executive routine [CcompuT sci] A digital com-
puter routine designed to process and control
other routines. Also known as master routine;
monitor routine{ig'zek-yad-iv rii,tén }

executive schedule maintenance jconmpur sci|
The scheduling of jobs to be run according to
priorities as established and maintained by a
computer's executive supervisor _{ igizek-yad-iv
'sked-jol zman-to-nans}

executlve supervisor [COMPUTsci| The compo-
nent of the computer system which controls the
sequencing, setup, and execution of the jobs
presented to it. | igizekyyad-i¥ 'sieparvinar }

executive system concurrency=|coMpPusci| The
capability of a computer system's executive
supervisor to handle more than one job at the
same timeif these jobs do not require the same
components at the same time, { ig'zek-yad-iv
ssis-tam kon'kor-an-sé }

6xecutive system utilities |cOMPLT sci) The set
of programs, such as diagnostic programsorfile
utllity programs, which enables the executive
Supervisor to handle the jobs efficiently and
completely—[ig'zek-yad-iv (sis-tam yil'til-ad-a|

exhaustion region |eLecrr| A layer in a semi-
conductor, adjacent to its contact witha metal,
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expected value

in which there is almost complete ionization of
atoms in the lattice and few charge carriers, re-
sulting ina space-charge density{ig'zas-chan
iTé-jan }

exit [compuT sci| 1. A way. of terminating a
repeated cycle af operations in a computer
program, 2. A place at which such a cvele can
be stopped.  ( 'eg-zat|

exogenouselectrification (ELEC| The separation
of electric charge in a conductor placed in a
preexisting electric field, especially applied tathe
charge separation observed on metal-cayered
alrcraft, resulting from incluction effects, and by
itself does not create any net total charge on the
conductor—( ek'sdj-a-nas ilek-tra-fa'ka-shan |

expanded batch=|compirsci| Alevel of computer
processing more complex than basic batch,
in which computer programs perform complex
computations and proruce reports that ana-
lyze performance in addition to reporting it.
| ik'spand-ad 'bach }

expanded position indicator display |bLecir|
Display of an expancled sector from a plan
position indicator presentation —( tk'spand-ad
pa'zish-an jin-da,kad-ar di,spla |

expanded scope {ELEcTR] Magnified portion of
a given type of cathode-ray tube presentation
{ ik'spanid-od 'skGp}

expanded sweep [ELECTR] A cathode-ray sweep
in which the movement of the electron bearn
across the screen is speeded up during a selected
portion ofthesweeptime—({k'spand.od ‘swap }

expander |FLecrr| A transducer that, for a given
input aniplitude range, produces a larger output
tange. ( ik'spand-ar)

expandor [ELECTR] The part of a compandor that
is used at the receiving end of a circuit to
return the compressedsignal toits original form;
attentuates weak signals and amplifies strong
signals. { ik'spand-dar}

expansion=|ELEcTR] A processin which the effec-
tive gain of an amplifier is varied as a function
of signal magnitude, the effective gain being
greater for large signals than for small signals.
the result is greater volume range inan audio
amplifier and greater contrast range in facsimile
| ik'span-shan |

expansion board §|compur sci] A printed circuit
board that can be plugged into a computer to
provide it with additional peripherals orenhance-
ments, such as increased memory or communi-
cationsfacilities. { ik'span-shan ,bord }

expansion bus=|compursci| The wiring and pro-
tocols that connect a computer's motherboard
with the peripheral devices { ik'span-shon
ibas}

expansion slot {comput sci] A location in a com-
puter system where additional facilities, espe-
clally circuit boards, can be plugged in to extend
the computer's capability { ik'span-shan slat|

expected utility See expected value | ek'spek.
toc yii'til-ad-é |

expected value [sis ENG) In decision theory, a
measure of the value or utility expected to
result from a given strategy, equal lo the sum
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expert control system

over states of nature of the product of the
probability of the state times the consequenceor
outcomeofthe strategy in terms of some value
or utility parameter Abbreviated EV Also known
as expected utility (EU). { ek'spek.tad ‘val-yii }

expert control system {CONT sys] A control sys-
tem that uses expert systems to solve control
problems, ( iek,spart kan'trl ,sis-tam }

expert system [comput sci] A computer system
composedofalgorithms that perform a special-
ized, usually difficult professional task at the level
of (or sometimes beyond the level of) a human
expert. (‘'ek,spart ,sis-tom }

explicit programming |CcONT sys] Robotic pro-
gramming that employs detailed and exact
descriptions of the tasks to be performed
{ ik'splis-ot 'prd,gram-in }

exploded file=|compur sci] A file in which more
data have been addedto each record in order to
adapt ittoa new application —_( ik'splad-ad ‘fil }

exponentlal amplifier |ELEcTR| An amplifier ca-
pable of supplying an output signal propor-
tional to the exponential of the input signal
{ ,ek-spa'nen-chal 'am-pla,fi-ar}

exponential horn [ENG Acous]A horn whose
cross-sectional area increases exponentially with
axial distance. { ,ek-spa'nen-chal ‘horn }

exponential transmission Ilne |ELEC| A two-
conductor transmission line whose characteristic
impedance varies exponentially with electri-
cal length along the line { ,ek-spa'nen-chal
tranz'mish-an lin }

exposure voltage [ELEC] The voltage at which
the document-illuminating lamps are operated
during exposure. _{ ik'sp6-zhar ,vol-tij }

expression [comput sci] A mathematical or log-
ical statement written in a source language, con-
sisting of a collection of operands connected by
operations ina logical manner _{ ik'spresh-an }

expulsion fuse Sve expulsion-fuse unit —_{ ik'spal-
shon ,fytiz |

expulsion-fuse unit |ELEC] A vented fuse unit in
whichthe arc is extinguished by the expulsionof
gases generated by the arc and lining of the fuse
holder, sometimes with the aid of a spring. Also
known as expulsion fuse  { ik'spal-shon ,fyiiz
iyu-nat}

extended-area service [COMMUN] Telephoneex-
changeservice, without toll charges, that extends
over an area where there is a community of
interest, often in return for a somewhat higher
exchangeservice rate. _{ ikistend-ad jer-é-a ‘sar:
vas }

extended ASCII |[coMMUN] An addition to the
standard American Standard Code for Informa-
tion Interchange, namely, characters !28 through
255; includesletters with diacritics, Greekletters,
and special symbols. _{ ikisten-dad ‘as, ké }

extended binary-coded decimal Interchange
code [comput sci] A computer code that uses
eight binary positions to represent a single
character, giving a possible maximum of 256
characters. Abbreviated EBCDIC. _{ ikistend-ad
‘bT,ner-é |kGd-od jdes-mol 'int-or,chanj ,kGd }

extended channel status word {COMPUT scCI|
Stored information which follows an
input/output interrupt. Abbreviated ECSW
{ ikistend-od 'chan-al 'stad-as ,ward }

extended data out random-access memory
{comput sci| A type of dynamic random-access
memory that was optimized for the 66-megahertz
bus but largely has been replaced by faster
systems. Abbreviated EDO RAM._{ikistend-ad
idad-o faut ,ran-dom 'ak,ses jmem-ré }

extended-entry decision table [comput sci| A
decision table in which the condition stub cites
the identification of the condition but not the
particular values, which are entered directly
into the condition entries. { ikistend-ad 'en-tré
di'sizh-an ,ta-bal }

extended-hybrid FM IBOC=[commun] The sec-
ond of three modesin the FM IBOC system ap-
proved by the Federal Communications Commis-
sion for use in the United States that increases
data capacity by adding additional carriers closer
to the analog host signal The extended-hybrid
{BOC mode addstwo frequencypartitions around
the analog carrier, where digital audio date rate
can range from 64 to 96 kbits/s, and the cor-
responding ancillary data rate will range from
83 kbits/s for 64-kbits/s audio to 51 kbits/s for
96-kbits/s audio. { ik'stend-ad 'hi-brad 'efyem
‘Tbak }

extended-interactlon tube [ELEcTR| Microwave
tube in which a moving electron stream in-
teracts with a traveling electric field in a
long resonator; bandwidth is between that of
klystrons and traveling-wave tubes _{ ikistend-
ad int-a'rak-shon ,tub|

extended-precision word [comput sci| A piece
of data of 16 bytes in floating-point arithmetic
when additional precision is required, ( ikistend:
ad pra'sizh-an ,ward }

extended tlme scale See slow timescale. { ikistend-
ad 'tim skal }

extender [ELEC] A male or female receptacle
connected by a short cable to make a test point
more conveniently accessible to a test probe
{ ik'sten-dar}

extend flip-flop [comput sci| A special flag set
whenthereis a carry-out of the mostsignificant
bit in the register after an addition or a subtrac-
tion. { ik'stend 'flip,flap }

extensible language |CoOMPUT scl] A program-
ming language which can be modified by
adding new features or changing existing ones
{ ik'sten-sa-bol 'lan-gwij }

Extensible Markup Language |cOMMUN|A set
of rules for writing markup languages which
provides a robust, machine-readable information
protocol that can handle complex objects. Ab-
breviated XML _—_{ ikisten-sa-bal 'mark,op lay:
wii }

extensible system [(ComPuT Sci] A computer sys-
tem in which users may extend the basic system
by implementing their own languages and sub-
systems and making them available for others to
use. { ik'sten-sa-bal 'sis-tam }
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extension cord |ELEC| A line cord having a plug
at one end and an outlet at the other end.
{ ik'sten-chon ,kord }

extension mechanism=[compuT sci| One of the
components of an extensible language which
allows the definition of new language features
in terms of the primitive facilities of the base
language _{ ik'sten-chon ,mek-a,niz-am }

extension register (COMPUT Sci] A register thatis
combined with an accumulatorregister for calcu-
lations involving multiple precision arithmetic
{ ik'sten-chan ,rej-a-stor}

extent [COMPUT Sl] The physical locations in a
mass-storage device or volume allocated for use
by a particular data set. { ik'stent}

extern [COMPUT ScI| A pseudoinstruction found
in several assembly languages which explicitly
tells an assembler that a symbol is external,
that is, not defined in the program module
( ck'storn }

externalarmature |ELEC] Armature fora machine
of special design in which the armature is a
ring which rotates around the magnetic poles
{ ek'storn-ol '&r-ma:char}

external buffer |compuT sci] A buffer storage
located outside the computer's main storage,
often within a control unit or other peripheral
device { ek'storn-al 'bof-or }

external declaratlon [comput sci] A declarative
statement in a computer program that specifies
that a symbolic name used in the program is
defined in another program, { ek'storn-al ,dek-
lo'ra-shan }

external delay [comput sci| Time during which
a computer cannot be operated due to circum-
stances beyond the reasonable control of the
operators and maintenance engineers, such as a
failure of the public power supply. { ek'storn-al
di'la }

external device [ENG] A piece of equipment that
operates in conjunction with and under the
control of a central system, such as a computer
or control system, but is not part of the system
itself. { ek'starn-aldi'vis }

external-device address {comput sci] The ad-
dress of acomponent such asatape drive {ek
istorn-al dijvis 'a,dres |

external-device control [comput sci| The capa-
bility of an external device to create an interrupt
during the execution of a job. { ekistarn-ol di
vis kon, tral}

external-device operands=[comput sci] The part
of an instruction referring to an external device
such as a tape drive { ekistorn-al dilvis 'ap-o
Tanz }

external-device response (COMPUT sci| The sig-
nal from an external device, such asa tape drive,
that itis not busy. { ekistarn-ol dilvis rispans}

external error |comPUT sci| An error sensed by
the computer when this error occurs in a device
such asa disk drive { ekistarn-ol 'er-ar }

external interrupt |comPuT sci] Any interrupt
caused by the operator or by some external device
such asatape drive. { ekistorn-al ‘int-a,ropt|

extract instruction

external-interrupt status word (comput sci] The
content of a special register which indicates,
among otherthings, the source of the interrupt.
{ ekistorn-al ‘int-o,rapt 'stad-os ,ward }

external label [comput sci| A reference to a vari-
able not defined in a program segment. { ek
istornsal 'la-bal}

externally stored program [COMPUT sci} A pro-
gram achieved by wiring plugboards, as in some
tabulating equipment ( ekistarn-al-€ ‘stord
‘pré-grom }

external memory |comPUT sci] Any storage de-
vice not an integral part of a computer system,
such as a magnetic tape or disk. { ekistorn-al
‘mem-ré }

external photoelectric effect See photoemission
( ekistorn-al ,f6-d6-i'lek-trik i,fekt }

external Q  [(ELEcTR| The inverse of the difference
between the loaded and unloaded Q values of a
microwave tube, { ekjstarn-al ‘kyii }

external reference |compuT sci| In a computer
program, a branch orcall to a separate inde-
pendent program or routine { ek'storn-al ‘ref.
rons }

external sensor (CONT sys] A device that senses
information about the environmentof a contro!
system but is not part of the system itself
{ ek'storn-al 'sen-sar}

external signal [comput sci] Any message to
an operator for which no printout is required
but which is self-explanatory, such as a light
condition indicating whether the equipmentis
onoroff { ekistarn-al 'sig-nal

external sortiIng (Compusci| The sorting ofa list
of items by a computer in which the list is too
large to be brought into the memory at one time,
and instead is brought into the memory a piece
at a time so as to produce a collection of ordered
sublists which are subsequently reordered by the
computer to produceasingle list [ ekistarn-al
‘sord-ip }

external storage {comPuT sci] Large-capacity,
slow-access data storage attached to a digital
computer and used to store information that
exceeds the capacity of main storage. ( ek
istarn-al ‘stor-ij }

external symbol dictlonary [comput sci|Alist of
external symbols and their relocatable addresses
which allows the linkage editor to resolve in-
terprogram references. Abbreviated ESD { ek
istarn-al 'sim-bal ,dik-sha,neré }

external table [comput sci| A table whose data
are located outside a computer program, usually
in aseparate file { ek'starn-al 'ta-bal}

extinction voltage [ELECTR] The lowest anode
voltage at which a discharge is sustained in a
gas tube, { ek'stigk-shan ,vél-tij ]

extract (COMPUT Sci] 1. To form a new computer
word by extracting and putting together selected
segments of given words, 2. To remove from a
computerregister or memory all items that meet
aspecified condition. ( ik'strakt }

extract Instructlon |compuT sci] An_ instruction
that requests the formation of a new expression
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extra-high tension

from selected parts of given expressions. { ik
‘strakt in,strak-shon}

extra-high tenslon=[(ELEcTR| British term for the
high direct-current voltage applied to the second
anodein a cathode-ray tube, ranging from about
4000 to 50,000 volts in various sizes of tubes
Abbreviated eht.  { ;ek-stra ;hiT 'ten-chan }

extra-high voltage [ELEC] A voltage above 345
kilovolts used for power transmission, Abbrevi-
atedehv, { jek-stra ;hi 'vol-tij }

extraneousemlission [ELECTR] Any emission ofa
transmitter or transponder, otherthan the output
carrier fundamental, plus only those sidebands
intentionally employed for the transmission of
intelligence. _{ ik'stran-6-as a'mish-an }

extraneous response [ELECTR] Any undersired
responseofa receiver, recorder, or other suscep-
tible device, due to the desired signals, under-
sired signals, or any combination or interaction
among them, { ik'stran-é-asri'spans}

extranet [COMPUT Sci] A secure, Internet-based
private network that allows organizations to
share information with vendors, partners, cus-
tomers, and so on; access requires either a
password ordigital encryption { 'ek-stra,net }

extraterrestrial nolse=|ELECTROMAG| Cosmic and
solar noise; radio disturbances from sources
other than those related to the earth
(tek-stra-ta'res-tré-al 'ndiz }

extremely high frequency [COMMUN] The fre-
quency band from 30,000 to 300,000 mega-
hertz in the radio spectrum, Abbreviated EHF
( ek'strém-]é ‘hi 'fré-kwon-sé}

extremely low frequency (|COoMMUN] A frequency
below 300 hertz in the radio spectrum Apprevi-
ated ELF.{ek'strém-lé'l6 'fré-kwan-sé }

extrinsic detector [ENG] Asemiconductordetec-
tor of electromagnetic radiation that is doped
with an electrical impurity and utilizes transitions
of charge carriers from impurity states in the
band gap to nearby energy bands.{ek jstrinz-ik
di'tek-tar}

extrinsic photoconductivity [ELECTR] Photo-
conductivity that occurs for photon energies
smaller than the band gap and corresponds to
optical excitation from an occupied imperfection
level to the conduction band, orto an unoccupied
imperfection level from the valence band, of a
material { ekistrinz-ik ,fo-dd-kan-dak'tiv-ad-é }

extrinsic photoemission (ELEcTR| Photoemis-
sion by an alkali halide crystal in which electrons
are ejected directly from negative ion vacancies,
forming color centers. Also known as direct
ionization. { ekjstrin-sik ,f6d-6-i'mish-an }

extrinsic propertles §[ELEcTR| The properties of
a semiconductor as modified by impurities or
imperfections within the crystal. {( ekjstrinz-ik
‘prap-ord-&z }

extrinsic semiconductor [ELECTR| A semicon-
ductor whoseelectrical properties are dependent
on impurities added to the semiconductorcrys-
tal, in contrast to an intrinsic semiconductor,
whose properties are characteristic of an ideal
pure crystal(ekistrinz-ik 'sem-i-kan,dak-tar}

e-zine [comput sci| A Web-published magazine
{‘€ ,z6n }
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F See farad
fA See femtoampere
tabricatlon |ENG] 1. The manufacture of parts,

usually structura! or electromechanical parts
2. The assembly of parts into a structure
( fab-ri’ka-shan }

face Seefaceplate, { fas}
face-bonding {ELEcTR| Method of assembling

hybrid microcircuits wherein semiconductor
chips are provided with smal! mounting pads,
turned facedown, and bonded directly to the
endsof the thin-film conductors on the passive
substrate, {'fas ,band-in }

faceplate [ELECTR] The transparent or semitrans-
parentglass front of a cathode-ray tube, through
which the imageis viewed or projected; the inner
surface of the face is coated with fluorescent
chemicals that emit light whenhit by an electron
beam Also known as face. { 'fas,plat }

faclllty assignment |comPuT sci] The allocation
of core memory and external devices by the
executive as required by the program being
executed. { fa'sil-ad-@ 9,sin-mant}

facility dispersion=[comMMUN| The distribution of
circuits between two points over more than
one physical or geographic route to reduce the
likelihood of a trunk group being put completely
out ofservice byfacility damage or othercircuit
failure. { fa'sil-ad-é di'spar-zhan }

facsimlle |CcOMMUN] 1. A system of communi-
cation in which a transmitter scans a pho-
tograph, map, or other fixed graphic material
and converts the information into signal waves
for transmission by wire or radio to a fac-
simile receiver at a remote point, Also known
as fax; phototelegraphy; radiophoto; telephoto;
telephotography; wirephoto. 2. A photograph
transmitted by radio to a facsimile receiver Also
known as radiophoto. { fak'sim-a-l@ }

facsimlle modulation [commuN| Process in
which the amplitude, frequency, or phase
of a transmitted wave is varied with time in
accordancewith a facsimile transmission signal
{ fak'sim-a-l8 ,maj-a-'la-shan }

facsimlle posting [comput sci] The process of
transferring by a duplicating process a printed
line of information from a report, such as a
listing of transactions prepared on an accounting
machine, to a ledger or other recorded sheet
{ fak'sim-a-lé 'pdst-in }
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facsimlle recelver (ELECTR| The receiver used to
translate the facsimile signal from a wireor radio
communication channel into a facsimile record
of the subject copy. _{ fak'sim-a-lé ri's@-var}

facsimlle recorder (ELECTR] The section of a fac-
simile receiver that performs the final conversion
of electric signals to an image of the subject copy
ontherecord medium. { fak'sim-a-1é ri'kord-or}

facsimile signal [comMMUN| The picture signal
produced by scanning the subject copy in a
facsimile transmitter. { fak'sim-9-1é ,sig-nol}

facsimile signallevel [ELECTR] Maximum facsim-
ile signal power or voltage (root mean square
or direct current) measured at any point in a
facsimile system. _{ fak'sim-a-lé 'sig-nal ,lev-al}

facsimile synchronizing [ELECTR] Maintenance
of predetermined speed relations between the
scanning spot and the recording spot within each
scanning line { fak'sim-a-lé 'sig-kra,niz-in }

facsimile telegraph [commuN| A telegraph sys-
tem designed to transmit pictures. { fak'sim-
a-1é 'tel-a,graf}

facsimile transmitter |ELECTR| The apparatus used
to translate the subject copy into facsimile sig-
nals suitable for delivery over a communication
system _{ fak'sim-a-lé tranz'mid-ar}

fade-out |COMMUN| Agradual and temporary loss
of a received radio or television signal due to
magnetic storms, atmospheric disturbances, or
other conditions along the transmission path
{ 'fAd,aut }

fader [ELECTR] A multiple-unit level control used
for gradual changeover from one audio video
source ('fad-ar}

fading [COMMUN| Variations in the field strength
of a radio signal that are caused by changesin
the transmission medium —_{ 'fad-in }

fading margin {[comMMUN] 1. Numberof decibels
of attenuation which may be addedto a specified
radio-frequency propagation path before the
signal-to-noise ratio of a specified channel falls
below a specified minimum in order to avoid
disruption of service. 2. Allowance madein ra-
dio system planning to accommodateestimated
fading. { 'fad-ip ,mar-jan }

Fahnestock clip |€LEC] A spring-type terminal to
which a temporary connection can readily be
made _{ 'fan,st&k ,klip }

fall-safe system (ENG| A system designed so
that failure of power, control circuits, structural
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fail-safe tape

members, orother componentswill not endanger
people operating the system or other people in
the vicinity —{ ‘fal |saf ,sis-torm }

fall-safe tape Sev incremental dump tape—_{'fal
isaf ,tap }

fall soft. [ENG| A failure in the performance of
a system component that neither results in
immediate or major interruption of the system
operation as a whole nor adversely affects the
quality of its products. { ‘fal ,soft J

fall-softsystem (computscl| Acomputersystem
with automatic controls that allow function to
continue after a malfunction and, if necessary,
permit the shutdown of the system without loss
ofdata  { ‘fal soft ,sisttom }

fallure logging [comput sct| The automatic re-
cording of the state of various components of
a computer system following detection of a ma-
chine fault; used to initiate corrective procedures,
such as repeating attempts to read or write a
magnetic tape, and to aid customer engineers in
diagnosing errors —_{ 'fal-yar ,lag-in ]

failure rate [ENG| The probability of failure per
unit of time of items in operation; sometimes
estimated as a ratio of the numberof failures to
the accumulated operating time for the items
{ 'fal-yar ,rat |

fallback [compuT sci] The system, electronic or
manual, which is substituted for the computer
system in case of breakdown —_{ ‘fol, bak }

fallback switch [COMMUN] A mechanical switch
to transfera communications path froma primary
device to an identical standbydevice in the event
of a primary devicefailure —_{ 'fol,bak ,swich }

fallout [ELECTR] Failure of electronic compo-
nents during burn-in { ‘fol,att ]

fall time [ELEC] Measure of time required for a
circuit to change its output from a high level toa
low level—{ 'fol ,tim }

false alarm=[ELECTR] In radar. an indication of a
detected target even though one doesnotexist,
due to noiseorinterference levels exceeding the
set threshold of detection —_{ {fols a'larm }

false drop Sve false retrieval _{ jfols 'drap }
false retrieval=|compuT sci] An item retrieved in

an automatic library search which is unrelated or
vaguely related to the subject of the search Also
known as false drop. _—_{ jfdls ri'tré-val }

false sorts [Comput sci| Entries irrelevantto the
subject sought which are retrieved in a search
{ (fols ‘sorts }

false target [ELecTR| In radar, a contact (target)
estimated to be where none exists, generally as
the result of ambiguity in the data processing
{ fols 'targot |

false-target generator [ELECTR] An electronic
countermeasure device that generates a delayed
return signal on an enemyradar frequencyto give
erroneous position information—{ {fdls (tar-got
‘Jena,rad-or |

FAMOS device Sve floating-gate avalanche-
injection metal-oxide semiconductor device
{ 'fa,mosdi'vis)

fan antenna={ELECTROMAG] An array of folded
dipoles of different length forming a wide-band

ultra-high-frequency or very-high-frequency an-
tenna. { ‘fan an,ten-o )

fan beam=[ELECTROMAG| 1. A radio beam having
an elliptically shaped cross section in which the
ratio of the major to the minor axis usually
exceeds 3 to |; the beam is broadin the vertical
plane and narrowin the horizontal plane 2. A
radar beam having the shape of a fan{'fan
ibém }

fanfold (comput scl| Continuous paper that is
perforated at page boundaries and can be folded
back and forth at the perforations to forma stack
(fan, fold }

fan-In|[ELECTR] The numberofinputs that can be
connected toa logic circuit, { ‘fanyin }

fan marker See fan-marker beacon. [ 'fan ,mark.
ar |

fan-marker beacon |NAv] A very-high frequency
radio facility having a vertically directed fan beam
interesecting an airway to provide a fix. Also
known as fan marker; radio fan-marker beacon
{'fan »mark-ar ,bé-kon J

fanned-beam antenna [ELECTROMAG| Unidirec-
tional antenna so designed that transverse cross
sections of the major lobe are approximately
elliptical, { }fand |bém an,ten-a }

fanning beam={ELECTROMAG] Narrow antenna
beam whichis repeatedly scanned over a limited
arc {‘fan-in ,bém }

fanning strip |ELEC| Insulated board, often of
wood, which serves to spread out the wires of
a cable for distribution to a terminal board
( 'fan-in ,strip }

fan-out {ELECTR| The numberof parallel loads
that can be driven from one output mode of a
logic circuit, (‘fan,aut }

FAQ See Frequently Asked Questions
farad=|[cLEC} The unit of capacitance in the meter-

kilogram-second system, equal to the capac-
itance of a capacitor which has a potential
difference of | volt between its plates when the
charge on oneofits plates is | coulomb, there
being an equal and opposite charge on the other
plate Symbolized F  { 'fa,rad }

Faradaic current See Faradic current. { ‘far-o
ida-ik ,ka-rant }

Faradaybirefringence [optics] Difference in the
indices of refraction of left and right circularly
polarized light passing through matter parallel
to an applied magnetic field; it is responsible
for the Faraday effect ( ‘far-a,da ,br-ri'frins
jans}

Faraday cage Ser Faraday shield —_{ 'far-o,da ,kaj }
Faraday cylinder |ELec] 1. A closed, or nearly

closed, hollow conductor, usually grounded,
within which apparatus is placed to shield
it from electrical fields 2. A nearly closed,
insulated, hollow conductor, usually shielded by
asecond grounded cylinder, used to collect and
detect a beam of charged particles. { ‘far-a,da
isil-an-darJ

Faraday dark space=[ELEctR] The relatively non-
luminous region that separates the negative glow
from the positive columnina cold-cathode glow-
discharge tube —_{ 'far-o,da ‘dark ,spas}
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fax

supporting grids covered with a lead oxide paste,
immersed in weak sulfuric acid Also known as
pasted-plate storage battery —_{ 'for'stor-ij ,bad-
o-Té }

fax See facsimile  { faks }
FB data set [comput sci] A data set which has

F-format logical records and whose physical
records are all some multiple ofthe size of the
logical record, except possibly for a few truncated
blocks. Also knownas blocked F-format data set
{ eflbé ,dad-a ,set }

FBM data set [comput sci] An FB data set which
has a machine-control (M) character in its first
byte of information _{ fefibélem ,dad-9 ,set}

FBSA data set [compuT sci] An FBS data set
which has an ASCH! (American Standard Code for
information Interchange) control (A) character in
its first byte of information. ( feflbéles}a ,dad-o
set }

FBS data set |compuT sci] An FB data set which
has at most one truncated block, which must
be the last one in the data set Also known as
standard blocked F-format data set { lefibéles
,dad-9 ,set}

F connector |fLEcTR|A plug and socket for
interconnecting coaxial cables; commonly used
to interconnecttelevision receivers and cable or
antenna sources _{ ‘ef ka,nek-tar}

FDDI Sve fiber-optic data distribution interface
F-display [ELECTR] A radar display format in

which the target appears as a spot in the center
when the antenna of a tracking radar is aimed
directly at it, with any displacement indicating
pointing error Also knownas F-indicator, F-scan;
F-scope {'efdispla)

FDM Sce frequency-division multiplexing
FDMA See frequency-division multiple access
feasibility study jsyS ENG| 1. A study of ap-

plicability or desirability of any management
or procedural system from the standpoint of
advantages versus disadvantages in any given
case 2. Astudy to determine the time at which
it would be practicable or desirable to install
such a system when determined to be advanta-
geous 3. A study to determine whethera plan
is capable of being accomplished successfully
{ ,féz-a'bil-od-é ,stod-é }

feasibillty test [sys ENG| A test conducted to
obtain data in supportof a feasibility study or to
demonstratefeasibility { ,féz-a'bil-ad-é ,test}

feasible solution=(computsci| In linear program-
ming, any set of values forthe variables x;, j = I,
2, ..,H, that (1) satisfy the set of restrictions

n

Yai; <b,,i=1,2,...,0j=l Ht n

(stern So aijx; <b, or) dix; < »)jal j=l

where the 6; are numerical constants known
collectively as the right-hand side and the ai

are coefficients of the variables x;, and (2)
satisfy the restrictions x4 > 0, { ‘féz-a-bal sa'lii-
shon }

feature [COMPUT Sci] In automatic pattern recog-
nition, a property of an image that is useful for
its interpretation. { 'fé-chor}

feature extractlon-classliflcatlon model {com-
PUT sci] A method of automatic pattern recogni-
tion in which recognition is achieved by making
measurements on the patterns to be recognized,
and then deriving features from these measure-
ments, {‘fé-chorikistrak-shan ,klas-o-fa;ka-shan
imad-al}

Federal Telecommunications System |CcOMMUN|
System of commercial telephone lines, leased
by the government, for use between major
governmentinstallations forofficial telecommu-
nications. ( ‘fed-ral ,tel-o-ko,myl-no'ka-shonz
isis-tam }

fedsim star [COMPUT scij The starlike shape that
is characteristic of the Kiviat graph of a well-
balanced computer system. _{ ‘fed,sim star }

feed [comput sci| 1. To supply the material to
be operated upon to a machine 2. A device
capable of so feeding. {ELECTR] To supply a
signal to the input ofa circuit, transmission line,
or antenna. |[ELECTROMAG| The part of a radar
antenna that is connected to or mounted on
the end of the transmission line and serves to
radiate radio-frequency electromagnetic energy
to the reflector or receive energy therefrom;
in multiple-element (array) antennas, the con-
strained network, radiation means or digital
means fordistributing the energyto the radiating
elements and collecting the energy received by
them. { féd}

feedback [ELEcTR| The return ofa portion of the
output of a circuit or device to its input, ( 'féd
ibak}

feedback admittance (ELEcTR| Short-circuit
transadmittance from the output electrode to
the input electrode of an electron tube. { 'féd
bak ad'mit-ans |

feedback amplifier (ELecTR| An amplifier in
which a passive network is used to return a
portion of the output signal to its input so as
to change the performance characteristics of the
amplifier. ( 'féd,bak 'am-plo,ff-ar }

feedback branch=|conTsys] Abranch ina signal-
flow graph that belongs to a feedback loop.
( 'féd,bak ,branch|

feedback clircult §(ELEcTR| A circuit that returns
a portion of the output signal of an electronic
circuit or control system to the inputof the circuit
orsystem { 'féd,bak ,sar-kat }

feedback compensation [CONT sys] Improve-
ment of the response of a feedback control
system by placing a compensator in the feedback
path, in contrast to cascade compensation. Also
known as parallel compensation { 'féd,bak
ikém-pan,sa-shan }

feedback control toop See feedback loop. { 'féd
ibak kon'trol ,lfip }
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feedback control signal |conT sys] The portion
of an output signal whichis retransmitted as an
input signal. ( ‘fécl,bak kon'tral ,sig-nal }

feedback control system=[ConT sys] A system
in which the value of seme output quantity
is controlled by feeding back the value of the
controlled quantity and using it to manipulate
an input quantity so asto bring the value of the
controlled quantity closer to a desired value. Also
known as closed-loop control system. { 'féd
ibak kan'tral ,sis-tom }

feedback factor [ELECTR] The fraction of the out-
put voltage of an oscillator which is applied to
the feedback network. { 'féd,bak ,fak:tar }

feedback loop |cONT sys] A closed transmission
path or loop that includes an active transducer
and consists of a forward path, a feedback path,
and one or more mixing points arranged to
maintain a prescribed relationship between the
loop input signal and the loop output signal
Also knownasfeedback controlloop. _{ 'féd, bak
lip }

feedback oscillator [ELecTR| An oscillating cir-
cuit, including an amplifier, in which the output
is fed back in phase with the input; oscillation
is maintained at a frequency determined by the
values of the components in the amplifier and
the feedback circuits. ( 'féd,bak ,&s-a,!ad-ar}

feedback regulator |coNnT sys| A feedback con-
trol system that tends to maintain a prescribed
relationship between certain system signals
and other predetermined quantities. { 'féd,bak
weg-ya,lad-ar }

feedback transfer function |cONT sys] In a feed-
back control loop, the transfer function of the
feedback path{'féd,bak 'tranz-far fagk-shan }

feedback winding [ELEcTR] A winding to which
feedback connections are made in a magnetic
amplifier —{ 'féd,bak ,wind-in }

feeder |ELEC| 1. A transmission line used be-
tween a transmitter and an antenna. 2. A con-
ductor, or several conductors, connecting gen-
erating stations, substations, or feeding points
in an electric power distribution system. 3. A
group of conductors in an interior wiring sys-
tem which link a main distribution center with
secondary or branch-circuit distribution centers
{ 'féd-ar}

feedercable |comMMUN] In communications prac-
tice, a cable extending from the central office
along a primary route (main feeder cable) or
froma main feeder cable alang a secondary route
(branch feeder cable) and providing connections
to one or more distribution cables [ 'féd-ar
ika-bal}

feeder distribution center (comMuUN| Distribu-
tion center at which feeders or subfeeders are
connected, { 'féd-or dis-tra'byii-shan ,sen-tar}

feeder panel |ELEC] The part of a switchboard
in an electric power distribution system where
feeder connections aremade. | 'f@d-ar ,pan-al|

feederreactor |EuEC} Asmall inductarconnected
in series with a feederin orderto limit and localize
the disturbances due to faults on the feeder
{ 'féd-ar ré,ak-tar}

fence cell

feedforward control {cont sys] Process control
in which changes are detected at the process
input and an anticipating correction signal is
applied before process qutputis affected. [ !féd
Horwward kar, tral }

feed holes |compur sci] Holes along the edges
of continuous-feed computer paper that are
engaged by sprockets to move the paper and
maintain alignment during printing. { 'féd
ihdlz }

feed horn (ELECTROMAG] A device located at the
focus of a receiving paraboloidal antenna that
acts as a receiver of radio waves which the
antennacollects, focuses, and couples to trans-
mission lines to the amplifier, ( 'féd ,horn }

feed reel [ENG| The reel from which paper tape or
magnetic tape is being fed _{ 'féd ,rél}

feed shelf |coMpuUTSci| 1. A device for supporting
documentsfor manual sensing. 2. Thefirst few
feet of a tape reel, used to prime the tape drive
{ 'féd shelf}

feed-tape [comput sci] A mechanism which will
feed tape to be read or sensed. { 'fd,tap }

feedthrough (ELEc] A conductor that connects
pallerns on opposite sides of a printed circuit
board. Also known as interface connection.
{ 'féd ,thrii }

feedthrough capacitor |eLec| Afeedthrough ter-
minal that provides a desired value of capaci-
tance between the feedthrough conductor and
the metal chassis or panel through which the
conductor is passing; used chiefly for bypass
purposesin ultra-high-frequencycircuits. { 'féd
ithrii ko'pas-ocbar }

feedthroughInsulator See feedthrough terminal
{ 'féd,thrii 'in-sa,lad-ar}

feedthrough terminal [ELEC] An insulator de-
signed for mounting in a hole in a panel, wall, or
bulkhead, with a conductorin the center on the
insulator to permit feeding electricity through the
partition. Also known as feedthrough insulator
{ 'féd,thrii ‘tarm-an-al}

female connector |ELEC| Aconnector having one
or more contacts set into recessed openings;
jacks. sockets, and wall outlets are examples.
| (femal ka'nek-tar}

femlitrons |ELEcTR] Class of field-emission mi-
crowave devices. { 'fem-a,tranz }

femtoampere |iLec| A unit of current equal to
107" ampere. Abbreviated [A, [ !fem-télam-pir }

femtovolt |ELEc] A unit of voltage equal to 107!
volt Abbreviated FV. { 'fem-t6,valt }

fence |ENG| 1.A line of data-acquisition or track-
ing stations used to monitor orbiting satellites
2. A line of radar or radio stations for detection
of satellites or other objects in orbit. 3. A
line or network of early-warning radar stations.
4. A concentric steel fence erected around a
ground radar transmitting antenna to serve as
an artificial horizon and suppress ground clutter
that would otherwise drown out weak signals
returning at a low angle fromatarget, { fens}

fence cell (compuscl| A criterion for dividing a
list into twa equal or nearly equal parts in the
course of a binary search. { ‘fens ,sel }
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Ferranti effect

Ferranti effect [ELEC] A rise in voltage occurring
at the end of a long transmission line when its
load is disconnected, { fa'ran-té i,fekt }

ferreed switch [ELEC] A switch whose contacts
are mounted on magnetic bladesorreeds sealed
into an evacuated tubularglass housing, the con-
tacts being operated by external electromagnets
or permanent magnets. [fered ,swich |

ferrimagnetic amplifier |ELEcTR| A microwave
atmplifier using ferrites: | ife-ri-mag'nedsik
‘am-platiar|

ferristor [ELEcTR| A miniature, two-winding, sat-
urable reactor that operates at a highcarrier fre-
quency and may be connected as.a coincidence
gate, current discriminator, free-running multivi-
brater, oscillator, or ring counter { fo'ris-tar |

ferrite attenuator See ferrite limiter { ‘fe,rit
o'ten-ya,wad-or}

ferrite bead [ELECTR] Magnetic information stor-
age device consisting of ferrite powder mixtures
inthe form of a bead fired on the current-carrying
wires of amemory matrix. { 'fe,rit 'béd }

ferrite clrculator [ELECTROMAG| Acombinatlon of
two dual-mode transducers and a 45° ferrite
rotator, used with rectangular waveguides to
control and switch microwave energy Also known
as ferrite phase-differential circulator { 'fe,rit
‘sar-kya)lad-ar |

ferritecore=[ELECTR] Amagneticeore made of fer-
rite material. Also known as dust core; powdered-
iron core. {‘fe,rit 'kor }

ferrite-core memory {ELECTR} A magnetic mem-
ory consisting of a matrix of tiny toraldal cores
molded from asquare-loopferrite, through which
are threaded the pulse-carrying wires and the
sense wire { 'fe,rit ,kor 'mem-ré }

ferrite device (eLec| An electrical device whose
principle of operation is based upon the use of
ferrites in powdered, compressed, sintered form,
making tise oltheir ferrimagnetism and thelr high
electrical resistivity, which makes eddy-current
losses extremely low at high frequencies. { ‘fe
iit di,vis ]

ferritelsolator [ELECTROMAG] Adevice consisting
of a ferrite rod, centered on the axis of a short
length of circular waveguide, located between
rectangular-waveguide sections displaced 45°
with respect to each other, which passes energy
traveling through the waveguide in one direction
while absorbing energy [rom the opposite direc-
tion. Also known as Faraday rotation isolator
{ 'fe,rit 'T-so,lad-or}

ferrite limiter [ELECTROMAG| A passive, low-
power microwave limiter having an insertion
loss of less than | decibel when operatingin its
linear range, with minimum phase distortion;
the Input signal is coupled to a single-crystal
sample of either yttrium iron garnet or lithium
ferrite, which is biased to resonance by a
magneticfield. Also known asferrite attenuator
(‘fe,rit ‘limeadear | :

ferrite phase-differential circulator Sce lerrite circu-
lator. | 'fe,rit {faz dif-ajren-chal 'sor-kya,lad-or}

ferrite-rod antenna [ELECTROMAG| An antenna
consisting of a coil wound ona rodofferrite; used

in place ofa loop antennain radio receivers. Also
knownas ferrod; loopstickantenna. {'fe,rit |rad
an'ten:o }

ferrite rotator [ELECTROMAG] A gyrator consisting
ofa ferrite cylinder surroundedbya ring-lype per-
manent magnet, insertedina waveguide to rotate
the plane of polarization of the electromagnetic
wave passing through the waveguide. { 'fe,rit
‘rai tac-ar |

ferrite switch=|eLecTroOMAG| Alerrite device that
blocks the flow of energy through a waveguide by
ratating the electric fleld vector 90°, the switch
is energized by sending direct current through
its magnetizing coil; the rotated electromagnetic
wave is then reflected from a reactive mismatch
or absorbedina resistive card. { 'fe,rit 'swich }

ferrite-tuned oscillator [ELECTR] An oscillator in
which the resonant characteristic of a ferrite-
loaded cavity is changed by varying the ambient
magnetic field, to glve electronic tuning. ( 'fe
iit {tind 'iis-9,lad-ar }

ferroacoustic storage [ELECTR Adelay-line type
of storage consisting of a thin tube of magne-
tostrictive material, a central conductor passing
through the tube, and an ultrasonic driving
transducer at one end of the tube. { ife-r6-0
\kilsetik 'steor-ij } :

ferrod See ferrite-rod antenna,{'fe,rad }
ferroelectric [SOLID STATE|A crystalline sub-

stancedisplaying ferroelectricity, such as barium
titanate, potassium dihydrogen phosphate, and
Rochelle salt; used in ceramic capacitors, acous-
tic tranducers, and dielectric amplifiers. Also
known as Rochelle-electric, { ife-rd-i'lek-trik }

ferroelectric converter [ELEC] A converter that
transforms thermal energy into electric energy
by utilizing the change in the dielectric con-
stant of a ferroelectric material when heated
beyondits Curie temperature { ife-r6-i'lek-trik
kan ‘vard-ar |

ferroelectric hysteresis |cLec| The dependence
of the polarization of ferroelectric materials
not only on the applied electric field but
also on their previous histery; analogous to
tnagnetic hysterests in ferromagnetic materials
Also known as cliglectrie hysteresis: electric hys-
teresis. ( fe-rd:i'lek-trik ,his-to'ré-sos}

ferroelectric hysteresis loop |ELEC] Graph of
polarization or electric displacement versus
applied electric field of a material display-
ing ferroelectric hysteresis: | ife-r6-i'lek-trik
shis-to'ré-sas ,liip )

ferroelectricity |SouID state] Spontaneouselec-
tric, polarization in a crystal; analogous to
ferromagnetism_{{fe-rd-i'tek-tris-ad-é }

ferroelectric liquid-crystal display=[ELEctr| An
electronic display that employs a liquid crystal
that is ferroelectric. such as smectic C*, which
has two different stable molecular configura-
tions: polarizers are positioned such that one
state is optically transmissive while the otheris
dark. [ ferd-ilek-trik {likewad jkris-tal disipla }

ferromagnetic amplifier |e.ecrr| A parametric
amplifier based on the nonlinear behavior of
ferromagnetic resonance at high radio-frequency
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power levels; incorrectly known as garnet maser
{ 'fe-ro-magined-ik 'am-plo,fi-ar}

ferromagnetic flim See magnetic thin film
{ {fe-ro-magined-ik ‘ilm }

ferromagnetic resonance {SOLID STATE] Mag-
netic resonance of a ferromagneti material
{ fer magined.ik 'rez-on:ans}

ferromagnetics ELECTR] The science that deals
with the storage of binary information and the
logical control of pulse sequences through the
utilization of the magnetic polarization proper-
ties of materials. { |fe-ro-magined-iks }

ferromagnetism [SOLID sTaTE] A property, exhib-
ited by certain metals, alloys, and compounds
of the transition (iron group rare-earth and
actinide elements, in which the internal magnetic
moments spontaneously organize in a common
direction; gives rise to a permeability consider-
ably greater than that of vaccum, and to magnetic
hysteresis { {fe-r6-magna,tiz-om }

ferroresonantcircuit (ELEcTR] A resonantcircuit
in which a saturable reactor provides nonlin-
ear characteristics, with tuning being accom-
plished by varying circuit voltage or current
{ [fe-rd'rez-an-ont ‘sar-kat}

ferroresonant power supply (ELEcTR| A
transformer-based power supply, employed
in high-current applications such as battery
chargers, that uses nonlinear magnetic
properties and a resonantcircuit to regulate the
output current. { fe-r6,rez-on-ant 'pau-or sa,plT }

ferroresonantstatic inverter |ELEc| A static in-
verter consisting of a simple square-waveinverter
system and a tuned output transformer that
performsfiltering, voltage regulation, and current
limiting. { {fe-rd'rez-an-ant {stad-ik in'vord-ar }

FET Seefield-effect transistor
fetch [COMPUTSci] To locate and load into main

memorya requested load module, relocatingit
as necessary and leaving it in a ready-to-execute
condition { fech}

fetch ahead Seeinstruction lookahead, _{ /fech
a'hed |

fetch bit [comput sci] The fifth bit in a storage
key; the value of the fetch bit can protect a stared
block fram destruction or frombeing decessed by
unauthorized programs,  {'fech ,bit |

fetch cycle (caMpuT sci] The peried during which
a machine language instruction is read from
memory into the control section of the central
Processing unit. {'fech ,si-kal}

F format [comput scl| 1. In data management, a
fixed-length logical record format. 2. In FOR-
TRAN,a real variable formatted as Fyd, where
i is the width of the field andi represents the
number of digits to appear after the decimal
Point {ef \feremat |

fiber jortics] A transparent threadlike object
made of glass or clear plastic, used to conduct
light along selected paths, { ‘fi-bar)
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field-desorption microscope

flber bundle [optics] A flexible bundleofglass or
other transparentfibers, parallel to each other,
usedin fiber optics to transmit a complete image
from one end of the bundle to the other {'fi-bor
ibon-dal }

flber-optic clrcult |commuNn| A path for data
transmission in which light acts as the in-
formation carrier and is transmitted by total
internal reflection through a transparent optical
waveguide.{{fi-bar |4p-tik 'sar-kat }

flber-optlc current sensor |ENG| An instrument
for measuring currents on high-voltagelines, in
which the magnetic field associated with the
current changes the phase oflight traveling
through an optical fiber, and the phase changeis
measured in an interferometer,{'fi-bor [ap:tik
'ka-rant ,sen-sar}

fiber-optic data distribution interface |commun |
A set of standards for high-speed fiber-optic
local-area networks. Abbreviated FDD! ( |fi-bor
[ap:tik |dad-o ,dis-trajbyii-shon ‘in-tar,fas }

fiber optics [optics] The technique of transmit-
ting light through long, thin, flexible fibers of
glass, plastic, or other transparent materials:
bundlesofparallel fibers can be used to transmit
complete images.{'fi-bor ,ap-tiks }

fiber-optic sensor Sce optical-fiber sensor {'Fi-
bor |ap-tik 'sen-sar}

fiber waveguide See optical waveguide { 'fi-bar
‘wav gid }

fidellty§|commun | The degree to which a system
accurately reproducesat its output the essential
characteristics of the signal impressed on its
input. { fa'del-ad-é ]

fleld |compur sci] 1. A location in a record in a
databasethat contains a specific piece of infor-
mation 2. A specified area on a geographical
user interface forthe input ofa particular category
of data. [ELECTR] One of the equal parts into
which a frameis divided in interlaced scanning
for television; includes one complete scanning
operation from top to bottom of the picture and
back again, { féld}

fieldata code=|commun] A standardized military
data transmission code, seven data bits plus one
parity bit, { 'fél,dad-a kd }

fletd delimiter {comput sci| Any symbol, such as
a slash, colon, tab, or space, which enables an
assembler to recognize the end ofafield {'féld
do,lim-ad-ar}

field designator [comput sci] A character gener-
ally placed at the beginning ofa field to specify
the nature of the data contained in it { 'féld
Idez-ig,nad-or}

tield-desorption microscope {ELEcTRI A type of
field-ion microscopein which the tip specimen is
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field discharge

imaged by ions that are field-desorbed orfield-
evaporated directly from the surface rather than
by ions obtained from an externally supplied gas
{ 'féld dé,sorp-shan ,mi-kra,sk6p }

fleld discharge (ELEcTR| A spark discharge due
to high potential acrossagap. _{'féldjdis,charj }

fleld-discharge switch {ELEc| A special type of
switch that is connected in series with the field
winding of an electrical machine, and that is
operated to connect a resistor in parallel with
the field winding before the main supply contacts
are opened, in order to preventthe self-induced
electromotive force in the field winding from
reaching dangerous levels. { 'féld jdis,charj
iswich }

field effect [ELEcTR| The local change from the
normal value thatan electric field producesin the
charge-carrier concentration of a semiconductor
( 'féld i,fekt }

fleld-effect capacitor [ELECTR] A capacitor in
which the effective dielectric is a region of
semiconductor material that has been depleted
or inverted by the field effect. { 'féld i,fekt
ka'pas-ad-ar}

field-effect device (ELEcTR| Asemiconductor de-
vice whose properties are determined largely by
the effect of an electric field on a region within
the semiconductor { ‘féld i,fekt di,vis }

fleld-effect diode |ELECTR|A semiconductor
diode in which the charge carriers are of only
one polarity. ( 'féld i,fekt 'di,dd }

field-effect phototransistor [ELECTR] A field-
effect transistor that responds to modulated
light as the input signal. { 'féld i,fekt |fod-6-
tran'zis-tar}

tleld-effect tetrode |ELEcTR| Four-terminal de-
vice consisting of two independently terminated
semiconducting channels so displaced that the
conductance of each is modulated along its
length by the voltage conditions in the other
{ 'féld i,fekt 'te,trod }

fleld-effect transistor [ELECTR] A transistor in
which the resistance of the current path from
source to drain is modulated by applying a
transverse electric field between grid or gate
electrodes; the electric field varies the thickness
of the depletion layer between the gates, thereby
reducing the conductance. Abbreviated FET
( 'féld i,fekt tran'zis-tor }

fleld-effect-translstor resistor {ELECTR| A field-
effect transistor in which the gate is generally tied
to the drain; the resultant structure is used as
a resistance load for another transistor. { 'féld
i,fekt tranjzis-tarrijzis-tar }

fleld-effect varistor [ELECTR| A passive, two-
terminal, nonlinear semiconductor device that
maintains constant current over a wide voltage
range. { 'féld i,fekt va'ris-tar}

fleld emission |[ELECcTR| The emission of elec-
trons from the surface of a metallic conductor
into a vacuum (or into an insulator) under
influence of a strong electric field; electrons
penetrate through the surface potential barrier by
virtue of the quantum-mechanical tunnel effect
Alsoknownascoldemission. {‘félda,mish-an}

fleld-emission display [ELEcTR|A flat-panel
electronic display in which electrons are
extracted from an array of cold-cathode emitters
by applying a voltage between the cathade and
a control electrode, and the electrons aré then
accelerated without deflection over a distance
of less than | millimeter before colliding with
a phosphor-coated flat faceplate. { 'féld i
imish-on di,spla }

fleld-emlssion microscope [ELECTR] A device
that uses field emission of electrons or of
positive ions (field-ion microscope) to produce
a magnified image of the emitter surface on
a fluorescent screen { ‘féld ajmish-an 'mi-kra
:SkOp}

fleld-emission tube (ELECTR| A vacuum tube
within which field emission is obtained from
a sharp metal point; must be more highly
evacuated than an ordinary vacuum tube to
prevent contamination of the point. { 'féld
aimish-an ,tiib }

fleld-emltter array [ELECTR] An array of pyrami-
dal silicon structures, with spacing on the order
of 10 micrometers, designed for field emission
of electrons into a vacuum. { iféld iimid-ar
9'rd }

fleld engineer [comput sci| A professional who
installs computer hardware on customers’
premises, performs routine preventive mainte-
nance, and repairs equipment whenit is outof
order. Also known asfield service representative
{ 'féld en-ja,nir}

fleld-enhanced emission [ELECTR] An increase
in electron emission resulting from an electric
field near the surface of the emitter —_{ ;féld in
thanst i'mish-an }

fleld-free emission current (ELECTR| Electron
current emitted by a cathode whentheelectric
field at the surface of the cathode is zero
Also knownas zero-field emission. { 'féld ,fré
i'mish-an ,ka-rant}

fleld frequency [ELECTR] The numberoffields
transmitted per second in a video system; equal
to the frame frequency multiplied by the number
of fields that make up one frame. Also known as
field repetition rate, {'féld ,fré-kwan-sé}

fleldintensity©|cOMMUN] In Federal Communica-
tions Commission regulations, the electric field
intensity in the horizontal direction. { 'féld in
iten-sad-é }

fleld lontzatlon [ELECTR] The ionization of
gaseous atoms and molecules by an intense
electric field, often at the surface of a solid.
{ 'féld jl-on-a'za-shan }

fleld-lon microscope [ELECTR] A microscope in
which atomsare ionized by an electric field near
a sharp tip; the field then forces the ions to
a fluorescent screen, which shows an enlarged
imageofthe tip, and individual atoms are made
visible; this is the most powerful microscope
yet produced. Also known as jon microscope
{ féld (7,an 'mi-kra,skdp }

fleld length {comput sci] The number of
columns, characters, or bits in a specified field
{'féld ,lenkth }
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fleld of search [ELECTR] The space that a radar
set or installation can covereffectively { 'féld
av 'sarch }

fleld of view |ELEcTR| The space in which a radar
can operate effectively { 'féld av 'vyii }

fleld pattern See radiation pattern. { 'féld ,pad-orn

catcoararinatla gate array {ELECTR A gate-
array device that can be configured and reconfig-
ured by the system manufacturer and sometimes
by the end user of the system. { |féld prd,gram-
a-bal ‘gat o,ra }

fleld-programmable logic array [ELECTR] A pro-
grammedlogic array in which the internal con-
nections af the logic gates can be programmed
oncein the field by passing high current through
fusible links, by using avalanche-induced migra-
tion to short base-emitter junctions at desired in-
terconnections, or by other means, Abbreviated
FPLA. Also known as programmable logic array
{ 'féld prdojgram-a-bal 'laj-ik a'r |

fleld repetition rate See field frequency, _{ !féld
rep-a'tish-on rat }

fleld rheostat |ELEC| A rheostat used to adjust
the current in the field winding of an electric
machine. { 'féld jré-a,stat |

fleld scan [ELECTR] Television term denoting the
vertical excursion of an electron beam downward
across a cathode-ray tube face, the excursion
being made in order to scan alternate lines.
{ 'féld ,skan }

fleld section (comput sci] A portion of a field,
such as the section formed by the second and
third character of a 10-character field { 'féld
isek-shan}

fleld separator [comput sci] A character that is
used to mark the boundary betweenfields in a
record. { 'féld ,sep-a,rad-ar}

field-sequentlal color television (comMMUN| An
analog color television system in which the
individual red, green, and blue primary colors
aré associated with successive fields. { fald sa
tkwenschal {kal-or 'tel-a,vizh-an J

fleld service representative See field engineer
{ 'féld ,sor-vos jrep-ra,zent-od-iv }

fled squeeze [compusci] In a mail merge oper-
ation, the elimination of extra blank spaces in a
data fleld se that the datafield Is correctlyprinted
within the text of the letter | ld ,skwéz |

field-strength meter |eNoG| A calibrated radio re-
ceiver used to measure the field strength of
ratliated electromagnetic energy from a radio
transmitter.  { léld ystrenkth ,méd-ar }

flald telephone=[comMUN| A portable telephone
designed for field orcombat use. { 'féld ,tel-a
fan }

fleld waveguide |fLecrRomac| A single wire,
threaded or coated withdielectric, which guides
an electromagnetic field. Also knownas G string,
| féld 'wav,eid |

fleld wire |ELEc] An insulated flexible wire or
cable used in field telephone and telegraph
systems. { ‘feld ,wir}

tifth-generatlon computer |comPuT sci] A com-
puter that would useartificial intelligence tech-
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niques to learn, reason, and converse in nat-
ural languages resembling human languages
(‘fifth jen-ajra-shon kam'pytid-ar}

figurative constant [comput sci| A predefined
constant in COBOL which does not require a
description in data division, such as ZERO which
stands for0,  ( 'fig-ya-racl-iv 'kan-stant }

figure of merlt [ELECTR] A performance rating
that governs the cholce of a device fora particular
application; for example, the figure of merit of a
magnetic amplifier is the ratio of usable power
gain to the contral time constant. { 'fig-yar av
‘mer-at }

filament {LEC} Metallic wire or ribbon whichis
heated in an incandescent lamp to produce
light, by passing an electric current through
the filament. |ELecrR]| A cathode made of re-
sistance wire or ribbon, through which an
electric current is sent to produce the high
temperature required for emission of electrons
in a thermionic tube. Also known as directly
heated cathode; filamentary cathocle; filament-
type cathode.{'fil-a-mant }

filamentary cathode See filament_{,fil-a'ment-
a-ré }

fllament current [ELecrr| The current supplied
to the filament of an electron tube for heating
purposes. { 'fil-a-mant ,ka-rant }

fllament emission (ELEcTR] Liberation of elec-
trons from a heated filamentwire in an electron
tube —{ 'fil-a-mant i'mish-an}

fllamentlamp See incandescentlamp. ('‘fil-a-mant
lamp }

fllament saturation See temperature saturation
{ ‘fil-o-mant ,sach-a'ra-shan }

fllament transformer [ELEcTR| A small trans-
former used exclusively to supply filament or
heater current for one or more electron tubes.
{ 'fil-a-mant tranz,for-mar}

tllament-type cathode Sceefilament. _{'fil-o-mont
ittp 'kath,Gd }

filament winding [ELEcTR| The secondary wind-
ing of a power transformer that furnishes
alternating-current heater or filament voltage
for one or more electron tubes. { 'fil-amant
wind. ip }

flle=|compuT sci] A collection of related records
treated asaunit, {fil}

file allocation table {comput sci] A table stored
on hard or removable disks used to locate files
or sections of files if scattered about the disk,
Abbreviated FAT. [ fil ,al-a'ka-shon ,ta-bal|

file compression program See file compressian
utility. ("Fil komypresh-an jprG-eram }

fille compression utility |conpur sci] A. utility
program that eneodes files so that they take
up less space in storage. Also known as file
compression program. { ‘fil kam,presh-an yi
itil-ad-é }

flle control system=[compli sci| Swltware pack-
age which handles the transfer of data from any
device into any device, | fil kan, tral. sis-tam|

flle event |compuT sei] A single access to any
storage device for either input oroutput. —{'fTH |
ivent }
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file format

flle format {comput sci] The rules that determine
the organization of data in a file { ‘fil ,for-
mat}

flle gap |compuT sti| An area in a data storage
medium whichis used mainly to indicate the end
ofa file and sometimesthe beginning of another
{'fll gap }

tile-handling routine=|compuT sci] A part of a
computer program that deals with reading and
writing of data from andtaafile. (‘fil ,hhand-lin
rii,tén }

flle header=[|compurT scl] A set of words compris-
ing the file name and various characteristics of
thefile, found at the beginning ofa file stored on
magnetic tape or disk. (‘fll |hed-ar }

file identification [comput sci| A device, such as
a label or tag, used to identify, describe, or
name a physical medium, such as a disk or reel
of magnetic tape, which contains data { {fil
T,dent-a-fa'ka-shon }

flle layout [comput sci] A description of the
arrangement of the data inafile, (‘fil la,aut }

file locking {comput sci| A technique that pre-
vents processing of a file by more than one
program or user at a time, ensuring that a file
in use by one user is made unavailable to others.
( ‘fil ,lakeig }

file maintenance |compuT sci| Data-processing
operation in which a masterfile is updated on
the basis of one or more transaction files—{ ‘fil
imant-on-ans}

flle management system [COMPUT sci] Com-
puter programs that control the space used
for file storage and provide such services as
input/output control and indexing. { 'fil (man
ij-mant ,sis‘tam }

fille manager |coMmPUT SCI} Software for managing
data that works only with single files and lacks
relational capability, { ‘fil ,;man-o-jor }

flle name {compuT sci] The name given by the
programmertoaspecifiesetoaldata (‘fil nam}

file opening |compur sci] The process, carried
out by computer software, of Identifying a file
and comparing the file header with specifications
in the program being run to ensure that the file
corresponds, { ‘fil ,Gp-o-nin }

file organization=|compur sci] The structure of a
file meeting two requirements: to minimize the
running time of the program, and to simplify the
work involved in modifying the contents of the
file. { iftl ,Org-a-na'za-shan |

flle organization routine=[comput sci] A program
which allocates data files into random-access
storage devices, { {fil ,org-o-na'za-shon rii,tén )

file-orlented system [COMPUT sci] A computer
configuration which considers a heavy, or exclu-
sive, usage ofdata files, (‘fil or-é,ent-od |sis-
tom }

flle printout=|compPuT sci] Output from a com-
puterprinter consisting of a copy of the contents
ofa file held in some storage device, usually to

file protection §=|comPur sci] A mechanical clevice
ora computer command which prevents erasing
of or writing upon a magnetic tape but allows a
program to read the data from the tape. { ‘fil
pra,tek-shon }

flle protection ring (compuTsci] A ring that can
be attached to, or detached from, the hub of a
reel of magnetic tape, usedto identify the reel’s
status and, in some computer systems, to prevent
writing upon the tape when thering is attached
ordetached. { ‘fil pra,tek-shon ,rin }

file reference |compurT sci| An operation involv-
ing loaking up and retrieving the information
on file for a specified item or items. { ‘fil ,ref-
rons }

flle reorganization=|campur sci] An activity per
formed periodically on lites and data bases, in-
volying such operations as deletion of unneeded
records, in order to minimize space requirements
of files and improve efficiency of processing
{ 'fil r€,6r-go-no'za-shon }

flle search [comput scij An operation involv-
ing looking through the file for information
on all items falling in a specified category,
extracting the information for any item where
the information recorded meetscertain criteria,
and determining whether or not there exists a
specified pattern of information anywhere in the
file. { ‘fil sorch )

file security Seedatasecurity { ‘fil so,kyir-od-é }
file server [CompuT sci] A mass storage device

that holds programs and data that can be ac-
cessed and shared by the workstations connected
to a local-area network Also known as network
server.[‘fll sor-vor }

file sharing [comput sci] The common use, by
two or more users, of data and program files,
usually located ina fileserver {'fil sher-in j

FileSize metric |compuT sci} A measure of com-
puter program size, equal to the total number
of characters in the sourcefile of the program
{ ifil'siz jme-trik }

file specificatlon [comput scij A designation
that enables a file to be located on a disk
and includes the disk drive, name of the di-
rectory/subdirectory, and name offile { ‘fl
ispes-a-fa,ka-shan }

file storage unlt |comPuT sci| The component
of a computer system that stores information
required for reference. { ‘fil stor-ij ,yi-not }

file transfer |compurT sci| The movement, under
program control, of a file from one storage device
toanother (‘fil ,tranz-forJ

flle transfer access and management=|COMPUT
sci] A standard communications protocol for
transferring files between systems of different
vendors. Abbreviated FTAM. —_{ jfil {tranz-for jak
yses on 'man-ij-mont}

file transfer protocol (comput sci] A set of stan-
dards that allows the user of any computeron the
internet to receive files from another computer,

assist in debugginga program, { ‘fil ,prin,taut } or to transmit files to another computer, after
file processing {compuTsci| The job of updating, the user has specified a name and password

sorting, or validating a data file. { 'fil ,pras for the other computer Abbreviated FTP. { ‘fil
ies-in } itranz-for ,prod-a-kol }
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file transfer utility |cOmPuT Sci] A computer pro-

gram specifically designed to handle file trans-
fers | ‘fil ttrane-for yli,til-ad-é

fie virus [COMPUT sel] A computer virus that infects
applicationfles such as spreadsheets, computer
games, of accounting software [ ‘fil ,vi-ras ]

fill characters||COMPUT sci] Noncdata characters
or bits which are used to fill out a field on the
jeft if data are right-justilled or on the right if
data are left-|ustified. (‘fil |kar-ilt-tarz }

filler [COMPUT Sci| Storage space that does nat
contairt significant data but is needed to comply
with length requirements oris reserved tofulfill
some future need. { 'fil-ar}

fllm {eLec| The layer adjacentto the valve metal
in an electrochemical valve, in which is located
the high voltage drop when current flows in the
direction of high impedance.{film }

film Integrated circult [ELecTR| An integrated cir-
cuit whose elementsare films formed in place
onaninsulating substrate —_{ jfilm int-ajgrad-od
'sar-kat }

fllm optical-sensing device [comput sci| A de-
vice capable ofdigitizing the information stored
onafilm. (‘film [ap-to-kal jsens-in di,vis }

fllm reader [ELECTR] A device for converting a
pattern of transparent or opaque spots on a
photographic film intoa series of electric pulses
jormes| A device for projecting or displaying
microfilm so that an operator can read the data
on the film; usually provided with equipment for
moving or holding the film, { 'film ,réd-ar}

fllm recorder [ELEcTR| A device which places
data, usually in the form of transparent and
opaque spots or light and dark spots, on pho-
tographic film. {film ri,kord-ar}

film resistor [ELEC] A fixed resistor in which the
resistance elementis a thin layer of conductive
material on an insulated form; the conductive
materia! does not contain binders or insulating
materia! (‘film ri,zis-tar }

film scanning {ELECTR| The processof converting
motion picture film into corresponding electric
signals that can be transmitted by a video system
{ ‘film ,skan-ig }

filter |comPuT sci] A device or program that
separates data or signals in accordance with
specified criteria. |CONTSYS] See compensator
[ELECTR] Any transmission network used in elec-
trical systems for the selective enhancementof
a given class of input signals. Also known as
electric filter; electric-wave filter [ENG ACOUS|
Adevice employed to reject sound in a particular
tange of frequencies while passing sound in
another range of frequencies, Also known as
acoustic filter, (optics] An optical element that
partially absorbsincident electromagnetic radia-
tion in the visible, ultraviolet, or infrared spectra,
consisting of a pane of glass or other partially
transparent material, oroffilms separated by nar-
row layers; the absorption maybe either selective
or nonselective with respect to wavelength Also
known asoptical filter { 'filstar }

filter capacitor [ELEC] A capacitor used in a
power-supply filter system to provide a low-

finder beam

reactance path for alternating currents and
thereby suppress ripple currents, without affect-
ing direct currents. [ 'fil-tar ka,pas-ad-ar}

fliter choke [ELEC| An iron-core coil used in a
power-supply filter system to pass direct current
while offering high impedance to pulsating or
alternating current. { 'fil-tar ,chOk }

flltercrystal [ELECTR] Quartzcrystal which is used
in an electrical circuit designed to pass energy of
certain frequencies —_{ 'fil-tar ,krist-al }

filter design |ELECTR| The design of electrical
networks in which the principle of electrical
resonance is used to make the network accept
wanted frequencies while rejecting unwanted
ones. {'fil-tar di,zin }

filter discrimination (ELEcTR| Difference be-
tween the minimum insertion loss at any fre-
quency in a filter attenuation band and the
maximum insertion loss at any frequency in the
operating range of a filter transmission band
{ ‘fil-tor di,skrimva'na-shan }

filtered radar data |ELECTR| Radar data from
which unwanted returns have been removed by
mapping. {| jfil-tard 'ra,dar ,dad-o |

filter Impedance compensator [ELECTR| Im-
pedance compensator which is connected
across the commonterminals of electric wave
filters when the latter are used in parallel to
compensatefor the effects of the filters on each
other.{jfil-tar im'ped-ans ,kam-pan'sad-ar}

fliter pass band Sec filter transmission band.
(ifil-ter 'pas ,band J

filter reactor {ELEC] A reactor used for reduc-
ing the harmonic components of voltage in
an alternating-current or direct-current circuit
{ 'fil-ter ré,ak-tar }

filter sectlon [ELEC] A simple RC, RL, or LC
network used as a broad-bandfilter in a power
supply, grid-bias feed, orsimilardevice —{'fil-tar
isek-shan }

filter slot (ELECTROMAG| Choke in the form of a
slot designed to suppress unwanted modesina
waveguide_{'fil-tar slat }

filter transmission band |ELEcTR| Frequency
band of free transmission; that is, frequency
band in which, if dissipation is neglected, the
attenuation constantis zero, Also knownasfilter
pass band. { jfil-tar tranz'mish-on ,band }

final amplifler |ELEcTR| The transmitter stage
that feeds the antenna, { jfin-al'am-plo,fi-or }

fInancial planning system [comput sci] A
decision-support system that allows the
financial planner or manager to examine and
evaluate many alternatives before making final
decisions, and which employs the use of a
model, usually a matrix of data elements which
is constructed as a series of equations. { fi
inan-chal 'plan-in ,sis-tam }

finder [COMMUN] Switch or relay group in tele-
phoneswitching systems that selects the path
which the call is to take through the system;
operates under the instruction of the calling
station's dial. { 'find-ar}

finder beam [comput sci] A beam oflight pro-
jected by a light pen on the spot on the display
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F-indicator

screen where the light pen photodetector is
focused, in order to aid the userin positioning
the light pen, { 'find-ar ,bém }

F-Indicator Sce F-display.  { 'ef ,in-da,kad-ar}
finding circult See lockout circuit. ('find-in ,sar-

kot }
fine Index [comput sci| The more specific of two

indices consulted to gain access to a record
{ {fin ‘in,deks}

finger gripper |CcONT sys] A robot component
that uses two or morejoints for grasping objects.
( 'fin-gor ,grip-or}

finite clipping=|ELEcTR] Clipping in which the
threshold level is large but is below the peak
input signal amplitude —_{ {fi,nit 'klip-in }

finite difference={MATH| The difference between
the values of a function at two discrete points,
used to approximate the derivative of the func-
tion, {ifi,nit 'dif-rans }

finite-difference equations |MATH| Equations
arising from differential equations by
substituting difference quotients for derivatives,
and then using these equations to approximate
asolution—{{ff,nit Jdif-rons i,kwa-zhanz }

finite element method=|ENG| A numerical anal-
ysis technique for obtaining approximate de-
scriptions of continuous physical systems, used
in structural mechanics, electrical field theory,
and fluid mechanics; the system is broken into
discrete elements interconnected at discrete
node points, and the values of various physical
quantities for the elements or node points
are calculated numerically —{ |fi,nit ‘el-o-mant
imeth-od }

finite Impulse responsefilter=|ELEcTR] An elec-
tric filter that will settle to a steady state within
a finite amountof time after being exposed to a
changein input. Abbreviated FIR filter —_{ ifi,nit
iim,pols ri'spans,fil-tor }

finite precision number=|coMPUT sci} A number
that can be represented bya finite set of symbols
in a given numeration system ifinit pro
isizh-an 'nom-bar}

finite-state machine=|compuT sci] An automaton
that has a finite number of distinguishable
internal configurations. { 'fi,nit stat ma,shén }

Finsen lamp |ELEc| A high-temperature carbon
arc or mercury arc lamp that produces a mixture
of blue, violet, and near-ultraviolet light; used to
treat certain skin disorders and to test paints and
other protective coatings. { 'fin-san ,lamp }

fin waveguide [ELECTROMAG| Waveguide con-
taining a thin longitudinal metal fin that serves
to increase the wavelength range over which
the waveguide will transmit signals efficiently;
usually used with circular waveguides, { /fin
'wav,eld }

flre-control clrcult. [ELEcTR| An electric circuit in
a fire-control system. (‘fir kan,trdl ,sar-kat }

flred state |ELEcTR| The “on” state of a sili-
con controlled rectifier or other semiconductor
switching device, occurring when a suitable
triggering pulse is applied to the gate. { jfird
‘stat }

flrewall (comput sci} Hardware and software pro-
grams that protect the resources of a private
network from users in other networks, controlling
all traffic according to a predefined access policy
( 'fi,wol }

firewlre Sec IEEE 1394, { 'fir,wir}
FIR filter Sce finite impulse responsefilter

oriefr'ar ,fil-ter }
flring |ELEcTR| t. The gas ionization that initiates

current flow in a gas-discharge tube. 2. Excita-
tion of a magnetron or transmit-receive tube by
apulse 3. The transition from the unsaturated
to the saturated state of a saturable reactor
( ‘frig |

flring box [ELEC] A boxlike item in which are
mountedswitches, cables, fuses, plugs, indicator
lights, batteries, and the like, specifically de-
signedforfiring a rocket or guided missile from
a remote position, { 'fir-in ,baks}

firing button [ELEC] A button or switchforfiring
guns orrockets. { 'fir-in ,bat-an }

(‘for

flring cable See shot-firing cable { ‘fir-in ,ka-
bal }

flring clrcult {ELEcTR] 1. Circuit used with an
ignitron to deliver a pulse of current of 5-50
amperesin the forward direction, from the igniter
to the mercury, to start a cathode spot and to
control thetimeoffiring. 2.By analogy, asimilar
control circuit of silicon-controlled rectifiers and
like devices. { 'fir-in ,sar-kat }

firing polnt See critical grid voltage
point }

firing potentlal (ELEcTR| Controlled potential at
which conduction through a gas-filled tube
begins, { ‘fir-in pa,ten-chal}

flrmware [COMPUT Sci] A computer program or
instruction, such as a microprogram, used so
often that it is stored in a read-only memory
instead of being includedin software; often used
in computers that monitor production processes
{ ‘farm,wer}

first detector See mixer _{ jfarst di'tek-tar}
first Fresnel zone=[ELECTROMAG| Circular portion

of a wavefront transverse to the line between
an emitter and a more distant point, where
the resultant disturbance is being observed,
whose center is the intersection of the front
with the direct ray, and whose radius is such
that the shortest path from the emitter through
the periphery to the receiving point is one-half
wavelength longer than the direct ray. { jforst
fra'nel ,z6n }

first-generation |compuT sci| Denoting elec-
tronic hardware, logical organization, and
software characteristic of a first-generation
computer. { jforst jen-a'ra-shan }

flrst-generatlon computer [comput sci| A com-
puter from the earliest stage of computer devel-
opment, ending in the early 1960s, characterized
by the use of vacuum tubes, the performance of
one operation at a time in strictly sequential fash-
ion, and elementary software, usually including
a program loader, simple utility routines, and an
assembler to assist in program writing. _{ jfarst
jen-ajra-shon kam'pyiid-or}

( 'fir-ip
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jtem list. [COMPUT sci| Aseries of records thatith descriptive information from onlyli ted Wis printe i

ne first record of each group. ( jfarst 'I-dom
dist]

{-level ;eeerenced operand,—| |farst jlew-al o'dres J
address §|COMPUT St!| The location ofa

first-level controller |CON' Sys] A controller that
ig associated with one of the subsystems into
whicha large-scale cantrol system Is partitioned
by plant decomposition, and acts to satisly local
abjectives and constraints Also: knownas local
contraller—{ {farst Hewal kan'trGbear |

first-level Interrupt handler |compur sci] A seft-
ware of hardware routine that is activated by
interrupt signals sent by peripheral devices and
decides, based on the relative importance of the
interrupts, howthey should be handled. Abbre-
yiated FLIH.—['farst jlew-al 'int-a,rapt |hand-lar |

first-level packaging={ELecrr| Electronicpackag-
ing which provides interconnection directly tothe
integrated circuit chip: | farst \lev-al ‘pak-ij-in |

first-order subroutine=|compur se) A subroutine
which is entered directly from a main routine or
program and which leads back to. that program
Also knownasfirst-remove subroutine. —_{ {forst
,ord-ar 'sab-rii,tén }

first-remove subroutlne See first-order subrou-
tine. ( ‘ferst 'ro,miiv 'sab-rii,tén }

first selector (ELECTR| Selector which immedi-
ately follows a line finder in a switch train and
which respondsto dial pulsesofthefirst digit of
the called telephone number,_{'farstsi'lek-tar }

Fischer-Hinnen method=[ELEc] Methodof analy-
sis of a complex waveform which haslike loops
above and below the time axis, in which the
amplitude and phase of the n-th harmonic is
determined from the ordinates of the resultant
wave at a series of times which divide the half
wave into 2n equal time intervals. { jfish-or
‘hin-an ,meth-od }

filsh-bone antenna |[ELECTROMAG| 1. Antenna
consisting of a series of coplanar elements
arranged in collinear pairs, loosely coupled
to a balanced transmission line, 2. Directional
antennain the form of a plane array of doublets
arranged transversely along both sides of a
transmission line. { 'fish ,bGn an,ten-a }

fishpole antenna Sce whip antenna._{'fish,p6l
an,ten-a |

five-level code [comput scl| A code which uses
five bits to specify each character { 'fiv ,lev-al
"kod }

five-wire tne [ELEC] A transmission line which
has four conductors,all in phase, at the corners
of a square and a fifth conductorat the center of
the square whichis out of phase with the others
{'fiv wir lin J

flx [comput sci| A piece of coding that is inserted
in a computer program to correct an error
{ Fiks }

fixed-active toollng§|cONTSys| Stationary equip-
Ment in a robotic system, such as numerical
control equipment, sensors, cameras, conveying
systems and parts feeders, that is activated and
controlled by signals, { 'fikst jak-tiv ‘tibig }

fixed-length record

flxed area=|compuT sci] That portion of the main
storage occupied by the resident portion of the
control program _[{ jfikst 'er-é-a }

flxed attenuator Seepad _{ jfikst a'ten-ya,wad-ar}
flxed blas [ELEcTR| A constant value of bias

voltage, independentof signal strength —_{ jfikst
'bT-as ]

flxed-bias transistor clrcult [ELECTR] A transis-
tor circuit in which a current flowing through a
resistor is independent of the quiescent collector
current. { jfikst |ol-os tran’zis-tor ,sor-kat)

fixed-block |compuT sci] Pertaining to an ar-
rangementofdata in whichall the blocks of data
have the same numberof wordsor characters, as
determinedbyeither the hardware requirements
of the computer or the programmer. { ifikst
"blak ]

fixed capacitor |ELEc| A capacitor having a defi-
nite capacitance value that cannot be adjusted.
{ (fikst ka’pas-ad-ar}

flxed contact (ELEC| A relatively immovable con-
tact that is engaged and disengaged by a moving
contact to make and breakacircuit, as in a switch
orrelay—[ {fikst 'kan,takt )

fixed-cycle operation (comput sci| An operation
completed in a specified number of regu-
larly timed execution cycles. { {fikst 'si-kal
\ap-o'ra-shan }

flxed disk=(compurT sci| A disk drive that perma-
nently holds the disk platters. _{ ;fikst ‘disk }

fixed echo |ELEcTR| A persistent echo indication
that remains stationary on the radar display,
indicating the presence of a fixed target. Also
known as permanent echo.{{fikst 'ek-6 }

flxed-field method [{compurTsct| Amethod of data
storage in which the same type ofdata is always
placed in the same relative position. { 'fikst
iféld 'meth-od }

flxed form coding (comput sci| Any method of
coding a source language in which each part of
the instruction appears in a fixed field. { 'fikst
if6rm 'kod-in }

flxed-head disk [comput sci] A disk storage de-
vice in which the read-write heads are fixed in
position, one to a track, and the arms to which
they are attached are immovable, | 'fikst ,hed
‘disk }

fixed inductor |ELEc} An inductor whosecoils are
wound in such a mannerthat the turns remain
fixed in position with respect to each other, and
which either has no magnetic core or has a core
whose air gap and position within the coil are
fixed.  [ {fikst in'dok-tar}

flxed-length fleld [comput sci] A field that always
has the same numberof characters, regardless of
its content{ifikst ,legkth 'féld }

fixed-length operation§(comput sci] A computer
operation whose operandsalways have the same
number of bits or characters, { jfikst ,legkth
,Ap-a'ra-shan }

fixed-length record [comput sci| One ofa file
of records, each of which must have the same
specified number of data units, such as blocks,
words, characters, or digits { jfikst ,legkth
‘rek-ord }
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fixed logic

fixed logic |comPuT sci] Circuit logic of computers
or peripheral devices that cannot be changed by
external controls; connections mustbe physically
broken to arrange the logic._{{fikst 'laj-ik }

fixed medium {compursci] Adata storage device
in which the reading and writing of data do not
involve mechanical motion, _{ 'fikst 'mé-dé-om }

flxed memory [comput sci] Of a computer, a
nondestructive readout memory that is only
mechanically alterable. { }fikst 'mem-ré }

flxed-passlve tooling |coNT sys| Unpowered,
accessory equipmentin a robotic system, such as
jigs, fixtures, and work-holding devices. _{ 'fikst
ipas-iv 'til-in }

fixed-point arithmetic [comput sci] 1. A method
of calculation in which the computer does not
consider the location of the decimal or radix
point becausethepointis given a fixed position
2. A type of arithmetic in which the operands
and results of all arithmetic operations must
be properly scaled so as to have a magnitude
between certain fixed values, ( jfikst ,point
a'rith-ma-tik }

flxed-point calculatlon [comput sci| A calcula-
tion made with fixed-point arithmetic { ifikst
point ,kal-kya'la:shan}

flxed-polnt computer |(compPuT sci] A computer
in which numbers in all registers and storage
locations must have an arithmetic point which
remains in the same fixed location. { jfikst
point kam'pyiid-or}

fixed-point part See mantissa ifikst point
‘part }

flxed-polnt representation (COMPUT scl] Any
method of representing a number in which a
fixed-point convention is used { ifikst ,point
iTep-ra-zen'ta-shan}

fixed-point system |compuT sci] A number sys-
tem in which the location of the pointis fixed with
respect to one end of the numerals, according to
some convention _[ ifikst point 'sis-tom }

flxed-position addressing [COMPUT scl] Direct
access to an item in a data file on disk or drum,
as opposed to a sequential search for this item
starting with the first item inthefile, { ifikst po
yzish-on o'dres-in |

fixed-product area [COMPUT SCI] The area in core
memory where multiplication takes place for
certain types of computers{jfikst ,prad-okt
‘ero }

flxed-program computer |compuTsci] A special-
purpose computer having a program perma-
nently wiredin —{ fikst ,prd-gram kam'pytid-or}

flxed resistor [ELEC] A resistor that has no pro-
vision for varying its resistance value ifikst
ri'zis-tor}

flxed-satellite service (COMMUN] A radiocom-
munication service between earth stations at
given positions that uses one or moresatellites.
Abbreviated FSS _—_( ifikst 'sad-al,Tt ,sar-vis }

fixed-sequence robot See fixed-stop robot
{ 'fikst s@-kwons 'r6,bat }

flxed service (COMMUN] Service providing radio
communications between fixed points. _{ ifikst
'sor-vas }

fixed-stop robot (CONT sys] A robot in which the
motion along each axis has a fixed limit, but the
motion between these limits is not controlled
and the robot cannot stop except at theselimits.
Also known as fixed-sequence robot; limited-
sequence robot; nonservo robot. { 'fikst istap
'rd, bat }

fixed storage [comPuT sci] A storage for data
not alterable by computer instructions, such as
magnetic-core storage with a lockout feature
{ Ifikst 'stor-ij }

fixed transmitter (ELECTR| Transmitter that is op-
erated ina fixed or permanent location,{ifikst
‘tranz'mid-or]

fixed word length [comput sci| The length of a
computer machine wordthat always contains the
same number of characters or digits ( ifikst
‘word ,lenkth }

flag [comput sci] Any of various types of indica-
tors used for identification, such as a work mark,
ora character that signals the occurrence of some
condition, such as the end of aword.{flag)

flag flip-flop [comput sci] A one-bit register
which indicates overflow, carry, or sign bit from
past or current operations. { ‘flag 'flip ,flap }

flag operand [COMPUTsci] A part of the instruc-
tion of some assembly languages denoting which
elementsof the object instructionwill be flagged
{ 'flag 'ap-a,rand }

flame arc lamp [ELEC] An arc lamp in whichcar-
bon electrodes are impregnated with chemicals,
such ascalcium, barium, ortitanium, which are more
volatile than the carbon and radiatelight when driven
intothearc. { {flam ‘ark lamp }

flame spraylng [ENG] Deposition of a conductor
on a board in molten form, generally through a
metal maskor stencil, by means ofa spray gun that
feeds wire into a gas flame and drives the molten
particles against the work. { 'fldm ,spra-in }

flange isolator See short waveguide isolator
{ flanj 'T-so,lad-or}

flap attenuator |ELECTROMAG| A waveguide at-
tenuator in which a contoured sheetof dissipa-
tive material is moved into the guide through a
nonradiating slot to provide a desired amountof
powerabsorption. Also known as vane attenua-
tor. {!flap a'ten-yo,wad-ar}

flare |ELECTR| Aradarscreentargetindication having
an enlarged and distorted shape due to excessive
brightness. [ELECTROMAG| See horn antenna,
{ fler J

flare factor (ENG ACOUS| Number expressing the
degree of outward curvature of the horn of a
loudspeaker. { 'fler fak-tor }

flash arc [ELECTR] A sudden increase in the
emission of large thermionic vacuum tubes,
probably due to irregularities in the cathode
surface, { ‘Hash ,ark }

flashback voltage {ELECTR] Inverse peak voltage
at which ionization takes place in a gas tube
{ 'flash,bak ,vdl-tij }

flash barrier {ELEC] A fireproof structure be-
tween conductors of an electric machine,
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designed! to minimize flashover or the damage
caused by flashover.  { ‘flash |bar&-ar|

flasher |ELEC| A switch, generally either motor-
driven or using a combination heater element
and bimetallic strip, that turns lamps on and off
rapidly. | ‘flashear } :

flashing over |E6c] Accidental formation of an
arc over the surface of a rotating commu-
tator from brush-to-brush; usually caused by
faulty insulation between commutator segments
{ ash-in '6-vor]

flash lamp [ELECTR| A gaseous-discharge lamp
used in a photoflash unit to produce flashes
of light of short duration and high intensity
for stroboscopic photography, Also known as
stroboscopic lamp. {flash lamp }

flash memory (COMPUTScif A type ofelectrically
erasable programmable read-only memory (EE-
PROM). While EPROM is reprogrammedbit-by-
bit, flash memory is reprogrammed in blocks,
making it faster It is nonvolatile. { flash
'mem-ré }

flashover [ELEC] An electric discharge around or
over the surface of an insulator.{'flash,6-var)

flashover voltage |ELEcTR] The voltage at which
an electric discharge occurs between two elec-
trodes that are separated by an insulator; the
value depends on whether the insulator surface
is dry or wet. Also known as sparkover voltage
{ ‘flash,G-var ,vol-tij }

flash test [ELEC] A method of testing insulation
by applying momentarily a voltage much higher
than the rated working voltage. _{ 'flash ,test ]

flatbed plotter [ENG] A graphics output device
that draws by moving a pen in both horizontal
and vertical directions over a sheet of paper; the
overall size of the drawingis limited by the height
and width of this bed.{'flat,bed 'plad-ar}

flatcable [ELEC] Acable madeof round or rectan-
gular, parallel copper wires arranged in a plane
and laminated or molded into a ribbon of flexible
insulating plastic. { jflat 'ka-bol }

flat-conductor cable |ELEc|] A cable made of
wide, flat conductors arranged side by side in
a plane and protected by ribbons of insulating
plastic, { 'flat kon,dok-tar 'ka-bal}

flat fading =|COMMUN] Typeoffading in which all
components of the received radio signal fluctuate
in the same proportion simultaneously. _{ /flat
fad-in }

flat file |comput sci] A two-dimensional array
{ ‘flat fil)

flat line [ELEcTROMAG] A radio-frequency trans-
mission line, or part thereof, having essentially
L-to-l standing wave ratio, {flat lin}

flatpack | £I.ecTR| Semiconductor network encap-
sulated in a thin, rectangular package, with the
hecessary connecting leads projecting from the
edges of the unit.{'flatjpak }

flat-panel display Srv panel display. { ‘flat
fpan-al di'spla }

flat-top antenna (ELECTROMAG] An antenna hav-
ing two or more lengths of wire parallel ta each
other and in a plane parallel to. the ground, each
fed atior near its midpoint. {'Ilat |tapanjten-o }

floating battery

flat-top response Seeband-pass response. {'flat
itap ri'sp4ns }

flattuning [FLecTR) Tuning of a tadia receiver ip
which achangein frequencyof the received Waves
produces only a small change in the currentinthe
tuning apparatus. { jflat 'tun-in }

Fleming tube |ELEcTR| The original diode, con-
sisting of a heated filament and a cold metal-
lic electrode in an evacuated glass envelape,
negative current flows frany the filament to the
cold electrode, but not in the reverse direction
{ 'flem-in ,tiib }

flexlble clrcult§ [ELEcTR| Aprinted circuit made on
a flexible plastic sheet that is usually die-cut
to fit between large components_{,flek-sa-bal
'sar-kat }

flexible resistor |ELEC| A wire-wound resistor
having the appearanceofa flexible lead; made
by winding the Nichrome resistance wire around
a length of asbestos or other heat-resistant
cord, then covering the winding with asbestos
and braided insulating covering. { ,flek-sa-bal
ri'zis-tor]

flexible waveguide (ELECTROMAG|A waveguide
that can be bent or twisted without appreciably
changingits electrical properties. { ,flek-sa-bal
‘wav,etd }

flexlonatsymbols (computsci| Symbols in which
the meaning of each componentdigit is depen-
dent on those which precedeit _{ !flek-shan-al
isim-balz}

flexowrlter [comput sci] A typewriterlike device
to read in manually or to read out information of
a computer to whichit is connected; it can also
be used to punch papertape.{'flek-sa,wrid-or}

fllcker effect (ELECTR! Random variations in the
output current of an electron tube having an
oxide-coated cathode, due to random changes
in cathode emission,{'flik-ar i,fekt }

filght-path computer [comput sci! A computer
that includesall of the functions of a course-line
computer and also provides meansfor control-
ling the altitude of an aircraft in accordance witha
desired plan of flight _{ ‘flit ,path kom'pyiid-ar}

FLIH=See first-level interrupt handler
flip chip {ELEcTR] A tiny semiconductor die hav-

ing terminations all on one side in the form of
solder pads or bump contacts: after the surface
of the chip has been passivated or otherwise
treated, it is flipped over for attaching to a
matching substrate. Also known as solder-ball
flip chip. (‘flip ,chip }

fllp-flop circult See bistable multivibrator. [ ‘flip
flap ;sar-kat }

flip-open cutout fuse See dropout fuse. _{ {flip
iG-pon ‘kad, aut ,fytiz }

floating §(ELECTR| The condition wherein a device
or circuit is not grounded and not tied to an
established voltage supply —_{ 'fldd-in }

floating address (comput sci] The symbolic ad-
dress used prior to its conversion to a machine
address. _{ {fld-in o'dres}

floating battery [ELEC] A storage battery con-
nected permanently in parallel with another
power source; the battery normally handlesonly
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floating carrier modulation

small charging or discharging currents, but takes
over the entire load upon failure of the main
supply. {jfléd-in 'bad-o-ré }

floating carrler modulation See controlled carrier
tnedulation.  { |flic-in kar-€-or ymaj-o'ld-shan|

floating charge |ELec| Application of a constant
voltageloa storage battery, sufficient to maintain
al approximately constant state of charge while
the battery is idle or on light duty.  { ifldd-ig"char|

floating control [ENG] Control device in which
the speed of correction of the control element
is proportional to the error signal Also known as
Broportional-speed contral.—[{lOd-in kan'tral |

floating dollar sign jcomrur sci} A dollar sien
Used with an edit mask, allowing the sien to be
inserted before the nonzero leading digit of a
dollar amount. | {fléd-in ‘dal-ar ,sin |

floating-gate avalanche-injection metal-oxide
semiconductor device |fLecte| An erasable
Programmable read-only memory chip that
holds its contents until they are erased by
ultraviolet light. Abbreviated FAMOS device
[ fGd-in igat jav-a,lanch Inflek-shan Imed-al lak
sid sem-i-kan'dak-tar di,vis |

floating graphic |compur scl A picture or graph
that moves up of down on a page of a document
as textis deleted or inserted aboveit. { ifldd-in‘graf-ik }

floating grid ELECTR] Vacuum-tube grid thatis
not connected to any circuit; it assumes a
negative potential with respect to the cathode.
Also known as free grid. { {fldd-in ‘grid )

fleating input |eLec| Isolated Input circuit not
connected ta ground at any point, { Hléd-iq ‘inrput )

floating neutral [eLec| Neutral conductor whose
voltage to ground js free to vary when circuit
conditions change—| {flGd-ig ‘ni-tral |

floating-point calculation=|compur sci] A. cal-
culation made with floating-point arithmetic
(iflGd-in [paint |kal-kyo'la-shan|

floating-point coefficient See mantissa | {fléd. in
point kG-i'fish-ant }

floating-point package [comput scl] A program
which enables.a computer to perform arithmetic
operations when such capabilities are not wired
into the computer. Also known as floating-point
routine. | ifléd-in [pdint 'pak-i| }

floating-point processor COMPUT scl] A sepa-
rate precessorora special section of acomputer's
main storage that is for the efficient handling of
floating-point operations. (‘fléd-in !pdint pris1e5:aF|

floating-point routine Sy: floating-point package,
{i féd-in ipdint r'tén |

floating-point system |compuT sei] A number
system in which the location of the point does
not remain lixed with respect to one end of the
numerals.  (}flGd-in [point ‘sis-tam’}

floating signal See differential signal. { flod-in‘signal }
flood ELECTR] To direct a large-area flow of

electrons toward a storage assembly in a charge
storage tube, { flad }

 
floodlight’ [eLec| A light projectar used for out-

door lighting of buildings, parking lots. sports
fields, and the like, usually having a filament lamp
or mercury-Vapor lamp anda parabolic reflector
[ Mladdtit |

flooroutlet |ELec| An electrical outlet whose face
is level with or recessed! into.a floor Also known
as floor plug. { 'M6r ,ait-lat

flopover=|eLecrr| Adefect in television reception
in which a series of frames move vertically up or
down the screen, caused by lack of synchroniza-
tien between the vertical and horizontal sweep
frequencies. { 'flup,G-var}

floppy disk [comput sci] A flexible plastic disk
coated with magnetic oxide and used for data
storage and data entry to a computer; a slot
in its protective envelope or housing, which re-
mains stationary while the disk rotates, exposes
the track positions for the maghetle read/write
head of the drive unit. Also known as diskette
( lap-é ‘disk |

flops [comput sci] A unit of computer speed,
equal to one floating-point arithmetic operation
persecond|flaps }

flow |compur sel] The sequence in which events
take place or operations are carried out. | fd|

flow chart jeNG| A graphical representation of
the progress of a system for the definition,
analysis, or solution of a data-processing or man-
ulacturing problem in which symbols are used
to represent operations, data or material flow.
and equipment. and lines and arrows represent
interrelationships among the components. Also
known as control diagram, flow diagram: flow
sheet, | ‘flO ,chart |

flow-chart symbol [enc|Any of the existing
symbols normally used to represent operations,
data or materials flaw, or equipment in a.data-
processing problem or manufacturing-process
description, | 'fl4 chart sim-bal}

flow diagram Ser flow chart, (‘fl .di-a,gram |
flow direction |enc| The  antecedent-to-

successorrelation, indicated by arrows or other
conventions, between operations on a flow
chart, (‘flo da,rek-shan |

flow graph (comput sci] A directed graph that
fepresents a computer program, wherein a node
inthe graph corresponds toa block of sequential
code and branches correspond to decisions taken
in the program, |svS ENG] See signal-flow
graph, [ {16 ,graf)

flow line [ENG] The connecting line or arrow
between symbols on a flow chart or block
diagram={ ‘fl6,,lin}

flow sheet Ser flow chart. (‘fa jshét|
flow soldering=jen) Soldering of printedcircuit

boards by moving them over a flowing wave
of molten solder in a solder bath: the process
permits precise control of the depth ofimmersion
in the molten solder and minimizes heating of
the board. Also known aswaye soldering—['fo
Sdd-a-rin |

fluctuating current |ELec| Direct current that
changes in value but not at a steady rate.
( Hak-cha,wad-ig 'ke-rant}
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fluctuation (ELECTROMAG| The change in ampli-
tude of a radar echo due to a target of same
complexity changing (ts attitude or structural
features. Fluctuations can be rapid (pulse-
to-pulse) or somewhat slow (scan-to-sean).

flak-cha'wa-shan }
fluid amplifier jen] An amplifier in which all

amplification Is achieved byinteraction between
jets of fluid, with no electronic circuit and usually
no moving parts. | /fll-ad ‘am-pla,fi-ar |

fluid computer [COMPUTsci] A digital computer
constructed entirely fram air-poweredfluid logic
elements; it contains no moving parts and no
electronic circuits; all logic functions are carried
out by interaction between jets of air _{ {flii-ad
kamipyid-or}

fluorescent lamp [ELECTR] A tubular discharge
jamp in which ionization of mercury vapor
produces racliation that activates the fluorescent
coating on the inner surface of the glass. [ flu
Ires-ant ‘lamp }

fluorescent screen [ENG] A sheet of material
coated with a fluorescent substance so as to emit
visible light when struck by ionizing radiation
such as x-rays or electron beams. { flu}res-ont
'skrén }

fluoroscopic image intensifier (ELEcTR| An
electron-beam tube that converts a relatively
feeble fluoroscopic image on the fluorescent
input phosphorinto a much brighter image on
the output phosphor. {_ ,flura'skap-ik ‘im-ij
in'ten-so,f1-or}

flush left See left-justify, { iflosh ‘left }
flush right See right-justify —{ iflash ‘rit }
flute storage [ELECTR] Fertite storage consisting

of a number ofparallel lengths of fine prism-
shaped tubing, each surrounding an insulated
axial conductor that acts as a word line; the
lengths of tubing are intersected at right angles
by parallel sets of insulated wire bit lines that
are displaced slightly from the word lines: each
intersection stores one bit.—{{flit {storvij }

flutter=|ELECTROMAG]Afast-changingvariation in
recelved signal strength, such as may be caused
by antenna movements in a high wind or
interaction with a signal or another frequency
('flod-or}

flutter echo=[ELECTROMAG| A radar echo consist-
ing of a rapid succession ofreflected pulses
resulting from a single transmitted! pulse.
{ ‘flod-or ,ek:G }

flux-compression generator |ELEC} A type of
impulse generator in which megajoules of en-
ergy can be generated within microseconds
by abruptly reeucing the volume of a closed
conducting cage that surroundsa region in which
a magnetic field is established. Also known as
Magnetic cumulative generator | fflaks kam
ipreshvari 'Jerva,rac-ar|

flux gate (NG) A detector that gives an electric
Signal whose magnitude and phase are propor-
tonal to the magnitude and direction of the
external magnetic field acting along its axis:
used to indicate the direction of the terrestrial
Magnetic field. { 'floks ,gat }

 
focus

flyback |ELecTR| The time interval in which the
electron beam of a cathode-ray tube returns to its
starting point after scanning one line or onefield
of a video, Also knownasretrace; return trace
('flt,bak }

flyback power supply |eLectR| A high-voltage
power supply used to produce the direct-current
voltage of about 10,000-25,000 volts required for
the second anode of acathode-ray tube ina video
display. | ‘fiybak 'patir sa,pli|

flyback transformer Sve horizontal output trans-
former {Aibak tranz,formar}

flying-aperture scanner jfLecte| An optical
scanner, used in character recognition, in which
a document is flooded with light. and. light is
callected sequentially spot by spot from the
illuminatedimage. —({ff-ig lap-ar-char skan-ar}

flying head [evecre| A reacwrite heacl used on
magnetic disks and drums, so designed that
it flies a microscopic distance off the moving
magnetic surface and is supported by a film of
air. (jfl-ip "hed }

flying spot {ELecre| A small point of llaht, con-
trolled mechanicallyor electrically, which moves
rapidly in a rectangular scanning pattern in a
flying-spot scanner —{ {fli-ig ‘spar }

tlying-spot scanner |eLecrr| A scanner used for
video film and slide transmission, electronic
writing, and character recognition, in which a
moving spat of light. cantrolled mechanically
or electrically, scans the image field, and the
light reflected from or transmitted by the image
field is picked up by a device that generates a
correspondingelectric signal output. Also known
as optical scanner. [{{li-l spat 'skan-ar }

flywheel synchronization [eect| Automatic
frequency control of a scanning system. by
using the average timing of the incoming sync
signals, rather than by making each pulse
trigger the scanning circuit: used in analog
television recelyers designed for fringe-area
reception, when noise pulses mlaht otherwise
trigger the sweep circuit prematurely. | 'fT,wel
Sliy-keonalza-shan |

FM See frequency modulation
FM/AM multiplier (ELecTR| Multiplier in which

the frequency deviation from the central fre-
quency of a carrier is proportional to one
variable, and its amplitude is proportional to
the other variable. the frequency-amplitude-
modulated carrier is then consecutively demod-
ulated for frequency modulation (FM) and for
amplitude modulation (AMI, the final outpul is
proportional to the productof the two variables.
('ef.em 'ajem 'mal-ta,pli-ar|

focal-plane array [ELECTR] A photodetector that
has up to a million photesensors on a single
semiconductor silicon chip arranged ina rectan-
gular grid matrix thatis placed in the focal plane
ofan optical instrument. | {fo-kal plan a'ra

focus ELECTR To control convergence or diver-
gence ofthe electron paths within one or more
beams, usually by adjusting a voltage or current
in a circuit that controls the electric or magnetic
fields through which the beams pass, in order
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focus control

to obtain a desired image or a desired current
density within the beam. _{ 'fo-kas )

focus control [ELECTR] A control that adjusts
spot size at the screen of a cathode-ray tube to
give the sharpest possible image;it may vary the
current through a focusing coil or change the
position of a permanent magnet. { 'fo-kas kan
trl }

focused-current log [ENG] A resistivity log that
is obtained by means of a multiple-electrode
arrangement, { |fG-kast jko-rant 'ldg }

focusing anode |ELEcTR] An anode used in a
cathode-ray tube to change the size of the
electron beam at the screen; varying the voltage
on this anodealters the paths of electrons in the
beam and thus changes the position at which
they cross orfocus { 'fo-kas-in ,an,Gd }

focusing coll |ELEcTR] A coil that produces a
magnetic field parallel to an electron beam for
the purpose of focusing the beam. _{ 'f6-kas-in
ikoil }

focusing electrode [ELEcTR| An electrode to
which a potential is applied to control the cross-
sectional area of the electron beam in a cathode-
ray tube=_( 'fd-kas-ip ilek,trad }

focusing magnet [ELECTR] A permanent magnet
used to produce a magnetic field for focusing an
electron beam. { 'fd-kas-in ,mag-nat}

focus lamp [ELEC] 1.A lamp whosefilament has
a spiral or zigzag form in order to reduce its
size, so that it can be brought into the focus
of a lens or mirror. 2. An arc lamp whose
feeding mechanism is designed to hold the arc
in a constant position with respect to an optical
system that is used to focus its rays. { 'fé-kas
lamp}

focus projection and scanning [ELECTR] Method
of magnetic focusing and electrostatic deflection
of the electron beam of a hybrid vidicon; a
transverse electrostatic field is used for beam
deflection; this field is immersed with an axial
magnetic field that focuses the electron beam
(if6-kas pra,jek-shan on 'skan-in }

fol! electret| [ELEC] A thin film of strongly in-
sulating material capable of trapping charge
carriers, such as polyfluoroethylenepropylene,
that is electrically charged to produce an external
electric field; in the conventional design, charge
carriers of one sign are injected into one surface,
and a compensation charge of opposite sign
forms on the opposite surface or an adjacent
electrode —_{ foil i'lek-trat }

folded cavity |ELEcTR] Arrangement used in a
klystron repeater to make the incoming wave
act on the electron stream from the cathode at
several places and produce a cumulative effect
( {f6ld-ad 'kav-ad-é }

folded dipole See folded-dipole antenna
{ fSld-ad 'di,pdl}

folded-dipole antenna [ELEcTROMAG| A dipole
antenna whose outer ends are folded back and
joined together at the center; the impedance
is about 300 ohms, as compared to 70 ohms
for a single-wire dipole; widely used with tele-
vision and frequency-modulation receivers. Also

known as folded dipole. { {féld:ad 'di,pal
an'ten-a }

folded horn [ENG Acous] An acoustic horn in
which the path from throat to mouth is folded
or curled to give the longest possible path in a
given volume { jfald-od 'horn }

folding {comput sci} A method of hashing which
consists of splitting the original key into two or
more parts and then adding the parts together
{ 'foldrin }

foldover [ELECTR] Picture distortion seen as a
white line on the side, top, or bottom of a
television picture; generally caused by nonlinear
operation in either the horizontal or vertical
deflection circuits of areceiver. { 'fl,d6-var|

Foley plis [ENG Acous| Open boxesthat are used
in ADR studios and contain various materials
(such as water, sand, gravel, rice, and nails)
for generating sound effects that could not be
recorded well during filming or video recording.
{ 'fO-lé ,pits }

follow current [ELEC] The current at power fre-
quency that passes through a surge diverter or
other discharge path after a high-voltage surge
has started the discharge. { 'fal-G ,ko-rant}

following error |CONT sys| The difference be-
tween commanded and actual positions in con-
touring control. { 'fal-o-win ,er-ar }

follow spot [ELEc| A high-intensity spotlight
used to follow action in arenas and stadiums and
on large stages; it is equipped with adjustable iris
and shutter controls, and its light sourceis either
a carbon arc or an incandescent bulb, { 'fal-6
ispat}

font cartridge=|compuT sci] A removable module
that can be plugged intoaslot ina printer and has
one or more fonts stored in a read-only memory
chip, { ‘fant ,kar-trij }

font compiler See font generator, ( ‘fant kam
)ptl-or}

font generator |computsci}| Acomputer program
that converts an outline font into the patterns of
dots required for a particular size of font. Also
known as font compiler, { 'fant ,jen-o,rad-or}

footprint |COMMUN| The area of the earth’s sur-
face that can be covered by a communications
satellite at any given time. [compuT scl] The
amount and shape of the area occupied by
equipment, such asa terminal or microcomputer,
on desktop, floor, or other surface area. { ‘fut
sprint}

forbidden-character code [comput sci] A bit
code which exists only when an error occurs
in the binary coding of characters, { farjbid-on
‘kar-ik-tar ,kOd }

forbidden-combination check [comput sci| A
test for the occurrenceof a nonpermissible code ex-
Pression in a computer; used to detect computer
errors. { foribid-an ,|kam-ba'na-shon ,chek}

force (COMPUT scl] To intervene manually in a
computer routine and cause the computer to
execute a jump instruction, { fors }

force-controlled motion commands —__|conrT Sys]
Robot control in which motion information is
provided by computer software but sensing of
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forces or feedback is used by the robot to adapt
this information totheenvironment.  ['fSrs kan
irdld 'mG:shan kaymanz )

forced programming See minimum-access pro-
gramming, | iforst 'pré,gram:in }

force feedback (CONT sys} A method of error
detection in which the force exerted on the
effector is sensed andfed back to the control,
usually by mechanical, hydraulic, or electric
transducers. { {fors {féd,bak}

forecasting |COMMUN| The prediction of condi-
tions of radio propagationfor a period extending
anywhere from a few hours to a few months.
{ 'for,kast-in )

foreground [COMPUT sci| A program or process
of high priority that utilizes machine facilities
as needecl, with less critical, background work
performed in otherwise unused time. { ‘for
veraund }

fork-joln model {comput sci} A method of pro-
gramming on parallel machines in which one or
more child processes branch out from the root
task when it is time to do work in parallel, and
end when the parallel work isdone. —{ ‘fork jain‘machal }

fork oscillator [ELECTR] An oscillator that uses
a tuning fork as the frequency-determining ele-
ment. { ifork ,As-allad-ar}

formal language={coMpuT sei] An abstract math-
ematical object used to model the syntax of a
programming or natural language. { ‘formal
‘lany-ewi] }

format |comPuT sci] 1. The specific arrangement
of data on a printed page, display screen, or such,
orina record, data file, or storage device. 2. To
prepare a disk to store information by using a
special program thatdivides the disk into storage
units such as tracks and sectors. { 'farjmat)

format effector Sve layout character ( formatifektar |

formatted tape [compPuy sei] A magnetle tape
which employs a prerecorded timing track by
means of which blocks of data can be found after
referencetoadirectorytable | forlmacd-ad ‘tap |

formatting |compuT sci] The preparation of a
magnetic storage device to receive data struc-
tures; for example, the recording of track and
sector information on a floppy disk. { ferimad-ly |

form factor (ELEC] 1. The ratio of the effective
value of a periodic function, such as an alternat-
ing current, to. its average absolute value. 2, A
factor that takes the shape efa coil into account
when computing its inductance Also known as
shape factor, | férm faketar |

form feed character {compu scl] A-control char-
acter that determines when a printer ar display
device moves to the next page, form, or equiiva-
lent unit of data. | farm {féd jkar-ik-tar }

form feeding [comer sci} The positioning of
documents in order to move them past printing
orsensing devices, either singly or in continuous
tolls, (form ,féd-in }

form feed printer [COMPUT Sci] A computer
printer that accepts continueus forms or

forward bias

continuous sheets of paper. { ‘form ifédiprint-ar}
forming [ELEC] Application of voltage to anelec-

trolytic capacitor, electrolytic rectifier, or semi-
conductor device to produce a desired perma-
nent change In electrical characteristics asa part
of the manufacturing process, { ‘form-in |

forms=|ComPUT scl| Web pages that allow usersto
fill In'and submit Information, they are written in
HTML and processed by CGI scripts. | forme |

forms control buffer |copyr Sci] A. reserved
storage Containing coordinates for a page po-
sition on the printer; earlier printers utilized a
carriage control tape, allowing the page to be set
ata specific position, —{ formz kan,trol 'baf-ar|

form stop |compur sci] A device which stops a
machine whenits supply of paper has run out
('férm \stap |

formula translation See FORTRAN { ifor-mya-lo
tranzjla-shan }

form-wound coil [&Lec| Armature coll that is
formed or shaped over a fixture before being
placed on the armature of a motor or generator
(‘form jwatind ,kail |

for-nextloop [compu Sci] In computer program-
ming, a high-level logie statement which defines
a part of a computer program thar will be
fepeatedacertainnumberoftimes. {'forinekst
lip |

fors SeeG. {fors}
FOR statement [comput sci] A statement in a

computer program that is repeatedly executed
4 specified number of times, generally while a
control variable takes on successive values over
aspecified range. (‘for stat-mant |

Forth [comput sci] A high-level programming
language developed primarily for microcomput-
ers and characterized by a numberof features that
make it highly adaptable and readily extensible,
such as the ability to be used as an interpreter or
an operating system. [ forth }

FORTRAN=|comeur scl] A family of procedure-
oriented languages used mostly for scientific
or algebraic applications; derived from formula
translation, [ ‘fortran |

forty-four-type repeater [ELecre| Type of tele-
phone repeater employing two amplifiers and no
hybrid arrangements: used ina four-wire system
{ ford: for jtip ri'péd-ar|

forum Se newsgroup. {'loram |
forward-acting regulator (fLecte| Transmission

regulator in which the adjustment made by the
regulator does not, affect the quantity which
caused the adjustment. | ‘foreward valetin
'reg-ya,lad-ar |}

forward-backward counter [COMPUT —soscl] A
counter that has both an add and a subtraet
input so as to count in either an increasing
or a decreasing direction. Also known as
bidirectional counter |. 'forwared tbakeward
‘halint-ar }

forward bias ELECTR) A bias voltage that is ap-
plied to a pn-junctionin the direction that causes
a large current flow: usedin some semicanductor
diode circuits,|{forward 'br-ag }
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forward chaining

forwardchaining (comrutsci| Inartificial intelli-
gence, a method of reasoning which begins with
a statementof all the relevant data and works
toward the solution using the system's rules of
inference { }for-ward 'chan-in }

forward compatibility See upward compatibility
{oreward kam,pad-a'bil-od-é }

forward coupler |ELEcTR| Directional
used to sample incident power.
'kap-lor }

forward current [ELEcTR| Current which flows
upon application of forward voltage, { {for-word
'ka-rant}

forward direction [ELECTR] Of a semiconductor
diode, the direction of lower resistance to

coupler
ifar-ward

the flow of steady direct current. { jfor-word
do'rek-shan}

forward drop [ELEcTR| The voltage drop in the
forward direction across a rectifier. { jfor-word
‘drap}

forward error analysis |cOMPUT sci| A method
of error analysis based on the assumption that
small changes in the input data lead to small
changesin the results, so that bounds for the
errors in the results caused by rounding or
truncation errors in the input can be calculated
( for-ward 'er-or o,nal-a-sas}

forwarderrorcorrectton |cOMMUN] The location
and correction oferrors occurring in data commu-
nications by the receiver without retransmission
of data. { 'for-ward 'er-or ka,rek-shon }

forward path |coNT sys| The transmission path
from the loopactuating signal to the loop output
signal in a feedback control loop. { ‘for-word
ipath J

forward propagation by ionospheric scatter
|COMMUN| Radio communications technique
Using the scattering phenomenon exhibited by
electromagnetic waves in the 30-100-megahertz
region when passing through the ionosphereat
an elevation of about 50 miles (85 kilometers)

{| forward ,prap-a,ga:shon br T'an-a,sfir-ik
iskad-ar}

forward propagation by tropospherlc scatter
[COMMUN | Radio communications technique us-
ing high transmitting powerlevels, large antenna
arrays, and the scattering phenomenonof the
troposphere to permit communications far be-
yond line-of-sight distances _{ {for-word ,prap-9
\ga-shonbt 'trap-a,sfir-ik skad-or}

forward recovery time ELECTR] Of a semicon-
ductor diode, the time required for the forward
current or voltage to reach a specified value after
instantaneous application of a forward bias in a
given circuit —{ |for-ward ri'kovea-ré ,tim |

forward reference [COMPUT Ssci| Reference to a
data elementthat has not yet been defined in the
program being compiled —_{ 'for-word 'refrrans}

forward resistance |ELECTR| The resistance of
a semiconductor diode to current flow in the
forward direction _{ 'for-ward ri'zis-tons}

forward scatter [COMMUN] 1. Propagation of
electromagnetic waves at frequencies above the
maximum usable high frequency through use
of the scattering of a small portion of the

transmitted energy when the signal passes from
an unionized medium into a layer of the iono-
sphere. 2. Collectively, the very-high-frequency
forward propagation by ionospheric scatter and
ultra-high-frequency forward propagation bytro-
pospheric scatter communications techniques.
{ forward 'skad-ar}

forward-scatter propagation See scatter propaga-
tion, { \lOrayard {skad-ar prip-a'ga-shon }

forward transfer function (cons¥3| In a feed-
back control loop, the transfer function of the
forward path —_{ !for-ward 'tranz-for ,fonk-shon}

forward voltage drop See diode forward voltage.
{forward'vol-tij rap }

forward wave [ELECTR] Wave whosegroup veloc-
ity is the same direction as the electron stream
motion. { {for-ward |wav |

Foster-Seely discriminator Sce phase-shift dis-
criminator. { |fos-tor {s@-1é di'skrim-a,nad-ar}

Foster’s reactance theorem [CONT Sys| The the-
orem that the most general driving point
impedance or admittance of a network, in which
every mesh contains independent inductance
and capacitance, is a meromorphic function
whose poles and zeros are all simple and
occur in conjugate pairs on the imaginary axis,
and in which these poles and zeros alternate
{ 'fostorz ré'ak-tons ,thir-am }

four-address [comput sci] Pertaining to an in-
struction address which contains four address
parts. { ‘forajdres }

four-channel sound system See quadraphonic
sound system. { {for ichan-ol 'saund ,sis-tom }

four-frequency diplex telegraphy |CoMMUN|
Frequencysshift telegraphy in which each
of the four possible signal combinations
corresponding to two telegtaph channels is
represented by a separate frequency. ifor
‘fré-kwon-sé {d7,pleks ta'leg-ra-fé }

Fourler analyzer [ENG] A digital spectrum ana-
lyzer that provides push-button or other switch
selection of averaging, coherence function, cor-
relation, power spectrum, and other mathemat-
ical operations involved in calculating Fourier
transforms of time-varying signal voltages for
such applicationsas identification of underwater
sounds, vibration analysis, oil prospecting, and
brain-wave analysis. [ ,fur-@, 'an-a,!Tz-ar}

four-layer device=[ELECTR] Apnpnt semiconductor
device, such as a silicon controlled rectifier,
that has four layers of alternating p-and n-type
material to give three pit junctions. { {for{la-or
di'vis }

four-layer diode |ELECTR]A semiconductor
diode having three junctions, terminal
connections being made to the two outer layers
that form the junctions; a Shockley diode is an
example,{tfor |la-or 'di,dd }

four-layer transistor {ELECTR| A junction transis-
tor having four conductivity regions but only
three terminals; athyristoris anexample, _{ ;for
tla-ar tran'zis-tor}

four-phase modulation (comMuN] Modulation
in which data are encoded on a carrier frequency
as a succession of phaseshifts that will be 45,
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295, of 3/5°, each phase shilt contains
~ mfarmation called dibits, as follows

00, 215°is. 01, 45° Js 11, and 135°m mt alps

je 10, Lvorise ifoaio lz-shion l. —
feurpluecne-oarecs, [COMPUT stiAn Instrthat contains our operand acdiresses and a

pat jaddress. | {for plas jwana'dres }
on double-throw jeLec| A 12-terminal

fourPr or relay contact arrangement that
Sysneously connects twe pairs of terminals
Sm either of two other pairs of terminals
toeated APDT{ Hr'p&l dabtheo |

four-quadrant multiplier |comrur sci] A multi-
plier In an analog computer in which both the
reference signal and the number represented by
the Inpul may be bipolar, and the multiplication
rules for algebraic sign are obeyed. Also known
ag quartersquare multiptier | (for flewad-rant
tmal-taiplhar } :

four-tape [COMPUT Sci| To sort input data, sup-
plied on two tapes, into incomplete sequences
altemately on two output tapes; the output
tapes are used for input on the succeeding pass,
resulting in longer. and longer sequences after
each pass. until the dala are all in one sequence
onane output tape—| }for (tap)

fourth-generation computer=|Ccomplirscl| Atype
of general-purpose digital computer used in
the 1970s and (980s that is characterized by
increasingly advancedverylarge-scale integrated
circuits and increasing use of a hierarchy of mem-
orydevices—{'forth ,jen-ajra-shon kom'pytid-or|

fourth-generation language |compurTsci] A higher-
level programming language that automates
manyof the basic functions that must be spelled
out in conventional languages, and can obtain
results with an order-of-magnitude less coding
because of its richer content of commands
{ ‘forth ,jen-atra-shan 'lan-gwij }

four-track tape |ENG AcoUS| Magnetic tape on
which two tracks are recorded for each direction
of travel, to provide stereo sound reproduction or
to double the amount of source material that can
be recorded on a given length of I/4-inch (0.635-
centimeter) tape. { 'for ,trak 'tap }

four-way switch |eLEc| An electric switch em-
ployed in house wiring, that makes it possible
to turn a light on or off at three or more places
{ ‘for wa ‘swich }

four-wire cireult |cOoMMUN|A two-waycircuit us-
ing two paths so arranged that communication
currents are transmitted in one direction only on
one path, and in the opposite direction on the
other path; the transmission path may or may
not employ lourwires.  ['for ,wir'sar-kot }

four-wire repeater [ELECTR] Telephone repeater
for use in a four-wire circuit aticl in which there
are two amplifiers, one serving to amplify the
telephone currents in one side of the fourwire
circuit, and the other serving to amplify the
telephone currents in the other side of the four-
wire circuit, (for wirti'p@car |

four-wire subscriber line [COMMUN] Four-wire
circuit connecting a subscriber directly to a
switching center—[ ‘for wirsab'skrib-ar lin }

\35, :
bits of ini n

995° represents

framing control

four-wire terminating set (ELEcTR| Hybrid ar-
rangement by which four-wire circuits are ter-
Minated on a two-wire basis for interconnection
with two-wire circuits. { ‘for ,wir 'ter-ma,nad-ip
set }

fox [computsci] Anamefor the hexadecimal digit
whose decimal equivalentis 15 { faks }

Fox broadcast [COMMUN| Radio broadcast of
messages for which receiving stations make no
acknowledgment, _{ 'faks ,brdd,kast}

FPLA Seefield-programmable logic arrayFr See statcoulomb.
fractional horsepower motor (ELEC] Any motor

built into a frame smaller than that for a motor
having an open construction and a continuous
tating of 1 horsepower (745.7 watts) at 1800
revolutions per minute [ {frak-shon-ol ‘hors
ipau-ar 'mGd-ar|

fractional quantum Hall effect (ELEcTR| The ver-
sion of the quantum Hall effect in which the Hall
resistance becomesprecisely equal to fi/(p/q)e?,
where fi is Planck's constant, ¢ is the electronic
charge, q is an odd integer, and p is an integer
not divisible byq. { {frak-shon-ol 'kwan-tam ‘hol
i,fekt }

fragmentation [comput sci| The tendency of
files in disk storage to be divided up into
many small areas scattered around the disk.
( .frag-mon'ta-shan }

fragmenting [compuT sci] The breaking up of a
documentinto its various components. _{ ‘frag
iment-in }

Frahm frequency meter See vibrating-reed
frequency metery _{ ‘fram 'fré-kwan-s@ m@dsor|

frame |COMMUN| 1. One cycle of a regularly
recurring series of pulses 2. An elementary
block of data for transmission over a net-
work or communications system. [COMPUT SCl|
1. Subdivision of a browser window, with
each section containing a separate Web page
2. See main frame [ELECTR] One complete
representation of a video image. { fram }

frame buffer {comput sci| A device that stores
a television picture or frame for processing,
{ ‘fram ,bof-or }

frame frequency |ELEcTR| The numberof times
per second that the frame is completely scanned
in a video system. Also knownas picture fre-
quency. { ‘fram ,fré-kwan-sé }

frame grabber [(compPuT sci| An external device
that digitizes standard television video images
for storage or processingina computer. {'fram
igrab-or }

frame period [ELECTR] A time interval equal to
the reciprocal of the frame frequency { 'fram
\pireé-ad }

framer [ELECTR] Device for adjusting facsimile
equipment so the start and end of a recorded
line are the same as onthe corresponding line of
the subject copy. _{ 'fram-ar}

framing |ELEcTR| Adjusting a facsimile picture
to a desired position in the direction of line
progression Alsoknownas phasing, {'fram-in}

framing control |ELEctR| 1.Acontrol that adjusts
the centering, width, or height of the image
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Franck-Hertz experiment

on a video display device. 2. A control that
shifts a received facsimile picture horizontally
{ ‘fram-in kan,tro }

Franck-Hertz experiment [ELECTR] Experiment
for measuring the kinetic energy lost by electrons
in inelastic collisions with atoms; it estab-
lished the existence ofdiscrete energy levels in
atoms, and can be used to determine excitation
and tonization potentials. ( {frank ‘herts ik
isper-a-mant}

franklin See statsoulomb. { 'fragk-lan }
franklin centimeter |ELEc}A unit of electric

dipole moment, equal to the dipole mamentof
a charge distribution consisting of positive and
negative charges of | statcoulamb separated by
a distance of | centimeter. | ‘frank-lon 'sent-o
iméd-ar|

Franklin equation |ENG acous] An equation for
intensity of sound in a room as a function of
timealter shutting off the source, involving the
volume and exposed surface area of the room, the
speedof sound, and the mean sound-absorption
coefficient { ‘frank-lan |kwa-zhan]

Fraunhofer region |ELecrroMas] The region far
frotn an antenna compared ta the dimensions of
the antenna and the wavelength of the radiation,
Also known as far field; far region; far zone:
radiation zone ( fratin, hGf-ar f@-jan |

free admittance§[eLec} The reciprocal of the
blocked impedance of a transducer ( {fre
ad'mit-ans |

free charge [Lec| Electric charge which is not
boundto a definite site in a solid, in contrast to
the polarization charge. | Nre@'char] )

free field=|compur sci] A prapertyof information
retrieval devices which permits recording of
informationinthe search medium without regarel
to preassigned [ixed flelds, | "fra feld |

free-field storage=[compusei] Data storage that
allows recording of the data without regard
for fixed or preassigned fields. | "Ire eld
isharelj )

freeform language=|compursci) A programming
ercommand language that does nat require rigid
formatting,—{{fr@,form lag-ewil |

freeformtext=|compursei) Arecord, ora variable-
length portion of a record, that stores plain,
unformatted English—{ 'fré,form "tekst }

free grid Ser floating grid. | ‘fre rid |
freeimpedance=[rLecrr| Impedance atthe input

of the transducer when the impedance of its load
is made zero, Also known as narmal Impedance
[ (fré im'péd-ans }

free motional Impedance=[eLrcrr| Of a trans-
ducer, the complex remainder after the blacked
impedance has been subtracted from the free
impedance—( jfré tma-shan-al im'péd:ans|

freenet (comput sci] A bulletin board system,
based in a public library or other community or
government organization, that provides. access to
useful resources. { '‘frénet }

free-running frequency |eLecrs] Frequency at
which a normally driven oscillator operates in
the absence of a driving signal | |fra ifanig
(fré-kwansé}

free-running multivibrator See astable multivibra-
tor, (‘fré ronsig moal-to'vi,brad-ar }

free-running sweep |ELEcT| Sweep triggered
continuously by an internal trigger generator,
[ 'fré ,ran-in ‘swép }

free-space field intensity |ELECTROMAG| Radio
field intensity that would exist at-a point in
a uniform medium in the absence of waves
reflected from the earth or other objects { ‘fré
spas 'féld in,ten-sad-é }

free-space loss [ELFCTROMAG| The theoretical
radiation loss, depending only on frequency and
distance, that would occur if all variable factors.
were disregarded when transmitting energy be-
tween two antennas, | 'fré spas los }

free-space propagation [ELECrRaMAG| Propaga-
tion of electromagnetic radiation over a straight-
line path in a vacuum or ideal atmosphere; suf-
ficiently removed [rom all objects that affect the
wave Inany way. ['fré spas ,prip-a'ga-shan |

free-space radiation pattern [ELECTROMAG] Ra-
diation pattern that an antenna would have if
it were in free space where there is nothing to
reflect, refract, or absorly the radiated waves
(‘Ire (spas rad-@'a-shan ,pad-arn |

free symbol [compusci] A contextual symbol
preceded and followed by a space;it is always
meaningful and always used to symbolize both
grammatical and nongrammatical meaning: an
example isthe English “I.” [|fré'sim-bal |

free symbol sequence=|conpur sci] A symbol
sequence net preceded, or not followed, or
neither preceded nor followed by space. { !fré
‘sim-bal 's@k-wans}

freeware=|COmPUT sci] Copyrighted software that
is downloaded from the Internet for which there
isno charge_{'fré,wer }

frequency agillty |ELEcTR| A feature of modern
radar permitting rapid changesof the carrierfre-
quency within the band of operating frequencies
for which the radar is designed: electronic rather
than mechanical tuning permits pulse-to-pulse
agility | ‘tré-kwan-sé@ a,[il-ad-é }

frequency allocation=|commun| Assignment of
available frequencies in the radio. spectrum
to specific stations and for specific purposes,
to give maximum utilization of frequencies
with minimum Interference between stations.
{ 'fré-kwan-sé ,al-a'ka-shon |

frequency analysis (comput sci] A determina-
tion of the number oftimes certain parts of an
algorithm are executed, indicating which parts
of the algorithm consume large quantities of
time and hence where efforts should be directed
toward improving the algorithm, _{ 'fré-kwan-sé
a,nal-a-sas }

frequency analyzer [ELecTR| A device which
Measures the intensity of many different fre-
quency Components ir) some oscillation, as in a
radio band; used to identify transmitting sources.
( fr@-kwan-sé 'an-a,liz-ar }

frequency-azimuth intensity [eLecre| Type of
radar display in which frequency, azimuth, and
strobe Intensity are correlated. { {fré-kwan-sé
jaz-a-math injten-sad-é }
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frequency bridge [ELECTR] A bridge in which the
salancevaries with frequency ina known manner,
guch as the Wien bridge: used to measure
frequency. ( 'fré-kwonisé ibrij |

frequency carrier system |COMMUN [A form of
frequency division multiplex: in which intelll-
ganceis carried on subcarriers. | frédowon-s&
karear sis-tam|

frequency changer=Sw" frequency converter
‘re-kwonse han|-ar |

jrequency-changer station $|ELeC| An installa-
tion at which power Is transmitted between
two alternating-current electric power systems
qperating at different frequencies by a direct-
current link—{'fré-kwan-sé chanj-or ,stasshan )

frequency characteristic Ser frequency-response
curve. | /té-kwon-s@ ,kar-ik-ta'ris-tik|

frequency compensation Sat compensation.
| tra-kwan-sé kim-pan'sd-shan|

frequency conversion |iecre| Converting the
carrier frequency ofa recelved signal [rom its orig-
inal value to the intermediate frequencyvalue in
a superheterodyne receiver, { 'fré-kwan-sé kan
war-zhon }

frequency converter [ELEC]Acircuit, device, or
machine that changes an alternating current
from one frequency to another, with or without
a change in voltage or number of phases
Also known as frequency changer; frequency
translator —_{ 'fré-kwan-sé kon,vard-or }

frequency counter |ELECTR| An electronic counter
used to measure [requency by counting the
numberof cycles in an electric signal during a pre-
sclecled time interval. { 'fré-kwon-sé ,kaunt-or)

frequency cutoff |ELEcTR| The frequency at
which the current gain of a transistor drops 3
decibels below the low-frequency gain value
( ifré-kwon-sé ‘kod, of ]

frequency deviation (COMMUN | The peak differ-
ence between the instantaneous frequency of
a frequency-modulated wave and the carrier
frequency —_{ ;fré-kwon-sé ,d@-vé'a-shon }

frequency discriminator [(ELEcTR| A discrimina-
tor circuit that delivers an output voltage which is
proportional to the deviationsofa signal from a
predetermined frequency value, { !fré-kwan-sé
di'skrim-a,nad-or}

frequency distortlon |[ELEcTR| Distortion in
which the relative magnitudes of the different
frequency components of a wave are changed
during transmission or amplification. Also
kiown as amplitude distortion; amplitude-
lrequency. distortion;—waveformearnplitude
distortion, | {fre-kwones@ di'starshon|

frequency diversity jcommun| Diversity recep.
tion involving the use of carrier frequencies
Separated 500 hertz or more andhaving the same
medulation, to take advantage of the facet that
lading does not occur simultaneously ondiffer-
ent frequencies. [ {fr@-4wansé dalvarsad-@ |

frequency divider |miec7R| A harmonic conver
sion transdycer in which the frequency of the
Output signal is an integral submultiple of the
Input frequency Also known as counting-down
circuit | ire-kwan-s@ di,vicl-ar|
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frequency locus

frequency-division data link [(commMuN] Data
link using frequency division techniques for
channel spacing. {  'fré-kwon-s@ di,vizh-on
‘dad-o link }

trequency-division multiple access [COMMUN]
A technique by which multiple users who are
geographically dispersed gain access to a com-
munications channel to which they are assigned
distinct and nonoverlapping sections of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Abbreviated FDMA.
(ifré-kwan-sé ditvizh-an ,mal-ta-pol 'ak,ses}

frequency-division multiplexing (comMUN| A
multiplex system for transmitting two or more
signals over a commonpath byusing a different
frequency band foreach signal. Abbreviated fdm;
FDM. Also known as frequency multiplexing
{ 'fré-kwon-sé di,vizh-on 'mal-ta,plek-sin }

frequency domain=|commun] A plane on which
signal strength can be represented graphically
as a function of frequency, instead ofa function
of time [CONT sys] Pertaining to a method of
analysis, particularly useful for fixed linear sys-
tems in which one doesnot deal with functions
oftime explicitly, but with their Laplace or Fourier
transforms, which are functions of frequency
{ 'fré-kwan-sé do,man}

frequency-domain optical storage (comput scl]
A technique whereby up to 1000bits of informa-
tion would be stored at each spatial location in
an optical storage medium by using persistent
spectral holeburning. ([ ‘fré-kwon-s@ dolman
'ap-ta-kal 'stor-ij }

frequency doubler {E€LEcTR| An amplifier stage
whose resonant anodecircuit is tuned to the sec-
ond harmonicofthe input frequency; the output
frequencyis then twice the input frequency Also
known as doubler, { 'fré-kwan-sé ,dab:lar}

frequency drift |cLectR] A gradual change in
the frequency of an oscillator or transmitter
due to temperature or other changes in the
circuit components that determine frequency
{ 'fré-kwon-sé (drift |

frequency frogging |comMMUN| Interchanging of
frequency allocations for carrier channels to
prevent singing, reduce crosstalk, and reduce the
need for equalization, modulators in each re-
peatertranslate a low-frequency group to a high-
frequency group,and vice versa. _{ ‘fré-kwon-sé
frag-in |

frequency hopping jcoMMUN| A spread-
spectrum technique in which the frequency of
the carrier changes pseudorandomly according
to a pseudonoise code, with a consecutive group
of eacle symbols defining a particular frequency
{ 'fr@é-kwon-sé ,héip-in }

frequency Interlace [COMMUN] Carrier chromi-
nance signal frequency chosen so | and | side-
bandsare interwoven with luminance sidebands
in the same bandwidth and in a mannerthat
causes no mutual interference { {fré-kwon-sé@
‘instar las }

frequency focus |conT sys] The path followed
by the frequencytransfer function orits inverse,
either in the complex plane or on a graph of am-
plitude against phase angle; used in determining
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frequency meter

zeros of the describing function_{'fré-kwon-sé
l6-kas}

frequency meter [ENG] 1. An instrument for
measuring the frequency of an alternating cur-
rent; the scale is usually graduated in hertz,
kilohertz, and megahertz. 2. A device cali-
brated to indicate frequency of a radio wave
('fré-kwan-sé ,méd-or}

frequency-modulated carrier current telephony
icommun| Telephony invelving the use of a
frequency: modulated carrier signal transmitted
over power-line wires or other wires ( 'Iré-
kwan-s@ ,maj-o,lad-ad 'kar-@-or 'ka-rant to'lef-
a-né }

frequency-modulated Jamming=[ELECTR] jam-
ming technique consisting of a constant
amplitude radio-frequency signal that is varied
in frequency about a center frequency to
produce a signal over a band of frequencies,
{‘tré-kwan-sé mdij-ajiad-ad jam-in }

frequency-modulated radar [ENG] Form of radar
in which the radiated wave is frequency mod-
ulated, and the returning echo beats with the
wave being radiated, thus enabling range to
be measured { 'fré-kwan-s@ ,maj-a,lad-ed ‘ra
idar}

frequency modulation (comMMUN]| Modulation in
which the instantaneous frequency of the mod-
ulated wave differs from the carrier frequency
by an amount proportional to the instantaneous
value of the modulating wave Abbreviated FM
{ 'fré-kwan-s@ ,mdj-a,la-shan }

frequency-modulation broadcast band=|com-
MUN| The band af frequencies extending from
88 to 108 megahertz, used for frequency-
modulation radio broadcasting in the United
States, { 'fré-kwan-sé ,maj-a,la-shon 'brod,kast
iband }

frequency-modulation detector=|ELECTR] A de-
vice, such as a Foster-Seely discriminator, for
the detection or demodulation of a frequency-
modulated wave _[ 'fré-kwan-sé ,maj-o,la-shon
di'tek-tar}

frequency-modulation Doppler |ENG| Type of
radar involving frequency modulation of both
carrier and modulation on radial sweep
{ 'fré-kwon-sé@ ,maj-o,la-shon 'dap-lor}

frequency modulation-frequency modulation
|COMMUN| System in which  frequency-
modulated subcarriers are used to frequency-
modulate a second carrier { ‘'fré-kwon-sé
maj-9,la-shan 'fré-kwan-sé ,maj-a,la-shon}

frequency-modulation noise level on carrier
[COMMUN| Residual frequency modulation re-
sulting from disturbance produced in an aural
transmitter operating within the band of 50 to
15,000 hertz —_{ 'fré-kwan-sé ,maj-a,]a-shon ‘noiz
slev-al On ‘kar-€-or}

frequency modulatlon-phase modulation
[COMMUN| System in which the—several
frequency-modulated subcarriers are used to
phase modulatea secondcarrier —_{ 'fré-kwon-sé
imaj-o,la-shan ‘faz ,maj-a,la-shon }

frequency-modulation recelver [ELECTR] A ra-
dio receiver that receives frequency-modulated

waves and delivers corresponding sound waves
{ 'fré-kwon-sé ,maj-a,la-shonri'sé-var}

frequency-madulation receiver deviation sensitivity
[ELECTR] Least frecjency deviation that produces
a specified output power —_{ 'fré-kwan-sé ,maj-o
ld-shanri’sé-var dé-véla-shon sen-sa'tiv-ad-é }

frequency-modulation synthesis §|ENG Acous|
A methad of synthesizing musical tones which,
in its simplest form, is carried out using two
digital oscillators, with the output of one adding
to the frequency (or phase) controlof the other
{ \fré-kwan-sé ,ma-jo'la-shan ,sin-the-sas}

frequency-modulation transmitter [ELECTR] A
radio transmitter that transmits a frequency-
modulated wave, { 'fré-kwan-sé ,maj-o,l4-shon
tranz'mid-ar}

frequency-modulation tuner |ELECTR| A tuner con-
taining a radio-frequency amplifier, converter,
intermediate-frequency amplifier, and demodu-
lator for frequency-modulated signals, used to
feed a low-level audio-frequencysignal to a sepa-
rate audio-frequency amplifier and loudspeaker
{ 'fré-kwon-sé ,mdj-o,la-shon 'tiin-ar}

frequency modulator [ELecTR| A circuit or
device for producing frequency modulation
{ ifré-kwan-sé 'maj-o,lad-or}

frequency monitor [ELECTR] An instrument for
indicating the amountof deviation of the carrier
frequency of a transmitter from its assigned
value. { 'fré-kwon-sé ,mdn-od-ar}

frequency multiplexing Sve frequency-division
multiplexing. { \fré-kwan-sé 'mal-ta,plek-sin }

frequency multiplier |eLecrR| A harmonic con-
version transducer in which the frequency of the
output signal is an exact integral multiple of
the input frequency Also known as multiplier
{ fré-kwon-sé 'mal-to,pli-ar}

frequency offset (comMMUN| Asmall difference in
the carrier frequencies of television stations in
adjacent cities operating on the same channel
{ fré-kwan-sé ‘of,set}

frequency-offset transponder [ELECTR] Trans-
ponder that changes the signal frequency
by a fixed amount before retransmission
{ fré-kwon-sé of-set tran'span-dor|

frequency optimum traffic See optimum working
frequency. ( 'fré-kwan-sé ,4p-ta-mam 'traf-ik}

frequency prediction chart [COMMUN] Graph
showing curve for the maximum usable fre-
quency, frequency optimum traffic, and lowest
usable frequency between two specific points
for various times throughout a 24-hour period
{ 'fré-kwanrsé pra,dik-shan ,chart }

frequency pulling§{ELEcTR| A change in the [re-
quency of an oscillator due to a changein load
impedance—| lr@-kwan-sé ,pul-in }

frequency recorder ELEC} An instrument which
uses a frequency bridge to sense the frequency
of an alternating current, and which makes a
graphical record of this frequency as a function
oftime { 'fré-kwan-sé ri,kord-ar}

frequency regulator |[ELEc| A device that main-
tains the frequency of an alternating-current
generator at a predetermined value { ‘fré
kwan-sé ,reg-ya,la-dar}
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relay [ELECTR] Relay which functions
frequencyermined value offrequency, may bean

frequency ftelay, an under-frequency relay,
bination ofboth, [ 'fré-kwon-sé ,ré,la |]

soracom asponse |iNG| A measure ofthe ef-
equen hos with which a circuit, device, or system
ifectivene= the different Irequencies applied to
transmits shasor whose magnitude Is the ratio

: ‘tude of the caput signal to irave input, and whose phase is that
fa Seatsth respect (o the input. Also

spiethe a amplitude-frequency response; sine-
esponse. { fré-kwan-sé rispdns|

ae . response curve |ENG| A graph show-
oe yraenitude or the phase of the freqency

ing the 2 of a device or system as a function of
scala Also knownas lrequency characteris-
teairekwarvse eea Se «ate nse equalization Y eguallza-
Eeeyons2nspans @kwasla'za-shan |

vieney-response trajectory |CONT s¥s| The

“ever”

cof the magn

eh followed in the complex plane by the
at represents the frequency response as

BeeiS varied. | 'fré-kwan-sé flspdnsWeiss

eynun {ELECTR} A series of tests made
to determine the amplitude-frequency response
characteristic of a transmission line, clreuit, or
device. { 'fré-kwanvsé ran }

frequency scan antenna [ELECTROMAG] A
radar antenna similar to a phased array
antenna in which one dimensional scanning
is accomplished through frequency variation,
{ 'fré-kwan-sé ,skan an'ten-a} ;

frequency scanning [ELECTR| Type of system in
which output frequency is made to vary at a
mechanical rate over a desired frequency band
{ 'fré-kwan-sé ,skan-in ] ,

frequency-selective device
( ‘fré-kwon-sé si lek-tiv di,vis }

frequency separation multiplier [eLecre| Multi-
plier in which each of the variables is split into
a low-frequency part and a high-frequencypart
that are multiplied separately, and the results
addedto give the required product: this system
makes It possible to get high accuracy and
broad bandwidth,  { 'fré-kwan-se@ iSEp-o,1a-shan
'malita,pli-ar )

frequency separator [eLecTR| The circuit that
separates the horizontal and vertical synchro-
nizing pulses in an analog monochrome or
color television receiver { 'frékwan-s® jsep-aitad-ar }

frequency shift (ELECTR) A change in the fre-
quency of a radio transmitter or oscillator Also
een as radio-frequencyshift. { 'fré-kwan-séshift |

frequency-shift converter |ELEcTR| A device that
converts. a recelved frequeney-shift signal to an
amplitude-mecdulatec| signal ar a direct-current

,lenal. | ‘fre-kwan-se shift kan 'vard-ar |
frequency-shift Keyer |cLectR} A lever to effect a

frequencyshift, that Is. a change in the frequency
of 4 radio transmitter, escillater, or receiver
['fr@hwan-sé shift 'ke-or )

See electric filter

frequency telemetering

trequency-shift keying {commun| A form of fre-
quency modulation user especially in. tele-
graph, data, anc facsimile transmission. in
which the modulating wave shifts the Our
put frequency between predetermined yalucs
corresponding to the frequencies af corre-
lated sources, Abbreviated FSK. Alsa known
as lrequency-shift modulation, frequency-shift
transmission. | 'fré-kwan-sé ,shift ‘hein |

trequency-shift modulation Sys frequeney-shift
keying. ( 'fré-kwanes@ shift :maj-a'la-shan |

frequency-shiit transmission Sw frequency-shift
keying,—[ 'fré-kwansé shift tranz'mish-an }

frequency-slope modulation {COMMUN | Type af
modulation in which the carrier signal is swept
periodically over the entire width of the band,
much as in chirp radar; modulation of the carrier
with a voice or other communication signal
changes the bandwidth of the system without
affecting the uniform distribution of energy
over the band. [ 'fré-kwams@ slop ptnilif-a'la-
shan |

frequency spectrum [syo ENG] In the analysis
of a random function of time. such as the
amplitude of nolse in a system, the limit as
T approaches Infinity of [/(2m'T) times the un-
semble average of the squared magnitude of
the amplitude of the Fourier transform of the
function from —T to T Also known as power-
density spectrum; power spectrum, spectral den-
sity. ('fré-kwan-sé ,spek-tram|

frequency splitting |ELECTR| One condition of
operation of a magnetron which causes rapid
allernating from one mode of Operation to
another, this results in a similar rapid change
in oscillatory frequency and consequent Joss in
power at the desired frequency, | 'fré-kwanisa
splid-ig |

frequency stability (eLecrr| The ability ofan os-
cillatar to maintain a desired frequency: usually
expressed as percent deviation [rom the assigned
frequency value. | 'Tr@kwan-s® stabil-acé |

frequency stabilization [commun | Process of
controlling the center or carrier frequency so that
it differs from that of a reference source by not
more than a prescribed amount { ‘fré-kwanss&
)std-ba-la'za-shan |

frequency standard |eLecre| A stable oscillator,
usually controlled by a erystal or tuning ‘fork,
that is used primarily for frequency calibration
{ ‘fré-kwan-s@ stan-dard |

frequency swing [COMMUN] 1. Peak difference
between the maximum andthe minimum values
of the instantaneous frequeney 2. In lrequency
modulation, a term used to describe the change
in frequency resulting from the modulation
( ‘Tré-kwan-s@ swig |

frequency synthesizer JELECTR| A device that
provides a choice of a large ruinber of clif-
ferent frequencies by combining frequencies
selected from groups of Independent crystals,
frequency dividers, and frequency multipliers
| tré-kwan-sé@ |sin-tha,stz-ar|

frequency telemetering [COMMUN| The transmit.
tal of an alternating-current slanal fram a
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frequency-time-intensity

primary element by variations in the signal
frequency, instead of amplitude.—[ ifré-kwan-sé
ltelalméd-a-tip |

frequency-time-intensity  [ELecre| Type of radar
display in which the frequericy, time, and strabe
intensity are correlated | (iré&kwon-s@ (tim
in'ten-sacé

frequency tolerance {rLecrh| Of a radio trans-
mitter, extent to which the carrler frequencyof the
transmitter may be permitted to departfrom the
frequency assigned.—| ‘fra-kwan-se tal-arans |

frequency-to-voltage converter [ELECT] Acon-
verter that provides an analog output voltage
which is proportional to the frequency or rep-
etition rate of the Input signal derlyed from
a flowmeter, tachometer, or other alternating-
current generating device. Abbreviated F/V can-
verter | \lré-kwanesé ta jvOl-ti kan'vard-ar|

frequency transformation=|Conrsys | Atransfor-
mation used in synthesizing a band-pass network
{roma low-pass prototype, in which the frequency
variable of the transfer function is replaced by
a function af the frequency, Also known as low-
pass band-pass transformation [ ifré-kwon-s@
wtranz-far'ma-shan |

frequency translation=|CoMMUN | Movinga:mod-
ulated radio-frequencycarrier signal to a newlo-
cation inthe frequencyspectrum.—{;[rd-hwansé
tranz'la-shan }

frequency translator See frequency converter
( fre-kwan-sé 'tranzldd-ar|

frequency-type  telemeter |eLectR} ‘Telemeter
that employs frequency of van alternating
current or voltage as the translating means
| 'fr&-kwan-sé ,tip 'tel-ayméd-ar|

frequency variation |ELEcTR| The change over
time of the deviation from assigned frequency
of a ‘radio-frequency carer (or power supply
system), usually tightly controlled because al
national or industry standards | |fré-kwan-sé
werGia-shon }

Frequently Asked Questlons |compuT sci] Ab-
breviatee) FAQ. 1. A document containing an-
swers to common questions about the subjects
of other documents to which it Is linked. 2, In
particular, a document associated with a Web
site that contains answers to common ques-
tions about the site _{ ,fré-kwant-lé ,askt 'kwes-
chone }

Fresnel region |BLECTROMAG| The region be-
tween the near field of an antenna (clase to
the antenna comparedto a wavelength) and the
Fraunhofer region _{ fra'nel ,ré-jon }

Fresnel spotlight |evec| A lighting Instrument
that is composed of a lamp and a Fresnel
(steppedplanoconvex) lens, the unitcan be made
with or without reflectors and has a system to
adjust the spacing between the lamp and the lens
so as to control the light beam, models range
from 100 to 5000 watts. _{ fra'nel ‘spat, lit }

Fresnelzones [ELECTROMAG] Circular portions of
a wavefront transverse to a line between an
emitter and a point where the disturbance is
being observed, the nth zone includes all paths
whose lengths are between # — | and n haill-

wavelengths longer than the line-of-sight path,
Also known as half-period zones. |[ fra'nel
zone |

frictional electricity jeLec| The electric charges
produced on two different objects, such as silk
and glass or catskin and ebonite, by rubbing
them together Also known as triboelactricity
{‘frikeshonval ilek'trisad-@ |

friction bonding=jenG| Soldering of a semicon-
ductor chip to a substrate by vibrating the chip
back and forth under pressure to create friction
that breaks up oxide layers and helps alloy the
mating terminals. | 'frikeshan ,band-in |

friction-feed printer [compuT Sclj A computer
printer in which a raller is used to hold and
advance the paper, much as in an ordinary
typewriter | ‘frikeshon jféd .print-ar}

fringe area [COMMUN] An area just beyand the
limits of the reliable service area ol a television
or radio transmitter, in which signals are weak
and the reception is ertatic. {'frinj ere|

fringe howl [ENG AcoLS| Sqjueal or howl heard
when some circult ina receiver is on the verge of
oselllation, {‘frinj shawl |

fringing fields |evicrr| The electric fields pta-
duced by scattered electrons in an electron
microscope. | ‘frinj-in, felz }

frit seal jena} A seal made by [using together
metallic powders with a glass binder, for such
applications as hermetically sealing cetarmic
packages (or integrated circuits, { 'frit sel |

frogging repeater=|kLecte| Carrier repeater hav
ing provisions for frequency frogeing to permit
use of a single multipalf voice cable without
having excessive crosstalk, | ‘frdig-in nijpéd-ar|

from-to. tester [ENG] Test equipment which
checks continuity or impedance betweenpoints
{ {Fram bi jtesk-ar }

front-end |campur sci] Of a computer, under
programmed Instructions, performing data trans-
fers and control operations to relieve a larger
computer of these routines. | |frant'enct|

front-endedit. jcompurse)| The process of check-
ing and cortecting data al the time it is entered
into a computer system. [‘frant jend ‘edit |

front-end processor [COMPUT sci] A computer
which connects to the main computer at one
end and communications channels at the other,
and which directs the transmitting and receiving
of messages, detects ancl corrects transmission
errors, assembles and disassembles messages,
and performs other processing functions so that
the main computer receives pure information
| ifrant jend \pras,es-ar|

front porch=jcomMun| Portion of a composite
picture signal which lies between the leading
edge of the horizontal blanking pulse ane the
leading edge of the corresponding synchronizing
pulse. { {frant ‘parch |

front-to-back ratio [eLecTROMAG| Ratio of the
effectiveness of a directional antenna, loud-
speaker, or microphone toward the front and
toward the rear. | {frant ta {bak 'ra-sho|

fruit [eLecrr| Undesired signals received by a
secondary radar from transponders responding
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‘other radars. Jwav| Radar-beacan-system
oui f a synchronous beacon re-isplay 0

video ae results when several interrogator
rum aie located within the same general
gtations } Iriterrogater receives Its own, inter-

EB evenly as well as many synchronous
rogater acylting from interrogation of the air-
reneransponders by other ground stations
| trit} isé JELEC| Noise in telephone trans-

frying = ever when novconversation, Is taking
hecaigen by signal current flowing across a
Peetaceelement having multiple intermittent
She Also known a8 transmitter noise, | "fri-igIn Ate

oy sw F-display. (‘ef iskan |
pescope Se Mdisplay | ‘el skop)
FSK Sat frequency-shilt keying,
ss Se fixed-satellite service
FTAM Sevfile transfer access and management

{'eftam |
FTP. Serfile transfer protacol.
full adder [eLectR| A logie element which oper-

ates on two binary digits and a carry digit from a
preceding stage, producing as output a sum digit
and a new carrydigit. Also knawn as three-input
adder { {ful ‘ad-ar }

full duplex {commun} Data channelable to op-
erate in both directions simultaneously —|com-
put sci| The complete duplication of any data-
processing facility { ifu! 'di,pleks}

full-duplex operation |COMMUN| Simultaneous
communications in both directions between two
points. (ful {dii,pleks ,ap-a'ra-shan }

full-featured software |comPUT  scl| Software
with the most advanced available functionality
{ }ful }fé-chard 'soft,wer}

fullload [ELEC] The greatest load that a circuit or
piece of equipment is designed to carry under
specified conditions. { {ful lad }

full-load current |ELEC] The greatest current that
a circuit or piece of equipment is designed to
carry under specified conditions { {ful ,ldd
'ka-rant}

full-motion video adapter |compuT sci| A video
adapter capable of displaying moving video
images from a video cassette recorder, laser
disk player, or camcorder on a computerscreen
{ ful |m-shon 'vid-é-6 o,dap-tor}

full-pltch winding |ELEC| An armature windingin
which the distance between two active conduc-
tors of a coil equals the pole pitch —_{ 'ful ipich
wind-in }

tull-range fuse |eiec| A high-voltage. current-
limiting fuse that can safely interrupt any value
of the fault current that causes the fuse elements
(conductors) to melt. { {ful jrdnj 'fyiiz}

full-screen editor |COMPUT scl] A computer pro-
gram that allaws the user to work with the
computerin an interactive mannerby usingall or
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mostof the area of a cathode-ray tube orsimilar
electronic display —_{ 'ful {skrén 'ed-od-ar)

full section filter [ELEcTR| A filter network whose
graphical representation has the shape of the
Greek letter pi, connoting capacitance in the
upright legs and inductanceor reactance in the
horizontal member _{ 'ful ,sek-shan 'fil-tar}

full subtracter |ELECTR| A logic element which
operates on three binary input signals repre-
senting a minuend, subtrahend, and borrow
digit, producing as outputa different digit and
a new borrow digit. Also known as three-input
subtracter {ful sab'trak-tar}

full-wave amplifier |ELecTR| An amplifier without
anyclipping { ‘ful ,;wav'am-plo,ff-ar}

full-wave bridge [ELEcTR|A circuit having a
bridge with four diodes, which provides full-
waverectification and gives twice as much direct-
current output voltage for a given alternating-
current input voltage as a conventional full-wave
rectifier { ‘ful wav 'brij }

full-wave control [ELECTR] Phase control that
acts on both halves of each alternating-current
cycle, for varying load powerover the full range
from 0 to the full-wave maximum value _{ 'ful
wav kan'tral)

full-wave rectificatlon [ELECTR] Rectification in
which outputcurrent flowsin the same direction
during both half cycles of the alternating input
voltage { ‘ful wav ,rek-ta-fo'ka-shan}

full-wave rectlfler [ELECTR] A double-element
rectifier that provides full-wave rectification; one
elementfunctions during positive half cycles and
the other during negative halfcycles. {'ful ,wav
‘rek-ta,ff-ar}

full-wave vibrator |ELEC| A vibrator having an
armature that moves back and forth between
two fixed contacts so as to changethe direction
of direct-current flow through a transformerat
regular intervals and thereby permit voltage
stepup by the transformer; used in battery-
operated power supplies for mobile and marine
radio equipment, —_{ 'ful ,wav 'vi,brad-or}

full-word boundary [COMPUT sci] In the IBM 360
system, any address which ends in 00, and is
therefore a natural boundary for a four-byte
machine word. { ‘ful ward 'bauin-dré }

fully populated board [comput sci| A printed
circuit board on which no room remains to install
additional chips or other electronic compo-
nents that would provide additional capabilities
{ 'fUl-€ Ipap-ya,lad-ad ‘bord }

function§|compuT sci] In FORTRAN,a subroutine
of a particular kind which returns a computa-
tional value whenever it is called. [MATH] A
mathematical rule between two sets that assigns
to each member ofthefirst, exactly one member
ofthe second. { 'fonk-shon }

functional§|compur s¢i| In a linear pregramming
problem involving a set of variables x. j = |, 2,
.. H,a funetion of the lorm cay +ceey +
CuXn (where the ¢are constants) which one wishes
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functional analysis

to optimize (maximize or minimize, depending
on the problem) subject to a set of restrictions.
\ fank-shan-al |

functional analysis [s/s eNG| A part of the
design process that addresses the activities
that a system, software, or organization must
perform to achieve lis desired outputs, that Is,
the transformations necessary to turn available
inputs Into the desired outputs ((fank-shan-al
o'nal-a-sas }

functional analysis diagram=[Sys ENG) A repre-
sentationof functional analysis and, in particular.
the transformations necessary to tum avatlable
inputs Into the desired outputs, the flow of
data or items between functions, the processing
instructions that are available to guide the trans-
formation, and the control logic that dictates
the activation and termination of functions
{ fonk-shar-al a'nal-a-sas diva.aram |

functional application=jcommur Sci| A program
or computer system, particularly a real-time sys-
tem, that-deals with the primary, ongaing oper-
ations of a business enterprise, | ‘fank-shar-al
jap-la'kasshan |

functional decomposition=|conT sv5| The pat-
titloning of a large-scale control system into a
nestecl set of generic control functions, namely
the regulatory or direct control function, the
optimizing contral functian, the adaptive con-
trol funetion, and the self-organizing function
| 'fonk-shar-al dékam-po'zish-an |

functional design fcompur sci| A level of the
design process in which subtasks are specified
and the relationships among them defined, so
that the tatal collection of subsystems performs
the entire task of the system [sys ENG] The
aspect of system design concerned with the
system'sobjectives andfunctions, rather than its
speciliccompenents | lank-shan-al di'zin }

functional diagram=[compur scl) A diagram that
indicates the functions of the principal parts al
a total system and also shaws the important re-
lationships and interacticns among these parts
( 'fank-shon-ol 'di-o,gram }

functional error recovery [COMPUTSci] A proce-
dure whereby the operating system intervenes
in certain commonerrors and’ attempts actions
to allow execution of the computer program to
continue—{ 'fagk-shon-al 'er-ar ri,kov-9-re }

functional failure=|compuTsci] Failure of a com-
puter system to generate the correct results for a
set of inputs. { ,fagk-shon-ol 'fal-yor }

functional generator See function generator
{ fark-shan-al jen:a,rdd-ar }

functional interleaving=jcompur sci] Alternating
the parts of a number al sequences in a cyclic
fashion, such as a numberalaccesses to mem-
ory followed by an access to adata channel
{ fonk-shan-al ‘in-tor,lév-in }

functlonal multiplier See function multiplier
{ fank-sharval (mal-ta,pli-ar}

functional programming [comput sci] A type
of computer programming in which functions
are used to control the processing of logic
{ fonk-shon-al 'prd.gram-in }

 

functional requirement=|comput Sci The docu-
mentation which accompanies a program and
states in detail what is to be performed by the
system. { fonk-shen-al ri'kwir-mant |

functional specifications={comput sci The doc-
umentation for the design of an Information
system, including the data base, the human
and machine procedures; and the inputs, out-
puts, and processes for each data entry, query,
update, anc report program in the system,
| fank-shon-al spesa-fa'kd-shan|

functional switching circuit |ELectR) One al a
relatively smal] numberof types of circuits which
implements a Boolean function and constitutes
a basic building block al a switching system,
examples are the AND; OR, NOT, NAND, and NOR
citcults. | fankshan-al 'swich-in sar-kat|

functional unit||comeur sci] The part of the com-
puter required to pertarm an elementary process
such as an addition or a pulse generation
{ anksshon-ol 'yti-not|

function code [comPuTscij Special code which
appears on a medium such as a paper tape
and which controls machine functions such as
acarriage return. { 'fank-shon kad}

function-evaluation routine |(cOMPuT ScI|A
canned routine such as a Jog function or a
sine function { {fonk-shan  i,val-ya'wa-shon
ru Lev |

function generator Also known as Ilinctional
generator, |ELECTR| 1. An analog computer de-
vice that indicates the value of a given function
as the independent variable is increased, 2. A
signal generator that delivers a cholce of a
nutiber of different waveforms, with provisions
for varying the frequency over a wide range
| 'fank-shan jen-a,rad-ar|

function key [comput sci] A special key on a
keyboard to control a mechanical function, ini-
tiate a specific computer operation, or transmit a
si¢nal that would otherwise require multiple key
strokes  { ‘fank-shan ,ké }

function multipfier |eLectR| Ananalogcomputer
device that takes In the changing values of two
functions and puts out the changing value of
their product as the Independent variable is
changed Also known as functlonal multiplier.
{‘lank-shan jmal-ta,pli-ar |

function switch jetecre| A network having a4
number of inputs and cutputs so connectedthat
input signals expressed in a certain code will
produce output signals that are a function of
the input information but in a different code
{ 'fagk-shan :swich }

function table9[compuT scl] 1. Sets of computer
information arranged so an entry in one set se-
lects one or more entries in the other sets, 2.A
computer device that converts multiple Inputs
into a single qutput or encodes a single input
into multiple outputs. | 'fagk-shon ,la-bal}

function unlt —|compuT scij In computer systems,
a device which can store a functional relationship
and release it continuously or in increments
{ 'fonk-shon ,yii-not }

functor See logic element, _{ 'fank-ter }
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Teue ef trunks that connect eachlocal

switching center to a trunk switching

{higher rank on et ithomes; the term. 26 to groups Chal interconnect zone
also spel iat ‘detmental ‘erlip|
cente ental mode |ELECTROMAG| The wavep-

(otrode having the lowest critical Irequency
mises known as. daminant mode, principal mode

fanedayment-al ‘mod | -
Funkel effect [FLvcre| Fluctuations in the cur-

rent from an oxide cathode, of any cathode that
does not consist of pure metal, due to fluetua-
tions in the work function resulting fromchanges
with time in the cathode surface. | 'fan-kal |
ifekt } '

fuse [ELEC] An expendable device for opening an
electric circuit whenthe current therein becomes
excessive, containing a section of conductor
which melts when the current through it exceeds
a rated value for a definite period of time. Also
known aselectric fuse.{fyiiz ]

fuse alarm [ELEC] Circuit that produces a visual
or audible signal to indleate a blown fuse
{ ‘fyiz 0,lérm } /

fuse block [i:Lec| An insulating base on which
are mountedfuseclips or other contacts for fuses.
Also known as fuseboard.  { 'fyiiz ,blak }

tuseboard Serfuse block. { 'fytiz,bard)
fusebox Seecutout box. {'fyiiz ,baks }
fuse cllp [ELEC] A spring contact used to hold

and make connection to a cartridge-type fuse
{ ‘fyiiz ,klip }

fusecutout [eLec| Assembly of a fuse support
and a fuse holder which may or may not include
the fuse link. { [fyiiz"ka,dadt }

fused-electrolyte baltery=See thermal battery
( ifylizd i'lek-tra,lit ,barl-a-ré }

fuse diode |ELecTR| A diode that opens under
specilied current surge conclitions. { 'fyiiz di?Od }

fuse disconnecting switch |iiec| Disconnect
ing switch in which a fuse unit forms a part of
the blade—| [fyiiz dis-ka'nek-tin sswich |

fused junction Sev alloy junction: —[ \fuzd ‘jank-shan |
fused-junction diode=Sw alloy-junction diode,

{ ifyded jlagk-shan 'i,Gd|
fused-junction transistor fe alley-junction

transistor—| {hylizd tiank-shan trat'zls-tar }
fused semiconductor JELECTR| Junction formed

by recrystallization ona base crystal fram a
liquid phase of one or more components and the
Semiconductor | Mytizd 'sem-i-kan jdak-tar f

fuse link [ELEC] Part of a’ fuse that catrles the
current of the-cireuit and all orpart of which melts
when the current exceeds a predetermined value,
{ fyilz inky

fuse PROM |conpur Sci A programmable read-
only memory in which the programming is carried
out either by blowing open m leroscopic fuse links
to define a logic one or zero for each cell in
the memory array, or by causing metal te short

funda
cations
or trunk
center

fuzzy relation

out base-emitter transistor junctions to program
the anes or zeros into the memory. { ‘fyiiz‘pram }

fuse wire |eLec| Wire made from an alloy that
melts ata relatively low temperature and éver-
heals to this temperature when carrying a partic-
ular value of overioad current. { ‘fyi \wir )

fusible resistor [eLec| A resistor designed to
protect a circuit against overload, its resistance
limits current flow and thereby protects against
surges when power is first applied to a ci reult;
its fuse characteristic opens the circuit when cur
rent drain exeeeds design limits | tfyil-za-bal
rl'zis-tar |

future address pateh  jcompur scl] A computer
output containing the address of a symbol and
the address of the last reference to that symbol
[ifyG-char a'dres ,pach }

future label |conpur sc] An address referenced
in the operand field of an instruction, but. which
has not been previously defined. [ 'fylecharla-bal |

fuze Seeluse, { fytiz}
fuzzy | MatH| Property of objects or processes

that are not amenable ta Precise definition or
precise Measurement. {faz|

fuzzy algorithm=jcompur sei] An ordered set of
instructions, comprising fuzzy assignment state-
ments, fwezy conditional statements. ane fuzzy
unconditional actiun statements, thal, upen
execution, yield an approximate solution to a
specilied problem.—| |faz-@'al-ga,rith-am }

fuzzy assignment statement [COMPUT Sci} An
instruction in a fuzzy algorithm that assigns
a possibly [uzzey value to a varlable [ Hare
a'sin-mant stat-mant }

fuzzy conditional statement |comeuT sci] An in-
struction ina fuzzy algorithmthat assigns a pos-
sibly [uzzy value to a variable or Causes an action
to be executed, provided that a fuzzy condition
holds. | |fox-€ kan'dish-an-al stat-mant |

fuzzy controller {cow sy¥s| An automatic con-
troller in which the relation between the state
variables of the process under control and the
action variables, whose values are computed
trom observations of the state variables, |s given
45a set of fuzzy Implications orasa fuzzy relation
[ [fo2-4 kan'trdl-ar |

fuzzy logic [MarH{ The logic of approximate rea-
soning, bearing the same relation toapproximate
reasoning that two-valued logic does to precise
reasoning, | tlaz-é"laj-lk |

fuzzy mathematies [nar] A methodology for
systematically handling concepts that em-
bedy imprecision and vagueness, | {faze
imath-almad-iks |

fuzzy model |uarei| A finite set of fuzzy relations
that form an algorithm for determining the
outputs of a process from somefinite number
of past inputs and outputs. | ffaz-6 'mid-al |

fuzzy relation |MATH] A fuzzy subset of the carte-
sian product X x ¥, denoted.as a relation from a
setXtoasetY | |faz-éri'la-shan |
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fuzzy relational equation

fuzzy relational equation=[MATH] An equation of
the form A» R= B, where A andBarefuzzy sets,
R is a fuzzy relation, and A - R stands for the
composition of A with R.  { jfez-é rijld-shan-al
i'kw4-zhan }

fuzzy set [MATH] An extension of the concept of
a set, in which the characteristic function which
determines membership ofan object in the setis
not IImited to the two values | (for membership
in the set) and 0 (for nonmembership), but can take
on any value between 0 and | as well. { 'foz-&'set }

fuzzy system (sys ENG]Aprocess that is too
complex to be modeled by using conventional
mathematica! methods, and that gives rise

to data that are, in general, soft, with no
precise boundaries; examples are’ large-sralp
engineering complex systems, social systejys
economic systems, management systems, meed|-
cal diagnostic processes, and humanperception,
{ !foz-é 'sis-tam }

fuzzy unconditional action statement=[|compur
scl] An instruction in a fuzzy-algorithm that spec
ifies a possibly fuzzy mathematical operation
or an action to be executed. ( jfez-€ on-kan
\dish-on-al 'ak-shan ,stat-mant}

fV See femtovolt.

F/V converter See frequency-to-voltage converter,
(lefivé kan'vord-ar}
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G See conductance
GaAs FET Sev gallium arsenide field-effect tran-

sistor. { ‘gas,fet }
gain The increase in signal powerthat |s produced

by an amplifier; usually giver as the ratio af out-
put to input voltage, current, or power, expressed
in decibels Also iinown as transmission gain
JELECTROMAG| See antenna gain { gan}

galn asymptotes [CONT sys| Asymptotes to a
logarithmic graph of gain as a function of
frequency {'gdn ‘'as-om,tots}

gain-bandwidth product [eLEcTR| The midband
gain of an atnplifier stage multiplied by the
bandwidth in megacycles. { igan jband,width
iprad-akt)

gain control |£LecTR| A device for adjusting the
gainofasystemercomponent {'gankan,tral}

gain-crossover frequency [CONT sys| The fre-
quency at which the magnitude of the loopratio
is unity. { jgan {kros,6-vor ,fré-kwan-sé }

gain margin |conT sys| The reciprocal of the
magnitude of the loop ratio at the phase
crossover frequency, frequently expressed in
decibels {'gan ,mar-jan |

gain reduction [ELECTR] Diminution of the out-
put of an amplifier, usually achieved by reducing
the drive from feed lines by use of equalizer pads
or reducing amplification by a volume control
{ ‘gan ri,dak-shon }

gain scheduling |conT sys] A method ofelim-
inating influences of variations in the process
dynamics of a control system by changing the
parameters of the regulator as functions of
auxiliary variables which correlate well with those
dynamics (‘gan ,skej-arlin }

gain sensitivity control See differential gain
control {jgan ,sen-sa'tiv-ad-é kan,trol }

gain turndown {[ELEC| A receiver gain control
incorporated in a transponder to protect the
transmitter from overload={ ;gan 'torn,dalin }

gallium arsenidefield-effect transIstor (ELECTR|
A field-effect transistor in which current between
the ohmic source and drain contactsis carried by
frec electrons in a channel consisting of #t-type
gallium arsenide, and this current is modulated
by a Schottky-barrier rectifying contact called
the gate that varies the cross-sectional area of
the channel Abbreviated GaAs FET —_{'gal-€-om
‘ats-on,Td 'féld ilfekt tran'zis-tor)
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galvanic [ELEC] Pertaining to electricity flowing
as a result of chemical action —_{ gal'van:ik }

galvanic battery [ELEC] A galvanic cell, or two or
more suchcells electrically connected to produce
energy _{ gal'van-ik 'bad-o-ré }

galvanic cell |ELEc| An electrolytic cell that is
capable of producing electric energy by electro-
chemical action _{ gal'van-ik 'sel }

galvanic couple [ELEC] A pair of unlike sub-
stances, such as metals, which generate a voltage
when brought in contact with an electrolyte
{ gal'van-ik 'kop-al }

galvanic current |ELEc| A steady direct current
{ gal'van-ik 'ka-rant }

galvanometer [ENG] An instrument for indicat-
ing or measuring a small electric current by
means of a mechanical motion derived from elec-
tromagnetic or electrodynamic forces produced
by the current, { ,gal-va'nam-ad-ar}

galvanometer constant [ELEC] Numberby which
a certain function ofthe reading of a galvanome-
ter must be multiplied to obtain the current
value in ordinary units. { ,gal-vo'nam-od-ar
‘kan-stant }

galvanometer recorder {ENG aAcous| A sound
recorder in which the audio signal voltage is
applied to a coil suspended in a magnetic field;
the resulting movements of the coil cause a
tiny attached mirror to move a reflected light
beam back and forth across a slit in front of a
moving photographic film. { ,gal-va'nam-od-or
Ti'kord-ar}

galvanometer shunt [ELEC| Resistor connected
in parallel with a galvanometerto increaseits
range undercertain conditions; it allows only a
known fraction of the current to pass through the
galvanometer, { ,gal-va'ném-ad-ar ,shant }

galvanostat [ELEC| A device to deliver constant
current from a high-voltage battery —_{ gal'van-a
istat }

game theory |MaTH| The mathematical study of
gamesor abstract models of conflict situations
from the viewpoint of determining an optimal
policy or strategy Also known as theory of games
{'gam ,thé-o-ré }

game tree |MATH|A tree graph used in the
analysis of strategies for a game, in which the
vertices of the graph represent positions in the
game, and a given vertex has as its successors
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all vertices that can be reached in one move from
the given position Also known as lookaheadtree
{ ‘gam ,treé |

gang {ELEC| A mechanical connection of lwo or
more circuit devices so that they can be varied at
thesametime. {gan}

gang capacitor jeLtc| A combination of two or
more variable capacitors mounted ona common
shalt to permit adjustment by a single control,
{ gary ka'pas-aclor}

gangedcontrol =| ELECTR] Controls of two or more
circuits maunted on a commonshaft to permit
simuftaneous control of the circuits by turning a
single knob. ( {gaged kan'trdl }

gang switch [ELEC] A combination of two or
more switches maunted on a commonshaft to
permil. operation by a single control Also known
as deck switch. {'gay ,swieh }

gantry-type robot) [con sys] A continuous:
path, Carteslan-coordinate robot constructed in
a bridge shape that uses rails to move along
a single horizontal axis or along either of two
perpendicular horizontalaxes—[‘gan-tré}tIp'ré
bat }

gap |comMMUN| A region fot adequately covered
by the main lobes of a radar antenna, or ina
larger area, not well covered by the fields of
view of the radars of a network, [COMPUT sci] A
uniformly magnetized area in a magnetic storage
device (tape. disk), used to indicate the end
of an ates containing information |ELEc] The
spacing between twoelectric contacts. { gap }

gap coding [commun] A process for conveying
information byinserting gaps or periods af nan-
transmissionina system that normally transmits
continuously { ‘gap ,kéd-in }

gap digit |compuTsci] A digit in a machine word
that does not representdata or instructions, such
as a parity bit or a digit included for engineering
purposes. (‘gap ,dij-it |

gap factor [ELEcTR| Ratio of the maximum en-
ergy gained! In.volts to the maximum gap voltage
in a tube employing electron accelerating gays.
that is, a traveling-wave tube | 'gap ,fak-tor }

gap-filler radar={eNG) Radar used tofill gaps in
radar coverage of other radar { ‘gap _fil-or 'ra
idar }

gaplesstape [compuTsci| A magnetic tape upon
which raw data is recorded in a continuous
manner; the data are streamed onto the tape
without the word gaps; the data still may contain
signs and end-of-record marks in the gapless
form _( igap-las 'tap }

gappedtape |compuTsci| A magnetic tape uponwhich blocked data has been recorded, it con-
tains all of the flag bits and format to be read
directly into a computer for immediate use
{igapt ‘tap }

gap scatter |compuT scij The deviation from
the exact distance required between read/write
heads and the magnetized surface. | ‘gap
iskad-or}

garbage Seehash{'gar-bij )
garbage collection§[comput sci| In a computer

pragram with dynamic storage allocation, the

automatic process of identifying those memory
cells whose contents are no longer useful for
the computation in progress and then making
them available forsome other use.  { 'gar-bij ko
jlek-shan}

garbagein, garbage out=[coMPuT sci] A phrase
often stressed during introductory courses in
computer utilization as a reminderthat, regard-
less of the correctness of the logic built into the
program, no answer can be valid if the input
is erroneous Abbreviated GIGO. { igar-bij ‘in
igar-bij ‘aut }

garble [COMMUN] To alter a message intention-
ally or unintentionally so that it is difficult to
understand={ 'gdr-bal }

garbling§[ELEcTR| Confusion resulting from a
secondary radar receiving overlapping coded
responses from transpondersin a densetarget
environment. ('gar-blin }

garnet maser |ELEcTR| A name incorrectly ap-
plied to a ferromagnetic amplifier. ( 'garnot
‘mazar }

gas-activated battery [ELEC] A reserve battery
which is activated by introducing a gas which
reacts with a material between the electrodes of
the battery to form an electrolyte. { igas ak-to
\wad-ad 'bad-a-ré |

gas-bubble protective device Sve Buchholz pro-
tective device. ['gas ,bab-al pro'tek-tiv di,vis }

gas capacitor [eLec| A capacitor consisting of
two or more electrodes separated by a gas,
other than air, that serves asadielectric {|gas
ka'pas-od-ar|

gas cell {gLr¢| Cell in which the action depends
on the absorption of gases by the electrodes
{ 'gas ,sel }

gas current [ELEcT#| A positive-lon current pro-
duced by collisions between electrons and resid-
ual aas molecules inan electron tube. Also known
as ionization current { ‘gas ,ka-rant }

gasdischarge |eLectek| Conduction of electricity
ina gas, due to movements of ions produced by
collisions between electrons and gas molecules
(igas'dischdrj |

gas-discharge display {evectr|A display in
which seven or more cathode elements form the
segments of numerical or alphameric characters
when energized by about 160 volts direct current;
the segments are vacuum-sealed in a neon-
mercury gas mixture.  { {gas "dis,chuir| di,spla}

gas-discharge lamp Sec discharge lamp—{ igas
‘dis,charj lamp }

gas doping$=[ELEcTR| The Introduction of impu-
rity atoms into a semiconductor material by
gpltaxlal growth, by using streams of gas that are
mixed before being fed into the reactor vessel.

‘gas ,dop-in }
GasFET |ENG| A gas sensor based on changes,

upon exposure to hydrogen, in the surface part
of the work function of a palladium component
that serves as the gate contact of a metal oxide
semiconductorfield-effect transistor (MOSFET)

‘aasfet )
gas-filled cable [ELEC] A coaxial or other cable

containing gas under pressure to serve as
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s-filled diode |&LECTR| A gas tube which is

» diode, such as a cold-cathode rectilier or
phanotran. {gas fild 'di,éd

as-filled rectifier Ser cold-cathode rectifier
gas fild ‘rek-ta,fi-ar )

gas-filled triode | ELECTR! A gas tube which has a
rid or other cantrol element, such as athyratron

orignitron. [gas file 'triodt |
focusing |eLecTe| A method of concentrat-

ing an-electron beam by utilizing the residual
gas inva tube; beam electrons ionize the gas
molecules, forming a core of pasitive ions along
the path of the beam which attracts beam
electrons and thereby makes the beam more
compact. Also known as ionle focusing. (‘gas
(avkas-in | /

gas-insulated substation |evec| An electric
power substation in which all live equipment
and busbars are housed in grounded metal
enclosures sealed and filled with sulfur
hexafluoride gas. { ‘gas ,in-sa,lad-ad 'sob,sta
shan}

gas lonization [ELECTR] Removal of the plane-
tary electrons from the ators of gas filling
an electron tube, so that the resulting jons
participate in current flow through the tube
{leas ,1-0-no'za-shan}

gas magnification |ELECTR| Incfease in current
through a phototube dueto ionization of the gas
inthe tube. {jgaS ,mag-no-fo'ka-shon}

gas phototube |ELecTR] A phototube into which
a quantity of gas has been introduced after
evacuation, usually to increase its sensitivity
{igas 'fod-6,tb }

gas scattering [ELECTR] The scattering of elec-
trons or other particles in a beam byresidual gas
inthe vacuum system, [{ 'gas ,skad-o-rin )

gas-sensitive field-effect transistor |ELECTR| A
field-effect transistor whose gate electrode is
composed of a material, such as palladium, that
is sensitive to a particular gas, such as hydrogen,
so that the gain of the transistor depends on the
concentration of thisgas. {'gas!sen-sad:iv 'feld
ifekt tran,zis:tor }

gassiness ELECTR] Presence of unwanted gas
in a vacuum tube, usually in relatively small
amounts, caused by the leakage from outside or
evolution from the inside walls or elements of
the tube { 'gas-€-nas}

gassing [ELEC] The evolution of gas in the form of
small bubbles in a storage battery when charging
continuesafter the battery has been completely
charged. { 'gas-in }

gassy tube=|éecre| A vacuum tube that has not
been fully evacuated or has lost partolits vacuum
due to release of gas by the electrode structure
during use, so that enough gas is present
{6 impair operating characteristics appreciably
Also known as solt tube, | laas-@ ‘tb |

gastetrode Swtetrodethyratron | {gas'tetrad
gas thermostatic switch {ELEC| A thermostatic

switch in which heal causes the pressure of gas
ina sealed metal bellows to increase, thereby 
 
 

gate equivalentcircuit
 

moving the bellows and closing the contacts of a
switch, { jgas 'thor-mo,stad-ik 'swich ]

gas tube [ELECTR] An electron tube into which
a small amount of gas or vapor is admitted
after the tube has been evacuated; ionization of
gas molecules during operationgreatly increases
current flow, { ‘gas ,tiib }

gas vacuum breakdown=[ELECTR] Ionization of
residual gas in a vacuum, causing reverse conduc-
tion in an electron tube. { igas !vak-yam 'brak
idaun }

gate |ELEcTR] 1. A circuit having an output and
a multiplicity of inputs and so designed that
the output is energized only when a. certain
combination of pulses is present at the inputs.
2.A circuit in which one signal, generally a square
wave, serves to switch anothersignal on and off
3. One of the electrodesina field-effect transistor
4. To control the passage of a pulse or signal.
5. In radar, an electric waveform which is applied
to the control point of a circuit to alter the
modeof operationof the circuit at the time when
the waveform is applied. Also known as gating
waveform. 6. In radar, an electronic waveform
applied toa circuit ora timing cue applied to logic
to alter the operation of the circuit or logic at the
appropriate time; generally used in anticipation
of an Input of particular interest. {gat }

gate-array device [ELEcTR| An integrated logic
circult that ls manufactured by first fabricating
a two-dimensional array of logic cells. each of
which is equivalent to one or a few logic gates,
and then addingfinal layers of metallization that
determine the exact function of each cell and
interconnectthe cells to form a specific network
when the customer orders the device { ‘gat o
1a di,vis }

gate-controlled rectifier (ELECTR}A—three-
terminal semiconductor device, such as a silicon
controlled rectifier, in which the unidirectional
current flow between the rectifier terminals is
controlled by a signal applied to a third terminal
called the gate. { 'gat kan,trdld 'rek-ta,fT-or)

gate-controlied switch (ELEcTR| A semiconduc-
tor device that can be switched from its noncon-
ducting or “off” state to its conducting or “on”
state by applying a negative pulse to its gate
terminal and that can be turned off at any time
by applying reverse drive to the gate Abbreviated
GCS, { ‘gat kan, trdld ‘swich }

gated-beam tube [ELEcTR| A pentode electron
tube having special electrodesthat form a sheet-
shaped beam of electrons: this beam may be
deflected away from the anode byarelatively
small voltage appliedto a control electrode, thus
giving extremely sharp cutoff of anode current
{ igdd-od |bém ,tiib }

gated sweep [ELECTR] Sweep in which the dura-
tion as well as the starting time is controlled
to exclude undesired echoesfrom the indicator
screen. { jgad:ad 'swép}

gate equivalent circuit [ELECTR] A unit of mea-
sure for specifying relative complexity of digital
circuits, equal to the numberofindividual togic
gates that would have to be interconnected to
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gate generator

perlorm the same function as the digital circuit
underevaluation—| 'adt ikwiveadont isar-kat }

gate generator |rLicre| A circuit used to gen-
erate gate pulses, in one form it consists of a
multivibrator having one stable and one unstable
position,{‘gat jen-o-rad-ar}

gate=multivibrator [eLecrr| Rectangular-wave
generator designed to produce a single positive
or negative gate voltage when triggeredand then
to become Inactive until the next trigver pulse
{eat smal-ti' vi brad-ar|

gate pulse [rLectr| A pulse that triggers a gate
circuit so it will passasignal  ('gat ,pals |

gate turnoff |eLectR| A pape switching device
comparable toa silicon-coritralled rectifier, but
having a more complex pate structure that
permits easy and fast turnoff as well as turn-on
from its pate input terminal, at frequencies up to
{O00 kilohertz—{ {gat ttar,nef}

gate-iurnofi silicon controlled rectifier (ELECTR| A
silicon controlled rectifier that can be turned off
byapplying a current to its gate: used largelyfor
direct-current switching, because turnalf can be
achieved in a fraction of a microsecond. [ igat
itor nof'sil-a-kan kan, trate ‘rek-ta, liar |

gateway=[COMMUN| A point of entry and exit ta
another system, such as the connection paint
between a local-area network and an external
communications network ( 'gat,wa |

gate winding=[&LEcTR| A winding used ina mag-
netic amplifier to produce on-off action of load
current { ‘gat ,wind-in |

gather write={comput sci] An operation that cre-
ates a single output record from data items
gathered from nonconsecutivelocations in main
memory—{ gath-ar ‘writ ]

gating§|e.ecre| The process af selecting those
portions ot-a wave that exist during one or more
selected time intervals or that have maenitudes
between selected limits | ‘gdd-in }

gating waveform Sw pate, | lead-in ‘way, farm|
Gaussian beam [ELecTROMAG| A beam of elec-

tromagnetic radiation whose waye front is ap-
proximately spherical at any point along the
beam and whose transversefield intensity over
any wave front is a Gaussian function of the
distance from the axis of the beam, | 'gats-é-an
'bérm|

Gaussian noise=|ComMUN| Random electromag-
netic signals inherent in nature, both in the
surroundings of a receiver and produced in the
receiver itself, typleally produced bythe thermal
agitation af molecular structures, and havireg
Gaussian statistics in its components. Also
knowras thermal noise—| [pates@-an 'noiz )

Gaussian noise generator |ELEcTR| A signal
generator that produces a random noise signal
whose frequency components have a Gaussian
distribution centered on a predetermined fre-
quency value [ lgau-sd-an ‘ndiz ,jen-o,rdd-ar }

Gauss’ law of flux [ELE] The law that the total
electric flux which passes out [rem a closeel
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sutface equals (in rationalized units) the to
charge within the surface. {gals 16 ay lakege Sev gigahertz. }

GCS Sve gate-controlled switch

G-display [eLecte| A radar display format in
which the target of a tracking radar APPears ye
spot, as in an F-display, with "wings" (horizons)
extensions of the plot) that increase in lengeh ay
the range decreases. Also known as G-Indicatp
G-scan, G-scope —( '}@ displ| [

gearbox Setransimission—| ‘wirbiks |
Geissler tube [rLecte| An experimental dis.

charge tube with two electrodes at oppesite ends
used to demonstrate and study the luminous
effects of electnic discharges through Various
gases at low pressures: | ‘gis:lar tub|

gelled cell [elec] Alead-acidcell with a nonspiyy.
able gelled electralyte far portable use, (lieleise|

gemmho=|ecec) A unit of conductance, equal tg
10° mho, being the conductance of a substanes
which has a resistance of [0° ohms | ‘jema|

gen |coMpuT sci] To install an operating system
or a systems soltware package lor a Patticular
configuration of computer equipment Abbreyig-
tion lor generate. | jen }

gender=[eLec| The classification of a connector
as female or male. [ 'jen-dar}

gender changer |ritc| A small passive deyien
that is placed between two connectors af the
same gender to enable them to be joined Also
known as cable matcher—{ 'jen-dar ichan-jar|

general address|[coum| Group of characters
included In the heading of a message that
causes the message to be routed to all ad-
dresses included inthe general address category
{ tjen-ral aldres|

generalized routine {comput scl] A routine
which can process a wide variety of jobs: for
example; a generalized sort routine which will
sort in ascending or descending Grder on any
numberof fields whether alphabetic ar numeric,
or both, and whether binary coded decimals or
pure binaries. ( ‘jen-ra,lizd rii'tén )

generalized system [comput sci] A computer
system developed for a broad range of users
{‘jen-ra,lizd 'sis‘tam )

general program=[compur sci] A computer pro-
gram designed to solve a specific type of prob-
jem when values of appropriate parameters are
supplied. | {[en-ral 'prd-gram |

general-purpose automatic test system |ELECTR|
Modular, cortiputer-type, automatic electronic
checkout system capable of finding faults in elec-
tronic equipmentat the system, subsystem, line
replaceable unit. module, and piece part levels
(llen-tal {par-pas jded-a,mad-ik 'test ,Sis-tam )

general-purpose computer |compuy sci] A de-
vice that manipulates data without detailed,
step-by step control by human hand and Js
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agianed to be used for many different types of

oonmnt [ {ign-ral ipar-pas kam'pyiid-ar|
re al-purpose function generator |compur

TA function generator which can be adjustedoyu
anerate many diferent functions, rather than

Weine designed lor a particular function Also
pnown asarbitraryfunctiongenerator (ijen-ral
ipar-pas ‘fagk-shan sjen-aynid-ar | a
neral-purpose Janguage=|COMPUT Scl| A com-

ie yer programming language whose use is not
Fextricted toa particular type of computer or a
specialized application—| 'jen-ral jpar-pas ‘lan-a

gilpurpose systems simulation See GPSS,
Ven-ral (parpas‘sls-tome jsim-ya,la-shan }

general register Sevlocalregister—(jjemral ‘ref:
acperal’ routine {cOMPUT Sci{ In computers, a

routine, “or program, applicable to a class of
problems; it provides instructions for solving a
specific problem when appropriate parameters
are supplied. (slen-tal ra'tén }

generate JcomPur Sci] 1, Te create a particular
program by selecting parts af a genetal-program
skeleton (or outline) and specializing these parts
intoacohesive entity, 2. Seegen, | ‘jen-a,rat|

generale and test |compuT scl] A computer
problem-solving method in which a sequence
of candidate solutions is generated, and each
is tested to determine if it is an appropriate
solution, | ‘jeneayrat an ‘test)

generated address|=|comPur sci] An address cal-
culated or determined byinstructions contained
in a computer program for subsequent use by
that program Also knownas calculated address;
syntheticaddress | {jensa\rad-ad a'dres|

generating area Seefetch. | 'jensayrad-in jer-é-a}
generating magnetometer |ENG| A magnetome-

ter in which a coil is rotated in the mag-
netic field to be measured with the resulting
generated voltage being proportional to the
strength of the magnetic field { 'jen-o,rad-in
mageno'tam-od-ar |

generating routine Sergenerator { ‘jen-o,rad-in
ru,tén J

generation [ComPpUT sci] 1. Any one of three
groups used to historically classify computers
according to their electronic hardware com-
ponents, logical organization and software, or
programming techniques; computers are thus
known asfirst-, second-, or third-generation; a
particular computer may possess characteristics
of all generations simultaneously. 2. One of a
family of data sets, related to one another in that
each is a modification of the next most recent
dataset { ,jen-o'ra-shon }

generation datagroup=|compuT sci] A collection
of files, each a modification of the previous one,
with the newest numbered 0, the next —1, and so
forth, and organized so that each time a newfile
is added the oldest is deleted. Abbreviated GDG
{ jen-a'rd-shan 'dad-o ,griip }

generation number=|compur sci] A timber con-
tained in thefile labelof a reel of magnetia tape

 

geometric programming

that indicates the generation of the data set of
the tape, { ,jen-o'ra-shon ,nom-bar}

generation rate ELECTR] In asemiconductor,the
time rate of creation of electron-hole pairs
{ ,jen-a'ra-shon ,rat }

generative grammar=|compuT sci| A set of rules
that describes the valid expressions in a formal
language on the basis of a set of the parts of
speech (formally called the set of metavariables
or phrase names) and the alphabetor character
set of the language. _{ ‘jen-rod-iv 'gram-ar}

generator (comput sci| A program that produces
specific programs as directed by input parame-
ters. Also known as generating routine, |ELEC|
A machine that converts mechanical energy
into electrical energy; in its commonest form,
a large number of conductors are mounted on
an armature that is rotated in a magnetic field
producedbyfield coils. Also known as dynamo;
electric generator, [ELECTR] 1. A vacuum-tube
oscillator or any other nonrotating device that
generates an alternating voltage at a desired fre-
quency when energized with direct-current power
or low-frequency alternating-current power. 2.
A circuit that generates a desired repetitive
or nonrepetitive waveform, such as a pulse
generator. { 'jen-o,rad-or}

generator field control |ELEc] Method of reg-
ulating the output voltage of a generator by
controlling the voltage which excites the field of
the generator={ ‘jen-a,rad-or 'féld kan,tral}

generator lock |ELEcTR] Circuitry that synchro-
nizes two videosignals so that they can be mixed
Abbreviated genlock. _{ ‘jen-a,rad-ar ,lak J

generator reactor |ELEC| A small inductor con-
nected between power-plant generators and the
rest of an electric power system in orderto limit
and localize the effects of voltage transients
{ ‘jen-o,rad-or ré,ak-tar}

generator resistance |ELEC| The resistance of
the current source in a network; usually much
smaller than the load but taken into account
in some network calculations —_{ 'jenva,rad-ar ri
izis-tons }

genetic algorithm [comput sci] A search proce-
dure based on the mechanicsof natural selection
and genetics. Also known as evolutionary strat-
eey. ( jo,ned-ik ‘al-ga,rith-am }

genetic programming Sve evolutionary program-
ming, { ja,ned-ik'prd,gramein }

genlock Sve generatorlock ('‘gen,lak }
geomagnetic noise (comMMUN| Interference in ra-

dio communications arising from terrestrial mag-
netism. —_{ {j@-G-magined-ik 'noiz }

geometrical distortlon [comput sci} A discrep-
ancy between the horizontal and vertical dimen-
sions of the picture elements on an electronic
display, causing, for example, circles to appear
as ovals unless corrected for in software. { |j@-0
ime-tra-kal di'storeshon}

geometric programming {sys ENG] A nonlinear
programming technique in which the relative
contribution of each of the componentcostsis
first determined; only then are the variables in
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geophone

the component costs determined, { {j@:o1me-
trik ‘pro ,gram-in }

geophone [ELEcTe| A transducer, used in seis-
mic wark, that tesponds to motion of the ground
at a location on or below the surface of the earth
(‘jé-0,fon }

germanium diode |ELECTR| A semiconductor
diode that uses a germanium crystal pellet as the
rectifying element Also known as germanium
rectifier { jor'man-é-am 'd1,Gd }

germanium rectifler See germanium diode
{ jor'man-é-om 'rek-to,fi-or }

germanium transistor [ELECTR] A transistor in
which the semiconductor material is germa-
nium, to which electric contacts are made
{ jor'man-é-om tran‘zis-tar}

get [comput sci] An instruction in a computer
program to read data fromatile [get |

getmain§jcompur sci| An instruction used in
some programming languages to Tequest dy-
namic allocation of additional storage space to
the program={ ‘get, man }

getter sputtering |ELECTR| The deposition of
high-purity thin films at ordinary vacuum lev-
els by using a getter to remove contaminants
remaining in the vacuum { 'gad-or ,spod-s-
rig}

ghost |[compur sci| To display a menu option in
a dimmed, fuzzy typeface to indicate that this
option is nolongeravailable—|ELECTR| In radar,
a contact generated where in fact no target
exists, resulting from measurement ambiguity
or attempts to resolve ambiguities with multi-
ple observations in a multiple-target situation
{ gost }

ghost algebraic manipulation language=|com-
puT sci] An algebraic manipulation language
which externally gives the appearance of manip-
ulating quite general mathematical expressions,
although internally it is functioning with canon-
ically represented data, much like the simpler
seminumerical languages. { igdst al-jo'brd-ik
ma,nip-ya'la-shon ,lan-gwij }

ghost image |ELEcTR| An undesired duplicate
image offset from the desired image on a video
display device. (‘gdst ,im-ij }

ghost mode [ELECTROMAG| Waveguide mode
having a trapped field associated with an
imperfection in the wall of the waveguide; a
ghost mode can cause trouble in a waveguide
operating close to the cutoff frequency of a
propagation mode={ 'gdst ,mGd }

ghost pulse [ELECTR] An unwanted signal ap-
pearing on the sereen of a radar indicator and
caused by echoes which have a basic repetition
frequency differing from that of the desired
signals, Also known as ghost image, ghost signal
{'gdst ,pals }

ghost signal [ELECTR] The reflection-path signal
that produces a ghost image on an analog
television receiver Also knownas echo. { ‘gGst
isig-nal }

GHz See gigahertz.
gibberish Seehash={ ‘jiberish }
GIF See graphics interchange format —[ gif}
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gigabit {commuN| One billion bits
1,000,000,000 bits. { 'gig-a,bit } i OT

gigacycle See gigahertz. ( ‘gig:9,sI-kal }
gigaflops §[(computsci| Aunit ofcomputers

equal to 10’ flops —_{ ‘gig-a,flaps)
gigahertz jcommun| Unit of frequency equal ¢

10° hertz, Abbreviated GHz. Also knenyy a
gigacycle (gc); kilomegacycle; kilomegaherty
{'gigea.harts | i

gigawatt ELEC] Onebillion watts, or 10° watts
Abbreviated GW. { 'gig-o,wat )

GIGO See garbagein. garbage out. ('gi.e6}
glgohm={eLec| One thousand megohms, or [99

ohms, {'gig,6m }
Gilbert circuit, [eLecrR| A circuit that compen.

sates for nonlinearities and Instabilities ing
manolithic varlable-transconductance circuit by
using the logarithmic properties of diodes and
transistors. | ‘gil-bart sar-kat }

Gllbert-Varshamov bound§|COMPUTsci| In the
theory of quantum computation, a sufficient
condition for an algorithm that encodes jy
logical qubits into N' carrier qubits (with N!
larger than N) to correct any error on any M
carrier qubits; namely, that N/N' be smaller than

1 — 2| — x log,, —(I — x) log.(1 — X)I,
where x =2M/N' { igil-bort ivarisha-moy
tbaund }

gimmick—{ELEC| Length of twisted two-conductor
cable, used as a variable capacitive load, in
which the capacitanceis varied by untwisting and
separating theindividual conductors, {'gim-ik}

G-indicator See G-display —_{ 'j@ ,in-da,kad-or |
GKS Sve graphical! kernel system
glare |COMMUN| The interference that arises

when an attempt is madeto place a telephone
call just as an incoming call is arriving; in the
case of data transmission under the control of
a computer, this can render the line or even the
computer temporarily inoperative { gler}

glare filter {G| A screen that is placed over the
face of a cathade-ray tube to recluce glare from

Peed,

ambient and overhead light. { 'gler ,filstor )
glasscapacitor (ELEc| Acapacitor whose dielec-

tric material is glass. { {glas ka'pas-od-or}
glassivation [ELECTR] Method of transistor pas-

sivation by a pyrelytic glass-deposition tech-
nique, whereby sillcon semiconductor devices,
complete with metal contact systems, are fully
encapsulated in glass. { ,glas-o'va-shon |

glass-plate capacitor {eLec| High-voltage ca-
pacitor in which the metal plates are separated
by sheets of glass serving as the dielectric, with
the complete assembly generally immersed in
oll [‘glas plat ka'pas-ad-ar}

glass resistor |cL.ec| A glass tube with a helical
carbon resistance element painted onit—{iglas
ri'zis-tor }

glass switch [ELECTR] An amorphous solid-statedevice used to control the flow of electric current
Also known as ovonic device. { iglas 'swich }

glass-to-metal seal |eLecTR] An airtight seal be-
tween glass and metal parts of an electron
tube, made by fusing together a special glass
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jal metal alloy having nearly the samess { tglasoefficients of expansion,nd Spe :

femperature ©
imectal ‘sel | ooa 4, pulse-to-pulse varlation in the

ular center of a target, due lo targeti amics; CAUSES ans
jae complexity and dynamics, causes a

ee a king radars using elther conical

tay iEglint rent ane

gle errors“ant or m
“ofthis effect to

onopulse techniques, 2. The use
degrade tracking or seeking

anemy weaponssystem—[@lint)Y cdangolanenemy weap
Functcre 7, Anvundesired transient voltage

_gilteh  eeurting on a signal being processed.
spike ror technical problem arising inelectronicZe j lich)
eat Veet sci) A choice of label

; Jobal ea or numeric format in a spreadsheet
eam that applies to all the cells of the

oeragheet (ielé-bal ‘format |
spre emory |COMPUT sci] Computer storage

global ™ i by a humber of processorsan be use¢ i
that ted together in a multiprocessor system.
i \'menvré |ol Gbal ‘mer:
erSin navigation satellite system Ser

PELONASS. ( glé-bal jrb-ad-in jnav-alga-shonteadea lit sis torn |
qhaauiPositioning System [NAV] A positioning

or navigation qystem designed to use 24 satel-
Iltes, each carrying atermnic clocks, to provide
a receiver anywhere on earth with extremely
accurate measurements ofits three-cimensional

ition, velacity, arc time Abbreviated GPS,
‘alG: o'zishniy .sisstam |

Reeoctece sharing [compuT sci The ability
af all of the users of a local-area network to
shate any of the resources (storage devices,
input/output devices, and 50 forth) connected to
the network { ‘glé-bal ri'sdrs iher-iy |

global search and replace [COMPUT Sel] A text
aditing function of a word-processing system In
which text is scanned lor a given combination
of characters, and each such combinationIs
replaced byanotherset of characters. {|gl6-bal
‘earch an ri'plas }

global system for mobile communications
SeGSM.  ||gld-bol !sis-tam far ,mG-bal ka,myil-
na‘ka-shonz)

global variable=|compur sci] A variable which can
be atcessed (used or changed) throughout a
computer program and is not confined toa single
block. { igl6-bal 'ver-é-a-bal}

Globar lamp) |ELEc| A lamp whose illuminating
element is a silicon carbide rod which gives
off blackbody radiation when heated={'gl6,bar
lamp}

GLONASS |Nav| A worldwide Russian naviga-
tion system designed to use 24 satellites in
three uniformly spaced orbital planes te provide
‘three-dimensional positionand velocity data to
equipped users on or above the earth's surface
Acronymfor global orbiting navigation satellite
system. [‘gld,nas |

Glossary jcompursci} A file af cammonly used
phrases that can be retrieved in a word
Processing program, usually through use of a
command andakeyword  { 'glas-a-re J

 

gold-leaf electroscope

glow discharge [ELEcTR| A discharge of electric-
ity through gas at relatively low pressure in an
electron tube, characterized by several regions of
diffuse, luminous glow and a voltage drop in the
vicinity of the cathode that is much higher than
the ionization voltage of the gas. Also known as
cold-cathode discharge. _{ igl5 idis,charj }

glow-discharge cold-cathode tube See glow-
discharge tube. { }gl6 \dis,charj |kGld 'kath,od
iti }

glow-discharge microphone [ENG Acous| Mi-
crophone in which the action of sound waves
on the current forming a glow discharge between
two electrodes causes corresponding variations
inthe current.  ( {gl@ \dis,charj 'mT-kra,fon }

glow-discharge tube |ELEcTR] A gas tube that
dependsfor its operation on the properties of
a glow discharge. Also knownas glow-discharge
cold-cathode tube; glow tube —_{ igl6 idis,charj
stb }

glow-discharge voltage regulator (ELECTR! Gas
tube that varies in resistance, depending on the
value of the applied voltage; used for voltage reg-
ulation —_{ !g]6 Idis,charj 'vdl-tij ,reg-yo,lad-or}

glow lamp [ELECTR] A two-electrode electron
tube containing a small quantity of an inert gas, in
whichlight is produced by a negative glow close
to the negative electrode when voltageis applied
between the electrodes, {'gl6 amp }

glow potential |ELEcTR| The potential across a
glow discharge, which is greater than the ion-
ization potential and less than the sparking
potential, andis relatively constant as the current
is varied across an appreciable range, {'glo pa
iten-chal}

glow tube See glow-discharge tube. {'gl6 ,tiib |
glow-tube osclllator [ELECTR] A circuit using a

glow-discharge tube which functions as a sim-
ple relaxation oscillator, generating a fixed-
amplitude periodic sawtooth waveform _{ ‘glo
ittib '4s-a,lad-ar}

GNU [computscl] Freely distributed software for
producing and distributing nonproprietary soft-
ware that is compatible with Unix, but is not Unix
{ ga'nti }

gobo {ENG| A panel used to shield a television
camera lens from direct light, ENG ACoUS| A
sound-absorbing shield used with a microphone
to block unwanted sounds. [ 'g6,b6 }

Golay code [coMMUN|A linear, block-based
error-correcting code that is particularly suited
to applications where short code word length and
low latency are important. { ga'la ,kGd }

gold doping |ELEcTR| A technique for controlling
the lifetime of minority carriers in a transistor;
gold is diffused into the base and collector
regions to reduce storage time in transistor
circuits. {'gdl ,dop-in }

golden-section search |compuT sci|A_ di-
chotomizing search in which, in each step,
the remaining items are divided as closely
as possible according to the golden section
{'gdl-dan 'sek-shan ,sarch}

gold-leafelectroscope [ELEC| Anelectroscopein
which two narrow strips of gold foil or leaf
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goovoo

suspended in a glass jar spreacl apart when
charged; the angle between the strips is related
tothe charge. {'gdld ,léf i'lek-tro,sk6p}

gooveo §|compPuTscl] A file within a generation
data group, so called because of the notation
used in some systemsin which, for example, G003
V00! is volume I, generation —3 of a generation
data group. {'gi,vii}

GOP See group ofpictures,
Gopher {comput sci] A menu-based program for

browsing the Internet and finding and gaining
accessto files, programs,definitions, and other
Internet resources. ('gd-far}

GOTO-less programming [COMPUT sci] The writ-
ing of computer programs without the use of
GOTO statements. { ig6-tii,les 'prd,gram-in }

Gotopalr [ELECTR] Two tunnel diodes connected
in series in such a way that when oneis in the
forward conduction region, the other is in the
reverse tunneling region; used in hlgh-speed gate
circuits. {'gd-dé ,per}

GOTO statement [comput sci] A statement in a
computer program that provides for the direct
transfer of contral to another statement with
the identifier that is the argument of the GOTO
statement. {'gd,tii ,stat-ment}

government frequency bands (COMMUN
Radio-frequency bands which are allotted to
various departments andservices of the federal
government. {'gav-or-ment ,fre-kwan-se ,banz}

g parameter |ELECTR| One ofa set of four tran-
sistor equivalent-circuit parameters; they are the
inverse of the f parameters, { 'j@ pa,ram-ed-er}

GPS See Global Positioning System.
GPSS [comput sci]A problem-oriented pro-

gramming language designed to assist the user
in developing models, Acronym for general-
purpose systemssimulation.

graceful degradation§[CcomPUT sci] A program:
ming technique to prevent catastrophic system
failure by allowing the machine to operate,
though in a degraded mode, despite failure or
malfunction of several integral units or subsys-
tems. {'gras-ful deg-ra'da-shon }

graceful exit (comput scl] The ability to escape
from a problem situation !n a computer pro-
gram without having to reboot the computer.
{ leras-fal ‘eg-zat )

grade9[comMUN| One of two types of television
service, designated grade A and grade B, each
having a specified signal strength, that of grade
A being several timeshigher than B. { grad }

graded-junctiontransistor See rate-growntransis-
tor. { igrad-ad jjenk-shoentran'zis-tor}

graded periodicity technique [ELECTR] A tech-
nique for modifying the response of a surface
acoustic wave filter by varying the spacing
between successive electrodes of the interdig-
ital transducer. { tgrad-od ,pir-é-e'dis-ad-é tek
inék}

graln direction=[(compursci] In character recog-
nition, the arrangementofpaperfibers in relation
toa document's travel through a character reader.
{'grdn da,rek-shan }
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grandfather=|coMPuT sci A data set that is tw
generations earlier than the data set unde,
consideration. [ ‘gran, luth-ar } 7

grandfather cycle=|comput sel] The periad dur
ing which records are kept but not used excepy yg
reconstruct ather records which are accidental}
lost. [ ‘gran,fath-ar ,si-kal| Y

granularity [sys Eta] The degree to which 4
system can be broken down into separate cory),
ponents, making it customizable and flexibly
| gran-yo'lar-ac-a |

graphechon=|rLecre| A storagetube having qu.
electron guns, one for writing and the other [oy
reading and simultaneous erasing, on opposite
sides of the storage medium, which consistsof ay
insulator or semiconductor deposited on a thip
substratum of metal supported by a fine mesh
{ ‘graf-o,kan } :

graphical design=|eLecre| Methods al obtaining
operating data for an electron tube or serpj.
conductor circuit by using graphs which plor
the relationship between twovariables, such ac
plate voltage and grid voltage, while another
variable, such as plate current, is held constant
{ lgraf-a-kel di'zin }

graphical kernel system [COMPUT Sci] A stan-
dard system and languagefor creating two- and
three-dimensional master graphics images on
manytypesof display devices. Abbreviated Gks,
({leraf-i-kal 'ker-nal ,sis-tam }

graphical symbol (ELEC) A true symbol, rather
than a coarse picture, representing an element
in an electrical diagram. { {graf-o-kal ‘sim.
bal }

graphical user Interface (COMPUT Sci] A user
interface in which program features are repre-
sented by icons that the user can access and
manipulate with a pointing device. Abbreviated
GUI, { jgraf-a-kal yii-zar'in-tor, fas }

graphical visual display device (compuT sclj
A computer input-output device which enables
the user to manipulate graphic material in a
visible two-way, real-time communication with
the computer, and which consists ofa light pen,
keyboard, or other data entry devices, and a
visual display unit monitored by a controller. Also
known as graphoscope. { jgraf-o-kel ivizh-a-wal
di'spla di,Wis |

graphic display |[ELEcTe| The display of data in
graphical form on the screen of a cathode-ray
tube.{Igraf-ik di'spla }

graphic equalizer ‘|ENG AcouUs] A device that
allows the response of audio equipment to
be modified independently in several frequency
bands throughthe use ofa bank of slide controls
whose positions form a graph of the frequency
tesponse, { |grabik'@kwa,IT-zar |

graphic panel |cONTSiS] A master contral panel
which indicates the status’ of equipment. and
operations in a system, andtheir relationships.
{ieraf-ik ‘pan-al }

graphics driver j|compurscl] A series ofinstruc-
tions that activates a graphics device, such as a
display screen or plotter { 'graf-iks ,driv-ar
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raphies engine |compurscl| A specialized pro-
sar that carries out graphics processing Inde-ces: ds 7

pendently of the main central processing unit.
Also known as graphics processor, | 'graf-iks
len jan )

graphics interchange format |conmpur sci] Com-
mon file format for compressed graphic images
an the World Wide Web that js limitedto 256
colors. Abbreviated GIF | igraf-iks 'in-ter.chan|
format }
raphies interface |compur sel) A user Inter-
face that displays Icons to tepresent objects
{ ‘gral-dks tin-tar [as }

raphics primitive=jcompur sci] A basic bullding
block for graphic images, such as a dot, line, or
cure [‘graf-iks jprim-ad-iy |

raphics processor Se graphics engine,
| ‘gral-iks iprd-ses-ar}

graphics program |compuT sci] A program for
the geheration of Images, ranging in complexity
from simple line drawings to realistically shaded
pictures that fesemble photographs. ['graflks
\pro-grerm|

graphics tablet |comeuT sci] A padlike peripheral
device whichis designed so that shapes appear
onthe monitor's screen when the tablet is drawn
upon with a pointed device. { ‘grafeiks jtab-lat
ae terminal [CcomPuT scl] An input‘eutput

device that can accept and display picture
images. | 'gratiks jtarmanial }

graphite anode [eLecte| 1. The rod of graphite
whieh is Inserted into the mercury-pool cathode
of an ignitron to start current flow. 2. The
collector of electrons in a beam powertube or
other high-current tube. { 'gra,fit 'an,6d }

graphite resistor [ELEC] A resistor madeof car-
bonfor resistance heating, _{ ‘gra, fit ri'zis-tor }

graphoscope Ser graphical visual display device.
('graFayskap |

graph theory, |MATH| 1. The mathematical study
of the structure of graphs and networks. 2. The
bodyof techniques used in graphingfunctions in
the plane. { ‘graf ,thé-o-ré }

grass ELECTR] Clutter due to circuit noise in a
radar receiver, seen on an A scopeas a pattern
resembling a cross section of turf. Also known as
hash _{ gras }

grasshopper fuse [ELEC] Small! fuse incorporat-
ing a spring which, upon release by the fusing
wire, connects an auxiliary circuit to operate an
alarm { 'gras,hap-ar ,fyiiz }

Grassot fluxmeter [ENG] A type of fluxmeterin
which a light coil of wire is suspended in a
Magnetic field in such a way that it can rotate;
the ends of the suspended coil are connected
to a search coil of known area penetrated by
the magnetic flux to be measured; the flux is
determined from the rotation of the suspended
coil when the search coil is moved { ,gra,s6
'flaks,mé@d-ar}

Gratz rectlfier (ELECcTR| Three-phase, full-wave
rectifying circuit using six rectifiers connected in
a bridge circuit. ( ‘grats ,rek-ta,fi-or}

grid conductance

grav SeeG {grav}
Gray code |COMMUN| A modified binary code

in which sequential numbers are represented
by expressions that differ only in one bit, to
minimize errors, Also knownasreflective binary
code (‘gra ,kod }

greeking [computsci] The display of the format
of a documentwithout displaying the characters,
{ 'grék-in }

grid [(compurscl| In optical character recognition,
a system of two groups of parallel lines, per-
pendicular to each other, used to measure or
specify character images. [ELEC] A metal plate
with holes or ridges, used in a storage cell or
battery as a conductor and a support for the
active material {ELecTR| An electrode located
between the cathode and anodeof an electron
tube, which has one or more openings through
which electrons or ions can pass, and serves to
control the flow of electrons from cathode to
anode. (grid)

grid-anode transconductance See transconduc-
tance. { ‘grid jan,Gd ,tranz:kan'dak-tans}

grid battery SeeC battery { ‘grid ,bad-o-ré }
grid bias [ELEcTR| The direct-current voltage ap-

plied between the control grid and cathodeof an
electron tube to establish the desired operating
point. Also knownasbias;C bias; direct grid bias
( ‘grid ,bi-as |

grid-bias cell See bias cell. { ‘grid ,bi-as ,sel }
grid blocking [ELECTR] 1. Method of keying a

circuit by applying negative grid bias several
times cutoff value to the grid of a tube during
key-up conditions; when the key is down, the
blocking bias is removed and normal current
flows through the keyed circuit, 2. Blocking
of capacitance-coupled stages in an amplifier
caused by the accumulation of charge on the
coupling capacitors due to grid current passed
during the reception of excessive signals. {'grid
iblak-in }

grid blocking capacitor
{ ‘grid iblak-in ka,pas-od-ar J

grid cap [ELECTR] A top-cap terminal for the
controlgrid of an electron tube. { ‘grid ,kap }

grid capacitor {ELECTR| A small capacitor used in
the grid circuit of an electron tube to passsignal
current while blocking the direct-current anode
voltage of the preceding stage. Also known as
grid blocking capacitor; grid condenser. { ‘grid
ko,pas-ad-ar}

grid-cathode capacitance [ELECTR] Capacitance
between the grid and the cathode in a vacuum
tube _{ ‘grid {kath,Gd ka,pas-ad-ans}

grid characteristlc [ELECTR] Relationship of grid
current to grid voltage of avacuum tube, {grid
tkar-ik-ta,ris-tik }

grid clrcult [ELECTR] The circuit connected be-
tween the grid and cathodeofan electron tube
{ ‘grid ,sor-kat }

grid condenser Sce grid capacitor { ‘grid kan
,den-sar}

grid conductance See electrode conductance
{ ‘grid kan'dak-tans}

See grid capacitor
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grid control

grid control {ELectR) Control of anode current
of an electron tube by variation (control) of the
control grid potential with respectto the cathode
ofthetube, { 'grid ken,trdl }

grid-contralled mercury-are rectifier |cLecTR|
A mercury-are rectifler in which one ar more
electrodes are employed exclusively to control
the starting of the discharge Also known asgrid-
controlled rectifier { ‘grid kan, trdld 'mar-kya-re
lark 'rek-to,fl-ar }

grid-controlled rectifier©See grid-controlled
mercury-arc rectifier (‘grid kan,trdld 'rek-to
ifl-ar }

grid control tube={ELECTR| Mercury-vapor-filled
thermionic vacuum tube with an external grid
control. { ‘grid kan,trdl ,tiib }

grid current [ELECTR] Electron flow toa pasitive
grid In an electron tube —{ ‘grid |ka-rant)

arid-dip meter {ELecrR|A multiple-range
electron-tube oscillator incorporating a meter
in the grid circuit to indicate grid current; the
meter reading dips (reads lower grid current)
when an external resonant circuit is tuned to
the oscillator frequency Also knownasgrid-dip
oscillator { 'grid ,dip ,méd-ar}

grid-dip oscillator See grid-dip meter {'grid ,dip
14s-a,lad-or}

griddrive [{ELEcTR] Asignal applied to the grid of
atransmittingtube { ‘grid ,driv}

grid driving power [ELECTR] Average productof
the instantaneous value of the grid current and
of the alternating componentofthe grid voltage
over a complete cycle; this comprises the power
supplied to the biasing device and to the grid
{ 'grid idriv-ig ,pau-ar }

grid element |eLec| A sinuous resistor used to
heat a furnace, made of heavy wire, strap,
or casting and suspended from refractory or
stainless supports built into the furnace walls,
floor, and roof, { ‘grid ,el-o-mont}

grid-glow tube {ELEcTR| A glow-discharge tube
in which one or more control electrodes initiate
but do not limit the anode current except under
certain operating conditions, {'grid igl6 ,ttib }

gridistor ELECTR] Field-effect transistor which
uses the principle of centripetal striction and has
a multichannel structure, combining advantages
of both field effect transistors and minority carrier
injection transistors. { gri'dis-tar }

grid leak9(eLecTR) A resistor used in the efid
circuit of an electron tube to provide a discharge
path for the grid capacitor and for charges built
uponthe control grid { ‘grid ,lék }

grid-leak detector [sLECTR| A detector in which
the desired audio-frequencyvoltage is developed
across a grid leak and grid capacitor by the flow
of modulated radio-frequencycurrent; the circuit
provides square-law detection on weak signals
and linear detection on strong signals, along
with amplification of the audio-frequencysignal
(‘grid ,lék di,tek-tar}

grid limiter [ELECTR] Limiter circuit which oper-
ates by limiting positive grid voltages by means of
a large ohmic value resistor; as the exciting signal
movesin a positive direction with respect to the

cathode, current through the resistor causes an
IRdiop which holds the grid valtage essentiallyay
cathode potential, during negative excursionspy
current flows inthe gridcireuit, se novoltage drop
occurs across the resistor—|‘grid linvact-ar |

gridlocking=|eLecrr| Defect of tube operation jp
which the grid potential becomes continucus|
positive due to excessive grid emission, | ‘grid
ilak-in }

grid modulation=|ELEcTR| Modulation produced
by feeding the modulating signal to the control.
grid circuit of any electron tube in which the
carrier is present. { ‘grid ,maj-a'la-shan}

grid neutralization={ELEcTR| Method of amplifier
neutralization in which a portion of the grid-
cathode alternating-current voltage is shifted
180° and applied to the plate-cathode cir.
cuit through a neutralizing capacitor { 'griq
ini-tra-la'za-shan }

grid-plate capacitance [ELECTR] Direct capacj-
tance between the grid and the plate in a vacuum
tube. { 'grid |plat ke'pas-od-ans}

grid-plate transconductance See transconduc-
tance. { ‘grid {plat tranz-ken'dok-tens}

grid-pool tube [ELECTR] An electron tube having
a metcury-pool cathode, one or more anoles
and a control electrode orgrid that controls the
start of current flow in each cycle; the excitron
and ignitron are examples.{‘grid ipiil tub }

grid pulse modulation=[ELECTR] Modulation pro-
duced in an amplifier or oscillator by applying
one or more pulses toa gridcircuit. {‘grid {pals
imaj-a'la-shon }

grid pulsing§|ELECTR| Circuit arrangement of a
radio-frequencyoscillator in which the grid of the
oscillator is biased so negatively that no oscil-
lation takes place even whenfull plate voltage
is applied; pulsing is accomplished by removing
this negative bias through the application ofa
positive pulse on the grid —_{ ‘grid ,pals-in }

grid resistor {ELECTR} A general term used to
denote anyresistor in the grid circuit. { ‘grid
Ti,zis-tar }

gridreturn [ELECTR] External conducting path for
the return erid current tothe cathode. _{ ‘grid ri
,tarn }

grid suppressor [ELECTR] Resistor of low ohmic
value inserted in the grid circuit of a radio-
frequency amplifier to prevent low-frequency
parasitic oscillations. | 'gricl sa,pres-ar }

grid swing $|evecrr| Total variation in grid-
cathotle voltage from the positive peak. to the
negative peak of the applied signal voltage
{ ‘grid jswin }

grid transformer [ELECTR] Transformer to supply
an alternating voltage to a grid circuit or circuits,
{ ‘grid tranz,f6r-mor}

grid-type level detector [ELECTR] A detector us-
ing a vacuum tube with input applied to a grid.
(‘arid tip 'lev-al cli,tek-tar }

grid voltage=[ELECTR] The voltage between a grid
and the cathode of an electron tube. { ‘grid
WOl-tij }

Grlebhard’s rings |ELEC| A methodof producing
lines of constant color on a copper sheet,
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coinciding with the equipotential lines of an
alectrictield —{ 'er@b-hdrts riz |
rinding jeLeerr) 1. A mechan ical operation per-

9 formed on silicon substrates of semiconductors
ro provide a smooth surface for epitaxial deposi-
toner diffusion of impurities, 2.4 mechanical
operatian performed on quartz crystals to alter
their physical size and hence their resonant
frequencies. ( ‘grin-dity }

grip vector |CONT SYS] A vector from a paint on
thewrlat socket Of a robot tothe paint where the end
offector grasps an object, describes the orientation of
the object in space [ ‘grip vek-tar }

roover jenG| Atool lorforming grooves In aslab
of concrete not yet hardened. | 'grilv-ar |

Grosh’s law) [COMPUTsci] The law that the pro-
cessing power of a computer is proportional to
the square of its cost. [ ‘arash-az ,!o|
ross index [COMPUT S¢l] The first of two Indexes
consulted to gain access ta arecord, | |grds "in
ideks |
ross information content |CcoMMUN| Measure
of the total information, redundant or otherwise,
contained inamessage; expressed as the number
of bits, nits, or Hartleys required to transmit the
message with specified accuracy overa noiseless
medium without coding. {igrds ,in-far'ma-shon
ikdin-tent } - : ;

ground |ELEC| 1.A conducting path, intentional
of aceldental, between an electric circuit or
equipment and the earth, or some conducting
body serving in place of the earth. Abbreviated
gnd._ Also knownas earth (British usage); earth
connection. 2. To connectelectrical equipment
to the earth or to some conducting body which
serves in place of the earth, { graund }

ground absorption |ELECTROMAG| Loss of energy
in transmissionof radio waves, due todissipation
inthe ground. { 'graund ab,sorp-shan }

ground cable |ELEC] A heavy cable connected
to earth for the purpose of grounding electric
equipment {'gratind ,ka-bol}

ground circuit |ELEc] A telephone or telegraph
circuit part of which passes through the ground
{'graund ,sor-kat}

ground clutter |ELECTROMAG| Clutteron a ground
or airborne radar due to reflection of signals from
the groundor objects on the ground, Also known
as ground flutter; ground return; land return,
terrainechoes. {'gratind ,klad-or }

ground conductivity [ELEC] The effective con-
ductivity of the ground, used in calculating the

g

|

attenuation of radio waves, { 'grauind ,kan-dok
Itlvadhé |

ground current See earth current { ‘grand
ika-ront }

Ground detector [eLeEc| An instrument or equip-
Ment usedfor indicating the presence of a ground
Of an ungrounded system, Also known as ground
indicator | ‘gralind di,tek-tar }

ground dielectric constant [ELEC] Dielectric
Consiant of the earth at a given location
| 'graiind dLatlek-trik "kan-stant |

grounded-anode amplifier Ser cathode follower
(eraind-ad 'an,od ,am-plo,{-at )

ground electrode

grounded-base amplifler [ELEcTR| An amplifier
that uses a transistor in a grounded-base con-
nection. { |graund-od 'bas ,am-pla,fi-ar}

grounded-base connectlon§|ELEcTR| A transis-
tor circuit in which the base electrode is com-
mon to both the input and output circuits;
the base need not be directly connected to
circuit ground, Also known as common-base
connection —_{ igraind-ad 'bas ka,nek-shan)

grounded-cathode amplifier |ELEcTR| Electron-
tube amplifier with a cathode at ground potential
at the operating frequency, with input applied
between control grid and ground, and with
the output load connected between plate and
ground, { jgrauind-ad 'kath,6d ,am-pla,fi-ar}

grounded-collector connection [ELECTR] A tran-
sistor circuit in which the collector electrode is
commonto both the input and output circuits;
the collector need not be directly connected
to circuit ground. Also known as common-
collector connection —_{ tgradind-od ka'lek-tor ka
inek-shan }

grounded-emltter amplifier [ELECTR] An ampli-
fier that uses a transistor in a grounded-emitter
connection. {igraund-ad i'mid-ar,am-plo ,fi-ar}

grounded-emltter connection [ELECTR] A tran-
sistor circuit in which the emitter electrode is
common to both the input and output circuits:
the emitter need not be directly connected to
circuit ground Also known as common-emitter
connection. { tgrand:-odi'mid-ar ka,nek-shan}

grounded-gate amplifier [ELECTR] Amplifier that
uses thin-film transistors in which the gate
electrodeis connected to ground; the inputsignal
is fed to the source electrode and the output is
obtained fromthe drainelectrode. {|gratind-ad
‘gat ,am-pla,fi-or }

grounded-grid amplifier {ELEcTR| An electron-
tube amplifier circuit in which the controlgrid is
at ground potential at the operating frequency;
the input signal is applied between cathode
and ground, and the output load is connected
between anode and ground.={ !grauind-ad 'grid
jam-pla,fi-ar }

grounded-grid-triode circuit (ELEcTR| Circuit in
which the input signal is applied to the cathode
and the output is taken from the plate; the grid
is at radio-frequency ground and serves as a
screen between the input and outputcircuits
( igraund-adjgrid jtri,Gd ‘sar-kat ]

grounded-grid-trlode mixer |ELEcTR] Triode in
which the grid forms part of a grounded electro-
static screen between the anode and cathode,
and is used as a mixer for centimeter wave-
lengths, { ,grauind-ad{grid jtri,Gd 'mik-sar}

grounded-plate amplifier See cathode follower
{igraund-ad ‘plat ,am-pla,fi-ar }

grounded system [ELEC] Any conducting appa-
tatus connected to ground. Also known as
earthed system. { |graUnd:ad 'sis-tom }

ground effect |cOMMUN| The effect of ground
conditions on radio—communications
( 'graund i,fekt }

ground electrode {ELEC| A conductor buried
in the ground, used to maintain conductors
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ground equalizer inductors

connectedtoit at ground potential and dissipate
current conducted to it into the earth, or to
provide a return path for electric current in a
direct-current power transmission system, Also
known as earth electrode; grounding electrode
[‘araund i{lekjtrded }

ground equalizer inductors [ELECTROMAG|
Coils, having relatively low inductance, inserted
in the circuit to one or more of the grounding
points of an antenna to distribute the current
to the various points in any desired manner
{ grand '&-kwa,liz-ar in,dak-tarz }

ground fault [etecj Accidental grounding of a
conductor  ('gratind ,folt }

ground fault interrupter=|eLec| A fast-acting cir
cuit breaker that also senses very small ground
fault currents such as might flow through the
beady of a person standing on damp ground
whiletouchingahot altemating-current linewilre,
{'graund ,folt ,int-o,rap-tor }

groundflutter See ground clutter.
ar}

groundindicator See ground detector
iin-da,kad-ar}

grounding=(ELEc| Intentional electrical connec-
tion to a reference conducting plane, which may
be earth, but which more generally cansists of
a specific array of interconnected electrical con-
ductors referred to as the grounding conductor
{ 'graund:in }

grounding conductor (ELec] An array of inter-
connected electric conductors at a uniform po-
tential, to which electrical connections are made
for the purpose of grounding —_{ 'gratind-ig kon
idak-tar }

grounding electrode
{ 'graund-in i,lek,tréd }

grounding plate [ELEc} An electrically grounded
metal plate on which a person stands to dis-
charge static electricity picked up by his body,
ora similar plate buried in the ground to act as
agroundrod{'graund-in ,plat }

grounding reactor |ELEC} A reactor sometimes
used in a grounded alternating-cutrent system
which joins a conducter or neutral point to
ground and serves Lo limit groundcurrent incase
of a fault. Also knownasearthing reactor (British
usage) { 'graund-in ré,ak-tar}

grounding receptacle [ELEC] A receptacle which
has an extra contact that accepts the third round
or U-shaped prong of a grounding attachment
plug and is connected Internally to a supporting
strap. providing a ground both through the outlet
bex and the grounding conductor, armor, or
raceway of the wiring system. { ‘gratnd-in ri
sep-takal }

grounding transformer {ELEC] Transformer in-
tended primarily for the purpose of provid-
ing a neutral point for grounding purposes.
{ 'graund-in tranz,far-mar}

ground Junctlon See grown junction
ijankeshon }

ground foop=[coma\i| Return currents or mag-
netic fields from relatively high-poweredcircuits
or components which generate unwanted noisy

{'grauind,flod-

(‘graund

See ground electrode

{ 'grauind
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signals in the commonreturn ofrelatively low.
level signal circuits. { 'gratind,Itip }

ground lug |jeLec)A lug that connects
grounding conductor to a grounding electrode| ‘gratind log ) 7

ground noise [fNG Acous| The residual Syston
noise in the absence of the signal in recording
and reproducing; usually caused by inhomogene.
ity In the recording and reproducing media. bur
may also include tube noise and noise generatey
in tesistlve elements In the amplifier SYstem{‘gradind ,naiz |

ground outlet jeLec| Outlet equipped with a
receptacle of the polarity type having, in adelition
to the current-carrying contacts, one Bfounded
contact which can be used for the connection of
an equipment-grounding conductor. | “gtalindjaut-let |

ground-penetrating radar Sec eround-probing
radar. { igratind pen-altrad-in 'ra,d4r|

ground plane=|ELeEC| A groundingplate, above
ground counterpolse, or arrangement of buried
radial wires required with a ground-mounted
antenna that depends on the earth as the
retum pathfor radiated radio-frequency energy{‘gratind ,olan|

ground-plane antenna |ELECTROMAG| Vertical
antenna combined with a grounded horizarital
disk, turnstile element, or similar ground-plane
simulation; such antennas may be mounted
several wavelengths above the ground, and
provide a low radiation angle —{ ‘grauind ,plan
an'ten-a }

ground plate=[ELEC] A plate of conducting mate-
lal embedded in the ground to act as a ground
electrode, {'gratind plat |

ground potential [ELEC] Zero potential with re-
spect to the ground orearth —_{ 'grauind pa,ten.
chol}

ground-problng radar [ENG] A nondestructive
technique using electromagnetic waves to lo-
cate objects or interfaces buried beneath the
earth’s surface or located within a visually
opaque structure. Also known as_ ground-
penetrating radar; subsurface radar; surface-
penetrating radar, { jgratind |prob-in ‘radar|

ground protection=|eLec| Protection provicled a
clreult by a device which opens the circuit whena
fault to ground occurs. { 'gratind pro,tek-shon}

ground recharge [ELEC] The flow of electrons
from the ground, in reference to lightningeffects.
{ 'gradnd jré,chdrj }

ground-reflected wave [ELECTROMAG| Compo-
nent of the ground wave that is reflected from
the ground, { 'grauindrilflek-tad 'wav}

ground resistance [ELEC] Opposition of the
earth to the flow of current throughit; its value
depends on the nature and moisture content
of the soil, on the material, composition, and
nature of connections to the earth, and on
the electrolytic action present. { 'graund ri
izis-tons}

ground return |ELEC| Use of the earth as the
return path for a transmission line |ELECTRO-
Mac] 1. An echo received from the ground by
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an airborne tadar set. 2. See groundclutter
‘gradind titarn | ; =

round-return circuit JeLec| Circuit which has a
conductor (or two or more in parallel) between
two points and whieh is completed through the
ground orearth,  [‘graund-rijtarn jsar-kat ]

round rod [ELEC| A rod that is driven into the
earth tO provide good grounding. [ ‘gratind
inid }
roundscatter propagation [COMMUN| Multi-
hap jonespheric racio propagation along other
than the great-cirele path between transmitting
and receiving stations; radiation from the
transmitter is first reflected back ‘to earth
from the ionosphere, then scattered in many
directions from the earth's surface. [ ‘graund
skad-or \prap-o'ga-shan }

round system [ELECTROMAG| The portion of an
antennathat is closely associated with an exten-
sive conducting surface, which may be the earth
itself, | 'graund jsis-tam |

ground-up read-only memory [compuT sci] A
read-only memory which is designed from the
bottom up, and for which all fatarication masks
used in the multiple mask process are custom-
generated—| ‘gralindjap 'réd }Gndé 'mem-ré]

ground wave |COMMUN|A fadio wave that Is
propagated along the earth and s ordinarily
affected by the presence of the ground and
the troposphere; includes all components of a
radio wave over the earth except ionospheric and
tropospheric waves, Also known as surface wave,
{'grauind wav}

ground wire |ELEc| A conductorused to connect
electric equipment to a ground rod or other
grounded object. {'grauind ,wir )

group {COMMUN] A communication transmission
subdivision containing a numberof voice chan-
nels, either within a supergroup or separately,
normally comprised of up to 12 voice channels
occupying the frequency band 60~108 kilohertz;
each voice channel may be multiplexed for
teletypewriter operation, if required { griip}

group A kits [ELECTR] Normally those items of
electronic equipment which may be permanently
or semipermanently installed in an aircraft for
supporting, securing, or interconnecting the
componentsand controls of the equipment, and
which will not in any manner compromise the
security classification of theequipment, {igrilp
‘a kits }

group Bkits [Electr] Normally, the operating or
operable component of the electrani¢ equipmentin
an aircraft which, wheninstalled on or in connection
with group A parts, constitute the complete
operable equipment. { {grip 'bé ,kits}

group bus |eLec] A schemeof electrical connec-
tions ora generating station in which more than
two feeder lines are supplied by two bus-selector
circuit breakers which lead to a main bus and an
auxiliary bug. | 'griip tbas |

group busytone=|jcommun| Hightone connected
to the jack sleeves of an outgoing trunk group as
arlindication that all trunks in the group are busy
(entip jbiz-6 pon |

Grover’s algorithm

group code See systematic error-checking code
(‘griip \kGd }

group-coded record§[comput sci| A method of
tecording data on magnetic tape with eight tracks
of data and one parity track, in which every
eighth byte in conjunction with the parity track
is used for detection and correction ofall single-
bit errors. { 'grlip ,kGd-od 'rek-ord }

group communications software See groupware,
( grip ko, myii-na,ka-shanz 'sdf,wer}

grouped-frequency operation [COMMUN| Use of
diflerent frequency bands for channels in op-
posite directions in a two-wire carrier system
( ‘griipt ifré-kwan-sé ,ap-a,rd-shan }

grouped records {COMPUT sci| Two or more
records placed tagetherand identified by a single
key, to save storage space or reduce access time.
( 'grtipt jrek-ardz }

group-indicate [COMPUT sci] To print indicative
information from only thefirst record of a group
{ ‘grtip tineda,kat }

grouping [COMMUN] Periodic error in the spac-
ing of recorded lines in a facsimile system.
{‘griip-in }

grouping circuits {COMMUN]Circuits used to in-
terconnect two or more switchboard positions
together, so that one operator may handle the
several switchboard positions from one opera-
torsset {‘grlip-in ,sar-kats }

grouping of records [comPuT sci| Placing re-
cords togetherin a groupto either conserve stor-
age Space or reduce access time, { ‘griip-in ov
‘rek-ordz }

group mark |compu'r sci| A character signaling
the beginning orend of a group of data. ('grtip
imark )

group modulatlon [coMMUN} Process by which a
number of channels, already separately modu-
lated to a specific frequency range, are again
modulated to shift the group to another range
(‘grip ,maj-o'la-shan}

groupof pictures§[COMMUN] In MPEG-2, a group
of pictures consists of one or more pictures in
sequence Abbreviated GOP. { 'griip av ‘pik.
chorz}

group printing [comput sci| The printing ofin-
formation summarizing the data on a group of
cardsor other records when a key change occurs.
{ ‘grip (print-in }

groupware |COMPUT scl] Multiuser software that
supports information sharing through digital
media, such as electronic mail and messaging,
electronic meeting systems and audio confer-
encing, group calendaring and scheduling, work-
flow process diagramming and analysis tools,
and group decument handling including group
editing. {'griip,wer }

grove cell |ELEC] Primary cell, having a platinum
electrodein an electrolyte ofnitric acid within a
porous cup, outside of which is a zinc electrode
in an electrolyte of sulfuric acid; it normally
operates on a closed circuit. { 'grdv ,sel }

Grover'’s algorithm=[compursci] Analgorithm for

finding an item in a database of 2N iterns, usinga quantum computer, in a time of atder 2N/
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growler

steps instead of order2" steps
writh-am }

growler |ELEC| An electromagnetic device con-
sisting essentially of two field poles arranged
as in a motor, used for locating short-circuited
coils in the armature of a generator or motor
and for magnetizing or demagnetizing objects;
a growling noise indicates a short-circuited coil.
( 'graul-or }

grown-diffused translstor (ELECTR| A junction
transistor in whichthe final junctions are formed
by diffusion of impurities near a grown junction
{ \grGn dijfyiizd tran'zis-tar}

grown junctlon [ELECTR] A junction produced
by changing the types and amounts of donor
and acceptor impurities that are added during
the growth of a semiconductor crystal from a
melt. Also known as ground junction. { |grén
|jank-shan }

grown-junction photocell §|ELEcTR| A photodi-
ode consisting of a bar of semiconductor material
having a pu junction at right angles to its length
and an ohmic contact at each end of the bar
{ lgron tjank-shan 'fod-6,sel }

grown-junctlon transistor [ELECTR| A junction
transistor in whichdifferent impurities are placed
in the melt in sequence as the silicon or
germanium seed crystal is slowly withdrawn,
to produce the alternate pn and np junctions
{ lgrdn |jank-shan tran'zis-tar}

G-scan See G-display. { ‘jé ,skan}
G-scope See G-display. [{'j@ skdp }
GSM _[comMMUN| Adigital cellular telephone tech-

nology that is based on time-division multiple
access; it operates on the 900-megahertz and
|.8-gigahertz bands in Europe, where it is the
predominant cellular system, and on the 1.9-
gigahertz band in the United States. Derived from
global system for mobile communications,

G string See field waveguide {'jé ,strin }
guard arm=[ELEC] 1. Crossarm placed across and

in line with a cable to prevent damage to the
cable, 2.Crossarm located over wires to prevent
foreign wires from falling into them. { ‘gard
arm }

guard band [ELECTR] A narrow frequency band
provided between adjacent channels in certain
portions of the radio spectrum to preventinter-
ference between stations. { ‘gird ,band }

guarded command [comput sci] A program
statementwithin a group of such statements that
determines whether the other statementswill be

executed bythe computer { 'gard-ad ka'mand }
guarding [ELEc]A method of eliminating

surface-leakage effects from measurements
of electrical resistance which employs a low-
resistance conductorin the vicinity of one of the

(igrd-varz'al-ga terminals or a portion of the measuringcirg
{ ‘gdrd-in }

guard relay jeLec| Used in the linefinder Siteuls
to make sure that only one linefinder cay.
connected to any line circuit when two or Mora
litte relays are operated simultaneously | ‘andlire,la |

guard ring) [Lec] A ring-shaped auxiliary eleg.
trocle Surrounding one of the plates of a Parallep.
plate capacitor to reduce edge effects, ELECT
A ring-shaped auxiliary electrode used. jp an
electron tube or other device to modily the
electric field or reduce Insulator leakage; jp 5
counter tube or ionization chamber a guare ting
may also serve to define the sensitive volume
[PHys] A device used in heat flow experiments tg
ensure an even distribution of heat, consistingof
a ring that surrounds the specimen andis Made
of asimilar material { ‘gard ,rin }

guard shield |ELEcTR| Internal floating shielq
that surrounds the entire input section of an
amplifier; effective shielding is achieved only
when the absolute potential of the guard is
stabilized with respect to the incoming signal
{'gard ,shéld }

guard signal |compuT sci]A signal used in
digital-to-analog converters, analog-to-digital
converters, or other converters which permits
values to be read or converted only when
the values are not changing, usually to avoid
ambiguity error { ‘gard ,sig-nal}

guard wire=[{ELEC| A grounded conductor placed
beneath an overhead transmission line in order
to ground the line, in case it breaks, before
teaching the ground. { ‘gard ,wir }

Gudden-Pohleffect |ELEcTR| The momentary il-
lumination produced when an electric field is
applied to a phosphor previously excited by
ultraviolet radiation. { 'gud-an 'pol i,fekt }

guest computer [comPuT sci] A computerthat
operates underthe control of another computer
(the hast) { 'gest kom, pyiid-ar}

GUI See graphical userinterface. {'gii,€orjélyti'T}
guided propagation |COMMUN]| Type of radio-

wave propagation in which radiated rays are bent
excessively by refraction in the lowerlayers ofthe
atmosphere; this bending creates an effect much
as if a duct or waveguide has been formedin the
atmosphereto guide part of the radiated eneray
over distances far beyond the normal range
Also known as trapping. { ‘gid-ad prap-o'ga:
shan }

gulded wave=|ELECTROMAG] A wave whoseenerey
is concentrated near a boundary or between
substantially parallel boundaries separating ma-
terials of different properties and whose direction

Uit,
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on [s effectively parallel to theseratl é

of propane uides transmit guided waves
oundaries: Wave!

‘oqdead Wal | a ai Wagalenatetwavelength JELECTROMAG| Wavelength o
“epromagnenc energy conducted in a& waveg-

electt vide wavelength for all air-filled guides Is
uides 8 longer than the corresponding free-space
aayngth (‘gid tway,Jenkth )
wave a. jena] Awire embedded In the surface

i ss patht traveled by an electromagnetically
ot d automated guided vehicle. | 'gidwir)
dee intine |etecte| A network crartifielal line
en high-level pulse madulation to generate a

ue jy sejuare pulse, with steeprise and fall, used
eat eats to control pulse width. | gt-ya'ma

Aue | {COMPUT sci] A series of bytes considered asit, (gelp) / ;
ae A‘amplifier [ELECTR] A mictowave amplifier
“ae which a Gunn oscillater functions as a

y istancearnplifier when placed acrossative-rest 1
reterminals of a microwave source | ‘ganlam pla fiar

gunn aoe Leann oseillatar ‘gan ydi,od }
Gunneffect jeLecte| Development of a rapidly

fluctuating current in a small block of a semi-
conductor (perhaps a-type gallium arsenide}
when a constant yollage above a critical value
isappliedto contacts on opposite laces. [ ‘pon

fekt | : -
Bin oscillator [ELECTR] A microwave oscillator

utilizing the Gunn effect. Also known as Gunn
diode. {gan ‘as-a,lael-ar}

GW. See gigawatt

gyrotron

gyrator {ELECTROMAG| A waveguide component
that uses a ferrite section to give zero phase
shift for one direction of propagation and 180°
phaseshift forthe other direction; in other words,
it causes a reversal of signal polarity for one
direction of propagation but not for the other
direction. Also known as microwave gyrator
{ 'jirad-ar}

gyratorfilter [ELEcTR| A highly selective active
filter that uses a gyrator which is terminated
in a capacitor so as to have an inductive input
impedance[‘ji, rad-or ,fil-tor }

gyroklystron§ |ELEcTR| A microwave tube which,
like the gyrotron, is based on cyclotron resonance
coupling between microwavefields and an elec-
tron beam in vacuum, but which employs two or
more cavities, and in which electronsgive up their
energy to an alternating electric field in a circuit
separate from the one that supports thefield that
bunches the electrons.{,ji-ro'k{T,stran }

gyromagnetic coupler {ELECTR| A coupler in
which a single-crystal yig (yttrium iron garnet)
resonator provides coupling at the required
low signal levels between two crossed stripline
resonantcircuits. _{ \jl-'r-mag'ned:ik 'kop-lar}

gyrotron |ELECTR| 1.Adevice that detects mation
of a system by measuring the phase distortion
that occurs when a vibrating tuning fork is
moved. 2. A type of microwave tube in which
microwave amplification or generation results
from cyclotron-resonance coupling between mi-
crowave fields and an electron beam in vac-
uum Also known as cyclotron-resonance maser
{ 'jl-ra,tran }
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JcOMPUT SILA person who uses a com-
\ hacker eystern without a specific, constructive pur-

puterprwithout proper authorization ('hak-ar]
i jcompur scl] Use-of a computer system

prec 4 speelfic, constructive: purpose, or
About proper authorization. [ "hal-iny |

halation [ELECTR] An area of glaw surrounding
spot on a fluorescent screen, duebright

ae scattering by the phosphor or to multiple
reflections at frontand back surlaces of the glass
faceplate I ha'la-shan | .

palieadder |ELECTR] A logic element which oper:
ates on twobinary digits (but nocarry digits) from
a preceding slage. producing as oulput a sum
digit anda carrydigit. [ihaf lad-ar }

half-adjust jcomruT Sci] A rounding process in
which the least significant cligit is dropped and,
j{the least significant digit ts one-hall or more of
the number base, one |s addedto the next more
significant digit and all carrles are propagated.
[ {haf ojjost|

half block §=|compur sct| The unit of transfer be-
tween main storage and the buffer control unit;
it consists of a column of 128 elements, each

element I6 bytes long. { ‘haf |blak }
Vhalf-bridge {ELEC| A bridge having two power

supplies, located in two of the bridge arms, to
replace the single powersupply of a conventional
bridge _{ ‘haf jbrij }

ehalf carry [COMPUT sci] A flag used in the central
processing unit of some computers to indicate
that a carry has occurred from the low-order N
bits of a 2N-bit numberto the high-orderN bits
{haf ,kar-é }

half cycle |ENG] The time interval corresponding
tohalfa cycle, or 180°, at the operating frequency
ofa circuit or device. {haf isT-kal }

hall-cycle transmission (COMMUN| Data trans-
mission and control system that uses syn-
chronized sources of 60-hertz power at the
transmitting and recelving ends; either of two
feceiver fe can be actuated by choosing
the appropriate halfcyele polarity of the 6D-
hertz transmitter power supply | ‘haf si-kal
trane'mishan|

half-duptex circuit |commun | A circuit designed
for half-duplex operation, Abbreviated HDX,
(‘hat {di,pleks ,sor-kat |

‘hall-duptex operation |comMUN] Operation ofa
telegraph system in eitherdirection overa single
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channel, but not in both directions simultane-
ously { ‘haf di,pleks ap-o'ra-shan}

half-duplex repeater |ELEcTR| Duplex telegraph
repeater provided with interlocking arrange-
ments whichrestrict the transmission of signals
to one direction at a time { ‘haf {di,pleks
ri'péd-ar }

half-height drive [comput scifA_ personal-
computerdisk drive whose height is half that of
earlier disk drives. ( jhaf ,hit 'driv}

half-perlod zones See Fresnel zones
ad ,z6nz }

half-power beamwidth=|ELEcTROMAG| The angle
across the main lobe of an antenna pattern be-
tween the two directions at which the antenna’s
sensitivity is half its maximum value at the center
of the lobe, Abbreviated HPBW, { ‘haf jpau-ar
‘beém,width }

half-power frequency [ELEcTR| One of the two
values of frequency, on the sides of an amplifier
response curve, at which the voltage is 1//2
(70.7%) of a midband or other reference value
Also known as half-power point. _{ 'haf |pau-ar

‘{re-nwansé }half-powerpolnt |ELEcTR] 1.Apointonthe graph
of some quantity in an antenna, network, or
control system, versus frequency, distance, or
some othervariable at which the poweris half
that of a nearby point at which poweris a
Maximum. 2. See half-powerfrequency.  {‘'haf
ipal-ar ,point J

half-pulse-repetitlon-rate delay [ELECTR] In the
loran navigation system. an interval of time equal
to half the pulse repetition rate of a pair of
loran transmitting stations, introduced as a delay
between transmission of the master and slave
signals, to place theslave station signal on the B
trace when the masterstation signal is mounted
on the A trace pedestal. { ‘haf ,pals ,rep-a'tish-
on ,rat di,la }

half-shlft register [ELECTR] Logic circuit comsist-
ing of a gated input storage element, with or
without an inverter, { 'haf shift ,rej-o-star}

half-subtracter [ELEcTR| A logic element which
operates on two digits from a preceding stage,
producing as output a difference digit and a
borrow digit, Also known as one-digit subtracter;
two-input subtracter, { ‘haf sab'trak-tar }

half tap |ELEc] Bridge placed across conductors
without disturbing their continuity. { ‘haf ,tap }

{haf pir-é-  
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half-track tape recorder

half-track tape recorder Spy double-track taperecorder
(‘haf \trak ‘tap ri,kord-ar|

half-wave [eLec| Pertaining to half.of one cycle
Of a wave. [ELECTROMAG] Having an electrical
length of a half wavelength (‘haf fway.|

half-wave amplifier [ELECTR A magnetic ampli-
fier whese total induced voltage has a frequency
equal to the power supply frequency. {'haflway‘am-pla,fi-ar|

half-wave antenna [ELECTROMAG)| An antenna
whose electrical length is half the wavelength
being transmitted or received. { ‘haf hwayan'ten-a |

half-wave dipole Sev dipole antenna { ‘haf lwav‘diypdil }
half-wavelength [ELECTROMAG] The distance cor-

Tesponding to an electrical length of half a
wavelength at the Operating frequency of a
transmission line, antenna element, or other
device. | ‘haf |wav,lenkth }

half-wave rectification [ELECTR] Rectification in
which current flows only during alternate half
cycles, ( 'haf \way ,rek-to-fa'ka-shan |

half-wave rectifier [ELECTR] A rectifier that pro-
vides halfewave rectification { 'haf twav 'rek-toifl-ar}

half-wave transmission line [ELECTROMAG| Trans-
mission line which has an electrical length
equal to one-half the wavelength of the sig-
nal being transmitted ar tecelved. | "haf ‘way
tranz'mish-an Tn|

half-wave vibrator [ELEC] A vibrator having only
one pair of contacts; interrupts the flow of
direct current through the primary of a power
transformer, but does not reverse the current
{haf twéy'viybrad-ar ]

half-word W/O buffer {comput Sci] A buffer, the
upper half being used ta store the upper half of
a wordfor both input and output characters, the
lower hall of the buffer being used for purposes
such as the storage of constants {haf word '710 ,bof-ar }

Hall-effect modulator ELECTR] A Hall-effect
multiplier used asa modulater to give an output
voltage that |s proportional te the product of
two input voltages or currents { ‘hol i,fekt
‘maj-a,lad-ar|

Hall-effect multiplier |ELECTR] A multiplier based
on the Hall effect, used in analog computers to
solve such problems as finding the square root
of the sum of the squares af three independent
varigbles. | hal ijfekt 'mal-taypli-ar|

Hall-effect switch [ELEcTR| A magnetically acti-
vated switch that uses a Hall generator, trigger
circuit, and transistor amplifier on a silicon chip.
(‘hol i fekt sswich}

Hall resistance {ELECTR| The ratio of the trans-
verse voltage developed across g current-carrying
conductor, due te the Hall effect. to the current
itself ("hol rizis-pans |

Hall voltage [ELECTR] The no-load voltage devel-
Oped across a semiconductor plate due to the
Hall effect, when a specilied value of control
current flaws in the presence of a specified
magnetic field. (‘hdl jwaletij }
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Hallwachs effect [ELECTR] The discharge 5

negatively charged metal plate caused by a
emission whenthe plate is exposedto u Itravigieslight. [ ‘halyviks i,feke | Set:

halo jeLecte) An undesirable bright o¢ dark yn.
surronding an image on the Nuorescent Sicigs |
of a television cathode-ray tube: Beherally bito overloading or maladjustment of the
tube ['ha-ld |}

halt [compusci] The cessation of the EXECUtIggof the sequence of Operations in a com iiss
program resulting from a-halt instruction, hangsUp, Orinterrupt, (hale } fe

Hamming code {COMMUN | An ertor-carrect;

CaMety

code used in data transmission. (‘ham-in koahamming distance See signal distance (hamididis-tans | 4  

ham radio Sey amateur radio.
hand Seeendeffector | hand }
hand generator jevec| A manually cranked dy.

namo or alternator, usually used as th
prime mover for emergency radio TWanstmitters(‘hand |jen-a,rad-ar}

hand-held computer |cospur 5cl| A
battery-powered mabile computer for personal
or business use Also known as palmtop,
personal digital assistant (PDA), ( thand,helgkam'pydid-ar}

hand-held scanner [ENG} An Image-reading de.
vice that is held and operated by a percien
[ihand ,held 'skan-ar }

handie-talkie  [eLecre| Two-way radio commun).
cations unit small enough to be carried in the
hand. | ‘hand-dé ake |

handle=[conpur Sci] 1. One of several small
Squares that appear around a selected abject |n
an object-oriented compuler-graphics program,
and can be dragged with a mouse to move
enlarge, reduce, or charge the shape of the
object. 2. In particular. one of the two interios
Points on a Bézier curve that can be dragged! tp
alter its shape. Also known as control handle
| ‘han-dal)

handler [COMPUT Set] A computer program devel-
oped te perform one particular function, such as
control of input from, and output to, a specific
peripheral device, | ,hand-lar )

hand-reset  |evec| Pertaining to a relay in which
the contacts must be reset manually to their
Griginal positions when normal conditions are
resumed. | ‘hand ‘rset |

handset (ENG) A combination of a telephone-
type receiver and transmitter, and sometimes
also other components. designed tor holding in
one hand | ‘handset |

handshaking [COMMUN] The establishment of
synchronization between sending and receiving
equipment by means of exchange of specific
character configurations | ‘hand shak-in |

hang-up jcompuy Sci] A nonprogrammed stop ih
@ Computer routine caused by a human mistake
ora computer malfunction,—| ‘han,ap}

haptic interface=|compur sci] A device that al-
lows a user to interact with a computer by
receiving tactile feedback: for example, glove

(tham'rad-a.g ]

Smal]
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an devices that allow users to touch and
a Mpulate three-dimensional virtual objects.
ee ntik inetor fas }
| ve jcompur’se!| The study of the use of touch
i? jder to produce computer interfaces that will
te yeers to interact with digital qbjects. by
ee oF force feedback and tactile feedback.
( ‘hap-tlke ] ; Ws hhard code jcompur BCl| Program statements that

written Inte the computer program itself, in
aeae toexternal tables and files to hold values
pee parameters used by the program, | ‘hardra

Fhe program=|comeur scl] A software
progamor program subroutine that is designed
to perform a specific task and is not easily
modified. [thar ‘kGcl-ad'pré-gram |

hard copy jcompiiT scl} Human-readable type-
written Or printed characters produced on paper
at the same time that information ls being
kayboarded in a cod ed machine language. as
when punching cards or paper tape. [ ‘hardharp, e

Feoral comput sei An abrupt halting. of
operations by a computer due to a malfunction,
allowing the users or operators of the computer
little or no time ta minimize its effects | ‘hard
"erash | an

hard disk |coMpur sci] A magnetic disk made of
rigicl material, providing high-capacity random-
access storage—(‘ld {disk }

hard disk drive |compuT sci] A. high-capacity
magnetic storage device that holds one cr
inore hard disks and controls their positioning,
reading, and writing; used to store programs and
data, and totransfer instructions or information
to the computer's working memory for use or
further processing. Also known as hard drive
{'hilrd {disk tdriv}

harddrive Sec hard disk drive. | ‘hard ,driv }
hard edit (comput sci] The process of checking

and correction that causes data containing errors
to be rejected by a computer system=_{ ‘hard
‘edit }

hardened clrcult (ELECTR) A circuit that uses
components whose tolerance to radiation re-
leased by a nuclear explosion has been in-
creased by various radiation-hardening proce-
dures. { ‘hard-ond {sar-kat}

hardened {Inks |COMMUN| Transmission links
that require special construction or installation
to assure a high probability of survival under
Nuclearattack. { ‘hard-and ‘inks |

hard error [comput sci| Any error that results
from malfunctioning of hardware, includingstor-
age devices and data transmission equipment
('hairel 'er-ar |

hard failure [COMPUT Se] Equipment failure that
requires repair by a person with specialized
knowledpe befare the equipment can be put back
Into operation (hard Hleyar}

hard-limiting [COMMUN] Limiting condition for
Whichthere is little variation in the output signal
Over the Input signal range where the input is
Subject Tolimiting | hare lim-ad-in }

 

hardware multiplexing

hard page [comput sci] A page break that is
inserted in a document by the user, and whose
location is not changed by the addition, deletion,
or reformatting of text. { ‘hard ,paj }

hard patch |comput sci} A modification of a
computer program, generally to repair a software
error, which is applied to a stored copy of the
program in machine language, so that recompi-
lation of the source program is unnecessary and
the change is permanent. { ‘hard 'pach}

hard return) [(comPuT sci{ A control code that is
entered into a document by pressing the enter
key (‘hard ri,torn }

hard-sectored disk (comput sci| A disk whose
sectors are set up during manufacture. (‘hard
isektard ‘disk }

hard tube Scehigh-vacuum tube=_[ ‘hard,ttib }
hardware {comput sci| The physical, tangible,

and permanent components of a computer or a
data-processing system. _{ 'hard,wer}

hardware check See machine check. {'hard,wer
ichek}

hardware compatiblity (comput sci| Property of
two computers such that the object code from
one machine can be loaded and executed on
the other to produce exactly the same results
{ hard, wer kam,pad-o'bil-ad-é }

hardware control |comput sct| The control of,
and communications between, the various parts
ofacomputersystem={ ‘hard, wer kan, tral }

hardware description language |compuT sci] A
computer language that facilitates the docu-
mentation, design, and manufacturing ofdigital
systems, particularly very large-scale integrated
circuits, and combines program verification tech-
niques with expert system design methodolo-
gies. ('har,dwerdi'skrip-shon ,lan-ewij }

hardware diagnostle [comput sci| A computer
program designed to determine whether the
components of a computer are operating prop-
erly ( 'hard,wer dT-ag'nas-tik ]

hardware division §|computsci| Mathematical di-
vision performed by electronic circuitry on a
large computer as a result of a single machine
instruction. ( 'har,dwer di,vizh-an }

hardware floating polnt [comput sci| Complex
circuitry within a central processing unit that
carries out floating-point arithmetic. [ ‘har
idwer 'fldd-ip ‘point }

hardware key Seedongle, {'har,dwer ,ké}
hardware monitor [comput sci] A system used to

evaluate the performance of computer hardware;
it collects information such as central processing
unit usage from voltage level sensors that are
attached to the circuitry and measure the length
of time or the numberof times various signals
occur, and displays this information or stores it
on a medium thatis then fed into a special data-
reduction program. { 'hard,wer ,man-ad-ar}

hardware multiplexing §|compuTscif A procedure
in which a servicing unit interleavesits attention
among a family of serviced units in such a way
that the serviced units appear to be receiving
constant attention. { 'hard,wer 'mal-ta,plek:
sip }
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hardware multiplication

hardware multiplication [compur sci] Multipli-
cation performed by electronic circuitry on a
large computer as a result of a single machine
instruction. { 'har,dwer ,mol-te-ple,ka-shan }

hard-wire [ELEC] To connect electric compo-
nents with solid, metallic wires as opposed to
tadio links and the like (‘hard jwir }

hard-wired [comput sci] Having a fixed wired
pifogram or control system built in by the
nanufacturer and not ‘subject to change by
programming. { ‘hard wird }

hard-wire telemetry See wire-link telemetry
(‘hard ,wir to‘lem-o-tré }

hard x-ray (ELECTR| An x-ray having high pene-
trating power —_{ ‘hard jeks,ra }

harmful Interference |COMMUN] Radiation, emis-
sion, or induction which endangersthe function-
ing of a radionavigation broadcasting service or
of a cafety broadcasting service, or obstructs or
repeatedly interrupts a radio service operating
in accordance with the appropriate regulations.
(‘harm-ful ,int-o'fir-ans }

harmonica bug [ELECTR] A surreptitious inter-
ception technique applied to telephone lines,
the target instrumentis modified so that a tuned
relay bypasses the switch hook andringing circuit
when a 500-hertz tone is received; this tone
was originally generated by use of a harmonica
{ har'man-arke ,bag}

harmonic analyzer [ELECTR] An instrument that
measures the strength of each harmonic in a
complex wave Also known as harmonic wave
analyzer. { hdr'man-ik 'an-a,liz-or}

harmonic antenna [ELECTROMAG] An antenna
whoseelectrical length is an integral multiple ofa
half-wavelength at the operating frequencyof the
transmitter or receiver { har'man-ik an'ten-o }

harmonic attenuation [ELECTR] Attenuation of
an undesired harmonic componentin the output
ofatransmitter { har'm&n-ik a,ten-ya'wa-shan}

harmonic conversion transducer [ELECTR] A
conversion transducer of which the useful output
frequency is a multiple or a submultiple of
the input frequency. { har'man-jk kanivar-zhon
tranz,dii-sar }

harmonic detector (ELECTR| Voltmeter circuit
so arranged as to measure only a particu-
lar harmonic of the fundamental frequency
{ har'man.ik di'tek-tor}

harmonic distortion [ELECTR] Nonlinear distor-
tion in which undesired harmonics of a sinu-
soidal input signal are generated because of
circuit nonlinearity. ( har'man-ik di'stér-shan}

harmonicfilter [ELECTR] A filter that is tuned to
suppress an undesired harmonic in a circuit
{ har'man.ik 'fil-tar }

harmonic generator [ELECTR] A generator oper-
ated under conditions such that it generates
strong harmonics along with the fundamental
frequency _{ har'man-ik 'jen-a,rad-ar}

harmonic interference [COMMUN | Interference due
to the presence of harmonicsin the outputof a
radiotransmission —_{ har'man-ik ,in-tar'fir-ons }

harmonle oselilator See sinusoidal oscillator
{ har'man-ik '4s-9,lad-or}
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harmonic producer [fiecte| Tunine-lork go,

trolled oscillator device capable of Producing
odd and even harmonics of the fundamentgy
tuning-fork frequency, used to provide Catriay
frequericies for broad-band carrier sy stems
| hde'mdn-\k pradii-sor } 3

harmonic selective ringing §=|commun| Selective
ringing which employs currents of several fra,
quencies andringers, each tuned mechanically 9,
electrically to the frequency of one of the ringip,
currents, so thatonly thedesired ringer respon.
(harmanik sijlek-tiv 'rin-in ]

harmonic telephone ringer ELECT Telephay,
ringer which responds only to alternating ey,,
rent within a very narrow frequency bang
( harmanik 'telalon rig-ar| *

harmonic wave analyzer See harmonic analyzer
{ hdr'man-ik 'wav ,an-a,liz-ar }

harness |ELEC| Wire and cables so arranged ang
tied togetherthat they may beinserted andcon.
nected, or may be removedafter disconnection
asaunit. {'harnas} :

Harrls flow |ELecTR] Electron flow in a cylindrica]
beam in which a radial electric field is used to
overcome space charge divergence { ‘har-as
if13 J

hartley=[comMuN] A unit of information content,
equal to the designation of 1 of 10 possible and
equally likely values or states of anything used to
store or convey information, { 'hart-lé }

Hartley osctllater=[ELECTR] A vacuum-tubeoscil-
lator in which the parallel-tuned tank circuit is
connected between grid and anode; the tank coil
has an intermediate tap at cathode potential,
so the grid-cathode portion of the coil provides
the necessary feedback voltage. _{ 'hart-lé |as-o
\lad-ar}

Hartley principle |comMuUN| The principle that
the total number of bits of information that
can be transmitted over a channel in a given
time is proportional to the product of channel
bandwidth and transmission time ( ‘hart-lé
\prin-so-pal }

Hartree equation [ELECTR] An equation which
gives the lowest anode voltage at which it is
theoretically possible to maintain oscillation in
the different modes of amagnetron, { ‘har-tréi
ikwé-zhon }

hash |compuT sci] Data which are obviously
meaningless, caused by human mistakes or
computer malfunction, Also known as garbage;
gibberish [ELECTR] See grass. {hash}

hash coding See hashing. {'hash ,k6d-in }
hashing§[coMpursci] 1.A method for converting

representations of values within fields, usually
keys, toa more compact form. 2. An addressing
technique that uses keys to store and retrieve
datainafile {‘hash-in }

hash total {comput sci] A sum obtained by
adding together numbers having different mean-
ings; the sole purposeis to ensure that the correct
numberof data have been read by the computer.
{ ‘hash |tGd-al }

HASP  [compuT sci] A technique used on some
types of larger computers to control input and
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‘een a computer and its peripheral
putpul oyutilizing mass-storage devites to
i eS rily. store data. Acronym for Houston
tempo spooling Processor. _{ hasp }

Aum de [COMMUN| Randomized cade con-
patted oor an encoding section; the plain text
sistve arranged in alphabetical or other
WT ificant order, accompanied by their code
sign! eartanged ina nonalphabetical or random
cr {thad-ad ‘iy twork. | ‘ach o'tenme tor See network. yo

 attenue
mae I jeec| Afour-arm alternating-current

He On ered to measure inductance in terms of
Soeance resistance, and frequency; bridge
aedepends on frequency { ‘ha ,brij)
bay see H-plane bend. (‘ach ,bend }

HET Se heterojunction bipolar transistor
HDA Se headidisk assembly ;

‘display |ay| A radar display format in whichHed Hort cursor is added to the target spot In a
Salsplay format, the slope of which is proper-
eral to the sine of the elevation angle. Also
known as H-indicator; H-scan; H-scope, ‘ach

Reexe high-level data-link control,
Sve high-definition television

4 see hall-cduplex circult,
es TeaNrUTSe| Adevice that reads, records, or

erases data on a storage medium such as a drum
of tape; examples are a small electromagnet
ora sensing or punching device. [ELecTR| The
photoelectric unit that converts the sound track
on motion picture film Into corresponding audio
signals in a motion picture projector [ENG
acous| Seecutter [hed }

head crash |coMPuT sci| The collision of the
read-write head and the magnetic recording
surface of a hard disk. Also knownas disk crash.
{‘hed ,krash }

head/disk assembly=[computsci] Anairtight as-
sembly including a disk pack and read/write
heads. Abbreviated HDA. ( ‘hed ‘disk a'sem.
blé}

header (COMMUN|The first section of a mes-
sage, which contains information such as the
addressee, routing, data, and origination time.
[comput scl] See header label. [ELEC] A mount-
ing plate through which the insulated terminals
or leads are brought out from a hermetically
sealed relay, transformer, transistor, tube, or
other device, { 'hed-ar }

header label [compusci| A block of data at the
beginning of a magnetic tape file containing
descriptive information to identifythe file. Also
known as header {'hed-ar \la-bal |

header record |comeur sei| Computer input
tecord containing common, constant, or iden-
tying inlormatian for records that follow
(‘hed-ar jrek-ore |

head gap |cospur sey] The space between the
read/write head and the recording medium, such
asadiskinacomputer {'hed gap |}

heading-upward plan position indicator
[ELEcTE| A plan position indicator in which the
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heat lamp

heading of the craft appears at the top of the
indicatorat all times { |hed-in 'ap-ward !plan
paizish-an ‘ind:a,kad-ar}

heading-upwardplan position Indicator [ELECTR]
Aplan position indicator in which the heading of
the craft appearsat the top of the indicatoratall
times. {ithed-in 'ap-ward {plan pajzish-an ‘ind-a
ikad-ar}

headlight [ELEC] A lamp, usually fitted with a
reflector and a special lens, that is mounted on
the front of a locomotive or automotive vehicle
to illuminate the road ahead. { ‘hed, |it }

head-mounted display |compuT sci] A tracking
device incorporating liquid-crystal displays or
miniature cathode-ray tubes worn on a user's
head to simulate a virtual environment(a three-
dimensional sensation of depth) and to provide
information on head movements for updating
visual images. [jhed ,maunt-ad di'spla }

head parking (compuTsci| The positioning of the
read/write head of a hard disk over the landing
zone to ensure against head crashes. { ‘hed
ipark-in }

head-per-track [compuT sci] An arrangement
having one read/write head for each magnetized
track on a disk or drum to eliminate the need to
move a single head from track to track. { ‘hed
par'trak }

headphone |ENG acous] An_ electroacoustic
transducer designed to be held against an
ear by a clamp passing over the head, for
private listening to the audio output of a
communications, radio, or television receiver or
other source of audio-frequency signals. Also
known as phone._{'hed,fGn }

head sectlon Seeendsection. { 'hed ,sek-shan }
headset (ENG Acous| A single headphone or a

pair of headphones, with a clamping strap or
wires holding them in position, { 'hed,set}

head stepping rate [comput sci| The rate at
which the read/write head of a disk drive moves
from one track to another on the disk surface
{ ‘hed jstep-in rat }

heartng ald (ENG Acous| A miniature, portable
sound amplifier for persons with impaired hear-
ing, consisting of a microphone, audio amplifier,
earphone, and battery.{‘hir-in ,ad }

heat-activated battery See thermal battery
{ 'hét |ak-ta,vad-ad 'bad-a-ré }

heat coll {ELEc| Protective device which uses a
mechanical element which is allowed to move
whenthe fusible substance that holdsit in place
is heated above a predetermined temperature by
currentin the circuit. { 'hét ,koil }

heater |ELEcTR} An electric heating element for
supplying heat to an indirectly heated cathode
in an electron tube. Also knownas electron-tube
heater, {'héd-ar}

heater-type cathode See indirectly heated cath-
ode _{ ‘héd-ar,tip 'kath, Gd }

heating element [ELEC] The part of a heating ap-
pliance in which electrical energy is transformed
into heat. ('h@d-in ,el-a-mant }

heat lamp |ELEc| An infrared lamp used for
brooders in farming, for drying paint or ink, for 
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heat of emission

keeping food warm, and for therapeutic and other
applications requiring heat with or without some
visible light. ('hét ,lamp}

heat of emission [ELECTR] Additional heat en-
ergy that must be supplied to an electron-
emitting surface to maintain it at a constant
temperature _{ 'hét av i'mish-an )

heat run [ELEC] A series of temperature mea-
surements made on an electric device during
operating tests under various conditions. {‘hét
iran }

heatsink [ELEC] A mass of metal that is added
to a device for the purpose of absorbing and
dissipating heat; used with powertransistors and
manytypes of metallic rectifiers Also known as
dissipator [{'hét,sink }

heavy-lon source ELECTR] Any source of ionized
molecules or atoms of elements heavier than
helium —_{ 'hev-@ (7,4n ‘sors }

hectometric wave [COMMUN] A radio wave be-
tween the wavelength limits of 100 and 1000
meters, corresponding to the frequency range
of 3000 to 300 kilohertz. { ,hek-ta'me-trik
‘wav }

Heldelberg capsule [ELECTR] A radio pill for
telemetering pH values of gastric acidity
{ 'hid-al-barg ,kap-sal}

height control |ELEcTR| The video display con-
trol that adjusts picture height —{ ‘hit kan,trd! }

helght galn§[ELeEcTR] A radio-wave interference
phenomenon which results in a more or less
periodic signal strength variation with height:
this specifically refers to interference between
direct and surface-reflected waves; maxima or
minima in these height-gain curves occur at
those elevations at which the direct and reflected
waves are exactly in phase or out of phase
respectively. { ‘hit gan }

helght Input=|ELEcTR| Radar height information
on target received by a computer from height
finders and relayed via ground-to-ground data
link ortelephone=_{ ‘hit ‘in, put }

helght overlap coverage {ELEcTR| Height-finder
coverage within which there is an area of over-
lapping coverage from adjacent height finders or
other radar stations. { 'hit 'd-var,lap ,kav-rij }

helght-position Indicator [ELECTR] Radar dis-
play which shows simultaneously angular eleva-
tion, slant range, and height of objects detected
in the vertical sight plane { ‘hit pajzish-on
‘in-da,kad-ar}

helght-range Indicator {ELEcTR| 1.Radardisplay
which shows an echo as a bright spot on a
rectangular field, slant range being indicated
along the X axis, height above the horizontal
plane being indicated (on a magnified scale)
along the Y axis, and height above the earth
being shown by a cursor 2. Cathode-ray tube
from which altitude and range measurements of
flightborne objects may be viewed, { ‘hit tranj
‘in-da,kad-ar}

helght-range Indicator display See range-height
indicator display. { ‘hit (ranj 'in-da,kad-ar}

Helsing modulation See constant-current modula-
tion {'hi-zin ,maj-a,la-shan }
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helical antenna=|ELECTROMAG] An antenna hs
Ing the form of a helix. Also known as fh ay
antenna. {‘hel-o-kal an'ten-a } lly,

helical line |GLecrROMAG] A transmission li
witha helical inner conductor. ['hel-a-kaj i, €

helical potentiometer [eLec| A multitury
cision potentiometer in which @& numbe.
complete turns of the control knob are eqto move the contact arm [rom one end ¢
helically wound resistance element to the
end. [‘heba-kal pajtensché'dimead-ar|

helical resonator |ELECTROMAG] A cavity tes
onator with a helical inner conductor. { ‘hel-y.
kal 'rez-on,ad-ar| 1

helical scanning [comMMUN| A method of fac.
simile scanning in which a single-turn ali,
rotates against a stationarybar to give horizontal
movement of an elemental area, [ELECTR
method of recording on videotape and digita|
audio tape in which the tracks are recorded
diagonally fram top to bottom by wrapping the
tape around the rotating-head drum in a helical
path | ‘hel-a-kal'skan-in |

helical traveling-wave tube See helix tube
{ ‘hel-a-kal {trav-o-lin 'wav ,tuib } :

helitron [ELEcTR| An electrostatically focused
low-naise backward-wave oscillator; the mi.
crowaye output signal frequency can be swept
rapidly over a wide range by varying the voltage
applied betweenthe cathode andthe associated
radio-frequency circuit { 'hel-a,tran }

helix |ELEC] A spread-out, single-layer coil of
wire, either wound around a supporting cylinder
ormadeofstiff enough wire to be self-supporting
{ thé,liks}

hellx antenna See helical antenna. ( ‘hé,liks
an'ten-o }

hellx tube [ELECTR| A traveling-wave tube in
which the electromagnetic wave travels along a
wire wound in a spiral about the path of the
beam, so that the wave travels along the tube
at a velocity approximately equal to the beam
velocity. Also known as helical traveling-wave
tube, {'héliks ,tib }

helmet-mounted display [ELECTR] An electronic
display that presents, on a combining glass
within the visorof the helmet of a helicopter gun-
ner, primary information for directing firepower;
the angular direction of the helmetis sensed and
used to control weapons to point in the same
direction as the gunner is looking. Also known as
visually coupled display, { 'hel-mat |maunt-ad
di'spla }

helmholtz |ELEc| A unit of dipole momentper
unit area, equal to | Bebye unit per square
angstfom, or approximately 3.335 x 107!°
coulomb per meter={ ‘helm, halts }

Helmholtz resonator [ENG Acous| An enclosure
having a small opening consisting of a straight
tube of such dimensions that the enclosure
Tesonatesata single frequency determined bythe
geometry ofthe resonator {'helm,hdlts trez-an
,ad-ar }

Helmholtz’s theorem See Thévenin’s theorem
{ ‘helm, hdlt-saz ,thir-om J
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gereen [COMPUT scl] Instructions that ex-
iow to use the software of a camputer

Mio and that can be presented on the screen
a yideo display terminal at anytime. | "help
ee Mi high-electran-mobility transistor.

Hi tode {ELESTR| A seven-electrade electron
Mibe containing an anode, a cathode, a control

plectrode, and four additional electrodes that
inarily grids. Also known as pentagrid.are ard

[ ‘peptd |}
aphroditic connector |eLec] Aconnectorin

which both mating parts are exactly alike at
their mating surfaces Also known as sexless
connector | harma-fro'did-ik ka'nek-tar |

herringbone pattern ELECTR) An interference
pattern sometimes seen on television receiver
screens, consisting ofa horizontal band of closely
spaced V- OF S-shaped lines. | ‘herig/bon
jpad-arn |

Hertz antenna=|iLEctromac| An ungrounded!
half-wave antenna { ‘harts aniten-|

Hertz effect [11 ECtr| Increase in the length of a
spark induced across a spark gap whenthe gap bs
jrradiated with ultraviolet light  [ELeECTROMAG|
A dependence ofthe attenuation of a linearly
polarized electromagnetit wave passing through
a prating of metal rods on the angle between
the electric vector andthe red direction, with the
attenuation being a minimum when the two are
perpendicular. { 'hartsi,fekt}

hesitation |compuT sci| A brief automatic sus-
pension of the operations of a main program in
order to perform all or part of another operation,
such as rapid transmission of data to or from a
peripheral unit. { ,hez-a'ta-shon}

Hesser's varlation [comput sci] A variation of a
Kiviat graph in whichall variables are arranged so
that their plots approachthe circumferenceof the
graph as the system being evaluated approaches
saturation, and the scales on the various axes
may not cover the full 0-100% range, or may
be in units other than percent _{ 'hes-orz ,ver-é
\a-shan }

heterodyne |ELECTR| To mix two alternating-
current signals of different frequencies in a non-
linear device for the purpose of producing two
new frequencies, the sum of and difference be-
tween the two original frequencies. { 'hed-9-ro
din }

heterodyne analyzer [ENG Acous]A type of
constant-bandwidth analyzer in which the elec-
tric signal from a microphone beats with the
signal from an oscillator, and one of the side
bands produced by this modulation is then
passed through a fixed filter and detected
('hed-o:ra,din 'an-a,liz-or }

heterodyne conversion transducer See converter
{ 'hed-d-ra,din kanivar-zhon tranz,disar}

heterodyne detector {ELEcTR|A detector in
which an unmodulated carrier frequency is
combined with the signal of a local oscillator
having a slightly different frequency, to provide
an audio-frequency beat signal that can be heard
with a loudspeaker or headphones; usedchiefly
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 heterojunction bipolar transistor

for code reception. { 'hed-a-ra,din di'tek-tar }
heterodyne frequency |comMmun| Either of the

two new frequencies resulting from hetero-
dyne action between the two input frequen-
cies of a heterodyne detector { ‘hed-a-re,din
‘fré-kwon-sé }

heterodyne frequency meter [ELECTR] A fre-
quency meter in which a known frequency, which
maybe adjustable or fixed, is heterodyned with
an unknown frequency to produce a zero beat
or an audio-frequency signal whose value is
measured by other means, Also knownas hetero-
dyne wavemeter, { ‘hed-o-ro,din 'fré-kwan-sé
iméd-or}

heterodyneinterference Sve heterodyne whistle
{ ‘hed-9-ra,din ,instor'fir-ons }

heterodyne measurement [ELECTR] A measure-
ment carried out by a type of harmonic analyzer
which employs a highly selective filter, at a
frequency well above the highest frequency to
be measured, and a heterodyning oscillator
{ ‘hed-a-ra,din 'mezh-ar-mont}

heterodyne modulator Seemixer  {'hed-9-ra,din
'maj-a,lad-ar }

heterodyne oscillator |ELECTR| 1. A separate
variable-frequency oscillator used to produce the
second frequencyrequired in a heterodyne detec-
tor for code reception. 2. See beat-frequency
oscillator { 'hed-9-ra,din 'ds-o,lad-or}

heterodyne reception |[ELEcTR| 1. Radio recep-
tion in which the incoming radio-frequency signal
is combined with a locally generated RF signal
of different frequency, followed by detection
Also known as beat reception, 2. In radar,
use of a receiver that is tuned by adjusting a
local oscillator signal within the receiver to a
frequencydiffering from the frequency desired to
be received by a fixed amount. When received
signals are mixed with the reference signal,
the difference frequency, called the intermediate
frequency, is produced, permitting further signal
processing at that convenient fixed frequency
{ 'hed-a-ra,din ri'sep-shon }

heterodyne repeater |ELEcTR| Aradio repeater in
which the received radio signals are converted to
an intermediate frequency, amplified, and recon-
verted to a new frequency bandfor transmission
over the next repeater section. ( 'hed-ara,din
ri'péd-ar}

heterodyne wavemeter Sve heterodyne frequency
meter { ‘hed-a-ra,din 'wav,méd-or}

heterodyne whistle |commuN] A steady, high-
pitched audio tone heard in an ordinary
amplitude-modulation radio receiver under cer-
tain conditions when two signals that differ
slightly in carrier frequency enter the receiver
and heterodyne to produce an audio beat Also
known as heterodyne interference { 'hed-a-ra
idin 'wis-al }

heterojunction |ELEcTR| The boundary between
two different semiconductor materials, usually
with a negligible discontinuity in the crystal
structure. { ;hed-a-rd'jank-shan }

heterojunction bipolar transistor [ELECTR] A
bipolar transistor that has two or more materials
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heterojunction field-effect transistor

making up the emitter, base. and collector
regions, giving it a much higher maximum
frequency than a silicon bipolar transistor
Abbreviated HBT { thed-a-to,jank-shan "br, pal:or tran,zis-tar }

heterojunction field-eftect transistor See high-
electron-mability transistor | (hed-a-ra,|ank-
shan ‘féld J,fekt tran,zis-tor ]

heterostatic  jeiecy Pertaining to the measure-
ment of one electrostatic potential by means of
@ diflerent- potential [{hed-a-ré'stad-k )

heterostatic connection JELEC) An arrangement
of a quadrant electrameter in which the vane
ls maintained at a high potential with respect
to oneof the quadrant pairs and the deflection
of the yane is linearly proportional to the
unknown voltage applied across the quadrant
pairs { fhedhavrajstach-ik ka'nekshon |

heuristic algorithm—Sp. dynamic algorithm,
{ hyt'ris-tik ‘als@ayrith-am }

heuristic program —|caneur
which a computertries each of several methods
of solving a problem and ludges whether the
Program js closer ta solution alter each attempt.
Also known as heuristic routine, | hyti'ris-tik‘pr-wrarny |

heuristic routine See heuristic program
‘ris-tik ril't®n }

hexadecimal notation |COMPUT Sa] Anotation In
the scale of 16, using decimal celts 0 to. 9 and six
mere digits that are sometimes represented by A,
BCD E.andF  { hiek-sa'des-mal no'ta-shan }

hexode=|eLecre| A si-lectrode electron tube
containing an anode, a cathode, a control elec-
trode, and three adelitlonal electrodes that are
ordinarily grids (hek,sdd |

HF Swehiehfrequeney

sci] A Program) in

{ hyu

HFET ee high-electron-mobility transistor,
| Gch, fet |

HH beacon=|v) Nondirectional tadio homing
beacon which has a power Output of 2000 watts
or@reater. (ach'ach ,bé-kan }

hickey  [evec| A threaded coupling for attaching
an electrical fixture to an outlet box, used when
wires from the fixture come out of the end of
4 stem on the fixture, rather than through an
opening in the side of the stem (‘hik-@ |

hidden file (compu scl] A disk file that does
Nol appear ina directorylisting and cannot be
displayect, changed, or deleted [hicssn FTT |

hierarchical contro! [Cont sys] The organization
of controllers ina large-scale system Inte two or
more levels sathat controllers in each level send
contrat signals to controllers in the level below
and feedback or sensing signals ta controllers in
the level above, Also knownas control hierarchy
{ |hiarar-ka-kal kan'tral }

hierarchicaldistributed processing system=jcx),\-
PUT SCI) A type of distributed processing system
in which processing functions are distributed
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outward from a central computer to inte)
gent terminal contrellers Or satellite informay,
Processors. Also known as host-centerge
lem, host/satellite system, { NPOnar-kavkg| diistribsyad-ad ‘prajses-in ,sis-tam |

hierarchical file [COMPUT Sci] A
grandfather-father-son structure
kal ‘TL |

hierarchical level! jLec} The level of reliabitj
evaluation of an electric power system thar is
concerned only with the generation facilities{ hivar'drk-a-kal jleveal ‘wan |

hierarchicallevel| [ELEC] The level af reliably
evaluation of an electric powersystem that
cemed onlywith the generation and transmissjo,facilities [ ,h7-arark-a-kal ilev-al ‘tii }

hierarchicallevel Ili JELEC| The level of reliabilj
evaluation of an electric power system that jg
concerned with all three functional zones Of the
systern, that is, generation, transmission, and
distribution facilities. / ibtar'drk-a-kal lew]‘thre |

hierarchical storage management=[compur Sci}
Amethod of managing large amounts of data in
which files are assigned to various storage medjq
based on how soon arhow frequently theywil] be
needed | thi-arldr-ka-kal 'storlj pman-ij-mont |

hi-fi Sw high fidelity (‘hi'fi)
high-altitude radio altimeter sv radar altimeter

(hitalta,tid ‘rad-@-6.al'tim-adear
high boost Sve high-frequency compensation(‘hi {bist )

highcore  jcompuy S¢!| The locations with higher
addresses |ra computer's main storage, usiyelly
occupied bythe operating system. ("hi ‘kar }

high-current rectifier [ELECTR] A solid-state de-
viee, gas tube, or vacuum tube used to convert
alternating to direct cy trent for powering low.
impedance loads. (WT |kavrant ‘rek-ta,{Par |

high-current switeh JELEC] A switch used to
redirect heavy current flow; usually has a make:
before-break feature to Prevent excessive arcing
(‘hi |kavrant 'swich }

high definition ICOMMUN | Television or facsimile
equivalent of high fidelity, in which the re-
produced Image contains such a lame number
of accurately reproduced elements that pleture
detalls approximate those of the original scene
(‘hi def-a'nish-an|

high-definition television ICOMMUN| A televi-
Sion system with a resolution of more than Loo0
scan lines, as compared to 925-625 scan lines in
conventional systems, Abbreviated HDTV (thi
def-atnish-an 'tel.a,vizh-an |

high-density disk |compurt Sel] A diskette that
halds lwo or more times as much data per unit
area as a double-densitydisk of the same size
{ihfiden-sad-é ‘disk J

high-density drive |compur Sel| A disk drive that
accepts both high-density and double-density
disks. [ [hi Jden-sadeé 'drqy |

file With
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tron-mobilily transistor [ELECTR| A type
elfect transistor consisting of gallium
and gallium aluminum arsenide, with a
metal contact on the gallium aluminum

' arsenide
jnginto
gate: sour

the gallium arsenidelayer, serving as the
ce, and drain respectively, Abbreviated

4T_ Also known as heterojunction field-effect
HEM gtor (HET) modulation-dopedfield-effect
Testor (MODFET), selectively doped het-
action transistor (SDHT); two-dimensional
ee gas field-effect transistor (TEGFET)
ipritlektr3n mojbil-ad-é tran,zis-tar |

igher-level language See high-level language
[inpar Jlev-ol san-ewl) )

higher-order language See high-level language
iqpar order Jag-ewl] |

pigher-order software |COMPUT SCi Software for
designing and documenting an information sys-

decomposing the system into elementarytemby
components tharare mathematically correct and
error-free Abbreviated HOS. | {hi-ar ,arcdar

-tgoft,wer| {computsci] A
higher than high-level language r scl

programming language, such as an application
development language, report program,or finan-
cial planning language, thatis oriented toward
a particular application and is much easier to

for that application than a conventionaluse
{‘hi-er than 'hi lev-alprogramming language

ilap-ewii |
high fidelity JENG AcoUS| Audio reproduction

that closely approximates the sound of the
original performance Also knownas hi-fi, | {hi
fi 'del-od-é }

high frequency=(coMMUN| Federal Communita-
tions Commission designation for the band
from 3 to 30 megahertz in the radio spectrum
Abbreviated HF=_{ 'hT }fré-kwan-sé }

high-frequency carrler telegraphy [COMMUN]
Form ofcarrier telegraphy in which the carrier
currents have their frequencies above the range
transmitted over a voice-frequency telephone
channel _{ ‘hi {fré-kwan-sé 'kar-é-ar ta'leg-ra-fé }

high-frequency compensation§[ELECTR] Increas-
{ng the amplification at high frequencies with
Tespect to that at low and middle frequencies
in a given band, such as in a video band or an
audio band. Also known as high boost. { 'hT
[fré-kwan-sé ,kam-pan'sa-shan}

high-frequency propagation [COMMUN | Propa-
gation of radio waves in the high-frequency band,
which depends entirely on reflection from the
lonosphere _{ "hi !fré-kwan-sé ,prdp-a'ga-shan}

high-frequency resistance [ELEC| The total
resistance offered by a device in an alternating-
Current circuit, including the direct-current
Tesistance and the resistance due to eddy
Current, hysteresis, dielectric, and corona losses
Also known as alternating-current resistance;
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high-level modulation

effective resistance; radio-frequency resistance
{ ‘hi [fré-kwan-sé ri'zis-tons }

high-frequency transformer [ELECTR] A trans-
former which matches impedancesand transmits
a frequency band in the carrier (or higher) fre-
quency ranges. { ‘hi {fré-kwon-sé tranz'for-mar}

high-frequency trlode [ELECTR|A triode de-
signed for operation at high frequency, having
small spacings betweenthegrid and the cathode
and anode, large emission and powerdensities,
and low active and inactive capacitances. { ‘HT
{fré-kwan-sé 'tri,Gd }

high-frequency voltmeter [ELECTR] A voltmeter
designed to measure currents alternating at high
frequencies. { 'hT |fré-kwan-sé 'volt,méd-ar}

high-Impedance voltmeter |ELEC] A  voltage-
measuring device with a high-impedance
input to reduce load on the unit under test; a
vacuum-tube voltmeter is one type { ‘hT im
\péd-ans 'v6lt,méd-ar}

high-Informatlon-content display |ELEcTR} An
electronic display that has a sufficient numberof
pixels (75,000 to 2,000,000) to show standard or
high-definition television images or comparable
computer images. { [hi ,in-far'ma-shen ,kén
itent di,spla}

high-K capacitor {ELEC] A capacitor whose di-
electric material is a ferroelectric having a high
dielectric constant, up to about 6000. { ‘hi ,ka
ka'pas-ad-ar}

high fevel [commun] A range ofallowed picture
parameters defined by the MPEG-2 video cod-
ing specifications which corresponds to high-
definition television, [ELECTR] The more posi-
tive of the two logic levels or states in a binary
digital logic system —_{ 'hi {lev-al }

high-level data-IInk control Abbreviated HDLC
{COMMUN | A bit-oriented protocol for managing
information flow in a data communications
channel that supports both full-duplex and
half-duplex transmission, and both point-to-
point and multipoint communications using
synchronous data transmission. (COMPUT SCI]
A communications protocol that allows devices
from different manufacturers to interface with
each other and standardizes the transmission
of packets of information between them={ 'hi
slev-al 'dad-a ,link kan,trd! }

high-level Index [comput sci| The first part of a
file name, which frequently specifies the category
of datatowhichitbelongs. {'hi,lev-al 'in,deks }

high-level language [comput sci] A computer
language whoseinstructions or statements each
correspondto several machine languageinstruc-
tions, designed to make coding easier Also
known as higher-level language; higher-order
language. { 'hi ,lev-al '‘lan-gwij }

high-level modulation [commMUN] Modulation
produced at a point in a system where the power
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highlights

level approximates that at the output of the
system={'hT ,lev-ol »maj-o'ld-shan }

highlights |{eLecrr} Bright areas occurring in a
video iiiage, { 'hi,lts J

high-low blas test [eLecTR] A routine mainte-
nance procedure that tests equipment over and
under normal operating conditions in order to
detect defective units. [ht'bhas jtest |

high-mu tube=jenrcre| Atube having a very high
amplification factor (‘hi myti'tlib}

high-order=[compur sei] Pertaining to a digit
Jocation Ina numeral, the leltmost digit being
the highest-order digit. | "hTlardar|

high-passfilter jeLecte)] A filler that transmits
all frequencies abovea given cutoff frequency and
substantially attenuates all others. [ ‘hi :pas
‘Filta|

high-positive indicator |compur sci] A compo-
nent in some computers whosestatus is "on" if
the number testedis positive and nonzero (‘hi
{paz-od-iv 'ineda,kad-or)

high-potting |ELec] Testing with a high voltage,
generally on a production line, | "h¥!pad-ly|

high-pressure mercury-vapor lamp |eLectr| A
discharge tube containing an inert pas and a
small quantity of liquid mercury. the Initial
glow discharge through the pas heals and va-
porizes the mercury, alter which the discharge
through mercury vapor produces an intensely
brilliant light. { ‘ht ipresh-ar 'mar-kyo-t& fva-par‘amp |

high Q [ELEcTR] A characteristic wherein a com-
ponent has a high ratio of reactance to effective
resistance, sothatitsQfactorishigh.  ({hi'kyij}

high-Q cavity |ELecrRomAG] A cavity resonator
which has a large © factor, and thus has a small
energy loss. Also known as high-Q resonator
{ ‘hT |kyii 'kaveod-é }

high-Q@ resonator See high-Q cavity
'rez-on,ad-ar}

high-resistance voltmeter {BLEa) A voltmeter
having a resistance considerably higher thar
1000 ohms per volt, so that jt drawslittle current
from the circuit in which a measurementis made
(‘hirijzis-tans 'volt,méd-or }

high-resolution electron microscope [ELECTR]
An electron microscope in which lens aberrations
are minimized and lens currents and the acceler-
ating voltage are maintained with a high degree
of stability, in order to achieve extremely high
resolution. {{hT ,rez-alliieshan |Hek,tran 'mikro
skp}

high side [comput sci] The part of a remote
device that communicates with a computer
(‘hi std}

high-side capacitance coupling |m.tctr| Tak-
Ing the output of aroscillator or amplifier froma
point of high potential, using a capacitor to black
direct current flow ("hi ,sid ka'pas-ad-ans
skap-lity |

high-speed carry |complr sci] A technique in
parallel addition to speed up the propagation of
carries, (‘hi spéd"kar-8 }

high-speed data acquisition system {comput
Sci] A system which collects and transmits data

{ ‘HT .kyii

rapidly to a monitoring and controlling cetiter
(‘hT sped ‘dad-a jak-wa,zish-an jsis-tam|

high-speed excitation system=|r.ec} Excitation,
system capable of changing its voltage rapiq|y
in response 1o a change In the excited Beheratoy
fieldcireuit.  ['hT'spécl jek-sa'ta-shan Sistorn

high-speed oscilloscope=|&Lecir| An OSCillo.
scope with avery last sweep, capable of oObseryinp
signals with rise thes or periods on the order of
nanoseconds; ['hi spéd a'sil-a,skdp|

high-speed printer=|compur sci] Aprinter whieh
can lunction at a high rate, relative to the state of
the art; 600 lines per minute is considered high
speed. Abbreviated HSP. (‘IT spac ‘print-ar )

high-speed reader=|compur sci| The fastes| Ine
put device existing ata particular time in the state
ofthe technology (‘hi spé@d'réd-ar]

high-speed relay cLectr| A relay specif ically
designed for short operate time, short foleage
time, orboth ("hi sped 'ra,la }

high-speed storage See rapidstorage
'ster-ij }

high-technology robot [cont sys| A robot
equipped with feedback, vision, real-time data
acquisition, ancl powerful controllers. —{ 'hT tek
"nal-a-(@ 'rG, bat |

high-temperature fuel cell |elec|A fuel cell
which operates al temperatures above about
550°C, can use inexpensive hydrocarbon fuels,
and usually uses a malten salt as an Glectrolyte,
(‘hi \tem-pra-char 'fyiil sel |

high tension Sehigh yoltage | HT {terechan|
high-tension separation Swelectrostatic separa-

tion, | ‘hi ten-chan sep-a'ra-shan|
high-tier system=jcomMMUN) A wireless tele

phone systern that supports base stations with
large Coverage areas and low tralfic densities
but provides low-quality valve service and has
limited data-service capabilities with high delays
| hi 'tir sis-tam }

high-vacuum rectifier (ELECTR! Vacuuum-tube
rectifier in which conduction |s entirely by
electrons emitted from the cathode. { ‘hi
vak-ylim"tek-ta,fi-or }

high-vacuum switching tube JELECTR| A mi-
crowave transmit-receive (TR) tube of the high-
vacuum variety, as contrasted with gas-tube or
semiconductor devices—(‘hTivak-ylim 'swich-initiib |

high-vacuum tube=[ELECTR] Electron tube evac-
uated to such a degree that its electrical char-
acteristics are essentially unaffected by gaseous
lorlization Also known as hard tube [ ‘ht
wakyydim,tUb }

high voltage |ELec| A voltage on the order of
thousandsof volts Also known as high tension
[HT ivdl-ti|

high-voltage direct current [cLeEc| A long-
distance direct-current power transmission
system. that uses direct-current voltages up to
about | megavolt to keep transmission losses
down Abbreviated HVDC [ ‘hi lval-tij difrekt'ka-rant |

high-voltage electron microscope=|ELEcTR] An
electron microscape whose accelerating voltage
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order of10° volts, as compared with 4a—
yalts faran ordinary electron microscope;

+. hag the advantages of increased specimen
It eration. reduced specimen damage, better
etal resolution, and more efficient dark-

eidoperation (‘hi jvoltl) lekitrdn 'mirkra
insulation [eLec| Electrical insula-

designed to prevent breakdown in a clr-(‘hi lval-ti

sonth
yoo Ke

aE qperating at high voltages
invsa'lashon }

vi water mark=[COMPUT sci] The maximum
aof jobs that are in a queue awaiting

A ution by a large computer system during a
specified period of observation —{ {hi 'wad-ar
math | ranstormer jeLecTR) An electric ilter

jin is —| for positive frequencies and|
requencies, where | is the square
(‘hil-bart trans,for-mar }See vertical recording.

whose £4!
jor negative |

tof!
ni-and-cale recording

{ihilan idal ri'korelig |
hill pandwidth [ELECTR The difference between

the uppet and lower frequencies at which the
gain of an amplifier is 3 decibels less than Its
maximum value | ihil ‘band, width}

H-indicator Ser Hedisplay, (‘ach jin-da,kad-ar)
hi pot jevec| High potential voltage applied

across a conductor to lest the Insulation or
applied to an etchedcircuit to burn out tenuous
conducting paths that might later fall In service
{'hT pat | |

hiss [commun | Randam noise in. the audios
frequency range, similar to prolonged sibilant
sounds. {his}

historical data. |rompurT scl] Any data that Is
not actively maintained by a computer system
and cannot be readily revised of updatect,
{ hilstdreakal ‘dada }

hit {compur sci} 1, The obtaining of a correct
answerinan infortrlation-retrievalsystem 2.An
attempt to access. a spécified piece of information
on a website; a count of the nurriber of such at-
temptsis an indicator or the usage or popularity
ofthe site { hit }

hiton-the-fly system [COMPUT sci] A printer in a
computer system whereeither the print roller or
the paperisIncontinuaus motion, [{hiddn tha
‘AT sis-tom }

hit rate |compuT sci| The ratio of the number of
records found and processed during a particular
processing run, to the total number of records
available { ‘hit ,rat }

Hittorf dark space
[ ‘hi-dorf 'dark ,spas}

Hittorf principle jeLectr| The principle that a
discharge between electrodesin a gas at a given
Pressure does not necessarily occur between the
closest points of the electrodesif the distance
between these points lies to the left of the
Minimum ona graph of spark potential versus
distance Also known as short-path principle.
[‘hi-dart jprinssaipal

Hmode Sve transverse electric mode, { ‘achimdd }

 

See cathode dark space

hold mode

Hnetwork [ELECTR] An attenuation network com-
posed offive branches and having the form of
the letter H. Also known as H attenuator; H pad.
{ ‘ach jnet,wark]

hog [comput sci] A computer program that uses
excessive computer resources, such as memory
or processing power, or requires excessive time
toexecute {hag}

hoghorn antenna See horn antenna,
an'ten-o }

hold [comput sci] To retain information in a
computer storage device for further useafterit
hasbeen initially utilized={ELECcTR| To maintain
storage elements at equilibrium vollages in a
charge storage tube by electran bombardment.
{ hold }

hold circult {ELecTR] A circuit in a sampled-
data control system that converts the series
of impulses, generated by the sampler, into a
rectangular function, in order to smooth the
signal to the motor or plant. { 'hdld ,sar-kat}

hold control |ELectR] A manual contro! that
changes the frequency of the horizontal or
vertical sweep oscillator in an analog television
receiver, so that the frequency more nearly cor-
respondsto that of the incoming synchronizing
pulses. ['hdld kan,tral}

holder |ELEC| A device that mechanically and
electrically accommodates one or more crystals,
fuses, or other components in such a way
that they can readily be inserted or removed
( 'hol-dor}

hold facillty {comput sci| The ability of a com-
puter to operate in a hold mode { 'hald fa
isil-od-é }

holding anode=[ELECTR] A small auxiliary anode
used in a mercury-poolrectifier to keep a cathode
spot energized during the intervals when the
main-angde current is zero. {‘hl-din ,an,Gd }

holding beam=[ELECTR] A diffused beam of elec-
trons used to regenerate the charges stored on
the dielectric surface of a cathode-ray storage
tube=[ ‘hdl:din ,bém }

holding coil |ELECTR| A separaterelay coil that is
energized by cantacts which close whena relay
pulls in, to hold the relay in its energized pasition
after the orginal operating circuit is opened
{ ‘hol-dig ,koil }

holding current) |eLectR| The minimum current
required to maintain a switching device lh a
closed or conducting state after it is energized
ortriggered. {'hdl-din ,ko-rant }

holding time=|commUN| Periodoftime a trunk or
circuit is in use on a call, including operator's
time in connecting and subscriber's or user's
conversation time. { ‘hdl-din ,tim }

hold lamp=[ELEC] Indicating lamp which remains
lighted while a telephone connection is being
held. { ‘hold ,lamp}

hold mode [comput sci| The state of an analog
computer in which its operation is interrupted
without altering the values of the variables it
is handling, so that computation can continue
when the interruption is over Also known as
interrupt mode, {'hdld ,mdd }

(‘hdg, horn
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hold queue

hold queue=|compur sci] A queue consisting of
jobs that have been submitted for execution bya
large compitter system and are waiting to be run
(hole! byt |

hole=|sottp Stare] A vacant electron enerey state
near the top ofan energy band ina solid: behaves
as thoughit were a positively charged particle:
Also known as electron hole. [hal]

hole conduction={eLecrk| Conduction eceurri ne
in @ Semiconductor when electrons move into
holes under the influence of an applied voltage
and thereby create new holes, { 'hal kanidak
shan |

hole injection [ELEcTR| The production of holes
in an mlype semiconductor when yaltage is
applied to a sharp metal point in contact with
the surlace of the material, | ‘hal injjek-shan }

hole mobility jeLecri| Ameasureoftheability of
a hole ta travel readily through a semiconductor,
equal tothe average drift velocity of holes divided!
by the electric field { ‘hal m6,bil-ac-é |

hole trap [ELECTR] A semiconductor impurity ca-
pable of releasing electrons to the conduction
or valence bands, equivalent to trapping a hole
(‘hdl ,trap }

hollstic masks [(comeursci} In character recog-
nition, that set of characters which resides within
a character reader and theoretically represents
the exact replicas of all possible input characters.
{ ho'lis-tik'masks|

Hollerith string comput sci] A sequence af char-
acters preceded by an H and a character count in
FORTRAN, as 4HSTOP | ‘haha‘rath strity |

hollow cathode JeLecre|A cathode which is
hollow and closed at one end in a discharge tube
filed with inert eas, designed so that radiation
is emitted from the cathode glow frside the
cathode=[haba‘kath, Gel |

hollow-pipe waveguide jeLecrromag| A wave-
guide consisting of a hollow metal pipe; elec-
tromagnetic waves are transmitted through the
interior and electric currents flow on the inner
surfaces | ‘hal-d pip 'wiv,pid |

holographic memory jcompur’ sei] A memory
in which information is stored in the formof
holographic images on thermoplastic or other
recording films ( ,hal-a'grafilk ‘memré |

holographic storage=jcommun] A forn of data
storage in which bits of information are dis-
tributed throughout the storage volume and
recorded interferometrically. rather than being
stored at discrete locations in the medium.
| hdl-ayerafik 'stordj]

Holtz machine See Toepler-Holtz machine
{'hdlts ma,shén }

home=|compurse)| The location atthe upper left-
hand corner of an electronic display—|AV] To
navigate toward 4 point by maintaining constant
some navigational parameter otherthanaltitude.
(hom |

home address |compur sei] A technique used
to Identify each disk track uniquely by means
ol a 9-byte record immediately following the
index marker; the record contains a flag (geod or
defective track), cylinder number; head number,
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cyclic check, and bit count appendage
‘ad,res | U Sheen

heme-on-jam=[etecre| A feature that
radar of a passive seeker to track a ania
source in angle, to guide a weapon to the | amet if
[tham ,4n fiam } THe

home page [compur eal) A document 1h aca
Pertext system that serves as the PAINE g
toa web of related documents, and 2
contaitis introductory Informationand hy
to other documents in the web. Also
welcome page—| ,hom ‘pal |

home record=|compur sei] Thefirst Fecord jp y
chaining tnethod of file organization Ih Ine{rekearel | om

hometaxial-base transistor |ELecny

manufactured by a single-diffuslon PTOCese 4
form beth emitter and collector junctions +
a uniformly doped silicon slice; the result) i
homogeneously doped base region js [ree trae
accelerating fields in the axial (collectors)
emitter) direction, which could cause Undesp:
able high current flow and destroythe Wansistay
( ‘ham-a,tak-sé-al bas tran'zls-tar | y

homing antenna=|eLecreomac| A el rectional age
tenna array used in [lying directly toa target that
is emitting or reflecting radio or radar Waves.
(‘hom-in anjten-a |

homing beacon [wav| A radio beacon, either
airborne ar on the ground, toward which, an
aircralt can fly if equippedwith a radio compas,
or homing adapter. Also known as tadio homing.
beacon, | ‘hdmsin \be-kan |

homing device iLecrr| A control device that
automatically starts in the correct direction
of motion ar rotation to achieve a desired:
change, as In a remote-control (UNIMotor
for a television receiver [Nav] A transmitter,
receiver, or adapter used for homing alrctatt of
used byaircraft for homing purposes. | ‘hardydivis |

homing relay) jripc) A stepping relay that re
turns to a specified starting position before varh
operating cycle. (‘homing {rata |

homodyne reception |rlectr) 1. A system of
raclio reception for suppressed-carrier systems of
radiotelephony, in which the receiver generates 4
voltage having the original carrier frequencyand
combinesit with the incoming signal Also known
aszero-beat reception, 2. Relerring to.a radio or
radar recelver in which received signals are mixed
with a reference signal at the same frequency as
the signal intended to be received: the mixing
produces a voltage output dependent only on
the phase difference of the two Inputs, hence a
voltage at the "beat" frequencyif there is a slight
difference. {‘ha-ma,din ri'sep-shan |}

homogeneous network  |conpiy scl| A. com-
puller network consisting of fairly similar com
puters from a single manulacturer ( ;ho-ma
Ené-as 'netwark }

homojunetion bipolar transistor |evecrs| Any
bipolar transistor that is composed entirely of
one lypeofsemiconductor—|{hd«néjankeshan
bi,pG.lar tran'gis-tar }
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omopolar {ELEc| 1. Electrically symmetricalHaving equal distribution of charge

ihiemna'po-lar } /
mopolar generator [2LectR] A direct-current
eneratar in, which the poles presented ta the

armature are all of the same polarity, so that
the voltage generated in active conductors has
the same polarity at all times; a pure direct
current is thus produced, without commutation
also knownas acyclic machine, homopalar ma-
chine: unipolar machine. | |hd-ma'pé-lar'|er-a
wads| .

pomopolar machine Sewhomopolar generator4 mal poe 'shé
jihd-ma'po-lormo'shén }

hook=[COMPUT scl| A modification of a computer
program to add Instructions to an existing part
aftheprogram=ELECTR] Acircult phenomenon
occurring in four-zone transistors, wherein hole
orelectran conduction can occurin opposite di-
rections to produce voltage drops that encourage
other types of conduction, ( huk)

hookcollectortransistor jeLecre| Atransistorin
which thereare four layers of alternating a- and p-
typesem iconductor material and the two Interior
layers are thin. comparedtothe diffusion length
Also knownas hook transistor; pa hook transistor
{thuk ka'lek-tor tran zis-tor}

hook transistor See hook collector transistor
{ ‘hak tran,zis-tar}

hookup |ELEC| An arrangement of circuits and
apparatus for a particular purpose. { 'huk,ap }

hookupwire |ELECc| Tinnedand insulatedsolid or
stranded soft-drawn copper wire used in making
circuit connections. {'huk,ap ,wir }

hoot stop [comput sci| A closed loop that gener-
ates an audible signal, usually employed to signal
an error or for operating convenience { ‘hiit
istap }

hop |coMMUN| A single reflection of a radio wave
from the ionosphere back to the earth in traveling
from one point to another=( hdp )

horizontal blanking=|ELeEcTR] Blanking of a video
picture tube during the horizontal retrace
( hdr-o’zéint-al ‘blagk-in }

horizontal blanking pulse |ELEcTR| The rectan-
gular pulse that forms the pedestal of the
composite videosignal between active horizontal
lines and causes the display device to be cut
off during retrace. Also known as line-frequency
blanking pulse. { ,hdr-a'zdnt-ol ‘blank-in ,pols |

horizontal centering control [ELECTR] The cen-
tering control provided in a video display to shift
the pasition of the entire image horizontally in
either direction on the screen, { ,har-a'zant-al
‘sen-ta-tipn kan lrdl |

horizontal convergence control {ELEcTR] The
control that adjusts the amplitude of the hori-
zontal dyriamic convergence voltage in a video

aioley device { ,har-a'z4nt-al kan'var-jons kontrl }
horizontal definition See horizontal resolution

Lihara'zint-al def-o'nish-on|
horizontal deflection electrode [ELECTR] One of

4 pair af electrodes that move the electron beam
horizontallyfromside to sicle an the fluarescent

hol

horizontal parity check

screen of a cathode-ray tube employing elec-
trostatic deflection, { ,har-o'zant-ol di'flek-shon
i'lek,trdd |

horlzontal deflection oscillator |ELECTR| The os-
cillator that produces, under control of the
horizontal synchronizing signals, the sawtooth
voltage waveform that is amplified to feed the
horizontal deflection coils on the picture tube of
a video display, Also known as horizontal oscil-
lator, { ,hdr-o'zdnt-al di'flek-shon ‘ds-a,lad-ar)

horizontal distributed processing system [com-
PUT scl| A typeofdistributed system in which two
or more computers which are logically equivalent
are connected together, with no hierarchy or
master/slave relationship. { ,har-a'zdnt-al di
istrib-yad-ad ‘pra,ses:in ,sis-tom }

horizontal drive control |ELEcTR| The control in
a television receiver, usually at the rear, that
adjusts the output of the horizontal! oscillator
Also known as drive control. { ,hdr-a'zdnt-al
‘driv kon, trl }

horizontal flyback [ELEcTR| Flyback in which the
electron beam of a picture tube returns from the
end of one scanning line to the beginning of
the next Jine Also known as horizontal retrace
{ ,hdr-o'zant-ol 'flt,bak }

horizontal frequency Sce line frequency —_{ ,har-
o'zdnt-al 'fré-kwan-sé }

horizontal hold control [ELEcTR| The hold con-
trol that changes the free-running period of the
horizontal deflection oscillator in an analog tele-
vision receiver, so that the picture remains steady
inthe horizontal direction, { ,hdr-a'znt-al 'hdld
kan, tral }

horizontal instruction {comput sci| An instruc-
tion in machine language to carry out inde-
pendent operations on various operands in
parallel or in a well-defined time sequence
{ ,hdr-o'zant-al in'strok-shan}

horizontal linearity control |ELEcTR] A linearity
control that permits narrowing or expanding of
the width of the left half of a television receiver
image, to give linearity in the horizontal direction
so that circular objects appearas true circles
{ ,har-a'zant-al ,lin-é'ar-od-é kan, tral |

horizontal IIne frequency See line frequency
( har-a'zant-ol ‘lin ,fré-kwan-sé }

horizontal oscillator See horizontal deflection
oscillator { ,hadro'zdnt-al 'as-o,lad-ar |

horizontal output stage (ELECTR| The television
receiver stage that feeds the horizontal! deflection
coils of the picture tube through the horizontal
output transformer; may also include a part of
the second-anode power supply for the picture
tube. ( ,hdr-a'zant-ol 'alt,put ,staj }

horizontal output transformer [E&LEcTR| A trans-
former used in a television receiver to provide
the horizontal deflection voltage, the high volt-
age for the second-anode power supply of the
picture tube, and the filament voltage for the
high-voltage rectifier tube. Also knownasfly-
back transformer, horizontal sweep transformer
{ ,hdr-o'zdnt-ol 'aut,put tranz,for-mar}

horizontal parity check Sve longitudinal parity
check. { ,hdr-a'zant-ol 'par-od-é ,chek }
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horizontal polarization

horizontal polarization=[COMMUN | Transmission
of linear polarized radio waves whose electric
field vector is parallel to the earth’s surface
{ ,har-a'znt-al ,pG-la-ra'za-shan}

horizontal resolutlon§|ELEcTR] The number of
individual picture elements or dots that can
be distinguished in a horizontal scanning line
of a video display Also known as horizontal
definition { ,har-a'zant-al ,rez-o'lii-shan }

horlzontal retrace See horizontal flyback. { ,har-
a'zant-al 'ré,tras }

horizontal scanning frequency  |ELEcTR| The
number of horizontal lines scanned by the
electron beam in a video system in | second,
{ ,hdr-a'zant-al 'skan-in ,fré-kwan-sé }

horizontal sweep |ELECTR| The sweep of the
electron beam from left to right across the screen
of a cathode-ray tube, { ,hdr-a'zant-al 'swép }

horizontal sweep transformer See horizontal out-
puttransformer —{ ,har-a'zdnt-al 'sw&p tranz,for-
mar}

horizontal synchronizing pulse [ELECTR] The
rectangular pulse transmitted at the end of each
line in an analog television system, to keep
the receiver in line-by-line synchronism with the
transmitter Also known as line synchronizing
pulse ( ,har-a'zdnt-al 'sin-kra,niz-in ,pals }

horizontal system=[comput sci] A programming
system in which instructions are written horizon-
tally, that is, across the page. ( ,har-a'z&nt-al
'sis-tom }

horizontal vee [ELECTROMAG| An antenna con-
sisting of two linear radiators in the form
of the letter V, lying in a horizontal plane
{ ,har-o'zant-al 've }

horn |ELECTROMAG] See horn antenna [ENG
Acous| A tube whose cross-sectional area in-
creases from one endto the other, used to radiate
or receive sound wavesandto intensify anddirect
them Also known as acoustichorn. (horn }

horn antenna=|ELECTROMAG} A microwave an-
tenna produced by flaring out the end of a
circular or rectangular waveguide into the shape
of a horn, for radiating radio wavesdirectly into
space. Also knownas electromagnetic horn; flare
(British usage); hoghorn antenna(British usage);
horn; horn radiator {'horn an'ten-a }

hornarrester [ELEC] Alightning arrester in which
the spark gap has thick wire horns that spread
outward and upward; the arc forms at the
narrowest bottom part of the gap, travels upward,
and extinguishes itself when it reaches the widest
part of the gap. Also known as horn lightning
arrester, { ‘horn a'res-tor}

horn gap [ELEC] Type of spark gap which is pro-
vided with divergent electrodes. _{ 'hdrn ,gap }

horn-gap switch [ELEC] Form of air switch pro-
vided with arcing horns —_{ "horn ,gap ,swich }

horn lightning arrester See horn arrester (‘horn
‘ITt-nig o,res-tar}

horn-loaded speaker=[ENG Acous| A loudspeaker
that has an acoustic horn between the diaphragm
andthe airload —{ thdrn ,ldd-ad 'sp&k-ar}

horn loudspeaker=|ENG Acous] A loudspeakerin
which the radiating element is coupled to the air
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or another medium by meansof a horn‘laud,spék-ar}
horn radiator See horn antenna (hor i

\ad-ar} Orn ta
HOS Se higher-order software
hospital information system ICompyyy

collection, evaluation or verificatiog
and retrieval of information about 5
{‘has,pid-al insfar'ma-shan ,sis-tam j Pai

host-based system [COMMUN] A com
tions system that is controlled by ae
computer system | ‘host .bast ,sisstayy| ale

host-centered system See hicrarchica| distrigy
pracessing system, | 'hGst ,sen-tare| Sis uted

host computer [comput Sci| 1. The cente
controlling computer in a time-sharint!
distributed-processing system 2. The i
puter upon which depends a specialized
puter handling the input/output functione
a real-time system. 3. A computer that eat
function as the source or recipient of “an
transfers on a network, | 'hdst kamipytid-ap ta

host language database management Slam.
{COMPUT Sci] A database management sist M
that, from a programmer's point of view, a
resents an extension of an existing rogram,
ming language. { 'hést ,lay-gwij ‘dadsa,byge.
‘man-ij-mant ,sis-tem } na

host processor [COMPUT Sci] The central come
puter in a hierarchical distributed process),
system, whichis typically located at some centr
site where It serves as a local point for the
collection of data, and often for the provisian
of services which cannat economically be dig
tributed. (‘hast |prases-ar)

host/satellite system Sev hierarchical distributed
processing system._| 'hOst 'sad-al,it sis-tam }

hot Ser energized {hat
hot carrier=jeLecte| A charge carrier, which may

beeitheran electron ora hole. that has relatively
high energy with respect to the carriers normally
found in majority-carrier devices such as thine
film transistors. { ‘hat ikar-é-or}

hot-carrler diode See Schottky barrier diode,
{ 'hat kar-é-or 'di,Gd }

hot cathode [ELEcTR] A cathode in which elec-
tron or ion emission is produced by heat Also
known as thermionic cathode. { ‘hat 'kath,dd}

hot-cathodegas-fllled tube Seethyratron. {hat
tkath, Gd {gas jfild 'tiib }

hot-cathode tube See thermionic tube { ‘hat
ikath,dd ,tiib }

hot editing |conT sys] A method for detecting
errors in the programming of a robot in which as
Many errors as possible are identified and resolved
during testing, without setting the robotic program
to its starting condition, { ‘hat 'ed-ad-in }

hot electron [ELECTR] An electron that is in ex-
cess of the thermal equilibrium numberand, for
metals, has an energy greater than the Fermi
level; for semiconductors, the energy must be a
definite amount above that of the edge ofthe
conduction band =_{ 'hati'lek,tran }

hot-electron transistor [ELECTR] A transistor in
which electrons tunnel through a thin emitter-
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jar pallistically (thal 15, without Stat-
barterPe q very narrow base region, and

ering) Terrat the bage-collector interlace
cross & bare “controlled by the collector valt-

jose Helenwhe fraction of electrons com=
{that Wek tran itran'ais

tor] ie jeuectr| Solid-state, evapo-
} potalectonInture directly equivalent to a

umirlode ieekDigsion ga! BeTR s

“pot-fitament ionpile eetrens emitted by an
tion eecent filament, andattracted toward a

[pcan oy charged grid electrode, collide with
F BNles To produce ions which are then
gas ea to a negatively charged electrode; the
ate ant is a measure of the number of gas
TEoles ‘hat {filaemant  bana'zd-shanmi ‘

J igal i feeectel A hole that can move at much
ot Hae velocity than pormal holes in asemicon-
Piero. (Rat NOL) fs Favatiiacel

hot junction [ELECTR the bese junction of a
thermocouple {hat ‘jankeshon|

hot key coMruT scl] A computer key or key
combination that causes 4 specilied action to
pccut, regardless wt what else the computer is
currently doing [hat ke}

| hot line |cOMMUN| Direct circuit between twoints, avallable for Breeria withoutw orswitehing. [hat ‘Tin
aePat contr sell A. linking ef information

jn two documents so that modification of the
information in the source document results in
the same change in the destination document
{that "ink || hotspot fcompuT sci] A word ita multiprocessormemory that several processors attempt to
‘access simulfaneously, creating a conflict or
bottleneck. (‘hat spat |

hot wire [elec] 1. A resistive wire in an electric
relay that expands when heated and contracts
when cooled, 2. An electrical lead that has an
electric potential with respect to the ground
(‘hat ‘wir }

hot-wire ammeter [ENG] An ammeter which
measuresalternating or direct current by sending
it through a fine wire, causing the wire to heat

| and to expand or sag, deflecting a pointer
Also known as thermal ammeter. { 'hat {wir 'a
imed-ar}

hot-wire microphone [ENG ACous] A velocity mi-
crophonethat dependsfor its operation on the
changein resistance of a hot wire as the wireis
cooled by varying particle velocities in a sound
wave, { ‘hat |wir'mi-kra,fon }

housekeeping [comput scl] Those operations or
foutines which do not contribute directly to the
solution of a computer program, but rather to the
Organization af the program—{ ‘haus, k@p-in }

housekeeping run [comput sci] The perfor-
Mhance of a program or routine Lo mairitain the
Structure of files, such as sorting, merging, addi-
tion of newrecords, or deletion or modification
Ofexisting records. { ‘haiis,k@p-i iran |

hum

Houston Automatic Spooling Processor See
HASP. { hyiis-tan jod-ajmad-ik 'spiil-ip jpré
/Ses-ar}

howl [ENG Acous| Undesirable prolonged sound
producedbya radio receiver or audio-frequency
amplifier system because of either electric or
acoustic feedback. {haul }

howler (COMMUN| In telephone practice, an asso-
ciated unit by which the test desk operator may
connect a high tone of varying loudness to a
subscriber's line to call the subscriber's attention
to the fact that the phonereceiveris off the hook.
(‘hadl-erj

howl repeater [COMMUN] Condition in telephone
repeater operation where more energyis returned
thansent, resulting in an oscillation being set up
onthe circuit. {'haul ri'péd-ar}

Hpad SeeH network. { jach ,pad }
h parameter [ELECTR] One of a set of four tran-

sistor equivalent-circuit parameters that conve-
niently specify transistor performance for small
voltages and currents in a particular circuit
Also known as hybrid parameter { jach pa
ifam-ad-ar}

HPBW See half-power beamwidth
H plane |ELECTROMAG| The plane of an antenna

in whichlies the magnetic field vector of linearly
polarized radiation. { |ach ,plan }

H-plane bend [ELECTROMAG] A rectangular
waveguide bendin which the longitudinal axis of
the waveguide remainsin a plane parallel to the
plane of the magnetic field vector throughout
the bend. Also known as H bend=_{ |4ch ,plan
ibend }

H-plane T junctlon [ELEcTROMAG| Waveguide T
junction in which the changein structure occurs
in the plane of the magnetic field. Also known as
shunt Tjunction {iach ,plan 'té ,jenk-shan}

H-scan SeeH-display. { ‘ach ,skan}
H-scope See H-display. (‘ach ,sk6p }
HSP See high-speed printer
HTML See Hypertext Markup Language
HTTP See Hypertext Transfer Protocol.
hub [comput sci] An electric socket in a plug-

board into which one may insert or connect leads
or may plug wires. { hab}

hub ring§[computsci| A thin plastic ring placed
around the centerhole ofa floppy disk to prevent
the disk from warping and damagingits contents
if it is improperly inserted inadiskdrive. {‘hab
in }

hue control jELEcTR| A control that varies the
phase of the chrominance signals with respect
to that of the burst signal in an analog color
television receiver, in order to change the hues in
the image Also known as phase control. { ‘hyii
kan,trél

Huffman method [comput sci] A data compres-
sion technique in which a bit representation for
each characteris determined that is as close as
possible to the character's predicted information
content, based on its frequency of occurrence
{ 'haf-man ,meth-ad }

hum=[ELeEcTR| An electrical disturbance occurring
at the power supply frequencyor its harmonics,
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human-computerinteraction

usually 60 or 120 hertz in the United States
{ ham }

} human-computer interactlon {COMPUT sci] The
} processes through which human users work with

interactive computer systems. { lyi-man kam
ipylid-ar ,in-tar'ak-shan J

hum bar={ELecrr] A dark horizontal band extend-
ing across a television picture due to excessive
hum in the video signal applied to the input of
the picture tube [ ‘ham ,bar}

hum-bucking coil [eG Acous| A cail wound on
the field coil of an excited-field loudspeaker and
connected Ih series opposition with the voice
coil, so that hum voltage induced in the voice call
Is canceled by that induced in the hum-bucking
coil, {harm ,bak-in kell }

humidity capacitor |eiuctR| A device far mea-
suring ambient relative humidity by sens-

| ing a change in capacitance. { hyi'mid-ad-é
kalpas-ad-ar|

hum modulation —{eLectr] Modulation ofa radio-
frequency signal or detected audio-frequency
signal by hum, heard ina radio recelveronly when
a station is tunedin. (‘ham ,miéija\la-shan|

hunting —[con7 sys] Undesirable escillation of an

 
automatic control system, wherein the controlled
variable swings on both sides of the desired
value, [ELECTR] Operation of a selector in mov-
ing from terminal to terminal until one is found
which is idle. { ‘hant-in }

hunting clrcult See lockout circuit
isor-kat}

HVDC See high-voltage direct current
H wave See transverse electric wave | 'ach wav |
hybrid algebraic manipulation language=|cop-| PUT Sci] The mest ambitious type of algebraic

manipulation language, which accepts the broad:
est spectrum of mathematical expressions but

| possesses, In addition, special representations
| and special algorithms for particular special

classes of expressions, { 'hivbrad jal-ja'bra-ik
| mainip-ya'la-shan jlan-ewl) |

hybrid AMIBOC=|coMmun] The initial mode of
| the AM IBOC system approved by the Federal

{ ‘hont-in

Communications Commission for use in the
| United States that addsdigital audio capacity to

an AMsignal by inserting digital sidebands in the
spectrum above, below, and within the analog
AMsignal. The digital audie data rate can range
from 36 to 56 kbits’/s, and the corresponding
ancillary data rate is: O.4 kbits/s In both cases
(‘hi-brad ‘a,em ‘Tbk }

hybrid balance=[ELec| Loss between two conju-
gate sides of a hybrid set less the same loss
when one of the othersides is open or sharted.

| ( ‘hi-bract *bal-ans}
hybrid clreuit [eLec} A circuit in which two or

| more basically differant types of compcnents,

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

hybrid computer=|compur sci| A COMPUtar
signed to handle both analog and digit) i
Also known as analog-cigital computer. hy isystem ['hi-brad kom‘pyiid-ar} Ne

hybrid distributed processing system
ur sci! A distributed processing system gt
includes both horizontal and hierarchtea di
tribution. [ "hi-brad difstrib-yad-ad ‘Drl)see asis-tamn } au

hybrid electromagnetic wave | ELECTRO,
Wave which has both transverse and longitudin H
components of displacement. { 'hi-braq i taktS-maginecik ‘way } r

hybrid FM IBOC  |commun| The first OL thre
modes in the FM IBOC system approvedby the:
Federal Communications Commission for use i
the United States that increases data capacity byie sire iy
a adding additional carriers cleser to the analo,
host signal. The hybrid IBOC mode adds on
frequency partition around the analogcartierang
is characterized by the highest possible dligita|
and analog audioquality with a limited AMOlnE
of ancillary data available to the broadeastay
Digital auclio data rates can range from OF 10.99
kbits’s, and {he corresponding ancillarydata rate
can range from 33 kbits/s for é4-kbits/s audia and
| kbit/s for %6-kbits/s audio—( 'hi-brae ‘eam 4ibak |

hybrid hardware control [compusei} The con-
trol of and communication between the va
parts ofa hybrid computer
kan tral )

hybrid input/output=[compur sei! The routines
required to handle Inputs to and outputs from a
computer system comprising digital and analog
computers, ('hi-brad {input satitypit |

hybrid integrated circuit jececte) A circuit in
which one or more discrete com POReNLS are sed
in combination with integrated-cireuit construc.
ton | ‘hi-brad {Int-a,grad-ad 'sar-kat |

hybrid Interface=|compursei| A device that joins
a digital to an analog computer, converting
digital signals transmitted serially by the digital
computer into analog signals that are transmit
ted simultaneously to the various units of the
analag computer, and vice versa { 'hi-brad
‘instar, {as |

hybrid Junction |ELecrR] A transformer,resistor,
or waveguide circuit or device that has four pairs
of terminals so arranged that a signal entering
at one terminal pair divides and emerges from
the two adjacent terminal pairs, but is unable to
reachthe opposite terminal pair Also known as
bridge hybrid. [ ‘hi-brad Yank-shan |)

hybrid mlerocircuit. |evectR| Microcireiit in }which thin-film, thick-film. of diffusion tech-
niques are combined with separately atlached

wie thous
|"hi-brod'hard,wer

such as tubes andtransistors, performing similar semiconductor chips to form the circuit. 4} functions are used together. { ‘hi-brad ‘sar. | ‘hi-brod 'mi-krajsarckat | «kat } hybrid=network=jcommun| Nonhomegencous hy
hybrid coll See hybrid transformer { 'hi-brad communications network required to aperate t

‘koil } with signals of dissimilar characteristics (such ¢
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ag andlog and digital modes). [ELEerR| A
four-port circult, useful In radar and other
microwave applications as a pawer switch or
gignal comparator, in which two inputs add
constructively at ore output and destructively
at the other. with good isolation between the
pwo linpuls and between the two outputs; the
waveguide magic tee and the rat race are types
of hybrid networks. (‘hi-brac 'netywark|

hybrid parameter Se h parameter | "hi-brad
pa! ameac-ar |

pybrid problem analysis |comPuT sci] The deter-
mination of the parts of a problem best suited
for the digital computer—[ “hivbrad |prab-lam
a'inala-sas }

hybrid programming §|comPuT Sei Hybrid sys-
fem routines that handle timing, function gener:
ation, ane simulation [‘hi-brad 'prd,gram-iy |

hybrid redundancy [comput sci] A synthesis ol
{riple modular redundancy and standby replace-
rnent redundancy, consisting of a triple modular
redundancysystem(or, in general, an N-modular
yedundancy system) with a bank of spares so
that when one of the units in the triple modular
redundancysystem falls It ls replaced by a spare
unit. | hi-brad ri'dan-can-sé |

hybrid relay [eLec) A relayin which solld-state
elements are combined with moving contacts
{'hi-brad 'ré,la }

hybrid repeater Sy hybric transformer={ 'hi-brow ri'pad-ar |}
hybridset |eLec| Twoormore transformers inter-

cormected to form a fiybriel junetion. Also known
as transformer hybrid {"hi-brad'set|

hybrid simulation jcompur sci) The wse of a
hybrid computer for purpeses ol simulation
{‘hibrod sim-ya'la-shan |

hybrid system=[Conpur scl] 1A computer sys-
tem that performs two or more functions, such
as data processing and wordprocessing. 2. See
hybrid computer | hibriel sis-tam |

hybrid system checkout jconruy sci| The static
check of a hybrid system and of the digital
program and analog witing required to solve‘a
problem—[‘hi-brad jsis-tam ‘chek,alit |

hybrid tee |[ELFCTROMAG| A micfowave hybrid
junction composed of an E-H tee with internal
matching elements; it is reflectionless fora wave
propagatinginto the junction from any atm when
ihe other three arms arg mateh-terminated. Also
known as magictee {‘hi-brad 'té }

hybrid thin-film circuit {ELECTR| Microcircuit
formed by attaching discrete components and
semiconductor devices to networks of passive
components and conductors that have been
vactiun-depesited on glazed ceramic, sapphire,
or glass substrates. ( 'ht-brad {thin film ‘sar.
kat }

hybrid transformer [eLec| A single transformer
that'performs the essential functions of a hybric
sel, Also known as bridge transformer; hybrid
coil: hybrid repeater. [ 'hi-brod tranz'far-mar|

hydroelectricity |ELECc| Electric power procuced
by hydroelectric generators. Also known as hy-
dropower—{ {hT-dr6-i,lek'tris-od-é }

hypermedia

hydrogen discharge lamp=|WiLicTR| A discharge
lamp containing hydrogen and used as a source
of ultraviolet radiation, { ‘hivdra-jon jdis,charj
slamp}

hydrogen thyratron) |evecrr| A thyratran con-
taining hyclrogen instead of mercury vapor to
alve [reedom [rameffects of changes in ambient
temperature; used in radar pulse circuits and
étraboscopic photography ('hi-dra-jon ‘thi-ra
tran }

hydrophone [ENG| A device which receives un-
clerwater sound waves ard converts them to
electric waves, { 'hi-dra,fon }

hydrophone array |COMMUN|] A group of two or
more hyclrophones which feed into a common
recelver—{ ‘hhelyo,fOn ora}

hydrophone noise=|eLec| Any unwanted distur-
bance in the electric waves delivered by a
hydrophone.  { 'hi-dra,fon ,ndiz }

hydrophone response=[ELEC| The electric waves
delivered by a hydrophonein responseto water-
borne sound waves.__{ ‘hi-dro,f6n ritspans}

hydropower See hydroelectricity. { 'hi-dro,pau-
ar}

hygristor |ELEcTR| A resistor whose resistance
yarles with humidity; used in some types of
recording hygrameters. | hT'gris-tar |

hyperbolic amplitude=[commun| Excursien ola
glenal measured along hyperbolic rather than
Cartesian coordinates. | |hTspar{bal-ik ‘am-plo
itd |

hyperbolic antenna |ELECTROMAG| A radiator
whose reflector in cross section describes a half
hyperbola, ({hi-paribal-ik an'terra }

hyperbolic horn [ENG| Horn whose equivalent
cross-sectional radius increases according to a
hyperbolic law—[ ihT-paribal-ik ‘horn }

hyperbolic sweep generator [ELectR| A sweep
generator thal generates a waveform resembling
a hyperbola { [hi-paribal-ik 'swép  jen-a,rad-
or}

hyperbolic waveform [ELECTR| A waveform
which is an approximate hyperbola. { ihi-par
{bdl-ik'waiv,form|

hypercube§|compur sci A configuration of par
allel processors in which the locations of the
processors correspondto the vertices of a math:
ematical hypercube and the links between them
correspond toitsedges. | ‘hi-par ky}

hyperdisk [compuT sci| A Mmass-storage tech-
nique which wses a large-capacity storage and
adisk forovertlaw—(‘hT-parjdisk |

hyperlink |compuT sci] A highlighted word,
phrase. or image in the display of a computer
document which, when chosen, connects the
user to another part of the same documentor to
different document (text, image, audio, video,
or animation) In electronic documents, these
cross references can be followed by a mouse
click, and the target of the hyperlink may be on
a physically distant computer connected by a
network or the Internet. {'hi-par igh)

hypermedia [comput scl| Hypertext-based sys-
tems that combine data, text, graphics, video,
and sound. { ‘hi-por,mé-dé-o }
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hyperpure germanium detector

hyperpure germanium detector [ELECTR] A vari-
ant of the lithium-drifted germanium crystal
which uses high-purity germanium, making it
possible to store the detector at room tempera-
ture rather than liquid nitrogen temperature.
({hi-paripyur jaryma-né-am di'tek-tar}

hypersensor [ELECTR] Single-component,reset-
table circuit breaker which operates as a majority-
carrier tunneling device, and is used for over-
current or overvoltage protection of integrated
circuits. { {hi-parisen-ser}

hypertape control unlit See tape control unit
(‘hi-par,tap kan'trél ,yii-nat }

hypertape drive Seecartridgetape drive, {‘h1-par
tap jdlriv}

hypertext |comptrr sci] A data structure in which
there are links between words, phrases, graphics,
or other elements and associated information
so that selection of a key object can activate
a linkage and reveal the information. { 'hi-par
itekst}

Hypertext Markup Language=|comput sci] The
language used to specifically encode the content
and format of a documentand tolink documents
on the World Wide Web. Abbreviated HTML.
{{hi-por,tekst 'mark,ap lag-gwij }
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Hypertext Transfer Protocol [COMPUT spy) a)
cammunication protocal for transmitting |j \ ie
documents between computers; it is the bay
for the World Wide Web and follows the Tepe
pratocol for the client-server model of com “Ib
ing, Abbreviated HTTP. 'hi-partekst ‘tran, 5
prod-a, kel } ‘or

hypervisor=|compur sci) A contral prograr
abling two operating systemsto share a coy is
computing system, (‘hi-paryviz-ar |

hyphenation zone=|compur scij In word por
cessing, the area adjacentto the right mato.
consisting of those positions at which words rn
be hyphenated, | 'hi-fo,nd-shan jzan| ay

hysteresimeter [ENG] A device for Measurin,
hysteresis, { his,ter-a'sim-adsar} 8

hysteresis |ficrr} An oscillator effect wheraip
a given value of an operating patameter ma
result in multiple values of output power of
frequency. | ,his-ta'ré-sas }

hysteresis motor [ELEC] A synchronous moto,
without salient pales and without direct-currene
excitation which utilizes the hysteresis and eddy.
current losses induced in its hardened-gteg
rotor to produce rotor torque. | ,his-ta'raca>
imocl-ar |
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ipoc See in-band/on-channel, { |TIbalo'
"bak | a

IC Seintegratedcircuit :
eon fcompur sci] A symbolic representation ofa

computer function that appears on an electronic
display and makes it possible to commandthis
function by selecting the symbol, (‘Ikan |

Iconoscope=[ELECTR] Atelevision camera tube in
which a beam ofhigh-velocity electrons scans a
photoemissive mosaic that is capableof storing
an electric charge pattern corresponding to an
optical image focused on the mosaic. Also known
as storage camera; storage-type camera tube
{ Tkan-a,skdp]

IcS system See intercarrier sound system
{Tisé'es sis-tom }

ICW Sve interrupted continuous wave.
kdeal bunching=[ELECTR| Theoretical condition in

which the bunching of electrons in a velocity-
modulated tube would give a single infinitely
large current peak during each cycle. { T'dét
‘ban-chin }

Ideal dielectric |ELEC| Dielectric in which all the
energy required to establish an electric field in
the dielectric is returned to the source when the
fieldis removed Also known as perfectdielectric
(dé! ,di-i'lek-trik }

(deal network JELEcTR| An interconnection of
lumped, constant electrical quantities analyzed
without cansideration of nolse and distributed
parameters that would exist in actual settings.
{ T'dél 'net,wark }

Ideal transducer [ELEC] Hypothetical passive
transducer which transfers the maximurn
possible power from the source to the load.
{ T'dél tranz'dii-sar}

ideal transformer |evec| A hypothetical trans-
lormer that neither stores nor dissipates energy,
has unity coefficient of coupling, and has pure
inductances of infinitely great value | dal
tranz'formar|

Idemodulator [eLecrr| Stage of an analog color
television receiver which combines the chromi-
nance signal with the color oscillatar output to
restore the | signal | ‘i dé'maj-a,lad-ar }

Hdentification jcont sys] The procedures for de-
ducing a system's transfer function from its
fesponse to a step-function input or to an
Impulse—(1,dent-a-fa'ka-shan}
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identiflcation and authentication [comput scl|
The processof determining with high assurance
the identity of a person who is seeking access
toacomputing system. {T,den-ta-falka-shon on
9,then-ta'ka-shon }

Identification division [comput sci| The section
of a program, written in the COBOL language,
which contains the name of the program and the
name of the programmer. { T,dent-a-fa'ka-shon
diivizh-on }

Identifier |compur sci] A symbol whose purpose
is to specily a body of data. { tdent-a,ffar}

identifler word=|camput sci] A full-length com-
puter word associated with a search function,
{ 'dent-a,fi-ar ,ward }

identlty gate See identity unit
gat }

identlty unit |compurt sci] A logic element with
several binary input signals and a single binary
output signal whose value is 1 if all the input
signals have the same value and 0 if they do
not. Also known as identity gate. | Tden-adé
iyu-nat}

Idlostatlc connection [ELEC] An arrangement of
a quadrant electrometer in which the yane is
electrically connected to one of the quadrant
pairs and the deflection of the vane is propor-
tional to the square of the unknownvoltage
applied across the quadrant pairs. { ,\d-é-o
istad-ik ka'nek-shan |

-display |ELEcTR] A radar display format in which
the target appears as a circle, of radius propor-
tional to range, when a tracking radar antenna
is pointed at it exactly and as a segment of the
circle when there is a pointing error. Also known
as l-indicatar, |-scan; I-scope. ('Tdi,spla}

idle component See reactive component. _{ ‘Id-al
kom'pé-rrant|

Idle current Seereactivecurrent. {'TId-al |ka-rant}
Idler frequency |eLecrrR| Of a parametric device,

a sum ordifference frequency generated within
the parametric device other than the input,
output, or pump frequencies which require
specific circuit consideration to achieve the
desired device performance; it is called an
idler frequericysince, in Conventional patametric
amplifiers, it is more or less a useless by-
product of the parametric process. ( ‘id-lar
ifré-kwanssé |

{ Tiden-a,dé  
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idle time

idle tlme (comput sci] The time during which a
piece of hardware in good operating conditionis
unused{''Td-al ,tim J

idle trunk lamp [ELEC] Signal lamp associated
with an outgoing trunk to indicate that the trunk
isnot busy, { ‘id-ol 'trank lamp |

IDP Sce integrated data processing
IEEE 1394 [comput Ssci| The standard for con-

necting storage, digital audio and video, and
other peripheral devices to personal computers
at data transfer rates up to 400 million bits per
second. Also known asfirewire

IF Sve intermediate frequency
I-f amplifier See intermediate-frequency amplifier

{ef 'am-pla,fi-ar }
IF canceler (ELEcTR| In radar, a moving-target

indicator canceler operating at the intermediate
frequency using an internal phase reference as in
a coherent radar, as opposed to a video canceler
( ef 'kans-lor}

l-frame See intra-coded picture
IF statement See conditional jump

mont }
if then else [comput sci| A logic statement ina

high-level programming language that defines
the data to be compared and the actions to be
taken as the result of a comparison —_{ tif then
‘els }

i-f transformer Sec intermediate-frequency trans-
former—{ \Tief tranz'foremor)

IGBT Sve insulated-gate bipolar transistor
IGES Seeinitial graphics exchange specification
IGFET Sve metal oxide semiconductor field-effect

transistor —{ ‘ig, fet }
ignition interference {COMMUN | Radio interfer-

ence duc to the spark discharges in an automo-
tive or other ignition system —_[ ig’nish-an int:
a'firans }

ignition reserve —|ELEC| In an ignition system for
an internal combustion engine, the difference
between the minimum voltage available and
the maximum voltage required by the system
( ig'nish-on ri,zorv }

ignition timing | ELEC| The time of deliveryof the
spark from the coil to the sparkplugin relation to
the time the piston reaches the correct position
for the power stroke in an internal combustion
engine{ig'nish-on ,ttm-ip |

ignitor [ELECTR| 1. An electrode used to initiate
and sustain the discharge in a switching tube
Also known as keep-alive electrode (deprecated)
2. A pencil-shaped electrode, madeof carborun-
dum or some other conducting material that is
not wetted by mercury, partly immersed in the
mercury-pool cathodeof an ignitron and used to
initiate conduction at the desired point in each
alternating-current cycle [ ig'nid-or J

ignitron§ |ELECrR] A single-anode pool tube in
which an ignitor electrode is employedto initiate
the cathode spot on the surface of the mercury
pool before each conducting period—{ 'ig-na
itrdn }

ignitron contactor ELECTR] A circuit containing
an ignitron and control contacts that serves as
a heavy-duty switch in the primary of a

{'1 fram }
( ‘if stat.

 
  

resistance-welding transformer
‘kan,tak-tor }

ignore character [COMPLI SCi| Also kijow,
erase character 1.A character Indicating tha
action whatever isto be taken. thatis, a chase: ng
to be ignered; often used to obliterate Stey
erroneous character 2..A character indicat
that the preceding or following character iSto te
ignored. as specified. 3..A character inclicatinn
that some specilied action is not to be tapue
{ ig'ndr karik-tar| at

l-indieator Sev I-display. { 'Tjin-da,kad-or
IIR filter See infinite impulse responsefilter (4Tar fil-tar |
FPL See integrated injection logic
ILF See infralow frequency

lll-conditioned problem=(COMMITSci] A problem
inwhichasmall errorinthe dataorin subsequent
calculation results in much larger errors in the
answers { {il kanidish-ond 'prdb-lam|

HWlegal character jcomeur Sel) A character OF
combination of bits that is not accepted as a yalid
representation by a computer or by a specific
routine; commonly detected ancl used as an incl.

| ‘ie-naytran

cation of amachine malfunction —{ i'l@-gal ‘kar.
ik-tor }

INegal operation [comput sci] An operation
specified by a program instruction that cannot
be carried out by the computer { 'lé-gal ap.
a'ra:shon }

(umination contro! [ELECTR] A photoelectric
control that turns on lights when outdoorillumi-
nation decreases below a predetermined level
{ a,liiema,na-shon kan, tral

Illustration program See drawing program
{ ,il-a'stra-shon ,pr6-gram }

image [COMMUN] 1. One of two groups of side
bands generated in the process of modulation;
the unused groupis referred to as the unwanted
image 2. The scene reproduced by a video
display [comput sct| A copy of the information
contained in one medium recorded ona different
data medium, [ELECT] See electric image
JELECTROMAG| The input reflection coefficient
corresponding to the reflection coefficient of a
specified load when the load is placed on one
side of a waveguide junction and a slottedline is
placed on the other={ ‘imsij }

Image admittance | ELECTR] The reciprocal of im-
age impedance={ ‘im-ij ad,mit-ons}

image antenna=|ELECTROMAG| A fictitious elec-
trical counterpart of an actual antenna, acting
mathematically as if it existed in the ground
directly under the real antenna and servedas the
direct source of the wavethat is reflected from
the ground by the actual antenna={ ‘im-ij an
itereo }

image attenuation constant
part of the image transfer constant
iten-yo'wa-shan ,kan-stont |

Imageconverter {ELECTR| Sreimagetube —|OP-
tics] Acconverter that usesa fiber optic bundle to
change the form of an image, for more convenient
recording and display or for the coding ofsecret
messages. { 'im-ij kan,vard-or}

[ELECTR| The real
{ 'im-ij 9
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image converter camera [ELECTR] A camera con-
gisting of an image tube and an optical system
which focuses the Image produced on the phos-
phorescertl screen of the tube onte photographie
fil. [mel] skan,vord-ar kam-ra|

image dissection photography [ELECTR A
method of high-speed photography in which an
jmaue |S split in any one of various ways inte
interlaced space and time elements which can
be unscrambled or played back through the
syste either to be viewed or to give a master
negative | ‘imi| disek-shon fa,tda-ra-fé |

image dissector Jcompursc!] 11 optical character
recognition, & device that optically examines an
input character for the purpose of breaking it
down Inte its prescribed elements. | 'im-ij di
sekstar| ;

image dissector tube [ELECTR] Atelevision cam-
era tube In which an electron image produced by
a photoemitting surface is focused in the plane
of the defining aperture and is scanned past
that aperture Also known as Famsworth image
digsector tube: { ‘im-ij disek-tar ,tUb)

image effect |ELECTROMAG| Effect produced on
jhe (eld ofan antenna due to the presence of the
earth, electromagnetic waves are rellected from
the garth’s surface, and these reflections often
are accaunted for by an image antenna at an
equal distance below the earth's surface. [ "im:
i itekt)

image enhancement||coMmpily scl| Improvement
of the quality of a picture, with the ald of a
computer. bygiving it highercoritrast or making It
less blurredortess noisy, (‘imeijin'hans-mant |

image force [ELEC| The electrostatic force an a
charge in the nelghborhood of a conductor,
which may be thought of as the attraction to the
charge’s electricimage—( 'Itn-ij lors}

Image frequency |eLects| Ari undesired. cafrier
frequencythal differs from the frequency to which
a superheterodyne recelver|s tuned by twice the
intermediate frequency—[ ‘im-i} fre-kwan-sé }

Image iconoscope |ELECTR| A camera tube in
which an optical image is projected on a semi-
transparent photocathode, and the resulting
electron image emitted from the otherside of the
photocathode is focused on a separate storage
target, the target is scanned on the sameside by
a high-velocity electron beam, neutralizing the
elemental charges in sequence to produce the
camera output signal at the target. Also known
as superemitron camera (British usage} { ‘im:
ij kan-a,sk6p J

Image Impedance [ELECTR] One of the imped-
ances that, when connectedto the input and out-
put of a transducer,will make the impedancesin
both directions equal at the input terminals and
atthe ourput terminals.  ['im-ij im,péd-ons }

Image intensifier Sve light amplifier { ‘im:jj
in'ten-so,fi-or|

Image Interference [(CcoMMUN| Interference oc-
Curring in a superheterodyne receiver when a
Station broadcasting on the image frequencyis
received along with the desired station. { 'im-ij
iN-tor'fir-ans |
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image-storage array

Image Isocon ELECTR] A television camera tube
which is similar to the image orthicon but whose
return beam consists of scanning beam electrons
that are scattered by positive stored charges on
the target. { ‘im-ij 'T-sa,kan }

image load (ELECTR| Load parameters reflected
back to the source by line discontinuities
{‘im-ij lod }

Image orthlcon {ELEcTR| A television camera
tube in which an electron image is produced by
a photoemitting surface and focused on one side
of a separate storage tube that is scannedonits
opposite side bya beam of low-velocity electrons;
electrons that are reflected from the storage tube,
after positive stored charges are neutralized by
the scanning beam, form a return beam which
is amplified by an electron multiplier { ‘im-ij
‘ortho, kan }

image parameter design [ELECTR] A method of
filter design using image impedance and image
transfer functions as the fundamental network
functions { ‘im+ij palramead-ar di,zin }

image parameter filter (ELEcTR| A filter con-
structed by image parameter design —_{ ‘im-ij po
‘ram-od-or ,fil-tar }

image phase constant [ELECTR] The imaginary
part of the image transfer constant. { 'im-ij ‘faz
ikan-stant}

imagepotential |ELEC| The potential set up by an
electricimage (‘im-ij pa,ten-chal}

image processing |compuTsci] A technique in
which the data from an image are digitized and
various mathematical operations are applied to
the data, generally with a digital computer, in
order to create an enhanced imagethat is more
useful or pleasing to a human observer,or to per-
form someofthe interpretation and recognition
tasks usually performed by humans. Also known
as picture processing. { 'im-ij ,prd-ses-in }

imageratlo |ELECTR| Ina heterodyne receiver, the
ratio of the image frequency signal input at the
antennato the desired signal input for identical
outputs={'im-ij ,ra-shd }

imagereject mixer [ELECTR] Combination of two
balanced mixers and associated hybrid circuits
designed to separate the image channel from
the signal channels normally present in a con-
ventional mixer; the arrangement gives image
rejection up to 30 decibels without the use of
filters. { ‘im-ij 'r@,jekt ,mik-sar]

image response [ELECTR| The response of a su-
perheterodynereceiver to an undesired signal at
its image frequency. { 'im-ij ri: spans }

image restoratlon§(ComPuT sci] Operation on a
picture with a digital computer to make it more
closely resemble the original object { 'im-ij
ires-to'ra-shon }

image-storage array [ELECTR] A solid-state
pane! or chip in which the image-sensing
elements may be a metal oxide semiconductor
or a charge-coupled or other light-sensitive
device that can be manufactured in a high-
density configuration, {'imeij stor-ij ara }
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image table

Imagetable (conTsys| Adata table that contains
the status of all inputs, registers, and coils in a
programmable controller { 'im-ij ,ta-bel }

Image transfer constant [ELECTR] One-half the
natural logarithm of the complex ratio of the
steady-state apparent powerentering and leav-
ing a network terminatedin its image impedance.
{'im-ij 'tranz-far ,kan-stent }

image tube [ELEcTR] An electron tube that re-
produces onits fluorescent screen an image of
the optical image or other irradiation pattern
incident on its photosensitive surface. Also
known as electron image tube; image converter
{‘im-{j ,tiib}

IMAP See Internet Mail Access Protocol.
{ ‘Iymap)

Imitative deception [ELECTR] Introduction of
electromagnetic radiations into enemy channels
which imitate their own emissions, in order to
mislead them __{ ‘im-a,tad-iv di'sep-shan }

Immedlate-access [COMPUT Sci| 1. Pertaining to
an access time which is relatively brief, or to
a relatively fast transfer of information. 2. Per-
taining to a device which is directly connected
with another device. ( i'mé-dé-at 'ak-ses }

Immediate address=|comPuTSci] The valueof an
operand contained in the address part of an
instruction and used as data bythis instruction.
{ i'mé-dé-at'a,dres }

Immedlate data |COMPUT Sci] Data that appears
in an instruction exactly as it is to be processed.
{ i'méd-é-at 'dad-a |

Immediate Instruction [comput sci| A computer
program instruction, part of which contains the
actual data to be operated upon, rather than the
address ofthatdata. {i'méd-é-at in'strak-shan}

Immediate operand |comPuT sci| An operand
contained in the instruction which specifies the
operation, { i'mé-dé-at 'dp-a,rand }

Immediate processing See demand processing
{ i'mé-dé-ot 'prds,es-in }

Immersion electron fens [ELECTR] An electron
lens in which the object, usually the cathode,
lies deep within the electric field so that the
index of refraction varies rapidly in its vicinity
{ iimor-zhan i'lk,trén ,lenz }

immersion electron microscope [ELECTR] An
emission electron microscope in which the
specimen is a flat conducting surface which
may be heated, illuminated, or bombarded by
high-velocity electrons or ions so as to emit
low-velocity thermionic, photo-, or secondary
electrons; these are accelerated to a high velocity
in an immersion objective or cathode lens and
imaged as ina transmission electron microscope
{ a'mar-zhanijlek,tran 'mT-kra,sk6p }

Immersionelectrostatic lens See bipotential electro-
staticlens. ( a'mar-zhon illek-tra,stad-ik 'lenz }

Immersion heater [ELEC] An electric device for
heating a liquid by direct immersionin the liquid.
(a'mar-zhan ,héd-or}

Immersive simulation See virtual reality.
( itmar-siv sim-ya'la-shon}

immittance {ELEC] A term used to denote
impedance and admittance, as COMME y|y
plied to transmission lines, networks, anga
types of measuring instruments. { i'mitons

Impact avalanche and transit time diode 1
IMPATT diode [impaktiavalanch an ‘tray,
itim 'di,6d } ovalt

Impact excitatlon=|£LEc| Starting of damped
cillations In a radio circuit by a suctdan sid
such as that produced by a spark discharon,
{'im,pakt ,ek-sa'ta-shon } te

Impact lonizatlon=[ELECTR] lonization Produc
by the impact of a high-energy charge carria, Q
an atom of semiconductor material; the
is an increase in the numberof charge ¢;
{‘im,pakt ,J-o-na'za-shan }

Impact microphone=[ENG Acous|An inst Utmenp
that picks up the vibration of an object IM pInpin
upon another, used especially on space Probar
to record the impact of small meteoroids, { ‘im
ipakt 'mT-kra,fon }

Impact-nolse analyzer jena) An analyzer seg
with a sound-level meter to evaluate the charag.
teristics of impact-type sounds andelectric noige
impulses that cannot be measured accurately
with anoise meteralone.— (‘im,pakt ndlz ‘ang
iizear|

IMPATT amplifler [ELECTR] Adiode amplifier that
uses an IMPATT diade; operating frequencyrange
is from about 5 to 100 gigahertz, primarily in the
C and X bands, with power output up to about
20 watts continuous-wave or 100 watts pulsed,
{'im,pat ,am-plo,fT-er}

IMPATT dlode=[ELECTR] A pn junction diode that
has a depletion region adjacent to the junction,
through which electrons and holes can drift,
and is biased beyond the avalanche breakdown
voltage. Derived from impact avalanche and
transit time diode. { 'im,pat ,d7,6d }

Impedance See electrical impedance. { im'péd.
ons }

Impedance-admittance matrix [ELECTR] A four-
element matrix used to describe analytically a
transistor in terms of impedances or admit-
tances. { im'péd-ans ad'mit-ens 'ma-triks }

Impedance bridge {eELec| A device similar to
a Wheatstone bridge, used to compare imped-
ances which may contain inductance, capaci-
tance, and resistance _{ im'p&d-ans,brij }

Impedance coll [ELEC] A coil of wire designed
to provide impedance in an electric circuit
(im'péd-ans ,koil }

Impedance compensator [ELEC] Electric net-
work designed to be associated with another
networkor a line with the purpose ofgiving the
impedanceof the combination a desired charac-
teristic with frequency over a desired frequency
range. (im'pé@d-ans 'kim-pan,sad-ar}

Impedance component [ELEC] 1. Resistance or
reactance 2. A device such as a resistor,
inductor, or capacitor designed to provide
impedancein an electric circuit. { im'péd-ons
kam,p6-nent}
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  ling of two sig-nee coupling ‘|ELEC] Coup: poutwer
anes srcults with an impedance. [ im'péd-ans
. ippin drop [ELEC] The total voltage dropimpees" a component or conductor of an

acess ing-current circuit, equal to the phasor
aaiernat the resistance drop and the reactance
sun ‘néckans drip |)
topSOEety [ELEC] Aciscontinuity ar

it change which results from a junction
abrupt unlike sections of a transmission line
enrtegularity on a line | im'pécans‘apeod:

irech jeLec| The condition in which
PE external impedance of a corinected load is
a to the internal impedance of the source

equa the surge impedarice of a transmission
or SS ately giving maximum transfer of energy

‘line, Cree to load, minimum reflection, and
imum distortion—[ Itn'p&d-ans mach }

impedance-matching network [ELEC] A network
cof two.or more resistors, coils, of capaci-

tors used to couple two clreuits in such. a
manner that the Impedance of each eireult
will be equal to the impedance into which. it
locks, Also knownas line-bullding-out network

imipédans jmach-ig net,wark |
impedance matrix |clLec] A matrix Z whase el-

‘ements are the mutual impedances berween
the various meshes of anelectrical network,
satislies the matrix equation V = Zi, where
Y and | are coluitin vectors whose elements
are the voltages and currents in the meshes
|im'péd-ans ma-ttiks|

Impedance meter Svrelectrical impedance meter
(im'pad-ans ,méd-ar }

Imperative language [COMPUT scl] A program-
{ning language in which programslargely consist
of a series of commands to assign values to

, objects, { im'per-ad-iv ,lan-gwij }
Imporatlve statement |compuT sci| A statement
.{n a symbolic program which is translated
_into actual machine-language instructions by
the assembly routine. ( im'perad-iv stat.

meant}
Implanted atom [ELECTR| An atom introduced

Intasemiconductor material by ion implantation.
{im'plantad ‘acl-am}

Implanted device |ELEcTe| A resistor or other
device that is fabricated within a silicon or other
semiconducting substrate by ion implantation
{ Im'plant-ad di'vis }

Implementation {comput sci] 1. The installation
“ofa computer system eran information system
ae swat ona particuter computerem, AT-playmen'ta-shan |

implicit Programming |conT sys| Robotic pro-
Sramming that uses descriptions of the tasks
at hand which ate less exact than in explicit

, Piogramiming | im'plis-at ‘préygram-in |}
Mpressed current jeLec} Direct. current sup-
‘lied by anexternal power source in a cathodic
ial arelation { imiprest ‘kar-ant J
"ni ponege (ELee| Voltage applied toaPeevice—(im'prest valtij |

impulse transmission

Improvement factor [COMMUN| See noise im-
provement factor. [ELECTR lh radar, a measure
of the effectiveness of Boppler-sensitive pro-
cesses, given by the ratio of the signal-to-clutter
powerratios with and without the use of the
Processing, averaged over all target velocities
{im 'priiv-mant ,lak-tar}

improvement threshold [commun | The condi-
tion of unity forthe ratio af peak carrervaltage to
peak noise voltage after selection and before any
nonlinear process such as amplitude limiting.
(im'prav-mant thresh,hdld }

impulse excitation Se shock excitation. | ‘im
ipals ,ek-sa'ta-shan }

Impulse generator |ELEC| An apparatus which
produces very short surges: of high-voltage: or
high-current power by discharging capacitors
in parallel or in series. Also known as pulse
generator—[ ‘im pals ,jen-ayracl-ar-)

impulse modulation |cont sys] Modulatian of
a signal in which it is replaced by a series
of impulses, equally spaced in time, whose
strengths (integrals over time) are proportional
to the amplitude of the signal at the time of the
Impulse. { ‘impals »maj-ala-shan |

Impulse noise |eLEc| Noise characterized by
transient shor-duration disturbances  dis-
tributed essentially uniformly over the useful
passband of a transmission system. { ‘im,pals
wneilz }

Impulse perlod
ipir-é-ad }

Impulse relay |ELEC|A relay that stores the
energy of a'short pulse, to operate the relay after
the pulse ends. ( ‘im,pals 'ra,la |

impulse response=(con't sys] The responseol a
system to an impulse which differs from zero for
an Infinitesimal time, but whose integral aver
time is unity, this impulse may be represented
Mathematically by a Dirac delta funetion, | ‘im
ipals rispans }

Impulse separator [ELecrR| In an analog televi-
sion receiver, the circuit that separates the hor-
izontal synchronizing impulses in the received
signal from the vertical synchronizing impulses,
{‘im,pals ,sep-a,rad-ar}

Impulse signaling (comMuN|} Conveying infor-
mation by meansof on-off conditions transmit-
ted down a line or over free space{'im pals
isig-na-lin }

impulse strength (E.EC| Voltage breakdown of
insulation under voltage surges on the order of
microseconds induration, —['im,pals stregkth |

impulse train [con Svs] Ar input consisting
of aninfinite series of unit impulses, equally
separated intime. | ‘im,pals tran }

impulse transmission |conaun| Form of sig-
naling which employs impulses of either or
both polarities for transiission to Indicate the
eccurrence of transitions in the signals; used
principallyto reduce the effects of low-frequency
interference; the impulses ate penerally formed
by suppressing the low-frequency components,
including direct current, of the signals { ‘im
ipals trang!'mistvan. |

See pulse period. { 'im,pals
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impulse-type telemeter

impulse-type telemeter [COMMUN] A telemeter
that employs electric impulsesas the translating
means, {'im,pols ,tip to'lem-od-ar}

impulse voltage=ELec| A unidirectional valtage
that rapidly rises to a peak value and then draps
tq zero more or less rapidly, Also knownas pillse
vollage  {'im,pals ,vGl-tij }

in-band/on-channel=[COMMUN] A system of dig-
ital radio where the digital signals are placed
within the current AM and FM bandsand within
the FCC-assigned channel of a radio station
Abbreviated IBOC. {tin ;jband {on 'chan-ol}

incandescentlamp—{ELEC| An electric lamp that
produces lightwhena metallic filament Is heated
white-het in a vacuum by passing an electric
current through the filament Also known as
filament lamp; Sight bulb. { ,in-kon'des-ant
‘lamp }

incandescent readout |ELECTR|A readout in
which each character is formed by energizing
alt appropriate combination of seven bar-shaped
ineandescentlamps.  { ,in-kan'des-ont 'réd,alit |

inching See jogging. { ‘inch-ig }
incident power [ELEC| Product of the outgoing

current and voltage, from a transmitter, travel-
ing down a transmission fine to the antenna
(‘in-so-dont jpall-or}

Incident wave [ELECTR] Acurrent or voltage wave
that is traveling through a transmission line in
the direction from source to load { ‘in-so-dant
way }

incoming first selector [ELEC] Connects Imeom-
ing calls from outlying dial offices to local second
selectors (‘Inj komeln jforst si'lek-tor}

incoming selector |rLtc| Selecter associated
with trunk circuits from another central office
{'injkom-in si'lek-tor }

incorporate |coMPuT scij To place in storage
{ in'kor-po,rat }

incremental compiler (comput sci] A compiler
that generates code for a statement, or group
of statements, which is independent of the code
generated for other statements. ( ,in-kro'ment:
al kom'pil-or}

incremental computer [comput sci| A special-
purpose computerdesigned to process changes
in variables as well as absolute values, for
instance, a digital differential analyzer. (,in-
kra'ment-al kam'pyiid-ar}

incremental digital recorder=|ComPuT sci] Mag-
netic tape recorder in which the tape advances
across the recording head step bystep, as in a
punched-paper-tape recorder; usedfor recording
an irregular flow of data ecanomically and
teliably—( ,ig-kro'‘ment-al {dij-ad-al ri'kord-or}

incremental dump tape [comput sci| A safety
technique used in time-sharing which consists
in copyingall files (created or modified by a user
during a day) on a magnetic tape, in case of
system failure, the file storage can then be re-
constructed. Also known asfailsafe tape —{ ,iD+
kra'ment-al 'domp ,tap |

Incremental frequency shift |comMUN| Method
of superimposing incremental intelligence on an-
other intelligence byshifting the center frequency

 
of an oscillator a predetermined amount bi
kro'ment-al '[ré-kwon-s®,shift } 1).

incremental mode=[comput sci] The plottip,
a curve on a cathode-ray tube by Mumbnatiny ¥
fixed humberofpbintsatatime  { sin-kiatmes c
al mad } ent:

Incremental representation=|CompuT sei) 4 Way
of representing variables used in incremental
computers, in which changes in the Variables
are represented instead of the values of the
varlables themselves. | \in-kra'ment-al re 5
san'ta-shan }

independent-sideband modulation [SOMA|
Modulation in which the radio-frequencycarrie,
is reduced or ellminated and two channaly ‘v
Information are transmitted, one on an Upper
and one ona lower sideband Abbreviated Ist
modulation. [| indalpen-dont sid, band maj.
a'la-shan |

independent-sideband receiver |ELECTR| A ra.
dio receiver designed for the reception of
independent-sideband modulation, having pro.

pita.

visions for restoring the carrier. [ ,in-da'pen.
dont !sid,bandri'sé-var}

independent-sideband transmitter {eELecre a
transmitter which produces
sideband modulatedsignals
‘sid band tranz'mid-or}

Index |compur sci] 1. A list of record surrogates
arranged in order of some attribute expressible
in machine-orderable form. 2. To produce a
machine-orderable set of record surrogates, as
in indexing a book. 3. To compute a machine
location by indirection, as is done byindex reg-
isters 4. The portion of a computer instruction
which indicates what index register (if any) is to
be used to modify the address of an instruction
{'in,deks}

index arithmetic unit |compuT sci] A section
of some computers that performs addition or
subtraction operations on address parts of in-
structions for the purposeof indexing, boundary
tests for memory protection, and so forth=(‘in
ideks a'rith-mo-tik ,yi-not }

indexed address [comput sci| An address which
is modified, generally by means of index regis-
ters, before or during execution of a computer
instruction. { ‘in,dekst a'dres}

indexedarray |COMPUTscl] Anarray of data Items
in which the individual items can be accussed
by specifying their position through use of a
subscript. {'Indekst a'ra }

indexed sequential dataset=[CoMpuT scl] A cal-
lection of related data items that are stored
sequentially on a key, but are also accessible
through index tables maintained by the system
(in,dekst sillewen-chal 'dad-a set }

indexed sequential organization §=|comptlT sci)
A sequence of records arranged in collating
sequence used with direct-access devices. { ‘in
iekst silkwen-chal areana'zd-shan|

index marker |compur sci] The beginning (anc
end) of each track in'a disk, which is recognized
by a special sensing device within the disk
mechanism. { ‘in,deks ,markvar}

independent-
{ ,in-do'pen-dont
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index of cooperation |ComMMUN| In rectilinear
scanning of recording, the product of the total
jength ola scanningor recording line by the num-
ber of gearning or recording lines per unit length
divided byph | ‘in.deks ay ka,dip-a'rd-shan )

index of modulation Sve modulation factor (‘in
debs ov mijpa'lé-shan|

index point |comPUT sci)A hardware reference
mark on a disk or drum for use in timing. (‘in
deks point|

index register |COMPUT sci] A hardware element
which holds a numberthat can be addedto(ar, in
some cases, subtractedfrom) the address portion
af a computer instruction te form an effective
address. Also known as base register: B box, B
line; B register: B store; modifier register (‘in
deks ,fe[-astar|

index word See modifier | 'in,deks sword | :
indicative data [COMPUT Sel] Data which describe

aspecificitem, { in'dik-odsiv 'dad-o}
indicator |COMPLIT SCI] A device announcing an

errororfallure, [ELECTR] A cathode-ray tube or
other device that presents information transmit-
ted or relayed [rom someother source. as from a
radar recelver, | 'in-da,kad-ar }

indicator element [eLectr| A component whase
variability under conditions of manufacture or
use [5 likely to cause the greatest variation
insome measurable parameter. { ‘in-ela,kadear
‘elarmant |

Indicator gate [lLecte| Rectangular voltage
waveform whichis applied tothe pric or cathode
circull of an indicator cathode-ray tube to
sensitize or desensitize it during a desired
portion of the operating cycle. [ 'in-dajkad-arsat |

Indicator lamp ELEC] A neon lamp whose on-
off condition is used to convey information,
(‘inda,kid-ar lamp }

Indicator tube |ELecre| An electron-beam tube
in which useful Information ts conveyed by the
variation in cross section of the beam at a
luminescent target, | 'in-da,kad-or itub |

indirect address [conuy Scl| An address: ina
computer Instruction that indicates a location
where the address of the referenced operand is
to be found. Also known as multilevel address.
[ in-da'rekt aldres |

indirect addressing=|compur Sci| A program
ming device whereby the -acelress part of an
instruction is not the address of the operand but
rather the location in storage where the address
of the operand may be found { ,in-da'nekta'dres-iq )

Indirect control comput Sci The control of one
Peripheral unit by another through some se-
quence of events that Involyes human interven-
tlon  { jineta‘rekr kan'tral)

Indirectly heated cathode |&LecTs| A cathode ta
which heat is supplied by an Independent heater
element ina thermionic tube: this cathode has
the same Potential on Its entire surface, whereas
the potential along a directly heated filament
vaties from one end to the other Also known
#8 equipatential cathade: heater-type carhocle;

induction generator

unipotential cathode, { jin-da'rek:l@ 'héd-od
"kath,6d }

indirect-path echo JELECTROMAG| An echo result-
Ing from radar transmission and reception, not
via the direct path to the target but rather via
reflections, far example, fram a large building
very near the radar. resulting in incottect bearing
estimation, | ,in-da'rekt path eka |

indirect stroke {ricc| A lightning stroke that
induces a voltage in a power or communications
system without actually striking tt, ( in-cfa'rebt‘strok |

individual distributed numerical contrat jcont
sys] A form of distributed numerical control
involving only 2 few machines. each of which
operates independently of the others and is
Unaflected by their fallutes {iinedalyij-awal di
‘sttib-yad-ad nii'mer-a-kal kan'tral |

individual line [COMMUN | Subseriber line ar-
fanged to serve only one main station, although
additional stations may be corinected to the line
as extensions: an Individual line is not atrangect
for: discriminatory finging with respect to the
stations on that line (tinselalyij-a-wal ‘Hin |

induced dipole [rtec| An electric dipale pre-
duced by application of an electric fel fin
‘dist 'd7,pal |

induced moment [ELEC] The average electric
dipole moment per molecule which Is produced
by the action of an electric field on a dielectric
substance | in'diist 'ma«moant |

inductance lELECTROMAG|. 1. That Property of an
electric clreuit or of two neighboring circuits
whereby an electromotive force is generated(by
the process of electromagnetic induction) inane
circuit by 4 change of current in itself or In the
other 2. Quantitatively, the ratio of the emt
(electramotive lorce) to the rate of change of the
current. [ In'dak-tans |

inductance coll Seexi| | in'dakstaris kesil }
induction—Sr electrostatic induction: electra-

Maagnetic induction,  { in'dakeshan }
Induction charging (ELEC) Production of electric

charge on a body by means of electrostatic
Induction, | in'dakeshan ichardin |

induction field [ELECTROMAG| A componentof an
electromagnetic lield associated with an alter-
fating current in a loop, coil, or antenna which
caries energy alternately away from and back
inte the source, with no net loss, and which is
responsible forsell-inductance ina coil or mutual
inductance with neighboring coils [ in'elok
shan félel |

induction frequency converter (ELEC) Slip-ring
induction machine which is driven by an external
source of mechanical power and whose primary
circuits are connected to a source of electric
energy having a fixed frequency: the secondary
circuits deliverenergyata frequency proportional
to the relative speed of the primary magnetic
field and the secondary member | in'dakeshan
‘fré-kwan-sé kan, varcl-ar }

induction generator JELEC} A nonsynehronous
alternating-current generator whose construec-
tion is identical to that of arvac moter, and which
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induction instrument

is driven above synchronous speed by external
sources of mechanical power. { in’dak-shan
ijen-a-rad-ar}

induction Instrument |ENG] Meter that depends
for its operation on the reaction between mag-
netic flux set up by current in fixed windings,
and other currents set up by electromagnetic
induction in conducting parts of the moving
system. { in'dok-shan ,in-stra-mant}

Induction loudspeaker |ENG AcoUS] Loud-
speaker in which the current which reacts with
the steady magnetic field is induced in the
moving member _{ in'dak-shan jlad,spék-ar}

Inductlon machine {ELEC} An asynchronous
alternating-current machine, such as an
induction motor or induction generator, in
which the windings of two electric circuits
rotate with respect to each other and power
is transferred from one circuit to the other by
electromagnetic induction. { in'dak-shan me
ishén }

Induction motor [ELEC] An alternating-current
motorin which a primary winding on one member
(usually the stator) is connected to the power
source, and a secondary winding on the other
member(usually the rotor) carries only current
induced by the magnetic field of the primary
( in'dek-shan ,méd-ar }

Induction problem [ELECTROMAG| An effect of
potentials and currents induced in conductorsof
atelephone system byparalleling powerfacilities
or powerlines. { in'dak-shan ,prab-lam }

Induction regulator [ELEC] A transformer in
which the voltage produced in a secondary
windingis varied by changing theposition of the
primary winding. { in‘dak-shan 'teg-ya,lad-ar}

inductlon watthour meter [ELEC] A watthour
meter used with alternating current; the energy
taken by a circuit over a period of time is
proportional to the rotation in that period of a
light aluminum disk, in which a driving torque is
developed by the joint action of the alternating
magnetic flux produced by the potential circuit
and by the load current. { in'dak-shan 'wat,aur
iméd-ar}

inductive charge [ELEC] The charge that exists
on an object as a result of its being near another
charged object. _{ in'dak-tiv 'charj }

Inductive clrcult [ELEC] A circuit containing a
higher value of inductive reactance than capaci-
tive reactance. { in'dak-tiv 'sar-kat }

Inductive coordination§|ELECTROMAG] Measures
to reduce induction problems. { in'dak-tiv ké
,ord-an'a-shan }

Inductive coupler [ELEC] A mutual inductance
that provides electrical coupling between two
circuits; used in radio equipment. { in'dak-tiv
‘kap-lar}

Inductlve coupling [ELEC] Coupling of twocir-
cuits by means of the mutual inductance pro-
vided by a transformer. Also known as trans-
former coupling. { in'dak-tiv'kap-lin }

Inductive fault analysis [ELEcTR| A method of
analyzing the effects of defects on an integrated
circuit, in which a computer simulates an electron
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that scatters at random faults in the form
additional or missing areas of material on the of
of drawings of the masks from which the elre
are fabricated, { inydak-tiv Olt a,nal-aese ie

inductive feedback [ELECTR| 1. Transley of i
ergy from the plate circult to the grid ches a
vacuum tube by means of induction. 2, Tranefa
energyfrom the output circuit to the input cite
of an amplifying device through an induct, ult
by means of inductive coupling.  ( in'dakige
‘fed-bak J Bo

inductivefilter |ELEcTR| Alow-pass filter Usedf
smoothing the direct-current output Voltage of
a rectifier, consists of one or more sections iW
series, each section consisting of an Inductar g
one of the pair of conductors in series with
capacitor between the conductors. Also kngwe
as LC filter—| in'daketiv'fil-tar | i

Inductive grounding jtec| Use of groundiy
connections containing an inductance in Order
to reduce the magnitude of short-circuit currehte
created by line-to-ground faults { in'daketjy
‘graund-in |

inductive interference=[comMiin| Effect arising
from the characteristics and inductive fa.
Jations of electric supply and communica.
tions systems of such character and mapni-
tude as would prevent the communications
circuits from rendering service satisfactorily
and economically if methods of inductive
coordination were not applied { in'dak-tiy
iin-tar'fir-ans }

inductive !Ine pair |{CcOMMUN] A telephoneline
displaying induction whose effects are of conse-
quence, as in crosstalk, opposedto twisted pair
{ in'dak-tiv ‘lin ,per}

Inductive load=|ELEC] A load that is predomi-
nantly inductive, so that the alternating load
current lags behind thealternating voltage of the
load. Also knownas lagging load —_{ in'dak-tiv
‘ld }

Inductive neutralization [ELECTR] Neutralizing
an amplifier whereby the feedback susceptance
due to an interelement capacitance is canceled
by the equal and opposite susceptance of an
inductor Also known as coil neutralization;
shunt neutralization. { in'dak-tiv ,nti-tro-la'za-
shan }

Inductlve-output tube [ELECTR] A tube in which
output energy is obtained from the electron
stream by electric induction between a cylindrical
output electrode and the electron stream that
flows through but does not touch the electrode.
{ injdok-tiv ‘aut,put ,tiib }

Inductive reactance [ELEC] Reactance due tothe
inductance of acoilorcircuit. ( in'dak-tiv ré'ak:
tens }

inductlve superconducting fault-current ilmlter
See shielded-core superconducting fault-current
limiter, { inldok-tiv sti-par-kenidek-tin ‘folt
,car-ant ,lim-ad-ar}

Inductive susceptance [ELEC] In a circuit con-
taining almost no resistance, the part of the sus-
ceptance due toinductance. { in'dok-tivsa'sep-
tans }
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inductive tuning [ELEcTR| Tuning involving the
use of a Variable inductance. { in'dak-tiv 'ttin-

Eee voltage divider [ELEC] An autotrans-
former that has its wincling subdivided into. 10
equal tutn sectlons so that when an alternating
yoltage VIS applied to the whole winding
the voltage across each section is nominally
yl; used as a ratio standard for electrical
measurements, | in'dak-tiv 'vol-ti} divid-ar }

inductive waveform=|eLec| A graph or trace of
the elfeet of current bulldup across an inductive
network; proportional to the exponential of the
product of a negative constant and the time.
{ in'dak-tiv ‘wav, form }

inductor Seecoil  { in'dak-tar}
Inductor alternator |eLEC} A synchronous gener-

atorinwhichthe field windingis fixed in magnetic
pasition relative to the armature conductors.
(in'dak-tar ‘obtarynad-ar |

Inductor generator [kLEC) An—alternating-
current generator in whieh all the windings are
fixed, and the flux linkages are varied byrotating
an appropriately toothed ferromagnetic rotor:
sometimes used for generating high power at
frequenci#s up to several thousand hertz for
induction heating.  [ in'dak-tar 'jen-a,tad-ar|

inductor microphone jeNG cous) Moving-
conductor microphone in which the moving
element is in the form of a straight-line
conductor | in'dak-tar 'mi-krafan |

industrial frequency bands jcomun | The
radio-frequency bands allocated in the United
States for land mobile communications of
private industries other than transportation,
| in'dos-tré-al 'fré-kwan-sé bane |

industrial television [commun | Closed-cireyit
video system usecl for remote viewing of
industrial processes and Operations; may also
be usedfor training purposes. Abbreviated ITV
(In'das-tré-al 'tel-a,vizh-an |

ineffective time=|Campur sci] Time during which
a computer can operate normally but which
is hot used effectively because of mistakes or
inelliciency In operating the installation or for
other reasons. | \ine'fek-tiv'tim J

inertia switch=[eLeC| A switch that is actuated by
an abrupt change In the velocity of the item an
which it is mounted [ 'narsha yswich |

inference contral jcompur $c] A method of pre-
venting data about specific individuals fram
being inferred from statistical information in a
ala base about groups of people ( ‘in-franskon, tral|

inference program=|conpu'y Sci| A computer pro-
gramthat uses certain facts provided as input to
feach conclusions, {‘in-frans ,prd-gram )

Infinite baffle jen Acous| A loudspeaker baffle
Which prevents interaction between the frontand

ck radiation of the loudspeaker | ‘incfa-nat‘bafal|
Infinite-capacity loading [cont sys| The deliber-

ate overloading of a robotic work center with
eXcessive farce or weight in arder to determine
the overtowel Protection necessary to maintain

 

information engineering

proper load conditions. _{ 'in-fa-nat ka'pas-ad-éilGd-ip )
infinite Impulse response filter [ELECTR] An

electronic filter that will continue oscillating ina
decaying manner forever after being exposed toa
change in input, Abbreviated (IR filter | infos
nat jim,pals ri/spans fil-tar |

infinite sequence Sev sequence {‘in-fa-nat 'sé-
lwans }

infinity {compusei] Any number larger than the
maximum number that a computer js able to
store in any register, | in'fin-ad-é |

infinity transmitter JELECTR| A device used to tap
a telephone; the telephone instrument is so
modified that an interception device can be ac-
tuated from a distant source without the caller's
becoming aware, { In'finad-é tranz'mid-ar}

infix operation compu scl] An operation carrled
out within an operation, as the addition of a and
6 prior to the multiplication by ¢ or division by
din the operation (a+bjed, | ‘In fiks ap-a,ra-shan|

influencediagram [sys ENG| A graph-theoretic
representation of a-decision, which may include
four types of nodes (decision, chance, value, and
deterministic), directed ares between the nodes
(which identify dependencies between them), a
marginal or conditional probability distribution
definedat each chance node, anda mathematical
function associated with each of the other types
ofnede | ‘in, flii-ans jdi-a,eram |

influence factor Ser telephone influence factor
(‘In ibans faketar |

information |comMuN| Data which has been
recorded, classified, organized, related, or in-
terpreted within a framework so that meaning
emerges. | in-far'ma-shon }

information architecture comput sci] The orga-
nization of large bodies of content, as well as the
Organization and labeling (tageing) of content
at the document level to make information
easy to search, navigate, and manage. jirt+for
imashan ‘arka,tek-char}

information bit |cosmun| Bit that is generated
bythe data source but is not used by the data-
transmission system.—[ ,in:far'ma-shan ,bit |

information center |cOMMUN| Center designed
specificallyfor storing, processing, and retrieving
information for dissemination at regular inter-
vals, on demand or selectively, according to
express needs of users. { ,infar'mnd-shan sen:tar]

information channel |connun | A facility used to
transmit information between data-processing
terminals separated by large distances. | ,in:
far'ma-shan jchan-al }

information content |commun| A numerical
measure of the infermation generated in
selecting a specific symbol (or message),
equal to the negative of the logarithm of the
probability of the symbol (or message) selected,
Also known as hegentropy (jin lar'ma-shan
tkéin,tent |

information engineering [comput sci} The pro-
cess of networking, collecting, analyzing, and
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information feedback system

reporting information, as well as controlling
business, manufacturing, or service operations.
{ ,in-for'ma-shon ,en-ja,nir-in }

Information feedback system [COoMMUN| An in-
formation transmission system in which a return
transmission is used to verify the accuracy of
the sent transmission, { ,in-far'ma-shan 'féd
ibak ,sis-tam }

information float={compuT sci] Information that
is not locatedinafile or data base butis traveling
between systems oris not assigned toa particular
computer system _{ ,in-far'ma-shon ,fl6t }

information flow —[compur sci] The graphic repre-
sentation ofdata collection, data processing, and
report distribution throughout an organization
{ ,in-for'ma-shan ,fld }

Information flow control [comput sci| A restric-
tion on the use of information generated by
a computer system that is consistent with the
access controls on the resources of the system
itself, { ,in-far'ma-shan‘f16 kan,trél }

Information Interchange |comMUN] The—ex-
change of information between machines
( in-fer'ma-shon'in-tar,chanj }

Information IInk See data link. { ,in-far'ma-shon
link }

Information management [COMMUN] The sci-
ence that deals with definitions, uses, value and
distribution of information that is processed by
an organization, whetheror notit is handled by
acomputer { ,in-far'ma-shan 'man-ij-mant}

information network (COMPUT Scl| A service that
provides a variety of information services to
subscribers on a dial-up basis, Also known as
subscription database. { ,in-far'ma-shon 'net
iwark}

information precedence relation=(comPuT sci| A
statement that some specified piece of data is
required for the production of another piece of
data, { ,in-for'ma-shan 'pres-o-dansri,la-shan }

Information processing {comPuT sci] 1. The ma-
nipulation of data so that new data (implicit in
the original) appear in a useful form, 2. See
data processing. { ,in-fer'ma-shon 'pra-ses-ip }

Information Processing Language See |PL
{ ,in-far'ma-shon 'pra-ses-in ‘lan-ewij }

information rate [COMMUN] The information
content generated per symbol or per second by
an information source_{,in-far'ma-shan,rat }

Information redundancy |compur sci] The use of
more information than is absolutely necessary,
such as the application of error-detection and
error-correction codes, in orderto increase the re-
liability ofacomputersystem._{,in-far'ma-shan
ra'dan-dan-sé}

Information requirements [{compur sci] Actual
or anticipated questions which may be
posed to an information retrieval system
( in-for'ma-shon ra'kwir-mans}

information resources management [comput
sci] A concept for processing information that
focuses on the information and places data-
processing technology (software and hardware)
in a secondary role. ( ,in-far'ma-shonri'sor-saz
:man-ij-mant}

information retrieval jcomPuT Seu ‘The techn)
que and process of searching, recovering “and
interpreting Information from laree amounts
stored dala, | ,in-far'ma-shant)tre-val | a

information selection systems=[cosy SCI
class of information processing systems which
carry out a sequence of operations necessary 1glocate in storage one or more itenisah ae
to have certain specified characteristics ap, “

 

‘ id to
retrieve such Items directly or inelirect]y, {yy whole
or in part | jin-forima-shan si'lek-shap isis:tame |

information separator=|cowrur sell A character
that separates items or fields of information
in a record, especially a variable-length record
{.in-far'masshan ‘sep-a,rad-ar| ,

Information source=[comMuN| A systery which
produces messages by making successive Selec.
tions froma group of symbols (infor ma-shaysrs }

Information system=[cOMMIUN| Any mesns for
communicating knowledge from one person inv
another, ranging from simple verbal commun|-
cation to completely computerized methaels gf
storing, searching, and retrieving of information
{ in-farma-shan ,sis-tam |

information system architecture=[compur self
The study of the structure of both computer
systems and the organizations that use them,
In onder to deyelop computer systems that
support the objectives of the organizations more
effectively { ,in-farima-shan jsis-tom ‘Ar-ko,tek.
chor }

Information technology [comput sci| The col-
lection of technologies that deal specifically
with precessing, storing. and communicating
information, including all types af computer
and communications systems ag well as repro:
graphics methodologies. { ,in-for'ma-shon tek
indl-a-j@ }

Information theory=|connuin} Abranchof theory
which is devoted to problems in communica-
tions, and which providescriteria for comparing
different communications systems on the basis
of signaling rate, using a numerical measure of
the amountofinformation gained when the con-
tent of a message is learned _{ ,in-far'ma-shon
ithé-o-ré }

information unit =|CoMMUN| Aunit of information
content, equal to a bit, nit, or hartley, according
to whether logarithms are taken to base2, e, or
10. { ,in-far'ma-shon ,yii-nat J

Information utlilty=[compur sci] An information
networkthat specializes in supplying information
to businesses and other organizations, { ,in-
far'ma-shan yii,til-ad-é }

Information word See data word, { ,in-for'ma-
shan ,ward}

Infradyne recelver |ELECTR| A superheterodyne
receiver in which the intermediate frequency is
higher than the signal frequency, so as to obtain
high selectivity { ‘in-fra,din ri's@-var}

infralow frequency |{CcOMMUN| A designation for
the band from 0.3 to 3 kilohertz in the radio spec-
trum. Abbreviated ILF —_{'in-fra,l6 'fré-kwan-sé }
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bolometer [ELECTR] A bolometer adapted

po detecting infrared radiation, as opposed to
microwave radiation [rin-frajred ba'lam-ad-ar|

infrared communications set |f:\,ecri| Compo-
nents required to operate a two-wayelectronic
system using Infrared racliation to carry Intelll-
gence._[{in-lratred ka,myti-na'ka-shong set |

infrared detector [ELECrR| A device responding
to infrared radiation, used In detecting fires, or
overheating in machinery, planes, vehicles, ancl
yeople, and in cont rolling temperature-sensitive
industrial processes, —_[ {in-frajred di'tek-tar|

jnfrared-emitting diode [ELECTR] A Jight-
emitting diode that has maximum emission
in the near-infrared region. typically at 0.9
micrometerforpngalliumarsenide.—(lindrafred
Imichig ‘divad }

infrared heterodyne detector |ELecre| A hetero-
dyne detector in which both the incoming signal
and the local oscillator signal frequencies are
in the infrared range and are combined in a
photodetectorto give an intermediate frequency
in the kilohertz or megahertz range for conven-
tional amplification —_{ jin-frajred |hed-o-ra,din
di'tek-tor}

Infrared Image converter [ELECTR] A device for
converting an invisible infrared image into a
visible image, consisting of an infrared-sensitive,
semitransparent photocathode on one end of
an evacuated envelope and a phosphor screen
on the other, with an electrostatic lens system
between the twa. Also known as infrared image
tube, { jitefrajred 'tm-|| kan,varelor}

Infrared image tube Sve infrared image converter
{tin-frojred 'imeij ,titb }

Infrared jamming [ELectR| An attempt to con-
fuse heat-seeking missiles by emissions which
overload their inputs or misdirect them
{ tin-frajred 'jam-in }

Infrared lamp |ELEC] An incandescent lamp
which operates at reduced voltage with a
filament temperature of 4000°F (2200°C) so that
it radiates electramagnetic energy primarily in
the infrared teghon,—| fin-fratred arp }

infrared photoconductor [eLecrR| A conductor
whose conductivity Increases when itis exposed
to inftared radiation. { finratred 'fGe-d-kan\dak-ter}

infrared=radiation |ElLectromac| Electromag-
netic raciation whose wavelengths lie in the
range from 0.75 or 0.8 micrometer (the long-
wavelength limit of visible red light) to 1000
mictometers (the shortest microwaves} | tin-
lrajired rad-é'aeshon |

infrared receiver [ELECTR| A device that inter-
cepts ordemodulates infrared tadiation that may
carryintelligence. Also known as nancy recelver
(in-frojredri's®var|

infrared scanner |eLecte| An infrared detector
mounted on a motor-driven platform which
“auses it to scan a field! of view line byline, much
asintelevision.—( ‘insfratrecd 'skati-ar |

Infrared thermistor JELEcTR| A thermistor used
lo Measure the power of infrared’ radiation
[linstrajred thartmis-tar}
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initial orders

infrared transmitter [ELEctR] A transmitter that
emits energy in the infrared spectrum; may be
modulated with intelligence signals. { lin-fro
ired trang'mild-or}

infrared vidlcon [ELEcTR| A vidicon whose pho-
tacenductor surface is sensitive to infrared racli-
ation. { jin-frajred 'vid-a,kan }

Inherent noise pressure Sve equivalent noise
pressure [ in‘hir-ant 'ndiz ,presh-or}

inherent storage [comput sci] Any type of stor-
age In which the storage mediumis part of the
hardware of the computer medium { in'hirant
‘stored f

inherltance |comput sci! A feature of object-
oriented programming that allows a new class to
be defined simply by stating howit differs from
an existing class. | (n'her-ad-ans }

inherited error |Compeur sei] The error existing in
the data supplied at the beginning of a step
in a step-by-step calctilation as executed by a
Program.—| in‘her-acl-adl 'er-ar |

inhibit-gate  |ELEcTR| Gate circuit whase outputis
energized only when certain signals are present
and other signals are not present at the inputs.
( in'hib-at,gat|

Inhibiting input JELecte| A gate Input which, if
in its prescribed state, prevents any output
which might otherwise occur—{ inthibsad-ig ‘in
put |

inhibiting signal [eLectR] A signal, which when
entered into a specific circuit will prevent the
circult fromexercising its normal function: lorex-
ample, an inhibit signal fed into an AND gate will
prevent the gate from yielding an output when
all normal input signals-are present. _{ in'hib-
od-in isig-nal )

Inhibit pulse [ELECTR] A drive pulse that tends to
prevent flux reversal of a magnetic cell by certain
specified drive pulses. in'hib-at ipals }

Initial condition See entry condition { i'nish-al
kan'dish-an |

initlal condition mode Seereset mode. | i'nish-al
kan'dish-on ,méd }

Initial~~graphics exchange specification
[COMPUT Scl| A standard graphics file format
for three-dimensional wire-frame models
Abbreviated IGES.{iinish-al 'graf-iks iks,chanj
ispes-o-fo'ka-shan}

initial Instructions {comput sci] A routine stored
in a computer to aid in placing a program in
memory Also known as initial orders. { i'nish-
al in'strak-shanz }

Initial inverse voltage [ELectR| Ofa rectifier tube,
the peak Inverse anode voltage immediately
following the conducting period.—{ i'nish-ol iin
wars 'wol-ti{ }

Initialize |compur sci] 1. To set counters,
switches, and addresses to zero or other starting
values at the beginning of, or at prescribed
points in, 4 computer routine. 2 To begin
an operation, and more specifically, to adjust
the environment to the required starting
configuration—| I'nish-aliz }

initial orders Svyinitial instructions. [ |'nishval
‘Onedare }
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initial program load

Initial program load={comput sci] Aroutine, used
in starting up a computer, that loads the
Operating system from a direct-access storage
device, usually a disk or diskette, inte the com-
puters main storage. Abbreviated IPL._{i'nish-
al ‘pré-gramld }

Initial program load button Sev bootstrap but-
ton (i'nish-al 'prd-gram ,lOd |bat-an J

Initial surge voltage |eLec| A spike of voltage
experienced when a norcompensated load is
lirst connected toa generatar —{ i'nish-al ‘sar/wl-tip)

inItlate See trigger _{ i'nish-é,at }
initiator={compur sclA part of an operating sys-

tem of a large computer that runs several jobs at
thesame time, setting up the job, monitoringits
progress, and performing any necessary cleanup
alter the job's completion —_[ i'nish @,ad-ar|

injection jeLecre| 1. The method of applying a
signal to an electronic circuit or device. 2. The
process of introducing electrons or holes into
a semiconductor so that their total number
exceeds the number present at thermal equilib-
rium. —{ in'jek-shan }

Injection efflciency ELECTR] A measure of the
efficlency of a semiconductor junction when a
forward bias is applied, equal to the current of
injected minority carriers divided by the total
current across the junction. _{ in'jek-shan a, fish:
an-sé }

Injection electroluminescence ELECTR] Radia-
thon resulting from recombination of minority
charge carriers Injected in a pn er pin junction
that Is biased in the forward direction. Also
known as Lossev effect; recombination elec-
troluminescence, { in'jek-shan_ iflek-trd,lii-ma
‘nes-ans}

Injectlon grid |ELEcTR| Grid introduced into a
vacuum tube in such a way that it exercises
control over the electron stream without causing
interaction between the screen grid and control
grid, [in'jek-shon grid }

Injection locking=|reerr| The capture of syn-
chronization of a free-running oscillator by a
weak injected signal at a frequency close to
the natural oscillator frequency or to one of Its
subharmonics; used for frequency stabillzation
in IMPATT oF magnetron mictowave oscillators,
gas-laser oscillators, and many other types of
oscillators, | in'jekeshan {lak-in |

Injection luminescent diode [eLecte| Gallium
arsenide diode, operating In wither the laser or
the noncoherent mode, that can be used as a
visible or near-infrared light source for triggering
such devices as light-activated switches, {in
‘jekeshan ,li-majnes-ant 'di,Gd|

injection signal [eG Acous| The sawtooth
frequency-modulated signal which is added
to the first detector circuit for mixing with the
incoming target signal | in'jek-shan ,sig-nal }

Injector |eLecre| Anelectrodethrough which charge
camer (holes or electrons) are forced to enter the
high-field region in aspacistor { in'jek-tar }

ink bleed=(compu sci] In character recognition,
the capillary extension of ink beyond the original
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edges of a printed or handwritten Chapagy,{ ‘ink ,bléd } t
ink smudge [comput sci] In character fen

tion, the overtlow of ink beyond the originaigth
of a printed or handwritten character iessm9j}

Ink squeezeout |compursci| In character reget
hition, the overflow of ink from the Stroke po"
terline to the edges of a printed or handyyrit icharacter, | ‘ink 'skwé,zaut } leq

in-line ceding=|compursci| Any group of Instr
tions within the main body of a program, | iHin 'k6el-in | '

in-line guns [ELEcTR| An arrangement of
electron gunsin a horizontal line; used iN col
picture tubes that have a slot mask in front ae
vertical color phosphor stripes. (‘in 'lin ‘gang

in-line procedure=|compur sei] A short body gf
coding or instruction which accomplishes somapurpose, | ‘in {fin pra'sé-jar)

In-line processing [compuSei] The processing
of data in random order, net subject to prelimi.
nary editing orsorting, ['in {in 'prd-sesin }

In-line subroutine |compur sei] A subroutine
which is'anIntegral part of a program (ln thin'sabrlitér |

in-line tuning jeLecte| Method of tuning the
intermediate-frequency strip af a superheterg.
dyne receiver in which -all the Intermediate.
frequency amplifier stages are made resonant to
the same frequency —_{ ‘in {lin ‘tiin-it ]

in-phase and quadrature video [eLtcrn| The
pair of video signals produced In a radar receiyar
using two homodyne reception channels in which
the reference signal lin one has shifted by ninety
degrees of phase from the reference signal in
the other: the process overcomes certain limiting
conditions in the use of just one homodyne
channel. (‘in fazand ‘kwii-dra-char 'vid-6.a |

in-phase component |eLec| The component of
the phasor representing an alternating curtent
which is parallel to the phasor representing
voltage. | ‘In faz kam'pG-nant |

in-phaserejection See common-mode rejection
{ ‘in ,faz ri'jek-shan }

in-phase signal See common-mode signal _{'in
faz 'sig-nal }

Input |CcoMPUT sci] The informationthatis delivered
to a data-processing device from the external world,
theprocessofdelivering thisdata, orthe equipment
that performs this process. [eLecte] 1. The
power or signal fed into an electrical or electronic
device. 2. The terminals to which the poweror
signal is applied. {input }

input admittance |&iEc| The admittance mea-
sured across the input terminals of a four-
terminal network with the output terminals short-
circuited. {'in,put od,mit-ons }

inputarea=(compuTsci] Asection of internal stor-
age reserved for storage of data or instructions
received froman Input unit such as carcls or tape.
Also known-as input block; input storage. { ‘in
»put era |

Input capacitance [ELECTR] The short-circuited
transfer capacitance that exists between the

the
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jnput terminals and all other terminals ofanelec-
tron tube (except the output terminal) connected
together [input ka'pas-ad-ans |}

input data |COMPUT Sci] Data employedas input.
| ‘in,pat dad-a } , i

input equipment [comput sci) 1. ; he -equip-
ment used for transferring data and Instruc-
tions into an automatic.data-processing systam
2, The equipment by which an operator tran-
gcribes original data and instructions to a
medium that may be used in an automatic data-
processing system, | ‘in put ikwip-mant |

input gap [ELECTR| An interaction gap used to
jnitiate a variation in an electron stream, in
q velocity-modulated tube it is in the buncher
resonator. | ‘in,put igap |

input impedance [ELEC] The impedance across
the input terminals of a four-terminal network

when the oulpe ie are short-circuited‘in, put im, pea-ans
input-limited [COMPLET seq} Pertaining toasystem

or operation whose speed orefficiency depends
mainly on the speed of input into the machine
rather than the speedofthe machineitself. (‘in

it lim-adiadl }
Rie magazine |CoMpuYTsci! A part of a card-

handling device which supplies the cards to the
processing portion of the machine. Also known
asmagazine. {'in,put ,mag-a,zén }

Input/output |compPuT sci] Pertaining to all
equipment and activity that transfers information
into or out of a computer. Abbreviated /O. {'in

ut'aut,put }
Inputoutput adapter (compur sct| A circuitry

which allows inpul/@utput devices to be attached
directly to the central processing unit —_{ 'in,put
‘aut put o,dap-tar}

input/output area [COMPUT SCI] A portion of com-
puter memory that Is reserved for accepting data
from input devices ane! holding data for transfer
tooutput devices. [‘in,put ‘aait,put er@a |

Inputoutput bound=|ecmput sei] Pertaining toa
system or condition in which the time for Input
and output operation exceeds other operations
Also known as Inputfoutput limited. | ‘inyput
‘aut,put ,badind |

input/output buffer (comput sci] An area of a
computer memory used to temporarily store data
and instructions transferred into and out of a
computer, permitting seVeral such transfers to
take place simultaneously with processing af
data [‘In,pttadit,pat bafar }

inpuloutput channel |comour scl The physical
link connecting the computer te an Input device
sf toanputput device. | 'in,put'ait,put chana)

Inputoutput controller COMPUT Sci] An inde-
pendent processorwhich provides the data paths
between input ancl output devices and main
Memory | ‘inyprit 'atit,pur kan,trdbar |

Input/output control system—[comput scl] A set
of flexible routines that supervise the input
and output operations af a computer at the
detailed Machine-language level. Abbreviated
1OCS. | input ‘antput kan tral jsis-tam |

input/output register

Input/output contro! unit |compursci] The piece
of hardware which controls the operation of one
or more of @ type of devices such as lape drives
or disk drives; this unit is frequently an integral
part of the input/output, device itself, (‘input
‘autyput kan'tral ,yilnat |

input/output device Sve peripheral device (‘in
split 'aut,put di,vis }

inpuoutput generation |compur Sci) A. procedure
involved in. installing an operating system on a
large computer in whieh addresses and attributes of
peripheral equipment under the computers control
are describedin @ language that can be read by the
operating system, Abbreviated IOGEN, | ‘in,put
‘AOL, put fen-ayra-shan |

input/output instruction§|comput sct} An in-
struction in a computer program that causes
transfer of «ata between peripheral devices
and main memory, and enables the central
processing unit to control the peripheral devices
connected toit,  ('in,put'att,ptit In strakeshan j

Inputoutput interrupt |compur Sei] A technique
by which the central processor needs only initiate
an inpuloutput operation and then handle other
matters, while other units within the system carry
out the rest of the operation, { 'in,put ‘aut put
‘int-a,rapt|

inpuvoutput interrupt Identification {comput scl]
The ascertainment of the device and channel
taking part in the transfer of information into
or out of a ¢omputer that causes a particular
input/output interrupt, and of the status of the
device and channel (‘in,put ‘aut,put'int-s,rapt

T,dent-o-fa,ka-shon }
input/output interrupt indicator [COMPUT Sci] A

device which registers an InputVoutput Interrupt
associated with a particular input/output chan-
nel; it can be used in inpulvoulput Interrupt iden-
titication.  ( 'injpdt ‘autpit ‘int-a,rapt jin-do
ikad-ar|

inpuvoutputlibrary jcompurr sci] A set of pro-
grams which take over the job from the pro-
grammer of creating the required instructlons
to access the various peripheral devices, Also
known as input/output routines. {‘in,put ‘aut
wut I, brer-é |

input/output limited=Ser inputfoutput bound
(‘in put ‘adt.put \lim-ad-ad ]

input/output order=jcompur Scl| A procedure of
transterring data between main memory and
peripheral devices which is assigned to and
performed byan input/output controller, ‘in
put ‘aut put ordar

input/output processor=[comrur sci A hardware
device or software processor whose sole function
is to handle input and output operations (‘in
/put ‘aut, put ,pra,ses-or}

input/output referencing |compur sci] The use
of symbolic names in a computer program to
indicate data on input/output devices, the actual
devices allocated to the program being: deter-
mined when the program is executed. [‘in,put
“Aut put rel-ran-sin |

input/output register [comput sct| Computer
register that provides the transfer of information
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input/outputrelation

from inputs to the central computer, or from it
to output equipment, { 'in,put 'aut,put ,réj-o-star}

input/output relation [sys ENG| Therelation be-
tween two vectors whose components are the
inputs (excitations, stimuli) of a system and the
outputs (responses) respectively { ‘in,put ‘aut
split ri, la-shon)

Input/output routines Sve input/output library.
{ ‘input ‘adt,put ru,ténz }

input/output statement |compur sci] A. state-
mentina computer language that summonsdata
or stores data in a peripheral device { ‘input
‘alt,put ,stat-mont }

input/output switching [comput sci] A tech-
nique in which a number of channels can
connect input and output devices to a central
processing unit; each device may be assigned to
any available channel, so that several different
channels may service a particular device during
the execution of a program —{ ‘in,put ‘aut,put
sswieh-in }

input/output traffle control {compu sci[ The
coordination, by both hardware and software
facilities, of the actions of a central processing
unit and the Input, output, and storage devices
under its control, in order to permit several
inputfoutput devices to operate simultaneously
while the central processing unit Is processing
date, | ‘in,put ‘adityput "traf-ik kanytral |

input/output wedge=jcompeur sci) The character-
istic shape of a Kividt graph of a system which
is approaching complete input/output bounded-
ness. [‘injpat'aul,put wel)

input program Sec data entry program, {'in,put)pro-gram }
inputrecord=jcompureci| 1. A record thatls read

froman input deyice Into a computer memory
during the performance of a programor routine
2. A record that has been stored in an input area
and is ready to be processed. { 'in,plit ,rek-
ard }

input register [comput sci] A register that ac-
cepts input information from a computer at one
speed and supplies the information to the central
Processing unit at anather speed, usually much
greater { ‘input ,re[-astar}

input resistance See transistor input resistance
{input rizis-tans }

Input resonator See buncher resonator (‘in put
‘réz-on advar}

Input routine=[comput sci] A routine which con-
trols the loading and reading of prograrns, data,
andother routines intoa computerfor storage or
immediate use. Also known as loading routine
(‘input ritén|

Input section=|compurt scl| The part of a programm
which controls the reading of data into a com-
puter memory from external devices. { ‘in,put
isek-shon }

input station=|compuT sci|.A terminal in an ins
plant communications system at which data ean
be eritered Into the system directly as events take
place, enablingfiles to be immediately updated.
(in, put st4-shan}

input storage Ser input area. (‘in,put Storjj
Inquiry=|compur sci] A request for the retrieval of

a particular Item ar set of items from Storage{ In'kwi-a-ré | :
inquiry and communications system [comp

sci] A computer system In which central
records are maintalhed with data ansmitted
to and from terminals at remote locations
in-an in-plant system, and which immediate
responds to inquiries fram rernote lerminaje
( in'kwT-a-ré an ka,myt-na'ka-shanz ,sisstam 1

inquiry and subscriber display |compur SCI] An
inquiry display unit that is distant from its
computer and communicates with it over Wire
lines. | in’kwi-a-ré on sab'skrib-ardi,spla }

inquiry display terminal jcompurscl| Acat Node.
ray-tube terminal which allows the user to query
the computer through a keyboard, the ariswar ap-
heating onthesereen. | in'kwha-ré di'spla lar.man-al }

inquiry station |compur sei] A remote terminal
from which an inquiry may be sent toa computer
overwire lines. | in'kwia-ré jsta-shan |

inquiry unit |compur sci) Any terminal which
enables a user to query a computer and get a
hard-copy answer—[ in‘kwi-a-ré jyii-nat |

inscribe=|compuT sci] To rewrite data ‘on a doru-
ment in a form which can be read by an optical
of Magnetic ink character recognition machine
| in'skrib

insensitlve time See dead time. { in'sen:so-tiyitim }

insertion gain |eLecte| The ratio of the power
delivered to a part of the system following in-
sertion of an amplifier, to the power deliveredto
that same part before insertion of the amplifier.
usually expressed in decibels. | in'sar-shangan }

insertion loss [ELEcTR| The loss in load power
due to the insertion of a componentor device at
some point in a transmission system; generally
expressed as the ratio in decibels of the power
teceived at the load before insertion of the
apparatus, to the power receivedatthe load after
insertion —[( in'sar-shan los }

insertion switch=|compur sci| Process by which
information is Inserted into the computer by
an operator who manually operates switches.
{in'sar-shan jswich |

instability [cont sys} A condition of a control
system in which excessive positive feedback
causes persistent, unwanted oscillations in the
output ofthe system—| invsta'bilad-a|

Installation processing central [comput sei A
system that automatically schedules the process-
ing of jobs by a computer installation, in order to
minimize waiting time and time taken to prepare
equipment foroperation. { ,in-sto'la-shan ‘pras
es-in kan, tral }

installation specification (comput scl] The cri-
teria defined by a computer manufacturer for
specilying correct physical installation { ,in-
sla'la-shan ,spes-a-fa,ka-shan |

installation tape number=|compur scl] A num-
ber that is permariently assigned to a reel of

ur
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gram | ble |compursc!| The data in an ob-
eaeDreecbonentéd program. | 'in-stansary ie ol@arbal }
_aveneorbe ‘ematic gain control |eLecrr|instantaneousa system that automatically
routes the gain of an amplifier for each pulse
adjusts: 4 substantially constant output-pulse
to obtain jitude with different input-pulse peak
ee the circuit is fast enough to act

he time a pulse is passing through the
{ jin-stonjta-né-as ,6d-ajmad.ik ‘gan

aenpll
during t

amplifier

Beous bandwidth |cOMMUN] A term in
ty dar for the modulation bandwidth of the signal

Paine used, so as not to be confused with
‘the radar's agility bandwidth, or ‘its approved
operating bandwidth [ lin-stan!ta-né-as 'band

Beioheous carrying current |ELEc| The max-
mum value of current which a switch, circuit

breaker, or similar apparatus can carry instanta-
neously, {|in-stanita-né-os'kar-€-in ,ka-rant }

instantaneous companding [ELECTR| Compand-
Ingin which the effective gain variations are made
Iniresponseto instantaneousvalues ofthe signal

xwave, | jin-stonita-né-as kam'pan-dig|
‘instantaneous descriptlon {comput sci| For a

Turing machine,the set of machine conditions at
a given point in the computation, including the
contents of the tape, the position of the read-
write head on thetape, and the internal state of
the machine | (In-stanitd-né-as di'skrip-shon }

Instantaneous effects jcomMun | Impairment of
‘felephoneof telegraph transmission caused by
Instantaneous changes in phase or amplitude
Of the wave In a transmission tne. [ inestan
{inéasi'Teks|

instantaneous frequency [COMMUN] The time
rate ol change of the angle of an angle-modulated
wave: | jin-stanjla-né-os fré-kwanes® |

instantaneous frequency-indicating receiver
[ELECTR] A radio recelyar with a digital, cathore-
fay, or other display that shows the {requency of
signal at the instant it Is picked up anywhere
in the bani coveree by the receiver (ilnestan
Iiné-as |fre-kwancsé in-da,kachin H'sé-var |

Instantaneous power |): eC The product of the
Instantaneous voltage and the instantaneous
current for a circuit or companent.  { finestan

 
  

4eenBas pati-ar |
instantaneous recording ENG Acous| A record-

ng Intended for direct reproduction without fur-
4, Hist Processing {\in-stanita-né-asri'kord-in \
Nstantaneous Sample (comMUN| One of a se

quenceof instantaneous values of a wave taken

instruction mix

at regular intervals. { tin-stanita-né-95 ‘sam-pal }
instantiation [conpir scl] 1. An external decta-

ration or a reference to anather Program or
subprogramIn the Ada Programming language.
2. The deduction of omitted values in a set of
data from the known values. 3. The creation of
an object of a specific class in an object-oriented
Program. | injstan-ché'a-shan|

instant-on switch [ELECTR] A switeh that applies
a reduced filament voltage to all tubes Ina
television receiver continuously, so the pleture
appears almost instantaneously alter the set |s
tumedon.  [‘in-stant Gn »swieh |

instant replay Sv vide replay ‘in-stant 'répla |

instruction |commursci| Apattern of digits which
signifies toa computer thata particular operation
is to be performed and whieh mayalso indicate
the operands(or the locations of operands) tobe
operated on. ( in'strak-shan |

instruction address JCOMPUY scl) The address of
the storage location in whieh a given Instruction
Isstored. { in'strak-shanaldres |

instruction address register |conru'y Sui] Aspe-
cial storage location, forming part of the prograrn
controller, in which addresses af Instructions
are stored in order to control thelr sequential
retrieval from memory during the execution of
aprogram,  [ in'strak-shan aldres ‘rej-a-star|

instruction area |comeur SCl| A section of stor
age used for storing program instructions
( in'strak-shan jer-é-a}

Instruction code jcopur Sci[ That part of an
instruction which distinguishes it from all other
instructions and specifies the action to be
performed. { in'strakeshan kod |

instruction constant jcompur scl] A dummy in-
struction ef the type K = |, where K is irrelevant
tothe program.—{ in'strak-shan ,karestant |

instruction counter [COMPUT sci] A counter that
Indicates the location of the next computer
Instruction to be interpreted, Also known as
location counter; Progam counter, sequence
counter—[in'strak-shan kadint-ar|

instruction cycle |comeursei| The steps invelved
in carrying out an instruction ( in'strak-shonrstkal |

instruction format |cowpur scl) Any rule which
assigns various funetions to the various digits of
an Instruction.—{ in'strak-shan,for,mat |

instruction length jcompur sci| The number of
bils or bytes (eight bits per byte) which defines
atLinstruction. | in'strak-shan ilenkth |

instruction lookahead fcompuT sci] A technique
for speeding up the process of fetching and de-
coding instructions ina computer program. and
of computing addiesses of required operands
and fetching them, in which the control unit
fetches any unexecuted instructions: on hand, to
the extent this is feasible, Also known as fetch
ahead. | in'strak-shan 'Iuka,hed )

instruction mix |contpu'r sci The proportion of
various types of instructions that appear in a
Particular computer program, or ina benchmark
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instruction modification

representing a class of programs
shon ,miks }

instruction modification {COMPUTsci] A change,
carried out by the program, in an instruction so
that, upon being repeated, this instruction will
perform a different operation, ( in'strak-shan
imad-o-fo'ka-shan|

instruction pointer [COMPUT Sci] 1, A compo-
nent of @ task descriptor that designates the
next instruction to be executed by the task,
2. An element of the control component of
the stack model of block structure execu-
tion, which points to the current instruction
[ in'strak-shon ipoint-ar|

instruction register [COMPUT sci] A hardware el-
ementthatreceives and holds an instruction asit
is extracted from memory;the register either con-
tains or is connectedto circuits that interpret the
instruction (or discoverits Meaning]. Also known
as current-instruction register { in'strak-shan
fej-a-star|

Instruction repertory See
(In'strak-shan irep-a,tare |

Instruction set |compur Sci] 1. The set of ine
structions whicha computing or data-processi ng
system is capable of performing. 2 The set of
instructions which an automatic coding system
assembles, 3. Also known as instruction teper-
tory. [ in'strak-shan set }

instruction time |compur sci} The time required
10 carry aut an Instruction having @ specified
number of addresses in a particular computer
(in'strak-shan tim |

instruction transfer [COMPUTSci] An instruction
Which transfers control to pone Of another sub-
program, depending upon the value of same
Operation,  { in'strak-shan ,tranzfar )

instruction word [comely sei) A computer word
Containing an instruction rather than data. Alsa
known as coding line—[ in'strak-shan ward |

instrumentation amplifier (eLectr| An amplifier
that accepts a Voltage signal as an Input and
produces a linearly sealed version of this signal
at the output, It is a closed-loop lixecl-gain
amplifier, usually differential, and has high input
impedance, low drift, and high common-mode
tejection aver a wide range of Trequencies
1 if-stra-men'ta-shan ‘am-pla, {Tear |

instrumented range [ELECTR] Ih taclar. the dis-
tance from which an echo might be received
lust before the subsequent pulse is transmitted:
sometimes talled unambiguous range. Echoes
from’ tariets at greater ranges -are liable to
be associated with the subsequent pulse and
thought te be coming from.a target at a much
shorter tange—[ ‘insstratmary-tad in| |}

instrument multiptier JELEC| A highly accurate
tesistor used in serles with a valtmeter to
extendits voltage range. Also known as voltage

| in'strak-

instructlon set,
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multiplier; valtase-ran
mant ‘mal-ta,plear |

instrument resistor (ELECT A high-ae
terminal resistor used to bypass
portion of currents around the |
elements of an instrument, stich a
curentammeter—(‘insstra-rnant tiInstrument shunt
be connected in
extend its current range

instrument transformer
that transfers primary current,
values to the secondary circu

accuracy to permit connecting an Instrumepthe secondary rather than the Primary: uead
only low currents or low voltages are brought”
the instrument. —( ‘in-stra-mant trang,fats,

instrument-type relay [ELEC] A relity const,
like a meter, with one acljustable Conti
mounted on the scale and the other Contag,
Mounted onthe pointer. Also knownas contagt|making meter. | ‘in-stra-mant tip 'réla |
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Insulated [ELEC} Separated from other Conde.

ing surfaces by a nonconducting material. (iq,sa,lad-ad } “a

insulated conductor JELECHA conductor Sire
founded by insulation to prevent current leakage |
Or short circuits Also khown as insulated ype
(‘in-sa\ladsad kan'dak-tar } f

insulated-gate bipolar transistor
power semiconductor device

low  forwarel voltage drop, gate-controlled
turnoff, and high switching speed. {t Structurally
resembles 4 vertically diffused MOSFET,
featuring a double diffusion of @ type fepign.
and an n-type region, but differs from the
MOSFET in the use of a p+ substrate layer (in the:
case of an a-channel device) for the drain. the
effect Is to change the transistor into a bipolar
device, as this p-type region injects holes inte
the re-type drift region, Abbreviated IGBT {tin
s9lad-ad,2at bipo-lor tran'zisitar }

insulated-gate field-effect transistor Se meta|
oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor
{ ‘in-sadad-ad [pat {f@ld i fekt tran'zis-tor |

insulated-return power system=|eLec} A system
for distributing electric Power to trains or other
vehicles, in which both the outgoing andreturn
conductors are insulated, jn contrast toa track
return syste, ['in-sa\lad-ad rijtarn pat-ar sis.tam }

Insulated-substrate monolithic circuit [ELECTR]
Integrated circuit which may be either an all-
diffused device or a compatible structure so
constructed that the components within the
silicon substrate are insulated from one another
by a layerofsilicon dioxide, instead of reverse-
biased pn junctions used for isolation in other
techniques. | ‘in-sa,lad-ad isab,strat !man-o
Hith-ik 'sar-kat}

[ELEeR A
that combines
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insulated wire See insulated conductor. {'In-sa
jid-ad “wir|

insulating strength leLEC) Measure of the ability
of an insulating material to withstanel electric
ates without breakdown: it is defined as the
yaoltage per unit thickness necessary to Initiate
a disruptive discharge; usually measured In yolts
yer centimeter Uinsalacsig ystrenkth}

insulation jeLec| A material having high electri-
cal resistivity and therefore suitable for sepa-
jating adjacent conductors in an electric elrcuit
or prevertite possible future contact belween
conductors, Also known as electrical insulation,

[nsa'l-shan }
jnguiation coordination [ELEC] Steps taken to

ensure that electric equipment is not damaged
by overvoltages and that (lashovers are localized
in regians where no damage results from them,

in-sa'la-shan ka'orclan,a-shan |
jnsulation protection [rire] Use of devices to

rotect insulators of power transmission lines
from damage by heavy ares. | in-sa'ld-shan pra
Itek-shan | / .

Insulation resistance=|ELEC| The electrical resis-
tance between two conductors separated by
an insulating material. | \in-so'la@shon riizis-
tans | : ;

insulator [elec] A device having high electrical
resistance and used for supporting of separating
conductors to prevent undesired [low of current
from them to. other objects. Also known: as
electrical insulator. ['inesa,lad-ar|

insulator arte-over ELEC] Discharge of power cure
rent in the form of an arc, following a surlace
dischatge over an insulator.[‘in-sa,lddlar ‘ark
evar|

Integer constant [COMPUT scl} A constant that
(seg the values 0, 1,..., 9 with no decimal point
in FORTRAN. { ‘int-o-jar {kan-stont}

Integer datatype |comPUT Sci] A scalar date type
which is used to represent whole numbers, that
is, values without fractional parts, { 'int-a-jar
‘dad-o ,tap }

Integer programming [sys ENG] A series of pro-
cedures used in operations research to find
maxima or minimaof a function subject to one or
more constraints, including one which requires
that the values of someorall of the variables be
whole numbers —_{ 'int-a-jar'prG,gram-ip }

Integer varlable=[coMpuT Sci] A variable in FOR-
TRAN whosefirst character is normally I, J, K, L,
M,orN—{‘int-o-jor 'ver-€-a-bal}

Integral actlon§ [cont sys] A control action in
which the rate of change of the correcting
force is proportional to the deviation, { 'int-a-
gral ,ak-shon }

Integral compensation |conT sys] Use of a com-
pensator whose output changes at a rate pro-
portional toitsinput—{ ‘int-o-gral ,kam-pon'sa-
shan}

Integral control [cont sys| Use of a control
system in which the control signal changesat a
rate proportionaltotheerrorsignal —_{'int-a-gral
kon,tral}
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integrated console

Integral discriminator [ELECTR] A circuit
which accepts only pulses greater than a certain
minimum height, { ‘int-a-grol di'skrim-a,nad-
ar}

Integral-mode controller {cont sys] A controller
which producesa control signal proportional to
the integral oftheerrorsignal —_{ ‘int-o-gral|m6d
kan,trdl-or}

Integral modem [comMUN| A modem built di-
rectly into a machineto enableit to communicate
over a telephone line. Also known as internal
modem. { ‘int-a-gral |m6d,dem }

Integral network [CONTsYs] Acompensatingnet-
work which produces high gain at low input
frequencies and low gain at high frequencies,
and is therefore useful in achieving low steady-
state errors. Also knownas lagging network;lag
network —_{ ‘int-a-gral 'net,wark}

integral quantum Hall effect {eLecre| The ver-
sion of the quantum Hall effect in which the Hall
resistance becomes precisely equal to (l/e" nr,
where fi is Planck's constant, e is the elec-
tronic charge, and nis an integer={ ‘int-o-gral
‘kwan-tam ‘hol ifekt )

integral square error (CONT sys| A measure of
system performance formed by integrating the
squareof the system error over a fixed interval
of time; this performance measure and its
generalizations are frequently used in linear
optimal control and estimation theory { ‘int:
o-eral iskwer ,er-ar}

integrated circuit [ELECTR] An interconnected
array of active and passive elements integrated
with a single semiconductor substrate or de-
posited on the substrate by a continuous seriesof
compatible processes, and capableofperforming
at least one complete electroniccircuit function
Abbreviated IC. Also knownas integrated semi-
conductor { 'int-o,grad-ad 'sor-kat}

Integrated-circult capacitor [ELECTR] A capaci-
tor that can be produced in a silicon substrate
by conventional semiconductor production pro-
cesses, {'int-o,grad-ad |sarkat ka'pas-od-or}

Integrated-circuit filter |&LectR| An electronic
filter implemented as dn integrated circuit, rather
than by interconnecting discrete electrical com-
ponents, { {int-i,grad-ad 'sar-kat ,fil-tar }

integrated-circult memory See semiconductor
memory —_{ ‘int-a,grad-od jsar-kat 'mem-ré }

integrated-circult resistor [ELECTR] A resistor
that can be produced in or on an integrated-
circuit substrate as part of the manufacturing
process. ( ‘int-o,grad-ad jsarkatri'zis:tar }

Integrated communicatlons system=[coMMUN |
Communications system on either a unilateral
or joint basis in which a message can befiled at
any communications center in that system and
be delivered to the addressee by any other ap-
propriate communications center in that system
without reprocessing enroute _{ 'int-o,grad-od
ka,mytirio'ka-shanz ,sis:tam |

Integrated console=[commun | Computer control
console that is capable of controlling the
operation of the switching center equipment of
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integrated data dictionary

an integrated communications system.
serad-ad 'kin,sal. |

integrated data dictionary |compur Sci) An index
or catalog of information about a data base that
is physically and logically integrated into thedata
base. | ‘instoetadhad ‘daca ‘dik-shanerd j

integrated data Processing=[comput sci) Data
processing thal has been organized and carried
outas a whole, so that intermediate OUtpUTS may
Serve as Inputs for subsequent processing with
no human copying required Abbreviated IDP
(‘in-tajeracl-ad lclad-a 'prd-ses-ip |

integrated data retrieval system=|cOMPUT sti] A
section of adata-processing system that provides
facilities for simultaneous operation of several
video-data interrogations in a single line and
berforms required communications with the rest
of the system, it provides storage and retrieval
ol both data subsystems andfiles and standard
formats fordatarepresentatien, ("In-taerad-ad
idad-a ri'treval sis-tam |

integrated electronics JELECTR|.A generic term
for that portion of electronic art and technal-
egy in which the interdependence of materlal,
device, circult. and system-design consideration
Is espectally significant. more specifically, that
portion af the art dealing with Integrated circuits.
{‘in-ta,erad-adl |, lek'tréinsiks |

integrated information Processing=|compur sci|
System of computers ane peripheral systems
arranged and coordinated te wark concurrently
or Independently on different problems at the
same line—['in-tograd-ad jin-lor'ma-shan ipra-ses in }

Integrated information system [COMMUN| An
expansion of a basic information system
achieved thraugh system design of an imprayed
or broader capability by functionally or teehnt-
cally relating two or more information systerns,
or by Incorporating a portion of the Tunctional
or technical elements of one information system
Iho another | ‘in-taygrad-ad iinforma-shanpsisetam }

integrated injection logic |ELECTR| Integrated-
circuit logic that uses asimpleand compact bipo-
lartransister gate structure which makes possible
large-scale integration onsilicon for logic arrays,
memories, watch circuits, and various other
analog and digital applications, Abbreviated [!L.
Also known as merged-transistor legic«=‘ineta
ierad-ad in'jek-shan ‘laj-lk |

integrated optics lortics| A thin-film device
containing tiny lenses, prisms, and switches te
transmit very thin laser beams, and serving the
same purposes as the manipulation of electrons
in thin-film devices of integrated electronics
(‘insta,grdd-od ‘dp-tiks I

integrated semiconductor Sv: Integrated circuit.
(‘inta,erad-ae] isem-t-Kanidak-tar }

integrated services digital network [COMMUN|
A publicend-to-and digital communications net-
work which has capabilities of signaling. switch-
ing, and transport aver facilities such as wire
pairs, coastal cables, optical fibers, microwave
radio, and satellites, and which supports a wide

(‘inte
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range of services, such as voice: clay
facsimile, ancl music, over standard IrAbbreviated ISDN
‘dij-ad-al netwark |

integrated software jcospur sci] 1A COllegy)
of computer programs designed to work loiteth,to handle an application, either by passin im
from one to another oras components ofa Sing i
system, 2. A collection of computer bropra
that work as a unit with a unified com
structureto hanclle several applications, «
word processifig, spread sheets, data-basa

4, vied: = Werfs-
| ‘invta,erdd-ae Satyge

 

agement, graphics, and cata sOmmUnicatign.( ‘in-to,eraclad 'saft,wer |
integrated thermionic circuit [ELECTR] A Slretyipfabricated from subminiature thinetilim Metal

Parated,patterns on two planar substrates sq
by an evacuated space about | millimetay
thickness to form miniature planar, thermion
vacuum-tube devices, with densities
ing those of conventional integrated Cireits
{‘in-ta, grad-ad jtharemeé|dnedk 'sar-kat |

integrating amplifler [eLecte| An ope

integral (usually over time) of the Input
iatad-in 'am-pla,far|

integrating detector [ELECTR] A Irequeney.
modulation detector In which a frequency.
modulated wave is converted toan intermediate:
frequency pulse-rate modulated wave, {rom
which the original modulating signal can ba
Tecovered by use of ah integrator ( ‘inta
ierad-in di'tek-tar}

Integrating filter [ELECTR] A filter in which Suc
cessive pulses of applied voltage cause cunula-
tive buildup of charge and vollage on an output
Capacitor—| ‘intsa,grachiny 'fil-tar|

integrating frequency meter [ENG] An Instr
ment {hat measures the total number of cycles.
through which the alternating voltage of an
electric power system has passed In a given
periodol time, enablingthis total ta be compared

with the number of cycles that would have
elapsed if the prescribed frequeney had bean
maintained Also known as master frequency
meter {"int-a,grad-in 'frd-kwan.sa mnd-ar

integrating galvanometer [ENG] A modification
of the d'Arsonval galvanometer which measures
the integral of current over time: it is designed to
be able to measure changesof flux in an exploring
coll which last over periods of several minutes,
{intagrad-iy jgabva'nam-ad:ar|

integrating meter enc] An instrument that to-
talizes electric energy of some other quantity
consumed overaperiod of time (‘inta,erad-in‘mecd-ar|

Integrating network [ELECTR] A circuit or net-
work whose output waveform is the time integral
of its input waveform Also known as integrator
{ ‘int-o,grad-in 'net, work |

Integration {sys ENc| The arrangement of com-
ponents in a system so that they function
togetherin an efficient and logical way. (\nt-
o'gra-shon}
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“OMPUT Scl|Astage In testing a

ion test [COMPUT scl] AS ;Ineo system In which a collection of mod-
ein the system Is tested asa group.[,int-les
y rashan jtest | ‘
a6 ator |ELECTR| 1-A computer device that ap-

integ® es the mathematical process of integra-at

ae Svintegrating network.—[‘intajgrad-tie! ~

a] ity (COMPUT sel| Property of data which can
integrnyered in the event of its destruction

failure of the recording medium, user
ess, program malfunction. or other

[ in'teg-rad-e |
JcoMMUN| Data, information, or

that are to be transmitted. | in'tel-a-

through
careless”
mishap:

intelligence
messages

inaiiigent agent See knowbot, { injtel-a-jont ‘a
Sigent cable |comMMUN| A multiline commu-

nications cable that is equipped with a micro-
rocessulo analyze orconvertsignals. {in'tel-

pifant {ka-bal} .
intelligent controller [COMPUT Stl] A peripheral

control unit whose operation is controlled bya
pullt-in microprocessor, { n'tel-a-jant kan'tra-

Srdgont database=|comput sci] 1. A database
that can respond to queries in a high-level. in-
teractive language, 2. Adatabase thal can store
validation criteria with each item of data, so that
all programsentering or updating the data must
conform to these criteria, | in'tel-ajant ‘dad:
a,bas | :

intaligent machine=(compusci| A machinethat
uses sensors to monitor the environment and
thereby adjust its actions to accomplish specific
tasks in the face of uncertainty and variability
{ in'tel-a-jant ma'shén}

Intelligent robot [CONT sys| A robot that func-
tions as an intelligent machine, that is, it can
be programmedto take actions or make choices
based on input from sensors._{in'tel-a-jant 'ro
bat }

Intelllgent sensor See smart sensor. { injtel-a-
jant 'sen-sor}

Intelligent terminal (comput sci] A computer in-
put/output device with its own memory and logic
circuits which can perform certain operations
Normally carried out by the computer, Also known
assmartterminal { in'tel-a-jant 'ter-man-al}

Intelligent work statlon {comput sci| A work
station that has an intelligent terminal to
carry out a variety of functions independently
{ in'tel-a-jont 'wark ,sta-shan}

Intelligibillty |commun| The percentage of speech
units understood correctly by a listener in a
communications system; customarily used for
regular messages where the context aids the
listener, indistinetion toarticulation, Also known
45 speech intelligibility. { in,tel-a-ja'bil-ad-é |

Intelligible crosstalk |COMMUN | Crosstalk which
ls sufficiently understandable under pertinent
circuit and room noise conditions that meaning-
lW information canbe obtained by more sensitive
listeners, ( in'telvarja-bal 'krds,tek |

interbase current

Intelsat [COMMUN| A satellite network, formerly
under international control, used for global
communication by more than 100 countries;
the system uses geostationary satellites over
the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans and
highly directional antennas at earth stations
Derived from International Telecommunications
Satellite. ( in'tel,sat }

Intenslifier electrode [ELEcTR| An electrode used
to increase the velocity of electrons in a beam
near the end of their trajectory, after deflection of
the beam. Also knownas post-accelerating elec-
trode; post-deflection accelerating electrode
{ in'ten-sa,ff-or ijlek,trod }

Intenslfier Image orthicon [ELECTR] An image
orthicon combined with an image intensifier
that amplifies the electron stream originating
at the photocathodebeforeit strikes the target.
{ in'ten-so,fi-ar jimeij 'or-tha,kan }

Intensity control See brightness control
{ in'ten-sad-é kan,trdl}

Intensity modulation |ELECTR] Modulation of
electron beam intensity in a cathode-ray tube in
accordance with the magnitudeof the received
signal. { in'ten-sad-é ,maj-a'la-shon}

interactlon space [ELECTR] A region of an elec-
tron tube in which electrons interact with an alter-
nating electromagnetic field { {in-tajrak-shon
spas}

interactlve graphical Input |compuT sci] Infor-
mation which is delivered to a computerby using
hand-held devices, such as writing styli used
with electronic tablets and light-pens used with
cathode-ray tube displays, to sketch a problem
description in an on-line interactive mode in
which the computeracts as a drafting assistant
with unusual powers, such as converting rough
freehand motions of a pen or stylus to accurate
picture elements, { jin-tajrak-tiv jgraf-a-kal ‘in
sput }

interactive Information system [comput sci] An
information system in which the user commu-
nicates with the computing facility through a
terminal and receives rapid responses which can
beusedtopreparethenextinput.  {{in-tajrak-tiv
iin-far'ma-shan ,sis-tom |

interactive language [comput sci] A program-
ming language designed to operate in an envi-
ronment in which the user and computer com-
Mmunicate as transactions are being processed
(tin-tajrak-tiv ‘lap-gwij }

interactive processing (comput sci| Computer
processing in which the user can modify the
operation appropriately while observing results
at critical steps.{jin-tajrak-tiv 'prd-ses-in }

interactive television (commuN] A form oftele-
vision in which the content is personalized and
the viewer can control its various parameters
( tin-toprak-tiv 'tel-o,vizh-on ]

interactive terminal [compuT sci] A computer
terminal designed for two-way communication
between operatorand computer —_{ tin-tajrak-tiv
'terrman-al }

Interbase current [ELEcTR| The current that flows
from one base connection of a junction tetrode
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interblock

transistor to the other, thro
(‘instar bas 'ko-rant |

interblock —[compur sei] A device or system that
Prevents one part of a computing system from
interfering with another—| ‘in-tar. blak )

interblock gap [COMPUT Sc] A space separating
twoblocks of data ona Magnetictape, [instariblak gap |

intercarrier channel ICOMMUN| A carrier tele-
graph channel in the available frequency
spectrum between, carrier telephone channels.
{jin-tar'kar-é-ap jchan-al |

intercarrier noise suppression [ELECTR] Means
of suppressing the noise fesulting from. in-
creased gain when a high-gain receiver with
automatic volume control js tuned between
stations, the suppression circuit automatically
blocks the audio-frequency input of the receiver
when no-signal exists at the second detector
Also known as interstation naise suppression,
(iin-tartkar-éar'ndiz Sa,presh-an |

intercartier sound system [ELECTR] An analog
television receiver aifrangement In which the
television picture carrier and the associated
sound carrier are amplified tagether by the video
intermediate-frequeney amplifier and passed
through the second detector, to give the
conventional video signal plus a frequency-
modulated sound signal whose center frequency
is the 4.5 megahertz difference between the
two carrier frequencies. Abbreviated ICS system
(in-tarkar-éar'saunel ,sisetam ]

intercept call [COMMUN] In telephorie practice,
routing of a call placed to a disconnected, or
nonexisting telephone number, to an operator;
or to. a machine answering device, of to a tone
({instar-sept jal }

interception JSOMMUN | Tapping or tuning in toa
telephoneorradio message not intended forthe
listener | \in-tar'sep-shan }

intercept station [COMMUN] Provides service for
subscribers whereby calls to disconnected sta-
Hons or dead fines are either routed to an
intercept operator for explanation, or the calling
hatty receives a distinctive tone that Informs the
party that he has made sucha call has been made
["In-tarsept ,stS-shan |

intercepttape=|coumun | A tape used fortempo-
rary storage of messages for trunk channels and
tributary stations that are having equipment or
circuit trouble | ‘in-tar,sept fap |

intercept trunk —jconmaun| Trunk to which a-call
for a vacant number, a changed number, or a
line out of order is connected for action by an

ugh the base region

Operator {'in-tarsept trank |
Interchange |evec) The current flowing inte orout of

4 power system which is interconnected
with one or mare other Powersystems.=[instarychanj|

interchangeability  jena| The ability to replace
the components, patts, or equipment of ene
manufacturer with those of another, with-
out losing function or suitability |) ,in-tar
ichan)a'bil-ad-2 |
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interchannel crosstalk [COMMUN |.
tween channels ina multiplex syste
(chamal 'kros tok |

intercom Sec intercommunicating{‘in-tar,kam |
intercommunicating system

telephone system providi
munication between telephones on the-art
Premises. 2A (woeway comm UNeatioy 5ysha :having a microphone and loudspeaker at cul
station and providing communication wink
a limited area 3. Also known as int
[iitetarko'myl-naksd-in sistam |

interconnected multiple processor
A collection of computers that an iy
separated but linked by COMMUNication ch y
nels ta handle distributed data Procesgi
[.intarka'nek-tad 'mal-ta-pal ‘prdsyes-ar| Me,

interconnection [rec] A link between 5
systems enabling them ta draw on one anothers
reserves in time of need and to take advanty
of energy cost differentials resulting fro Suc
factors as lead diversity, seasonal Conditions
time-zone differences, and shared investmep) in
larger generating units [in-tarka'nekshan |

interconversion [COMMUN | Changing the Tepre.
sentation of Information from one code to ani
other, as from six-bit to ASCII { HN torkan'uae.zhan |

interdigital magnetron
ing axial anode segme

TOSstayy
MUR

Yet

ICOMMUN) 4
ng dire {A

Som, 4

= a|
econ

[COMPUT g,
© physical

[ELECTR] Magnetron hay.
nts around: the cathadp:

alternate segments being connected tozethar
at one end, remaining segments connected
togetherat the opposite end [ ln-tar'ellj-ad.s}
'Mag-naytran |

interdigital structure [ELECTR] A structure jn
which the length of the region between two
electrodes is increased by an interlocking.
finger design for metallization of the ele.
trodes, Also known ag interdigitated structure
[ in-tar'dij-ad-al istrak-char |

interdigital transducer JELEcTR| Two interlack.
Ing comb-shaped metallic patterns applied to
a plezoolectric substrate such) as quartz or
lithium niobate, used for converting microwave
vollages to surface acoustic Waves, or vice versa,
{ \In-tar'dij-ac+altranz'dii-sar|

interdigitated structure Se interdigital structure
( It-tardij-a,tad-ad jstrak-ehar |

interelectrode capacitance [ELECTR] The capac-
itance between one electrode of sin electron
tube and the next electrode on the anode side.
Also known as direct interelectrode capacitance
( in-tar-lek trad ka'pas-adians ]

interelectrode transit time [ELECTR| Time re-
quired fer an electron to traverse the distanee
between the twoelectrodes. ( in-torilektad'tran-zat tim |

Interface=(compusci] 1.Some format electronic
device that enables one piece of gear to com-
municate with ar control another. 2. A device
linking two otherwise incompatible devices. such
as an editing terminal of one manufacturer to
typesetterofanother—| ‘in-tarias }
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TON hay.

ter [COMMUN] A-device that eon+
interface239 or computer to a network.

Teettarfas 2,cap-tar|
eta card [comMPuT Sci] A card containing

interface that allow a device Lo interface with other
circuits [tinetantis hard|

‘connection See leedthrough= ok. shan

eeGontro module [compusci] Relocat-
n odularized compiler allowing tor efficient
Beation and easy maintenance, | ‘in-tar,fais

facial polarization Setspace-charge polar-
a ion ‘inctanfa-shal \pd-lacra'zd-shan |

teeacilty transfer trunk (COMMUN | Trunk in-
Inte ynnecting swilching centers of two different
erties | inetarto'sil-ad-& 'tranz-lar trank |
ieerence jcommun| Any undesired energy

Brot rends ta interfere with the reception, of
sired signals. Also known as electrical inter-
ference: radio interlerence, | dntaritirans }

jnlerference analyzer [PLecre| An instrument
that discloses the Trequency ane amplitude al
‘gnwanted Input {  in-tar'tinans lan-a,liz-ar I

interference blanker |fl.ectr| Device that per-
mits simullaneous operation of two of more

jeces of facio or tadar equipment without
confusion of intelligence, or that suppresses
undesired signals when used with a single
recewer | itar'irans iblan-kar } /

interference fading=|cOMMUN| Fading of the sig-
na} produced by different wave components tray-
eling slightly different paths In arriving at the te-
celverjoften termed multipath), | in-tar'firans

; \lad-in } .
Interference filter [ELecTR| 4. A filter used to
“attenuate artificial interference signals entering
areceiver through its powerline 2. A filter used

to attenuate unwanted carrier-frequency signals
In the tuned circuits of a receiver. [optics] An
optical filter in which the wavelengths that are

- not transmitted are removedbyinterference phe-
| nomena rather then by absorptionor scattering
, (sin-tar'fir-ans jfil-tor}
Interference pattern [ELECTR] Pattern produced

on a radar display by undesired signals. Also,
~ the vertical coverage pattern of a radar antenna

resulting from the interference of the direct-path
andearth-reflected pathsignals. |, in-ter'fir-ans
Ipad-arn|

interference prediction |r.ncrr| Process of es-
‘mating the interlerence level of a  partic-
(lar equipment as a function of its future
electromagnetic environment. | in-ter'fir-ans
pre'dik-shan|

interference reduction [ELECTR] Reductionof in-
terference from such causes as power lines
and equipment, radio transmitters, and light-
ning, usually through the use of electric filters
Also known as Interference suppression —[_,In-
tartirans ti'dak-shan |

Interference region [commun | That region in
Space in which Interference between wavetrains
Occurs; in microwave Propagation, it refers to the

| in-lar
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interleaved windings

region bounded by the ray path and the surface
of the earth which is above the radio horizon
( in-tar'fir-ens ,ré-jan }

Interference rejectlon [ELECTR] Use of a filter to
reject (to bypass to ground) unwanted input.
{ .in-tar'fir-ans ri'jek-shan }

Interference source suppression=[ELECTR| Tech-
niques applied at or near the sourceto reduceits
emission of undesired signals. { ,in-tor'fir-ans
'sOrs sa,presh-an }

Interference spectrum (ELEcTR| Frequency dis-
tribution of the jamming interference in the
propagation medium external to the receiver
{ ,in-tar'fir-ons jspek-trom }

Interference suppression See interference reduc-
tion. [(,in-tar'fir-ons sa'presh-an }

Interference wave |COMMUN] A radio wave re-
flected by the lower atmosphere which produces
an interference pattern when combined with the
direct wave.{,in-ter'fir-ans ,wav }

Interferometer systems [ELECTR| Method of de-
termining the position of a target in azimuth by
using an interferometer to compare the phases
of signals at the output terminals of a pair
of antennas receiving a commonsignal from a
distant source_{,in-ta-fe'ram-ad-ar ,sis-tamz}

Interflx§|compuT sci] A technique for describing
relationships of key wordsinan item ordocument
in a way which prevents crosstalk from causing
false retrievals when very specific entries are
made._{'in-tar,fiks }

interlor distribution [ELEC] Distribution of elec-
tricpowerwithinabuildingorplant. {in'tir-é-ar
\di-stra'byii-shan}

Interlor label |compuTsct] Alabel attached to the
data thatit identifies._{in'tir-é-ar 'la-bal)

interlace |comPuTsci] To assign successive mem-
ory location numbers to physically separated
locations on a storage tape or magnetic drum
of a computer, usually to reduce access time
{ tin-tarjlas }

Interlaced scanning |ELEcTR| A scanning pro-
cess in which the distance from center to center of
successively scannedlines is two or more times
the nominal line width, so that adjacent lines
belong to different fields, Also known as line
interlace. { jin-ter/l&st 'skan-in }

interlace operation [computsci] System of com-
puter operation where data can be read out or
copied into memory without interfering with the
other activities of the computer. { ‘in-tarllds
\4p-a'ra-shan }

Interleave |comPuT scl] 1. To alternate parts of
one sequence with parts of one or more other
sequences in a cyclic fashion such that each
sequenceretainsits identity 2. To arrange the
membersof a sequence of memory addressesin
different memory modules of a computer system,
in order to reduce the time taken to access the
sequence { ,in-tar'lév }

interleaved windings |ELEc| An arrangement of
winding coils around a transformer core in which
the coils are wound in the form ofa disk, with
a group of disks for the low-voltage windings
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interlock

stacked alternately with a group of disks for the
high-voltage windings. { lin-tariléved ‘wirecdings |

interlock=|compur sci} 4. A mechanism, imple-
mented in hardware or software, to coordinate
the activity of two or more processes within
4 computing system, and to ensure that one
process has reached a suitable state such that the
other may proceed 2, Sve deadlock. (‘instarlak}

Interlock relay [éLec] A relay composed of twa
or more coils, each with its own armature and
associated contacts, so arranged that movement
of one armature or the energizing of its coil is
dependent onthe position of the otherarmature,
(‘in-tarldk ala |

Interlock switch ELEC] A switch designed for
mounting on a door, drawer, or cover so thatit
Operis aulomatically when the door or other part
isopened, | "in-tar,lak jswich]

interlude=|compur sci| A small routine or pro-
gram which isdesigned to carry out minor prelim-
inary calculations or housekeeping operations
before the main routine begins to operate, and
which can usually be overwritten alter it has
performedits function—| ‘in-tartir |

intermediate control data [conrur sci) Control
data at a fevel which is feither the most nor
the least sigtiificant, or which Is used to sort
records into groups that are neither the largest
northe smallest used: for example,if control data
are used to specify state, town, and street. then
the data specifying town would be intermediate
controldata.—( in-tar'méd-é-at kan'tral idad-a |

intermediate distributing frame [ELEC] Frameir
a local telephone central office, the primary pur-
pose of which Is to cross-connect the subseribar
line multiple to the subscriber line circuit; ina
private exchange, the intermediate distributing
frame isforsimilar purposes. { intar'm&ded-at
di'striloyod-in jfram |

intermediate frequency [ELECTR] In radio or
radar heterodyne receivers, that frequency pro-
duced by mixing the received signal, presumably
at the intended carrier frequency, with a local-
oscillatorsignaloffset fram the carrier frequency,
the intermediate firequency being the difference
of the two. Abbreviated IF { in-tor'méd-a-at
‘fré-kwanesé |

intermediate-frequency amplifier |enecte} The
section of a superheterodyne receiver that am-
plifies signals after they have been converted
to the fined intermediate-lrequency value by the
frequency converter Abbreviated |-{ amplifier
[ in-tar'm@d-é-at tfrekwan-se ‘am-pla,fiear |

intermediate-frequency Jamming [{ELecrr|
Form of continuous wave jamming that is
accomplished by transmitting two continuous
wave signals separated by a frequeney
equal to the center frequency of the radar
feceiver—intermediate-frequency amplifier,
expecting the radars own mixer to produce
the obscuring intermediate-frequency signal
{in-tarmeéd-é-ot [frekwan-sé Jarn-in ]

 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

intermediate-trequency response ratio |
Ina superheterodyne receiver, the ration f
intermediate-frequency signal input ay the
tenna tothe desired signal input forideng i
puts. Also known as intermediate-inter.
ratio, { ,in-tarlméd-&:at [fré-kwon.sa g'ssho | q

Intermediate-frequencysignal IELECrRy A
ulated or continuous-wave signal whoses
queney is the intermediate-frequency valy
a superheteradyne receiver and. js rod
by frequency conversion before demodulan’
{ in-tar'méd-éat |fre-kwan-se isig-nal | i

intermediate-frequency stage [ELECTRY One
the stages in the intermediate-frequency a
plifier of a Superheterodyne receiver
tor'méd-é-at {fré-hwan-se istaj|

intermediate-frequency strip [ELECTR] A
celver subassembly consisting of the Inter,
mediate-frequency amplifier stages, installaq/..-
replaced as a unit. | ,in-tar'méd-d-at ira,sé strip }

intermediate-frequency transformer ELEC HI =
The transformer used at the input and outpur.
of each intermediate-frequency amplifier Stage
in @ superheterodyne feceiver for coupling |
Purposes and to provide selectivity Abbreviated” 1
i-f transformer —[ ,in-torméd-é-at re-kwonsatranz'[Gremar } 7

intermediate-infrared radiation [ELECTROMAG|
Infrarecdl radiation having a wavelength,
between about 2.5 micrometers and about $9
micrometers,this range includes most molecular
vibrations. Also known as mid-infrared radiation,
{ in-tar'méd-é-at fin-frajred jrdd-2'4-shan |

intermediate-Interference ratio See
mediate-frequency response ratio |
‘méd-@at jin-tarfirans ,raeshd }

intermediate languagelevel [COMPUT sci] A
computer program that has been converted by
a compiler into a formthat dees not resemble
the original prograrn but thatstill tequires further
processing by an interpreter at run time before
it can be executed, [ instar‘méd-@ar ‘lan-gwij
ileval }

intermediate memory storage [compu sei) An
electronic device for holding working figures
temporarily until needed and for releasing fl: |
nal figures to the output. [ ,in-tar'méd-d-ot

kway.

Inter 7instar

‘Mem -r& ystors|| | |
intermediate repeater |ELECTR| Repeater for use {in a trunk or line at.a point other than an end j

[in-tar'méd:@.atri'pad-ar}
intermediate result |cCOMPUT Sci] A quantity or

value derived from an operation performed in
the course of a program or subroutine which Is
itself used as an operand in further Operations
{ in-tarméd-é-atri'zale |

intermediate storage=|conpur Sol| The partian
of the computer storage facilities that usually
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store’ anformstion the processing stagermed-é-at ‘start }
jilrets jate total COMPUT sei] A Sum that (5

inte -ed when there is a change in the value of
au data al a level that is neither the most nor

gontro 1 significant | in-tar'méd-€-at [tGd-al|
the Nediate trunk distributing frame |pLec|

jnterm « which mounts terminal blocks for
‘na linefinders and first selectors.
aeieimed-éat 'tronk di'stribyadeig) tram |
ent current [ELEC] A unidirectional cur

In that flows and ceasesto flow at irregular or
ver jarintervals | jin-tarimit-ant 'ka-rant }

tent scanning [ELECTR] Scans of an an-
| ye beam at irregular intervals to increase

finiculty of detection by intercept receivers
({intanmit-ant 'skan-ig ) as.\ dulation [ELECTR] Modulation of the

Segmponents of a complex wave by each other,
PeaducthR new waves whose frequencies are
equal to the sums and differences of integral
ypultiples of the component frequencies of the
original complex wave [ ,In-tarjméja‘la-shan}
tA tion distortion |ELEcTe| Nonlinear

“@istortlan characterized by the appearance of
output frequencies equal to the sums ancl dif-
ferences of integral multiples: of the input
frequency components, harmonic components
also present in the output are usually not
included as part of the intermodulation
distortion, | in-tarnmaj-a'la-shon distor-shan |

‘intermodulation interference {fLectr| interfer-
ence thatoccurs when the signals from two unce:-

sired stations differ by exactly the intermediate-
2 frequency value of a superheteradyne receiver,
Sand both signals are able to pass through. the
( preselector due to poor selectivity { ,intor
*nat-a'li-shan, [ttor'firans |
Internal arithmetic|{compurscil Arithmetic oper-
atlons carried out ina computer's arithmetic unit

within the central processing unit. { in'torn-al
a'rith-ma,tik |

internal buffer |compur sci] A portion of a com-
-pliter's main storage used to temporarily hold

data thatis being transferred into and out of main
storage—[in‘torn-al‘baf-ar}

internal cache—See primary cache [ injtarn-al
+ 'kash |
Internal clocking {comput scl| Synchronization

of the electronic circuitry of a device by a
timing clock within the deviceitself (in'tarn-al‘Waki|

Internat cycle time [COMPUT sei) The time re-
Gulted to change the information In a Single
register of a computer, usually a fraction ef the
ele time of the main memory. Alsa known as
Clock thine [ in'tart-al 'si-kal tim: |

‘Internal data transter JcoMPuT seu] The tnove-
Ment of data between registers In a computer's
“central Processing unitor between a realsterand

ain sterage. | in'tarn-al ‘dacea itranz-far }
Mernal dielectric fiete Se dielectric fteld

{ol iMtarn-al di-atlaletrik ‘fold |
} Inwnigemerthage [compur BCI A condition

huter program continues to run

internationalcall sign

following an error but produces dubious results
and mayadversely alfect other programsor the
performance of the entire systern, { in'torn-al‘hem:rij |

internal interrupt Jcompuy sei] A signal. for at-
tention sent toa computer's central process! ne
unit by another component of the computer
[ in'tarnal ‘int-ayrapt|

internal label |compur sci] An identifler pravid-
inga name for data that is recorded with the data
inastorage medium.—| [n'tarteal W-bal |

internal loss Sie loss. ( in'tarn-al ‘les I
internally stored program JcompuT sci] A. se-

quence of instructions stored inside the com-
puter in the same storage facilities a6 the
computer data, as opposed to-external slorage
on fape. disk, or drum. [ in'tarn-al-é tstérd
‘pra-eram }

Internal memory Seeinternal storage {in'tarn-al
‘mem-ré )

Internal madem See integral modem (in'tern-al
'macdem

Internal resistance [rLec| The resistance within
a vollage source, such as an electric cell or
generator—{ in'tarn-al ri'zis-tans|

internal schema=|conpurt scl| The physical con-
figuration of data in a data base. | in'tarn-al
'sk&-ma |

internal sorting=|coMmrr sti] The sorting afalist
of items by a computer in which the entire list
can be brought into the main computer memory
and sorted in memory. | in'tarnal ‘sord-in |

internal storage=[compur sci| The total memory
or storage that is accessible automatically to
a computer without human intervention. Also
knownas internal memory [in'tarneal ‘stor-ij]

internal storage capacity [comput sci] The quan-
lity of cata that can be retained simultane-
ously in internal sterage | in'tarneal ‘stored| kar(pas-ad-é |

internal table |conpur sei] A table or array that
is coded directly into a computer program and
is compiled along with the rest of the program
{ in'tarn-al 'ta-bal }

international ampere [Lec] The ¢urrent that.
when flowing through a solution of sil¥er nitrate
in water, deposits silver at a rate af 0.001118
§ram per second, it has been supersededbythe
ampere as a unit of current, and ts equal to
approximately 0.999850 ampere—{.\in-tarinash.
areal 'ampir |

International—_broadcasting [COMMUN | Radio
broadcasting for public entertainment between
different countries, on frequency bands
between 5950 and 21.750 Kilohertz, assiened by
international agreement { fintar'nash-ancal
‘brad, kast-in |

international cable code Sr Morse cable code
( lin-tarnash-an-al 'ka-bal kad )

international call sign |COMMUN | Call sign as-
signed according to the provisions of the Inter-
national Telecommunication Union to Identify a
radio station, the nationality of the radio station
Is identified by the first or thefirst two characters
[tinetarinash-onal ‘kal sin |
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international code signal

international code signal [COMMUN | Code adopt-
ed by many nations for international com-
munications; it uses combinationsofletters in
lieu of words, phrases, and sentences; theletters
are transmitted by the hoisting of international
alphabet flags or by transmitting their dot and
dash equivalents in the international Morse
code. Also known as international signal code
{ 1in-terinash-an-al 'kéd ,sig-nel}

international control frequency bands=[COMMUN |
Radio-frequency bands assigned in the United
States to links between stations used for in-
ternational communication and their associ-
ated control centers { |in-torinash-an-al ken
itrdl 'fré-kwan-sé ,banz }

International control statlon=|cOmMMUN] Fixed
station in the fixed public control service as-
sociated directly with the international fixed
public radio communications service. { jin-ter
‘Inash-an-al kan'trél ,sta-shan }

International flxed public radio communications
service [{COMMUN| Fixed service, the stations
of which are open to public correspondence;
this service is intended to provide radio com-
munications between the United States and
its territories and foreign or overseas points
{ jin-tarinash-an-al ifixt jpab-lik jraéd-é-6 ka
imyii-na'ka-shan ,sar-vas }

internatlonal Morse code See continental code
(tin-tarinash-an-al {mors 'kod }

International ohm=[ELEC] A unit of resistance,
equal to that of a column of mercury of uni-
form cross section that has a length of 1603
centimeters and a mass of 14.4521 grams at
the temperature of melting ice; it has been
superseded by the ohm, andis equal to 1.00049
ohms. {jin-tarinash-an-al 'om }

International radlo silence [coMMUN| Three-
minute periodsof radio silence, on the frequency
of 500 kilohertz only, commencing 15 and 45
minutes after each hour, during which all marine
radio stations mustlisten on that frequency for
distress signals of ships and aircraft. { tin-ter
inash-an-al jrad-é-6 jsT-lans}

internatlonal signal code See international code
signal _{ jin-tarinash-an-al 'sig-nal ,kdd }

International system of electrical unlts [ELEC]
System ofelectrical units based on agreed fun-
damental units for the ohm, ampere, centimeter,
and second, in use between 1893 and 1947,
inclusive; in 1948, the Giorgi, or meter-kilogram-
second-absolute system, was adoptedforinter-
national use { |in-terjnash-on-al jsistam av ij
ilek-tra-kal 'yu-nats }

International telegraph alphabet See CCIT 2 code
{ {in-torinash-an-ol 'tel-a,graf ,al-fa,bet }

International Telegraphic Consultative Com-
mittee code 2 See CCIT 2 code { jin-tor
inash-an-al jtel-aigraf-ik kanjsal-to-div kajmid-é
ik6d 'tii }

Internatlonal volt [ELEc| A unit of potential dif-
ference or electromotive force, equal to 1/1.01858
of the electromotive force of a Weston cell at
20°C; it has been superseded bythevolt, and is
equalto 1.00034 volts={jin-torjnash-an-al 'vdlt }

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Internet [COMMUN] A system oflocal afea pn,
works that are joined together by a comp .
communications protocol, | 'in-tarinet Moy

Internet {comput sci] A worldwide system of
terconnected computer networks, commup; z i
ing by meansof TCP/IP and associated Drotocere
{ ‘in-tar,net} ols

Internet Mail Access Protocol |compiiy soy
Internet standard for directly reading ane
nipulating e-mall messages stored on remy a
servers { {in-tar,net ,mil ‘ak,ses iPrad-a,key]

Internet protecol=jcommun| The set Of Standary:
responsible for ensuring that data packets trap,
mitted over the Internet are routed to they,
intended destinations Abbreviated IP. | linstop
snet 'prdd-a, kal } i

Internet telephony=|comaun| Phone cally
routed over the Internet by analog-t0-digija|
conversion of speech signals. | MN-terneta'lef-a-né |

Internetting [combuTsel] Connections and com.
munications paths between separate data com.
munications networks that allow transfer of
messages. ( jin-larined-In |

Interoffice trunk =|COMMUN| A direct trunk bye.
tween local central offices in the same exchange{ lin-tor'Ofas ‘trank |

 

 
 

interphase reactor [ELEC] A type of current. mea
equalizing reactor that is connected between runnl
two parallel silicon controlled rectifier converters ame.
and provides balanced system operation when Fa ad
both converters are conducting by acting as an i aeLi ass a oe if one interret
inductive voltage divider. {‘in-torfaz ré,ak-tar) aap |)

Interphase transformer [ELECTR| Autotransfor- interro¢
mer or a set of mutually coupled reactors radio
used in conjunction with three-phase rectifier intetit
transformers to modify current relations in brane
the rectifier system to increase the numberof in On
anodesof different phase relations which carry Alsall
current at any instant. { ‘in-tor,faz tranz,for- shan |
mar} interrog

Interphone [COMMUN] An intercommunication Overa
system using headphones and microphonesfor of an
communication between adjoining or nearby to thi
studios oroffices, or between crew locations on a'ga:s
an aircraft, vessel, or tank or other vehicle Also interrog
knownastalk-back circuit. { 'in-tar,fGn } which

Interpolation=[(MaTH] A process usedto estimate der4
an intermediate value of one (dependent) vari- a Tesi
able which is a function of a second (indepen- trangp
dent) variable when values of the dependent far ac
variable correspondingto several discrete values ramet
of the independent variable are known. { in brane
itar-pa'la-shan} { in'te

interposition trunk [COMMUN] Trunk which con- Interro¢
nects two positions of a large switchboard so that and.
a line on one position can be connectedto a line pulse:
onanotherposition _{ ,in-tar-pa'zish-an ,trank } recely

Interpreter |compuTsci] 1.A program that trans- Also |
lates and executes each source program state- spa
ment before proceeding to the next one Also interrog
knownas interpretive routine. 2. See conver- tera]
sational compiler _{ in'tar-prad-ar} interruf

Interpretive code See interpretive language. gram
{ in'tor-prad-iv ,kdd } later :
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interrupt trap

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

ar @ (COMPUT sci] A computer other action to be performed, 2. The action ofa con ty interpretive ieeenige in whicheachinstruction such a stoppage, | 'int-a,fapt }
net ) Of F proseTiately translated and acted upon by—Interrupt-driven system) |comeur sei] An oper-
SLEM of 5p imn yter, as opposed to a compiler which ating system In which the Interrupt system |smmunieg the Cone hole program before a single instruc- the mechanism for reporting all changes in the
| Dtotoga decodes executed. Also known as interpretive states of hardware and software resourees, and| Is en can inttarprad-lv Vanvewil } such changes are the events that Induce new
PUT se) Any _ col | rogramming [COMPUT Sc!) The writ assignments of these resorces to meet work-load
B and q nie ; computer programs in an Interpretive demands. | ‘int-a,rapt driven jsistam |On tem a int o a, whieh generally uses mnemonic sym- Interrupted continuous wave jcowmuN| A con-
Phakf janet? repeesent operationsand operands and tinuous wave that is interrupted at a constant
“standary hols 10 translated into machine language by the audio-frequencyrate high enough to give several
kets tran. 1 must ne at the time the instructions are to be interruptions for each keyed code dot, Abbrevi-
1 to the| ° ed | in'tarprad:ly 'prd.gram-in | ; ated CW. [‘int-a,rap-tad kanitin-ya-was 'wav |

(inctap Coun trace program jcomPuT sci| An ine—Intertuptedeurrent  [eLec| A current produced by
merpre o routine that provides a record of the opening and closing at regular intervals a cireuit

le terpretrs ode into which the source program is that would otherwise cary a steady current or
tO-cligital Beted and of the result of each step, or of one that varied continuously with time. ['inta

iap-tad 'ka-tant |1iNstorsnah palected steps, of the program.—| in'tor-prad-iv
tas program } interrupter [ELEC] An electric, electronic, or me-and com. Bins ure metric [COMPUT sci] A software chanical device that pericdically interrupts the

data com, cnetric that estimates the complexity of a module flow of a direct. current so.as to producepulses.
ansfer gy Bempuuter program based on the way that the (‘int-a,rap-tar }

OF are used, organized, and allocated in rela- interrupter vibrator [ELEC] A mechanical device
trunk be. eeship with somecthermedules.  ( in-tarpra used to change direct current to alternating
exchange. iggajar'me-trik | current.—| ‘inta,rap-tar'vi,bracl-ar|1

‘interprocess communication [comput sci| The
| communication between computer programs

Interrupt handler [compuT sci|A section of a
Curent computer program or of the operating system
between) j running concurrently under the control of the that takes control when an interruptis received

Onverters same operating system. { |in-ter,pra-sas_ ke and performs the operations required to service
On when myiiso'ka-shon | ; the interrupt—[ ‘int-ayrapt ihand-lor |Ng as an . “interrecord gap Se recordgap. [jin-tor'rekerd Interrupting capacity [ELec| Maximum power in
Biak-tar |) gap | the are that a circuit breaker or fuse can success-
translope interrogation [coMMUN] The transmission of a fully Interrupt withaut restrike or violent failure:
reactor { radio-frequencypulse, or combinationof pulses, rated in volt-amperes for alternating-current
Tectifier intended to trigger a transponder or group of circults and watts for direct-current. circuits

tions in ‘{yansponiders, a racon system, or an IFF system, ( int-e'rap-tig ka,pas-ad-é }
imber af in order to elicit an electromagnetic reply Interrupt mask=[comput sci] A techniqueof sup-
ich carry Also knownas challenging signal. { in,ter-o'ga pressing certain interrupts and allowing the con-
ranz,for shan | trol program to hanclle these masked interrupts

Interrogation suppressed time delay=|comMuN| atalater time. (‘intarapt mask |
nication Overall fixed time delay between transmission Interrupt mode Sev hold! made. { ‘int-arapt
onesfor of an interrogation and reception ef the reply madd|

nearby to this interrogation at zera distance. { in,ter- Interrupt prioritles {compuscl] The sequence of
tions on a'ga-shon sajprest 'tim di,la } importance assignedto attencling to the various
tle Also ‘interrogator |ELectR| 1. A radar transmitter interrupts that can occur in a computer system
} which sends out @ pulse that triggers a transpon- { ‘in-ta,tapt pri,ar-a-déz}
‘stimate der, usually combined in a single unit with  Interruptroutine {comput sci] A program that re-
at) varl- 4 fesponsor, which receives the reply from a spondsto an interrupt by carrying out prescribed!
\depen- transponder and produces an output suitable actions.{'int-a,rapt riitén }
rendent for actuating a display of seme navigational pa- Interrupt signal |comput sci] A control signal
3 values tameter, Also known as challenger; interrogator- which requests the immediate attention of the
{in transmitter 2. See interrogator-responsor central processing unit—{ ‘int-a,rapt ,sig-nal}

{in'ter-a,gaid-ar | Interrupt system=[comput sci] The meansofin-
ch con- Anterrogator-responsor ELECTR) A transmitter terrupting a program and. proceeding with it
so that and receiver combined, used for sending out at a later time; this Is accomplished by saving

oa line pulses to interrogate a radar beacon and for the contents of the prograrn counter and other
itrapk} feceiving and displaying the resulting replies. specific registers, storing themin reserved areas,
t trans- Alsa known as Interrogator, | in'ter-a,gaid-ar starting the newInstruction sequence, and upon
state 'span-sar) completion, reloading the program counter and

2. Also Interrogator-transmitter Sev interrogator={ in registers to return to the original program,
‘onver- _ feng, gad-artranz'michar } and reenabling the interrupt —_{ ‘int-a,rapt ,sis-Nerupt |compur sea) 4, To stop a running pro- tam ]
guage. fram in such a way that it can be resumed ata Interrupt trap [compuTsci] A progtam-contralled

Héter time, and in the meanwhile permit some
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interrupt vector

an interrupt, depending upon a switch setting
{ 'int-a,rapt trap }

interrupt vector [comPuT sci| A list comprising
the locations of various interrupt handlers.
{ 'int-a,rapt ,vek-tar}

Intersectlon data [comput sci| Data which are
meaningful only when associated with the con-
catenation of two segments _{ ,in-tar'sek-shan
idad:o}

Interstage transformer [ELECTR] A transformer
used to provide coupling between two stages
{ 'in-tor,staj tranz,for-mar}

Interstatlon nolse suppression See intercarrier
Noise suppression. { tin-ter'sta-shan 'ndiz so
ipresh-an }

intersymbol Interference |COMMUN] In a trans-
mission system, extraneous energy from the
signal in one or more keying intervals which tends
to interfere with the reception of the signal in
another keying interval, or the disturbance which
results. { jin-tar'sim-bal ,in-tar'fir-ans }

Intersystem communications [CcomPuT sci| The
ability of two or more computer systemsto share
input, output, and storage devices, and to send
messagesto each other by meansof shared input
and output channels or by channels that directly
connect central processors. ( jin-tarjsis-tam ka
imyii-na'ka-shanz }

intertolltrunk ([COMMUN] Atrunk betweentoll of-
fices in different telephone exchanges. {‘in-tar
ital 'tragk }

interval arlthmetic (comput sci] A method of
numeric computation in which each variable is
specified as lying within some closed interval,
and each arithmetic operation computes an
interval containing all values that can result from
operating on any numbers selected from the in-
tervals associated with the operands. Also known
as range arithmetic, ( ‘in-tar-val a'rith-ma-
tik }

Intra-coded picture [coMMUN| A MPEG-2 pic-
ture that is coded using information present
only in the picture itself and not depending
on information from other pictures; provides a
Mechanism for random access into the com-
pressed video data; employs transform coding
of the pel blocks and provides only moderate
compression Also knownas |-frame; |-picture,
{in-tra 'kGd-ad 'pik-char|

Intranet (compPuT sci] A private network, based
on Internet protocols, that is accessible only
within an organization, Intranets are set up
for many purposes, including e-mail, access
to corporate databases and documents, and
videoconferencing, as well as buying andselling
goods and services, { 'in-tra,net}

Intraprocedure metric {comput sci] A software
metric that determines the complexity of a
computer program as a function ofthe relation-
ships of the different modules constituting the
program, generally by constructing a flow graph
and deriving the complexity from this graph
{ ,in-tra-prajsé-jar 'me-trik }

intrinsic-barrler diode=|ELEcTR] A pin diode, in
which a thin region of intrinsic material sepa-

  
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

tates the p-type regiar and the n-type
{ in'trin-sik !bar-é-ar ‘di,Gd } ‘ool

intrinsic-barrier transistor [Lecyny a \
npin transistor, in which a thin region of fe Ay
sic material separates the base ang col] tip,| In'trin-sik [bar-@ar tran'zis-tar | “he

Intrinsic conductlvlty —|SOLID STATE] The oun
tivity of a semiconductor or metal in tg
impurities and structural defects are abe, hic
have avery low concentration { in'trinsin” it
idak'tiv-ad-é } ry

intrinsic contact potential difference
True potential difference between tye per
clean metals in contact. { in'trin-sik thingpajten-chal 'dif-arns} ‘a

intrinsic detector §=[ENG| Asemiconductor deta
tor of electromagnetic radiation that utile Z
the generation of electron-hole pairs ACTOS es
semiconductor band gap[in'trin-sif daetor}

Intrinsic electric strength |ELEC| The &xlremel
high dielectric strength displayed by g stick
stance at low temperatures. { initrin-sik hel 'trik ,strenkth} a

Intrinsic layer=[ELECTR] A layer of semicon); {Chap
material whose properties are essentially thou |
of the pure undopecl material=| iN’ teineie‘la-or }

intrinsic procedure See built-in function
'trin-sik pra'sé-jar}

Inverse current [ELECTR] The current resultin q
from an inverse voltage in a contact rectifier
{'in,vars 'ka-rant} 1

Inverse dlrectlon [ELECTR] Thedirection in whieh
the electron flow encountersgreaterresistancein
a rectifier, going from the positive to the negative
electrode; the opposite of the conducting direc.

tion. Also known asreverse direction —{ 'In,yarg: |do'rek-shan } |
Inverse electrode current [ELECTR] Current flow-

ing through an electrode in the direction oppo-
site to that lor which the tube is designed. (‘in
wars i'lek,trod ,ka-rant}

inverse feedback See negative feedback { ‘in
wars 'féd,bak}

inverse IIlmiter |ELEcTR] A transducer, the output
of which is constant for input of instantaneous
values within a specified range and a linear
or other prescribed function of the input for
inputs above and below that range —_{ 'in,vars
‘lim-ad-ar }

Inverse network |ELEC| Two two-terminal net-
works are said to be inverse when the product
of their impedancesis independentof frequency
within the range of interest { 'in,vars ‘net
iwark}

Inverse neutral telegraph transmission [COM-

tin)

 

MUN| Form of transmission in which marking cip
signals are zero current intervals and spacing tor
signals are current pulses ofeitherpolarity. {‘in Tt
wars ,ni-trol ‘tel-a,graf tranz,mish-an} inve:

inverse peak voltage [ELECTR] 1. The peak value sa
of the voltage that exists acrossa rectifier tube of Inve.
x-ray tube during the half cycle in which current
does not flow 2, The maximum instantaneous
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inverter

eyalue thata rectifier tube orx-ray tubecan
ponerd In the inverse direction (with anode
withs | without breaking down and becominglve ie ery
aative: {‘invars [pek 'vol-tij|

po blem [CONT S¥s| The problem of de-
! ining. fora given feedback contral law, the

termormance criteriaforwhich ikigoptimal, [in
sare ‘fat-lam | : .vevideo Set reverse video. {0 ‘injvarsInverse
Jyid€eO !

yolage ELECTR] The voltage that exists
lr acossa rectifier lube or <-tay tube during the half

cycle in which the anode is negative and current
‘does not normally flow—| 'inwvars 'vObtij |

jpversion (COMMUN| The process of scrambling
“eech for secrecy by beating the voice sig-

ah with a fixed, higher audio frequency and
hea only the dillerence frequencies, [ELEC]
the solution of certain’ problems in electro-
statics through the use of the transformation
inkelvin’s inversion theorem,—orrics| The for-
mation of an Inverted Image by an optical system
{in'var-zhan )

inversion temperature [ENG] The temperature to
which one junetion of a thermocouple mustbe
raised in order to make the thermoelectric elec-
tromotive force in the circuit equal to zero, when
the other junction of the thermocouple is held
at a constant low temperature{in'vor-zhon

item-pra-char} '
inverted amplifier [ELECTR| A two-tube amplifier

in which the control grids are grounded and the
inputsignal is applied betweenthe cathodes; the
grid then serves as a shield between the input and
output circuits { in'vard-ad 'am-pla,fl-or }

Inverted file {comput sci] 1. A file, or method of
file organization, in which labels indicating the
locations of all documents of a given: type are
placed In a single record. 2. A file whose usual
order has been inverted, —{ in'yard-od 'f1l }

Inverted L antenna |ELEcTROMAG| An antenna
‘consisting of one or more horizontal wires to
which a connection is made by means ofa vertical
wif@éatone end —{ in'vard-ad Jel an,ten-a }

Inverted vee |ELECTROMAG] 1. A directional an-
{enna consisting of a conduetor which has the
form of an inverted V, and which is led at
one end and connected to ground through
4) appropriate termination at the other 2. A
Center-fed horizontal dipole antenna whose arms
have ends bent downward 45° | In'vard-ad‘ve|

[ELEC] A device for converting direct
current into alternating current: it may be-elec-
“Uomechanical, as ina vibrator or synchronous
inverter, oy electronic, as |na thyratron inverter
Srcuit. Also known as de-tosac converter, de-

Mine apices! [ELECTR] Ser phase InverterVIN vord-ar |
Anverter circuit
_Sat-kat |
‘nverting amplifier

SutnUt polarity

Se NOT circuit. (. In'vare-ar

ELECTR] Amplifier whose
is feversed as compared to
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ionization current

its input. such an amplifier obtains its negative
feedback by a connection from OUEDUL Lo input, ane
with high gain is widely used as an operational
amplifier, | in'vardiin ‘armipla, fear }

inverting function [euecte) A logic device that
inverts the input signal, so that the output is out
ofphase withthe input | in'vare-in fank-shan }

inverting parametric device [ELECTR Parametric
device whose operation depends essentially
uponthree frequencies, a harmonic of the pump
frequency and two signal frequencies, of which
the higher signal frequeney is the difference
between the pump harmonic and the lower
signal frequency | in'varden jpar-alme-trik
dj'vis |

inverting terminal JELECTR] The negative input
terminal of an operational amplifier: a positive-
solng voltage al the inverting. terminal gives
a Negative-going output voltage. | in'vard-in
‘tar-man-ol |

Inward-outward dialing system=|conMmun| Dlal-
ing. system whereby calls within the local ex.
change area maybe dialed directly to ane from
base private branch exchange telephone stations
without the assistance of the base private branch
exchange operator; CENTREX, a service offered
by some telephone companies, is a form af
inward-outward dialing. | lineware (aul, word
‘di-lin sisstarn |

VO Sereinput/output
1OCS Swinput/output contral system,
(OGEN Sew INpUL/OUPUE generation (‘Wd len )
ion-beam scanning ELecTR| The process of an-

alyzing the mass spectrum of an ion beam in a
mass spectrometer either by changing the elec
tric or magnetle fields of the mass Spectrometer
or by movingaprobe. | ‘Tan bem karin |

fon burn Serion spot. | ‘an ;barn |
ion-exchange electrolyte ceil JELEC| Fuel cell

which operates on hydtogen and oxygen inthe
air, similar to the standard hydrogen-oxypen fuel
cell with the exception that the liquid electra-
lyte is replaced by an lon-exchange mem-
brane; operation is at atmospheric pressure and
room temperature —{ 't,4n iks,chanj i'lek-tro,l7tsel]

lon gage Ser ionization gage. (‘Tan aj }
iongun Seionsource | ‘ian gon }
ionic focusing Segas focusing.  { T'dn-ik 'f6-kas-in}

lonic heated cathode |[riecrr| Hot cathode
heated primarily by ionic bombardment of the
emitting surface. | 7'n-ik ,hod-adl ‘kath Gd |

ionization arc-over [ELEC] 1. Arcing across termi+
nals or contacts due to ionization of the adjacent
alrorgas. 2. Arcing across satellite antenna ter-
minals as the satellite passes through the lonized
regionsof the ionosphere—{ ,F-a-no'zd-shon ‘Sr
ikO-var|

ionization current
shan {ka-ront }

See gas current, { ,T-9-na'za-
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ionization density

lonization density [ELECTR] The density of ions
inagas (1-a-no'za-shan Iden-sad-é }

Jonization gage=[ELECTR] An instrumentfor mea-
suring low gas densities by ionizing the gas and
measuring the ion current Also known as ion
gage: ionization vacuum gage _{ ,-9-na'z4-shan
gaj }

ionization source See ion source
shan sors }

lonization time [ELECTR] Of a gas tube, the
time interval between the initiation of condi-
tions for and the establishment of conduction
at some stated value of tube voltage drop.
{ ,7-a-na'za-shan ,tim }

lonization vacuum gage=5c ionization gage,
{ ha-no'za-shan 'vakeyam ,gaj |

lon microscope Ser field-ion microscope.
‘mi-krajskop |

ion migration |£Lec| Movement of ions pro=
duced in an electrolyte, semiconductor, and so
on, by the application of an-electric potential
between electrodes. | ‘ian mi'gra-shan }

jonophone=jews acous; A high-frequency loud-
speaker in which the audio-frequency signal
modulates the radio-frequency supply to an are
thaintained in a quartz tube; and the resulting
modulated wave acts directly on fonlzed air to
create sound waves. { T'an-a,f6n }

lonosphere=|ckopiys} That part of the earth’s
upper atitiosphere which is sufficiently ionized
by solar ultraviolet radiation so that the con¢en-
tration of freeelectrons affects the propagation of
radio waves; its base is at about 40. or 50 miles (70
or 80 kilorneters) and it extends to an indefinite
height. | 'ariea,sfir }

lonospheric error [COMMUN] Variation in the
character of the ionospheric transmission path
or paths used by the radio waves ofelectronic
navigation systems which, if not compensated:
will produce an error in the information gener-
ated bythe system |ana'sfirik 'erar |

ionospheric propagation [COMMUN | Propaga-
tion, of radio waves over long distances by
reflection fromthe ionosphere, useful at frequen-
cles up to about 25 megaherts. | Tan-a'stirdk
iptdp-a'ga-shar|

lonospheric recorder |eLecte)] Aradio device for
determining the distribution of yirtual height
with frequency, ane the ctitical frequencies of the
various layers of the lonosphere. Lhan-o'stirlk
tikord-sr |

lonospherle scatter [COMMUN| A form ofscatter
propagation in which radio waves are scattered
by the lower E layer of the lonosphere to permit
Communication over distances from 600 to 1400
miles [1000 ta 2250 kilometers) when using the
frequency range ef about 25 to 100 megahertz,
{ fdin-alsfir-ik'skad-ar |

{ \la-na'za-

(‘ian
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ionospherle wave See sky wave { Tangy'wav } all

lon pump=|eLecre| A vacuum Pump in Whig
molecules are first lonized by elections
have been generated by a high voltage an
spiraling ina high-intensity maenctic fietq
the molecules are then attractedto a cathode
propelled by electrodes Into an aUsiary yy
oranion trap. (‘ian ,pamp} Mun

ion-selective field-effect transistor [eLgeroy
field-effect transister whose gate electrode
sensitive to certain jons in an electrolyre
that the gain of the transistor depends py yp.
concentration of these ions. Abbreviates| ISPEy i{Lansiflek-tiv ‘féld [fekt tran'zis-tar | "I

jon source=|eLecre| A device in Which pag lena
are produced, focused, accelerated, and emittey
asa narrow beam. Also known as ign Bun,lonization source | ‘Tain \sérs | !

fon spot [ELEcre| Of a cathede-ray tube Screq
an area of localized deterioration of
cence caused by barmbardment with
fons. Also known as lon burr {‘i4in Spat|

ion trap jeLecre) 1. An arrangement whereby
jons in the electron beam of a cathode-ray tube
are prevented from bombarding the Screen ang
producing an ion spot, usually employing g
magnet to bend the electron beam 50. that jp
passes through the tiny aperture of the Glectray
gun, while the heavier jons are less affected by.
the magnetic field and are trapped inside the
gun, 2. A metal electrode, usually of titanlugn,
into which ions in an ion pump are absorbed
(‘Tan trap |

IP address [comput sei] A computer's numeric
address, such as 128,201 86,290, by which it can’
be located within a network. (1i'p® adres }

-pleture Swintra-coded picture. [1 hpik-char|
IPL |compur sci] 1, Collective term fora Series of

list-processing languages developed principally
by A, Newell, HA. Simon; and | C Shaw Berived
fram Information Processing Language 2. Se
initial program lodd,

IPL button See bootstrap button,
an }

IR drop Sw: resistance drop,
IRG See record gap.
Iris |ELECTROMAG] A conducting plate mounted

across @ waveguide to introduce impedance,
when orlya single mode can be supported, an rls
acts substantially as ashunt admittance anet may
be used for matching the waveguide impedance
to that of a load, Also known as’ diaphragm:
Wwaveguice window, (‘Drag |

PR loss See copper loss {‘Tskwerd'dr los}
ISB modulation Ser independent-sideband mod-

ulation—{ fles!bé ,maj-a'ld-shan|
sean Sw l-display | 'T,skan |
lscope See I-display. {7 iskdp |

 

lumines.
Nepatlig

{ ipé'el ‘bat:

( {iar 'drap }
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ated services digital network: tegr

Is ia See [ELECTR] A device that converts
1g used in a computer tosignals that can be

signs” itted aver the integrated services digital
andviceversa— | ,7,e5,dé,en'mod,dem|

network, jon-selective field-effect transistor

use

ie ie ecTe| The in-phase component of the| sia! - = signal in color television, having a
chiorthof ato | 5 megahertz, and consisting
ban OAR — Ypand —0.27(B — ¥), where Vis the
of France signal, Ris the red camera signal, and
ue the blu¢ camera signal (i slg-nal }
pits [COMPUT Sell Binary digits having the

same value ["T-Sa,bits]
schronous circuits [ELEC| Circuits having

ore same resonant frequency, | Tsd-kro-nas
‘'sor-kats } . ,

jsochronous communications ! [COMMUN | Syn-
* ehronization of a data communications network
from timing signals provided by the network
itself, | Tisdskra-tias ka,myti-na'ka-shang|

jsocirculator |£i.ECTROMAG] A circulator that has
an absorber In one of its terminals and thereby
acis as. an jsalator [| P-s6'sar-kya,lad-ar|

jgoelectric [£LEC| Pertaining to a canstant elec-
tepotential | Hesd-i'leketrik|

jsograph fL.ucTe| An electronic calculator that
ascertains Woth real and imaginary roots for
algebraic equations. { ‘T-sa,graph ] / ;

isolate [eLec| To disconnect a circuit or piece
af equipment from an electric supply system
{'7-5a,lat } .

feolated camera [ELECTR] 1. A television camera
that views a particular portion of a scene of action
and produces a tape which can then be used
either immediately for instant replay or for video
replay ata latertime. 2. The technique of video
replay involving such a camera. { 'T-sa,ld-ad
‘kam-ro}

leolated locatlon [comput sci! A location in a
computer memory which is protected by some
hardware device so that it cannot be addressed
by a computer program and its contents cannot
be accidentally altered { ‘'T-sa,ldd-ad [6'ka-
shan }

Isolating switch [ELEC] A switch intended for
Isolating an electric circuit from the source
of power: it has no interrupting rating and: ts
Intended to be operated only after the circuit

hes been opened hy some othermeans, | 'T-saHiding bwich |
Isolation |compursei) The ability ofa logiccircuit

having more than one input to ensure that each
input signal |s hot alfected by anyof the others
[ tsa'la-shan }

isolation amplifier |x_ecte| An amplifier usedto
mininize the effects of a lallowing cireult on the

Preceding circuit. | ji-sa'lashan ‘am-playfi-ar }
Isolation diode [ELECTR] Adiode used ina circuit
alee Fenets to pass In-only one difectionihsa'la-shan 'di,cel |

'solation network |ELEC| A network inserted ina
Creuit ortransmissian [Ineto prevent Interaction

iterative division

between circuits on each side of the insertion
point. { ,i-so'la-shan 'net,wark}

isolation transformer |ELEC} A transformer in-
serted in a system to separate one section of
the system from undesired influences of other
sections. { ,T-sa'la-shan tranz'for-mar}

isolator [ELECTR] A passive. attenuator in which
the loss in one direction is much greater than
that in the opposite direction; a ferrite isolator
for waveguides |sanexample.  ('i-sa,lad-ar}

Isolith §=|eLectr) Integrated circuit of components
farmed on a single silicon slice, but with the
various components. interconnected by beam
leads and with circuit parts |solated by removal
of the silicon between them (isa, lith |

lsopulse system=[comntin| In adaptive commu-
nications, a pulse coding system wherein the
number of information pulses transmitted is
indicated by special inserted pulses _{ 'T-sa,pals
isis-tam }

Isotope lamp [ELEcTR| A discharge lamp contain-
ing gas of a single Isotope and thus producing
highly monochromatic light. ('T-sa,tap lamp }

Isotropic antenna=Sw unipole. { {i-saltra-pik
an'ten-a |

Isotropic dielectric jexec| Adielectric whose po-
larization always has a direction that is parallel to
the applied electric field, anda magnitude which
does hot depend on the direction of the electric
field{{T-sajtra-pik ,di-a'lek-trik }

Isotropic gain of an antenna See absolute gain of
ananterina, | |isajtra-pik "pan av on an'tensa }

item=|cOmpursci| A set of adjacent digits, bits, or
characters which Is treated as a unitand conveys
asingle unit of information—| ‘id-am }

Item advance |compuT sci] A technique of effi-
ciently grouping records to optimize the overlap
of read, write, and compute times. { 'id-am ad
ivans}

Item design |comPuT sci] The specification of
whatfields make up an item, the order in which
the fields are to be recorded, and the numberof
characters to be allocatedtoeach field {‘Id-am
di,zin }

ftem size [compusci] The length of an item expres-
sed in characters, words, orblocks. —[ 'id-am ,siz }

iteration process |CcOMPUT sci] The process of
repeating a sequenceofinstructions with minor
modifications between successive repetitions,
{ ,Id-a'ra-shan ,pra-sas }

Iteratlons per second §[compur sci] In cormput-
ers, the number of approximations per second
in iterative division; the number of times an
operational cycle can be repeated in | second.
{ ,1d-9'rd-shanz par 'sek-and}

iteratlve array (comput sci| In a computer, an
array of a large numberof interconnected iden-
tical processing modules, used with appropriate
driver and control circuits to permit a large num-
ber of simultaneous parallel operations,—[ ‘id-
arad-iva'ra |

Iterative division=|compuT sci| In computers, a
method of dividing by use of the operations
of addition, subtraction, and multiplication, a
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iterative filter  quotient of specified precision is obtained by lour-terminal transducer, will cause the «.

4 series of successively better approximations. Impedance to appear between the oth, Shy| ‘id-a,rad-iv di'vigh-an | terminals. ‘id-a,tachiv im'pad-ans ) "tyiterative filter |eLecte| Four-terminal filter that iterative routine [COMPUT Sct] A com Uteroprovides|terative Impedance. | ‘id-ayradeiv'fil- gram that obtains a result by carrying outa.
tar] of operations repetitiqusly until SOME Spee)iterative impedance |evecre| Impedance that, conditionIs met, | 'id-ayraddy fi'tey | legwhen connected to one pair of terminals of a ITV. See industrial television
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Jablochkoff candle |ELLECTR| An early type of arc
lamp in which carbons were placed sitle by side
and separated by plasterofparis: —{ ya'blach,kof
ikand-ol } a /

jack [ELEC] Aconnecting device into which a plug
can be inserted to make circuit connections; may
also have contacts that openorclose to perform
switching functions when the plug is inserted or
removed—{ jak }

Jammer [ELECTR] One who, or equipment which,
transmits electromagnetic signals to obscure
or deceive radio or radar receivers, preventing
them from receiving the intended signals clearly
{‘jamvor ]

Jammerfinder |ELEcTR| Radar which attempts to
obtain the range of the target by training a highly
directional pencil beam on a jamming source
Also known as burnthrough ( 'jam-or_,fin-
dor|

Jamming [ELECTR] Radiation, reradiation, or re-
flection of electromagnetic waves so as to impair
the usefulness of the radio spectrum for military
purposes including communication and radar
Also known as active jamming; electronic jam-
ming { ‘jam-in }

J antenna=|ELECTROMAG] Antenna having a con-
figuration resembling a J, consisting of a half-
wave antenna end-fed bya parallel-wire quarter-
wave section. { ja ant,en-a }

Jar |eLec| A unit of capacitance equal to 1000
statfarads, or approximately 111265 x 107°
farad; itis approximately equal to the capacitance
of a Leyden jar; this unit is now obsolete —_{ jar)

Java |compur scif An object-oriented program-
ming language based on C++ that was designed
to run in a network such as the Internet; mostly
used to write programs, called applets, that can
berunon Web pages. { 'jv-o }

JavaScript [comput sci| A scripting language
that is added to standard HTML to create
interactive documents—| ‘[Sv-a,skript|

Java virtual machine (eoapur scl] An Interpreter
that translates Java bytecode inte actual ma-
chine instructions In real time. Abbreviated [VM
(thivea warchawal ma'shén |

Ybox Ser junetion box, | ja baks |
d-display JELECTR| A fadar display lormat in

Which range is presented as a reference circle
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with radial projections from it indicating echo
strength; a circular A-display, Also known as
J-indicator; J-scan; |-scope, { 'jA di,spla }

JFET=See junction field-effect transistor { ‘ja
ifet }

J-indicator See |-display —{ 'ja ,in.:do,kad-or)
jitter, (ComMMUN| In facsimile, distortion in the

received copy caused by momentary errors in
synchronism between the scanner and recorder
mechanisms, does not include slow errors in
synchronism due toinstability of the frequency
standards used in the facsimile transmitter
and recorder, |ELECTR| Small, rapid variations
in a waveform due to mechanical vibrations,
fluctuations in supply voltages, control-system
instability, and other causes. { ‘jidvar }

jittered pulse recurrence frequency |COMMUN|
Random variation of the pulse repetition
period, provides a discrimination capability
against repeater-type jammers. { 'jid:ord {pals
riika-rans 'fré-kwan-sé }

J-K flip-flop [ELECTR] A storage stage consisting
only of transistors and resistors connected as
flip-flops between input and output gates, and
working with charge-storage transistors; gives a
definite output even when both inputs are |
({jaika ‘flip, flap )

Job [computsci] A unit of work to be done by the
computer;itis a single entity from the standpoint
of computerinstallation management, but may
consist of one or more job steps. { jab}

job class [(compur sci] The set of jobs on a
computer system whose resource requirements
(for the central processing unit, memory, and
peripheral devices) fall within specified ranges
{ ‘jab ,klas |

job control block [comput sci] A group of data
containing the execution-control data and the
job identification when the job is initiated as a
unit of work to the operating system. —_{ 'jéib kan
itral ,blak }

job control language See command language
{ ‘jab kon, tral ,lan-ewij }

job control statement {comput sci] Any of the
statements used to direct an operating system in
its Functioning, as contrasted to data, programs,
or other information neededto processa job but
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job entry system

not intendeddirectly for the operating system
itself, Also known as control statement. { jab
kontrol stat-mant|

Jobentry system=[compusci |Apart of the oper-
ating system of a large computer system that ac-
cepts atid schedules jobs for execution and con-
trols the printing of output. { "jab Jen-tré ,sis-
tem }

Job family See job class. { ‘jab ifam-lé }
Job flow control {comeur sci] Control over the

orderin which jabs are handled by a computerin
order to use the central processing units and the
units under the computer's contral as efficiently
as possible [jab 'f16 kan,tral I

Job grade Swjobclass, (jab erad }
Job library jcoupur sei) A Partitioned data set,

ora concatenation of partitioned datasets, used
as the primary source of object programs (load
medules) fora particular job, and more generally,
45 a source of runnable programs from whichall
or mast of the programs for a given job will be
selected, [jab ,li,brer-é }

Job management program [COMPUT scl} A con-
trol programina computers operating system
that initials. and schedulesjobs. { ‘Jab iman-jj-
Mant program }

Job mix Jcompurr sci] The distribution of the jobs
handled bya computer system among the various
Job classes. | '{4b, miks }

Job-oriented terminal [ComPUT sci] A tertninal,
such as a point-of-sale terminal, at which data
taken directly froma source can entera communi=
cation networkdirectly { |jab lor-é,ent-ad 'tor-
man-al}

Job processing control jeoupu'r Sl) The section
of the control program responsible for initiating
operations, assigning lacitities. and proceeding
from one job to the next | {ate |prd-ses-iy konited |

Job queue=|comput sci] A set of computer pro-
grams that are ready to be executed in a
presctibed order ("jab kyii }

job schedule [cont sys] A-control program that
selects from a job queue the next job to be
processed. | 'jdb ,skedl-yiil |

Job stacking [comput sci) The presentation af
lobs to a computer system, each job followed by
another | ‘jab jstak-in }

Jobstep [comput sci] Aunitof work ina job stream
{ ‘jab step }

job stream=[cont sys[-A.callection of jobs ina
lob queue. [ "jib ystrém |

Job swapping=fconpur Sel] Temporary. suspen-
sion of jab processing by a computer so that
higher-priority jobs can be handled (‘jab sswdp-in |

Jogging ELEC} Quickly repeated opening and
closingofa circuit to produce small movements
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of the driven machine. Also known as Ine{ ‘iag-in } :

Johnson nolse See thermal noise I Vane
indiz } m

Join {comput scil A portion of a Tobotic ]
Program that directs an activity to resum
ithas been interrupted. | jain]

Joint [eLec| A juncture of two wires or
conductive paths for current IENG| The surfaet
at which two or more mechanical or StMUct papcomponentsare united. | (dint } i

Joint Photographic Experts Group [COMPUT
An international group that sets Standards i
continuous-tone image(still and video) Coding({jOint fod-a,graf-iks ‘ek, sparts igrtip }

Joint pole |eLEc| Pole used in common
moreutility companies. | ‘joint 'pal |

Jolnt space [cont sys} The space defined by
vector whose components are the tanslationa)
and angular displacements of each joint of 4
robotic link, | falnt Spas | 1

Joshi effect [eLecte| The change in the Curren
passing through a pas or vapor when the ¢
vapor is irradiated withvisible light
ifekt |

Joule heat |é)k0] The heat which js evolved
when current flows through a medium havin,
electrical resistance, as given by Joule’s |
{ *j1 het|

Youle's law |evec| The law that when electricity
flows through a substance, the rate of evolution
of heat in watts equals the resistance of the
substance in ohms times. the Square of the
current inamperes. ‘jtilz ld j

journaling=[compur Sel] Recording processes or
transactions for backup of accounting purposes
(‘jarnaldn |

joystick [ENG] A two-axis displacement control
operated by a lever or ball, for ¥¥ positioning of
a device or an electron beam {}OL,stlk |}

JPEG  [ENG| Graphics file format for compressed
still images. particularly photographic images
found on the World Wide Web: developed
by the Joint Photographic Experts’ Group.(‘ld,peg }

J-sean See |-display.  {'jd skan }
J-scope Sw|-display. {'ja iskOp }
jump=[comeuT sci] A transfer of control which

terminates one sequence of instructions and
begins another sequence at a different location:
Also known as branch: transfer | jamp |

Jumper |ELec| A short length of conductor used
to close a circuit between two electircal termi-
nals. { 'jom-par}

Jumping trace routine [compur Sci A trace rou-
tine which is primarily concerned with providing
@ record of jump instructions in order ta show
the sequence of pragtam steps that the computer
followed. { 'jam-ply [tras rii,tén }
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henomenon [CONT Sy¥s| A phenomenon
| ring in a norillnear system subjected to

acc soidal input at constant frequency, In
a Phe value of the amplitude of the forced

‘lation can jump upward or downward as
ose put amplitudeis varied through either of
the Med values, and the graph of the foreed
we ftude versus the input amplitude follows a
aerests loop—[‘jamp fanam-a-nan |
bys esonance jconvsys| Ajumpdiscontinuity

jum sain in the frequency response of a nonlin-
oeepged-lOOP control system with saturation in
ae joop | ‘imp wee-an-ans|
Sa yector [comMPUT sci] A list of entry-point

Ureesses for various sections of a computer
F a rim, used by the program to branch te a

: that performs a desired function. Also
known as vector, vector table, { ‘jamp jvekstar|
nction |ELEC] See major node. |ELECTR|Aju ion oftransition between two different semi-
Fonducting regions in a semiconductor device,
such as @ pa junction, or between a metal and a
semiconductor, JELECTROMAG| A fitting usec to
join a branch waveguide at an angle toa main
waveguide, as ina tee junction Also known as
waveguide junction—[ ‘jagk-shan )

unetion box [IN o| A protective enclosure into
which wires OF cables are led and connected to
form joints Also known as | box. { ‘jank-shan
ibuks| . .

Junction capacitance—Ser barrier capacitance
| fagkeshan ka'pas-acans |

Junction capacitor (ELEcTR| An integrated-circuit
capacitor that uses the capacitance of a
reverse-blased pa junetion,  ('jank-shan kaipas-
ad-ar| / /

junction diode [ELECTR| A semiconductor diodein which the rectifying characteristics occur at
an alloy, diffused, electrochemical, or grown
junction between n-type and p-type semiconduc-
tor materials Also known as junction rectifier
(‘jank-shon |di,Gd}

Junction field-effect transistor |ELEcTR] A field-
effect transistor in which there is normally a chan-
nel of relatively low-conductivity semiconductor
joining the source and drain, and this channel
is reduced and eventually cut off by junction
depletion regions, reducing the conductivity,
when a voltage is applied between the gate
electrodes. Abbreviated JFET —_{ 'jank-shan 'féld
ifekt tranjzis-tor }

section

JVM

Junctionfilter [ELECTR] A combination ofa high-
pass and a low-passfilter that is used to separate
frequency bandsfor transmission over separate
paths. { 'jank-shan,fil-tor )

Junction isolation (ELEcTR| Electrical isolation of
a component on an integrated circuit by sur-
rounding it with a region of a conductivity type
that forms a junction, and reverse-biasing the
junction so it has extremely high resistance
{ 'janksshan ,7-so'la-shan }

Junctlon loss [coMMUN] In telephonecircuits,
that part of the repetition equivalent assignable
to interaction effects arising at trunk terminals
{ jank-shon,los }

Junction phenomena=|ELEcTR| Phenomena which
occurat the boundary between two semiconduc-
tor materials, or a semiconductor and a metal,
suchas the existenceofan electrostatic potential
in the absence of currentflow, andlarge injection
currents which mayarise when external voltages
are applied across the junction in one direction
{ jank-shan fo,ndm-a-noa}

Junction point See branch point.
ipoint}

Junction pole |ELEc| Pole at the end of a trans-
position section of an open-wire line or the pole
commonto two adjacent transposition sections
('‘jank-shan ,pal}

junction rectifler
shan jrek-ta,fi-ar}

junction station [ELECTR] Microwave relay sta-
tion that joins a microwave radio leg or legs to
the main or through route { 'jank-shan ,sta-
shan }

Junction transistor [ELEcTR| Atransistorin which
emitter and collector barriers are formed between
semiconductor regions of opposite conductivity
type. { 'jonk-shontranizis-tar }

Junction transposition [ELEC] Transposition lo-
cated at the junction pole between two transposi-
tion sections of an open-wireline. { 'jank-shan
itranz-pa'zish-an]

junctor [ELEC| In crossbar systems,a circuit ex-
tending between frames of a switching unit and
terminating in a switching device on each frame
{ 'jonk-ter }

Justify |compuT sci] To shift data so that they
assume a particular position relative to one or
morereferencepoints, lines, or marks ina storage
medium.{'jas-ta,fr J

JVM_ See Java virtua! machine

{ ‘jonk-shon

See junction diode. { ‘jagk
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kilabil

i we cathode: kilobyte
My kiloampere
a band [COMMUN| A band of frequencies ex-

tending from 33 to 36 gigahertz, corresponding to
wavelengths of 9 09 to 8,34 millimeters. { ka'a

i— [CONT sys| A linear system in which
“the mean squared error between the desired

output and the actual output is minimized when
the input is a random signal generated by white
noise { ‘kal-mon,fil-tar }

Kanji |compuT sci] A set of Chinese characters
that are employed by users of the Chinese lan-
guage to code information in computer programs
and on visual displays, { ‘kén-j@}

Karnaugh map [ELECTR] A truth table that has
been rearranged to show a geometrical pattern
of functional relationships for gating configura-
tlons; with this map, essential gating require-
ments can be recognizedin their simplest form

 (‘kareno «map}
Karp clrcult |ELECTR| A slow-wave circuit used

at millimeter wavelengths for backward-wave
oscillators. { 'karp ,ser-kat }

K band (comMuN] A band of radio frequencies
extending from 10,900 to 36,000 megahertz,
corresponding to wavelengths of 2.75 to 0.834
centimeters. { 'ka ,band }

K-band sIngle-access service |COMMUN | A ser-
vice provided by the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System, with return-link data rates up
to 300 and 800 megabits per second for the
Ku and Ka bands, respectively, and forwaid-
link data at 25 megabits per second’ in both
bands. Abbreviated KSA, | {ka band (sig-gal ‘ak
1SES ,Sor-vas |

kbit See kilobit
Kbit See kilobit
Kbyte Seekilobyte | *ka,bit |
Kbyte See kilobyte | "ka,bit }
KDD See knowledge discovery in databases
K-display [ELECTR] A radar display format in

which an echo signal appears on side-by-side

| "ka, bit |
| 'ka,bit |

320

A-displays, as from a two-beam tracking radar
antenna, with equal amplitudes indicating no
pointing error. Also knownas K-indicator; K-scan;
K-scope, { 'ka di,spla }

keep-allve clrcult [ELECTR] A circuit used with
a transmit-receive (TR) tube or anti-TR tube
to produce residual ionization for the purpose
of reducing the initiation time of the main
discharge. { |kép a'liv ,sar-kat}

keep-allve electrode Sceignitor. {|képa'livi'lek
itrdd }

kelvin [ELEC] A name formerly given to the
kilowatt-hour Also known as thermal volt.
{ 'kel-van }

Kelvin bridge [ELEC] A specialized version of the
Wheatstone bridge network designed to elimi-
nate, or greatly reduce,the effect of lead and con-
tact resistance, and thus permit accurate mea-
surement of low resistance Also known as double
bridge; Kelvin network; Thomson bridge _{ 'kel:
van ,brij }

Kelvin guard-ring capacitor [ELEC] A capacitor
with parallel circular plates, one of which has a
guard ring separated from the plate by a narrow
gap; it is used as a standard, whose capacitance
can be accurately calculated from its dimensions
{'kel-van ‘gard ,rip ko,pas-ad-ar}

Kelvin network See Kelvin bridge
iwark}

Kelvin reptenisher [ELEc| A simple electrostatic
generatorin which curved metalplates attached
to an insulating arm rotate between larger curved
plates, and the contacts of the smaller plates
with wipers connecting them te the larger plates
and to each other result in the accumulation
of charge on the smaller plates, energy being

{ 'kel-van ,net

supplied by the rotation of the arm. { {kel-van
ti'plen-ash-ar}

Kelvin skin effect See skin effect. {'kel-van ‘skin
ifekt }

Kendall effect [commun] A spurious pattern or
other distortion in a facsimile record caused by
unwanted modulation products arising from the
transmission of a carriersignal, occurs principally
when the width of one side bandis greater than  
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kenotron

half the facsimile carrier frequency. __{ 'kend-ol i
ifekt }

kenotron§[feLec| A high-vacutim diede designed
to serve as a rectifier in appliances requiring high
voltage and low current—| "kena train

kernel [comput sci] 1. A computer program that
must be modified before it can be used ona
particular computer 2. The programs that form
the mast essential part ofa computer's operating
system. {'karnéal)

Kerrcell jorrics| Aglass cell containing a dielec-
tric liquid that exhibits the Kerr effect. such as
nitrobenzene.inwhich is inserted the two plates
ofa capacitor, used to observe the Kerr effect on
light passing through the cell. [ ‘kar sel}

Kerr effect See electrooptical Kerr effect.
itekt|

key [commun]Atelephone term for an on-off
switch in the subscriber loop,either at a manual
switchboard or in the telephone set. jcompur
5] Adata item that serves to uniquelyidentify a
data record=[eLec| WA hand-operated switch
used for transmitting code signals, Also kiown
as signaling key 2. A special lever-type switch
used for opening or closing a éircuit only as
long.as the handle is depressed. Also known as
switching key {ké}

key access=[compuT sci Locating data ina file
by using thevalue ofa key. ['ké ,akses }

key auto-key cipher |commun| A stream cipher
in which the cryptographic bit stream generated
ata given time is determined by the cryptographic
bitstream generated atearliertimes.  ('ke'ad.a
ike ystelar }

keyboard [enc] A set of keys or control levers
having a systematic arrangement and used to
operate a machine or other piece of equipment
suchas a typewriter, typesetter, processing unit
ofa computer, orplano,  ["kebord |

keyboard enhancer=|compurt sci| Software that
expands the functions ol a computer keyboard
by allowing the user to implement functions or
enter predefined segments of text with a single
keysttoke Also known as keyboard processor.
{'ké: bord in han-sar }

keyboard entry=(comput sci] A piece of informa-
tion fed manually into a computing system hy
means ofaset olkeys, suchasatypewriter  ['ke
bord ‘'en-tré |

keyboard Inquiry {computsci] A question asked
a computer concerning the status ofa program
being fun, of concerning the vale achieved
by a specific variable, by means of a console
typewriter | ke, bord {irkwa-ré |

keyboard lockout |comeuy sci) An arrangement
for preventing transmission fram a particular
keyboard while other transmissions ane taking
place on the same circuit | ‘kebere "Wk,
alt }

keyboard lockup [comply sci} A condition in
whichentries typed on a keyboard are ignored
byaterminal, ['ké,bord 'Ikjap )

keyboard mapping=|coweur sci) The process of
assigning the meaning of keys or a computer
keyboard. | 'ké, bord imapin |

{ 'kor

  
 

 
 
 

  

 
 

 
keyboard printer [comput sei] Compa

device that includes a’ keyboarel and i
that prints the keyed-in data ang oft
prints computer output information Chae‘print-ar | 8,

keyboard processor |compur sey 4, h
culty in @ computer keyboard. that cont
keystrokes into the appropriate charactor
2. See keyboard enhancer (ke, borg iPr

 &Fips

or |

keyboard send/recelve [ELECTR| A
teleprinter that can transmit OF tm
Abbreviated KSR Also known as beac
teleprinter | 'ké, bard isend-ri'sév }

keyboard teleprinter See keyboard Senditecery{ 'ké,bord 'tel-,print-ar} Ve,
keyboard template [comput sei] A Card thar yw

placed adjacent to the function keys of a at
puter keyboard and identifies their use foray
Licular software environment ("ke bord peal!
plat } Hem

key cabinet JELEcTR| A case, installed On elie.
tomer’s premises, to permit different lines
the control office to be connected to vari
telephone stations; it has signals to indicate is
originating calls and busy lines { ‘ka jabs ing:
a-nat } / ad

key change=[compursci| The occurrence. ina file
of records which have been sorted according to
their keys and. are belng read into a COMpuiter
of a record whose key differs from that of its
Immediate predecessor | 'ké ichanj |

keycompression=|compursci| Atechnique use
to reduce the nuniber of bits containedina key['ke kam presh-an |

key-disk machine=|Compur sei] A keyboard mae
chine usedto record data directly on a Magnetic
disk. ["k@ ,clisk mayshén}

keyed clamp=|i-Lecre} Clamping citeult in whieh
the tine af clamping is determinedby a contral
signal, [‘kéd 'klamp |

keyed clampcircult [elect | A cla Mp circuit in
which the time of Clamping |s controlled by
separate voltage or current sources, rather than
by the signal itself Also known as synchronous
clamp circuit. [kd ‘klamp jsar-kat }

keyed sequentialaccessmethod=|compu'r scl] A
method for locating datain a file either directly,
by using the value of a key within a particular
record, orsequentially, according to the values of
the keys irvall the recordsof the file. Abbreviated
KSAM, [‘kéd si'kwen-chal 'ak,ses ,meth-ad |

keyentry |compursci| The entering of dataintoa
computer by meansolakeyboard.  ['k@ jen-tre]

keyer  |EL.GCTR| Device which changes the output
of @ transmitter [rom one condition to another
according to the intelligence to be transmitted.
{ 'ké-ar }

keyer adapter |ELECTR| Device which detects a
modulated signal and produces the modulating
frequency as a direct-current signal of varying
amplitude—| 'ké-ara,dap-tar }

key fleld (comput sci| A field in a segment or
record that holds the value ofa keyto that record.
(‘he fel}
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jcomMUN| The forming of signals by

Jating @ direct curfect or other carrier| :
nod an discrete values of some characteristic.herwe

A KETO rate [COMMUN] The ratio of the
ne er of characters incorrectly transmitted to

iedtotal number of characters in a message,
frequency |commun| In facsimile, the

SZ aaimum numberof times a second thata black-
me ignal occurs when scanning the subject
Tine eiyeuin fré-kwanisé|
COPY bevel |c a periodically keyeing interval JcoMMUN| Ina perio ically keyed

ansmission system, one of the set of intervals
tg reine from a change in state ane equal in
feet h to the shortest time between changes of
state [‘kaig interval |

ing sequence [COMMUN| A sequence of let-
‘ers OF numbers that enciphers or deciphers a

‘polyalphabetic substitution cipher character by
character. (‘keg s@kwons| ;

ing wave Ser marking wave, | "kein way|
keyless ringing [COMMUN| Formof machine ring-

Ing on a manual telephone switchboard which
‘ie started automatically by the insertion of the
calling plug into the jack of the called line
j{kedas ‘rina |

keylock switch [LEC] A switch that can be op-
erated only by inserting and turning a key such
asthat used inordinary locks,  ( 'kélak ,swich }

keypad jcompur sci] Acluster of special-purpose
fays to one side of the regular typing keys ona
terminal keyboard. { "ké,pacl|

key pulse [COMMUN] System of signaling where
numbered keys are depressed instead of using a
dial {'ké pals )

key punch |Compur sct| A keyboard-actuated de-
vice that punches holes in a card, it may be a
hand-feed punch or an automatic feed punch
('ké ,ponch }

keystone distortion [COMMUN] Distortion pro-
duced by scanning in a rectilinear manner, with
constant-amplitude sawtooth waves, a plane
target area which is not normal to the average
direction ofthe beam —_{ 'ké,st6n di'stor-shon }

keystoning |ELECTR| Producing a keystone-
shaped (wider at the top than at the bottom, or
vice versa) scanning pattern resulting from an
off-axis condition between an image-projection
device and the display surface, { 'ké,st6n-in ]

keyswitch=|compuT scil A switch that is operated
by depressing a key on the keyboard of a data
entry terminal  { 'ké,swich ]

key telephone system |commun| A telephone
system consisting of phones with several keys,
connecting cables, and relay switching appara-
tus, which does not need a special operator to
handle incoming or outgoing calls and which
generally permits users to select one of several
possible lines and ta held calls. | 'k@ ‘tel-a,fGn
jils-tam |

key telephone unit |conmun| A small mou nting
plate with relays which performs pickup and hold
Switching functions in a key telephone system
|'k®'tel-afan yienat |

kiloampere

key-to-disk system {comput sci] A data-entry
system in which information entered on several
keyboards is collected on different sections of a
magnetic disk, and the data are extracted from the
disk when complete, and are copied onto a magnetic
tape or anotherdiskfor further processing on the main
computer, {'ké to ''disk ,sis-tam }

key-to-tape system |compuT sci] A data-entry
system, predecessor to the modern key-to-disk
system, consisting of several keyboards con-
nected to a central controlling unit, typically a
minicomputer, which collected information from
each keyboard and then directedit to a magnetic
tape {‘ké ta 'tap ,sis-tam }

key transformation [comput sci| A function
that assigns integer values to keys. { 'ké
itranz-far'md-shon }

key value (comput scl] The actual characters
containedinakey. {'ké'val-yii]

keyword [comput sci] A group of letters and
numbers in a specific order that has special
significance ina computer system. _{ 'ké,ward }

keyword-in-context Index [comPuT sci] A com-
puter-generated listing of titles of documents,
produced on a line printer, with the keywords
lined up vertically in a fixed position within
the title and arranged in alphabetical order
Abbreviated KWIC index. { 'ké,ward in 'kan
itekst ,in,deks }

keyword-out-of-context index |(compuT sci] A
computer-generated listing of document titles
with their keywords listed separately, arranged
in the alphabetical order of the keywords. Abbre-
viated KWOC index. _{ 'ké,ward aut ov 'kan,tekst
iin,deks }

keyword parameter |compuT sci] A parameter
whose significance is indicated by a keyword,
usually with an equal sign linking the two. { 'ké
iward pa'ram-ad-ar}

keyword search [comput sci] A method of filing
and locating information through the use of
keywords that describe the content of records
{ 'ké,ward ,sorch }

keyword spottIng |ENG AcoUS} An approach to
task-oriented speech understanding through de-
tecting a limited number of keywords that would
mostlikely express the intent of a speaker, rather
than attempting to recognize every word in an
utterance. { 'ké,ward ,spat-in }

KHNfilter See state-variable filter
ifil-tar }

kidney Joint |ELEcTROMAG| Flexible joint, or air-
gap coupling, used in the waveguide of cer-
tain radars and located near the transmitting-
receiving position, { 'kid-né ,jdint }

killer circult {ELEcTR] Vaccum tube or tubes and
associated circuits in which are generated the
blanking pulses used to temporarily disable a
radar set. { 'kil-or ,sor-kat}

killer pulse (ELEcTR] Blanking pulse generated by
akiller circuit. { 'kil-or ,pals }

killer stage Seecolorkiller circuit. { 'kil-ar ,staj }
kHioampere [ELEC] A metric unit of current

flow equal to 1000 amperes. Abbreviated kA.
{'ki-l6'am, pir }

(ikalach'en
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kilobit

kiloblt [compursci] Aunit of information content
equal to 1024 bits. Abbreviated kbit; Kbit. Sym-
bolized k.  { 'kil-a,bit }

kilobyte=|compPurscl] A unit of information con-

tent equal to 1024 bytes Abbreviated kbyte;
Kbyte Symbolized K.  { 'kil-e,bit }

kilohm={ELEc| A unit of electrical resistance
equal to 1000 ohms. Abbreviated KQ; kohm
{ 'kil,Om }

kllomegacycle See gigahertz. { jkil-a’meg-o,sT-
kal }

kilomegahertz See gigahertz. { jkil-a'meg-
a,hartz }

kilovar |ELEc} A unit equal to 1000 volt-amperes
reactive, Abbreviated kvar._{ ‘kil-o, var}

kilovolt [ELEC] A unit of potential difference
equal to 1000 volts, Abbreviated kV { ‘kil-a
Olt }

kilovolt-ampere —[ELEc| A unit of apparent power
in an alternating-current circuit, equal to 1000
volt-amperes Abbreviated kVA. _{ ‘kil-a,vOlt'am
ipir}

kilovoltmeter [ELEC] A voltmeter which mea-
sures potential differences on the orderof several

kilovolts.—{ kil-a,vlt,méd-ar}
kllovolts peak {ELECTR The peak voltage applied

to an x-ray tube, expressedin kilovolts. Abbrevi-
ated kVp. (‘kil-a,vOlts jpék }

kilowatt-hour [ELEC] A unit of energy or work
equal to 1000 watt-hours, Abbreviated kWh; kW-
hr Also known as Board of Trade Unit. { 'kil-o
iwat ,aur}

K-Indicator See K-display
Kinescope See picture tube—_{'kin-a,sk6p}
Kingdon trap=|ELEC] A thin chargedwire for con-

fining charged particles; ions are attracted toward
the wire, but their angular momentum causes
them to spiral around the wire in trajectories
that have a low probability of hitting the wire.
(‘kin-dontrap }

Kirchhoff’s current law [ELEC] The law that at
any given instant the sum ofthe instantaneous

valuesofall the currents flowing toward a point
is equal to the sum of instantaneous values of

all the currents flowing away from the point
Also knownas Kirchhoff'sfirst law { 'kark, hofs
'ka-rant lo }

Kirchhoff's first law See Kirchhoff's current law
{ 'kork, hfs ‘forst 16 }

Kirchhoff's law [ELEC] Either of the two funda-
mental laws dealing with the relation of currents
at a junction and voltages around closed loops in

{ ‘ka ,in-de,kad-ar}
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knee frequency See break frequency

knife switch

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

an electric network; they are known asian
current law and Kirchhoff's volta
ihdfs ,16 ]

Kirchhoff’s second law See Kirchhaji:
{ ‘kerk, hofs 'sek-and lo }

Kirchhoff's voltage law |ELEC| The law
each instant of time the algebraic
voltage rises around a closed loop ing net
equal to the algebraic sumof the Voltage
both being taken in the same directiq
the loop. Also knownas Kirchhoff's se
[ 'kark,hdfs 'vOl-tij ,16 }

Kiviat graph [comput scl| A circular dliapesa
used in computer performance evaluation.
which variables are plotted on axes of the Fe 1
with 0% at the centerofthe circle and 10% ary
circumference, and variables which are an
and “bad”as they approach 100% are Plotted,
alternate axes. { 'kiv-€-at igraf }

klaxon {ENG Acous| A diaphragm horn Sonya.
times operated by hand.{'klak-san }

kludge [compur sci] A poorly designed data,
processing system composed of ill-fitting mle.
matched camponents. | kliij }

klystron§ |ELEcTR] A type of beam Powertube.
used often in radar and other microwave appl.
cations, in which the beam ofelectrons Passes:
through radio-frequency resonant Cavities, gy
variations, to effect the interaction betweun the
electrons and the signal being amplified: or
produced,{'kli,stran }

Klystron generator ELECTR} Klystron tube used
as a generator, with its second cavity or catcher
directly feeding waves into a waveguide ('kii
istrdn jjen-9,rad-ar}

klystron osclltator See velocity-modulatedoscilla-
tor—{‘kll\stran |as-9,lad-ar}

klystron repeater [ELECTR] Klystron tube oper-
ated as an amplifier and inserted directly in a
waveguide in such a way that incoming waves
velocity-modulate the electron stream emitted
from a heated cathode; a second cavity converts
the energy of the electron clusters into waves
of the original type but of greatly increased
amplitude and feeds them into the outgoing
guide, { 'kli,stran rijpéd-ar}

Ky
Be lay

*Voltaea

SUM gf

N arg
Cond!

{ 'né ,fré.
kwon-sé }

{ELEc| An electric switch consisting
of a metal blade hinged at one end toa stationary
jaw, so that the blade can be pushed over to
make contact between spring clips { ‘nif
iswich }
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Knill-Laflamme bound [cOmeur sci Inthe theory

of quantum computation, a necessary condition
for an algorithm that encodes N logical qubits
jnta Ne carrier qubits (with N! larger than Nj to
correct anyerror on any M carrier qubits; namely,
that N' be equal to orlargerthan4M-+N (ka
inil lait tbaund | ;

nob-and-tube wiring [ELEC] An electric wiring
method used for fight and power clreults that
uses open insulated wiring on solid insulators;
now obsolete and tlegal in most countries.
jjndbon ‘rib ywirein | /

knowbot jcomPuT scl_LA program which, when
given a request, searches and retrieves informa-
tion on the Internet, Also knownas intelligent
agent, knowledge robot, ("ndbat }

knowledge base |compur sci] A collection of
facts, assumptions, beliefs, and heuristics that
are used in combination with a database to
achieve desired results, such as a diagnosis,
an interpretation, of a solution to a problem
{'nal-dj bas|

knowledge-based system=[compur sci| A com-
puter system whose usefulness derives primarily
froma data base containing human knowledge in
acomputerized format.  ['nal-ij |bast ,sis-tam|

knowledge discovery in databases=|compwr sci}
‘thepracess of identifying valid, novel, potentially
useful, and ultimately under-standable structure
in data, Abbreviated KDD. { {ndl-i| dilskav-o-ré
in'dad-a,bas-as }

knowledge engineer=|compur scl] An individual
who constructs the knowledge base of an expert
system—{ 'nal-lj ,en-ja,nir|

knowledge robot See knowbot. | 'nal-ij {r6,bat }
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kW-hr

known-good die (lLecTR] An unpackaged. fully
tested Integrated circuit chip. ( ndn ‘aud ‘di |

kohm Sikilohm, | |kalom |
krypton lamp [ELec| An arc lamp filled with

krypton, one type pierces log for 1000 feet (300
meters) or more and is usec to light airplane
runways at night,  ['krip-tan larnp }

KSAM Ser keyed sequential access method, | "kaysam |
KSA service See K-band single-access service.

( |kéjes'a ,sar-vas }
K-sean Ser K-cisplay. | ‘ka akan }
K-scope Ser K-display | 'ka skp}
KSR_ Ser keyboard send/receive
Ku band jcommun]|/A band of frequencies ex-

tending from 15.35 to 17.25 gigahertz, cote.
sponding to wavelengths of 1.95 to 1.74 centime=
ters. ('kyii bandortkalyti jband |

Ku-band fixed satellite service [COMMUN | Satel-
lite communication at and near the Ku band,
with the uplink frequency in bands from 12.75 to
13.25 gigahertz and 14.0) to 14,5 gigahertz and the
downlink frequency ina band fram 10.7 to PL?
gigahertz. [‘kydi band fikst 'sad-al,Tt sarvis |

Kundt effect |opnics} 1. The occurrence of a
very large magnetic rotation when. polarized
light passes through very thin films of pure
ferromagnetic materials. 2. See Faradayeffect
{ ‘kunt jyfekt |

KV See kilovolt.
KVA See kilovolt-ampere
kvar Serkilovar, | 'kavviir}
KVp See kilovolts peak.
kWh. See kilowatt-hour.
kW-hr See kilowatt-hour.  
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label [COMPUT Sci) A data item that serves to
e dentily a data record (much in the same way
ag a key Is used), or a symbolic name used in
a program 1p mark the location ofa particular
instruction of routine,—{ la-bal }

fabel alignment |coMPuT sei[The manner in
which text Is aligned In the cells of a particular
spreadsheet. { 'la-bal.a,!in-mant}

label constant Sev location constant, { 'la-bol
_ jkan-stant }
label data type [COMPUT Sci] A scalar data type

that refers to locations in the computer program.
{ Va-bal 'dad-o tip )

label record=[COMPUT scl] A tape record contain-
ing information cancerning the file on that tape,
such as format, record length, and block size
{ ‘lé-bal ,re-kord| ;

lablle oscillator [ELECTR] An oscillator whosefre-
quency is controlled fram a remote Ipcation by
wire orradio. —[ 'la,bil 'as-a,lad-ar}

labor grade See jobclass. | 'Wi-bar ,erad |
lacing |ELEC| Tying insulated wires together to

support each other and form a singleneat cable.
with separately laced branches, | "as-ig |

ladder attenuator |eLecte| A type of ladder net-
work designed te introduce a desirerl, ad-
justable loss when working between two resistive
impedances, one of which has a shunt arm that
maybe connected to any of various switch points
along the ladder (lachar a'ten-ya,wad-ar|

ladderdlagram§|conT sys] Adiaeram used to pre.
gtam a programmable controller, in which power
flows through a network at relay contacts arranged In
horieontal rows called rungs between two vertical rails
onthe side of the diagram containing the symbolic
power, | ‘lad-ar diagram |

ladder network=jevecte| A network composed of
a sequence of H, L; T, or pi networks connected
in tandem, chiefly used as an electric filter Also
knownas series-shunt network { ‘lacd-ar ‘netiwark |

ladle |xLecre| Multiaperture magneticstructure
fesembling a ladder. used to perform logic
furictions; aperation is based on a flux change
In the shortest available path when adjacent
Tunes of theladder are Initially maenetized with
Opposite polarity {'lacl-ik }

8g [ELECTR] A persistence of the electric charge
Mage ina camera tube for a small number wf

frames. | tag |
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lagging coll [eLec} Asmall coll used to compen-

sate for the lagging current (n the voltage cail of
an alternating-current watthour meter. {‘lagsinkail)

lagging current {Elec} An alternating current
thatreachesits maximum value upto 90° behind
the voltage that produces it (‘lag-in |kavront |

lagging load See Inductive load. | ‘lag-in lad |
lag-lead network Ser lead-lag network, [ ‘lag ldet,wark|

lag network Sv integral network | ‘lag net, wark |
lagtime=|ELec| The time between| he application

of current and rupture of the cireuit within the
detonator—| ‘lag ,tim }

Lalande cell |ELeC| A type of wet cell that USES a
zinc anode and cupric oxide cathode east as flat
plates or hallow cylinders, and an electrolyte af
sodium hydroxide in aqueous solution (caustic
soda), [{ la'lind \sel |

laminated contact [ELEC] Switch contact made
up of a number of laminations, each making
individual contact with the opposite conducting
surface, | ‘lam-andd-ad 'kin,takt }

laminography Ser sectional tadlography { lam-a
‘ndg-ra-fé }

lamp |ENG| A device that Produces light, such as
anelectriclamp. [lamp |

lamp bank [eLec| A pumber of incandescent
lamps connected in patallel or series to serve
45 a resistance load for full-load tests of electric
equipment. (‘lamp bank|

lamp cord |eLec| Two twisted or parallel insu-
lated wires, usually no. [Borne 20, used chiefly
for connecting electric equipment to wall outlets
(‘lamp jkere|

lamp depreciation JELEC| The dectease in
amount of light emitted by a lamp during Its
Operating life. (‘lamp di,pré.shé,a-shan |

lampholder [rec] A device designed to connect
an electric lamp to a circuit and to support It
mechanically, | Sampjhdld-ar }

lamp inrush current JELEC| The surge of current
that occurs when an incandescent lampis turned
an ( {lamp 'inyrash jkar-ant|

LAN Selocal-area network (lan)
land [ELECTR] 1. One of the regions between pits

ona track on an optical disk, 2: See terminal
area (land }

land-earth—station [COMMUN] A facility that
routes calls fram mobile stations via satellite
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land effect

to and from terrestrial telephone networks
Abbreviated LES.{jland jarth ,sta-shon }

land effect See coastal refraction. { 'land i,fekt }
landing zone [comput sci] The data-free area on

the surface of a hard disk over which the read-
write head comes to rest when the computer is
shut off and the disk stops rotating. { ‘land-in
iz6n }

landilne [ELEC] A communications cable on or
under the earth's surface, in contrast to a
submarine cable. {'lan,!in }

Jand mobile-satellite service |COMMUN|A
mobile-satellite service in which the mobile
earth stations are located on land. Abbreviated
LMSS. { {land ,m6-bal 'sad-al,it ,sar-vas }

land moblle service |CcOMMUN| Mobile service
between base stations and mobile stations, or
between land mobile stations. { ‘land jm6-bal
{Sar-vos }

land mobile statlon [COMMUN] Mobile station
in the land mobile service, capable of surface
movement within the geographical limits of a
countryorcontinent, {'landimé6-bal jsta-shan}

land return See ground clutter { ‘land ri,tarn }
land statlon [COMMUN| Station in the mobile

service not intended for operation while in
motion {'land ,sta-shen }

land transportation frequency bands§|com-
MUN|A groupofradio-frequency bands between
25 megahertz and 30,000 megahertz allocated
for use by taxicabs, railroads, buses, and trucks.
(‘land ,tranz-porita-shan 'fré-kwan-sé ,banz}

land transportation radio services [COMMUN]
Any service of radio communications operated by
and forthe sole useof certain land transportation
carriers, the radio transmitting facilities of which
are defined as fixed, land, or mobile stations
{ ‘land ,tranz-parjta-shan 'rad-é-6 ,sar-vas-oz }

Langevin jon-mobllity theories {ELECTR] Two
theories developed to calculate the mobility of
ions in gases; the first assumes that atoms and
ions interact through a hard-spherecollision and
have a constant mean free path, while the second
assumes that there is an attraction between
atoms andionsarising from the polarization of
the atom in the ion’sfield, in addition to hard-
sphere repulsionfor close distances of approach
{ lanzh-van |7,4n m6'bil-ad-é ,thé-o-réz }

Langevin ion-recombination theory [ELECTR] A
theory predicting the rate of recombination of
negative with positive ions in an ionized gas
on the assumption that ions of opposite sign
approach one another under the influence of
mutual attraction, and that their relative veloci-
ties are determined by ion mobilities; applicable
at high pressures, above | or 2 atmospheres
{ lnzh-van [7,4n ré,kam-bo'na-shon ,thé-a-ré }

Langmulr-Child equation See Child’s law{‘lan
smyur ‘child ikwa-zhon }

Langmulr dark space [ELECTR] A nonluminous
region surrounding a negatively charged probe
inserted in the positive column of a glow
discharge, { ‘lap,myur'dark ,spas }

Langmuir diffusion pump —_[ENG| A typeofdiffu-
sion pump in which the mercury vapor emerges
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from a nozzle, giving it motion in a 4
away from the high-vacuum sideof th, Fectigh
( {lag-myur di*fyi-zhan ,pamp} © Bung

language |cComeut sei] The set of Wore "3
rules used to construct sentences wy) ‘ and |
ta express and process Information, fo Whleh.
dling by computers and associated equin ie
lan-awil | Peni

language converter [COMMIT SC!| Adovjeay)
translates a form of data (such as yp, high
microfilm) into anatherlormof data (sus) a On)
on magnetictape).—[ laneewij konivord.ap th

language subset [compurT sai] A portion q
programming language that can be yseq alone
usually applied to. small computers that dg an
have the capability of handling the complet
Janguage. | ‘lan-ewij 'sab,set | ete:

language translater=|COMPIIT Sci) 1, Any asse
bler or compiler that accepts human-readable
statements and produces ecuivalent outpute
in a form closer to machine language 9. ~
program designed to convert one computes
language to equivalent statements in another
computer language, perhaps to be executedon t
different computer. 3, A routine that perlopmy
of assists In the performance Of natural language
translations, such as Russian to English, op
Chinese to Russian. | 'lap-gwij trang, |fd-or|

Lantenna |ELecTROMAG| An antenna that con.
sists of ah elevated horizontal wite having a
vertical dawn-lead connected at one end | el
an,ten-a }

lap dissolve |ELEcTR| Changeover from one
video scene to anotherso that the new picture
appears gradually as the previous picture simul-
taneously disappears. { ‘lap di,zdlv }

lapel microphone [ENG Acous] A small micro-
phonethat can beattached toa lapelor pocket on
the clothing of the user, to permit free movement
while speaking. _{ la'pel jm1-kra,f6n }

lapping [ELECTR] Moving a quartz, semiconduc-
tor, or other crystal slab over a flat plate on which
a liquid abrasive has been poured, to obtain a
flat polished surface or to reduce the thickness a
carefully controlled amount. { 'lap-in }

laptop computer See notebook computer { ‘lap
itap kam pytid-ar}

lap winding —[ELEc| A two-layer winding in which
each coil is connected in series to the adjacent
coil. {'lap ,win-dig }

large-scale integrated clrcult |ELECTR] A very
complex integrated circuit, which containswell
over 100 interconnectedindividual devices, such
as basic logic gates and transistors, placed on
a single semiconductor chip. Abbreviated LSI
circuit. Also known as chip circuit; multiple-
functionchip. {'larj {skal ,int-o,grad-od 'sar-kat }

large-scale integrated memory See semiconduc-
tormemory—{‘larj {skal ,int-o,grad-ad 'mem-ré }

large-systems control theory [cont sys|A
branch of the theory of control systems con-
cerned with the specia! problems that arise in
the design of control algorithms(that is, control
policies and strategies) for complex systems
{ 'larj sis-tamz kon'tral ,thé-o-ré }
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hone [ENG AcouUS| A microphone de-laryngoP to be placed against the throat of a
SOer to pick up voice vibrations directly with-

Pr responding to background noise | la'tin-gaoO 7

(or So light-activated silicon controlled
Har

ee Srv liht-activated silicon contralled

BCates) An active electron device that can-
arte Inpul power Into @ very narrow, intense
ts Uycoherent visible or infrared light, the
input power excites the atoms of an optical

gonator to a higher energy level, and the
tT AStar forces the excited atoms to radiate
inphate. Derived from light amplification by
etimulated emission of radiation. | l@-zar )

laser amplifier |eLecTR] A laser which is used to
increase the output of another laser Also known
sslightamplifier. | ‘la-2ar ram-pla, far }

leser communication [COMMU| Optical com
“munication: in which the light source is a laser

whose beam is modulated for voice, video,
or data communication over wide informa-
tion bandwiclths, typically | gigahertz or more.
| 'li-zar karmyii-no'ka-shan )

laserdiode Sve semiconductorlaser.
6d}

laser disk storage |
{‘la-zar idisk ,storeij } / /laser flash tube [ELECTR] A high-power, air-
cooled or water-cooled xenon flash tube de-
signed to produce high-intensity flashes for
pumping applications. { ‘la-zar 'flash ,tiib }

laser-holography storage {comput sci] A com-
puter storage technology in which information
is stored in microscopic spots burned in a
holographic substrate by a laser beam, and is
read by sensing a lower-energy laser beam that
is transmitted through these spots, { 'la-zar ha
ildg-ro-fé ,stor-ij }

laser memory=|CoMPuT sci} A computer memory
in which a controlled laser beam acts on individ-
ual and extremely small areas of a photosensitive
or other type of surface, for storage and subse-
quent readout of digital data or other types of
information, [lar ,mem-ré |

laser radiation detector [ELecre| A photedetec-
tor that responds primarily to the coherent
visible, infrared, or ultraviolet light of a. laser
beam. | 'ld-zor ,rel-8'S-shan di,tek-tar )

laser recorder |COMMUN| Af image reproducer
that resembles a facsimile system, In which a
laser beamis initially modulated by the video
signal and swept over photographie film or paper
to reproduce an image received over wire ar
radio communication systems, ( 'ld-zar
thord-ar |

laser sctiber [kno] A laser-cutting setup used
in place of a diamond seriber for dicing thin
slabs of silicon, gallium arsenide, and other
Semiconductor materials used in the production
of semiconductor diodes, transistors, and inte-
statedcircuits; also used for scribing sapphire
and ceramic substrates. [ 'la-zar iskrib-ar }

{'la-zor le?

See optical disk storage

Lauritsen electroscope

laser threshold [ELectR| The minimum pumping
energy required to initiate lasing action ina laser
{'la-zar|thresh-hétd }

laser-triggered switch |ELec) A high-voltage
high-power switch that consists of a spark gap
triggered into conduction by a laser beam.
('la-zar trig-ard 'swich|

last-mask read-only memory [compu scl] A
tead-only memory in which the final mask
used in the fabrication process determines the
connections to the internal transistors, and these
connections in turn determine the data pattern
that will be read out when the cell is accessed
Also known as contact-mask read-only memary
(‘last {mask {réd jn-l2 'mem-ré |

latch=|ELecTR| An electronic circuit that reverses
and maintains Its state each time that power |s
applied ( lach |

latch-in relay [ELEc| A relay that maintainsits
contacts in the last position assumed, even
without coil energization. ('lach,in 'ré,lA |

latch-up phenomenon [eLectit| Ina bipolar or
MOS integrated circuit, the generation of pho-
tocurrents by ionizing radiation which can pro-
vide a trigger signal for a Parasitic pap circuit
and possibly result in permanent damage or
operational failure if the circuit remains in this
state. {'lach ,op fe,ndm-a,nan}

late binding={compur sci] The assignmentof data
types (such as Integer or string) (6 variables at
the time of execution of a computer program,
rather than during the compilation phase, _{ {at
‘bind-in |

latency |compuT sci} The waiting time between
the order to read/write some information from/to
a specified place and the beginning af the data-
read/write operation. { 'lat-an.68 }

lateral parity check=|cowpur sci] The number of
one bits counted across the width of the magnetic
tape; this number plus a one or a zero must
always be odd (or even), depending upon the
manufacturer[‘lad-o-ral 'par-ad-& chek }

lateral recording |ENG acous| A type of disk
recording in which the groove modulation is
parallel to the surface of the recording medium
so that the cutting stylus moves from side to side
during recording.{'lad-a-ral ri’kord-in }

lattlce filter [ELECTR] An electric filter consist-
ing of a lattice network whose branches have
L-C parallel-resonantcircuits shunted by quartz
crystals. { ‘lacas fil-tar)

lattlee network [ELEC] A network that is com-
posed of four branches connected in series to
form a mesh; two nonadjacent junction points
serve as |nput terminals, and the remaining
two junction points serve as output terminals.
{ 'lad-as 'net;wark }

lattice winding [ELEC] A winding madeoflattice
coils and used for electric machines. { 'lad-os
(winery |

launching=|ELECTROMAG] The processof transfer-
ring-energy from a coaxial cable or transmission
line toa waveguide—| ‘lan-chin |

Lauritsen electroscope |euec| A fugged and
sensitive electroscope in which a metallized
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lawnmower

quartz fiber is the sensitive element
rat-san i'fek-traskap }

lawnmower [ELECTR] Type of radio-frequency
preamplifier used with radar receivers. { ‘lon
im6-ar}

law ofelectric charges [ELEC] The law that like
charges repel, and unlike charges attract (‘lo
oviflek-trik ‘charj-oz }

law of electrostatlc attractlon See Coulomb's law
{ ‘lo aviflek-tra}stad-ik o'trak-shon}

Lawrence tube Seechromatron. { 'lér-ans,ttib }
layer [COMPUT scl] One of the divisions within

which components or functions are isolated in
a computer system with layered architecture or a
communications system with layered protocols.
( ‘ld-ar}

layer capacitance See cathode interface capaci-
tance, {'la-or ko'pas-ad-ans}

layered architecture (comput sci] A technique
usedin designing computer software, hardware,
and communications in which system or net-
work componentsare isolated in layers so that
changes can be made in one layer without
affecting the others. { 'la-ard 'r-ka,tek-char}

layered-protocols technique |COMMUN| A tech-
nique for isolating the functions required in
a data communications network so that these
functions can be set up in a modular fashion and
changes can be madein one area without affect-
ing the others. ( 'la-ard 'prod-a,kalz tek'nék }

layer impedance See cathode interface impedance
[liar im'peel-ans }

layer winding [ELEC] Coil-winding method in
which adjacent turns are laid evenly and side by
sidealong the length af the coil form, any number
of additional layers may be wound over the
first. usually with sheets of insulating material
between the layers. | "ld-or iWinedin |

layout character (compusct| A control charac-
ter that determines the form in which the output
data generated by a printer or display device are
arranged Also known as format effector { ‘la
salt jKar-ik-tor |

layrattlo  (ELEC| The ratio of the axial length of one
complete turn of the hellx formed by the core of a
cable or the wire of a stranded conductor,to the
mean diameter of the cable. { ‘la rash}

lazy evaluation See demand-driven execution
{ 'lé-zé i,val-ya'wa-shan}

lazy H antenna |ELECTROMAG| An antennaarray
in which two or more dipoles are stacked one
above the other to obtain greater directivity
{ ]a-2 '4ch an,ten-a }

L band=|commun] A band of radio frequencies
between | and 2 gigahertz. {'el ,band }

LCD Sw:liquid crystal display.
LC filter See inductivefilter.

{ ‘lau.

(leltsé ,fil-tor }

LC ratlo |ELEC| The inductance of a circuit in ‘karslk-tar | lint-o'nd-shan }
henrys divided by capacitance in farads. { tel leading current |euec| An alternating current
1Sé ,ra-sho} that teaches its maximum value up to 90°
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L-display |eLectr| A radar display fey
which an echo signal appears as twey hers
deflections, left and tight. from a Vertical
ence line, as associated witha tworbeam tr iF
radar antenna, equal amplitudes indicate
pointing error and position on the Yetticgtt
indicating range Also known as L-indicate, ay
scan; L-scope. { ‘el di,spla } oe

LDM Seelimited-distance modem

lead [ELEC] A wire used to connect two Doingsacircuit {led} in’

lead-acid battery |ELEC| A storage batter,
which the electrodesare grids of leac| Contain
lead oxides that change in COMPOSition durin,
charging and discharging, and the clectralyte4
dilute sulfuric acid. | "led ,as-od ‘badhare) fe

lead angle=|ENG| The angle that the tangent toy
helix makes with the plane normal to the axis gfthe helix. [ 'léd ,an-gal | ut

lead compensation [CONT SYS] A type of fey.
back compensation primarily employey font
stabilization orforimprovinga system's transient:
tesponse, it is generally characterized bya Sorjeg
compensation transfer function of the ype(s—2)

(*—p)

where z < pand K isa constant
pon'sa-shon }

lead-covered cable [ELEC] A cuble whose -con-
ductors are protected from moisture and ne
chanical damage by a lead sheath. [ ‘Jed,
tkav-ard ‘ka-bal |

leader |compur sci] A record which precedes a
groupofdetail records, giving Ihformation about
the group not present in the detail records: for
example, “beginning of batch 17.” (ENG| The
unrecordedlength of magnetic tape that enables
the operatorto thread the tape throughthe drive
and onto the take-up reel without losing data or
recorded music, speech,orsuch.  [ lédvar]

leader label=[comput sci] A record appearing at
the beginning of a magnetic tape to uniquely
identify the tape as one required by the system,
{ 'léd-or ,la-bal }

lead-in [ELeEc| A single wire used to connect a
single-terminal outdoorantenna to a receiver or
transmitter, Also known as down-lead, { 'léd
in}

leading character ellmination {comput sci| A
method of data compression used for dictio-
naries that are stored in alphabetical order, in
which the coding for each word has two parts:
the number of characters in common with the
previous word, and the unique suffix. ( (léd-in
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yoltege that produces it, | 'léd-in
ahead of the
yore Jad |kLec| Loadthat is predominately

fendng so that Ils current leads the voltagecitive. §
capac” load: the load.
applied i jcompur’ scl] Characters. that fill

| 'léd-in {lod)

jeading POM at the left end of a data field,
nue cad |
(aaatiees |eLec| In three-phase power mea-

joading P phase whose voltage is leadingrement, thesu a that af one of the other phases by 120°
hy faz |}

‘ted Peulator jetec} A tubular insulator tn-
jead-In hole drilled through a wall, through

Jead-in wire can be brought inte a
: _ (adin‘in-sailachar)Duetllast teLecl A ballast lor a pair of

(eadei3g at lamps, one operating on leading cur-

which the  
 

heother on fageing current, todiminish
Faeoscopic effect.  {{léd ‘lag jbal-ast|
t -lag network Cour Sys] Compensating net-
work which combines the characteristics of the

‘ag andlead networks, and in which the phaseof
q sinusoidal response lagsa sinusoidal input at
Jowfrequencies andleads it at high frequencies
Also known as lag-lead network { léd "lag ‘net

ark } Pal
aa network Sevderivative network { 'léd ,net

ark
lead tide cell jELectR! A cell used to detect

Infrared raciiation either its generated voltage or
its change of resistance maybe used as a measure

 

of the intensity of the radiation,—{ 'led |sal,fid
‘sel } ;

leaf Sreterminal vertex. { léf }
leakage conductance (£LEC| The conductanceof

the path over which leakage current flows; it is
normally alow value ('l&k-ij kanidok-tans }

leakage current |ELEC| 1. Undesirable flow of
current through or over the surface of an in-
sulating material or insulator 2. The flow of
direct current through a poor dielectric in a
capacitor [ELECTR] The alternating current that
passes througha rectifier withoutbeing rectified
(‘lék-ij ,ka-ront}

leakage current [ELEC] 1. Undesirable flow of
current through or over the surface of an in-
sulating material or insulator 2. The flow of
direct current through a poor dielectric in a
capacitor |FELECTR| The alternating current that
passes through a rectifier without being rectified
{l&k-ij |ka-ront }

leakage indicator {ELEC} An instrument used to
Measure or detect current leakage from an
electric system tovearth, Also known as earth
detector | Vek-ij ,in-cla,kad-ar }

leakage radiation [ELECTROMAS) [tra radio trars-
mitting system, radiation from anything other
Shan the intended radiating system, | 'lek-ij
ad-B'E-shon|

leakage resistance [ELec| The resistance of the
path over which leakage current flows: it is
hormally high | 'l&keij rilgisstans }

leaky [ELEC] Pertalning to a condition In which
the leakage resistance has dropped so much

left-hand taper

below its normal value that excessive leakage
current flows; usually applied to a capacitor.
(‘18k}

leaky-wave antenna [ELECTROMAG] A wide-band
microwave antenna that radiates a narrow beam
whose direction varies with frequency; it is
fundamentally a perforated waveguide, thin
enough to permit flush mounting for aircraft
and missile radar applications —_{ 'lék-€ wav an
‘ten-o }

leapfrog test |COMPuT sci] A computer test using
a special program that performs a series of
arithmetical or logical aperations on one group
of storage locations, transfers itself to another
group, checks the correctness of the transfer, then
begins the series of operations again, eventually,
all storage positions will have been tested.
{ 'lép, frag test J

learning control {cont sys] A type of automatic
controlin which the nature of control parameters
and algorithmsis modified by the actual expert-
ence of the system. { 'lorn-in kon,trGl }

learning machine {comput sct| A machine that
is capable of improving its future actions as a
result of analysis and appraisal of past actions
{ ‘lornin ma,shén }

leased faclllty=|ComMMUN| Acollection of commu-
nication lines dedicated to a particular service;
sometimes the lines have a precletermined path
through system switching equipment. { 'lést
fa'sil-adsé|

least frequently used=|compur sci] A technique
for using main storage efficiently, in which new
data replace data in storage locations that have
been used least often, as determined by an
algorithm. {| 'l&st {fré-kwont-lé 'yuizd }

least recently used (comput sci} A technique for
using main storage efficiently, in which new
data replace data in storage locations that have
not been accessed for the longest period, as
determined by an algorithm { 'lést !ré-sant-lé
iyuzed }

least significant bit {comput sci] The bit that
carries the lowest value or weight in binary
notation for a numeral; for example, when 13 is
represented by binary [101], the | at the right
is the least significant bit. Abbreviated LSB.
{ lést siginif-i-kant 'bit }

least significant character {comput sci| The
character in the rightmast position in a number
orword.  { {lést siginif-i-kant ‘kar-ik-tor }

Leclanché cell |ELec|] The common dry cell,
which is a primary cell having a carbon positive
electrode and a zinc negative electrode in an
electrolyte of sal ammoniac and a depolarizer
{ loiklanjsha ,sel }

LED Svc light-emitting diode.
Leduc current |ELEC} An asymmetrical alternat-

ing current obtained from, or similar to that
obtained from, the secondary winding of an
induction coil; used in electrobiology. { la'duk
ikaerant |

left-hand taper (cLEC] A taper in which there
is greater resistance in the counterclockwise
half of the operating range of a rheostat or
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potentiometer (looking fromthe shaft end) than
in the clockwise half { ‘left hand 'td-par)

left-justity —jcompuy cl] To shift the contents ofa
register so that the left, o Most significant, eligitIs at Some specified position

letters shift [COMMUN] 1.4 Moveman, -
lypewriter carriage which PEMMItS prin, { ‘phabetic characters in an appropriate a
linear sequence 2, The control wh ; Nei

{ Nett ‘jasto-li| this movement, Abbreviated LTRS. “Pactjeft value [copy S¢Cl[ The memory addrese of ‘shift }
a symbolic variable ijn 4 computer program, level [COMMUN | 1. A specified POSItenAbbreviated lvalue: (‘left val-yii |

lea (conpur Sc) The sequen amplitude scale (for example, magnitude, once of Instructions
to a signal waveform, such ae Feferencathat is followed in a computer rautine from one level and reference black level jn 4 Video Febranch point to the next (lee } 2. A range af allowed picture PATIMet a,legacy system=[compu Sti] A computer system combinations of picture parameters IN the qdthat has been in operation for a long time, and tuleVision system, [COMPUT Sel| 4, The stpwhose functions are too essential to be disrupted a data item in COBOL language Indicating: yjby upgrading or integration with another system: this iter includesadditional items, 2. Sa ch( ‘leg-a-s8 ,sisstam JELEC| A single bank of contacts, as angLEIT Svelight emission via inel, relay [ELECTR] 1. The difference beLEIT device [ELECTR A light source consisting of i

two crossed, thin metal-film strips Separated by quantity, usually expressed gg |a very thin insulating layer and attached! loa
battery to produce light emission yia inelastic that can be
tunneling (LEI) [ leltetta di,vis | ola charge storage tbe and distinLenard rays [ELECTR Cathocle fays produced in Output from other charge valuesair by a Lenard tube ( layndirt raz } level 1 cache Ses primary cache { jlevat ‘wanLenard tube [ELECTR] An early experimental ikash | mMelectron-beam tube that had a thin glass or level 2 cache So. secondary cache ( slevg} timetallic foil window at the end apposite the ‘hash |cathode, through which the electro;

nbeamcould—fevel compensator [ELECTR 4. AyPass into the atmosphere. | ‘la ndirt ittib') transmission-regulating feature or dey :length block oan Scl[ The total number of to minimize the effects of variations in armiplituderecords, Words. ar characters contained In cne ofthe received Signal, 2. Automatic Baln Contrelblock, ( enkth blak } device Used in the fecelving equipment of 3lengtheneddipole [ELECTROMAG| An antenna el- telegraph cirewit, ('lewal ‘kame pan,sdcd-ar |ement with lumped inductance fo compensate level converter JELecte| An amplifier that cop.an-end logs | ‘lenk-thand 'di,pal |

ie

astic turitieling.

ttomatleIce gad

Verts nonstandard positive gr Regalive lopic inputlens jcomntun| Ad lelectric or metallic Siructure voltages to standard PTL or other logic levelsthat is highly transparent to radio waves and car | ‘lev-al kan,vard-ar }bend them te produce a desired radiation pat- level indicator jeu ACOUS] An. indicator that i]term, used with antennas for radarand microwave shows the audio vollage level at which a record. Makrelay systems, | lenz } Ing is being made, may be a volume-unit meter. lelens antenna [ELECTROMAG| A microwave an- heen lamp, of cathode-ray tuning indicater |enna in which a dielectric lens is placed in front { ley-al ‘invda,kad-ar}
ator to concentrate the level set JEomMbur soy] A revision of a softwarearrow beam or to focus Package in which most or all of the executablereceived energy on the receiving dipole or harp, Programs are replaced with improved versions{ ‘lenz an,ten-a ) | eval set |LES Sweland-earth station level shifting [ELECTR) Changing the logic levalLeslie effect IENG ACOUS|.A dynamic timbre- al the interface between two different semicon-changing effect Created by rotating one or more Uctorlogic systems. {‘leval sShif-tin |directional speakers Inside a cabinet such that a lever switch JELEC| A. switch having a lever-mixture of Doppler-shilted reflections ts gener- shaped Operating handle. | lewar ,swich }ated in the output ef an electronic instrument. Lewis-Rayleigh afterglow [ri ecrpy Agoldenyel-(‘lez-lé |,fekt | low light emitted by nitrogen gas following theletter (conmun| A character usedin an alphabet Passage of an electric Jischarge, associated withgenerally representing one or more saunds of a recombination of nitrogen atoms. | Htikas iraléspoken language | ‘led-ar } ‘ablarela )letter code jesyprr Sc] A Baudat code function Leyden jar jevec) An early type of capacitor,which cancels errors by causing the receiving consisting simplyaf metal foil sheetson the innerterminal to print nothing, {Feder ikGdd } andouter surfaces of a glass jar { 'lid-an (jar |letter-perfect Printer Spy letter-quality. printer LF Se low-frequency( ‘led-ar ipartekt 'printear | LFloran Seelow-frequeney loranletter-quality Printer fcoyypiry Sl) A-printer that Liapunev function

Produces high-quality output. Also known as ('lyd-pii-nol fank-shan )Correspondence printer: letter-perfect printer librarian |coypup Sci] The program whieh main-| led-ar {kwal-aca '‘printar| tains and makes available all programs and

of the dipole ar horn radi
radiated enemy Into an

T==Be

_ Heltef laran |
Se Lyapunov function
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ement of @ tele.
§ printing of al-
aiate, BeNerally

tines compesing the operating systempoh :

| Fibrean : ;
iiprary {COMPUT scl] 1. A computerized facilityWhich actuate: ntaining a collection of organizedinformation

RS. 1 'led-arg ad for reference 2. An organized collection
posits ‘a computer programs together with the asseeSIMON op

vared program listings, documentation, users’
ee sctians. decks, and tapes. ( Tijbrepé |}

Kary routine [comput sei] A computer program
I thats partefsome program library [ "Iiybreré 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

mmitude) applied
iMference white
4 Video Slanal,

Parameters an,
sin the cleital
1. The Statue of

dicating whethwe
2. St channel

IS OFA Stepping
(ee between a
titled relerence
re logarithm of
A charge Value
‘ordge element
neuished |rthe

{ ‘ley-al |
| eval wan

eraie [COMPUT sci] The collection of
Sains and routines in the library af a com-
cre system (‘librer-é'softwer |

library f@pe jcampur sci] A magnetic tape: that
Js kept in a stored, indexed collection for ready

» yge and is made generally available, {'li,brer-é

(tap | . ik Say
-Lichenberger figures=See Lichtenberg figures.

[Ii-kanbeargar iflg-yarg |
Lichtenberg figures [Ftc] Patterns produced

ona photographic emulsion, or in fine powder
spread over the surface of a solid dielectric, by an
electric Uistharge produced bya high transient
yoltage Also known as Lichenbergerfigures.
{ likton-barg,fig-yarz }

lIght-actlvated sillcon controlled rectifler
jeLectR] A silicon controlled rectifier having a
glass window for incident light that takes the
place of, or adds to the action of, an electric
gate current in providing switching action,
Abbreviated LASCR. Also known as photo-SCR;
photothyristor—{ 'ITt jak-ta,vad-ad {sil-a-kan kan
[trdld 'rek-to,fl-ar }

lIght-activated silicon controlled switch
|ELECTR| A semiconductor device that has four

_ layers of silicon alternately doped with acceptor
“and donor impurities, but with all four of the

pand n layers made accessible by terminals.
when a light beam hits the active light-sensitive

« Surface, the photons generate electron-hole
pairs that make the device turn on; removal of
Ilght does not reverse the phenomenon; the

2 { lewal ti

Automatic
or device used
is in amplitude
tic gain contro]
quipment of a
dan,sad-ar}
lifier that con-
itive logic input
er logic levels.

indicator that
vhich a record-
ne-unit meter,
ling indicator,

of a software
che executable
oved versions.

the logic level
trent semicon-

wae lever- switch can be turned off only by removing or
ar ,swich } feversing its positive bias. Abbreviated LASCS
| Agoldenyel- (‘Iit Jak-ta,vad-ad |sil-o-kan kanttrald 'swich }
following the light amplification by stimulated emlssion of

ssociatedwith fadiation Sev laser { ‘ITt am-pla-fo'ka-shan bT{iGo jralé 1
(stim-ya,lad-ad imish-an av ad-é'a-shan }

‘light amplitter [ELECTR] 1. Any electronic device
Which, when actuated by a light image, repro-

“duces a similar image of enhanced brightness,
and whichis capable of operatingat very low light
levels without introducing spurious brightness

of capacitor,
‘ts on the inner
{'IId-on jar}

(lellef ‘loran}yov function.

|

light modulator

light-beam galvanometer See d’Arsonval gal-
vanometer (‘lit bam gal-va'namiacd-ar}

light bulb See incandescent lamp. | Tit balb }
Nght carrier Injection |eLectR| A method of in-

troducing the carrier in a facsimile system by
periodic variation of the scanner light beam,
the average amplitude of which is varied by the
density changes of the subject copy. Also known
as light modulation, —[‘ITt'kar-8-or in, jek-shan }

light chopper [eLecrr) A rotating fan or other
mechanical device used to interrupt a light
beam that is aimed at a phototube, to permit
alternating-current amplification of the photo-
tube output and to makeits output independent
of strong, steady ambientillumination. { ‘lit
'chap-ar}

light emission via Inelastic tunneling [ELECTR]
A pracessin which electrons tunneling through a
thin Insulating layer separating two metals excite
surface plasmons whichthenscatterfrom surface
and structural discontinuities, radiating visible
light. Abbreviated LEIT { |Iit ismish-an We-9
lin-a,las-tik 'tan-al-in }

light-emitting dlode [ELECTR] A rectifying semi-
conductor device which converts electrical en-
ergy into electromagnetic radiation The wave-
length of the emitted radiation ranges from the
near-ultraviolet to the near-infrared, that is, from
about400 to over 1500 nanometers. Abbreviated
LED, (‘Iit imid-in 'di,6d }

light-gating cathode-ray tube [ELECTR] A cathode-
ray tube in which the electron beam varies the
transmissionorreflection properties of a screen
that is positioned in the beam of an external light
source, { 'ITt gad-in jkath,Gd'r,tiib }

light guide See optical fiber, { ‘Iit igid }
light gun [ELEcTR] A light pen mountedin a gun-

type housing. {‘ITt gan}
lighthouse tube See disk-seal tube

itiib }

lghting branch circuit (eLec| A circuit that sup-
plies power to outlets for lighting fixtures only.
{‘lId-in ‘branch jsarkat}

light meter [ENG] A small, portable device for
measuring itlumination; an exposure meteris
a specific application, being calibrated to give
photographic exposures, { 'Iit m@d-ar |

light modulation Serlight carrier injection
imaj-a,la-shan }

light modulator (ELECTR| The combination of a
source of light, an appropriate Optical system,

{ ‘lit,haus

{ ‘Itt

Nariations (noise) inte the reproduced image and a means for varying the resulting light beam1 which maln- Also known as image intensifier 2. Sw laser to produce an optical sound track on motion
yrograms an amplifier [tit “aim-plafirar) picture film. { ‘lit :maj-a,lad-ar}
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light-negative

light-negatlve ELECTR] Having negative photo-
conductivity, hence decreasing in conductivity
(increasing in resistance) under the action of
light. {lit jneg-a-tiv }

lightning arrester [ELEC] A protective device de-
signed primarily for connection between a con-
ductor of an electrical system and ground to
limit the magnitude of transient overvoltages
on equipment. Also known as arrester: surge
arrester.{‘Iit-nin a,res-tar }

lightning conductor (ELEc}A conductor de-
signed to carry the current of a lightning dis-
charge [roma lightning rod to ground, [‘lit-nin
kan.dak-tar}

lightning generator ELEC] A high-voltage power
supply used to generate surge voltages re-
sembling lightning, for testing insulators and
other high-voltage components, _{'lit-nin ,jen-a
\fad-ar}

lightning protection [ELEC] Means, suchaslight-
ning rods and lightning arresters, of protecting
electrical systems, buildings, and other property
from lightning. _{ 'Iit-nip pra,tek-shan }

lightning recorder See sferics receiver
ri,kord-ar }

lightning rod=|ELEC| A metallic rod set up on an
exposed elevation of a structure and connected
toa low-tesistance ground to interceptlightning
discharges anc to provide a direct conducting
path to ground forthem.—{ 'ITtenin ,raid }

lightning surge ELEC] A transient disturbance
in an electric circuit due to lightning. { ‘lit-nin
Sar] }

lightning switch [ELEC] A manually operated
switch used to connect a radio antennato gratind
during electrical storms, rather than to the tadio
receiver { ‘lit-nin ,swich }

light-operated switch [ELEcTR] A switch that is
operated by a beam or pulse of light, such
as a light-activated silicon controlled rectifier
{ ‘lit |ép-a,rad-ad 'swich }

light panel See electroluminescent panel.
ipan-ol }

light pen {ELECTR} A tiny photocell or photo-
multiplier, mounted with or without fiber or
plastic light pipe in a pen-shaped housing:it
is held against a cathode-ray screen to make
measurementsfrom the screen or to change the
nature of the display. {lit pen }

light-positlve [ELecTR] Having positive photo-
conductivity; selenium ordinarily has this prop-
erty. { ‘It |paz-a-tiv }

light relay See photoelectric relay. {'Iit ,ré,]4}
light-sensitive |ELECTR] Having photoconductive,

photoemissive, or photovoltaic characteristics.
Also knownas photosensitive. ('ITt'sen-sad-lv}

{ ‘lit-nin

{Nt

light-sensitive cell See photodetector. {lit !sen- insufficient time to form while the field is
sad-iv ‘sel | above threshold and, as a result, the sampleis

light-sensitive detector See photodetector { ‘Itt maintained in the negative conductance state
isen-sacl-iv di'tek-tor } during a large fraction of the voltage cycle.

light-sensitlve tube See phototube. [ ‘lit lsen- Abbreviated LSA mode. {[ Slim-ed-ad spas
sad.iv 'tiib } ichar] a,kyti-myo'la-shan,mdd}
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light sensor photodevice
{ ‘lit sen-sar 'fod-6-di,vis }

Hight stability=|compuT sci| In optic
Tecognition, the ability of an ima
its spectral appearance when expos

See Dhotodernety

al chataw,BE to fy
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energy. | 'lit sta, bil-od-é }

lightvalve |ELECTR| 1.Adevice Whoselight I
misston can be madeto vary in accordangs i :Mhan externally applied electrical qWwantity
as volatage, current, electric field, or a.
field, or an electron beam, 2. Any direct 1h,
electronic display optimized: far Telloegy “Wee
transmitting an image with an intoependeycollimated light source for projection PUrpae

 

{ 'Iit,valv }

limit check=[compuT sci] A check to dete
if a value entered into a computer Systep
is within acceptable minimum and “Hl- ‘OX nyvalues { 'lim-at ,chek } ny

tImIted-access data=|cOMPUTSCi| Data

only authorized users have access [ ‘lim -achggiak-ses 'dad-a | q
limited-degree-of-freedom robot femy))

Robot whose end effector can be pasitianey ang
oriented in fewer than six degrees of Ireedony
| ‘lim-ad-ad di'gré av 'fré-dam 'rG, bat }

limited-distance modem=[commun| A modem
used only for communications within a buitdi
in order to improve the signal quality where 4
long distance exists between the terminal and
the computer. |compur sci] A device designed
to transmit and receive signals over relatively
short distances, typically less than 5 miles (4
kilometers), Abbreviated LDM. Also known at
line driver { ‘lim-ad-ad {cis-tans ‘modem |

limited-entry decision table=[comput sci] A dae
cision table in which the condition stub specifiee:
exactly the condition or the value of the variable
{‘lim-ad-ad jen-tré ci'sizh-an \ta-bal|

\lmited integrator [ELEcTR| A device used in ana-
log computers that has two inputsignals and one
output signal whosevalue is proportional to the
integral of one of the input signals with respect
to the other as long as this output signal does
not exceed specified limits. { 'lim-ad-od'int-a
igrad-ar}

limited-sequence robot See fixed-stop robot.
{ ‘lim-ad-ad [sé-kwans 'rd,bat}

Imlted signal [ELECTR] Radar signal that is in-
tentionally limited in amplitude by the dynamic
range ofthe circuits involved; useful in some ra-
dio and radar processing.{'lim-ad-ad 'sig-nol}

tImited space-charge accumulation mode
{ELECTR} A mode of operation of a Gunn diode
in which the frequency of operation is set by
a Tesonant circuit to be much higher than the
transit-time frequency so that domains have

to whieh
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eceerr| Arelectronic circuit used to pre-

time the amplitude of an electronic waveform
vent © ~eoding 4 specilied level while preserving
fart Soe of the waveform at amplitudes fess

the erpectied level, Also known as amplitude
cane’ jmplitude-limiting circuit; automatic
Devite clipper; clipping circuit. limiter
Bar | ‘lim-ad-ar }i imiter

jreuit; peak Him :oer oircult See limiter, {Vimvad-or sar-kat |
ite jevectk| A desired oor undesired

jimiti jitude-limiting action performed on a signal
all limiter. Also known as. clipping; peak
a ping {limead-in }
clip jority |coMPuTSci| An Upper bound to the
iPatching priority thata task can assign to itself
oy ofits subtasks. | ‘linet priinad.é )

{imit ratio eLecte| Ratio. of peak value to limited
yalue, or comparison of such ratios: ( Nlim-at
rash| cuit e

mit switch [ELEC] A switch designed to cut off
power automatically at or near the limit of travel
ofamoving object controlled by electrical means,
['lim-at iswich } /

Lindeck potentiometer [ELEC] A potentiometer
in which an unknown potential difference is
balanced against a known potential difference
derived from a fixed resistance carrying a variable
current, the converse of most potentiometers
{‘lin,dek pa,ten-ché'am-ad-ar}

Lindemann electrometer |ELEc] A variant of the
quadrant electrometer, designed for portability
and insensitivity to changes in position, in which
the quadrants are two sets of plates about 6
millimeters apart, mounted on insulating quartz
pillars; a needle rotates about a taut silvered
quartz suspension toward the oppositely charged
plates when voltage is applied to it, and its
movement is observed through a microscope.
{'lin-do-man ,é,lek'tram-ad-or}

L-indicator See L-display. { ‘el vin«da,kad-ar}
Ine |ELECTR| 1. The path covered by the electron

beam of a picture tube in one sweep from left
to right across the screen 2. One horizontal
scanning element ina facsimile system. 3. See
trace {lin}

line and trunk group |COMMUN| A group con-
sisting of four-wire circuits, incoming private
dutomatic branch exchange trunks, and intertoll
trunk groups. | {fin an Itragk ,rdip

Ninear [cap “vs] Having an output that varies in
direct proportion to the input. { Vine@ar}

(near amplifier [ELEcTR| An amplifier in which
changes jn oulput current are directly propor-
tional to changes in applied input voltage
(Iln@-o6 ‘am-pla,fiear |

"near Stray ([ELECTROMAG] An antenna artay in
Which the dipole or other hall-wave elements are
Armanged end to end on the same straight line
Also lawn as collinear array ( ‘lin@-ar a'ra}

linearization

linear-array camera (ELECTR] A solid-state tele-
vision camera that has only a single rowof
light-sensitive elements or pixels. ( ‘lin-@-or
ora 'kam+ra J

linear bounded automaton {COMPUT sct| A non-
deterministic, one-tape Turing machine whose
read/write head is confined to move only on a
restricted section of tape initially containing the
Input, {'lin-é-ar|baund-ad o'tam-a,tan |

lInear circuit’=Ser linear network. [ ‘lin-@ar
'sarkat |

\Inear comparator [ELEcTR| A comparatorcircuit
which operates on continuous, or nondiscrete,
waveforms. Also known as continuous campara-
tor, [‘lin-Gor kam'parad-ar }

lInear computing element JELEC| A lnear circuit
in an analog computer._{'lin-@-ar kam'pyiid-in
iel-ounant }

lInear conductor antenna [ELECTROMAG] An an-
tenna consisting of one or more wires which all
lie along a straight line. { ‘lin-@-or kon'dok-tor
an,ten-a }

linear control [ELEC] Rheostat or potentiometer
having uniform distribution of gracluated resis-
tance along the entire length of its resistance
element. (‘lin-@arkan'tral |

IInear control system=joonr SYS] A linearsystem
whose Inputs are forced ta change in a desired
manneras time progresses.{'lin-€-or kan'trd]
isisstom }

linear detection [ELECTR] Detection in which the
output voltage is substantially proportional,
over the useful range of the detecting device,
to the voltage of the input wave. ( ‘linsé-ar
di'tek-shan }

linear distortlon [ELECTR] Amplitude distortion
in which the output signal envelope is not
proportional to the input signal envelope and
no alien frequencies are involved, { ‘lin-@-ar
di'storshan |

linear electrical constants of a uniform
line [ELEC| Seties resistance, serles Inductance,
shunt conductance, and shunt capacitance
per unit length of line { Wnéar Hel-tra-kal
‘kan-stans ay a fyd-na,form ‘tin |

linear electrical parameters Sve transmissian-
line parameters. | ‘lin-@ariflek-tra-kol pa'ram:
ad-arz|

linear feedback control [cont SyS| Feedback
contral in a linear system. ( ‘lin-@-ar 'féd,bak
kari tral|

linear integrated circuit |eLecte} An integrated
circuit that provides linear amplification of sig-
nals | Nineé-ar lintsa,grad-ad 'sar-kat }

linearity control [ELECTR] A cathode-ray-tube
control which varies the distribution of scanning
speed throughout the trace interval Also knawr
as distribution control. [{ ,lin-@arad-@ kan
itrdl }

iIneartzation |coNT sys| 1. The modification of
a system so that its outputs are approximately
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linear-logarithmic intermediate-frequency amplifier

linear functions of its inputs, in order to
facilitate analysis of the system, 2. The
mathematical approximation of a nonlinear
system, whose departures from linearity are
small, by a linear system corresponding to small
changes in the variables about their average
values. { ,lin-€-or-a'zd-shon }

IInear-logarithmic intermedlate-frequency ampllfter
[ELECTR] Amplifier used to avoid overload
or saturation as a protection against jam-
ming in a radar receiver { '‘lin-€-or ,ldg-a
‘rith-mik ,in-torlmé-dé-at {fré-kwon-sé ‘am-plo
ifl-ar }

linearly graded Junction {ELEcTR| A pn junction
in which the impurity concentration does not
change abruptly from donors to acceptors, but
varies smoothly across the junction, andisalin-
ear function of position { 'lin-€-ar-lé Igrad-ad
‘japk-shon }

IInear magnetic amplifler |ELecTR| A magnetic
amplifier employing negative feedback to make
its output load voltage a linear function of signal
current { 'lin-€-or magined-ik 'am-plo,fl-ar}

linear modulation [comMMUN| Modulation—in
which the amplitude of the modulation envelope
(or the deviation from the resting frequency) is
directly proportional to the amplitude of the
intelligence signalat all modulation frequencies.
{ ‘lin-é-or ,maj-o'la-shon }

\Inear motor=[ELEC] An electric motor that hasin
effect been split and unrolled into twoflat sheets,
so that the motion between rotor andstatoris
linear rather than rotary {'lin-€-ar'méd-ar }

linear network [ELEC] A network in which the
parameters of resistance, inductance, and capac-
itance are constant with respect to current or
voltage, and in which the voltage or current of
sourcesis independentof or directly proportional
to other voltages and currents, or their deriva-
tives, in the network. Also knownaslinearcircuit,
{ ‘lin-é-or 'net,wark }

linear oselllator See harmonic oscillator
ar 'ds-a,lad-ar}

linear-phase |ELEcTR| Pertaining to a filter or
other network whose image phase constant is a
linear function of frequency —_{ ‘lin-€-or ,faz }

IInear polarization [optics] Polarization of an
electromagnetic wave in which the electric vector
at a fixed point in space remains pointing in a
fixed direction, although varying in magnitude
Also known as plane polarization. { 'lin-é-ar
1pG-lo-ra'zé-shon }

linear power amplifier [ELEcTR| A power am-
plifier in which the signal output voltage is
directly proportional to the signal input voltage
{'lin-€-or '‘pat-ar ,am-pla,fi-ar }

linear programming=[MATH] The study of maxi-
mizing or minimizing a linear functionf(xy, :
Xy) Subject to given constraints whichare linear
inequalities involving the variables x; —{'lin-€-ar
‘prd.gram-in }

(‘lin

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
  

 
 

linear-quadratic-Gaussian problem tou
An optimal-state regulator problon, cont
Gaussian noise in both the state ang He,
ment equations, In whichthe expect,.
the quadratic performance index is tg by :
imized Abbreviated LOG problem (Ho
kwa'drad-ik 'gails-€-an prab-lam | Nit

Unear rectifler [ELEcTR| A rectifier, the
current of voltage of which contains 4 wave}. Pu
a form identical with that of the enye
impressed signal wave. | 'lin-€-or "Tekety fi

linear regulator problem=(cont SYS] A tye
optimal control problem in which the sve bes
be controlled is described by linear differs
equations and the performance index ql
minimized is the integral of a quadratic fu
of the system state and control functions
known as optimal regulator problem: ta, ul
problem. | 'lin-8-ar 'reg-ya,lad-ar prab-Lamy y

near repeater=|ELECTR| A repeater used in ee
munication satellites to amplify input signals
a fixed amount, generally with HAVEL ngway f
tubes or solid-state devices operating in thal
linear region, { 'ltn-€-ar ri'péd-or| ‘

linear sweep=jeLeerR| A cathode-ray SWeep pi
which the beammovesat constant velocity fro
one side of the screen to the other, then Sucldenty:snaps back to the starting side
iswép }

\Inear-sweep delay clrcult [ELECTR] A widely
used form of linear time-delay circuit in whith
the input signal initiates action by a linesy,
sawtooth generator, such as the bootstrap o¢,
Miller integrator, whose output is then compared
with a calibrated direct-current reference voltage
level. { ‘lin-€-ar{sw&p di,ld \sar-kat }

IInear-sweep generator [ELECTR] An electronic
circuit that provides a voltage or current thatis
a linear function of time; the waveform is ustially
recutrent at uniform periods of time—{‘lin-éar
Iswép ,jen-o,rad-ar}

linear system —|coNnT sys| A system in which the
outputs are components of a vector which is
equal to the value of a linear operator applied
to a vector whose components are the inputs
{‘lin-é-ar 'sis-tam }

IInear system analysls |CcONT sys| The study ofa
system by meansof a model consisting ofa linear
mapping between the system inputs (causes
or excitations), applied at the input terminals,
and the system outputs(effects or responses),
measured or observed at the output terminals.
{ '‘lin-é-ar |sis-tam o'nal-a-sas}

linear taper [ELEC] A taper that gives the same
changein resistance per degreeof rotation over
the entire range of a potentiometer —_{ 'lin-€-or
'ta-por}

neartlmebase [ELECTR] Atime base that makes
the electron beam of a cathode-ray tube move at
a constant speed along the horizontal time scale.
{'lin-é-or ‘tim ,bas }

lope

 
 

{ ‘linedige
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transducer |ELECTR}A transducer for
pertinent measures of all the waves

linearly related. | lin-@ar

Naeat

ani the
concerned are
ceangiti-sat| ‘ :tantoT jetectr| An electronic device used in

i ters in Which the change in output,saoenee In-one of two ar more input
Ue Oe Is proportional to the change in that

sign Sid does not depend upon the values of
i aenet inputs: | lin-é-ar jyi-nat |}

pie ‘yariable-differential transformer {ELecre|
near sformer in which a diaphragm er other

cer sensing element moves an armature
inside the coils of a differential trans-

mer ta change the output voltage by changing
(otductanoas af the coils in equal but ap-
Bite amounts. Abbreviated LYDT, | 'Iin-é-ar

peabal difajren-chaltranz'for-mar'}
‘ma balance [ELEC] 1. Degree of electrical sim-
arity of the two conductors of a transmis-

sion line 2 Matching Impedance, equaling the
impedance of the line atall frequencies, that fs used

‘toterminatea two-wire line, (lin ibal-ans I
Iine-balance converter Srebaluin. (‘lin balans
~kanvarear |
line-bullding-out network = Ser impedance-

matching network—(‘lin 'bild-in jade pet,wark|
jinacirouit, |eLec| 1. Equipment associated with

each station connected to a dial or manual
‘gwitchboard 2. A circuit to interconnect an
individual telephone and @ channel terminal

~ (‘in sarkat}
line code (COMPUT scl] The single instruction

~ required to solve a specific type of problem on
a special-purpose computer, {'ITn ,kGd }
{Ine conditioning [coMMUN! The addition of
“compensating reactances to a data transmission

line to reduce amplitude and phase delays

A tran
transdul
Jinearly

~ over certain frequency bands. { 'lIn kan,dish-a-
tynig }

line conductor [ELEC] A metal used as a conduc-
tor in a power line; the most frequently used
conductorsarecopperandaluminum, {'linkan

dak-tar|
line-controlled blocking oscillator |eiecrs| A
“circuit formed by combininga monostable block-
ing oscillator with an open-circuit transmission
line In the regenerative circuit: it is capable of
generating pulses with large amounts of power
(‘Tn kan trald tblik-in is-a,lad-ar |

Inecord eLec| A two-wire cord terminating ina
two-prong plug at one end and connected per-

“manentlyto a radio receiver or other appliance
at the other enc: used to make connections to

A Source of power Also known as pawer cord
a | ‘lin jkesrel |
line-cord resistor |ELEC| An asbestos-enclosed

‘Wite-woundresistor incorporated in a line cord
along with the two regular wires (Vin kesrel i
otsetar|

Ine discipline {comput se
AM exactly how data
‘Mations'in a commun
lé-aplan |

\| The rules that gov-
are transferred between
ications network. { ‘lin
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line finder

line dot matrix jcompur sei] A line printer that
uses the dat matrix printing technique. Alsa
known as parallel dot character printer. { ‘lin
dat ma, triks }

line driver jcommun| See limited-distance mo-
dem—[ELECTR] An integratedcircuit that acts.as
the interlace between logic circutts and a two-
wire transmission line | ‘fin velriwar |

line drap. |e.ec| The voltage drop existing be-
tween two paints on a powerline artransmission
line, due to the Impedance ef the line (‘lindndip |

line-drop compensator {eLec|A device that
restores the voltage lost when electricity is
Wansmitted along a wire. | "Vin ldrdp ‘kim-panisacbar|

line-drop signal [coswun| Signal associated
with a subscriberline on a manual switchboard
(‘lin idrép jsig-nal|

line editor fcompur Sel) A text-editing system
that stores a file of discrete lines of text to
be printed out on the console (or displayed)
and manipulated on a line-by-line basis, so that
editing operations are limited and are specified
for lines identified by a specific number { ‘tinied-ad-ar}

line equalizer jevec| An equalizer containing in-
cductance or capacitance, inserted in a transmis-
sion line to modifythe frequency response of the
line [ ‘in '@-kwa,!Tear|

line facility |commun] A transmission line in a
communication system, together with amplifiers
spaced at regular intervals to offset attenuation
intheline—(‘lin foysil-ad-2 }

line fault |evec} Adefect, such as an open circuit,
short circult, or ground, tn an electric line for
transmission or distribution of power or of
speech, music, or other content (‘Tin fol|

line feed |compur seif 4. Signal that causes a
printer to leedthe paper up a diecrete number
oflines. 2. Rate at which paper is fed through a
printer | ‘lin fed)

line fill [commun] Ratio of the number of con-
nected main telephonestations ona [ine to the
neninel main stationcapacityofthatline (linfil}

line filter jELec| 1. A filter inserted between a
power IIne and a receiver, transmitter, or other
unit of electric equipment to prevent passage of
noise slanals through the powerline in either
direction, Also known as power-line filter 2.
4 filter Inserted in a transmission line or high-
voltage power line for carrier communication
purposes. [lin (fil-tar)

line fitter balance [commis | Network designed
to maintain. phantom group balance when one
side of the group is equipped with a carrier
system, [lin jfil-tarbal-ans |

line finder |commun| A switching device that
automatically locates an idle telephone or tele-
graph circuit going to the desired destination
lcompur scj| A device that automatically ad-
vances the platen of a line printer or typewriter
[ "Tin (firedar |
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line-finder switch

\Ine-finder switeh |comMuN| In telephony, an
automatic switch for seizing selector apparatus
which provides dial tone to the calling party.
(‘lin fin-dor swich|

line frequency {ELecte| The numberof times per
second that, the scanning spot sweeps across the
screen Inahorizontal direction inavideo system,
Also known as horizontal frequency: horizontal!
line frequency. {lin \fré-kwan-se )

line-frequency blanking pulse Ser horizontal
blanking pulse | ‘lin fré-hwanse ‘blagk-ig‘pals|

Ine interlace See interlaced scanning { ‘lin
‘in-tar,las }

IIneltem |compurscij] Anydata that is considered
to be of equal importance to other data in the
samefile{‘lin ,Id-om }

line level [commun] Signal level in decibels at a
particular position ona transmissionline {‘lin
ilev-al }

line location=JeLec| The location af power and
communications Hnes when two er more such
lines run along the same toute: they should
either be used jointly, or located with respect to
eachother so as to avoid linnecessary crossings,
conflicts, and inductive exposures. { ‘fin 1d
jka-shan |

line loop=|coMMUN] Partlon of a telephonecir-
cuit that includes a user's telephone set and the
pairol wires that connect It with the distributing
frame ofa central office, { "fin tip |

line-loop resistance |éLec| Metallic resistance
of the line wires that extend from an Individual
telephone set to the dial central office. (‘fin
ilup rijzis-tans }

lineloss  |=Lec| Total of the various energylosses
occuring ina transmissionline "In los |

line microphone [ENG AcoUSs| A highly direc-
tional microphone consisting of a single straight-
line element oran arrayof small parallel tubes of
different lengths, with one end of each abutting
a microphone element. Also known as machine-
gun microphone. {lin ,mi-kra,fon }

line misregistration [comput sct| In character
recognition, the improper appearance of a line
of characters, on site in a character reader, with
respect to. a real or imaginary horizontal line.
(‘lin \misirep-a'stra-shant |

lIné noise |commMUN| Noise originating in a
transmission line from such causes as poor joints
and inductive interference from power lines.
(‘lin yndiz |

"ine number=[comput sci) Anumberat the begin-
ning or end of each line of a computer program
that specifies its position ina sequence. (‘lin
sham-bar|

"Ine ofcode {comput sci] A single statementina
Programming language. (‘lin av 'kGd |

line of electrostatic induction [ELEC] A unit of
electric flux equal to the electric flux associated
with acharge of | statcoulomb. ['linavileketra
istad-lk in'dak-shan |

line of sight |ELECTROMAS| The straight line fora
transmitting radar antenna in the direction of the
beam=[lin av'sit |

line pad |ELecTR| Pad inserted betuye
gram amplifier anda transmission lina tt! My
the amplilier from impedance variatig, ole
line. [ "lin ,pad| "Ss OnE

line parameters Sey transmission-line Patan(‘In payram-ad-arz } “Meten

line printer {comput sci] A device that om
an entire line in a single operation, Pity
necessarily printing one character at ny{ ‘lin ,print-ar| $

line printing {compusci] ‘The printin
tire line of chatacters ana Unit | lip Prion

line pulsing —[ELECre| Method of pulsinga
mitter in which an artificial line is charged em
relatively long period of time and then disch, ‘
through the transmitter tubes in a short ine’
determined by the line characteristic. (heipals-in |} ‘_

line radiation={ELEcTROMAG| Electromagnetic
diation from a power line caused mainly
corona pulses; givesrise to taclia interfetune{ ‘lin \rad-@,a-shan| ‘

lIne reflection={commun| Reflection ola Signalge. rn ik

the end ofa transmissionline, at the junctiontwo or more lines, or at a substation
iflek-shan }

IIne regulation [ELEC] The maximum chatige rr
the output voltage or current ofa regulater! nop
supply for a specified change in alternat\n,
current line voltage, such as from 105 to | 25 volte
(‘lin ,reg-ya'la-shon } 1

line relay [£LEC| Relay which is controlled over
subscriberline or trunkline. [lin ré,la |

line-sequentlal color televiston [COMMUN | A\
analog color television system in which an entire
line is one color, with colors changingfrom ling
to line in.a ted, blue, and green sequence {hi
sikwan-chal *kal-ar 'tel-a,yvizh-an J

line side {eLec| Terminal connections to an er
ternal or outstation seuree, suchas data terminal
connections to a communications circuit cons
necting to another cata terminal, { ‘lin ssid |

lIne skew=[compur Sci] In character recognition,
a form of line misregistration, when the string
of characters to be recognized appears in a
unlformly slanted condition with respecttoa teal
or imaginary baseline. | 'Itn ,skyi |

IIne speed |coMMUN| Maximum rate at which
signals may be transmitted overa given channel,
usuallyinbaudsorbitspersecond. | ‘lin ispéd]

Ines per minute {computsci| A measure of the
speed of the printer. Abbreviated LPM { ‘lng
por 'min-at}

line-stabilized oscillator ELectrR| Oscillator in
which a sectlon of line |s used as a sharply
selective circuit element for the purpose of
controlling the frequency. ( ‘lin ,sta-ba,lied
‘Gs-a\lid-ar}

IIne stretcher [ELECTROMAG] Section of waveg-
uicle or rigid coaxial line whose physical length ls
variable to provide impedance matching. [lin
strech-ar|

"Ine switching —|comMuN|] A telephone switching
system in which a switch attachedto a subscriber
line connects an originating call to an idle part of

6 Of an»,

{Tin
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(WEEN a pro.
ine, tO isolg
aOns of the:

gwitching apparatus, [BLECTR| Connecting
"digconnecune the line voltage from a piece

f electronic equipment. [lin swich-ig )
switching concentrator |conun| Switch-
center used between @ group of users and the

ewitehing center to reduce the number of trunks
er increase elfictency of switching equipment
a ee jsometimes referred to asstatistical mul-
Saini) [ ‘lin jswich-iy'kan-san,trad-ar|
uP vnehronizing pulse See horizontal synchro-
une pulse [lin ysin-kranizin pals|

o-ground fault [ELec| Adefect ina power oryne" munications line in which faulty insulation
Sows the conductor to make contact with the
earth (‘lin ta'grauind [alt |

ine transducer [ELECTR Aspecial typeofelectret
transducer consisting essentially of a coaxial
cable with polarized dielectric,and with the cen-
te conductor and shield serving as electrodes,
mechanical excitation resulting ina deformation
of the shield at any paint along the length of the
cablepreducesanelectricaloutputsignal—(‘Ith
tranz,dil-sor } /

line transformer [ELEC] Transformer connecting
a transmissionline to terminal equipment; used
for isolation, line balance, Impedance matching,
or additional circuit connections, | ‘lin tranz
formar} / a

line trap [£Lec| A filter consisting ofa series in-
ductance shuntedby a tuning capacitor, inserted
in series with the poweror telephoneline for a
carrier-current system to minimize the effects of

> Parameters

i that Prints
fon, Without
fata time

Ine Of an en.
Hin print
Sing a trans.
aged vera
tidischargs
hort INteryal
stile, { ‘lin

Magnetic rg.
| mainly by
nterlerence,

ofa Signal at
!}Unction of
Ro Tin gj

1. change |p
lated powap
alternating.
to 125 volte

olled over a
31a } variations in line attenuation and reducecarrier
OMMUN| An enerey loss. {lfm trap }
chan entire line tuning ELEC} Adjustment ofthe frequency
g from line of carrier current of a communication system to
nee {'lin tune out the reactanceofa capacitor with suitable

inductance {fin ,tiin-in }
5 to an ex- line turnaround §=|COMMUN| The time required for
ta terminal a half-duplex circuit to reverse the direction of
ircuit con- transmission. { 'ITn 'tarn-a,radind }
‘Tin ,sid } line unit [ELECTR] Electric control device used to
scognition, send, recelve, and control the impulses of a
the string teletypewriter | ‘lin yil-nat }

rears ina line-use ratio [comMuN| As applied to facsimile
ict to a real broadeastirig, the ritio of the available line to the

total length ofscanningline—{lin ,ylis ita-she )
at which line voitage [rLEc| The voltage provided by a

n channel, powerline atthe point of use (lin wal-tij |
‘lin spéd} line-voltage regulator [rLec| A regulator that
iure of the counteracts variations In powerline valtage, so
A { ‘Ting a5 {0 provide an essentially constant voltage for

theconnected load (lin WOLti] 'ree-ya,lad-ar |
linguistic model |coxpyr scl] A method of au-

tomatic pattern recognition in which a class of
patterns |s defined as those patterns satislying a
certain set of relations among suitably defined
primitive elements. Also known as syntactic
Model { lip’ gwisstik 'miid-al }

_ [COMMUN] General termused to indicate the
Sxistence of communications facilities between
two points, {tink j

Nkage [compu sci{ in programming, coding
rie exnnects (Wo separately coded routines'geki] |

cillator in
a sharply
arpose of
sta-ba,lizd

of waveg-
I length is
ig. { ‘lin

switching
ubscriber
ile part of
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liquid-metal fuel cell

linkage editor |compursei| Aserviee routine that
converts the output of assemblers arid compilers
into.a form that can be loaded and execytes,
('lig-ki[ ed-ad-arJ

link control message [COMMUN| 1. Message sent
over a link of a network to condition the link to
handle transmissions in @ Prearranged manner
2. Message used only between a pair of terminals
forthe conditioning ofthe link for digital system
control | ‘ligk kan'tral smes-ij|

linked list’ See chained list { ‘linkt ‘ist ]
link encryption=|commun| The application of on-

lite crypto-operation to the individual links af
relay systems so that all Messages passing over
the link are encrypted in their entirety, | ‘linken'krip-shan |

link field |compursci| Thefirst word ofa message
buffer, used to point to the next buffer on the
message queue, {link fald}

link group |coMMUN] A collection of links that
employthe same multiplex terminal equipment.(‘link ,grtip |

linking loader=|compur sei] A loader which com
bines the functions of a relocating loader with
the ability to combine a number of program seg-
ments that have been independently complied
into.an executable program. {'liqk-in ‘dear |

lin-log amplifier Ser |inear-legarithmic inter
mediate-frequency amplifier | {lin tag ‘am-plaili-ar]

Linux=|compuy sci} A freely available, open-
source operating system kernel capable of run-
hing on thany different types of camputer hard-
ware:first released In 1991 | 'lin-aks |

LIOCS |compur sci] Set of routines handling
buffering. blocking, label checking, and overlap
of inputoutput with processing Derived from
logical input/output control system {‘livaks

lip-syne [commUN| Synchronization af saund
and motion picture so that facial movements af
speech coincide with the sounds {lip sink }

liquid crystal display [eecrs| A digital display
that consists of two sheets of glass separated by
4 sealed-in, normally transparent, liquid erystal
material, the outer surface of each glass sheet
has 4 transparent conductive coating such as
tin oxide or Indium oxide, with the vlewing-side
coating etched into character-forming segments
that have leads going to the edges of the
display, a voltage applied between front and
back electrode coatings disrupts the orderly ar-
rangement of the molecules, darkening the liquid
enough ta form visible characters even though
no light is generated. Abbreviated LCD. | 'Iik-
wad 'krist-al di'spla |

liquid-dielectric capacitor ELEC] A capacitor in
which the plate assemblies are mounted in a
tank filled with a suitable oil or liquid dielectric.
Ulikwad di-oflek-trik ko!pas-ad-ar}

liquid fuse unit [elec] Fuse unit inwhich the fuse
linkis immersed ina liquid, or provision is made
lor clrawing the are into the liquid when the fuse
link melts. | Vikewad 'fyiz yienat)

Nquid-metal fuel cell |eiec| A fuel cell that uses
molten potassiumand bismuth as reactarits and
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liquid-metal MHD generator

a molten salt electrolyte; has very high power
output, but a relatively short life  { ‘likewad
imed-al 'fyiil sel }

lquid-metal MHD generator [ELEC| Asystem for
generating electric power in which the kinetic
energy of a flowing, molten metal is converted to
electric energy by magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
interaction | ‘likewad |med-al jemlachidé 'jen-a
\rad-ar}

liquid rheostat [ELECTR| A variable-resistance
type of voltage regulator in which the variable-
resistance element is liquid, usually water; car-
bon electrodesare raised or lowered in the liquid
to change resistance ratings and control voltage
flow, { ‘likewod 'ré-a,stat}

liquid semlconductor [ELECTR] An amorphous
material in solid or liquid state that possesses
the properties of varying resistance induced by
charge carrier injection. { 'lik-wad 'sem-i-kan
idok-tar}

LISP [comput sci] An interpretive language de-
veloped for the manipulation of symbolic strings
of recursive data; can also be used to manipulate
mathematical and arithmetic logic. Derived from
list processing language.{lisp }

Ist {comput sci{ 1. A last-in, first-out storage
organization, usually implemented by software,
but sometimes implemented by hardware. 2. In
FORTRAN,a set of data items to be read or
written. { list }

Ist processing [comput sci] A programming
technique in which list structures are used to
organize memory _{ ‘list prd,ses-in }

list processing language See LISP{‘list !pra
sses-in ,lap-gwij )

Hstserv |compPuT sci] The software (server) used
to maintain an electronic mailing list Also known
as list server  (‘list,sarv }

list server See listserv { ‘list ,sor-var }
llst structure |comPUT sci] A set of data items,

connected together because each element con-
tains the address of a successor element (and
sometimes of a predecessor element), { ‘list
sstrak-char}

Wteral operand [comput sci] An operand, usually
occurring in a source languageinstruction, whose
value is specified by a constant which appearsin
the instruction rather than by an address where
aconstant is stored,{'lid-a-ral |4p-ajrand }

iIthium battery |ELEc| A solid-state battery with
a lithium anode, an iodine-polyvinyl pyridine
cathode, and an electrolyte consisting ofa layer
of lithium iodide; used in cardiac pacemakers
(‘lith-8-om 'bad-o-ré }

Mthium cell (ELEc| A primary cell for producing
electrical energy by using lithium metal for
one electrode immersed in usually an organic
electrolyte { 'lith-€-am ,sel }

Iithium-drifted germanium crystal (ELEcTR| A
high-resolution junction detector, used espe-
cially for more penetrating gamma-radiation and
higher-energy electrons, produced by drifting
lithium jons through a germanium crystal to
produce an intrinsic region where impurity-
based carrier generation centers are deactivated,
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sandwiched between a p layer and 4
('ith-@-am icriftad jor'ma-neary ‘ky

lithium-sulfur battery=|eLec| Aslorape by
which the cells use a molten lithiur, a
and a molten sullur anode S€Parateg
molten salt electrolyte that consists oF |
iodide, potassium iodide, and lithium cht| ‘lith-@-grn {sal-far 'bad-auré | 0

lithography [ELECTR] A technique used fon
grated circuit fabrication in which q silicon In
is coated uniformly with a radlatlon-sen
film, the resist, and an exposing Source
as light, x-rays, or an electron beam) iNurnint i
selected areas of the surface through a te
vening master template for a particular path{ la'thdg-ra-f@ } t

little LEO system=|comMUN| A system of
satellites in low earth orbit (LEO) that Prowidemessaging, data, and location services but Vee
not have the capability of voice trary
(tlit-al {18-0 ,sis-tam }

Itzendraht wire See litz wire {‘lits-an,drat wiht
Iltz wire |ELEC] Wire consisting of a Number !

separately insulated strands woven together.
each strand successively takes up ail possi
positions in the cross section of the entite
conductor. to reduce skin effect and there
reduce radio-frequency resistance. Derived ftomlitzendraht wire {'lits ,wir}

live |commuN| Being broadcast directly at jhe
time of production, instead of from recorded or
filmed program material | liv |

livechassis=|ELEcTR| Aradio, television, or other
chassis that has a direct chassis connection to
one side of the alternating-current line. {liv
‘cha-sé }

[comput sci] Actual data that are em.

Sha ] me

a.

Mission

live data

ployed during the final testing of a computer
system, as opposed to test data. (‘liv ‘dad-a|

live system=|compeuTsci] A computer system on
which all testing has been completed so that tte
fully operational and ready for production work
{ ‘liv 'sis-tam }

llveware {COMPUTSci| The people involvedin the
operation of a computer system, thoughtof as
a componentof the system along with hardware
and software.{'liv,wer}

LLL clrcult See low-level logic circuit. { ‘ellel'el
ssarkat }

L network [ELecrR| A network composed oftwo
branchesin series, with the free ends connected
to one pairof terminals; the junction point and
one free end are connected to another pairof
terminals. { ‘el ,net,wark }

load=|compurTsci] 1. To place data into an inter-
nal register under program control 2. To place
@ program from extemal storage into central memory
underoperator(or program) control, particularly when
loading the first program into an otherwise emply
computer, 3. An instruction, or operator control
button, which causes the computer toinitiate the
load action. 4, The amountof work scheduled on
a computer system, usually expressed in hours of
work, |ELEC| 1. A device that consumeselectric
power, 2. The amount of electric power that
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a power line, generator, or other
js aa“<— hematerial ta be heated by an
sea neater ordielectric heater Also known

induct jnuecte| The device that receives the
s a jenal output of ah amplifler, oscillator, or

pysetul 5 a source [ lod |
JcoMPuT Sell An operating tech-

HT. with no stops between the loading and
m0ion phases of a program, may include

ae camiblinn OF compiling.—| {led an ‘gd )
ai veak switch |ELEC} An electric switeh in

jad-bres with several hundred thousand volts,
aa to cary a large amount of current
ee overheating the open position, having
pine insulation toisolate the circuit in closed
Pion and equipped with arc interrupters to

an the load current. ['lddl jbrak jswich |
une all (e.ec| A-device which measures large

7 Gecires by applying thepressure to 4 piezo-
electric crystal and measuring the voltage across
‘the crystal, the cell plus a recording mechanism
ennatitutes a strain gage. | léd (sel|

ion characteristic [ELECTR] Relation between
the instantaneous values of a pair of variables
such as an electrode voltage and an electrode
currant, whenall direct electrode supply voltages
are maintained constant, Also known as dynamic
characteristic. (‘lod kar-iketa’ risstik| ;

load circuit |eiecrr| Complete circuit required
"to transform power from a source such as an

electron tubetoaload | ldd \sar-kat }
load circult efficlency [ELecTR| Ratio between

useful power delivered by the load circuit to the
load and the load circuit power input { 'léd

— tearkat i'fish:anseé |
‘load compensation §|conTsys| Compensation in

which the compensator acts on the output
signal after |t has generated feeclhack sig-

“nals. Also known as loadstabilization. { 'l6d
‘\im-pon'sa-shan }

foad curve |£Lec| A graph that plots the power
suppliedby an electric power system versus time
(‘16d jkarv }

Yoad divider |ELec] Unit fordistributing power to
tyarious units | ‘lod di,vid-or }
loaded IIne [ELEC] Wire line in which loading

coils have been inserted at regular intervals
to reduce attenuation and phase lag at the
frequencies within the band used ('Il6d-ad lin }

loaded motional Impedance See motional
Impedance | 'ldd-od !m6-shan-al \m'péd-ons}

loaded Q | ELECTROMAG| The Q factor ofa specific
Mode of resonance of a microwave tube or
Tesonant cavity whenthere is external coupling

tothatmode—| 'ldd-add kyil |
loader comPur sci) A computer program that

takes some other program from an input or
Storge device and places it ti memory at some
Predetermined address. { lGel-ar

load factor |eirc| The ratio of average electric
Toad to peak Inad, usually calculated over a |-

thpetiod | lod falevar |
u f Impedance |enecir| The complex impe-

ante presented to a transducer by its load
(I6d iin péd.ans |

load shedding

loading [ELEC] The addition of inductance to a
transmission line to improve its transmission
characteristics throughout a given frequency
band. Also known as electrical loading. Ewa
acus| Placing material at the front or rear of a
loudspeaker to change its acoustic Impedance
and therebyalter its radiation. [ "lad:in )

loading coil [ELECTROMAG! 1. An lron-core call
connected into a telephone line or cable at
regular intervals to lessen the effect of line
capacitance and reduce distortion Also known
as Pupin coil; telephone loading coil. 2 A
coil inserted in series with a radio antenna to
Increase its electrical length and thereby lower
the resonant frequency—{ ldsin boil)

loading device |compuy sci| Equipment trom
which programsor other data can be transferred
orcopied intoa computer, {'ld-in divvis |

loading disk |ELECTROMAG] Circular metal piece
mounted at the top cf a vertical antenna to
increaseits natural wavelength [‘lGd-in disk |

loading program) |compury sci] Program used to
load other programs into computer memory
Also known as bootstrap program [ ‘lOdhdinyPrd-gram}

loading routine See input routine
itén }

loadisolator [ELecTHoMAG) Waveguide of coaxial
device [hat provides a good energy path from
a signal source to a load, but provides a poor
energy path for reflections from a mismatched
load back to the signal source. | ‘lad ,j-sa
ladesr |

load leveling |[etec] A method for reducing the
large fluctuations that occur in electricity de-
mand, for example by storing excess electricity
during periods of Jow demand for use during
periods of highdemand. | JGd.lev-a-lin |

load line [ELECTR] A straight line drawn across a
series of tube or transistor characteristic curves
to show how output signal current will change
with input signal voltage whena specified toad
resistance is used, | "ldcl lin}

load loss [ELEC] The sum of the copper loss af a
transformer, due te resistance in the windings,
plus the eddy current loss in the winding, plus
the stray loss. | 'ldel lds|

load module [compur sei] A program) in a form
Suitable for loading into memory and executing
[Wed sraejtil |

load point [computsci] Preset point on a mag-
netic tape from which reading or writing will start,
(‘léd ipornt }

load power [ELec| Of an energyload, the average
rate of flow of enerey through the terminals of
that load when connected to a specified source
[IG pati-ar }

load regulation jeLec| The maximum change in
the output voltage or current ofa regulated power
supply fora specified change in load eonditiars.
{ Idd jree-yo,la-shon }

load shedding ELEC} A procedurein which parts
of an electric power system are disconnected in
an attempt to preventfailure of the entire system
due to overloading, { ‘ld jshed-in }

( ‘ldd-in ri
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load shifting

load shifting [ELEC] In an electric power system,
the transferof loads from times of peak demand
to off-peak time periods, (‘Idd ,shift-in }

load stablllzatlon See load compensation. {'Idd
\sta-ba-la,z4-shan }

lobe=[ELECTROMAG] A part of the radiation pattern
of a directional antenna representing an area of
stronger radio-signal transmission. Also known
as radiation lobe. [ENG Acous] A portion ofthe
directivity pattern of a transducer representing
an area of increased emission or response
{ ]6b }

lobe-half-power width [{ELECTROMAG| In a plane
containing the direction of the maximum energy
of a lobe, the angle between the two directions
in that plane about the maximum in which
the radiation intensity is one-half the maximum
value of the lobe —_{ {lSb jhaf jpau-ar width }

lobe switching See beam switching, { 'Idb
iswich-in }

lobing (ELECTROMAG| Formation of maxima and
minima at various angles of the vertical plane
antenna pattern by the reflection of energy from
the surface surrounding the radar antenna; these
reflections reinforce the main beam at some
angles and detract from it at other angles,
producing fingers of energy. { 'ldb-in }

local action [ELEC] 1. Internal losses of a battery
caused by chemical reactions producing local
currents between different parts of a plate
2. Quantitatively, the percentage loss per month
in the capacity of a battery on opencircuit, or the
amount of current needed to keep the battery
fully charged.{'l6-kal 'ak-shon}

local-area network (COMPUT sci] A communi-
cations network connecting various hardware
devices together within a building by means
of a continuous cable, an in-house voice-data
telephone system, or a radio -based system
Abbreviated LAN —_{ 'ld-kalier-€-o 'net,wark }

local battery [ELEC] Battery that actuates the
telegraphic station recording instruments, as
distinguished from the battery furnishing current
totheline  {'l6-kal 'bad-a-ré }

local-battery telephone set [ELECTR] Telephone
set for which the transmitter current is supplied
from a battery, or other current supply circuit,
individual to the telephone set; the signaling
current may be supplied from a loca! hand
generator or from a centralized power source
('I6-kal 'bad-a-ré 'tel-3,fon ,set }

local cell [ELEC] A galvanic cell resulting from
differences in potential between adjacent areas
on the surface of a metal immersed in an
electrolyte —_{ 'ld-kal 'sel }

local central offlce=|COMMUN] A telephone cen-
tral office, which terminates subscriberlines and
makes connections with other central offices,
usually equipped to serve 10,000 main tele-
phonesof its immediate community _{ 'ld-kal
isen-tral 'of-as }

local clreult=|CcOMMUN] Circuit to a main or aux-
iliary circuit which can be madeavailable at any
station or patched from point to point through
one or more stations —_{ ']d-kal 'sar-kat }
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local control |coMMUN| System or meth
radio-transmitter control whereby the
functions are performeddirectly at the tran
ter {'ld-kal kan'tral} Smite

local controller See first-level controller Wekan'trol-or| ay
local device [comput sci] Peripheral equip

that is linked directly to a computer or a
supporting equipment, without an intery, anid
communications channel.{'Id-kal di'vig|NM

local exchange Seeexchange —_['ld-kal ks'eha
localization {comput sci} Imposing some phe f

cal order upon a set of objects, so that 4 eat
object has a greater probability of being en
some particular regions of space thanin oy
[ l-ke-la'za-shan |

localline See local loop ['lG-kal ‘lin |
local loop=|commun| A telephone line frapy th

user's location that terminatesatthe local central
office. Also knownas local line. ['lé-kal ‘iin |

local networking=[consys| The system of come
munication linking together the components oiasingle robot. | 'l6-kal 'net,wark-ig |

local oscillator [eLectR| The oscillator jy,
superheterodyne receiver, whose output is rhb
with the incoming modulated radio-frequeney
carrier signal in the mixer to-glve the frequen
conversions needed to produce the intermediate.
frequencysignal, | 'l-kal 'ds-a,lad-ar |

local-osclllator injection [ELECTR] Adjustment
used to vary the magnitude ofthe local oscillator
signal that is coupled into the mixer.{'ld-kat
‘as-o,lad-ar intiek-shan }

local-oscillator radiation [ELECTR] Radiation of
the fundamental or harmonics of the local os-
cillator of a superheterodyne receiver_{'l6-kal
'4s-0,lad-ar ,rad-é'a-shon}

local register [compuT sci] One ofa relatively
small number (usually less than 32) of high-
speed storage elements in a computer system
which maybedirectly referred to by the instruc-
tions in the programs, Also known as general
register. { 'l6-kal 'rej-o-star }

local side [COMMUN] Terminal connections to
an internal or in-station source such as data
terminal connections to input or outputdevices,
{ 'l6-kal ,sid }

localstorage (comPuTsci] The collection of local
registersinacomputersystem. {‘l6-kal 'stér-ij]

local trunk [COMMUN | Trunk between local and
long-distance switchboards, or between local
and private branch exchange switchboards.
{ 'ld-kal 'trank }

local variable=(CoMPpur sci| A variable which can
be accessed (used or changed)only in one block
of acomputer program.{'ld-kal 'ver-é-9-bal}

locate mode [comput sci| A method of commu-
nicating with an input/output control system
(1OCS), in which the address of the data involved,
but not the data themselves, Is transferred
between the IOCS routine and the program
(1G, kat mad }

location |campuT sci| Any place in which data
may be stored; usually expressed as a number
{ 16'ka-shon }
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ion constant [cOmpuT sel] A number that
ntifies an instruction ina computer program,

on ina higher-level programming language,
used to refer to this instruction at ather

ines In the program. Also known as label
stant. | [a'ka-shon,bein-stant, |

Stan counter See Instruction counter
oa kalintar| ; a

ck [BLECTE] 1, To fasten onte and automatically
followatargelby means ofa radar beam; similarly

yequire and maintain attention to the signal
Bn a single source by anticipation of some
feature of it, 2 To control the frequency of
an oscillator by means of an applied signal of
constant frequency. {lak |

locked-in fine J|COMMUN| A telephone line that
remains established after the caller has hung up

(Naktlia fin |

writt
and

(la'ka-

Jocked oscillator JELEcTR] A sine-wave oscillatorBecicce frequency can be locked by an external
signal to the cantrol frequency divided by an
integer [Takt'ds-a,[ad-ar|

Jocked-oscillator detector [ELECTR] A tre
queney-modulation detector in which a local
oscillator follows, or is locked to, the input
frequency; the phase difference between local
oscillator and inputsignal is proportional to the
frequency deviation, and an output voltage is
generated! proportional to the phase difference.
{Jake {8-a,lad-ardi,tek-tar }

locked-rotorcurrent ELEC} The current drawn by
astalled electric motor. _[ 'lakt {réd-ar ,ka-rant }

Jock-In {ELECTR| Shifting and automatic holding
of one or both of the frequencies of two oscillat-
ing systems which are coupled together, so that
the two frequencies have theratio of two integral
numbers. { ‘lak ,in }

lock-in ampllfler |ELEcTR) An amplifier that uses
some form of automatic synchronization with an
external reference signal to detect and measure
very weak electromagnetic radiation at radio or
optical wavelengths in the presence of very high
noise levels ( ‘likin 'am-pla,f-ar|

locking |eLecrr| Controlling the frequency of an
esclilator by means of an applied signal of
constantlrequency [ena] Automatic following
of atarget by aradarantenna. | ‘\ak-in }

fock-on jeLecrr| 1. The procedure whereinatarget-
Seeking system [such as same types ofradars) is
continuously and automatically following a target
iN one or more coordinates (lor example, range.

Ting, elevation), wr wherein a signal intercept
system lsolates signals fromasinglesource, 2. The
Instant at which radar begins to track a target
automatically | \uk ton|

t [COMMUN | dain telephone circuit con-
tolled by two voice-operated devices, the Inabil-
lly of one or both subscribers to get through,

auseof either excessive local ctreuit noise or
“ontinuous speech from one or both subscribers

80 known as receiver lockout system. 2. In

logarithmic multiplier

mobile communications, an arrangementof can-
trol circuits whereby only one receiver can feed
the system at one time te avoid distortian Also
known as receiver lockout system, [COMPUT scl|
1. In computer communications, (he Inability of
a remote terminal to achieve entry to a com-
puter system until project programmer number,
processing authority code, and password have
been validated against computer-stored lists.
2. The precautions taken to ensure that two or
more programs executing simultaneously in a
computer system do not access the same data
at the same time, make unauthorized changes
in shared data, or otherwise interfere with
each other. 3. Preventing the central processing
unit of a computer from accessing storage be-
Calise INnpuT/OULpUL operations are taking place
4. Preventing input and output operations trom
taking place simultaneously, ( Idkjatit |

fockoutcircuit (ELecte| Aswitching ¢ireult which
responds to concurrent inputs fram a number
of external circuits by responding to one, and
orily one, of these circuits at any time. Also
known as finding circuit; hunting circuit | lak
saul ysarkat |

lock-up relay [ELEC] A telay that locks in its
energized position either by permanent magnetic
biasing which can bereleased only by applying a
reverse magnetic pulse or by auxiliary contacts
that keep its call energized until the circuit is
interrupted. ( 'lak,ap 18,14 }

lodar |NAv| A direction finder used to determine
the direction of arrival of loran signals, free of
night effect, by observing the separately dis-
tinguishable ground and sky-wave loran signals
ona cathade-ray oscillascope and positioning a
loap antenna to obtain a null indication of the
componentselected to be most suitable. Also
known as lorad.  { 'l6,dar)}

log (CcOMMUN] A record of radio and television
station operating data, [COMPUT Sci} Arecord of
computer operating runs, including tapes used,
controlsettings, halts, and other pertinent data,
{ lag}

logarithmic amplifier |eceere| An amplifier
whose output signal is a logarithmic function of
the input signal | 'ldg-a,rith-mik 'am-pla,fi-ar |

logarithmic diode {ELectr| A diode that has an
accurate semilogarithmicrelationship between
current and voltage over wide and forward
dynamic ranges. | ‘ldg-a,rith-mik 'dijad |

logarithmic fast time constant JELECTR| Con-
stant false alarmrate scheme which has a log-
arithmic intermediate-frequency amplifier fol-
lowed by a fast time constant circult ( 'ldg-o
Fith-mik ‘fast {tim ,karestant

logarithmic multiplier jELecrR| A multiplier in
which each variable is applied to a logarithmic
function generator, and the cutputs are added
together and applied to an exponential function
generator, to obtain an output proportional to
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logbook

the product of two inputs. { ‘lég-s,rith-mik
‘mal-ta,plT-ar}

logbook=|compurT sci] A bound volume in which

Cherating data of a computer is noted { 'ldgibuk }
logic |ELecTR] 1. The basic principles and appli-

cationsoftruth tables, interconnections ofon/off
circuit elements, and other factors involved
in mathematical computation in a computer
2. General term for the various types ofgates, flip-
flops, and other on/off circuits used to perform
problem-solving functions in a digital computer
{“laj-lk }

logical comparison=[computsci] The operation
of comparing two items in a computer and
producing a one output if they are equal or
alike, and a zero olitput if not alike. —{ 'ldj-a-kal
kam'par-9-san }

logical construction=|compuTsci] A simple log-
ical property that determines the type of char-
acters which a particular code represents; for
example, the first two bits can tell whether a
character is numeric or alphabetic, { 'laj-a-kal
kan'strak-shan }

logical data Independence [comput sci] A data
base structured so that changing the logical
structure will not affect its accessibility by
the program reading it. { ‘laj-a-kal {dad-o ,in-
da'pen-dans}

logical data type=[compurT sci] A scalar data type
in which a data item can have only one of two
values: true orfalse. Also known as Boolean data
type. ( ‘laj-a-kal 'dad-a ,tip }

logical decision comput sci] The ability to se-
lect one of many paths, depending upon interme-
diate programming data_{'laj-a-kal di’sizh-an }

logical device table=|compurT sci] A table that is
used to keeptrack of information pertaining toan
input/output operation ona logical unit, and that
contains such information as the symbolic name
of the logical unit, the logical device type and
the nameofthe file currently attachedto it, the
logical input/output request currently pending
on the device, and a pointer to the buffers
currently associated with the device._{'laj-a-kal
diivis ,ta-bal }

logical drive=|compurt scij A data storage unit,
such as a subpartition ofa harddrive oran array of
storage units, recognized and hanclled according
to the logic of the operating system like a single
physical drive.  ('I8j-i-kal ldeiy }

logical expresslon [computsci] Two arithmetic
expressions connected by @ relational operator
indicating whether an expression is greater than,
equal to, or jess than the other, or connected by
a logical variable, logical constant (true or false),
of logical operator, ( ‘ldj-a-kal ik'spresh-an |

logical fleld=jcomput sci). A data field whose
variables can take on only two values, which are
designated yes and no,true andfalse, or 0 and |
{ ‘l8j-a-kal 'féld }

logical flle [{compuT sci] A file as seen by the
program accessing it. { ‘l4j-a-kal ‘fil }

logical flow chart [comput sci| A detailed
graphic solution in terms of the logical opera-
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tions required to solve a problem
‘AS chart }

logical gate Seswitching gate. | Naf-a-ka}
logical instruction [compur sci] A dita) 1)

puter instruction which forms a logical cont
nation (ona bit-by-bit basis) ofits Operands
leaves the result ina knownlocation { a afin'strak-shan | ee)

logical network=|compur sq) 1A callectig
camputers that is presented as a single net of)
to the User, although it may encompuce Wt
than one physical network. 2.Apartofa na :
of computers that is set up to function .
separate network. [ "la[-l-kal Inetywark ] i

logical page [compur sci] A unit of Computstorage consisting of a specified number
{ 'laj-a-kal 'paj }

logical record=[computsci] A groupof adja i
logically related dataitems, | 'laj-a-kal ‘tek ant

logical security=|compur si| Mechanisms jn,
hal to a computing system [hat are usedty a
tect against Internal misuse of computing time.
and unauthorized access to dala | '3j olso'kytiradé |

logical shift {comput sci] A shift operation thar
treats the operand as a set ofbits, not as 4.
signed numeric value or character represents.tion —{ 'laj-o-kal 'shift }

logicalsum=|comPursci| Acomputeraddition Ine
whichtheresultis | when either one or both input
variables is |, and the result is 0 when the input

I lajiy,
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variables are both 0. | 'ldj-a-kal ‘sam}
logical symbol=|comPuTsci] A graphical symbol]

used to represent a logic element. [ ‘laj-a-kgl
‘sim-bal }

logical unit [comput sci] An abstraction of an
input/outputdevice in the form of an additional
name given to the device in a computer program,
{ 'laj-a-kal 'ya-nat |

logic-arlthmetic unit See arithmetical unit.
{ 'léj-ik-o'rith-ma-tik ,yii-nat

logic bomb=[comput sci] A computer program
that destroys data, generally immediately after
ithas been loaded. [ "INjuk bam ]

logic card=[ELECTR] A small fiber chassis on which
resistors, capacitors, transistors, magnetic cores,
and diodes are mounted and interconnected in such
a way as to perform some computerfunction;
computers employing this type of construction
May be repaired by removingthe faulty card and
replacing it with a new card. { 'l&j-ik ,kard )

logic chip |compurTsci] An integrated circuit that
performs logic functions. _[ ‘laj-ik ,chip }

logic clreult [comput sci] A computercircuit that
provides the action of a logic function or logic
operation. Also knownaslogic gate. { 'laj-ik ,sar-
kat }

logic design=[comput sci| The design of a com-
puter at the level which considers the opera-
tion of each functional block and the relation-
ships between the functional blocks { ‘laj-ik
di,zin }

logic diagram [computsci] Agraphical represen-
tation of the lagic design or a portion thereof;
displays the existence of functional elements and
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vblem —( ‘laj-aigy the by which theyinteract with one another
ny qaijik dhaeram | a

yogic element [COMPUT sci] A hardware circuitJogle eforms a simple, precefined transforma-
that re its input and presents the resulting signal

pond output Occasionally knawn as functor.
Pik eh-aemant |

error, [COMPUT SCl| An efrorin programmingM ig caused byfaulty reasoning, resulting in
seus rogram’s functioning incorrectly if the in-
Beons containing the error are encountered

{ 'laj-a-kal "gap
3cl| A digital 4
s a logical Comb |
of its operands any
zation. {'lj-a,p, i |
1..A collection:

S a siNgle Netw, ,
ENCOMPass mop
Apartof anetyay Hapik erat } ‘ a -7 function (abi Swlogic circuit. { "laj-Ak gat |
inet, work } a loaichigh jevecrr| The electronic representation,
I 1

unit of CONUDifey ofthe binary digit | Ina digital circuit or device
d numberof bytic pay-ik ‘hh | _ | :‘ani Jevel [ELECTR] One at the two ve tages| ose values have beenarbitrarily chosen te rep:wh ntthe binary numbers land Oina particular

Maveprocessing system. (‘laj-ik lewal)
Yogic low [eLucTR| The electronic representationoahe binary digit 0 in-a digital circuit or device,
(ifthe tO) iealJogic operation |comrur sei] A nonarith metica

“operation in a computer, such as comparing,
selecting. making references. matching, sorting,
“and merging. where logical yes-or-no quantities

2TOUP Of adjeonp|!
'laj-a-kal ‘rebar!

Aechanisms nites:
it are usedto ppg
f computing{jf »
data | ‘Tajaksy,
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] i i ‘ap-ik ap-a'ra-shan |1 greinvolved. | ‘laf “ tyter iad ih Jogicoperator§ |comPut'sci| Arule which assigns,oreo4 : ery combination of the values “true” and
0 when the{hpy Hale” among one or more independent yari-
al 'som } i ables, the value “true”or “false” toa dependent

i yarlable. [Wp Nipoayractar|eta tes tion See arithmetical unit. ajuk
; ing printer [compu sci] A line printerperraction examines each line to be printed so that

mputer progra nsave time by skipping over blank spaces
ELkIsék-ip peintear |
eswing {fecTR) The voltage difference be-

“ween the logic levels used for t-and 0; magni-

ithmetical

t “tudeis chosen arbitrarily for a particular systemfimediacitt “and is usually well under 10 volts { ‘laj-ikim}

IELECTR| A diode matrix or other
itching arrangement that |s capable of direct-

an input signal to one of several outputswich|
unit (compu Sci] A separate unit which

In. some computer systems (o carry out

chassis on
magnetic ‘e

‘onnected Ins
  
   
  
 

 
 
 
  
 
     
 
 

 

=

{88 opposed to arithmetic) operations,
fi kyin
ik chip’) [COMPUT sel].A machine word whieh

MESENtS an arbitraryth set of digitally encodeds. alle ward |tion : , Iar Seelop-on, {Wainy
i nn ScilA high-level, interactive pro-

j cei Ming language thar features a trlanpularign of a iBere the a pe Salled “turtle which can be moved about
id the ralation Ohic display through the use of familiarJocks. {ih H lconicommands. "| 16-8 )

lcompur sci] The Procedure for a user to
nect from a computer systern, including

se Ofresources that were assigned to
{lay if}

ohical re he relsortion t ti
alelemen
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longitudinal current

log-on comput Sci] The procedure for users to
identily themselves to a computer system lor
authorized access to their Programs and. infor-
mation,  ('Idg an)

log-out Sey log-off, |
log-periodic antenna [ELECTROMAG] A broad-

band antenna which consists of a sheet of
metal with twe wedge-shaped cutouts, each
with teeth cut into its radii along eireular
ares, charicteristics are tepeated at a number
of frequencies that are equally spaced on ¢
logarithmic scale \‘lde \pir-@lachik an'ten-a |

loktal base [iecre) A special base for small
vacuumtubes, so designed that it locks the tube
firmly ina corresponding special eight-pinloktal
socket; the tube pins are sealed directly into the
glassenvelope.— ('J4k-tal bas }

long-base-line system=|comMMUN| System jin
which the distance separating ground stations
approximates the distance to the target being
tracked. | ‘lay ‘bas lin isls-tom }

long card |compiy Sel) A full-size printed cireuit
board that is plugged Inte an expansion slot ina
microcomputer | "lon third |

long-conductor antenna Sv» long-wire antenna
| ‘log kanidak-tar anjten-a }

long discharge [ELEC] 1. A capacitor of other
electrical charge accumulator which takes a long
time toleakoff 2.4 paseous electrical discharge
in which the length af the discharge channel is
very long compared with its diameter; lightning
discharges are natural exa mples of fong discharges.
Also known as long spark {lon 'disychair| }

long-distance toop [COMMUN| Line from a sub-
seriber's station directly to a long-distance
switchboard | ‘log \dis-tons ‘up }

long-distance xerography=|conmaun| A facsim-
ile system that uses a cathode-rayscanner at the
microwave transmitting terminal, at the receivi ne
terminal, a lens projects the received cathocle-
tay image anto the selenlum-coated drum of a
xerographic copying machine (lon dis-tans
ai'rag-ra-fé |

long-haulcarrier system [commun| An Intercity
telephone communication system: It may use a
lrequency-civision multiplexed signal modulat-
Ing subcarrier or it May Use digital technology,
(log Hdl karé-ar jsis-tam ]

long-haul radio ICOMMUN| A microwave radio
system capable oftransmitting telephone,video,
data, and telegraph signals over distances on the
order of 4000 miles (6500 kilometers) of more on
line-of-sight paths between a series of repeaters
that demodulate the signal to an intermediate
frequency and then remodulate it, | Idp hdl'THd-86 )

longitudinalcircuit [ELEC] Circuit formed by one
telephone wire (or by two or more telephone
wires In parallel) with return through the earth or
through any other conductors except those which
are Lakenwith the original wire or wires to form
a metallic telephone circuit { lan-ja'tiid:on-al'sar-kat |

longitudinal current {ELEC| Currant which flows
inthesame directionin the twowires of a parallel

‘lag aut }
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longitudinal-modedelayline

pair using the earth or other conductors for a
Teturn path —_{ ,lan-ja'tiid-an-al 'ka-rant }

longitudinal-mode delay tIne=|ELECTR| A magne-
tostrictive delay in which signals are propagated
by meansof longitudinal vibrations in the mag-
netostrictive material. { ,lan-ja‘tiid-an-al !mod
di'la lin }

longitudinal parity [commun] Parity associated
with bits recorded on onetrack in a data block,
to indicate whether the numberofrecorded bits
in the block is even or odd. { ,l4n-ja'tiid-on-al
‘par-ad-é }

Jongltudinal parity check [|comMuN| The count
for even or odd parity of all the bits in a mes-
sage as a precaution against transmission error
Also known as horizontal parity check. { ,l&n-
ja'tiid-on-al 'par-ad-& ,chek}

longitudinal redundancy check {commMuN| A
method of checkingforerrors, in which data are
arranged in blocks according to some rule, and
the correctness of each character in the blockis
determined according to the rule. Abbreviated
LRC.[{,lan-jo'ttid-an-al ri'dan-den-sé ,chek}

Longley-Rice |commMUN| A model used to predict
the long-term median transmission loss over
irregular terrain that is applied to predicting signal
strength at one or more locations Longley-Rice
computations are employed both by the FCC
allocations rules for FM stations to predict signal
strength contours and by propagation modeling
software to predict signal strengths in a two-
dimensional gridona map. The FCC implementation
of Longley-Rice computations employs average
terrain computations and an assumed 30-ft receive
antenna height { 'lon-l@ 'ris }

long-line current [ELEC] A current that flows
through the earth from an anodic to a cathodic
area and returns along an underground pipe or
other metal structure, often over a considerable
distance and as the result of concentration cell
action, {'log ,lin ,ka-rant }

long-line effect [ELecTR| An effect occurring
when an scillator is coupled to a ttansmis-
sion line with a bad mismatch; two or more
frequencies may then be equally suitable for
oscillation, and the oscillator jumps from one of
these frequencies to anotherasits load changes
{ ‘lop ,lin i,fekt }

long-lines engineering |commuty| Engineering
performed to develop, modernize, or expand
long-haul, point-to-point communications facil-
ities using radio, microwave, or wire circuits
{ ‘lon ,linz ‘en-ja'nir-in }

long-persistence screen [ELECTR] A fluorescent
screen containing phosphorescent compounds
that increase the decay time, so a pattern may
be seen for several seconds after it is produced
bytheelectron beam,—(‘lon par,els-tans 'skrén }

long spark See lone discharge. | lan ispark |
long-tail pair [LecTR)] A two-tube or transistor

circuit that has a common resistor(tail resistor)
whichgives strong negative feedback. { ‘Ion,tal
iper}

long-term predictor [COMMUN] An electric filter
that removes redundanciesin a signal associated
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with long-term correlations so thatj
can be transmitted moreefficiently
pra'dik-tar}

long-term repeatability {cont SYS] The
agreementof positional movementsof an ol
system repeated underidentical condition.
long periods of time. | ‘lon ,tarm Tipead-é | 7

long wave [CcoMMUN| An electromagnetig
having a wavelength longer than the lo
broadcast-band wavelength of about 545 m
corresponding to frequencies below a!
kilohertz,  { ‘lon |wav|

long-wave radio {comMuN| A radio Which
receive frequencies below the lowest brag
frequency of 550 kilohertz, {'lon WEY "TidL.g, 7

long-wire antenna=[ELECTROMAG) An AN to
whoselength isa mimberol times greaterthayoperating wavelength, sa as to give a di

Morty ‘
(oq

bout $y, ,

Ite:
Feetlang

radiation pattern. Also knownas lone-condueteantenna={ ‘lon ,wir an'ten-a|
lookahead

[COMPUT Sci} A procedure jn which
Processor|s preparing one instruction ing coin
puter program while executing its Predecorsge|{ 'luk-a,hed }

lookahead tree See gametree | 'lk-a,hed trey)
look-through=[ELECTR] 4. When jamming,a tech.

nique whereby the jamming emission js intop.
rupted irregularly for extremely short peri
to allow monitoring of the victim signal dur i:
jamming operations 2. When being lammed
the technique of observing or monitoring ade.
sired signal during interruptions in the jamming:signal, | lik ,thrii |

look tlme See dwell time (‘lik ,tim )
look-up=[comput sci] An operation or process in

which a table of stored values is scanned lor
searched) until a value equal to (or sometimes,
greaterthan) aspecified value is found, | “luk ap}

look-up table=|comeur sci] A stored matrix of
data forrelerence purpose | ‘lik ,ap ,ta-bal |

loop=jcomPur sell A sequence of computer in
structions which are executed repeatedly, bit!
usually with address modifications changing the
operands of each iteration, until a terminating.
condition is satisfied. [ELEC] 4. A clesed path
or circuit over which a signal can circulate, as
in a feedback control system. 2. Commercially,
the portion of a connection from central office
to subscriber ina telephone system =| ELECTRO-
MAG] See coupling loop; loop antenna_{lip}

loop antenna [ELEcTROMAG] A directional-type
antenna consisting of one or more complete
turns of a conductor,usually tuned to resonance
by a variable capacitor connected to the termi-
nals of the loop Also known as loop._{'litp an
iten-a }

loopback check Seeechocheck. _{'liip,bak ,chek}
loopback switch —[ELEcTR| A switch at the end of

a telephone line that ts used to test the line
and, whenclosed, reflects received signals to the
sender{'liip,bak ,swich }

loop body [computsci] Theset of statements to
be performed iteratively with the range ofa loop.
{ ‘lip |bad-é }
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1. A closed path
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‘ch at the end of
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od signals to the

of statements to
range ofa loop

check See echo check. [ ‘lip chek |
jooP checking [COMMUN] Sending signals from

central office to lest the Integrity of local
ioops.. (‘lap vchek-in |circuit |COMMUN| Common communica-
tions circuit shared by more than two parties;
wher! applied to a teletypewriter operation, all
machines print all data entered on the loop
Jap sar-kat |

“a coupling [ELECTROMAG| A methoof trans-
jarring energy between a waveguide and an
external circull, by inserting a conducting loop
jnto the waveguide, orientedso that electriclines
af flux pass through it, {IGp ,kapelin }

p dialing |COMMUN| Return-path method of
dialing it which thecial pulses are sent out over
one side of the interconnecting line or trunk and
are returned overthe otherside, limitedto shart-
haul traffic | 1Gp ailing|

loopfilter [ELeCTR] A low-pass filter, which may
be a simple RC filter or may include an ampli+
fier, and which passes the original modulating
frequencies but removes the carrier-frequency
components and harmonics from a frequency-
modulated signal ina locked-oseillator detector
[lap ,flstar) ma

loop flow See parallel flow _[ ‘lop (6 |
Joop gain. Jcon’ Svs) The ratio of the magnitude of

the primary feedback signal in/a feedback control
system to the magnitude of the actuating signal
jeLecte| Total usable power gain af a carrier
terminal or two-wire repeater; maximum usable
gain is determined by, and may not exceed, the
losses inthe closed path. { ‘lip gan ]

loop head |compur sci] The first instruction of
a loop, which contains the mode of execution,
induction variable, and indexing parameters
{ ‘lip shed }

loop-mlile=|ELEC| Length of wire in a mile of two-
wireline { ‘ltipimil)

loop network Serering network.{'liip 'net,wark}
loop pulsing |COMMUN| Regular, momentary in-

terruptions of the direct-current path at the
sending end of a transmission line Also known
as dial pulsing. { ‘lip ,pals-in }

the

loop ratio§See loop transfer function. { 'liip
itaesho }

loopstick antenna Sveferrite-rodantenna {| ‘lip
istik an,ten-o }

loop stop [comput sci] A small closed loop that
is entered Lo slop the progress of a computer
Program, usually when some condition occurs
that requires intervention by the operator or that
should be brought to the Operator's attention
Also known ax stop loop. {Tp stip}

loop test [ric] A telephone or telegraph line
test that Is made byconnecting a faulty line to
good lines In such @ way as to form a loop in
which theasurements can be made to determine
the position of the fault (‘lip test |

loop transfer function [consis] For a feedback
tontrol system, the ratio af the Laplace transform
of the primary Ieedback signal to the Laplace
‘anstorm of the actuating simnal, Also knawri as
loopratio [lip 'trang-far fank-shan J
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lossless data compression

loop transmittance [cont sys] 1. The transmit-
tance between the source and sink created by
the splitting of a specified node in a signal flow
graph, 2. The transmittance between the source
and sink created by thesplitting of a node which
has been insertedin a specified branch ofa signal
flow graph in such a waythat the transmittance of
the branch in unchanged[‘Itip tranz,mit-ans)

loose coupling |eLec| Coupling of a degree less
than the critical coupling,—[‘Iiis 'kopulin |

loose list [compursci| Alist, some of whase cells
are empty and thus do not contain records of the
file. Also known.as thin list. { ‘lis ‘list )

loosely coupled computer [comput sci] A com-
puter that can function by itself and can also be
connected to ather computers to exchange data
when necessary—_{'Ilis-l@|kop-old kom'pyiid-ar}

lorad Seelodar={'‘ldrjad )
loran [wav] The designation of a family of radio

navigation systems by which hyperbolic lines of
position are determined by measuring the dil-
ference In the times of reception of synchronized
pulse signals from two or morefixed transmitters.
Derived from long-range navigation. [ 'ldran )

Lorentz gas |eLectR!A model of completely
ionized gas in which ions are assumed to be
stationary and interactions between electrons
are neglected. _{ 'lor,ens ,gas }

Lorentz localfield |eLec} In a theory of electric
polarization, the averageelectric field due to the
polarization at a molecular site that is calculated
under the assumption that the field due to
polarization by molecules inside a small sphere
centered at the site may be neglected. Also known
as Mossotti field {'lorens |l0-kat 'féld }

loss |COMMUN| Sve transmission loss [ENGI
Power that is dissipated in a device or system
without doing useful work, Also knownas internal
loss. {los}

loss current |@Lec| The current which passes
through @ capacitor as a result of the conductivity
of the dielectric and results in power loss In
thecapacitor [ELECTROMAG] The component of
the current actoss an inductor which is in phase
with the voltage (in phasor notation) and is
associated with power losses in the inductor
{ ‘los ,ko-rant}

lossercircuit |eLec] Resanant circuit having sul-
ficient high-frequency resistance to prevent sus-
tained oscillation at the resonant frequency.
(‘lés-ar \sar-kat]

loss evaluation (ELEC) A methodof achieving att
economic balance between buyer and seller in
adding material to a transformer design to get
lower losses, in which one calculates a value in
dollars per kilowatt for load loss and for no-load
loss —_{ ‘lds i,val-ya'wa-shan}

Losseveffect See injection electroluminescence
( lo,sefi,fekt }

loss factor |ELEC| The power factor of a material
multiplied byits dielectric constant; determines
the amount of heat generated in a material
{ ‘los ,fak-tor }

lossless data compression {COMMUN | Data
compression in which the recovered data are
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lossless junction

assured to be identical tothe source _{ jlos,les
‘dad-o kam,presh-an }

lossless Junction |ELECTROMAG] A waveguide
junction in which all the power incident on
the junction is reflected from it { ‘'lds-las
sjank-shan}

loss modulation See absorption modulation
{ ‘los ,maj-a,la-shan}

loss of Information Seewalkdown. { ‘los av ,in-far
ima-shan }

lossy attenuator [ELECTROMAG| In waveguide
technique, a length of waveguide deliberately
introducing a transmission loss by the use of some
dissipative material. { 'lds-é a'ten-ya,wad-ar}

lossy data compression |COMMUN| Data com-
pression in which controlled degradation of the
data is allowed { |los-@ 'dad-a kam,presh-an }

lossy Ine [ELEC| 1. Cable used in test measure-
ments which has a large attenuation per unit
length 2. Transmission line designed to have
a high degree of attenuation, { '‘los-€'tin }

fost cluster {COMPUT sci| Disk records that are
not associated with a file name ina disk directory
(‘lost 'klas-tar}

loudness analyzer [ELECTR] An instrument that
produces a cathode-ray display which showsthe
loudness of airborne sounds at a number of
subdivisions ofpart orall of the audio spectrum
{ laid-nes ,an-a,lTz-ar }

loudness control |ENG acous| A combination
volume and tone control that boosts bass
frequencies when the control is set for low
volume, to compensate automatically for the
reduced responseofthe ear to low frequenciesat
low volume levels. Also known as compensated
volume control, ('laid-nas kan,trdl}

loudspeaker=|ENG Acous| A device that converts
electrical signal energy into acoustical energy,
whichit radiates into a bounded space, such as
a room, or into outdoor space Also known as
speaker { ‘lad spék-ar}

loudspeaker dividing network See crossover
network, { 'lad,spék-ar di'vid-in ,net,wark}

loudspeaker volce coll See voice coil { ‘laud
ispék-ar 'vois ,koil }

low core |compuT sci] The locations with the
lower addresses in a computer's main storage,
usually used to store control values needed to
run the system and other critical information and
instructions. {'ld kor)

low-deflnition televislon [COMMUN] Television
that involves less than about 200 scanning lines
per complete image, { ‘Id ,def-a,nish-an 'tel-o
wizh-an }

lower half-power frequency [ELECTR] The fre-
quency on an amplifier response curve which
is smaller than the frequency for peak response
and at which the output voltage is 1//2 ofits
midbandorother reference value{'l6-or ‘haf
spau-or'fré-kwan-sé }

lower sideband=[|coMMUN| The sideband contain-
ing all frequencies belowthe carrier-frequency value
that are produced by an amplitude-modulation
process. { 'l6-ar 'sid, band }

lower-sideband upconverter=[SLECTR| Pa ting
tle amplifier in which the frequency, Hower
impedance, and gain considerations ape the
same as lor the nondegenerate amplifier, hep
however, the outjut is taken at the differen
frequency, or the lower sideband, rather than
signal-input frequency, | ‘lGar {sidj\band ‘an.kan vard-ar|

lowest required radiating power=|commun| Th
smallest power output of an antenna which will
suffice to maintain 4 specified grade of broadeass
service. Abbreviated LRRP. | 'lé-ast rilkwitg
'rad-@,acl-in patior |

lowest useful high frequency [COMMUN| Thy
lowest high frequencythat is effective at a spec.
ified time for ionospheric propagation of radio
waves between two specilied points Abbreviated
LUHF | lG-ast jylis-fal "hy fré-kwan-sé |

low-frequency [COMMUN] A Federal Communi.
cations Commission designation for the bang
from 30 to 300 kilohertz in the radio spectrum
Abbreviated LF. {'16 ,fré-kwan-sé }

low-frequency antenna [ELECTROMAG] An an.
tenna designed to transmit or receive radiation
at frequencies of less than about 300 kilohertz
{'l6 fré-kwan-sé an'ten-a}

low-frequency compensation§|ELECTR| Compen-
sation that serves to extend the frequency range
of a broad-band amplifier to lower frequencies,
{ ‘I ,fré-kwan-sé ,kém-po'sa-shan}

low-frequency current [ELEC| An alternating
current having a frequency of less than about
300 kilohertz, { 'ld ,fré-kwan-sé 'ka-ront}

low-frequency cutoff [ELECTR] A frequency be-
low which the gain of a system or device
decreases rapidly, { 'J6 ,fré-kwon-sé 'ka,dof}

low-frequency gain |ELECTR] The gain of the
voltage amplifier at frequencies less than those
frequencies at which this gain is close to its
maximum value _{ 'l6 ,fré-kwan-sé ‘gan }

low-frequency impedance corrector |ELEc|
Electric network designed to be connected to
a basic network, or to a basic network and a
building-out network, so that the combination
will simulate, at low frequencies, the sending-
end impedance, including dissipation, of a line
(‘ld ,fré-kwan-sé im'péd-ans ko,rek-tar }

low-frequency loran [NAV] A modification of
standard Joran, which operates in the low-
frequency range of approximately 100 to 200
kilohertz to increase range over land and during
daytime, and which matches cycles rather than
envelopes of pulses to obtain a more accurate
fix. Abbreviated LF loran Also knownas cycle-
matching loran.  { 'l6 ,fré-kwan-sé 'lor,an }

low-frequency padder [ELECTR] In a  super-
heterodyne receiver, a small adjustable
capacitor connectedin series with the oscillator
tuning coil and adjusted during alignment to
obtain correct calibration of the circuit at the
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; Jow-impedance

quency endol the tuning range | 1G fré--@ 'pad-ar
jarancy 0ceca {ELEcTROMAG| Prop-
ion of radio waves at frequencies be-

af ren 30.and 300 Kilohertz, | 48 \fré-kwan-se
prip-3'ea-shon | ;
frequency ‘transconductance=[tLectr)| The

low" vo in the plate current of a vacuum tube
Fed by the changeIn the control-grid yoltage
ae produces it. at frequencies smal| enough far
Ne nwo quantities lo be considered in phase
Ha dreskwan's® stranz-kan'dak:tans|

requency tube [ELEcTR| An electron tube
‘Swotatedat frequencies small enough so that the
ans time of ah electron betweenelectrodesis
much smaller thanthe periodof oscillation of the
voltage | ‘1d [ré-kwan-se 'tilb|measurement [ELECTH The

measurement of an Impedance which is small
enough to necessitate use af Indirect methods
ig im,ped-ans ‘mezharmant |

welmpedance switching tube |JELecTR| A gas
tube which has a static impedance on the order
af 19,000 ohms, but zero or negative dynamic
impedance, ane therefore can be used as 4 relay
and transmits information with negligible loss as
wall [1G im,pad-ans 'swich-iy ,tiib |

jow level feLecte| The less positive of the two
jogic levels or states inva digital logic system,
("6 leval |

Jaw-Ire

Io

Jow-level language=|COMPuTsci| A computerlan-
guage consisting of mnemonics that directly
correspond ta machine language instructions;
for example, an assembler that converts the
interpreted code of a higher-level language to
machine language. { ‘ld ,lev-al ‘lan-gwij }

low-level logic clrcult |ELECTR] A modification of
adiode-transistorlogic circuit in which a resistor
and capacitorin parallel are replaced by a diode,
with the result that a relatively small voltage
swing is required at the base ofthe transistor to
switch iton or off Abbreviated LLL circuit {16
iev-al ‘laj-ik ,sar-kat }

low-level modulatlon [ELECTR] Modulation pro-
duced at a point in a system where the power level
is low compared with the powerlevel at the out-
putofthe system—[ld lew-al ;maj-a'la-shan|

low-loss eiLec| Having a small dissipation of
electric onelectromagnetic power, [la ‘lds |

low-noise amplifier jeLecre| An amplifier having
very low background nolse when the desired
signal is weak or absent; field-effect transistors
are usedin audii preamplifiers for this purpose

_ [16 ndiz'am-pla,fi-ar|
low-noise Preamplifier (becre| Alow-roalseam-

plifier placed in a systert prior to the main
amplifier, sometimes close to the scurce: used
to establish a satisfactory naise figure at an
arly point in the system, | 4@ ,ndiz pré'am-
plafiar |

“order |compuT sci| Pertaining to the digit
Which contributes the smallest amount to the
value of a numeral, or to its position, or to the
tightmostposition of a word. {.'I6 ,or-dar|
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LSA diode

low-pass band-pass transformation—See fre-
quency transformation { 'ld ,pas 'band ,pas
itranz:far,ma-shan }

low-passfilter [ELEC] A filter that transmits al-
ternating currents belowa givencutoff frequency
and substantially attenuates all other currents
{ 'l6 pas 'fil-tar }

low-powertelevision statlon (commun | A televi-
sion broadcasting facility limited in transmitter
output so as to provide reception in only a local
area, with a typical service area radius of 3-
16 miles (5-26 kilometers), Abbreviated LPTV
station ('I6 {pau-er 'tel-a,vish-an ,sta-shan }

tow-Qfilter [evkerR| A filter in which the energy
dissipated in each cycleisafairly large fraction of
the energy stored in the filter { ‘lO !kyii 'fil-tor }

low-reactance grounding |ELEc] Use of ground-
ing connections with a moderate amount of
inductance to effect a moderate reduction in the
short-circuit current created by a line-to-ground
fault, { 'l6 r€jak-tans 'grauind-in }

low side [compuT sci] The part of a controller
or other remote device that communicates with
terminals or other remote devices, rather than
with the host computer {'ld,sTd}

low-technology robot [cont sys} The simplest
type of robot, with only two or three degrees
of freedom, and only the end points of motion
specified, using fixed and adjustable stops
{ 'I6 tekjnal-9-jé 'r6,bat |

low-tler system [ComMuUN| A wireless telephone
system that provides high quality and low-delay
voice and data capabilities but has small cells,
{ 13 'tér |sis-tam )

low voltage |ELEC] 1. Voltage which is small
enough to be regarded as safe for indoor use,
usually 120 volts in the United States. 2. Volt-
age which is less than that needed for normal
operation; a result of low voltage may be burnout
of electric motors due to loss of electromotive
force. { ‘16 'vGl-tij }

low-voltage relay |coMMUN|A relay that re-
sponds to the drop in voltage (increase in
current) when a telephone line becomesactive;
usedto activate interception and eavesdropping
equipment. [ ‘ld ivGl-tij 'ré,18 }

L pad {ENG acous|}A volume control having
essentially the same impedance atall settings.
{ ‘el pad }

LPM See lines per minute
LPTV statlon See low-powertelevision station

{ elipéité'vé ,sta-shan}
LQG problem See linear-quadratic-Gaussian

problem—_{felikyiiij@ ,prab-lam }
LAC See longitudinal redundancy check
LARP See lowest required radiating power
LSA dlode [ELEcTR] A microwave diode in which

aspace charge is developed in the semiconductor
by the applied electric field and is dissipated
during each cycle before it builds up appreciably,
thereby limiting transit time and increasing the
maximum frequencyof oscillation. Derived from
limited space-charge accumulation diode. _{ !el
testa 'di,ac }
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LSA mode

LSA modeSee |imited space-charge accumulation
mode  {{elies'd mad }

LSB See least significantbit.
L-scan See L-display. (‘el skan }
L-scope SeeL-display ‘el ,skdp}
LSI clrcult See large-scale integrated circuit. {jel

les'T ,sar-kat }
Luenberger observer [CONTSYs] Acompensator

driven by both the inputs and measurable
outputs of a control system { 'ltin,barg-ar
ab'zar-var}

LUHF See lowest useful high frequency.
Lukaslewlez notatlon See Polish notation. (Iii

ikd-shé',vits nd,ta-shan }
luminalre [ELEC] An electric lighting fixture, wall

bracket, portable lamp, or other complete light-
ing unit designed to contain one or moreelectric
lighting sources and associated reflectors, refrac-
tors, housing, and such support for those items
asnecessary,{illi-mainer}

luminance carrler See picture carrier.
nons ,kar-é-ar}

luminance channel [comMMUN] A path intended
primarily for the luminance signal in an analog
colortelevision system, _{ ‘lii-me-nans ,chan-al}

tuminance primary [COMMUN] One of the three
transmission primaries whose amount deter-
mines the luminance of a color in a color video
system, { 'lii-ma-nons 'pri,mer-é }

luminancesignal {comMMUN| The color videosig-
nal that is intended to have exclusive control of
the luminance of the picture Also known as Y
signal. {‘li-ma-nans ,sig-nol}

luminescent cell See electroluminescent panel
{ ,li-ma'nes-ant 'sel }

luminescent screen (ELEcTR| The screen in a
cathode-ray tube, which becomes luminous
when bombarded by an electron beam and
maintains its luminosity for an appreciable time
( ,!G-ma'nes-ant 'skrén )

luminous sensitivity [ELECTR] For a phototube,
the quotient of the anode current by the incident
luminousflux. {'Iti-ma-nas ,sen-sa'tiv-ad-é }

lumped constant [ELEC| Asingle constantthatis
electrically equivalent to the total of that type of
distributed constant existing in a coil or circuit.
Also known as lumped parameter, { ‘lampt
'kén-stant}

lumped-constant network=[ELEc| An analytical
tool in which distributed constants (inductance,
capacitance, and resistance) are represented as
hypothetical components. { ‘lampt jkdén-stent
‘net,wark}

{ 'li-ma-
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lumped discontinulty=|ELECTROMAG] An an
ical tool in the study of microwave clit
in which the effective values of jneiey Uy
capacitance, and resistance representiny
continuity in a waveguide are shown as
components ofequivalent value [ ‘lamp :ikant-on'ti-ad-é dis

lumped element [ELECTROMAG| A secting
transmission line designed so that electric A
magnetic energy is concentrated in it at specif
frequencies, and inductance or Capacitance at
therefore be regardedas concentratedin jt, rath ul
than distributed over the length of the 4) a
| ‘lompt'el-a-mant| if

lumped impedance=|ELECTROMAG) An IMPeda noe
concentrated in a single componentrather tha
distributed throughoutthe length ofa trang, i, ; i aa Mis.
sion line. {'lampt im'péd-ans } i

lumped parameter See lumped COnstany{ 'lempt pe'ram-od-or} if

Luneberg lens=[ELECTROMAG] A type of antenng
consisting of a dielectric sphere whose index «Gj
refraction varies with distance from the Center of
the sphere so that a beam ofparallel rays falling
on the lens is focused at a point on the lan,
surface diametrically opposite from the direction
of Inciderice, and, conversely, energy emanatin
froma point on the surfaceis focused intoa plane
wave. Accurately spelled Luneburg lens. | ‘{q,
na,barg ,lenz }

Luneburg lens See Luneberg lens
slenz }

Luxemburg effect [commun Cross modulation
between two radio signals during their passage
through the lonosphere, due to the nonlinearly
ol the propagation characteristics of free charges
Inspace | luk-som, bare |,fekt ]

I value See left value. { ‘el ,val-yii}
LVDT Seelinear variable-differential transformer,
Lyapunov functlon=(MarTH] A function of a vector

and of time which is positive-definite and has a
negative-definite derivative with respect to time
for nonzero vectors,is identically zero for the zero
vector, and approachesinfinity as the norm of
the vector approachesinfinity; used in deter-
mining the stability of control systems. Also
spelled Liapunov function. { 1@'ap-o,nof ,fagk
shan}

Lyapunov stability criterlon [coNT sys] A
method of determining the stability of systems
(usually nonlinear) by examining the sign-
definitive properties of an associated Lyapunov
function. { l@'ap-a,nof ste'bil-ad-é kri,tir-é-an }

Nee.
G2 die
Cliscretg
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apabyte
F eenilliampere

AG. See message authentication code
machine [COMPUT sci] 1. A mechanical, electric,
oy electronic device, suchas a camputer, tabula-
Par sorter, OT collator, 2.A simplified, abstract

model of an internally programmed computer,
such as a Turing machine. {| mo'shén }

machine address |COMPUT Sci] The actual and
“Unique internal designation of the location at
which an ingtruction or datum Is to be stored
or from which it is to. be retrieved. ( ma'sh@n
a'dres |

machine available time=[compur sei] The time
during which a computer haslls power turned on,
js not undergoing maintenance, and is thought
tobe operating properly—[| ma'shén a'val-a-bal

Bene check [COMPUT Scl| A check that tests
whether the parts of equipment are function-
jng properly Also known as hardware check
{ma'shén chek
achine-check Indicator |comPuT sci] A protec-
tive device which turns on when certain condi-
tions arise within the computer; the computer
can be programmedto stop or to run a separate

correction routine or to ignore the condition.
«© {ma'shén ,chek ,in-da,kad-ar)
machine code [COMPUT scI| 1. A computer rep-

fesentation of a character, digit, or action com-
Mand in internal form. 2. A computerinstruc-
tlon in internal format, or that part of the
Instruction which identifies the action to be per-
formed 3. The setofall instruction types that

pparticular computer can execute. { ma'shénv 6d ]
machine conditions |compur sci] A component

ofa task descriptor that specifies the contents of
all programmable registers in the processor, such
as arithmetic and index registers, { ma'shén
han'dish-ane |

machine cycle [compur sci 1. The shortest pe-
fiod of time at the end of which a series of
évents inthe operation of a computerts repeated
2. The series of events itself. | ma'shén stkal |

Machine-dependent {compu sci] Referring ta
Dropramminglanguages, programs, systems, and
Procedures that can be used only on a particular
fomputeroron a line of computers manufactured

Asingle company, | ma'shén di,pen-dant|
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machine error |compuT sci] A deviation from
correctness in computer-processed data, caused
by equipmentfailure  { ma'shén ,er-ar }

machine-gun microphone See line microphone
{ ma'shén ,gan 'mi-kra,fon }

machine-Independent (comput sci] Referring to
programs and procedures which function in es-
sentially the same mannerregardless of the ma-
chine on which they are carried out. { ma'shén
sin-da'pen-dant}

machine Instruction {computsci] A setofdigits,
binary bits, or characters that a computercan rec-
ognize and act upon, and that, when interpreted
or decoded, indicates the action to be performed
and which operandis to be involved in the action
{ mo'shén in,strak-shan}

machine instructlon statement |comPuT sci] A
statement consisting usually of a tag, an op-
erating code, and one or more addresses
{ mo'shén injstrak-shan ,stat-ment}

machine interruption§{compurTscl] A halt incom-
puter operations followed by the beginning of
a diagnosis procedure, as a result of an error
detection (ma‘shén ,int-a'rap-shan}

machine language [comput scij The set of in-
structions available to a particular digital com-
puter, and by extension the format of a computer
program in its final form, capable of being
executed byacomputer { ma'shén,lan-gwij }

machine language code [compuT Scl| A set of
instructions appearing as combinationsof binary
digits { mo'shéntlan-gwij 'kdd }

machine learning [comput sci] The process or
technique by which a device modifies its own
behavioras the result of its past experience and
performance. { ma'shén lorn-in }

machine logle [comput scij The structure of
a computer, the operation it performs, and the
type and form of data used_internally
{ ma'shén ,laj-ik }

machine operator [COMPUT sci] The person who
manipulates the computer controls, brings up
and closes down the computer, and can override
a number of computer decisions. { ma'shén
\ap-a,rad-ar}

machine-orlented language See computer-
oriented language [{ ma'shén ,or-@len-tad ‘lan:
gwij }

machtine-oriented programming system {compuT
scl| A system written in assembly language (or
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machine processible form

macro code) directly oriented toward the com-
puter's internal language { mo'shén !or-€,ent-
ad 'prd,gram-in ,sis-taim}

machine processible form —|compuTsci] Anyin-
put medium such as a punchcard, papertape,or
magnetic tape—{ mo'shén |priis,es-9-bal 'form }

machine-readable See machine-sensible. { mo
‘shen 'réd-arbal

machlne-recognizable See machine-sensible
{ ma'shén ,rek-ig'niz-a-bal}

machine ringing=|conmun| in a telephone sys-
tem. ringing which is started either mechanically
or by-an operator, after which it continues auto-
matically until the call is answered or abandoned
{ mo'shén ,rip-in }

machine run Seerun. { mo'shén {ran }
machine script) |compur sci] Any data written

in a form that ean immediately be used by a
computer { ma'shén,skript }

machine-sensible=|compursci| Capable of being
read or sensed by a device, usually by one
designed and built specifically for this task.
Also knewn as machinable: machine-readable:
machine-recagnizable; mechanized. { ma'shén
isersarbal }

machine-sensible Information=(compur scl In-
larmation in a form which can be read by a
specilied machine. { ma'shén |sen-sa-bal ,in-
far'm4-shan|

machine-spotled tlme [compur sci] Computer
time wasted on production runs that cannot be
completed or whose results are made worthless
by a computer malfunction, plus extensionsof
running time on runs that are hampered by a
malfunction. { mo'shén!spoild tim |

machine switching system See automatic ex-
change. { ma'shén 'swich-in ,sis-tam }

machine-tool control |compuT sci] The com-
puter coritrol af a machinetoolfor a specific jab
by means of a special programming language
(ma'sh@n til kan,trdl )

machinetranslation See mechanical translation
{ ma'shén tranz'la-shan}

machine vislon See computer vision __{ ma'shén
Wial-an }

machine word [comput sci] The fundamental
unit of information in a word-organized digital
computer, consisting of a fixed numberofbi-
nary bits, decimal digits, characters, or bytes
{ mo'shén ,ward|

macro See macroinstruction. { 'mak-rd }
macroassembler=|compu'r sci] A program made

up of one or more sequences of assettibly lan-
gliayje statements, cach sequence represented by
asymbolic name. | {mak-ra-o'sern-blar}

Mmacrocode jcomplt sci) A coding and pro-
gramming language that assembles groups of
computer instructions into single instructions
( ‘iak-ra,kdd }

macrodefinitlon [comput sci] A statement that
defines a macroinstruction and the set of ordi-
naryinstructions which it replaces, { !mak-rd
idefa'nish-on }

macroexpansion=[Comer sci] Instructions gen-
erated by a macroinstruction and inserted into
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an assembly language program { tmik'span-chan} ma

macro flow chart [comput sci| A Braphicay 4
resentation of the overall logic of a Compe
programin which entire segments or subrowe rt
ol the programare represented by single jy)
and ho attempt is made to specify the wa
tailed operation of the program
schdrt

macrogeneration§|compuT sci| The CEALlon ap
many machineinstructionsfrom one magreyy, i
{imak-rd,jen-aira-shan} Ory

macrogenerator See macroprocessor
jen-a,rad-ar}

macrolnstruction §=|compur sci| An Instruction ‘
a higher-level language whichis equivaliny ta :
specific set of one or more ordinary inStructign.
in the same language. Also known as Magy ;
{ }mak-rG-in'strak-shan } Mi

macrolanguage=[ComPUT Sci] A computer lane
guage that manipulates stored strings in which
particular sites of the string are marked so that
other strings can beinserted In these sites Whey)
the stored string Is brought forth—| Mak.slageewl| |

macrolibrary [comput sci}A collection of
prewritten specialized but unparticularized
routines (or sets of statements) which reside jnMass storage.  ['mak-rG,|i,brer-6 }

macroparameter=|Compuy sci] The character in
a macro operand which will complete an open
subroutine created by the macralnstruction,
{ makerG-pa'ram-ad-ar |

macroprocessor=|coMplr sail A plece of soft
ware which replaces gach macroinstructian in
a computer program by the set of ordinary
instructions which it stands for. Also known ae
Macrogenerator. { |mak-ra'pras,es-ar}

macroprogram==|COMPUT sci] A computer pro-
gram that consists of macroinstructions,
{ ma'kr6'prd,gram | m

macroprogramming=|compuTsci| The process af il
A

| ‘Mak-ra Ny

 
(imaegy

 
writing machine procedure statements in terms
of macroinstructions. { {mak-r'prd,gram-in}

macroskeleton [comput scij A definition of a
macroinstruction in a precise but content-free
way, which can be particularized by a processor
as directed by macroinstruction parameters. Also
known as model. | {mak-ra'skel-a-tan }

macrasystem [COMPUT Sci] A language in which
words represent a number of machine instruc-
tions. {'mak-rd,sis-tam }

macro virus [comput sci|A virus that hides
inside document and spreadsheet files used
by popular word processing and spreadsheet
applications. { |mak-r'viras }

madistor ELECTR] A cryogenic semiconductor
device in which injection plasma can be steered
or contrelled by transverse magnetic fields, to
give the action of aswitch | ma'dis-tar )

MADTSev microallay diffused transistor
MAG See maximum available gain
magamp See magnetic amplifier. ('mag,amp}
magazine=|comrtir sci] A holder of microfilm or

magnetic recording media strips. (!mag-a!zén }  
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{ imak.ra. See cathode-ray tuning indicatorae kT)
\ ee Sev hybrid tee. ['maj-ik't@ |

mad egium anode /FLec| Bar of magnesium
eated in the earth, connected toan underground
able to prevent cable corrosion due to electral-

e js, [maginGzé-am 'an,dd }
ysesium cell [ELEC] A primary cell in which
Tenegative electrode is made af magnesium or
pneofitsalloys. | Mag'né-2é-om {sel|

nesium-copper sulfide rectifier [cLectr|
pry-dlisk rectifier consisting of magnesium in
contact with copper sulfide ( mag'né-2é-0m
ikgjp-ar sal, fid ‘rek-ta,fi-ar |

magnesium-manganese dioxide cell |rLec|
gee of electrochemical (dry) cell battery in

which the active elements are Magnesium and
manganese dioxide {| mag'né-zé-om 'man-ga
nes divak,sid sel |

jraphical reps
la COMP Uter
Fsubroutines
single Blocks
cily the qe
[ 'mak-r "fg

+ creation of
2 Macroword

{imak.-ra!

Natruction |p
uivalent to g
‘instructions
‘N as macro,

Imputer lan. agnesium-silver chloride cell (eLec| A reserve
ngs in which primary cell that is activated.by addi ne water; ac
irked so that tive elements afe Magnesiumandsilverchloride
ie sites when [maginé-zé-am 'sil-var 'klor id ,sel ]

{ 'mak-r6 magnesyn [ELEC] A portion of a repeater unit, a
two-pole permanently magnetized rotar within
3 three-phase two-pote delta-connected stator
which carries the indicating pointer andis free
jo rotate in any direction. {'mag-na,sin |

magnetically focused tube [ELEcTR| An image
tube in which electrons from the photocathade
are accelerated byelectric fields and forced into
tight spiral paths as they are further accelerated
by a uniform magnetic field down the center of
thetube. | mag'ned-asklé [f6-kast 'tiib }

magnetle amplifier [ELECTR] A device that em-
ploys saturable reactors to modulate the flow
of alternating-current electric power to a load in
response to a lower-energy-level direct-current
input signal. Abbreviated magamp. Also known
astransductor | mag'ned-ik ‘am: pla,ff-ar |

magnetic bubble memory See bubble memary
| mag'ned:ik (bab-al jmem-ré }

magnetic card [Compur sci| A card with a mag-
netic surface on which data can be stored by
selective magnetization | mag'ned-ik 'kard |

‘Magnetic card file |compur sei] A direct-access
storage device In which units of data are stored
on magnetic cards contained in one or more
Magazines fram which theyare withdrawn, when
addressed, to be carried at high speed past a
tead/write head, {| mag'necl-ik "kare fil ]

Magnetic cell |eLecte| One unit of a magnetic
memory, capable of storing one bit of infor-
Mation asa zero state ora one state (mag'ned:ik'sel ]

Magnetic character |conpur Si) A character
Printed with magnetic ink, as on bank cheeks,

tection—of
articularized
ich residein

characterin
ete an open
dinstruction

ece of soft.
‘struction in
of ordinary

30 known as
ar}
Nputer pro-
nstructions,

le process of
nts in terms
.gram-in }
nition of a
content-free
a processor
meters. Also
an}
ige in which
ine instruc-

that hides
files used

spreadsheet

riconductor

\ be steered ‘for reading by machines as well as by humans.
ic fields, to J mag'ned-th 'harik-tar |
3-tor } Magnetic character reader COMPUT scl] A char-
on acter reader that reads special type fonts printed

ih, magnetic ink, such as those used on bank
nag,amp} ecks, and feeds the character data directly to
nicrofilm or 4 computer for processing { mag'ned-ik tkarik.
mag-aizén} Tar rRekar | :
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magnetic drum

magnetic character sorter [compursci| Adevice
that reads documents printed with magnetic ink;
all data read are stared, and records are sorted on
any required feld, Also known as magnetic doc-
ument sorter-reader. { mag'ned-ik tkanike-tar
ssOrd-ar}

magnetic core Also known as core [ELECTR] A
configuration of tagnetle material. usually a
mixture of iron oxide of ferrite particles mixed
with a binding agent and formed into a tiny
doughnutlike shape, that is placed in a spatial
relationship ta cufrent-carrying conductors, and
is used to maintain a magnetic polarization for
the purpose of staring data, or fer its ronlinear
properties as a logic element Alsa known as
memory core. [ELECTROMAG] A quantity of fer-
rous material placed in a coll or transformer to
provide a better path thanair for magnetic flux.
thereby increasing the inductance of the coll and
increasing the coupling between (he windings of
atransformer | mag'nerd-ik "ker }

magnetic core multiplexer=fcoxpur Sc] Adevice
which channels many bit inputs inte a single
output—[ mag'ned-ik {kor 'mal-ta,plek-sar}

magnetic core storage [compur sci| A computer
Storage system in which each of thousands of
Magnetic cores stores one bit of information,
current pulses are sent through, wires thread-
ing through the cores to. record or read out
data; used extensively in the 1950s and 1940s,
and still used in specialized military applica-
tions and in space vehicles Also known as
core memory; core storage. { mag'ned-ik ‘kor
'stor-ij }

magnetic cumulative generator
compression generator
Jlad-iv 'jen-a,rad-ar}

magnetic deflection |cLectr| Deflection of an
electron beam by the action of a magnetic field,
as in @ television picture tube | rmag'ned.ik
di'flek-shan}

magnetic delay line (eLectr| Delaylineused for
the sterage of data in a camputer, consisting
essentially of a metallic medium along which
the velocity of the propagation of magnetic
energyis small compared to the speed oflight,
storage is accomplished by the recirculation of
wave patterns containing information, usually in
binary form. | mag'ned-k di'la lin |

magnetic dipole antenna [ELECTROMAG] Simple
loop antenna capable of radiating an electro-
magnetic wave in response to a circulation of
électriccurrent intheloop, { mag'ned-ik ‘di, polan,ten-a |

magnetic disk |compur sci] A rotating circular
plate having a magnetizable surface on which
Information may be stored as a pattern af
polarized spats on concentric recording tracks
( mag'ned-ik 'disk|

magnetic document sorter-reader See Magnetic
character sorter—{ mag'ned-ik tdakya-smant
‘sord-ar'réd-ar }

magnetic domain memory Set domain-tip
memory. | mag'ned-ik da'man jmem-ré |

magnetic drum Serdrum,  ( map'nec-ik ‘dram }

See flux-
{ magined-ik {kyii-mya
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 magnetic drum receiving equipment

magnetic drum receiving equipment [ELECTR]
Radar developed for detection of targets beyard
line of sight using ionospheric reflection and
very low power { mag'ned-ik ‘dram ri'sév-ig i
wipemant |

magnetic drum storage See drum
\drom 'stor-ij }

magnetic earphone [ENG Acous| An earphone
in which variations in electric current produce
variations in a magnetic field, causing motion of
adiaphragm. { mag'ned.-ik 'ir,fOn }

magnetic element=|ENG| Thatpart of an instru-
ment producing or influenced by magnetism
{ mmag'ned-ik ‘el-o-mant }

magnetic flim See magnetic thin film. { mag'ned-
ik ‘film }

magnetic flring circult (ELECTR) A type offiring
circuit in which the capacitor is discharged
through the igniter by saturating a reactor, which
is connected in series with the capacitor; often
usedin ignitron rectifiers to obtain longerlife and
greater reliability than is possible with thyratron
firing tubes, { mag'ned.-ik ‘fir-ip ,sor-katJ

magnetic flux quantum [ELEC| A fundamental
unit of magnetic flux, the total magnetic flux in a
fluxoid in a type ll superconductor, equal to f/(2e),
where f is Planck's constant and eis the mag-
nitude of the electron charge, or approximately
207 x 107!> weber { mag,ned:ik 'flaks ,kwan-
tom }

magnetichead | £LEcTR| The electromagnet used
for reading, recording, or erasing signals on a
magnetic disk, drum, or tape. Also known as
magnetic read/write head. { mag'ned.ik 'hed }

magnetic-ink character recognition§|comPuT
sci| That branch of character recognition which
involves the sensing of magnetic-ink characters
for the purpose of determining the charac-
ter’s most probable identity Abbreviated MICR
{ mag'ned-ik {ink ‘kar-ik-tor rek-igyoish-an |

magnetic loudspeaker |ENG Acous| Loud-
speaker in which acoustic waves are produced
by mechanical forces resulting from magnetic
reactions. Also known as magnetic speaker
{ mag'ned-ik 'laud,spék-or}

magnetic memory Sve magnetic storage
'ned-ik 'mem-ré }

magnetic memory plate  |ELECTR] Magnetic
memory consisting of a ferrite plate having a
grid of small holes through which the read-in
and read-out wires are threaded; printed wiring
may be applied directly to the plate in place
of conventionally threaded wires, permitting
mass productionof plates having a high storage
capacity { mag'ned-ik |mem-ré ,plat }

magnetic microphone [ENG Acous] A micro-
phone consisting of a diaphragm acted upon
by sound waves and connected to an armature
which varies the reluctance in a magnetic field
surrounded by a coil Also known as reluc-
tance microphone, variable-reluctance micro-
phone _{ mag'ned-ik 'mT-kra,fOn }

magnetic modulator [ELECTR] A modulator in
which a magnetic amplifier serves as the mod-

{ mag'ned.ik

{ mag

wating element for impressing an inte
signal on acartier,  (mag'ned-ik 'maj-5

magnetic pinch See pinch effect.
‘pinch}

magnetic printing [rLecte) The permaneny ;
usually undesired transfer OF a recorded and
nal from one section of a magnetic recordt
medium to another when these sectigng m4
brought together, as ona reel of tape Ale, knee
as crosstalk; magnetic transfer | mag'ngie‘print-in | lh

magnetic random access Memory=|Co)4111)+ <.,
A nonvolatile memory in which submicrometer:
sized magnetic structures store digital inlorma:
tion in their magnetic orientation AbbreviatedMRAM, [ magined-ik rarsdam ‘ak,sos
re)

magnetic read/write head See magnetic heaq
{ mag'ned-ik {réd {rit jhe}

magnetic recorder [ELECTR] An instrument thay
records information, generally in the for of
audio-frequency or digital signals, on Magnetic
tape or magnetic wire as magnetic variations in
the medium. ( mag'ned-ik ti'kord-ar|

magnetic recording [ELECTR] Recording by
means of a signal-controlled magnetic field
{ mag'ned:ik ri'kord-in } i

magnetic reproducer |ELECTR] An instrument
which moves a magnetic recording medium, such
as a tape, wire, or disk, past an electromagnetic
transducer that converts magnetic signals on
the medium intoelectric signals. { mag'ned-ik
\ré-pro'di-sar}

magnetic reproducing [ELECTR The conversion
of information on magnetic tape or magnetic
wire, which was originally produced by electric
signals, back into electric signals. ( mag'ned-ik
iré-pro‘dil-sin }

magnetic rotation§[optics] 1.]n a weak magnetic
field, the rotation of the plane of polarization
of fluorescent light emitted perpendicular to
the field and perpendicular to the propagation
direction of the incident light, 2. Sec Faraday
effect. { mag'ned-ik rd'ta-shon }

magnetic shift register {comput scl| A shift reg-
ister in which the pattern of settings of a row of
magnetic coresis shifted one step along the row
by each new input pulse; diodes in the coupling
loaps between cores prevent backward flow of
information. [ mag'ned-ik ‘shift ,rej-o-stor}

magnetic sound track=|ENG AcoUS| A magnetic
tape, attached toa motionpicture film, on which
asound recording is made. { mag'ned-ik 'saun
itratk }

magnetic speaker See magnetic loudspeaker
( mag'ned-ik 'spék-ar}

magnetic spin transistor See magnetic switch
{ mag,ned-ik ,spin tran'zis-tar}

magnetic stepping motor Sec stepper motor
{ mag'ned-ik 'step-in ymde-ar|

magnetic storage9[compursci| Adevice utilizing
magnetic properties of materials to store data;
may be roughly divided into two categories.
moving (drum, disk, tape) and static (core,

lligen eC
slad-ary

{ MaB'ned.|,

Mery:
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Also known as magnetic memory1g an intel}; film) & ,; storll |
dik 'malj-9, tg, pee icoMettr sci] A small length of
ct, [ maging e Bape ona card or badge, containingr atic te phe .
Je petmanent shat js machine-readable, | magined-ik
fa recordar
ABNETC peg
1ese sections
ftape Also know
er { marine
ory [comny
h submicromens |
re digital info
ition Abbrey|a
am 'ak,ses Men

P| er jcompur sci| A ledgernetic arrpedpeo typing device which
t UFcoded data on a magnetic strip on the
ae typing oul the data on the sheet; the

twh strip can be reac directly by a special
een to a computer { mag'ned-ik

ptetoh jeLecte| A switching device
ting of three metallic layers (a paramag-
jayer between (wo ferromagnetic layers},

ction is based on electron Spin and
rolled by a small magnetic field. Also
as bipolarspin device; bipolar spin switch,

etic spit transistor; spin transistor, spin
me jmaginechik ‘ewich | /

tape JeLecth| A plasti¢, paper, or metal
that is coated or impregnated with mag-

teable (ron oxide particles, used In magnetic
rding and in computer storage chiefly lor
jvingand backup [ mag'ned:Ik 'tap |

wnetic tape core |FLecrr| Toroidal core
med by winding a strip of thin magnetic tore

eternal araundaform—| mag'necl-ik tap 'kor|
glic tape flle operation {COMPUT sci| All the

lated to creating, sorting, inputting, and
tenance of magnetic tapes in a magnetic
environment { mag'ned-ik tap ‘fil ép-a

& Magnetic hp

*| Recording
J magnetic faig:

2] An instrumeay)
ling medium, sya
n electromagn:
gnetic signals gq:
us { mag'ned|

The ¢ 0 an J .Coe=oer gtic tape group [comPur sci] A cabinet
duced by ol ining two or more magnetic tape units,
ls { mag'nedif ch of which can operate independently, butsometimes share one or more channels

h which they communicate with a central
neessor. Also known as tape cluster; tape

group. [ mag'ned-ik tap ,griip}rhein netic tape ilbrarlan |compur sci] Routine
2 SeFa vprovides a computer the means to

matically run a sequence of programs.
ed: k (tap [T,brer-é-an |

ic tape masterfile |compur sci| A mag-
hlape consisting ofa set of related elements

n)
\JT Sci] A shifttele
tttings of a rowed
tep along the)

= in thie I is found in a payroll, an inventory, orPoo WN accounts receivable; @ master file is, as a
‘ift ,rel-o-star ll 1 tile. periodically updated | mag'ned-ik itap1 ae
cous] A mag el }

atic tape Parity |comPuT sci| A check per-
on the data. bits on a tape; usually

“OOO'(ot ever) condition is expected and
‘Occurrence of the wrong parity indicates

aah of an error |. mag'ned-ik itap

urefilm, on whi
mag'ned-ik ‘ss

atic loudspea

ic awit
magnetic : tape reader |eLectr| A computer de-

i, is capable of Teading information
u on magnetic tape by transforming this
al into electric pulses | mag'ned-ik

2 stepper mol

Adevice utllle
als to store

two catego
ind static {00

ar

'ape station [COMPUT Sci] On-line de-
Provides write, read, and erase data on
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magnetohydrodynamic generator

Magnetic tape to permit high-speed storage of
data | mag'nedsik {lap ,sta-shan. |

magnetic tape storage |compuy sci| Storage of
binary information on magnetic tape, generally
on 5 to IN. tracks; with up to several thousand
bits per inch (more than a thousand bits per
centimeter] on each track { tmag'ned-Ik {lap
sstor-i] | :

magnetic tape switching unit [COMPUT Sei) A
device which permits the computer operator
to bring into play any number of tape drives
as required by the system. [ mag'ned-ik {lap
‘swich-in vyti-nat|

magnetic tape terminal [compur sci{ Device
which converts pulses in series to pulses in
parallel while checking for bit parity priar ta
the entry in buffer storage. | mag'ned-ik {tap
‘tormarval |

magnetic tape unit [computsci| A computer unit
that usually consists of a tape transport, reading
and recording heads, and associated electric
and electronic equipment. { mag'ned-ik itapvytlnat }

magnetic thin fllm [SOLID stare] A sheetorcylin-
der of magnetic material less than 5 microme-
ters thick, usually possessing uniaxial magnetic
anisatrapy; used mainly in computer storage
and logic elements. Also knownas ferromagnetic
film. magnetic film | mag'ned-ik 'thin {film |

Magnetic transfer Se’ magnetic printing,
{ mag'ned-Ik ‘tranz-far }

magnetle tunnel Junction [eLEcTR| A magnetic
storage and switching device in which two
magnetic layers are separated by an insulating
barrier, typically aluminum oxide, that is anly |-2
nanometers thick, allowing an electronic current
whose magnitude depends on the orientation
of both magnetic layers to tunnel through the
barrier whenit is subject to a small electric bias.
{ magined-ik 'tan-al ,jank-shan}

magnetizing current {ELec| The current that
flows through the primary winding of a power
transformer when no loads are connected to the
secondary winding; this current establishes the
magnetic field inthe core and furnishes enerey for
the no-load powerlosses in the core. Also known
as exciting Current.—( 'mag-na,tiz-in ,kacrant |.

Magneto |fLEC| Analternating-current generator
that uses one or more permanent magnets to
produce its magnetic field; frequently used as
a source of ignition energy on tractor. marine,
industrial, and aviation engines. Also known as
magnetoelectric generator | mag'néd-d }

Mmagnetoelectric generator Swmagneto. { mag
Inéd--l'tek-trik jens, radbar |

magnetoelectronics [ELECTR] The use of electron
spin (as opposed to charge) in electronic devices,
Also known as spin electronics; spintranics.
{ magned-d-i-lek'triin-iks }

magnetohydrodynamie generator |eLec| A sys-
tem for generating electric power in which the
kinetic energy of a flowing conducting fluid
is converted to electric energy by a magne-
tohydredynamic interaction. Abbreviated MHD
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magnetooptical switch

generator { maginéd-6,hi-dra-di'ndm-ik ‘jen-a
irad-or }

magnetooptical switch [comput scl] A thin-film
Modulator which acts on a laser beam by
polarization, causing the beam to emerge from
the output prism at a different angle. { mag
inéd-6)4p-ta-kal 'swich }

magnetooptic disk |comMUN|A data storage
device in which information is stored in small
magnetic marks along tracks on a rotating disk;
the information is read by sensing the change
in polarization of reflected focused light and can
be altered by using a higher-power focused light
spot to locally heat the medium and, with the
application of an external magnetic field, switch
the magnetic domains of the material. { mag
ined-6,ap-tik ‘disk }

magnetooptic Kerr effect {optics} Changespro-
duced in the optical properties of a reflecting
surface of a ferromagnetic substance when the
substance is magnetized; this applies especially
to the elliptical polarization of reflected light,
when the ordinary rules of metallic reflection magnetron |£Lectr) One of a [amil
would give only plane polarized light. Also known
as Kerr magnetooptical effect. { maginéd-6
iap-tik ‘kar i,fekt }

magnetooptic materlal=|optics| A material whose
optical properties are changed by an applied
magnetic field. { maginéd-djap-tik ma'tir-é-al

magnetooptic recording [ENG] Anerasable data
storage technology in which data are stored on a
rotating disk in a thin magnetic layer that may be
switched between two magnetization states by magnetron oscillator [ELECTR] Oscillator circult
the combination of a magneticfield and a pulse
of light from a diode laser { mag,ned-6,4p-tik
ri'kord-in } magnetron pulling |ELectR| Frequency shilt of

magnetooptics [optics] The study of the effect
of a magnetic field on light passing through a
substancein the field. { magjnéd-6j&p-tiks }

magnetoresistance |ELECTR] The change in the magnetron pushing |eLectR| Frequencyshiftofelectrical resistance of a material when it is
subjected to an applied magnetic field, this
property has widespread application in sensors magnetron vacuum gage [ELECTR] A vacuum
and magnetic read heads. {ELECTROMAG] The
change in electrical resistance produced in a
current-carrying conductor or semiconductor on
application of a magnetic field { maginéd-6- magnet whe [ELEc] The insulated copperoralu-
ri'zis-tans}

magnetoresistive memory [ELECTR] A random-
access memory that uses the magnetic state of
small ferromagnetic regions to store data, plus magnistor [ELECTR] A device that utilizes the
magnetoresistive devices to read the data, all
integrated with silicon integrated-circuit elec-
tronics. { mag,ned-6-ri,zis-tiv 'mem-ré }

magnetoreslstor [ELECTR| Magnetic field-con- mag-sllp Seesynchro, {'mag,slip}
trolled variable resistor { maginéd-6-ri'zis-tar} mall box [COMPUT sci] 1. A portion of a com-

magnetostrictlve filter {ELEcTR| Filter network
which uses the magnetostrictive phenomena to
form high-pass, low-pass, band-pass, or band-
eliminationfilters; the impedance characteristic
is the inverse of that of a crystal {maginéd-6 mallbox name [comput sci] The first part of an
istrik-tiv ‘fil-tar

magnetostrictive loudspeaker (ENG ACOUS|
Loudspeaker in which the mechanical forces
result from the deformationof a material having
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magnetostrictlve microphone jing x.

magnetostrictive oscillator {Lecre|AreOh

magneto telephone set [ELEc| Local

magnetostrictive properties,
tiv 'laud,spék-ar}

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

crophone which depencls for its Operat)
generation of an electrometive force aSn
formation of a material having magnets¢ |
properties | maginéd-distrik-tiy ‘mpc

tor whose frequencyis contralled a Ose]
tostrictive element, 4 MaBiNed Atstrik.)ilad-ar} ny

telephoneset in which current forsignaling;ot
telephonestation is supplied from a locate
generator, usually a magneto, { Mag!ee'tel-a,f6n ,set }

magnetovision [ENG] A method of meagy)
and displaying magnetic field distribution,Mt
which scanning results from a thin-film Perma| :
magnetoresistive sensor are processed Si
cally and presented in the form of a color ma te
a video display unit. [ mag'ned-ayvigh-an ina¥ of cross

field microwave tubes, wherein electronstie
erated from a heated cathode, move urea the
combined force of a radial electric field and a ‘
axial magnetic field In such a way as to produgw,
a bunching of electrons and hence Microwey
radiation. Useful in the frequency range 1-45
gigahertz, a pulsed microwave radiation Sout
for radarand continuous-source for Microwavecooking. [‘mag-na,tran | a

employing a magnetron tube { 'mag-naytrin
‘as-a(lad-ar}

a magnetron caused by factors which vary the
standing waves or the standing-wave ratio on the
radio-frequency lines. ('magenaytran'puil-ig)

a magnetron caused by faulty operation of the
Modulator { 'mag-na,traén 'push-in }

gage that is essentially a magnetron operated
beyond cutoff in the vacuum being measured.
('mag-na,tran 'vak-yom .gaj }

minum wire used in the coils ofall types ofelec-
tromagnetic machines and devices, { 'mag-not
wir}

effects of magnetic fields on injection plasmas
in semiconductors such as indium antimonide
{ mag'nis-tar}

puter's main storage that can be used to hold
information about other devices, 2. Computer
storage facilities designed to hold electronic
mail. {'mal ,baks }

electronic mail address, which identifies the storage
space that has beensetaside in acomputertoreceive
a user's electronic mail messages, Also known as
username. ('mal ,bdks ,ndm }
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{COMMUN | A list of users of the Inter-‘Magin&d:jlepan
Send distri ther computer network whoall receivecs t

- mailing JIS
aot orane

ENG ACOUS) iy pies of electronic mail messages, { ‘malin
Peration on it 7 .orce by the ‘nail merge [COMPUT SCI] The process of com-agnelo-str small form letter with a list of names

i pone,esses to produceindividualizedletters,van

y'mal “beat i One of the conductors extendingnaln i service switch, generator bus, or con-
fron bus to the main distribution center in
alot wiring 2. Se’ power transmission line

2 DY @ Magne:
“OlStrIhsthyon
Local batte
BI ry inrrongithe Oesranater bus |ELEC]A—substation

( -mag'y an eine arrangement similar to a single busge jut with an additional transfer bus provided
of measur eran an 'tranz-far ,bas}

istributions:[e ain bang [ELECTR| In colloquial usage, a trans-iimPetal mitted pulse within a radar system { 'man
essed ny ‘i a&color mane F Plag See master clock. { 'man 'klak }
avizhan | main controller [COMPUT sci] A contro! unit as-

Hy of cro: ~~ simmed to direct the other control units in a‘ectrons,get Repuies system) { 'mn kan'trd-lar |}
OVE under main distributing frame [ELEC| Frame which ter-c field and g minates the permanent outside lines entering
‘as to pn the central office building on one side and the
ce Microwaya subserlber-lIne multiple cabling, trunk multiple
Y ftange | cabling, and so on, used for associating anlation soures outside line with any desired terminal on the

other side; it usually carries the control-office
_ protective devices, and functions asa test point

between line and office. Also known as main
‘frame | ‘man di'strib-yad-ip fram }

main exciter |eLec| Exciter which supplies en-
etyfor the field excitation of a principal electric
“machine. { 'man ik'sid-ar |

 

‘eratioont Main frame |compur sci] 1. A large computer
Tan 'pulig | +2, The part of a computer that contains the
Jency shitty ‘central processing unit, main storage, and as-
tation of the Seciated controlcircuitry. Also known as frame.
'p} {man fram }
TA vac jain Instruction buffer {comput scl} Asection of
‘on operat Storage in the instruction unit, 16 bytes in length,
@ measur tised to hold prefetched instructions. { 'man

in'strok-shan \baf-arJ
popper oral level [COMMUN] A rangeof allowed picture
yous of alice rameters defined by the MPEG-2 video coding

[ 'mag-nat specification (‘man 'lev-al }
1 ‘mainiobe See Majorlobe | ‘man 'ldb }

utilizes the Mainloop |compur sci A set of instructions that
fon plasms “Gonstitule the primary structure of a repetitiveantimonic computer program (‘mn,liip }

mo See main storage. { 'man ‘mem.
(af Maln path jcosoirt sca) The principal branch af a
sed to _ iting followed by a computerin the process of
4. Comp _cattying cut the routine [ ‘man 'path
| electron iN profile ICOMMUNT A subset of the syntax

te MPEG-2 video coding specification thatt part of is Supported avar q large range of applications,sthe sta Man ‘pro,|
tertom Program [COMPUT Sc] 4. The central part of
‘© known Mbuter program, from which control may beTanslerred to various subroutines and to which
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major node

control is eventual!
main routine,
‘prd-gram }

main routine Ser executive routine: main program| 'man ri'tén |
main station |coxmun| Telephone station with

a distinct call number designation, directly con-
hected to acentral office. (‘man 'sta-shan|

main storage |conpur sei} A digital computer's
principal working storage, from which instruc-
flons can be executed or operands fetched for
data manipulation: Alse known as main memory
(‘min ‘stored|

main sweep |evecrn
radar, the longest ran
‘swép|

maintenance pack —[conpur SCI] Adisk drive that
is used to store copies of compiler programs
for the purpose of applying and testing changes
made in the course of software. maintenance
{'mant-an-ans ,pak |

maintenance routine [comPuT Sil A computer
program designed to detect conditions. which
may give tise toa computer malfunetion in order
to assist @ service engineer in performing rou-
tine preventive maintenance ['mantan-anes rifén |

maintenance time jcompur sc)| The time re-
quired for both corrective ane preventive main-
tenance of a computer or other components ol a
computer system, | ‘mantarans tin |

main vector |conmupi | A pair of nutnbers that
fepresant the vertical and horizontal displace-
ment of a region ofarelerence picture for MPEG-2
prediction, ('man 'vekstar|

major cycle jCompur sci) The time interval be-
tween successive appearances of a given storage
position in a serialeaccess camputer storage{ 'm4-jar'si-kal|

majority carrier fELECTR| The type of charge car-
rer, that Is, electron ar hole, that constitutes
more than hall the carriers in a semiconductor
[ ma'jarad-€ 'kar-é-ar |

majorityelement Sy. majority gate
‘el-a-mant|

majority emitter [ELECTR| Of a transistor. an elec-
trode from which a flow of minority carriers
anters the interelectrade region.  { ma'jdradsai'mid-or|

majority gate joopuy Sal] A logic cireuit which
has one output and several inputs. and whose
OUlpuL is energizedonly ifa majorityofits inputs
are energized, Also known as majority element:
majority logic | ma'fdir-ad-a ‘gat |

maloeity logic Sw majority gatealk |
major key |compur set

lilvinga record. | ‘misjar ke |
major lobe jELectroMas| Antenna lobe

the direction of maximum radiation
Also known as main lobe. ('ma-jar lab }

major nede |eec| A point in an electrical net-
work at which three or mere elements are con-
nected together. Also known as junction. ['maejar'nad |

y returned Also known as
2. Seeexecutlye routine. {'man

[On certain flre-contrel
ge scale available {'man

(a'[ar-ad-e

| ma'jarada

| The primary key for iden-

indicating
Or reception,  
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major relay station

major relay statlon [ELECTR] Tape relay station
which has two or more trunk circuits connected
thereto to provide an alternate route or to
meet command requirements { 'ma:-jor 'ré,la
\sta-shan }

major wave See long wave. {'ma:jor ‘wav }
make [ELEC] Closing of relay, key, or other con-

tact. {'mak]
make-and-break clrcult (ELEc| A circuit that is

alternately opened and closed. { 'mak on 'brak
isar-kat }

make-break operation (COMMUN|A circuit oper-
ation in which there is a cessation of current flow
as a pulse transmission occurs. { 'mak ‘brak
\dp-a,ra-shan }

make-busy [COMMUN] A switch whoseactivation
makesa dial telephoneline or group of telephone
lines appear to be busy and thereby prevents
completion of incoming calls, { 'mak 'biz-é }

make contact |ELEc| Contact of a device which
closes a circuit upon the operation of the device
(normally open) —{ 'mak ,kan,takt}

makeup tlme [compPuT sci] The time required to
Terun programs on a computer becauseof operator
errors and other problems. {'mak,ap ,tIm }

making current |ELEC| The peak value attained
by the current during thefirst cycle after a switch,
circuit breaker, or similar apparatus is closed
{'mak-ip ,ka-rant }

male connector [ELEC] An electrical connector
with protruding contactsfor joining with a female
connector { 'mal ka'nek-tor}

malfunction routine=|compuTsci| A program used
in troubleshooting. { mal'fank-shen rii,tén }

mallclous code=|compuTscl] Programming code
that is capable of causing harm to availability,
integrity of code or data, or confidentiality in a
computing system; encompassesTrojan horses,
viruses, worms, and trapdoors, { majlish-as
'kdd }

managementinformation system |comMMUN| A
communication system in which data are
Tecorded and processed to form the basis for
decisions by top managementof an organization
Abbreviated MIS. { 'man-ij-mont  ,in-far'ma-
shan sis-tam }

Manchester coding See
{'man-cha-star ,kGd-in )

Manchester plate ELEC] A storage battery con-
sisting of a heavyalloy grid with circular openings
into which are pressed pure lead buttonsthat are
made from lead tape by crimping and rolling to
develop a large surface area and are coated with
lead peroxide, PbO). {'man-cha-star ,plat }

manifest constant |CcoMPUT sci] A value that is
assigned to a symbolic nameat the beginning of
a computer program andis not subject to change
during execution. {'man-a,fest 'kéin-stant}

manipulated variable [comput scij Variable
whose value is being altered to bring a change
in some condition { mo'nip-ya,lad-ad 'ver.é-
a-bal }

manipulator [cont sys] An armlike mechanism
on a robotic system that consists of a series of
segments, usually sliding or jointed which grasp

phase encoding.
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and move objects with 4 humber tf
freedom, uncer automatic contra), [eetees
ilidl-arz | | Ma'yy

man-machine system Ser human-ma he
tem. | ‘man majshén'sis-tary | “Nite

mantissa |COMPUT Sci] A fixed Point
composed of the most significant digitg i be
loating-point number. Also known a« fs Lt
part floating-pointcoefficient man‘Po i)

manual central office jconuin| Central=
of a manual telephone system—| ‘manneisen-tral 'Of-as | any

manual control unit |coNnT sys} 4
hand-held device that allows an Oper In;; . ako
program and store instructions relates toinatem
motions iind positions. Also known as pr i
ming unit. ['man-ya-wal kan'tral wvl-natta

manual exchange [COMMUN] Any
where calls are completed by an Operate
{ 'man-ya-wal iks'chanj } Fatay,

manual input=|COMPUT Sci] The entry of data by
hand into a device at the time of process by
{ 'man-yo-wal 'in,put| =e

manual number generator Ser manual wopq wel
erator [| 'man-yawal 'nam-bar sem-a,tad.gp Mi

manual operation=|compuy sei) Any Brocessipy
aperation performed by hand | MAN Yaw}apa'ra-shan ]

manualrate-aided tracking=[i:Lectit| Raday gp.
cuit which tracks individual targets by Computing
the veloclty fram position fixes inserted martial)
into the circuitry. | 'man-yaoval ‘rat Vata‘trakein}

manual ringing |comMUN] Ringing which is
started by the manual operation of @ key and
continues only while the key Is held in operation,
{ ‘marn-yaswal'riq-in |

manual switchboard=|ecec| Telephone switch.
board in which the connections are made
manually, by plugs and jacks, or by keys,
('man-ya-wal 'swich bard }

manual switching |ELEcTR] Method by which
manual connection is made between two or more
teletypewriter circuits. {'man-ya-wal'swich-in}

manual telephone set  {ELEcTR| Telephone set
not equipped with a dial { 'man-ya-wal ‘tel:
ifSn ,set }

manual telephone system |comMMUN|A tele-
phone system in which connections between
customers are ordinarily established manually by
telephone operators in accordance with orders
given verbally by calling parties. { 'man-ya-wal
'tel-o,fOn ,sis-tam }

manual word generator [comput sci] A device
into which an operator can entera computer word
by hand, either for direct insertion into memory
or to be held until it is read during the execution
of a program. Also known as manual number
generator {'man-ya-wal 'ward ,jen-a,rad-ar}

many-to-many correspondence [computsci] A
structure that establishes relationships between
items in a data base, such that one unit of data
can relate to many units, and many units can
telate back to one unit and to otherunits as well
('men-é ta 'men-é ,kdr-a'span-dons}
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"of degree:S

{ ma'nj ayg

i-Machine sys,
PONE turnbe
ligits of a given!1as fted.© ven
| Man'thsa )
Central Officn

Man ya.ws)

S] A. petrtable
R Operator 4g
‘lated to ta
mn as Program.
| ya-nat|
ny exchange

an Operator,

utry of data b
of processing

qual word gen.
en-a,rdd-ar)
Ny Processi

( 'man-yovyral

CTR| Radar cir.
iby computing
arted minually
al ‘rat |ad-od

ne which is
of a key and

din operation

shone switch-
ns are made

or by keys.

od by which
en two or more
‘wal 'swich-in}
felephoneset
in-ya-wal ‘tel-a

AMUN | A. tele-
‘ions between
2d manually by
ze with orders

{ 'man-yo-wal

scl] A device
computerword
1 into memory
-the execution
anual number
en-o,radear}
|compuTscl] A
ships between
ye unit of data
any units can
runits as well.
s}

Palyp) Me
Mb Mat wh

eeur scil 1. An output produced by
amblen. compiler, linkage editor, or re-
je loader which indicates the labso-
relocatable) locations of such elements

serams, Subroutines, variables, or arrays.
fe tension. anindex of the storage allocation

Py magneticdiskordrum (map)
oe jantenna |ELECTROMAG| Antenna system

hich the ground is. an essential part, as dis-
ished from a Hertz antenna, [ mar'ka-né

|e
an ass!
jgcatah
jute oF

ting 3)
Beinal checking |ELECTR| A preventive:

zinbenance procedure In which certain
i rating conditions, such as supply voltage or
Cauency, are varied about thelr normal values

jn order to detect and locate Incipient defective
nits ['mar-jan-al ‘chek-in |

marginal relay [eLec| Relay with a small margin
between its nonoperative current value (max-
jmum. current applicable without operation)
and its operatlye value (minimum current that
pperates the relay) [‘marjan-al "ra }

marginal test {ELECTR| A testof electronic equip-
© ment in which conditions are varied until fail-

pres occur of faults can be detected, allowing
measurement Of permissible operating margins,
('miir-jan-al ‘Lest|

maritime frequency bands |coMMUN| In the
United States, a collection of radio frequencies
allocated or communication between coast sta-
tions and ships or between ships) {'mar-a,tim
Hrekwan-s@ bang|

maritime mobile satellite service |comMuN] A
mobile satellite service in which the nabile earth
stations are located on board ships. Abbreviated
MMSS,_( ,mar-a,t?m |m6-bal 'sad-al,t ;sar-vas}

maritime moblle service [COMMUN| A mobile
service between coast stations and ship stations,
or between ship stations, in which survival
craft stations may also participate. { 'mar-o,tim
'mé-bal jsor-vas }

mark [coMMUN| The closed-circuit condition in
telegraphic communication, during which the
signa! actuatesthe printer; the opposite of space.
{comput sci] A distinguishing feature used to
signal some particular location or condition
{ mark }

mark detection [comput Sci] That class of char-
acter recognition systems which employs coded
documents, in the form of boxes or windows, in
order to convey intended information by means
of penci} or ink marks made in specific boxes
{'mark di,tek-shan }

mark-hold [COMMUN] The transmission of a
steady markto indicate that thereis no traffic over
atelegraph channel; the upper markingfrequency
ofa duplex channel (2225 hertz) is used to disable
echo suppressors which may interfere with data
communications,  ( imark thald |

Marking and spacing intervals |comMuhi| Inter-
vals of closed and open conditions in transmis-

Marx circuit

marking current [ELEC] Magnitude and polarity
of current in the line when the receiving mech-
anism is in the operating position { 'mark-in
ika-rant |

marking-end distortion [COoMMUN| End distor-
tion that lengthens the marking impulse
( 'mark-in jend di,stor-shan}

marking pulse [ELEC] in a teletypewriter, the
signal interval during which time the teletype-
writer selector unit is operated. { 'mark-in
ipals|

marking wave |ELEC| In telegraphic communica-
tions, that portion of the emission during which
the active portions of the code character are
being transmitted, Also known as keying wave
{ 'mark-ip ,wav }

Markov-based model [comput sct| A model that
tepresents a computer system by a Markov chain,
which representsthe setofall possible states of
the system, with the possible transitions between
these states, {'mar,kof ,bast ,mad-al }

mark reading {comput scl| In character recogni-
tion, that form of mark detection which employs
a photoelectric device to locate and convey
intended information; the information appears
as special! marks on sites (windows) within the
document coding area, { 'mark ,r€d-in }

mark sensing |compuT sci} In character recogni-
tion, that form of mark detection which depends
on the conductivity of graphite pencil marks
to locate and convey intended information; the
information appears as special marks on sites
(windows) within the document coding area
{'mark ,sens-in }

mark-space multiplier [ELEcTR| A=multiplier
used in analog computers in which one input
controls the mark-to-space ratio of a square wave
while the other input controls the amplitude
of the wave, and the output, obtained by a
smoothing operation, is proportional to the
average value of the signal Also known as
time-division multiplier ( |mark jspas ‘mal:ta
ipli-ar }

mark-space_ ratlo See mark-to-space ratio
(imark {spas 'ra-shé }

mark-to-space ratlo [ELECTR] The ratio of the
duration of the positive-amplitude part of a
square wave to that of the negative-amplitude
part, Also known as mark-spaceratio, { jmark
ita {spas 'ra-sh6}

mark-to-space transition §(COMMUN| The process
of switching from a mark toaspace. { |mark ito
ispas tran'zish-an }

markup [COMPUT SCI] The processof adding infor-
mation (tags) to an electronic documentthat are
not part of the content but describeits structure
orelements. { 'mark,ap }

markup language9[compPuT Sci| Aset of rules and
procedures for markup. { 'mark,ap ,lan-gwij )

Marx circult [ELEC] An electric circuit used in
an impulse generator in which capacitors are

SiON circuits (imark-ln an (spas-ig'in-tarvale | charged in parallel through charging resistors,
marking bias |commun| Bias distortion that and then connected in series and discharged

lengthens the marking Impulse {| 'markin through the test piece by the simultaneous
bbs | sparkover of spark gaps. { 'marks ,sor-kat }
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maser amplifier

maser amplifler (ELecTR| A maser which is used
to increase the power produced by another
maser. { 'ma-zar 'am»plajitar }

MA service See multiple-access service. { \em’a
sSor-vas }

mask {ELEcTR| A thin sheet of metal or other
material containing an open pattern, used to
shield selected portions of a semiconductor
or other surface during a deposition process
{ mask }

maskable Interrupt |comPuT sci] An interrupt
that can be allowed to occur or prevented! from
occurring by software. (|mas:ka-bal‘int-a,rapt)

masking [computsci] 1, Replacing specitic char-
acters in one register by corresponding charac-
ters in another register. 2. Extracting certain
characters from a string of characters. [ELECTR]
4. Using a covering or coating on a semiconductor
surface to provide a masked area for selective
deposition or etching. 2. A programmed pro-
cedure for eliminating radar coverage in areas
where such transmissions may be of use to the
enemy for navigation purposes, by weakening
the beam in appropriate directions or by use of
additional transmitters on the same frequencyat
suitablesites to interfere with homing;also used
to suppress the beam in areas whereit would
interfere with television reception. {'mask-in }

mask matching=|compur sci] In character recog-
nition, a method employed in character property
detection in which a correlation or match is
attempted between a specimen character and
each of a set of masks representing the characters
to be recognized, {'mask ,mach.in }

mask register [(compuT scl| Filter which deter-
mines the parts of a word whichare to betested.
{'mask ,rej-o-ster }

mask word=[|compuT scl] A word modifier used in
a logical AND operation. _{ ‘mask ,ward}

Mason's theorem |cONT sys| A formula for the
overall transmittance of a signal flow graph in
terms of transmittances of various paths in the
graph { 'mas-anz thir-am }

massage [COMPUT SCi| To process data, primarily
to-corvert it Intoa mare useful farm orintoa form
that will simplify processing, { ma'sazh }

mass communication [COMMUN| Communica-
tion which is directed to or reaches an appre-
ciable fraction of the population, { 'mas ka
imyd:ha'ka-shan }

mass conversion |compuT scl| The transfer of
data from one computer system to another,
in which all the data is converted in a single
operation, rather than in gradual increments
{'mas kan,vor-zhon }

mass data multiprocessing |comPpuT sci] The
basic conceptof time sharing, with manyinquiry
stations to a central location capable of on-line
data retrieval { 'mas \dad-a ,mal-ti'pra,ses-in )

mass-memory unit (COMPUT sci] Drum or disk
memorythat provides rapid access bulk storage
for messages that are awaiting availability of
outgaing channels. {'mas'men-ré ,yli-nat}

massresistivity [ELEC| The procluct of the elec-
trical resistance of a conductor and its mass,
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divided by the squareofits length; the prody
the electrical resistivity and the density, Ick of
Tezis'tly-ad-é J Mas

mass storage§[commuscl] A computer sto
with large capacity, especially one whrsis ‘Re
tents are directly accessible to a sompure
central processing unit. | ‘mas ‘storij | ers

mass-storage system=|COMPUT Sei] A compyy,
system containing a large number of stor or
devices, with one ol these devices containin :
master[ile af the operating system, roulines, », tt
library routines. (‘mas istor-lj sisdom) nd

master antenna television system [comity
network that distributes television signals try,
a common antenna to apartments or dwellings
under collective ownership Abbreviated Mary
system, | 'mas-tar anjterea 'teba,vich-ay ifls.tom }

master arm [ENG] A component of a remote
manipulator whose motions are automatically
duplicated by a slave arm, sometimes with
changes of scale in displacement ar force
('mas-lar ‘drm |

masterclock=|compu'rscl| The electronic of efpe.
trie source of standard timing signals, ofte,
called clock pulses, required for sequencing
the operation of a computer. Also’ known as
main clock; master synchronizer; master timer
{'mas-tar 'klak } .

master console See console {'mas-tor'kin,s6l}
master control [COMMUN] The contro! console

that contains the main program controls for
a radio or television transmission system or
network, [COMPUT scl] A computer program,
oriented toward applications, which carries out
the highest level of control in a hierarchy of pro-
grams, routines, and subroutines. { 'mas-tor
kanitral}

master control Interrupt |COMPUT Sci] A signal
which causes the master control program to take
over control of a computer system. { ‘mas-tor
kanitrdl 'in-ta,rapt }

master data [COMPUT scl] A set of data which
are rarely changed, or changed in a known and
constant manner { 'mas-tar 'dad-a }

masterflle (compuT scl] 1. A computerfile con-
taining relatively permanent information, usually
updated periodically, such as subscriber records
or payroll data other than time worked 2. A
computer file that is used as an authoritative
source ofdata in carrying owt a particular job on
the computer {'mas-tar ‘fil }

masterfrequency meter See integrating frequency
meter | 'mas-tar ‘fré-kwan-sé ,méd-ar }

mastergain§|&Lectr| Control of overall gain ofan
amplifying system as apposedto varying the gain
of several individual inputs, | 'mas-tor'gan }

master group [(COMMUN| In carrier telephony,
ten supergroups (600 voice channels) multi-
plexed together andtreatedasaunit {‘mas-tor
eriip|

master Instruction tape (ComPUT sci] A com-
puter magnetic tape on which all programs
for a system of runs are recorded. { ‘mas-tor
in'strak-shon ,tap }
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nas-tar'kn,s6l}
contro! catisole
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sion system or
puter program,
hich carries out
iierarchyof pro-
tes. { 'mas-tar

UT sci] A signal
program to take
em=_{ ‘mas-ter

of data which
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ad-a }
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. all programs
ad sf 'mas-tat

aster mode [compur sel] The mode of oper-
sion Ol & computer system exercised by the
a sating system or executive. system, in which a
orrileged class of instructions, which user pro-

rams cannot execute, is permitted. Also known
ag monitor mode; privilaged mode. ( 'mas-tar

etenultivibrator [ELECTR] Master oscillator
using a multivibrator unit. | 'mas-tar imal-ti'vi
“brea |
aster oscillator [ELECTR] An oscillator that es-
fablishes the carrierfrequency ofthe output of an
amplifier or transmitter ('mas-tar ‘ds-a,lid-ar}

master-oscillator power amplifier |eLectr|
transmitter using an oscillator followed by one
op more stages of radio-frequencyamplification

imas:tor asa.lad-ar ‘pat-ar jam-plajfi-ar|
master plan position indicator jeLecrn| In

3 radar system, a plan position indicator
which controls remote indicators or repeaters.
jimas-tar ‘plan paizish-an ‘in-da,kachor|

master program fille |compursel] The tape record
fall programs fora system of runs.  ('mas-tar
ipraveram fil |

master record $|comruT Sci| The basic updated
record which will be used for the next run
|'mas:tar ‘rek-arel |

master routine Sey executive routine
ru'tén } .

master scheduler |comPurT sci] A program in
a job entry system that assigns priorities
to jobs submitted for execution. | 'mas-ter
'sked-ya-lor }

master/slave manipulator [ENG] A mechanical.
electromechanical, or hydromechanical device
which reproduces the hand or arm motions of
an operator, enabling the operator to perform
manual motions while separated from the site
ofthe work { 'mas-ter'slav ma'nip-ya,lad-ar }

master/slave mode {coMmPUT Sci] The feature en-
suring the protection of each program when more
thanoneprogramresidesinmemory. {'mas-tar
‘slav mod}

rmaster/slave system [COMPUT sci] A system of
_ interlinked computers under the contro! of one

computer (master computer), { 'mas-tar 'slav
isis-tam }

Master switch [ELEC] 1. Switch that dominates
the operation contactors, relays, or other mag-
Netically operated devices. 2./Switch electrically
ahead of a number of individual switches.
('mas-tar ,swich }

‘Master synchronization pulse |comMuN| In
lelemetry. a pulse distinguished from other
telemetering pulses by amplitude and duration,
Used to indicate the end of a sequence of pulses
['mas-tar sig: krarna'zd-shan jpals }

master synchronizer Se master clock.
_ fan'sl-ktaniz-ar |
Master system tape [comput sci] A monitor

Program centralizing the control of program
Operation by loading and executing any program
Old system tape. | 'mas-tar'sis-tam ,tap }

‘Master tape |compur sci| A magnetic tape that
Contains data which must not be overwritten,

{'mas-tar

{ 'mas-
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matching stub

such as an executive routine or masterfile;
updating a master tape means generating a new
Master tape onto which supplementary data have
been added. { 'mas-ter 'tap }

master terminal [comput sci] A computer ter-
minal that is used to monitor and control a
computer system. { 'mas-tar'tar-man-al }

master tlmer Seemasterclock. {'mas-tar'tim-ar}
match [COMPUTsci] A data-processing operation

similar to a merge, except that instead of
producing a sequence of items made up from
the input sequences, the sequences are matched
against each other on the basis of some key.
{ mach }

matchedfilter (comput sci] In character recogni-
tion, a method employed in character property
detection in which a vertical projection of the
input character produces an analog waveform
which is then compared to a set of stored
waveforms for the purpose of determining the
character's identity. [ELECTR] A filter with the
property that, when the input consists of noise
in addition to a specified desired signal, the
signal-to-noise ratio is the maximum which can
be obtained in anylinearfilter. { ‘macht 'fil-
ter }

matched Impedance |ELEc| An impedance of a
load which is equal to the impedance of a
generator, so that maximum poweris delivered
tothe load. { 'macht im'péd-ans}

matched load |ELecTR] A load having the
impedance value that results in maximum
absorption of energy from the signal source.
{ 'macht 'léd }

matchedtransmissionline [ELEC| Transmission
line terminatedwith a load equivalentto its char-
acteristic impedance. { 'macht tranz'mish-an
Tn }

Match gate See equivalence gate { 'mach ,gat }
matching (comput sci| A computer problem-

solving method in which the current situation
is represented as a schema to be mapped into
the desired situation by putting the two in
correspondence. {'mach-in }

matching diaphragm=[ELECTROMAG] Diaphragm
consisting of a slit in a thin sheet of metal, placed
transversely across a waveguide for matching
purposes; the orientation of the slit with respect
to the long dimension of the waveguide deter-
mines whether the diaphragm acts as a capacitive
or inductive reactance. {'mach-in 'di-9,fram }

matching Impedance |ELEC| Impedance value
that must be connected to the terminals of
a signal-voltage source for proper matching.
('mach-in imipéd-ans}

matching sectlon |ELECTROMAG| A section of
transmission line, a quarter or half wavelength
long, inserted between a transmission line anda
load to obtain impedance matching. {'mach-in
isek-shan }

matching stub |ELECTROMAG| Device placed ona
radio-frequency transmission line which varies
the impedanceoftheline; the impedanceofthe
line can be adjusted in this manner. { 'mach.in
istab }
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match processing

match processing [computsci} The checking of
{wo of more units of data for commoncharacter-
istics. ('mach 'prd,ses-in }

math coprocessor See numeric processor exten-
sion { }math 'k6,pra,ses-or}

mathematical check j|compuT sci| A pro-
grammed computer check of a sequence of
operations, using the mathematical properties
of that sequence—| {math-olmad-askal ‘chek }

mathematical function program=|compur sa] A
set of routinely used mathematical functions,
such as square rout, which are efficiently coded
and called for by special symbols. ( !math-o
imad-a-kol ‘fank-shan ,pro-gram }

mathematical software [COMPUT Sci] The Set af
algorithms used in a computer system to solve
general mathematical problems, ( finath-a
imacl-arkal 'sdft,wer |

mathematical subroutIne [comput sci] A com-
puter subroutine in which a well-defined math-
ematical function, such as exponential, laga-
rithm, or sine, relates the output to the input
{ math-almad-akal 'sab-rii,tén |

matrix (comput sci] A latticework of input and
output leads with logic elerments connected at
some of their intersections. [ELECTR] 1. The
section of an analog video system that trans-
forms the red. green, and blue source Signals
inte color-difference signals and combines them
with the chrominance subcarrier Also known
as color coder; color encoder; encoder. 2. The
section of an analog color television receiver
that transforms the color-difference signals into
the red, green, and blue signals needled to drive
the clisplay device. Also known as color decoder;
decoder. { 'ma-triks |

matrix algebra tableau (COMPUT SCi| The current
matrix at the end of an iteration while running a
linear program,—( 'ma-triks jal-ja-bra ta'blé |

matrix-array camera je.ccrr| A solid-state
video camera that has a rectangular array of
light-sensitive elements or pixels. [ ‘ma-triks
a'ra kamera |

matrix printing §(compuT sci] High-speed print-
ing in which characterlike configurations of dots
are printed through the properselection of wire
ends from a matrix of wire ends Also known
as stylus printing; wire printing. { 'ma-triks
‘print-ig }

matrix sound system |ENG acous] A quadra-
phonic sound system. in which the four in-
put channels are combined into two chan-
nels by a coding process for recording or for
stereo [requency-modulation broadcasting and
decoded back into four channels for playback of
recordings or for quadraphonic stereo reception.
('mé-triks 'saiind ,sis-tam |

matrix storage {COMPUT sci| A computer storage
in which coordinates are used to address the
locations or circuit elements. Also known as
coordinate storage. { 'méa-triks ,stor-ij }

mattress array Svv billboard array. { 'ma-trasa'ra }
MATV system See master antenna television

system. [ jemiaitéjvé 'sis-tam }
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mavar Sve parametric amplifier | Mayer
maximum available gain [ELECTR] The th

ical Maximum power gain available |p an i
sistor stage: it is seldom achieved jp, bre Tan
circuits because it can be approachedli
when feedback is negligible. Abbreviated only
('mak-sa:mam alvala-bal ‘gan | Mag

maximum average power output ELECTR)
Ney ou i

 
 
  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

television, the maximum radio-freque |
power that can occur under any cOMbInAtio, Put
signals transmitted, averaged over the lon q
repetitive modulation oycle,  { 'mak-so.njavera) jpadear ‘attput. | 7

maximum demand=[éLec| The greatest aves
value of the power, apparent power, ar Curr
consumed by a customer of an electri nt
system, the averages being taken over Succes:
time periods, usually (S.or 30 minutes in lengr},‘mak-sa-mam di'mand} 4

maximum keying frequency=|ELectR| In lacsiny
ile, the frequency in hertz that is MM etics| i
equal to the spot speeddividedbytwice the hors
zontal dimension of the spot | ‘mak-sa:marp"kein [re-kwar-se |

maximum modulating frequency [ELECty
Highest picture frequency required ju, FY
acsimile transmission system; the Maxinigny

modulating frequency and the Maxim iyyy
keying frequency are not necessarily cual

‘mak-sa-mam 'maj-a,lacl-in fre-kwan-se | j
maximum operating frequency=jcompur sq]|

The highest rate at which the modules pertorr,
teratively and reliably. | ‘mak-sa-mam ‘apa

fad-ig [rekwan-s®}
maximum retention time [ELECTR] Maximum

ime between writing into and reading an
acceptable output [ram a sterage element of
a charge storage tube. { 'mak-so-tnam ti'ten.
chan ,tim |

maximum signallevel§(£LEcTR| In an amplitude-
modulated facsimile system, the level corre-
sponding to copy black or copy white, whichever
has the highest amplitude, { 'mak-sa.mam
‘signal loval|

maximum unambiguous range jELecreomasy
The range beyond which the echo from a pulsed
radar signal returns after generation of the next
pulse, ancl can thus be mistaken.as a short-range
echo ef the next cycle. { 'mak-sa-mam ,on-am
tbig-yawas 'ranj |

maximum undistorted power output [evecte|
Of a transducer, the maximum power delivered
under specified conditions with a total harmariic
output not exceeding a specified percentage.
('mak-so-mom jamdijstord-od 'patar alit,put |

maximum usable frequency={commun | The up-
per limit of the frequencies that can be used
at a specified time for point-to-point radio
transmission involving propagation by reflection
from the regular ionized layers of the ionosphere,
Abbreviated MUF  ( 'maksamam. tyi-zabal
'fré-kwon-sé |

Maxwell bridge [eLec| A four-arm alternating-
current bridge used to measure inductance
(or capacitance) in terms of resistance and
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inee (or inductance); bridge balanceis in-elt ie
pndent of frequency. Also known as Maxwell-

bridge: Wien-Maxwell bridge.  ('mak,swel
dep
wien

jbril Ly equations SeMaxwell field equations.
mak swel ikwa-zhanz.|

all fleld equations §[ELeECcrRomMAG| Four dif-
© ferential equations which relate the electric and

agnetic flelds toelectric charges andcurrents,
bag form the basis of the theory of electro-
a penctic waves, Also known as electromagnetic
hel equations; Maxwell equations ( ‘mak
wel 'teld ikwa-zhane|
axwell’s eyelic currents=Ser mesh currents

ei y,swelz'stklik'kavrans)
Maxwell's electromagnetic theory | ELecTromac|
x mathematical theory of electric and mag-
netic fields which predicts the propagation of
electromagnetic radiation, andis valid for elec-
tromagnetic phenomena where effects on an
atomic scale can be neglected [ 'mak,swelz
jlektro:mag'ned-(k 'thé-a.ré |

Maxwell-Wagner mechanism=|eLuc| A capacitor
consisting of two parallel metal plates with
two layers of material between them, one with
yanishing conductivity, the other with finite con-
ductivity and vanishing electric susceptibility
{'mak,swel 'wag-nor 'mek-o,niz-om }

Maxwell-Wien bridge See Maxwell bridge. {'mak
swel 'wén ‘brij }

Mbit Scemegabit {'em,bit}
Mbyte Se’megabyte—{ ‘em,bit}
McCabe's cyclomatic number=|compursci] The

total number of decision statements in a com-
puter program plus one; a measure of the
complexity of the program, { ma,kabz ,st-klo
smad:ik 'nam-bar}

McNally tube [ELECTR] Reflex klystron tube, the
frequency of which may beelectrically controlled
over a wide range; used as a local oscillator
{ mik'nal-é ,tiib }

Mcontour |conrTsys| Alineona Nyquistdiagram
connecting points having the same magnitude of
the primaryfeedbackratio. {'em ,kan-tur}

MCT See MOS-controlled thyristor
M-derived filter |ELecTR| A filter consisting of a

series of T or pi sections whose impedances are
matchedatall frequencies, even though the sec-
tions may have different resonant frequencies
{'em di,rivd 'fil-tar J

M-display fiLectk| A radar display format in
which a trace-deflecting pulse can be meved
along the range axis of an Acdisplayto assist the
operator in determining and reporting the range
of @ target. Also known as M-indicator; M-sean,
Mescope. [em di,spla |

MDS Ser minimum discernible signal
Meaconing |ELECTROMAG| A system for recely-

ing electromagnetic signals and tebroadcasting
them with the same frequency $0 a5, for instance,
toconfuse navigation; acontusion reflector, such
as chal. is an example, |'mé-ka-nin }
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mechanicalfilter

Mealy machine [comput sci] A sequential ma-
chine in which the output depends on both
the current state af the machine and the input,
{'m&1@ ma,shén |

mean carrier frequency=[E/.¢cTi| Average carrier
frequency of a transmitter corresponding to
the resting {requencyIn a frequency-modulated
system. {'mé6n 'kar-€-or ,fré-kwan-sé }

mean power [ELECTR] Fora radio transmitter,the
powersupplied to the antenna transmissionline
by a transmitter during normal operation, aver-
aged overa time sufficiently long compared with
the period of the lowestfrequency encountered
in the modulation, a time of 1/10 second during
which the mean poweris greatestwill be selected
normally. {'m&n 'pad-ar}

means-ends analysis [comput sci] A method of
problem solving in which the difference between
the form of the data in the present and desired
situations is determined, and an operator is then
foundto transform from oneinto the other, or, if
this is nat pessible, abjects between the present
and desired objects are created, and the same
procedure is then repeated on eachofthe gaps
between them. { 'ménz 'enz 9,nal-a-sas}

mean-square-error criterion |cONT sys} Evalua-
tion of the performanceof a control system by
calculating the square root of the average over
time of the square of the difference between the
actual output and the output that is desired
{'mén 'skwer 'er-or kritir-€-an }

meantlme betweenfailures [comput sci] A mea-
sure of the reliability of a computer system, equal
to average operating time of equipment between
failures, as calculated on a statistical basis from
the known failure rates:of various components of
the system. Abbreviated MTBF. { ‘man 'tim bi
itwén 'fal-yorz }

measurand transmitter |comMuUN| A telemetry
transmitter that transmits a signal modulated
according to the values of the quantity being
measured—{ 'mezh-a,rand tranz,mid-ar}

measured service |comMUN] Telephone service
for which charge is made according to the mea-
sured amount of usage. { 'mezh-ord 'sar-vas }

mechanical bearing cursor Sve bearing cursor
{ mi'kan-a-kal 'ber-in ,kor-sar}

mechanical damping |ENG acous| Mechanical
resistance which is generally associated with
the moving parts of an electramechanically
transducer such as a cutter or a reproducer
{ mi'kan-a-kal 'damp-in }

mechanical dlaler See automatic dialer
{ mi'kan-a-kal ‘di-lor }

mechanical filter |ELecTR| Filter, used in
intermediate-frequency amplifiers of highly
selective superheteradyne receivers, consisting
of shaped metal bars, rads, ar disks that
act as coupled mechanical resonators when
used with piezoelectric or magnetostrictive
input and output transducers and coupled by
small-diameter wires. Also knawh as mechanical
wavefilter { mi'kan-o-kal 'fil-tor }
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mechanical jamming

mechanical Jamming See passive jamming.
{ mi'kan-a-kal ‘jam-ig }

mechanical modulator [ELEC] A device that
varies a carrier wave by moving some part of a
circuit element, { mi'kan-a-kal 'maj-o,]ad-ar}

mechanical oscillograph See direct-writing
recorder, { mi'kan-a-kala'sil-a,graf }

mechaniealrectifler [ELEC] A rectifier in which
rectification is accomplished by mechani-
cal action, as in a synchronous vibrator
{ mi'kan-a-kal 'rek-ta,fi-ar }

mechanical replacement (comput sci] The re-
placementof one piece of hardware by another
piece of hardware at the instigation of the
manufacturer { mi‘kan-a-kal ri'plas-mant }

mechanical resistance See resistance. { mi'kan
-o-kal ri'zis-tans }

mechanical scanner [compuT sci| In optical
character recognition, a device that projects an
input character into a rotating disk, on the
periphery of whichis a series of small, uniformly
spaced apertures;as the disk rotates, a photocell
collects the light passing through the apertures.
{ mi'kan-a-kal 'skan-or}

mechanical stepping motor [ELEC] A device in
which a voltage pulse through a solenoid coil
causes reciprocating motion by a solenoid
plunger, and this is transformed into rotary
motion through a definite angle by ratchet-and-
pawl! mechanismsor other mechanical linkages.
{ mi'kan-a-kal 'step-in »mdd-ar}

mechanicaltilt [ELECTR] 1. Vertical tilt of the me-
chanical axis of aradarantenna. 2.Theanglein-
dicated by thetilt indicator dial { mi'kan-a-kal
‘tilt }

mechanical translatlon [comput sci| Automatic
translation of one language into another by
means of a computer or other machine that
contains a dictionary look-up in its memory,
along with the programs needed to makelogical
choices from synonyms, supply missing words,
and rearrange word order as required for the new
language Also known as machine translation
( mi'kan-a-kal tranz'la-shan }

mechanical wavefilter See mechanical filter.
( mi'kan-a-kal ‘wav ,fil-tar }

mechanized See machine-sensible. { 'mek-a
inizd }

mechatronics [ENG]A branch of engineering
that incorporates the ideas of mechanical and
electronic engineering into a whole, and, in
particular, covers those areas of engineering
concerned with the increasing integration of
mechanical, electronic, and software engineering
into a production process, { ,mek-o'tran-iks }

media conversion§|compPuT sci] The transfer of
data from one storage type (such as magnetic
tape) to anotherstorage type (such as magnetic
or optical disk), { 'mé@-dé-a kan,var-zhan}

media conversion buffer {comput sci| Large
storage area, such as a drum, on which data may
be stored at low speed during nonexecutiontime,
to be later transferred at high speed into core
memory during execution time. {'mé-dé-o kon
warzhon ,baf-ar }
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medical electronics |ELECTR| A branch of
tronics in which electronic instrumen
equipment are used for such Medleal
cations as diagnosis, therapy. researgp, “P
thesia control, cardiac control, are ‘sith
| 'medl-a-kal ifek'triin-iks) one

medical frequency bands [COMMUN | Agll
tion of radio frequency bands allocatedSe
medical equipment in the United g) lt
[| 'med.o-kal 'fré-kwan-sé ,banz| “ate

medium=|cameur se| The Material. or confjo,
Hon thereof, on which data are recorded, is
applied to storable, removable media, such
disks and magnetic tape—[ 'ME-cle-om| v

medium frequency [COMMUN| A Federal Commi)
cations Commission designation for the bang hae
300 to 3000 kilohertz in the radio spext, a
Abbreviated MF ('mé-dé-am 'Tre-hwan.sa

medium-frequency propagation [commun |

 
 

  
 
 

 

 
 

dio propagation at broadcast frequencies Whe s
skip Is not an impartant factor, [ ‘maida
ifré-kwan-sé ,prdp-a'ga-shan } 1

medium-frequency tube [ELECTR] An election
tube operated at frequencies between 309 ‘ine
3000 kilohertz, at which the transit time of an!
electron between electrodes is much smial}igp
than the period of oscillation of the voltage('mé-dé-am jfré-kwan-sé ,ttib } 1

medium-scale Integration [ELECTR] Fabrication
of solid-state integrated circuits having mora
than about 12 gate-equivalentcircuits Abbrev.
ated MSL | 'm@dé-am [skal inta'gra-shon|

medium-technology robot) [conT sys} An ay.
tomatically controlled machine that employs
servomechanisms and micfoprocessor control
units. {'meda-am tekindl-a-ja "ra bat |

megabit [comput sci] A unit of Information cane
tent equal to 1,048,576 (1024 « 1024) bits
Abbreviated MbiL, | 'meg-a,bit |

megabyte {comPuT sci] A unit of information
content equal to 1,048,576 (1024 x 1024) bytes,
Abbreviated Mbyte. Symbolized M. | ‘mega
ibit |

megaflops |comPuT sci] A unit of computer
speed, equal to 10° flops. { 'meg-a,fliljis|

megapel display [comput sci] A computer
graphicsdisplay that handles |0° or morepixels
(pels). {'meg-a,pel di,spla }

megatron See disk-seal tube {'meg-a,tran )
megavolt [ELEC] A unit of potential difference

or emf (electromotive force), equal to 1,000,000
volts. Abbreviated MV. { 'meg-a,vdlt }

megawatt year of electriclty [ELEC] A unit of
electric energy, equal to the energy from a power
of 1,000,000 watts overa period of| trapical year,
or to 3.1557 x 10! joules. Abbreviatecl MWYE.
{ 'meg-9,wat lyir ov i,lek'tris-ad-é }

megohm |[eELEc} A unit of resistance, equal to
1,000,000 ohms. {'me,g6m }

megohmmeter [ELEC] An instrument which is
used for measuring the high resistance of elec-
trical materials of the order of 20,000 megohms
at 1000 volts; one direct-reading type employs
a permanent magnet anda moving coil { ‘me
gomé,méd-ar }
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illator [BLECTR} AN electron-tube

Melsonoehich the arid and plate circuits
ascillauctively coupled through an independent
are cull which determines the frequency
tancor isankeiaF |teapot

aan jeLecte| Broadband pandramic fe-
yet used Jor countermeasures reception;

ce of received electromagnetic radi-
all : re presented as vertical pips ontar a if :a
e frequency-calibrated cathode-ray indicator
freon | ma'lod-G-on |
back transistor ELECTR) A junction transis-

nwhiel the junction is made by melting a
for sac doped semiconductor and allowing It te
ify again, [‘melt'back tran'zist-ar |

or pragie keyboard [comeur sei] A flat key-
poard, used wil hmicrocomputers and hand-held

ylators. that consists of twa closely spaced 
ci

pane separated by a flat sheet called a
Soacet with holes corresponding to the keys
(mem bran ‘ka, bard |
mex jcompursci| A hypothetical machine de-

eeribed by Vannevar Bush, which would store
written records so that they would be available
almost instantly by merely pushing the right but-
(on forthe information desired.—| me.meks|

memistor [ELEC] Nonmagnetic memory device
consisting of 4 resistive substrate in an elec-
trolyte, vhen used Inan adaptive system, adirect-
current signal removes copperfrom an anodeand
deposits it on the stthstrate, thus lowering the
resistance of the substrate; reversal of the current
reverses the process, raising the resistance of the
substrate {| me'mis-tor}

memory |coMPUT sci] Any apparatus in which
data may be stored and from which the same
data may be retrieved; especially, the internal,
high-speed, large-capacity working storage of a
computer, as opposed to external devices. Also
known as computer memory. {'mem-ré }

memory address register [compur scl] A special
register containing the address of a word cur-
tently required, ('mem»ré 'ad,res ,rej-a-stor }

memory bank [comput sc!| A physical section of
a computer memory, which may be designed
to handle information transfers independently
of other such transfers in wther such sections.
{'mem-ré ,bagk }

memory buffer register |compuT sci] A special
register in which a word is stored asit is read
from memoryor just prior to being written into
memory, {'mem-ré 'bof-or ,rej-o-star]

memory capacity See storage capacity. {‘mem-
re ka'pas-od-é }

memory card=[co.rurse)| Asmall card, typically
with dimensions of about 2 * 3 Inches (5 x
6 centimeters), that can stere information, usu-
ally in integrated circuits of magnetic strips
|'mem-r@ ire |

memory cell jcompur Sci] A single storage el-
*ment of a memory, together with associated
cleuits for storing anc reading out one bit of
information. | ‘mem-ré sel}

memory chip See semiconductor memory.
['Menmvre chip]

 

 

memory overlay

memory contention§[comput sci} A situation in
which two different programs, or two parts
of a pragram, try to read items in the same
block of memory at the same time { 'mem»ré
kan'ten:chan|

memory core Seemagneticcore.  {'mem-ré ,kor}
memory cycle Seecycletime.  (‘mem-ré ,sT-kal }
memory dump Se storage dump. { 'mem-ré

damp}
memory dump routine [compursci| A debugging

routine which procuces a listing of a consec-
utive section of memory, either numbers or
instructions, at selected points in a program
{'mem-ré ;damp rii,tén |

memory element |compuT sci] Any component
part of core memory. {'mem-ré ,el-atmant J

memory expansion card {compusci] A printed
circuit board that contains additional storage and
can be plugged Into a computer to increase its
storage tapacity. ('mem-réik'span-chan ,kard }

memory fill Sev storagefill. { '‘mem-ré fil }
memory gap [COMPUTscl] A gulf in access time,

capacity, and cost of computer storage tech-
nologies between fast, expensive, maln-storage
devices and slow, high-capacity, inexpensive
secondary-storage devices. Also known as access
gap. {'mem-ré ,gap]

memory guard (comput sci] Built-in safety de-
vices which prevent a program or 4 programmer
from accessing certain memory areas reserved
for the central processor. Also known as memory
protect. {‘'mem-ré gard }

memory hierarchy |compuT sci] A ranking of
computer memory devices, with devices haying
the fastest access time at the top of the hierar-
chy. and devices with slower access times but
larger capacity and lower cost at lower levels.
({'mem.-ré 'hivar,dr-ké }

memorylockout register [comput sci{ A special
tegister containing the limiting addresses of an
area in memory which may not be accessed by
the program. { 'mem-ré lakaut ,rej-o-star }

memory management [comput sci| 1. The allo-
cation of computer storage in a multiprogram-
ming system so as to maximize processing effi-
ciency 2, The collection of routines for placing,
fetching, and removing pages or segments into or
out of the main memory of a computer system
('mem-ré ,man-ij-mont}

memory map |compuT sci] Thelist of variables,
constants, identifiers, and their memory locations
when a FORTRANprogram is being run. Also known
as memory map list, { 'mem-ré ,map}

memory maplist See memory map
imap list }

memory mapping [compusci] The method by
which a computer translates between its logical
acldtess space and its physical address space.
{'mem-ré jmap-ip }

memory overlay {comput scl] The efficient use
of memory space by allowing for repeated use
of the sameareas of internal storage during the
different stages of a program; forinstance, whena
subroutine is no longerrequired, another routine
can replaceall or part of it. {'mem-ré'd-var,la }

('mem-ré
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memory port

memory port |compPuTsci] A logical connection
through which data are transferred in or out
of main memory undercontrol of the central
processing unit. {'mem.ré ,port }

memory power [COMPUT scl] A relative charac-
teristic pertaining to differences in access time
speedsin different parts of memory;for instance,
access time from the buffer may be a tenth of the
access time from core. [('mem-ré ,pau-ar }

memory print See storage dump. { 'mem-ré
»print }

memoryprintout [compuT scl] A listing of the
contents of memory. (‘mem-ré 'print,aut }

memory protect See memory guard. [{ ‘'mem-ré
pra,tekt }

memory protectlon See storage protection.
{'mem-ré pra'tek-shan }

memory-reference Instructlon (COMPUT sci] A
type of instruction usually requiring two machine
cycles, one to fetch the instruction, the other
to fetch the data at an address (part of the
instructionitself) and to execute theinstruction.
{'mem:ré {ref-rans in,strak-shan}

memoryregister See storage register. {'mem-ré
iTej-o-ster}

memory search routine=[comput sci] A debug-
ging routine which has asan essential feature the
scanning of memory in orderto locate specified
instructions. {'mem-ré'sarch rii,tén }

memory-segmentatilon control [COMPUT Sci]
Address-computing logic to address words in
memory with dynamic allocation and protection
of memory segments assigned to different users.
{ 'mem-ré ,seg-mon'ta-shen kan,trdl}

memory sniffer |compuT sci| A diagnostic rou-
tine that continually tests the computer memory
while the machine is in operation. { 'mem-ré
isnif-ar }

memory storage [COMPUT scl] The sum total of
the computer's storagefacilities, that is, core, drum,
disk, cards, and paper tape. [(‘mem-ré ,storij }

memory switch See ovonic memory switch.
{ 'mem-ré ,swich }

memory tube See storage tube. {'mem-ré,tiib ]
memory typewriter See electronic typewriter.

('mem-ré ,tip-rid-ar}
memotron§|ELEcTR| An electrical-visual storage

tube which is capable of bistable visual-signal
display, controllable in duration from a few
milliseconds to infinity, and which is suited to
specialized oscillography. { 'mem-o,tran }

MEMS=See _micro-electro-mechanical system.
{ memzor |emjéjem’es}

MEMS microphone [ENG ACcous| Avery small mi-
crophone,generally less than ! millimeter, that
can be incorporated directly onto an electronic
chip and commonlyuses a small thin membrane
fabricated onthe chiptodetectsound. {jmemz
orjemjélemies 'mi-kra,fon }

menu [COMPUT sci A list of computer functions
appearing on a video display terminal which
indicates the possible operations that a com-
puter can perform next, only one of which can
be selected by the operator. {'men-yii }
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menu bar (compuT sci] 1. In a Graphics
Interface, a horizontal strip near the tq Ua
screen or a window, containing the til i i
available pull-down menus. 2. A horizg Sy
vertical strip containing the names of c Mal
available commands {'men-yil bir) 7A

menu-drivensystem=|CoMPuTscl| An inter
computer system In which the operatorye,
the processing to be performed by i
selections from a series of menus, [| 0
\driv-an 'sis-tam | en;

mercury arc [ELECTR] An electric disch
through jonized mercury vapor, Glving of
brilliant bluish-green light containing gf! - uy
ultraviolet radiation, | 'mar-kya-ré irk

mercury-are rectifier |ELECTR| A @as-liljeg
titer tube in which the gas is mercury veo
small sizes use a heated cathode, whijp ‘a
sizes rated up to 8000 kilowatts and high; "Re
a mercury-pool cathode. Also known as Tere
rectifier; mercury-vaporrectifier. { ‘marysiark 'rek-ta,fi-ar}

mercury cell [ELEC] A primary dry cell that da
livers an essentially constant output volts,
throughoutits useful life by meansofa chem, ia
reaction between zinc and mercury oxide; Willy |
used in hearing aids. Also known as mercy
oxide cell. { 'mar-kya-ré , sel} n

mercury delay {Ine [ELECTR] An acoustic ¢alay
line in which mercury is the medium for Bi
transmission. Also known as mercury memory.
mercury storage. | 'mar-kya-ré di'la Th | i

mercury lamp See mercury-vapor lamp,
{ 'mar-kya-ré lamp} i

mercury memory See mercury delay ling
('‘mor-kyo-ré 'mem-ré }

mercury oxide cell Seemercurycell. —["mar-lya.ye: |
\ak,sid ,sel }

mercury-pool cathode=[ELECTR| A cathode of ¢
gas tube consisting of a pool of mercury, an are
spot on the poo! emits electrons.—[ ‘mar-kyaye
»pul 'kath Gd }

mercury-pool rectifier See pool-cathode mercury:
arcrectifier | ‘mar-kya-r@ pul 'rek-ta,fi-ar |

mercury storage See mercury delay line
{ 'mar-kya-ré 'stor-ij } |

mercury switch [ELEC] A switch thatis closed by
making a large globule of mercury moveup to the
contacts and bridge them) the mercury is usually
moved by tilting theentire switch—[‘morkyaré
iswich}

mercury tank |ELEcTR| A container of mercury,
with pairs of transducers at opposite ends, used
ina mercury delay line. ( 'mar-kya-ré ,tayk|

mercury tube See mercury-vapor tule; pool tube,
{ 'mar-kya-ré ,tib }

mercury-vapor lamp [ELECTR] A lamp in which
light is produced by an electric arc between
two electrodes in an ionized mercury-vapor
atmosphere;it gives off a bluish-greenlight rich’
in ultraviolet radiation. Also known as metculy
lamp. { 'mor-kya-ré |va-par lamp}

mercury-vaporrectifler See mercury-arc rectifier.
{ 'mor-kya-ré (va-par'rek-ta,fT-ar}
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ercury-vaportube=[eLectH) Agas tube inwhich
jhe active gas ls mercury vapor. Also known as
pnencury tube. -{'mar-kyo-ré jvd-par tilb |
ercury-wetted reed switch |elec|A reed
ewitch containing a pool of mercury at one end
and normally operated vertically, the contacts
an the reeds are covered with a mercury filmby
capillary action, each operation of the switch
renews this mercury film contact, thereby
increasing the operating life of the switch many
times. | 'mor-kya-ré |wed-ad'réd ,swich}

merge [COMPUT SCi| To create an ordered set of
data by combining properly the contents of two
or more sets of data, each originally ordered in
ihe same manner as the output data set Also
known asmesh, | mat| iy

merged-transistor logic Sew integrated injection
logic. | tmarfd tranjaistar 'Iaj-ik|

merge search |COMPUT sci| A. procedure for
eeqrching a table in which both the table and file
records must first be ordered in the same sequence on
thekeyinvolved, and the table is searched sequentially
until a table-record key equalto or greater than the
file-record key is found, upon whichthefile record
is processed! If its key is equal, and the process |s
repeated! with the next file record, starting at the
table position where the previous search terminated.

| 'marj sarch }
merge sort |COMPUT Sci] To produce a single

sequence of items ordered according to some
rule, from two or more previously ordered or un-
ordered sequences, without changing the items
insize, structure, or total number; although more
than one pass may be required for a complete
sort, items are selected during each pass on the
basis of the entire key—( 'marj ,sdrt }

merging routine (comput sci| A program that
creates a single sequence of items, ordered
according to somerule, out of two or more
sequences of items, each sequence ordered
according tothe same rule, { 'marj-in rii,t@n }

merit [ELECTR| A performancerating that governs
the choice of a device for a particular application;
it must be qualified to indicate type of rating, as
in gain-bandwidth meritor signal-to-noise merit
(‘merat }

mesa device {ELEcTR| Any device produced by
diffusing the surface of a germanium orsilicon
wafer and then etching down all but selected
areas, which then appearas physical plateaus or
mesas, {'ma-sadi,vis }

mesadiode=(iLectr| Adiode produced by diffus-
ing the entire surface of a large germanium or
silicon wafer and then delineating the individual
diode areas by a photoresist-controlled etch that
Temoves the entire diffused area except the island
Or tesa at each junction site. { 'ma-sa ,di,dd }

mesa transistor |ELECTR A transistor in which a
germanium or silicon wafer is etched down in
Steps so the base and emitter regions appear
a5 physical plateaus above the collector region.
['Ma-sa tran'zis-tar |}

MESFET—Ser metal semiconductor fleld-effect
transistor {'mes,fet}

message center

mesh [COMPUT Sci] See merge. |eLEC] A set of
branches forming a closed path in a network so
that if any one branch is omitted from the set,
the remaining branches of the set do not form a
closed path. Also known as loop, { mesh }

mesh analysis [ELEC] A method of electrical
circuit analysis in which the mesh currents are
taken as independent variables and the potential
differences around a mesh are equated to 0.
(‘mesh a'nal-a-sas}

mesh connection See delta connection,
ka,nek-shan }

mesh currents |ELEC] The currents which are
considered to circulate around the meshes of
an electric network, so that the current in any
branch of the network is the algebraic sum of the
mesh currents of the meshesto whichthat branch
belongs. Also known as cyclic currents; Maxwell’s
cyclic currents. {'mesh ka-rans }

mesh Impedance [ELEC] The ratio of the volt-
age to the current in a mesh whenall other
meshes are open. Also knownasself-impedance
{'mesh im'péd-ons }

mesh network |cOMMUN| A communications
network in which each node has at least two
links to other nodes. { 'mesh ,net,wark }

mesomerism Seeresonance. {ma'sdm-a,riz-am }
message [COMMUN| A series of words or sym-

bols, transmitted with the intention of conveying
infermation, [Compusel] An arbitrary amount
of Information with beginning and end defined
or implied: usually, it originates in one place and
is intended to be transmitted to anotherplace
{ 'mes-ij }

message accounting |COMMUN| Use of equip-
ment to make records af telephone calls for
billing purposes. { 'mes-i] a,kaunt-in }

message authentication=|commun| Security
measute designed to establish the authenticity
of a message by means of an authenticator
within the transmission derived from certain
predetermined elements of the messageitself
{'mes+ij othen-to'ka-shan }

message authentication code |conpur sei] The
encrypted personal identification code appended
to the message transmitted te a computer, the
messageis acceptedonlyif the decrypted codeis
recognized asvalid by the computer. Abbreviated
MAC. {'mes-ij 6,then-ta'ka-shan ,kdd}

message blocking (coMMUN] The division of
messages into blocks having a fixed number
of bytes in order to provide consistent work
units and thereby simplify the design of data
communications networks. {'mes.ij ,blak-in }

message buffer [comput sci] One of a numberof
sections of computer memory, which contains a
messagethat can be transmitted between tasks
in the computer system to request service and
receive replies from tasks, and whichis stored in
a system buffer area, outside the address spaces
of tasks. { 'mes-ij ,baf-ar)

(‘mesh

message center |COMMUN| A communications
facility charged with the responsibility foracceptance, preparation for transmission,
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messagedisplay console

transmission, receipt and delivery of messages,
{'mes-ij ,sen-tor]

message display console |compur
cathode-ray tube on which is
information requested by the user.
di'spla |kan,sal )

message exchange=|compitsci| A device which
acts asa bulfer between 4 communication line
and @ computer and carries out communication
functions. | 'messij iks,chan| |

message indicator commun] Element placed
within @ message to serve as a guide to the
selection or derivation ane application of the
correct key to facilitate the Prompt decryption of
the message | 'mes-ij jimda'kad-ar|

messageinterpolation |comaun| Data message
insertion during intersyllable periods ar speech
pauses on a busy voice channel without bredk-
ing down the volce connection or notleeably
affecting the voice transmission, { ‘mes-ij in
itar-pa'la-shan |

message keying element {commun| That part
of the key which changes with every message.
{'mes-ij ‘ké-in ,elamant }

message-oriented applications [COMMUN | Ap.
plications of data communications that involve
medium-size data transfers in the range of hun-
dreds (oa few thousand bytes or characters, and
are usiially unidirectional informationflows fram
source to destination [| 'mes:ij freents
ap-lo'ka shane|

message queuing |cOMPUT sci] The stacking of
messages according to somepriority rule as the
messages awail processing—[ 'mes»ij ikyGein |

message reference black [coMMUN| A set of
slanals denoting the beginning or end of a
message. | 'mes-j 'refrans blak |

Message registration jcommun| A method for
counting the number of completed charged calls
whichoriginate from a particular telephone line,
making one scoring for each local call and
indore than one scoring for calls between zones
('mes-ij fe)-a,stra-shan|

message routing [COMMUN] Selection of the
communication path over whieh a message is
sent ('mesel] ,riid-in }

message switching |comMMUN|A system in
which data transmitted between stations on
different circuits within a network are routed
through central points.—{ 'mes-i{ swich-lp |

messagetrailer |coMmUN| Thelast part ofa data
communications message that signals the end of the
message and may also contain contral information
such as a check character {'mes:ij ,tra-lar }

messaging§|coMMUN] Electronic communici-
tion in which a message |s sent directly to
its destination without belng stored en route
['mes-ij-in |

meta character {comput sct| A character in a
computer programming language system that
has some contralling role with respect to other
characters with which it may be associated.
('med-a kar-iketar |

metacompller [comput sci] A compiler that
is used chiefly to construct compilers for

Sci] A
displayed

{ 'mes-ij
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other programming languages ;ipl lar} {hy

metadata [compu sei] A descriprig,
in a source, distinet from the
for example, the currency by whieh
measured ina data source foy Purchaett
{'med-adad-a | 8 Iny

metadyne=[FLECTR| A type of rotatin
amplifier having more than one brash
used for voltage regulation, of tran('med-aydinJ "a

metal-air battery Sv air-depe|
('med-al ler 'badsa-ra |

metalanguage |compur Sai] A Programm
guage that uses symbols'ta Tepreseny the
of other programming languages, acaha
chiefly to write compilers for those jj, MK| 'med-a,lan-ewil | aN

metal antenna JELECTROMAG] An anten
has a relatively small metal surface, in top
toaslotantenna.  {'med-al an'tensa |

metal-clad substation |evec) An electric
substation housed in a metal cabinet
indoors or outdoors. [  'med-al tklae=ista-shan |

metal detector |eecrie| An electronic dey
detecting concealed metal objects, such asei
knives, or buried pipelines, Benerally by ral
a high-frequency electromagnetic field @
tecting the change produced in thar fleld by
ferrous or nonferrous metal object being
Also known as electronic locator, metal lowati
radio metal locator—| 'med-al dijtek-tapy

metal-filmresistor |eLec| A resistor in which
resistive element js @ thin film of Metal or
alloy, deposited on an insulating Substrate ofaq
integratedcircuit. { 'mec-al film zistop|

metal halide lamp jevecre| A discharge: (aie
in which metal halide salts are added toth
contents of a discharge tube in which there
isa high-pressure arc in mercury vapor: th
added metals penerate different wavelengths, ta
give substantially white light at an. efficiehty
approximating that of high-pressure sodium!
lamps. [medal hajlid lamp } ‘

metal-in-gap head=|eLecre| A ring head in which,
the gap inthe ring is lined with a metallic material
having a higher saturation magnetization, jn,
order to extend the maxirnumfleld of the head
Abbreviated MIG head. { ,mecl-al in pap ‘hed |

metal-insulator semiconductor |SQuUD STATE,
Semiconductor construction in which an Insus
lating layer, generally a fractian of a micrayis,
eter thick, is deposited on the semiconducting
substrate before the pattern of metal contacts
is applied. Abbreviated MIS { ‘meal lines
(ld-ar ‘semsi-kanidak-tar| /

metallic circuit |eLec| Wire circuit of which the
ground or earth forms no part. | ma'tallke'sarkat |

metallic disk rectifier See metallic rectifier
i ma'talik idisk ‘retro ffear )

metallic electrode arc lamp —[eLec| A typeol atc
lamp in which light is produced by luminescent
vapor introduced inte the are by evgiporation
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from the cathode; the anodeis solid copper, anc
the cathode is formed of magnetic iran oxide
with titanium as the light-preducing element
and other chemicals to control steadiness and
vaporization { ma'tal-Ik ijlek, trad ark lamp }

metalllc insulator |ELECTROMAG] Section of
transmission line used as a mechanical support
device, the section is an odd number of

quarter-wavelengths long at the frequency of
interest, and the input impedance becomeshigh
enough so that the section effectively acts as an
insulator { ma'tal-ik 'in-sa,lad-ar}

metallic rectifler [ELECTR] A rectifier consisting
of one or more disks of metal under pressure-
contact with semiconductor coatings or layers,
such as a copper oxide, selenium, orsilicon
rectifier Also known as contactrectifier; dry-disk
rectifier; dry-plate rectifier; metallic-disk rectifier:
semiconductorrectifier {ma'tal-ik 'rek-ta,ff-or}

metallized capacitor (ELEC) A capacitor in which
a film of metal is deposited directly on the
dielectric to serve in place of a separatefoil strip:
has self-healing characteristics. { 'med-al,izd
ka'pas-ad-ar}

metallized-paper capacitor [ELEC] A modifica-
tion of a paper capacitor in which metal foils
are replaced by extremely thin films of metal
deposited on the paper; if a breakdown occurs,
these films burn away in the area ofthe break-

down, ('med-al,izd pap-or ka'pas-ad-ar}
metallized resistor |ELEc| A resistor made by

depositing a thin film of high-resistance metal
on the surface of a glass or ceramic rod or tube
('med-ol,izdri'zis-tar }

metal locator See metal detector { 'med-al |l6
ikad-ar}

metal-nitride-oxide semiconductor |soLip STATE|
A semiconductor structure that has a double
insulating layer; typically, a layer of silicon
dioxide (SiOz) is nearest the silicon substrate,
with a layer of silicon nitride (SizNq) over it
Abbreviated MNOS, [ 'med-al in@,trid \ak,sid
'sem-i-kon,dok-tar}

metal oxide resistor [ELEC] A metal-film resistor
in which an oxide of a metal such astin is
deposited as a film onto an insulating substrate
{'med-al jak,sid ri'zis-tor }

Metal oxide semiconductor [SOLID STATE] A
metal insulator semiconductorstructure in which
the insulating layer is an oxide of the substrate
material, for a silicon substrate, the insulating
layer is silicon dioxide (SiO2). Abreviated MOS.
{'med-al |ak,sid ‘sem-i-kan,dak-tar}

meter-type relay

metal oxide semiconductorfleld-effect transistor
[ELECTR] A field-effect: transistor having a gate
that is insulated from the semiconductor sub-
strate by a thin layerofsilicon dioxide, Abbrevi-
ated MOSFET; MOST; MOStransistor Formerly
known as insulated-gate field-effect transistor
(IGFET), { 'med-al }ak,sid 'sem-i-kon,dak-tor
'féld i,fekt tran'zis-tar}

metal oxide semiconductor Integrated circult
[ELECTR] An integrated circuit using metal ox-
ide semiconductor transistors; it can have a
higher density of equivalentparts than a bipolar
integrated circuit, { 'med-al |&k,sid 'sem-i-kan
idak-tar ‘int-a,grad-ad 'sar-kat}

metal semiconductor field-effect transistor
[ELECTR] A field-effect transistor that uses a thin
film of gallium arsenide, with a Schottky barrier
gate formed by depositing a layer of metal
directly onto the surface ofthe film. Abbreviated
MESFET { 'med-al ‘sem:-i-kan,dak-ter 'féld
i,fekt tran'zis-tar}

metascope |[ELEcTR| An infrared receiver used for
converting pulsed invisible infrared rays into
visible signals for communication purposes: also
used with an infrared source for reading mapsin
darkness, { 'med-a,skdp }

metavarlable [comput sci] Oneofthe elements ofa
formal language, corresponding to the parts of speech
of a natural language, Also known as component
name; phrase name. _{ |med-a'ver-&-a-bal]

meteorle scatter |CcoMMUN| A form of scatter
Propagation in which meteor trails serve to
scatter radio waves backtoearth { ,méd-@'or-ik
'skad-ar]

meteorological frequency bands [COMMUN| A
collection of radio and microwave frequency
bands allocated for use by radiosondes and
ground-basedradars used in weather forecasting
in the United States. { imed-é-9-ro'ldj-a-kal
'fré-kwan-sé ,banz}

meter [ENG] A device for measuring the value of a
quantity underobservation; the termis usuallyapplied
toan indicating instrument alone. { ‘méd-ar }

meter bridge [ELEC] A uniform resistance wire
| meterin length, mounted aboveascale marked
in millimeters, with terminals added to make
the device usable as either part of a Wheatstone
bridge or of a potentiometer. { 'méd-ar ibrij }

meter sensitivity [ENG] The accuracy with which a
meter can measureavoltage,current, resistance,
or other quantity. { 'm@d-or ,sen-sa'tiv-ad-8 }

meter-type relay |ELEc| A relay that uses a me-
ter movementhaving a contact-bearing pointer
which movestoward or away froma fixed contact
mounted on the meter scale { 'méd-or |tIp
él }
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method of images

method of Images |eELEc|In electrostatics, a
method of determining the electric fields and
potentials set up by charges in the vicinity of
a conductor, in which the conductor and its
induced surface charges are replaced by one or
morefictitious charges. {'meth-od ov'im:ij-oz }

metric waves |ELECTROMAG| Radio waves hav-
ing wavelengths between | and 10 meters,
corresponding to frequencies between 30 and
300 megahertz (the very-high-frequency band)
{'me-trik 'wavz}

mF See miltifarad.
MF See medium frequency
Mflop See million floating-point operations per

second. {'em,fldp }
MFSK Sve multiple-frequency-shift keying.
MHDgenerator Sce magnetohydrodynamic gener-

ator. { ;em|ach'dé 'jen-a,rad-or}
mho Secsiemens. {md}
MIC Sce microwave integrated circuit
mica capacitor [ELEc| A capacitor whosedielec-

tric consists of thin rectangular sheets of mica
and whose electrodes are either thin sheets of
metal foil stacked alternately with mica sheets,
or thin deposits ofsilver applied to one surface
of each mica sheet. { 'mi-ko ko'pas-ad-or]

mickey-mouse [COMPUTSci| To play with some-
thing new, such as hardware, software, or a
system, until a feel is gotten for it and the proper
operating procedure is discovered, understood,
and mastered, (!mik-@'maus }

MICR Sce magnetic-ink character recognition
Microactuator |ENG| A very small actuator, with

physical dimensions in the submicrometer to
millimeter range, generally batch-fabricated from
silicon wafers. { ,m1-kr6'ak-cha,wad:ar}

microalloy diffused transistor [ELECTR| A mi-
croalloy transistor in which the semiconductor
waferis first subjected to gaseous diffusion to
produce a nonuniform base region Abbreviated
MADT.  { |mt-krd'al, oi da'fyiizd tran'‘zis-tor}

microalloy transistor [ELECTR] A transistor in
which the emitter and collector electrodes are
formed by etching depressions, then electroplat-
ing and alloying a thin film of the impurity metal
to the semiconductor wafer, somewhat as in
a surface-barrier transistor { {mi-krd'al,oi tran
'zis-tar]

microammeter [ELEC] An ammeter whosescale
is calibrated to indicate current values in mi-
croamperes. { jmi-kr6'a,méd-ar}

microampere [(ELEc| A unit of current equal to
one-millionth of an ampere. Abbreviated pA
{imi-kr6'am,pir |

microcapacitor [ELECTR] Any very small! capaci-
tor used in microelectronics, usually consisting
of a thin film of dielectric material sandwiched
between electrodes. { jm1-kr6-ka'pas-ad-ar}

microchannel plate [ELECTR] A plate that con-
sists of extremely small cylinder-shaped elec-
tron multipliers mounted side by side. to pro-
vide image intensification factors as high as
100,000. Also known as channel plate multiplier
{imi-krdichanval 'plat }

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

microchip See chip=_{ 'm1-kré,chip }
microcircuitry=[ELEcTR| Electronic Circuit ,

tures that are orders of magnitude sMalleg |
lighter than circuit structures produced b 5
most compact combinationsof discrete CoH :
nents, Also known as microelectronic ej,
microminiature circuitry. { 1mT-kro'sarks

microcode |compuT sci| A code that ep
microinstructions; not ordinarily used ;
gramming. {'mi-kr6,kGd }

microcomputer [comput sci| 1. A digital co
puter whose central processing unit Tesi,
on a single semiconductor integrated cir
chip, a microprocessor. 2. An electronic dey}
typically consisting of a microprocessor ceny
processing unit, semiconductor memory(pay
graphics display, and keyboard. Typical conf
urations also include a hard disk for persiy
memory, a compactdisk drive, a disk drive whi
allows removable disks to be used to move da
in and out of the machine, and a pointing ¢loy;
( {mi-kr6-kom'pytid-ar}

microcomputer development system=|co,
sci| A complete microcomputer system 1
is used to test both the software and ha
ware of other microcomputer-based syste
{ {mT-kré-kom'pylidsar di'vel-ap-mant ,sis:tom |

microcontroller [ELECTR] A microcomputer, mig
processor, or other equipment used forpreci
Process control in data handling, communi
tion, and manufacturing. —{ {m7-krd-kon'tral-ay

microcoulomb [ELEC] A unit of electric char
equal to one-millionth of a coulomb. Abbreviat)
pC. {|mi-krd'kii,lam } :

microdiagnostic program=|comPUT SC!) A micr
program that tests a specific hardware corm
nent, such as a bus orstore location, for fawl
{ {mikr6,d1-o¢'ndsrtik 'pr6-gram }

microdisk={compur Sci] A small floppy disk wi
a diameter between 3 and 4 inches (7 and
centimeters). Also known as microfloppy di
{ 'mi-krd,disk }

micro-electro-mechanical system (ENG| As
tem in which micromechanismsare coupled w
microelectronics, most commonly fabricated
microsensors or microactuators. Abbreviat
MEMS. Also known as microsystem.—( |mT-k
ilek-traema'kan-arkal ,sis:tam )

microelectronic circultry See
{ {mT-krO-i,lek'tran-ik 'sar-ka-tré }

microelectronics |ELECTR}| The technology
constructing circuits and devices in extreme
small packages by various techniques. Als
known as microminiaturization; microsyste
electronics. ( {mT-krG-i,lek’'tran-iks }

microelement (ELECTR Resistor, capacitor, traq
sistor, diode, inductor, transformer, or othe
electronic element or combination of elemen
mounted on a ceramic wafer 0.025 centimet
thick and about 0.75 centimeter square; indivi
ual microelementsare stacked, interconnecte€
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Lov pkrdtel-amant ]
{jm prication ENG) The technology of fabri-microfel microsystems Irom silicon wafers, using
Sead semiconductor process technologies in
Sbination with specially developed processes,
orkrfab-ta'ka-shan}
Aead JeLec] A unit of capacitance equal

iemone-millionth of a farad, Abbreviated jcF
impkro'farad | eaminiic

microfloppy disk Se microdisk

Benn [ELEC] A unit of resistance, reac-
tance, and impedance, equal ta 10°° ohm
‘mika | ,

microimage = [COMPUT Sci] A single image stored
onamicrolorm medium. ('mikrOimvj }

microinstruction |compur sei The portion ofa
microprogmam that specifies the operation of
individual computing elements and stich te-
lated subunits as the main memory anc the
input/output interfaces, usually includes a next-
address Held that climinates the need for a
program counter (imikra-in'strak-shan |

microtock§ |FLecie) 1. Satellite telemerry system
that uses phase-lock techniques in the ground re-
ceiving equipmentto achieve extreme sensitivity
2. A lock by a tracking station upon a minitrack
radia fransmitter, 3, The system by which this
lock is effected,—| ‘mivkra,lék }

micromainframe=|ComPur sci] A main frame of
a computer placed on one or more integrated
circuit chips, (imP-kro*man, fram J

micromechanical display ena] A video display
based onanarrayof mirrors on a silicon chip that
can be deflected byelectrostatic forces. Abbrevi-
ated MMD | ini-krG-ma,kan-b-kal di'spla }

micromechanics Jac) 1.The design ane! fabri-
cation of mictomechanisms. 2, See composite
micramechanies, | [miP-kréma'kaniks |

micromechatronics [eNG| The branch of engi-
neerlng concerned with—microvelectro-
mechanical systems, | mi-kro,mek-altrarviks |

microminiature circuitry See microcincuitry
{imrked}min-a-char 'sarcka-tré |

microminiaturization See
(ini-krO,min-a-cha:rs'za-shan }

micromodule JELECTR] Cube-shapedd, plug-
in, miniature circuit coniposed of potted
Microelements: each microelement can consist
of a resistor, capacitor, transistor, or other
tlement, ora combination of elements

Microoperation—|compur sci] Any clock-timed
Stepofanoperation | ikrG,ap-a'r-shan |

Mlcro-opto-electro-mechanical system jena] A
Microsystem: that combines the functions of
Optical, Mechanical, and electronic companents
In @ single, very small package or assembly
Abbreviated MOEMS. | Im-kroip-ta Heke
majkansa-kal 'sis-tam|

Mmicro-apto-mechanical system [ENG! A micro
system that combines Optical and mechanical
Unctions without the use of electronic de-

a

(imi-krd,flap-&
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microspec function

vices or signals. Abbreviated MOMS.
iop-to-ma'kan-a-kal \sis-tarn |

micropert |coyspur SCl| A type of continuous-
feed computer paper having extremely small
perforations along the separations snd edges
which give separated Pages the appearance of
standard typewriter paper | 'mi-kra,parf )

microphone [enc ACOUS] An electroacoustic de
vice containing a transducer whichis actuated by
sound waves and delivers essentially equivalent
electric waves, | ‘mi-krafan |

microphone transducer JENG Acous| A device
which converts yariation in the position orvelec-
ity of some body Inte corresponding variations
of some electrical quantity, in a microphone
['mi-kra,fon tranz'di-sar !

microphonies [eLects| Noise caused by me-
chanical vibration of the elements ofanelectron
tube, component, or system Also known as

[ imi-kr

Microphonism. —[ \mi-kra'fan-iks f
microphonism—Ser Mmicrophonics. | mi'kréi-faMizar |

microprocessing unit [ELECTR] A microproces-
sar with its external Memory, input/output Inter-
lace devices, and buffer, clock, and driver circuits.
Abbreviated MPU. | iMPkrO'prases-ig yilenat |

microprocessor=|ELectr| A single silicon chip on
which the arithmetic and logic functions of a
compttterare placed. [ iMm-krd'prases-ar |

microprocessor intertie and communication
system=(commun| Adata communications 5y5-
tem which provides the communication net-
work with Its own dedicated processing re-
sources and reduces in-terminal response time,
compensating for the capacity used up by
communications terminals: Abbreviated MICS
| mi-kro'praiises-ar'in-tar,tT an ko,myil-na'ka-shanSis-tam}

micropragram IComPuT sci] A computer program
that consists only of basic elemental coni-
mands whieh directly control the operation of
each functional element in a microprocessar
LimEkra'pré-gram |

microprogrammable instruction [COMPUT Scy]
An instruction that dees not refer to a core
memory address and that can be micropre-
frammed, thus specifying various commands
within one instruction. limi-krd-pra'gram-a.bal
in'strak-shan |

microprogramming=|compur Sci] Transforma-
tlon of a computer Instruction inte a sequence
of elementary steps (Microinstructions) by
which the computer hardware carries out the
instruction. { iMPkKG'pra,gram-in |

micropump Svelectroosmotic driveripamp|

microradiometer [eect| A radiometer used for
measuring weak radiant power, in which a ther-
mopile is supported on and connecteddirectly to
the moving call of a galvanometer Also known as
radiomicrometer | imikrG,tad-@'m-ad-ar|

microspec function jcoypur SC! The set of mi-
croinstructions which performs a Specific opera-
Non in one or more machine cycles. { 'mi-kra
ispek jfank-shan|

[‘mTkra
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microstrip

microstrip [ELECTROMAG| A strip transmission
line that consists basically of a thin-film strip in
intimate contact with onesideofa flat dielectric
substrate, with a similar thin-film ground-plane
conductor on the other side of the substrate.
('mi-kra,strip }

mlicrosystem See micro-electro-mechanical sys-
tem={ 'm1-krd,sis-tam }

microsystem electronics See microelectronics.
{ 'mT-kra,sis-tam i,lek'tran-iks }

microvolt [ELEC] A unit of potential difference
equal to one-millionth of a volt. Abbreviated jV.
{'mi-kra,vdlt }

microvoltmeter [ELEcTR| A voltmeter whose
scale is calibrated to indicate voltage values in
microvolts. ( |mi-krd'vdlt,m&d-ar}

microwave [ELECTROMAG] An electromagnetic
wave which has a wavelength between about
0.3 and 30 centimeters, corresponding to
frequencies of 1-100 gigahertz; however,
there are no sharp boundaries distinguishing
microwaves from infrared and radio waves.
{ 'mi-kra,wav }

microwave amplifler [ELECTR] A device which
increases the power of microwave radiation.
{ 'm1-kra,wav ‘am-plo,ff-ar}

microwave antenna [ELECTROMAG] A combina-
tion of an open-end waveguide and a parabolic
reflector or horn, used for receiving and trans-
mitting microwave signal beams at microwave
Tepeater stations. { 'mi-kra,wav an'ten-a }

microwave attenuator |ELECTROMAG| A device
that causes the field intensity of microwaves in
a waveguide to decrease by absorbing part of
the incident power; usually consists of a piece
of lossy material in the waveguide along the
direction of the electric field vector. { 'mi-kro
iwav a'ten-ya,wad-or}

microwave cavity See cavity resonator. {'mi-kra
iwav |kav-a-dé}

microwave clrcult [ELECTROMAG] Any particular
grouping of physical elements, including wave-
guides, attenuators, phase changers, detectors,
wavemeters, and various types of junctions,
which are arranged or connected together to
produce certain desired effects on the behavior
of microwaves. { 'mi-kra,wav sar-kat}

microwave clrculator See circulator. ( 'mi-kra
iwav 'sar-kya,lad-ar}

microwave communication |COMMUN| Trans-
mission of messages using highly directional
microwave beams, which are generally relayed
by a series of microwave repeaters spaced up to
50 miles (80 kilometers) apart. ('m7-kra,wav ke
imyii-ne'ka-shan )

microwave detector [ELECTR] A device that can
demonstrate the presence of a microwave by a
specific effect that the wave produces, such as a
bolometer, or a semiconductor crystal making a
pinpoint contact with a tungsten wire. {'mi-kra
iwav di,tek-tar }

microwave device |ELECTR| Any device capable
of generating, amplifying, modifying, detecting,
or measuring microwaves, or voltages having
microwave frequencies _{ 'mi-kra,wav di,vis }
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microwave filter |ELECTROMAG| A device wpasses microwaves ofcertain frequene(.. Hig
transmission line or waveguide while Telecting
absorbing otherfrequencies; consists offecq,
cavity sections orotherelements. { ‘Mikeylkifil-tor } “de

microwave generator Sq microwave ose
{‘ini-kra,wav ‘jen-a,rad-ar ) ator

microwave gyrator Sve gyrator, | 'Mikra,y,
\Tad-er} ae

microwavehop [COMMUN] Atticrowave Cony
nications channel between two Stations "4
directive antennas that are almed at each ont
{ 'mi-kra,wav 'hap }

microwave Integrated clrcult [eLictay, ..
crowavecircuit that uses integrated-cireyig ji
duction techniques involving such features —
thin or thick films, substrates, dielectrics <.”
ductors,resistors, and microstriplines, toby
passive assemblies on a dielectric. Abbruyig
MIC,_| 'mi-kra,wav'int-o,grad-ed 'sar-kat |

microwave lInk See microwave repeater [nekro,wav ,link } Mm
microwave network |COMMUN] A series. qf

crowave repeaters, spaced up to 50 miles(47) kil ;
meters) apart, which relay messagesover|
distances using highly directional micte,
beams. {'mi-kra,wav 'net,wark} "

microwave nolse standard=[fN6| An electyjs:
noise generator of calciilable intensity that i
used to calibrate other noise sources by(ein
comparison methods.=['mi-kra, wav ‘noiz
derd }

microwave osclilator [ELECTR| A type of #|
tube or semiconductor device used for ga
ating microwaveradiation or voltage wave!
with microwave frequencies. Also known ag
crowave generator. {'mi-kre,wav “isva,|Gd:

microwave radlometer See radiometer. { 'mjjay
wav ,rad-é'dm-ad-ar}

microwave recelver [ELECTR] Complete
ment that is needed to convert modijl
microwaves into useful information. (‘mh
wav ri's&-var} a

microwave relay See microwave repeater. | ‘mi
kra,wav 'ré,]a } ;

microwave repeater [CcOMMUN| A tower that
equipped with a receiver and transmitter
picking up, amplifying, and passing on inel
direction the signals sent over a micro
network by highly directional microwave b
Also known as microwave link; microwave
{ 'mi-kra,wavri'p&d-ar} J

microwave resonance cavity See cavity resort
{'mi-kra, wav 'rez-an-ans ,kav-ad-é } a

microwavesolid-state device [ELECTR] A Stil
conductor device for the generation or amH
cation of electromagnetic energy at mi
frequencies. { 'mi-kro,wav {sdl-ed {statdl

microwave transmission line={&1.:cTRO
material structure forming a continuous
from one place to another and capable of
ing the transmission ofelectramagnetic ett
along this path. ( 'mi-kra,wav tranzmisil’
ilin }
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LECTR] A semi-
ion or amplifi-

7 at microwave
d {stat di'vis |
ELECTROMAG] A
sntinuous path
pable ofdirect-
iagnetic energy
+ tranz'mish-an

rowave tube |ELECTR| A high-vacuum tube
mee jned for operation in the frequency region

destproximately 2000 to 300,000 megahertz,
Orawa tb |
Cav waveguide Sv waveguide
ay waviniel |

i 5 sv migroprocesser intertie and communi-
cation System seattle

ie core [COMPUT Sci] The locations with
id maddresses ina computer's main storage,
ually agsitned to workspace for application

veeerams. || ‘mid-al ‘kar |
Hyje-ultraviolet lamp jglecre| A mereury-
par lamp desighed to produceradiation in the
vepejength band from 2800 to 3200 angstrom
ye (280 ty 320 nanometers) such as sunlamps
urd _phitochemical lamps. |. ‘mid-al fal-tro
ivilat ‘lamp |

| iddrequency gain |ELecrr| The maximum galn
Me an amplifier, when this galn depends on the

jrequency, for an RC-coupled voltage amplifier
the gain is essentially equal to this value over
alune tanigeof frequencies. (‘mid}fré-kwansé

abt sw musical instrument digital interface‘mic|

Becular {COMPUT SCI] A computer having
greater performance and capacity thana mini-
computer and less than that of a mainframe
{ 'mid&kam, pydd-ar| :

midrange [ENG acaus| A loudspeaker designed
to tepraduce medium audio frequencies, gener-
ally used in conjunction with a crossover network,
atweeter, and a woofer. Also known as squawker
{'mid,ranj }

mid-square generator (COMPUTSci] A procedure
for generating a sequence of random numbers,
in which a member of a sequenceis squared and
the middle digits of the resulting number form
the next member of the sequence. { 'midiskwor
Nenva,rad:or J

Mle's double plate [ELEC] A device consisting of
two small metal disks with insulating handles;
they are held in contact in an electric field and
then separated, and the charge on one of the
disks is then measured to determinethe electric
displacement. { 'méz jdab-al ‘plat }

MIlGhead See metal-in-gap head { lem/7'jé ,hed
or'mig ,hed }

migration jcompur sci] Movement of frequently
ied data items to more accessible storage
locations. and of infrequently used data [tems
toless accessible locations—| mi'gra-shan|

Miller bridge |eLecre| Type of bridge circuit for
measuring amplification factors of vacuum tubes
('mil-ar ,brij }

Miller code=|compur sci| A code used internally
in some computers, in which a binary | is
represented by a transition in the middle of
@ bit (either wp er down), and a binary 0 Is
Tepresented by no transition follawinga binary |;
transition between bits fepresents successive

('mi-kra

 

 
Os, in this code, the longest period possible
oe 4 transition is two bit timeshoe | { 'milar
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Miller effect [ELECTR] The increasein the effective
grid-cathode capacitance of a vacuum tube
due to the charge induced elwctrastatically an
the grid by the anode throuph the grid-anade
capacitance. ['mibarijfekt

Miller generator See bootstrap integrator.
{‘mil-ar'jen-a radar |

Miller integrator [eLectRi A resistor-capacitor
charging network having a high-gain amplifier
paralleling the capacitor; usedto producealinear
time-base voltage. Also known as Miller time-
base. {'mil-ar 'int-o,.grad-or)

Miller time-base Sve Miller integrator
‘tim bas }

milllammeter [ELEC] An ammeter whosescale is
calibrated to indicate current values in mil-
liamperes, | ,mil-8'am,éd-ar }

milliampere |piec| A unit of current equal to
one-thousandth of an ampere. Abbreviated mA.
{ imil-é'am, pir }

millifarad=|gec] A unit of capacitance equal to
one-thousanelth of a farad. Abbreviated mF,
{imil-é'far-od ]

Millikan meter [eLecte) An integratinglonization
chamber in which a golel-leaf electroscope is
charged a known amount and lanizing events
reduce this charge, so that the resulting angle
through which the gold leaf is repelled at any
given time indicates the number of jonizing
eventsthathaveoceurred. {'mil-a-kan,méd-arj

millimeter wave |ELECTROMAG| An electromag-
netic wave having a wavelength between |
millimeter and | centimeter, corresponding to
frequencies between 40 and 300 gigahertz, Also
known as millimetric wave | 'mil-aymaedear
‘wily |

millimetric wave
ime-trik ‘way }

million floating-point operations per second
[campur sci] A unit used to measure the process-
ing speed or throughput of supercomputers or
array processors Abbreviated Mflap.—{-'mil-yan
ilod-in {paint p-o'rd-shanz par'sek-and J

million instructions per second {comput sci|
A unit used to. measure the speed at which
a computer's central processing unit can pro-
cess instructions. Abbreviated MIPS. { 'mil-yan
in'strak-shanz por 'sek-and|

millivolt (eLEC| A unit of potential difference or
emf equal to one-thousandth of a volt. Abbrevi-
atedmV.={'mil-a,vélt }

millivoltmeter {ELEC} A voltmeter whose scale is
calibrated to indicate voltagevalues in millivolts
{ :mil-a'vGlt,médor}

Mills cross |ELECTROMAG| Ar antetina array that
consists of two antennas oriented perpendicular
to. each other and that produces a narrowpenell
beam. | ‘mila 'krds |

MIMD jcompur scij A type of multiprocessor ar-
chitecture in which several instruction eyeles may
be active at any given time, each independently
fetching instructions and operands into multiple
Dracessing units and operating on them in
a cnncurrent fashion. Acronym for multiple-
instruction-stream, multiple-datastream.

{ 'mil-or

See millimeter wave { !mil-a
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MIME

MIME [comput sci] The Multimedia Internet Mail
Enhancements standard, describing a way of
encoding binary files, such as pictures, videos,
sounds, and executable files, within a normal text
message in an operating-system-independent
manner. {mim}

M-Indicator See M-display _{ 'em ,in-da,kad-ar }
miniature electron tube [ELECTR] A small elec-

tron tube having no base, with tube electrode
leads projecting through the glass bottom in po-
sitions corresponding to those ofpins for eithera
seven-pin or nine-pin tube base. { 'min-a-char
i'‘lek,tran ,ttib }

miniaturization [ELECTR] Reduction in the size
and weight of a system, package, or component
by using small parts arranged for maximum
utilization of space—_{ ,min-9-cha-ra'za-shan}

minicartridge |[compuT sci] A__self-contained
packageofreel-to-ree] magnetic tape that resembles
acassette orcartridge butis slightlydifferent in design
anddimensions. {'min-é,kar-trij }

minicomputer (comput sci] A relatively small
general-purpose digital computer, intermediate
in size between a microcomputer and a main
frame, {'min-é-kem,pyiid-ar}

minidilsk (comput sci] A floppy disk that has
a diameter of 5.25 inches (approximately 13
centimeters). Also known as minifloppy disk.
('min-é,disk }

minifloppy disk See minidisk.
idisk }

minimal-latency coding See minimum-access
coding. {'min-o-mal {lat-an-sé ,k6d-in }

minimal realization [cont sys] In linear system
theory, a set of differential equations, of the
smallest possible dimension, which have an
input/output transfer function matrix equal to
a given matrix function G(s), { 'min-a-mel
\fé-9-19'2a-shon}

minimize (COMMUN| Condition when normal
message and telephonetraffic is drastically
reduced so messages connected with an actual
or simulated emergency will not be delayed.
[comput sci|In a graphical user interface
environment, to reduce a window to an icon
that represents the application running in the
window. {'min-9,miz}

minimum-access coding [compuTsci] Codingin
such a way that a minimum timeis required to
transfer words to and from storage, for a com-
puterin which this time dependsonthe location
in storage. Also known as minimal-latency cod-
ing; minimum-delay coding; minimum-latency
coding. {'min-o-mam jak,ses ,k6d-in }

minimum-access programming [COMPUT SsCl|
The programmingofa digital computer in such a
way that minimum waiting time is required to ob-
tain information out of the memory Also known
as forced programming; minimum-latency pro-
gramming. {'min-9-mom jak,ses 'prd,gram-in }

minlmum-access routine See minimum-latency
routine. {'min-a-mam jak\ses rii,tén }

minimum configuration=[cOMPUT scl] 1. A com-
puter system that has only essential hardware

{ 'min-é,flap-é
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components. 2. The smallest aSsOttme}
hardware and software components requ,
carry out a particular data-processing funeai{'min-a-mam kan lig-ya'ra-shan | et Tl

minimum-delay coding Sev minimurm-ace
ing, ['thin-asmam eli,ld 'kad-in |

minimum detectable signal Sw threshold
('min-a-mom di'tek-ta-bal'sig-nal |

minimum discernible signal |eLectp) 4
ceiver input power level that is just Sulfi
to produce a discernible signal in therg
output; a receiver sensitivity test. 2. |p
the minimum echo powerlevel at the inpur
the receiver that results in an output that Ge
confidently seem relative to the noise, Us;
determined with test equipment in the fel
Abbreviated MDS _{ 'min-a-mom di'sar.naihe
'sig-nal} a

minimum-distance code [COMMUN] A
code in which the signal distance does j,
below a specified minimum value { minglemom f{dis-tens ‘kad } |

minimum firing current [ELEC] The limit bele
which firing will not occur in electric bij,
caps. |'min-a-mam ‘frig |ka-ront |

minimum-latency coding Ser minimum-ge
coding | 'min-a-mam jlat-an-sé kad.in |

minimum-latency programming See MUPpy
access programming. { 'min-a-mom /atiqnus
'prd,gram:in } a

minimum-latency routine=[COMPUT scl] A com
puter routine that is constructed so that th
latency in serial-access storage is less thay
the random latency that would be expect
storage locations were chosen without regard
latency. Also known as minimum-accessrotitins
('min-9-mamjlat-an-sé rii,tén }

minimum-loss attenuator [ELECTH| A r
linking two unequal resistive impedances wh
is designed to introduce the smallest attenuat
possible Also known as minimum-loss{j
('imiina-moam {las a'ten-yaywad-ar| 4

minimum-loss matching=|ELecte| Design
network linking two resistive impeclances sal
it introducesa loss which is as small as posslfild
{'min-a-mam {lés ,mach-in }

minimum-loss pad See minimum-lossattenuate
(‘min-a-mom |lés ,pad } i)

minimum-phase system=|cONTSys| Alinvat
tem for which the poles and zerosofthetral
function all have negative or zero real palt
{'min-a:mam 'laz ,sis-tam | q

minimum signallevel=|eLectr| In facsimile:lew |
corresponding ta the copy white or copy blast

£55 oe

 

 
signal, whichever Is the lower—[ ‘minima
‘sig-nal jleval| I

mini-supercomputer=|compur sci] A superel)
puter that is about a quarter to a hall®
fast in vector processing as the most POR
ful supercomputers. { ,min-é'sil-par-kamip
ar) ae

minitrack  [eLeere| A subminiature radio(8)
mitter capable of sending data aver 4000 mile
(6500 kilometers) on extremely low PO
('min-é,trak }
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inat bend |ELECTROMAG] Rectangular waveg-
ide bent so that throughout the length af a

us da longitudinal axis of the guide lies in one
oe which is parallel to the narrowside of the
‘aveguide {'min-ar bend|

bal control data [comput sci) Control data
ich are at the least significant level used, ar
which are used to sort records into the smallest
soups used, forexample, ifcontrol data are used

to specify stale, town, andstreet, then the data
specilying street would be minor control data.

imin-or kan'trGl daca |
minor cycle [COMPUTscl] The time required for

thetransmissionortransterofone machine word.
including the space between words, in a digital
computer Using serial transmission Also known
aswordtime. [‘minvar si-kal | ;

minority carrier |sc.ip STATE] The type of carrier,
electron, of hole that constitutes less than half
the total numberof carriers in a semiconductor
ma'ninadd 'kar-é-ar }

minority emitter [eLeeTR| Ola transistor, an elec-
trode fram which a flow of minority carriers
enters the Interelectrode region. | ma‘ndnadeé
i'mid-ar) .

minor key |COMPUTscl] A secondary key for iden-
tifying arecord. —{'min-or ,ké }

minor lobe ELECTROMAG] Any lobe except the
major lobe of an antenna racliation pattern, Also
knownasseoondarylobe;sidelobe  ('min-ar!lab

minor loop [CONT Svs] A portion of a feedback
control system that consists of a continuous
network containing both forward elements and
feedback elements. {'min-ar|liip }

minor relay statlon§ [ELECTR] A tape relay station
which has tape relay responsibility but does
hot pravide an alternate route. | 'min-ar ‘ala
\sté-shart |

minor switch [ELEC] Single-motion stepping
switch rnounted atop the telephane connectors
and most commonly used for the party-line
selection (‘min-ariswich }

minus zone jcomeuT sci] The bit positions in
a computer code that represent the algebraic
minus sign | ‘mi-nas jzén ]

MIPS. See million instructions per second.
mirage effect |commun| Reception of radio

waves at distances far beyond the normally
expected range due te abnermal refraction
caused by meteorological conditions such as
abnormal vertical waler-vapor and temperature
ffadients | ma'razh ifekt)

Mirrorgalvanameter |ELec) A galvanometerhav-
ing a small mirror attached to the moving
clement, to. permit use of a beam of light as
4n Indicating pointer, Also known as reflecting
galvanometer—| 'mirar igal-va'ndm-ad-ar|

Mirroring (coypur Sci] The recording of the same
data in two or more locations to ensure continu:
OUS Operation ofa computer system inthe event

Of a failure (inirarig |
St Management information system; metal-

Insulator semiconductor
F [ELECTR] Failure to establish an: arc be:tween {)

Ne Main anode and the cathode of an
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mixer tube

lanitron or other mercurysare rectifier during a
scheduledconducting period. { ‘mis,fir ]

mismatch jeLec| The condition in which the
impedance of a source does not match or
equal the Impedance of the connected load or
transmission line—[ 'mis,mach}

mismatch factor See reflection factor
mach ,fak-tor |

mismatch loss [ELEcTR| Loss of power delivered
to a load as a result of failure to make an
Impedance matchof a transmission line with its
load or with Its source. | 'mis,mach ilas |

mismatch slotted line |ELECTROMAG| A slotted
line linking two waveguides which is not froperly
designed to minimize the power reflected or
transmitted by it ['mis,mach ‘slid-ad ‘lin)

misregistration [compur sci] In character recog-
nition, the improper state of appearance of a
character, line, or document, on site in a char-
acter reader, with respect toa real or imaginary
horizontal baseline—{ ,mis,rej-a'stra-shan }

missing error |compur sci] The result of calling
for a subroutine not available in the library
(missin 'erar}

mistake=|compuT sci] A human action producing
an unintendedresult, in contrast to an ettor in a
computer operation. | ma'stak)}

misuse detection [comput sei] The technology
that seeks to identify an attack on a computer
system by its attempted effect on sensitive
resources, [ mis'ylis di,tek-shon}

mixed congruential generator |compurt Sai) A
congruential generator In which the constant 6
in the generating formula is not equal to zero,
{‘mikst kéin:grii’ensehal'jenva,rad-ar }

mixed-entry decision table |compur sci] A de-
cision table in which the action entries may
be either sequenced or unsequenced, —{ 'mikst
jen-tre di'sizh-an ,ta-bal

mixed highs [commun| in analog color televi-
sion, @ method of reproducing very fine pleture
detail by transmitting high-frequency compo-
nents.as part of luminance signals for achromatic
reproduction in color pictures. | 'mikst ‘hiz |

mixed-modeexpression [com PUT SCI] An expres-
sion Involving operands ef more than one data
type. | 'mikst [mdd ik'spresh-an J

mixer [ELECTR| 1. A device having two or morein-
puts, usually adjustable, anda commen output,
used to combine separate audio or video signals
linearly in desired proportions to produce an
outputsignal, 2. Thestageina superheterodyne
recelver in which the incoming modulated radiv-
frequencysignal is combined with the signal of
a local r-F oscillator to produce a modulated
intermediate-lrequency signal Also known as
first detectar, heterodyne madulator: mixer-first

 

{ 'mis

detector, | 'mik-sar}
mixer-first detector See mixer { 'mik-sar 'forst

di'tek-tor}
mixer tube [eLecTR| A multigrid electron tube,

used In a superheterodyne receiver, in which
control voltages of different frequencies are
Impressed upon different control grids, and
the nonlinear properties of the tube cause the
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mixing

generation of new frequencies equal to the sum
and difference of the impressed frequencies.
{'mik-sar ,ttib }

mixing [ELECTR] Combining two or more signals,
such as the outputs of several microphones
('mik-sin }

MMSSSee maritime mobile satellite service
mnemonic code |compuy scl| A programming

code that is easy to remember because the codes
resemble the original words, such as MPY for
multiply and ACC foraccumulator | na'man-ik
‘kod |

MNOS Sere metal-nitride-oxide semiconductor
mobile code [comruy sel) Code that can be

transmitted across, and executed at the other
end of, a network, and is capable of running on
multiple platforms, forexample, Java, | ma-bal
"kad }

mobile digital computer
mobile, fixed-point operation.
parallel-mode type cligital computer
Idij-adsal kam'pytichar |

mobile earth station=[commun | An earth station
intended to be used while In motion erat halts at
unspecified points. | ,mé-bal ‘arth \sta-shan |

mobile earth terminal [coMMUN| An antenna
small enough to fit in a briefcase or suitcase,
used lor satellite communications, especially by
news-service reporters at locations that cannot
be accessed by conventionaltransportable satel-
lite news-aathering terminals. Abbreviated MET
| mo-bal ‘orth tartan-al|

mobile radio |COMMUN| Radio communication
in which the transmitter is installed in a vessel,
vehicle, or airplane and can be operated while in
mation. | 'mé-bal 'rac-8-6 |

mobile-relay station (COMMUN | Base station in
which the base receiver automatically tunes on
the base station transmitter and which retrans-
mits all signals received by the base statlon
recelver, used to extend the range af mobile
units, and requires two frequenciesfor operation
| md-bal'ré,|4 std-shan |

mobile robot con't Svs] A robot mounted on a
movable platform that transports it to the area
where It carries out tasks,—('md-bal ‘Ta,bat |

mobile satellite service=jcomMun| > radiocam-
munication service between mobile earth sta-
tions by means of one of more space stations
Abbreviated MSS. | {md-bal ‘saclal Tt garvas |

mobile service |commMun| A radiocommunica-
tion service between mobile and land stations oF
between mobile stations | |mO-bal ‘sar-vas}

mobile station |commun| 1. Station In the mo-
bile service intended to be used while in motion
or during halts at unspecified points 2. One or
more transmitters that are capable of transmis
sion while in motion—{'mé-bal 'sta-shan }

mobile systems equipment |ComruT sci] Com-
puters located on planes, ships, ar vans
| 'mé-bal 'sis-tamz ikwip-mant \

Mébius resistor [biic| A nonreactive resistor
made by placing strips of aluminum or other
metallic tape on opposite sides of a length of
dielectric ribbon, twisting the strip assembly half

jcomput sci] Large,one-address.
('mé-bal
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a turn, joining the ends of the metalhj
then soldering leads to opposite surtae, 5
resulting loop. | 'mar-bé-as rijals-tar ‘i "

modal distortion Se modal noise | 1
di'stér-shan | Midge

modal noise [commun|Interference of g
mode optical communications lber with i
light source when a speckle pattern in the
intensity In the fiber alters because of mors
the fiber or changes in the laser spectrum UM
known as modal distortion,—| IMGa-al yg:

mode jcommun| Form of the information
communication such as literal language, ¢
data, and video. [COMPUT SCI| One of f
alternative conditions or methods of operat
adevice. |eLEcTROMAG] A form ofpropa, S|
of guided waves that is characterized a
particular field pattern in a plane trangyto the direction of propagation, Alsa knob ;
transmission mode | mod } 7

mode converter See mode transeducer
kan,vard-or}

modefilter [ELECTROMAG] A waveguidefilter da
signed to separate waves of the same[rey
but of different transmission modes
ifil-tar |

mode jump=[ELECTR| Change in mode of migg,!
netron operation from one pulse to the next, each
mode represents a different frequency and power
level, ('mdd ,jatnp | 1

model See macraskeleton—[‘macl-al|
model-based expert system=[compur SCI] AR

expert systern that Is based on knowledge ofthe
structure ane function of the object for whigk
the system Is designed. [{mad-al bast 'ek-spayt
isisctam |

model-following problem=|Con7 Sy] The prob.
lem of determining 4 control that causes the
response of a given system to be as close ea
possible to the response of amodel system, glven,
the same Input (‘medal fGl-a-winy yprab-lamy

model reduction [consys] The processof dit
carding certain modes of motion while retaininy yothers In the model used by an active conte
system,inorder that the control system can com
pute control commands with sufficient rapidity)
| 'madeal ri'dakeshon |

model reference system |[cony sys] An Ideq
system whose response 1s agreed ta be optimum
computer simulation in which both the modé
systern and the actual system are sublected to
the samesstimulusis carried out. and parametert
of the actual system are adjusted to minis
the dilference in the outputs of the model and
the actual system,—| 'madl-al ‘ref-rans vsis-tam])

model symbol |compur sci] The standard usage:
of geometricalfigures. such as squares, circles, of
triangles. to help tllustrate the various working)
parts of a model each symbol must, never
theless, be footnoted lor complete clarification:
{ 'mad-al jsim-bal| J

modem ELECTR] A combination modulator and
demodulator at each end of a telephone hing
to convert binary digital information to audio.
tone signals suitable for transmission over the
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metallic tape line. and vice versa, Derived from modulatar-
surfacesof the gemodulator, eeden , siicaiiih leis-tar| em eliminator (Compt Sci A evice that Is
se. { IMSd.g] wed to connect Iwo computers in proximity and

,at mimics the action of two modems and aa shone line. ('mG,dem a'lim-a,ndel-ar|
telet number [ELECTR 1. The number of cam-
oe cycles during whiehan electron of average

-coed is in the drift space of a retles klystron. 2,
a number ol radians of phase in the microwave
A ofa magnetrondivided by 27 as one goes

ye around the anode. [mad ,nam-bar|
Oe secoder  ('mGd-ar |
odern control |CONTSYS| A control system that

esies account of the dynamics of the processes
involved and the limitations on measuring them,
with the alm of approaching the condition af
aptimal control, {'méd-arn kan'tral |

mode shift [ELECTR] Change in mode of mag-
netron operation duringa pulse—|'méd shift |

mode skip |ELECTR| Failure ofa magnetron to fire
oneach successive pulse { 'm&d skip }

modeswitch |COMPUTSCi] A preset contral which
affects the normal response of various compo-
nents ofa mechanical desk calculator. | ELECTR|
A microwave control device, often consisting of a
waveguide section of special cross section, which
is used to change the madeof microwave power
transmission in the waveguide, { 'méd ,swich }

mode transducer ELECTR] Device for transform-
ing an electromagnetic wave from one mode of
propagation to another. Also known as mode
converter, mode transformer. { 'mdd_ tranz
\dil-sor}

mode transformer See mode transducer
tranz,for-mar}

MODFET=Ser high-electron-mobility transistor
{'mad_fet }

modifled constant-voltage charge jELEc}
Charging of a storage battery in which
the voltage of the charging circuit is held
substantially constant, but a fixed resistanceis
insertedin the battery circult producing a rising
voltage characteristle at the battery terminals as
the charge progresses. { 'mécl-a,fid tkiin-stant
(Wal-tij 'charj )

modifier {comput sci} A quantity used to alter the
address of an operand ina computer, such as the

nee of : mlber with @ laua,
em In the light. imo
ise of Motion phe
spectrum Also
nod-ol 'noizy
formation ing
inguage. digitay
One Of several!
sof operation of
of propagation,acterized by a

lane transverse
Also known ag  

ducer { 'mag

eguidefilter de.
same frequency
nedes, { 'mad

mode of maj.
to the next; each
Jency and power —

dal }
COMPUT SCl] An
snowledgeofthe
abject for which
-al bast 'ek-spart

T syS| The prob — {'madthat causes the
1 be as close as
del system. given
awin ,préb:lom]_
e processofdis:
n while retaining
in active control
system can com
afficient rapidity,

iT sys] An ideal
dtobe optimum:
both the model
are subjected to
and parameters geleindex Alsoknownas index word, ('mad-o

sted to minimize lior|
of the model and. Modifier register See index register. | 'mad-o‘eferons ,sis'tem)_
e standard usage

quares,circles, of
» various working:
sol must, nevelr
ete clarification

AVF re}arstor }
modify [compuscil 1. To alter a portion of an

instruction so its interpretation and execution
will be other than normal; the modification
May permanently change the instruetion or
fave It unchanged and affect only the current
Secution, the most frequent modificationis that
Ol the effective address through the use of Index
fealsters 2, To alter a’subroutine according to
4 definee barameter—| 'madcd-a,fi}

n modulator and.
a telephone line
‘mation to audid
mission over the)
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modulating electrode

modify structure=|coxpur 51 A statement in a
database language that allows changes to be
made in the structure of the records in a file.
|'mad-a,ff ,strak-char|

moding [ELECTR] Defect of magnetron oscillation
in which it oscillates in one or more undesired
modes (‘mad-in |

modula-2) [compusci] A general-purpose pro-
gramming language that allows a computer
programto be written as separate modules whieh
cat, be compiled separately but can share a
common code—['maj-ala "tii |

modular circuit |eiecre| Any type of circuit as-
sembled to form rectangular or cubical blocks
that perform one or more complete circuit
functions.  [‘maj-a-lar'sar-bat |

modular compilation [comput s¢|| The separate
translation into machine language of the indi-
vidual parts of a computer program, which are
then combined into.a single program by a linkage
editor. ( 'maj-aiar ,kim-pa'la-shan }

modularity |compurT sei] The property of func.
tional flexibility built inte a computer system by
assembling discrete units which can be easily
joined to of arranged with other parts or units
[ maj-a'lar-ad-é |

modular programming |compur sci] The con-
struction of a computer program from a collec
tion of modules, each of workable size, whose
interactions are rigidly restricted, ( ‘'maj-a-lar
‘proygram-in}

modular structure |eLecre| 1. An assembly In-
volving the use of integral multiples of a elven
length for the dimensions of electronic compo-
nents and electronic equipment. as well as for
spacings of holes in a chassis or printed wiring
board, 2, An assembly made from modules,
{'maj-a-lar 'strakechar |

modulate jeLecrr| To vary the amplitude, fres
quency, or phase of a wave, of vary the velocity
of the electrons in an electron bearn in some
characteristic manner { ‘mal-a,lat |

modulated amplifier [eLecri| Ampllfier stage in
4 transmitter In which the modulating signal is
introduced and modulates the carrier [ 'méij-a:
lacd-ad‘amjla{far }

modulated carrier IComMUMN| Radio-frequency
carrier wave whese amplitude. phase, or
frequency has been varied according to the
intelligence to be conveyed | 'mid[-a,lad-od"kar-Gar |

modulated continuous wave [COMMUN | Warye in
which the carrier is modulated by a con-
stant audio-frequency tone. { 'maj-a,lad-ad kan
itin-yaewas "wav |

modulated stage jeLectr| Radiofrequency stage
to which the modulator is coupled andln which
the continuous wave (carrier wave) is modulated
according to the system of modulation and the
characteristics of the modulating wave {'maj-o
ilad-ad 'staj |

modulating electrode [ELECTR] Electrode to
which a potential is applied to control the  
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modulating signal

magnitude of the beam current, { 'maj-a,lad-in
Nektrad |

modulating signal JcOMMUN| Signal—which
causes a variation of some characteristics of a
carrier ['méaj-a\lac-ig ‘signal|

modulation=|comMUN| The process oF the result
of the process by which some parameter of
one wave is varied In accordance with some
parameter of another wave. | imaj-a'la-shan|

modulation capability {eLecre| Of an aural trans-
mitter, the maximum percentage modulation
that can be obtained without exceeding a given
sietortren figure | ,méj-a'la-shan ikapa-'bil-ade |

modulation code [commuN| A code used to
cause variations in a signal in accordance with
a predetermined scheme, normally usedto alter
of modulate a carrer wave to transmit data
{ m4j-a'la-shon kad |

modulation crest |commun| The peak amopli-
tude of an amplitude-modulated wave,—{ maj:
a'la-shan ‘krest }

modulation-dopedfield-effect transistor See high-
eleetran-mobility transistor—( imaj-a'la-shan
\dOpt Feld iffekt tran'zls-ter}

modulation envelope |cOMMUN] The peaks of
the waveform of a modulated signal { :maj-
a'la-shan ‘envelop|

modulation fector§|commun| 1. In general, the
ratio of the peak variation in the modulation
actually used in a transmitter to the maximum
variation forwhich the transmitter was: designed
2In an amplitude-modulated wave, the ratlo
jusually expressed in percent) of the peak vari-
ation of the envelope from its reference value,
to the reference value: Also known as index of
nodulation. 3. Ina frequency-modulated wave,
the ratio of the actual frequency swing to the
frequency swing required for 100% medulation
| maj-a'la-shan fak-tar|

modulation index |commun| The ratio of the
frequency deviation to the frequency ol the mod-
ulating wave in a frequency-modulation system
when using a sinusoidal modulating wave. Also
known as ratlo deviation, | ymaj-a'la-shan in
ideks |

modulation meter |fNG| [nstrument lormeasut-
ing the degree of modulation (modulation factar)
of a modulated wave train, usually expressed in
percent | maj-a'la-shan ,med-ar|

modulation rise |fLectR| Increase of the modu-
lation percentage caused by nonlinearity of any
tuned amplifier, usually the last intermediate-
frequency stage of a recelver | ,maj-a'la-shan
wiz |

modulation transformer [ena AcwUS| An audio-
frequency transformer which matches im-
pedances and transmits audio frequencies be-
tween one or more plates of an audio output
stage and the erid or plate of a modulated
amplifier | mdj-a'li-shan trang|for-mar |

modulator |eLecte| 1. The transmitter compo-
nent that supplies the modulating signal to the
amplilier stage or that triggers the modulated
amplifier stage to produce pulses at deslred
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instants as in radar 2. A device that Brod yen
modulation by any means, such as by yintyeos
anonlinear characteristic or by controlling com!
circuit quantity in accordance with the wavefgae
ofa modulating signal, ('mapaladeory

modulator-demoadulator Se modem,—| ‘maelad-ar dé'maj-a,lad-ar} he
modulator glow tube |ELECTR| Cold cath,,

recorder tube that is used for facsimile
sound-on-film recording: provides a modulg
high-intensity peint source of light | Imad
jlad-ar eS fib | a

module |compur sel) 1. A distinct and [depp
able unit of computer program for such 5 !
poses as compiling, loading, and linkage adit) i
2, One memory bank and associated eleetrans,
ina computer, JeLeecrR| A packaged assepy
of wirecl components, built ina standardized «
and having standardized plug-in or solde
terminations,—| 'mapiil | i

modulo N check=[jcomPuT scll A procedy
verification of the accuracy of a cormputat
by repeating the steps in modulo N arithry
and comparing the result with the origi
result (modulo Nj, Also knownasresidue ¢
{| 'mj-a,16 jen ‘chek] ‘

modulo-two adder=|comPut scl| A logical ejrejy
for adding one-digit binary numbers | 'inaj,
16 iti 'ad-or} “a

MOEMS. See micro-opto-electro-mechanical gy
tam. | 'mG,erz | a

moiré  |comaun| Ina video system, the spurh
pattern in the reproduced picture resulting f
interference beats between two sets of period
structures inthe image {mo'ra]

molded capacitor {ELEC| Capacitor,
mica, that has been encasedin a moldedpila
insulating material, { 'm6l-dod ke'pas-ad

molecular clrcult |ELECTR| A circuit in whic
the individual componentsare physically
tinguishable from each other  { mo'lek
‘sar-kat |

molecutar electronics |ELECTE| The use
alopical or organic molecules for fabr
electronic materials with novel electron’
tical, or magnetic properties; applications
clude polymerlight-emitting diodes, cond it
polymer sensors, pyroelectric plastics,
potentially, molecular computational de
( ma'lekeyo-lari lek’tran-iks |

molecular engineering [bLectR| The use|
solid-state techniques Yo bulld, in extrem
small volumes, the components hecte '
provide the functional requirements of ay
equipments, which when handled in more@
ventional ways are vastly bulkier [ma'lekya
venda'ninig |

moment sensor |ENG| A device that meas
the force applied at a remote point in a 1%
system—{ 'O-mant sen-sar| a

MOMS Se micro-opto-mechanical Sy**
( mame arjemOyem'es} 7

monadic operation [comput sci| An opel
on one operand, such as 4 d
{ md'nad-ik ,p-o'rd-shan}
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ral sound=J&NG Acous| Sound produced
Seesieen in which one or more microphones
anected! toa single transducing channel
his coupled to one or two earphories worn

whic jistenet | man'Oral 'sadnd|
pythe |JCOMPUT Sci 1. To supervise a program,

monty that it is operating correctly during
2 ~ecution, usually by means of a diagnostic

6 ae 2. Sw video monitor, ('ma&n-ad-ar |
elle board [cOMMUN] A console at which a

, arising telephone operator sits and from
¥ ich she or he can interceptcalls being handled
erothe operators ['man-ad-ar bore|
Forcontroidump—|COMPLT-Sci] Amemorydump

routinely carried out bythe system oncea program has
nun, | 'mdn-acharkar'tral champ

nitor display |coMpuTscl| The tacility of stop-
ee the central processing unit and displaying

Pformation of malin storage and internal regis-
fers; alter manual intervention, normal instruc-
tion execution can be initiated. | 'min-ad-ardi

 

ding amplifier |eLecrk| A power amplifier
ised primarily for evaluation and supervision of
aprogmam—['mdnatrig vam-plafor |

‘monitoring key [ELECTR] Key which, when op-
arated, makes it possible for an attendant or
operator to listen on a telephonecircuit with-
out appreciably impairing transmission on the
circuit. { 'man-a-trin iké )

monitor mode=Sre master mode —_{ 'man-ad-ar
mod }

monitor operating system=[comput sci| The con-
trol of the routines which achieves efficient use
of all the hardware components. { 'man-od-or
‘ap-o,rad-ip ,sis:tom }

monitor printer=|COMMUN] Ateleprinter used ina
technical control facility or communications cen-
ter for checking incoming teletypewriter signals
|compuT sci] Input-output device, capable of
receiving codedsignals from the computer, which
automatically operates the keyboard to print a
hard copy and, when desired, to punch paper
tape=['mdn-oclar ,priritear t

monitor routine See executive
{'man-od-or ru, t@n }

monobrid circuit |ELECTR| Integrated circuit us-
ing a combination of monolithic and multichip
techniques by means of which a number of
monolithic circuits, or a monolithic device in
combination with separate diffused or thin-
film components, are interconnected Ina single
package. | 'm4nsa,brid ,sar-kat }

monocharge electret |rLecrr| A type ol fall elec-
tret that carrtes electrical charee af the same sign
onboth surfaces [ 'man-a,chér] ek-trat |

Monochromatic radiation |eLecrromac| Eleetro-
Magnetic radiation having wavelengths con-
lined to an extremely narrow range. () mén-
akra'madik rad-@'a-shan|

Monochrome channel JELECTR| Ina color tele-
‘elon system. any path which Is intended to
cary the monochrome signal; the monochrome
channel may also carry ather signals | 'man-a
hrm Ichan-ad |

routine
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monopulse

manochrome signal [ELEctR] 1. A signal wave-
form used for controlling luminance values
in Monochrome television, 2. The partion of
a signal wave that has major control of the
luminance values in-a color television system,
regardless of whether the picture is displayed in
color orin monochrome. Also known as M signal
(‘manakrom sie-nal }

monochrome television |commun| Television
In which the final reproduced picture is
monochrome, having only shades of gray be-
tween black and white Also known as black
and-white television. | 'mdn-a,kram ‘tel-a,vizh-
an |

monocord$switchboard [elec] Local battery
switchboard in which each telephone line
terminates in a single jack and plug { 'man-o
skord'swich,bord }

monofier |ELecrs| Complete master oscillator
and power amplifier system ina single evacuated
tube envelope, electrically, it is equivalent toa
stable low-noise oscillator, an isolator, anda
lwo- orthree-cavityklystron amplifier, ('m4n-afear |]

monolithic ceramic capacitor jeLecrr| A capac-
itor that consists of thin dielectric layers inter-
leaved with staggered metal-film electrodes: after
leads are connected to alternate projecting ends
of the electrodes, the assemblyis compressed
and sintered to form a solid monolithic block
{ ména'lith-ik sa'ramtk ka'pas-ad-ar |

monolithic filter |commun| A device used to sep-
arate telephone communications sent simulta-
neously over the transmission lire, consisting
of a series of electrodes vacuum-deposited on
a crystal plate so that the plated sections are
resonant with ultrasonic sound waves, and the
effect of the device is similar to that of an electric
filter [ man-o'lith-ik 'Ill-tor }

monolithic Integrated circuit JELECTR) AN) inte-
erated circuit having elements formedin place on
orwithina semiconductor substrate, with at least
one element being formed within the substrate
{iman-a'lith-ik ‘inta,erdd-ad 'sar-kat}

monophonic sound |ENG acous| Sound pro-
duced by a system in which one or more
microphones feed a single transducing channel
which is coupled to one or more loudspeakers.
iiman-alfanik saund )

monopinch [ELECTR] Antijam application of the
monopulse technique where the error signal is
used to provide ciscrimination against jamming
signals.  (‘mén-d,pinch |

monopole antenna |ELECTROMAG) An antenna,
usually in the form of a vertical tube or helical
whip, on which the current distribution forms a
standing wave, and which acts as one part of a
dipole whose other part Is formed by its electrical
image In the ground or in an effective ground
plane. Also known as spike antenna. { ‘mana
pal an'ten-a |

monopulse [ELEcTR] A radar technique for ac-
curate estimation of target position in angle
and tanwe on each pulse transmitted, without
requiring sequential transmission as in. for
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monoscope

example, conical scanning radars; reduces errors
due to echo fluctuations. {'m&n-a,pals }

monoscope [ELECTR] A__signal-generating
electron-beam tube in which a picture signal is
produced by scanning an electrode that has a
predetermined pattern of secondary-emission
response over its surface Also known as
monotron; phasmajector, {'man-o,sk6p }

monostable [ELECTR] Having only one stable
state { ;m&n-djsta-bal}

monostable blocking oscillator [ELECTR] A
blocking oscillator in which the electron tube
or other active device carries no current unless
positive voltage is applied to the grid. Also
knownas driven blocking oscillator ( jman-6
ista-bal 'blak-in }4s-a,lad-ar}

monostable circuit {ELECTR| A circuit having
only one stable condition, to which it returns
in a predetermined time interval after being
triggered. {| m4n-Gjsta-bal 'sar-kat}

monostable multlvibrator [ELEcTR| A multivi-
brator with one stable state and one unstable
state; a trigger signal is required to drive the
unit into the unstable state, where it remains
for a predetermined time before returning to the
stable state, Also known as one-shot multivibra-
tor; single-shot multivibrator; start-stop multivi-
brator; univibrator. { }man-djsté-bal ,mal-ta'vi
ibrad:ar}

monostatic radar [ENG] Aradar with transmitter
and receiver in the same place, whether or not
it uses a duplexed antenna, { |m&n-ajstad-ik 'ra
dar }

monotoniclty [ELECTR| In an analog-to-digital
converter, the condition wherein there is an
increasing output for every increasing value of
input voltage over the full operating range
{ man-a-ta'nis-ad-é }

Monotron See monoscope. { 'ma4n-a,tran }
Moore code [coMMUN| A binary teleprinter code

with seven binary digits for each letter { 'mur
ikSd }

Moore machine [comput sci] A sequential ma-
chine in which the output depends uniquely on
the current state of the machine, and not on the
input { ‘mur ma,shén }

Moore’s law=|cOMPUTSCI] The prediction by Gor-
don Moore (cofounderof the Intel Corporation)
that the number of transistors on a micropro-
cessor would double periodically (approximately
every 18 months) _{ 'miirz 16 }

Moore-Smith sequence See net
isé-kwans}

Morse cablecode [COMMUN] Acodeusedchiefly
in submarine cable telegraphy, in which positive
and negative current impulses of equal length
tepresent dots and dashes, and a space is
represented by the absence of current, Also
known as cable code; International cable code
{ 'mors 'ka-bal ,kGd ) .

Morse code [COMMUN] 1. A telegraph code for
manual operating, consisting of short (dot) and
long (dash) signals and various-length spaces
Also known as American Morse code, 2. Collec-
tive term for Morse code (American Morse code)

{ mir 'smith
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and continental code (International
{ ‘mors 'kéd }

MOS See metal oxide semiconductor

mosaic jeLecrh| A light-sensitive SUrfaee

Morse ona

video camera tubes, consisting of a th
sheet coated on one side with a large" Mig)
of tiny photosensitive silvet-cesium, pj, lMbey
insulated fromeach other | mo'25.ij) la

MOS controlled thyristor [ELECT4
thyristar in. whieh there is avery thi metal cf!
semiconductor (MOS) integrated cireuiy Pe
top surface al the high-power thyristor on li
nents, so that only a smallgate current js yy.
to turn the entire device off Or on. Abbrnyat
MCT | emSjes kon, trald thi'ris-tar 4 ate

MOSFET See metal oxide semicondictos5 aeffect transistor.  ['mds,fet] tel
MOSFET-Cfilter [ELECTR] An active integra.)

circuit filter in which the resistors of an active
filter are replaced with metal oxide semicon -
tor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) {| te
fet 'sé ,fil-tor} Me

Mosotti fleld See Lorentz local field [ mu'suq
feld } if

MOST See metal oxide semiconductor Teld-ettegtransistor

MOStransistor See metal oxide semicoredyes
field-effect transistor. | jemiG'es tran'zis.tg,STOr}

most significant bit=(compuT sci| The left-moey
bit ina word, Abbreviated msb—[ ‘mast «l J
‘nif-i-gant ‘bit| a

most significant character |compuT sci| The
character in the leftmost position in a number
orword (‘mast sig'nifi-gant ‘kar-ik-tar|

motherboard=|compuT sci] A common pathway
over which information is transmitted between
the hardware devices (the central Processing
unit, memory, and eachof the peripheral control
units) ina microcomputer { 'math-ar,bord }

motional Impedance [ELECTR] Of a transducer,
the complex remainder alter the blocked
impedance has been subtracted from the loaded
impedance. Also known as loaded motional
impedance, {'md-shan-al im'péd-ans}

motlon-compensated coding scheme [COMMUN]
A form of differential pulse-code modulation
in which the motions of objects are estimated
and comparisons of intensities are carried out
between picture elements in successive frames
spatially displaced by an amount equal to the
motion of an object. ( 'md-shan jkam-pan
ssad-ad 'kéd-in ,ském }

motion pleture plckup [ELECTR] Use ofa tele-
vision camera to pick up scenes directly from
motion picture film. { 'mG-shan jpik-chor ‘pik
ap |

motion register [comput sci| The register which
controls the go/stop, forward/reverse motion ofa
tape drive. {'m6-shen ,rej-a-stor }

motion vector |COMMUN|A pair of numbers
which represent the vertical and horizontal dis-
placement of a region of a reference picture for
MPEG-?2prediction {'m6-shan 'vek-tar}

motor {ELEC| A machine that converts electric
energy into mechanical energy byutilizing forces
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1

d by magnetic fields on current-carryingduce
aro Also. known as elgetrie motorconductors
pimodr | . acupitiluet

poating eLecre| Undesired oscillation in
motor jPelae system ort sd Ser, Uo {I poleamplifying syste or {rar ucer, SUGIY Cl a

ane. fype, occurring at a subaudio of low-audia
Ney | 'mOcharjbad-in |
vrbranch circuit) |eLec) A branchcireuit that
ce jinates ata motor, it must have conductors
ET curtent-carrying capacity at least 125% of the
eee full-load current rating, anc evercurrent
protection capableof carrying thestarting current
Githe moter ['mGcar branch ,sar-kat|
tor control«=See electronic motor control

j'mad-ar kan,tral |
motor-converter iLEC] Induction motor and a

synchronous converter with their rotors maunted
on the same shaft and with their rotor windings
connected in series; such converter operates
synchronously at a speed corresponding ta the
sumof Lhe numbers of poles of the two machines
('medar kon'vard-ar | 7

motor element ENG Acous| That portion of an
glecttoacoustic receiver which receives energy
from the electric system and converts |t into
meehanicalenergy | 'mMGd-ar ,el-a:mant|

motor-generator set | iLec| A motor and one or
more generators that are coupled mechanically
for use in changing one power-source voltage to
other desired voltages orfrequencies. {'m6d-ar
jen-a,radear ,sct}

mountain effect [ELECTROMAG] The effect
of rough terrain on radio-wave propagation,
causing reflections that produce errors in radio
direction-finder indications. { 'maunt-oni,fekt }

mousableinterface [comput sci| A user interface
that responds to input from a mousefor various
functions { }malts-o-bal ’in-tar,fas }

mouse {COMPUTSCI| Asmall device with a rubber-
coated ball that is moved about by hand over a
flat surface and generates signals to control the
position of a cursor or pointer on a computer
display {maus ]

movable contact |ELEC| The relay contact thatis
mechanically displaced to engage or disengage
one or more stationary contacts, Also known as
armature contact. { 'mii-va-bal 'kén,takt }

movable-head disk drive |compuT sci] A type
of disk drive in which read/write heads are
moved over the surface of the disk, toward
and away from the center, so that they are
correctly positioned to read or write the desired
information—{ 'mil-vo-bal thed disk ,driv }

Move mode |conipur sci| A method of commu-
Nicating between gn Operating program and an
input/output control system in which the data
records to-be read or written are actually moved
Into and out of program-designated memory
areas, | 'miiv jn]

Move operation [compur sei] An Operation. Ih
Which data is moved fram ane storage location
loanother | ‘miiv (dp-ayra-shan |

Moving-coil gatvanometer JENG| Any galvariom-
“ter. such as the d'Arsonval galvanometer, in
Which the current to be measuredis sent through

 

 

MPEG

a coil suspended or pivotedIn a fixed magnetic
fleld, and the current is determined by measuring
the resulting mationof the eail—{ 'miiv-in {koil
wal-va'ndm-ac-ar|

moving-coll Instrument jELEC| Any instrument
in which current is sent through one or more coils
suspendedor pivoted in a magnetic field, andthe
motion of the coils is used to measure either the
current in the coils or the strength of the field
{ ‘mUiv-ip {kOil 'inestra-mont }

moving-coil loudspeaker See dynamic loud-
speaker { 'miiv-in {Koil 'laud,spék-or}

moving-coll meter |ELEC| A meter in which a
pivoted coil is the moving element. { ‘miiv-in
ikoil 'méd-ar}

moving-coll microphone=See dynamic micro-
phone{'miiv-in [koil 'mi-kro,fon }

moving-coil pickup See dynamic pickup
in {kil 'pik,ap }

moving-coll voltmeter [ENG] A voltmeter in
which the current, produced when the voltage
to be measured is applied across a known
tesistance, is sent through coils pivoted in the
magnetic field of permanent magnets, and the
resulting torque on the coils is balanced by
control springs so thatthe deflection ofa pointer
attached to the coils is proportional to the
current.  { 'mUivein {koil 'v6lt,medsar}

moving-conductor loudspeaker [ENG ACOUS] A
loudspeaker in which the mechanical forces
result from reactions between a steady magnetic
field and the magnetic field produced by current
flow through a moving conductor. {'miiv-in kan
tdak-tor ‘laud sp@k-ar|

moving-head disk |compuT sci| A disk-storage
device in which one or more read-write heads
are attached to a movable arm which allows
each head to cover many tracks of information
{ ‘miiv-in jhed ‘disk }

moving-iron voltmeter [ENG] A voltmeter in
which a field coil is connected to the voltage to
be measured through a series resistor; current
in the coil causes two vanes, one fixed and one
attached to the shaft carrying the pointer, to be
similarly magnetized, the resulting torque on the
shaft is balanced by control springs. [ 'milv-in
ilarn 'volt,méd-ar}

moving-magnet voltmeter [ENG| A voltmeter in
which a permanent magnetaligns itself with the
resultant magneticfield produced by the current
in a field coil and another permanent contro!
magnet.  { 'miiv-in ;jmag-nat 'vdlt,m&d-ar}

Moving Plcture Experts Group See MPEG,
{'miv-in 'pik-char 'ek,sparts ‘griip }

moving-target indicator |eLEcTR} A feature that
limits the display of radar information primarily
to moving targets, signals due toreflections from
stationary objects are canceled by a memory cir-
cuit. Abbreviated MTL { 'miiv-in {tar-gat 'in-do
ikad-ar}

MPEG |comMMUN| Standards for compression of
digitized audio and video signals developed by
the ISO/IEC JTCI/SC29 WGI1, mayalso refer to
the group itself (Moving Picture Experts Group)
{ 'em,peg}

{'miv:
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MPEG-1

MPEG-1  [commuN] Standards for compression
of digitized audio and video signals that were
develaped by the Moving Picture Experts Group
with relatively low-bit-rate systems in mind,
such as video from a CD-ROM,and continue
to be used, although most video applications
currently use MPEG-2; they comprise ISO/IEC
standards 111!72-1 (systems), 11172-2 (video),
11172-3 (audiaj, 1172-4 (compliance testing),
and 11172-5 (technical report), {'em,peg'wan)

MPEG-2 (comMunN| Stanclarcs for compression
of digitized audio and video signals that were
developed by the Moving Picture Experts Group
primarily for professional video applications,
such as video production, and distribution and
storage applications on media ranging from tape
to DYD, and which form the basis of digital
television systems; they comprise ISO/IEC stan-
dards 13818-1 (systems), 13818-2 (video), 13818-
3 (audio), and 13818-4 (compliance), ['em,peg
ti]

MPEG-2 AAC [commun] An advanced audio
coder; a high-quality, low-bit-rate perceptual
audio coding system { 'em,peg 'tti }4 |4 /sé }

MPU See microprocessingunit.
MQ register [comput sci] Temporary-storage

register whose contents can be transferred to or
from, or swapped with, the accumulator. {fem
tkyG 'rej-a-star }

MRAM See magnetic random access memory
{'em,ram }

msb See mostsignificantbit.
M-scan See M-display. {‘em ,skan }
M-scope See M-display { 'em ,skdp }
MSI See magnetic source imaging medium-scale

integration
M signal See monochromesignal.
MSS See mobile satellite service.
MTBF See mean time between failures
MTI See moving-target indicator
M-type backward-wave oscillator |ELectR] A

backward-wave oscillator in which focusing and
interaction are through magneticfields, as in a
magnetron. Also known as M-type carcinotron;
type-M carcinotron. (‘em ,tip 'bak-ward }wav
'as-o,lad-ar}

M-type carclnotron See M-type backward-wave
oscillator (‘em ,tip kar'sin-a,tran }

MUF See maximum usable frequency
mufactor [ELECTR] Ratio of the change in one

electrode voltage to the change in another
electrode voltage under the conditions that a
specified current remains unchanged and that
all other electrode voltages are maintained

('em ,sig-nal}

constant; a measure ofthe relative effect of the
voltages on two electrodes upon the current in
the circuit of any specified electrode. { 'myii
ifak-tar}

multlaccess computer [comput sci| A computer
system in which computational and data resources
are made available simultaneously to a number
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of users who access the system through te
devices, normally on an interactive or conversa’ Nj
basis. { |mal-t@'ak,ses kam,pydd-ay \ t

multiaccess network Ser multiple-accese
| |mal-té'ak,ses 'net,wark | "

mulitiaddress=|compur sct| Referring ty ’

struction that has more than one ad i{ [mal-té'a,dres |
[ELECTR] Electron tube J
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dress bs
multlanode tube

two or more main anodes anda single cathe
| Imal-té'an,dd ,tiib| de

multiaperture reluctance switch FELECr Ey Fy
aperture fenite storage core which May be yuan
te provide a nondestructive readout compu
memory. | jmal-té'ap-a-charri‘lak-tangs ‘Wich 4

multlaspect=|compursci] Pertaining to SEare |
or systems which permit more than ONE asp
facet, of information to be used in combinatignt”
one with the other to effect identitying My
selecting operations, | imal-té'as,pekt| bat

multicavity klystron=|ELEcTR| Aklystron in Which.
there is at least one cavity betweenthe injpijt and
output cavities, each of which remedulatos the
beam sothatelectrons are more closely bunched
[imol-té'kav-ad-é 'kli,stran |

muiticavity magnetron [ELECTR] A Magnetron jp)
which the circuit includes a plurality of CAVitieg /
generally cut Into the solid cylindrical anode e,
that the moutlis of the cayities face the central
cathode. { !mal-té'kav-ad-é 'mag-no,trin }

multicellular horn [{ELECTROMAG] A cluster ‘l
horn antennas having mouths that lie ina
commonsurface and thatare fed from openings
spaced one wavelength apart in one face af
a common waveguide. [ENG AcouS] A comb.
nation of individual horn loudspeakers having
individual driver units or joined in groups to
common driverunit. Also known as cellular horn
{ {rnal-té'sel-yo-lorhéen |

multichannel communication §[commuN| Com-
munication in which there are two or more
communication channels over the same path,
such as a communication cable, or a radio
transmitter which can broadcaston twodifferent
frequencies, either individually or simultane-
ously, | {mal-té'chan-al ka,myii-na'ka-shan|

multichannel fleld-effect transistor {ELectr| A
field-effect transistor in which appropriate volt-
ages are applied to the gate to control
the space within the current flow channels.
{ imal-té'chan-al‘féld iffekt tran'zis-tar}

multichannel loading (commuN} Behavior of a
multichannel communications system with all
channels active, { {mal-t@'chan-al 'ldd-in }

multichannel telephone system [commun] A
telephone system in which two or more com-
Munications channels are carried over a single
telephonecable or radio link. { !mal-té'chan-al
‘tel-o,fon ,sis-tom }

multichip microcireult [ELECTR] Microcircuit in
which discrete, miniature, active electronic
elements(transistor or diode chips) and thin-film
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Ving.
ngle cathoae

qegive Components or component
ar diffusedrerrconnected by thermocompres-

glusters ds alloying. soldering, welding, chemi-
n oOetion or metallization. [‘mal-té,chipep f

nthectron tube [ELECTR] An elec-
“multical es in which electrons travel to more

; ‘ i one electrode. | imal-té-kojlek-tar i'lekt “,

yen tad system [COMPUT sci] A system
uiticomPr of more than one: computer, usually
eens supervision of a master computer, in
under emaller computers handle input/output
whic! routine jobs while the large computer
a out the more complex computations.

mab te-kamjpycl-or isis-tam ]
oiiicoupler [fLECTR] A device for connectingete receivers to. one antenna and properly

matching the impedancesofthe receivers to the
gntenna 'mal-te,kap-lor }

, jtidimensional Turlng machine [compuT scl]
‘4 variation of a Turing machine in which tapes

are replaced by multidimensional structures
Fimal-tadi'men-stion-al ‘turigmashen}

multidrop line {commun | A telephone pair which
terminates at several locations. [ 'mal-t@drap

aultstectiode tube |BLECTR| Electron tubecon-
taining more than three electrodes associatetl
with a single electron stream, [ jmal-té-i'lek
ied tub |

mulllelement array |ELECTROMAG) An anterina
anay having a large number of antennas.
[imabte'el-a-mant a'ra |

multielement parasitic array [rLecrroamas| An-
tennas consisting of an array of driven dipoles
and parasitic elements, arranged to produce a
beam of high directivity ( {mal-té'el-o-mant
spar-a'sid-ik 9,1a }

multlelement vacuum tube [ELECTR] A vacuum
tube which has one or more grids in ad-
dition to the cathode and plate electrodes
{imal-té'el-o-mant 'vak-yam ,tiib }

multigrid tube=[ELECTR] An electron tube having
two or more grids between cathode and anode,
as atetrode or pentode. { 'mal-ta,grid ,tiib }

multigun tube=[ELECTR A cathode-ray tube hav-
ing more than one electron gun _{ ‘mal-ta,gan
itiib}

multthead Turlng machine {comput sci| A varia-
tion of a Turing machine in which more than one
head is allowed per tape _{ 'mol-té,hed ‘tur-ig
ma,shén}

multijob operation |compur sci] The concurrent
or imerleaved execution of job steps from more
than one job—['mal-té,\dib ip-a'rd-shan )

multijunction solar cell jeLecrr| A solar cell
made of two or more materials, each optimally
efficient over a limited spectral range. Also
known as multiple-junction solarcell, | malt
ilagk-shan(sd-lor ‘sel |

multilayer board [ELECTR] A printed wiring board
that contains elreuitry on internal \ayers through-
out the crass section of the board as well as on
the external layers. | ,malt8,la-ar ‘bord |

multipath cancellation

multilayer optical storage [comput sci| An ex-
tension of optical disk storage technology to
the third dimension by stacking dala layers one
above another, with each layer separated by a
spacer region. { ,mal-tajla-ar Ap-ti-kal 'stor-ij }

multlleveladdress See indirect address. {|mal-to
‘lev-al a,dres }

multilevel Indirect addressing (comput scij A
programming device whereby the address re-
trieved in the memory word mayitself be an
indirect address that points to another memory
location, which in turn may be another indirect
address, andsoforth. {{mal-ta'lev-al ,in-da,rekt
a'dres-in }

multilevel transmission=|cOoMMUN| Transmission
of digital information in which three or more
levels of voltage are recognized as meaningful,
as 0,1,2 instead of simply 0,1 { |mal-to'lev-al
tranz'mish-on }

multiline appearances [COMMUN| 1. The ability
of a telephone to receive or originate additional
voice or data calls at the terminal whileitis still
engaged in the primary valce call. 2. The ability
to bring additional parties toa primary telephone
call. [{mal-té'lin a'pir-an-saz|

multillst organization [comput sci] A chainedfile
organization in which each segmentis indexed
{'mel-té list ,or-ga-na'za-shan}

muitlmedia technology |computsci| The syner-
gistic union of digital video, audio, computer,
information, and telecommunication technolo-
gies. { (mal-to,méd-é-9 tek'nal-a-fé}

multimeter See volt-ohm-milliammeter. { 'mal-to
iméd-ar or mal'tim-ad-ar}

multipactor {eLecTR| A high-power, high-speed
Microwave switching device in which a thin
electron cloud is driven back and forth between
two parallel plane surfaces in a vacuum by a
radio-frequency electricfield {'mal-ta,pak-tar}

multipass sort=|comput sci] Computer program
designedto sort more data than can be contained
within the internal storage of a computer; inter-
mediate storage, such asdisk, tape, or drum, is
required { 'mal-té,pas 'sort }

multipath §=|comMuN| A radio frequency reception
condition in which a radio signal reaching a
receiving antenna arrives by multiple paths due
to reflections of the signal off of various sur-
faces in the environment. Bytraveling different
distances to the receiver, the reflections arrive
with different time clelays andsignal strengths
When multiplath conditions are ereat enough,
analog reception of radio broadcasts |s affected
in a variety of ways, including stop-light fades,
picket fencing, and distortion received audio
[ELECTROMAG} 1.1n radar, a propagationsituation
wherein the direct-path signal from radar to a
target is interfered with by the reflectec-path
signal; usually refers to reflections from earth's
surface. Both surveillance sensitivity and tracking
accuracy, particularly at low elevation angles,
are allected. 2. Sev multipath transmission
{'mal-ta,path }

multipath cancellation §=|comMUN| Occurrence of
essentially complete cancellation ofradio signals
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multipath transmission

because of the relative amplitude and phase
differences of the components arriving over
separate paths. | 'mal-ta,path |kan-sa'la-shan|

multipath transmission=[f.ecrmoMac] ‘The prap-
agation phenomenon that results in. slanals
reaching a radio receiving antenna by two or
more paths, causing distortion In radioand ghost
images in television, Also known as multipath
{'mal-ta,path trang'mish-an}

multiple Ser parallel | ‘mab-ta-pal}
multipleaccess=[COMMUN | Multiplexing schemes

by which multiple users who are geographically
dispersed gain wetess to a shared telecommu-
nications facility or channel—( ,mal-ta-pal 'ak
(ses |

multiple-access computer=[comput sci] A com-
puter system whose facilities can be made
available to a number ofusers at essentially the
same time, normally through terminals, which
are often physically far removed rorthe central
computerand which typically communicate with
itovertelephonelines. {'mal-ta-paljakses kam
ipyiid-ar }

multiple-access network=|cammuy sci) A com-
puter network that permits every computer on
it to communicate with the network at any time
during eperatian, Also known as multiaccess
network.  [ ‘mal-ta-pal jak,ses 'net,wark|

multiple-access service=[COMMUN | One of the
services of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System, which provides simultaneous return-link
service fiom as many as 20 low-earth-orbiting
user spacecralt, with data rales up to 3 megabits
per second for each user, and a time-shared
forward-link service to the user spacecraft witha
maximum data rate of 300 kilobits per second,
one user at a time, Abbreviated MA service
{ mal-ta-pal 'ak,ses Sat-vas|

multiple accumulating registers |comput Sci]
Special registers capable of handling factors
latger than one computer word in length
( ‘maltapal a'kyi-mya,ladin ‘rej-aystarz |

multiple-addresscode=[compusci] Acomputer
instruction code in which more than ene address
or storage location is specified; the instruction
may give the locations of the operands, the
destination of the result, and the location of the
next instruction {'mal-ta-pal ja,dres ,kGd}

multiple-address computer=|computsci| Acom
puter whose instruction contains more than one
sidress, for example, an operation code and
three addresses A, B,C. such that the content ofA
is multiplied by the contentof Band the product
stored in location C.  { 'mal-ta-pal ja,dres kom
ipylid-ar }

multiple-address Instruction {COMPUT sci] An
instruction which has morethan one addressina
computer; the addresses give locations of other
instructions, or of data or instructions that are
to be operated upon. { 'mol-ta-pal ja,dres in
.Strak-shan |

multiple appearance =| ELEC] jack arrangement in
telephone switchboards whereby a single-line
circuit appears before two or more operators
{'mal-ta-pal o'pir-ans}
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multiple-beam antenna=[ELECTRCNMAg) A
tenna or antenna artay which fatiates.at
beams in different directions { ‘mal
bém an'ten-o } *

multiple computer operation=[|compuy Se
utilization of any one computerof a 9;
computers by means of linkages Provid,
multiplexor channels, all computers bejjyp |;
through their channels orfiles. | ‘mal
kam'pytid-ar ,p-9,rd-shon} ‘ig

multiple-contact switch See selector “Witent
| ‘mal-ta-pal !kan,takt ,swich| itch

multiple decay Seebranching. |'mol-to-pal qi),multiple disintegration See branch hay
|'malta-pal di,sin-ta'gra-shan| ing

multiple-frequency-shift keying [Cotymodulation scheme in which a number of
frequencies(2, 4, 8, and so forth) are trans "ee. Sinittad
according to a group of consecutive date)
bits (n bits producing 2" lrequencies) Abba
viated MFSK. | ‘malto-pal {frékwanse (ship
kein | Ml

multiple-function chip Ser large-scale integrate
circuit ['mal-ta-pal |fank-shan chip | :

multiple-instruction-stream, multiple-data-stream,
Ser MIMD. | {malta-pal, in'strak-shon stray,
‘mal-to-pal 'dad-a ,strarn | q

multiple jacks |ELec| Series of jacks with tip
ting, and sleeve, respectively connected: jy
parallel, and appearing in different panels of
the lace equipment of a telephone exchange
{'moal-ta-pal Jaks | ‘

multiple-junction solar cell Sey multijunctipg
solarcell  {tmal-ta-pal jiank-shan js0-lar sel |

multiple-key access [COMPUT Sci] A technique |
for locating stored data in a computer system.
by using the values contained in two or more.
separate key fields [‘mal-to-pal [k@'akyses |

multiple lamp holder |eLec| A device that can
be inserted in a lamp holder to act as twoof
more lamp holders. Also knownas currenttap.
{‘mal-ta-pal ‘lamp ,hl-dar}

multiple-length arithmetic=|ComPuT scl] Arithe
metic performed by a computer in which lwo or
more machine words are used to represent vach
numberin the calculations, usually to achieve
higher precision in the result. { 'mal-te-pal
Hegkth a'rith-ma, tik |

multiple-length number=|coMPur scl] A number
having twoormore times as many digits as are or
dinarily used ina given computer, {'mal-ta-pai
Hegkth ‘nam-bar |

multiple-length working=|compur sci] Any pro:
cessing of data by a computer in which two of
rnare machine words are usec! to representeach
dataitem—['mal-ta-pal jlenkth 'wark-in |

multiple modulation=|commun| A succession of
tnodulating processes in which the modulated
wave [rom one process becomes the modulating
wave for the next Also known as compound
modulation. ['mal-ta-pal ymaj-a'la-shan|

multiple module access§|compuT sci] Device
which establishes priorities in storage access In
amultiplecomputerenvironment. —(‘mal-ta-pal
{maj-yiil jak,ses|
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iple precision arithmetic |compur  sci|
multod of increasing the precision of a result

Me increasing the length of the number to
compass NWO Or More computer werds in

en ith. ('malto-pal prajsizh-an a'rith-ma,tik |
aprogramming jCoMPUT sc}| The execu-

ATof two.or more operations simultaneously
Mnalito-pal ‘Pro BeaM-iny|
pitiple-purpose: tester ; See vyolt-ohm-
mnilliammeter ( mal-ta-pal iparpas 'tes-tor|

multiple resonance [ELec} Two or more feso-
ances at different frequencies in a circuit

ronsisting of two of more coupled circuits which
are resonarit at slightly different frequencies
| imal-tarpal ‘rez-an-ans }

multiple switchboard=|eLec| Manual telephone
switchboard in which each subscriber line |s
attached to two or morejacks,to bewithin reach
of several operators, 'mal-ta-pal 'swich, bord |

multiple target generator |e.ecrr| An electronic
countermeasures device that produces sev-
eal fals¢ responses in a hostile radar set
{'mal-ta-pa 'tir-gat ,jan-a\rdd-ar|

multiple-tuned antenna [ELECTROMAG| Lowe
frequency antenna having a horizontal section
with a multiplicity of tuned vertical sections

‘mal-ta-pal jtiind an'ten-o |
multiple twin quad=|&Lec] Quad cable in which

the four conductors are arranged in two twisted
pals, and the two pairs twisted together
['mal-ta-pal ‘twin 'kwad )

multiple-unit, semiconductor device [Elect|
Semiconductor device having two or more seats
of electrodes associated with independent carrier
streams. ('mal-to-pal jyii-not 'sem-i-kan,dak-tar
di,vis }

multiple-unit steerable antenna See musa
{'mal-to-pol jyii-nat'stir-o-bal an'ten-o}

multiple-unit tube See multiunit tube
{'mal-to-pol fyii-nat 'tiib }

multiple winding [eLeEc] A winding composed
of several circuits connected in parallel
('mal-ta-pal 'wind-in }

multiplexer [ri.cctR| A device for combining two
or mare signals, as for multiplex, or for creat-
ing the composite color video signal framits
components in color television. Also spelled
multiplexor | 'mal-ta,plek-sar|

multiplexing |commun| 1. A set of techniques
that enable the sharing of the usable electromag-
netle spectrumof a telecommunications channel
(the channel pass-band} among multiple users
for the transferaf individual Information streams
2 Ih particular, the case in which the user
information: streams join at a common, access
polntto the channel, | 'maltaypleks-in }

Multiplex mode jcompur sel] The utilization ef
differences fp Operating speeds between a com-
puter and transmission lines, the multiplexer
channel scans eachline in sequence, and any
transmi pulse on a ne is assembled in
aN @rea reserved for this line; consequently, a
Number of users can be handled by the computer
simultaneous Also known as multiplexer chan-
hel operation ('mal-ta,pleks jméel }

  
 

 

 
 

multiplier resistor

multiplex operation [|commuN| Simultaneous
transmission of two or more messages in
either or both directions over a carrier channel
('mal-ta,pleks ,ap-a'ra-shan |

multiplexor See multiplexer. [ ‘mal-taplek-sar}
multiplexor channel operation—See multiplex

mode ('mal-ta,plek-sarjchan-al dp.a,ra-shan|
multiplexor terminal unit) |compur s¢i| Device

which permits a large number of data transmis-
sionlines to access a single computer {'mal-ta
iplek-sar 'ter-mon-al jyii-nat}

multiplex transmisslon {commuN| The simulta-
neous transmission of two Gr more Programs ar
signals over a single radio-frequency channel,
such as by time division frequency division,
code division, or phase division [‘moal-ta,plekstranz'mish-an J

multiplication (ELEcTR} An increase in current
flow through a semiconductor because of in-
creasedcarrier activity. { ,mal-ta-pli'kd-shan }

multiplication table=|compur sci] In certain com-
puters, a part of memory holding a table of
numbers in which the computer looks up values
in order to perform the multiplication operation,
[ malta-pll'ka-shan ,ta-bal )

multiplication time |compur sci] The time re-
quired lor a computer to perform a multipli-
cation, for a binary number it will be equal
to the total of all the addition times and all
the shift times involved in the multiplication
{ mol-to-pli'ka-shan ,tim }

multiplicative congruential generator {compu
sci] A congruential generator in which the con-
stant 6 in the generating formula is equal to zero,
{ mol-tajplik-ad-iv ,kan,grii'en-chal 'jen-a,radsar ]

multiplier {ELec| A resistor used in series with
a voltmeter to increase the voltage range. Also
known as multiplier resistor [ELECTR] 1. A
device that has two or more inputs and an
output that is a representation of the product
of the quantities represented by the input sig-
nalswoltages are the quantities commonly mul-
tiplied. 2, See electron multiplier; frequency
multiplier {'malta,pltar]

multiplier field jcompurse)| The area reserved for
a multiplication, equal to the length of multiplier
plus multiplicand plus one character, { 'mal-ta
iplt-ar ,féld }

multipfler phototube (ELecTR| A phototube with
one or more dynodes between its photocathode
and the output electrode; the electron stream
from the photocathode is reflected off each
dynodein tun, with secondary emission adding
electrons to the stream at each reflection. Also
known as eleetron-multiplier phototube; pho-
toelectric electron-multiplier tube: photamul-
tiplier; photomultiplier tube. ( 'mal-ta,pli-ar‘fod-G,tb |

multiplier-quotlent register |coxpur sci] A reg-
ister equal to two words in length in which the
quotient is developedand in which the multiplier
is entered for multiplication.  { ‘motl-ta,pli-ar
‘kwG-shont ,rej-a-star|

multiptler resistor See multiplier ('mal-ta,pli-ar
ri,zis-tor }
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multiplier traveling-wave photodiode

multiplier travellng-wave photodiode=|ELECTR|
Photodiode in which the construction of a
traveling-wave tube is combined with that of a
multiplier phototube to give increased sensitiv-
ity. (‘mol-ta,plT-oritravealin ‘wav ,fod-d'di,Gd }

multiplier tube=|ELECTR] Vacuum tube using sec-
ondary emission from a number ofelectrodesin
sequenceto obtain increased output current, the
electron stream is reflected, in turn, from one
electrode of the multipliertothe next {'mol-to
ipli-ar ,tiib }

multipling §|coMMUN| Use of multidrop lines to
provide for changesin telephoneservice patterns
or requirements; unused terminals afford conve-
nient access to wiretappers. (‘mol-ta-plin }

multiply defined symbol=[comput sci] Common
assembler or compiler error printout indicating
that a label has been used more than once
('moal-to-plé diifind 'sim-bol }

multipoint line=|comMMUN| A line which is shared
by two or more different tributary stations
{'mob-ta,point lin }

multiport memory [comput sci}A memory
shared by many processors to communicate
among themselves —_{ 'mal-ta,port 'mem.ré }

multiprecision arlthmetic=[COMPUT scl] A form of
arithmetic similar to double precision arithmetic
except that two or more words may be used
torepresent each number. (;moal-to-pro'sizh-an
a'rith-ma,tik }

multiprocessing (comput Ssci| Carrying out of
two or more sequences of instructions at the
same time inacomputer { ,mol-ta'pra,ses-in |

multiprocessing system Sve multiprocessor
{ ,mol-to'pra,ses-in ,sis-tam }

multiprocessor (COMPUT Sci] A data-processing
system that can carry out more than one pro-
gram, or more than one arithmetic operation, at
the same time, Also known as multiprocessing
system  [{ ,mol-to'pra,ses-or}

multiprocessorinterleaving {comput sci| Tech-
nique used to speed up processing time; by split-
ting banks of memory each with « microseconds
access time and accessing each one in sequence
t/i-th of a cycle later, a reference to memory
can be had every x/n microseconds; this speed
is achieved at the cost of hardware complexity
{ ,mol-to'pra,ses-or ,in-tar'lév-ig }

multlprogramming=|compursci| The interleaved
execution of two or more programs by a com-
puter, in which the central processing unit
executes a few instructions from each program
in succession { ,mol-to'prd,gram-in |

multiprogramming executive control [comput
scl| Control program structure required to han-
dle multiprogramming with either a fixed or a
variable number of tasks —_{ ,mal-ta'pro,gram-in
igizek-yad-iv kan'trdl}

multlrote programmable device [CONT sys] A
device that contains a programmable memory to
store data on positioning robots and sequenc-
ing their motion { 'mal-to,rdl prdjgram-o-bal
di'vis }

multisegment magnetron=[ELECTR] Magnetron
with an anode divided into more than two

segments, usually by slots parallel to its
{ 'mol-to,seg-mant 'mag-na,tran }

multispeed motor [etee| An induction moty, th
can rotate at any one of two or more Spe at
Independent ofthe load, { 'mal-ta,spid 'modig¢

multistable circuit jeurcrk| A circuit having wie
or more stable operating conditions, | ‘mal,stabal 'sar-kat | a

multistage amplifier See cascade amplifier{'mol-té,staj ‘arm-plo,fi-ar }

multistatic radar=|fic| Radar in which Succes.
sive antenna lobes are sequentially engaged to
provide a tracking capability without physica}
movement ofthe antenna. | 'mol-té.stad.jf ‘1gdar)

multistation=|COMMUN| Pertaining to a Network
inwhich each station cah communicate with each
of the other stations—[ 'tal-L8,sta-shan |

multistatorwatt-hour meter=|ELEC| An induction
type of watt-hour meter in which several stators
exert @ torque on the rotor. { ‘Malte stae-gp‘wat jatir maeclar |

multistrip coupler jelecrs| A series of parallgj
metallic strips placed On a surlace acoustic wayp
filter between identical apodized interdigita)
transducers; it converts the spatially nonuniforyy,
surface acoustic wave generated by onetrans.
ducerinto a spatially uniform wave received at
the other transducer, and helpsto reject spurious
bulk acoustic modes. { ‘mal-to,strip ‘kapelor}

multisyne monitor [comput sci] A video dis.
play monitor that automatically adjusts to the
synchronization frequency of the video source
from whichit is receiving signals [ {mal-ti,sigk
‘mdan:a-tor }

multisystem coupling {comput sci| The elec-
tronic connection of two or more computersin
proximity to make them act as a single logical
machine. {'mal-ta,sis‘tom 'kop-lin }

multisystem network (comput sci] A data com-
munications network that has two or more host
computers with which the various terminals in
the system cancommunicate. ['mol-ta,sis:tam
‘net,wark |

multitape Turing machine=[CcompPuTSci| A varia-
tion of a Turing machine in which more than one
tape is permitted, each tape having its own read-
write head. { ‘mol-t@,tap 'tur-ig ma,shén }

multitasking |compuT sci| The simultaneousex-
ecution of two or more programs by a single
central processing unit. { imol-té'task-in }

multitask operation §|compuT sci| A sophisti-
cated form of multijob operation in a computer
which allows a single copy of a program module
tobe used formorethanonetask,—{jmal-té'task
\Ap-o'rd-shon }

multithreading§(comput sci] A processing tech-
nique that allows two or more of the same type
of transaction to becarried out simultaneously
{imal-to'thred-in J

multitrack operation [comput Sci| The selection
of the next read/write head in a cylinder, usually
indicated by bit zero of the operation code
in the channel command word—{ |mol-té'trak
\dp-o'rd-shan }
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initrack recording system=[ENG| Recording
mu tem which provides two or more recording
vhs on a medium, which may carry either
related of unrelated recordings in common time
aationship.  {imal-té'trak ri'kéard-in ,sis-tam }

mititurn potentiometer [ELEC] A precision wire-
m und potentiometer in which the resistance

sement is formed into a hellx, generally hay-
ina fram 2 to [0 turns, ( 'mal-té,tarn pa,ten:
cheimeadar| saa
yitiunit tube [eLerTR| Electron tube containing
within one glass or metal envelope, two. or
more groups of electrodes. each associated
with separate electron streams, Also known as
multiple-unit tube. | imal-télyisnat ‘tub |

multiuser system=|Com#MuT sci] A computer sys=
rem with multiple terminals, enabling several
ysets, each al thelr Own terminal, to use the
computer | {mal-télyti-zar'sis:tam |

multivariable system=|CONT Sys|,A dynamical
system In which the numberofeither inputs or
outputs is greater than | | imabté'verséa-bal
sistam |

multivator [ELEC] Type of de-to-de up-converter
[ELECTR An automatic device for analyzing a
number of dust samples that might be collected
by spacecraft on the moon, Mars, and other
planets, to detect the presence of microscopic
organisms with a multiplier phototube that
measures the Muorescence given off | 'mabta
\vad-ar} ; ,multlvibrator [ELECTR] A relaxation oscillator us-
Ing two tubes, transistors, or other electron
devices, with the output of each coupled to the in-
put of the other through resistance-capacitance
alements or other elements to obtain in-phase
feedback voltage. { ,mal-ta'vibrad-ar}

multlvolume file=|comPuT sci] A file that consists
of more than one physical unit of storage
medium. { ;mal-téival-yam 'fil }

multiway merge=|compuT sci| A computer opera-
tion in which three or more lists ate merged into
asingle list,  {'maltéwa 'mar|

Murray code=|coMMUN| A binary code with five
binary digits per letter which was developed
to be used with a typewriterlike device which
would punch holes in papertape, and is now the
basis of the widely used CCIT 2 cade { 'mar-é
ikl }

Murray loop test [eLec| A method of localizing
4 fault in a cable by replacing two arms of a
Wheatstone bridge with a loop formed by the
cable under test and a good cable connected to
the far end of the defective cable. {'mar-é liptest |

musa |ELECTROMAG] An electrically steerable re-
ceiving antenna whose directional pattem can be
rotated by varying the phasesof the contributions
of the individual units. Derived from multiple-
Unit steerable antenna ('myiesa |
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myriametric waves

musical instrument digital interface jconpur
sc!) 1. The digital standard for connecting com-
pullers, musical instruments, and synthesizers
2. A compression format for encoding music
Abbreviated MIDI (. ,myti-zi-kal linestra-mant
idij-a-dal‘in-tarfas |

muting circuit |eLecrR| 1. Circuit which cuts off
the output ofa receiver when na radio-frequency
carrier greater than'a predetermined intensityis
reaching the first detector 2.Circult for making
a receiver insensilive during operation of its
associated transmitter { 'myid-in ,sar-kat }

muting switch [ELEC] 1.A switch used in connec-
tion with automatic tuning systems to silence
the recelver while tuning from one station to
another, 2. A switch used to ground the output
of a phonograph pickup automatically while a
record changer isinits change cycle. {‘myiid-in
iswich |

mutual admittance [ELEC] For two meshes of a
network carrying alternating current, the ratio of
the complex current in one mesh to the complex
voltage in the other, when the voltage in all
meshes besides these two is 0. {'myii-choawal
ad'mit-ans|

mutual branch Seecommonbranch. { 'myii-cha
wal ‘branch }

mutual capacitance [ELeC| The accurnulation of
charge on the surfaces of conductors of each
of two circuits per unit of potential difference
belween the circuits, | 'myi-cha-wal kalpas:ad-ans |

mutual conductance See transconductance
{ ‘myti-cha-wal kan'dak-tans }

mutual deadlock |compur sci] A condition in
which deadlocked tasks are awaiting resource
assignments, and each task on a list awaits
telease of a resource held by the following task,
with the last task awalting release of a resource
held bythe first task. Also known-as circular wait
{ 'myti-cha-wal 'ded lak }

mutual impedance (ELEC| For two meshes of a
network carrying alternating current, the ratio of
the complex voltage in one mesh to the complex
current inthe other, when all meshes besides
the latter one carry no current { 'myi-cha-wal
im'péd-ans|

mutualinterference |comMuN| Interference from
two or more electrical or electronic systems
which affects these systems ona reciprocal basis
['myd-cha-wal ,in-tor'fir-ans |

mV See millivolt.
MV See megavolt.
MWYE See megawatt yearof electricity,
mytiametric waves |ELecTromas| Electromag-

netic waves having wavelenaths between 10. and
100 kilometers, corresponding to the very low
frequency band. ( {miré-almestrik ‘wave|
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|ELEC] An enclosure containing the elec-nacelle 3 me indtric generating equipment In a wind-energy
gqnversion system. { na'sel }

NAK Se negative acknowledgement (nakor,en
(ak | . inancyrecelver Svvinfrared receiver | ‘narespjsot

; MAND sireult JELECTR| A logic circuit whose oul-
put signal is a logical | if anyof its inputs is a
logical U, and whese output signal is a logical 0 if
all of its inputs are logical | | 'nand sarkat |)

‘nanoelectronics |ELecTR| The technology of
electronic devices whose dimensions fange from

atoms up to 100 nanometers. | jnandejlekan-iks |

nanotechnology jena] 1. Systems for transtorm-
ing matter, energy, and information that are
based on nanometer-scale components with
precisely defined molecular features 2, Tech-
niques that produce or measure features less
than 100 nanometers in size | Inan.d-tek! mal:ape

RuBLos Sev Nerth American presentation-leyel
protocol syntax, [‘nap,lips |

narrow-band amplifier [ELECTR] An arnplifier
which increases the magnitude of slanals overa
band of frequencies whose bandwidth is small

comparedto the average frequency of the band
{'nard |band ‘am-pla,fi-ar|

narrow-band frequency modulation [Committ |
Frequency-modulated broadcastingsystem used
primarilyfor two-way voice communication, typi-
cally having a maximum deviation of 15 Kilohertz
orless | ‘naré ‘band ‘fre-kwan-sé ,maj-a'la-shan |

harrow-band-pass filter JELECTR| A band-pass
filter In which the band of frequencies transrn|t-
ted by the filter has a bandwidth which is small
compared to the average frequency of the banc.
[nara Iban ipas jfil-tar| :

narrow-band path=|conun | Acommunications
path having a bandwith typically of less than 20
kiloherty {nar jband ‘path|

Netrow-beam antenna JELECTROMAG| An an-
tenna which radiates Tost of its power in a cone
aving a radius of only a lew degrees: | narabam an'tensy |

Narrow-sector recorder IELECTR] A raclio direc-
Hon finder with which atmospherics are received
fom a limited sector related to the position
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ol the antenna; this antenna fs usually rotated
continuously andthe beari has of the atmospher-
les recoreded automatically ([ 'par-a tsek-tarr'kGrd-ar}

Neary code) joomnun| Code employing N distin-
fuishable types of cade elements. { 'en-aréike}

N-ary pulse-code Modulation |commuy| Pulge-
cade modulation in which the code lor each
element consists of any one of N cistinguish-
able types of elements. | ‘ensoire ‘pals kod
imaj-a'lé-shan }

National Radio Systems Committee [COMMUN |
Abbreviated NRSC. A technical standards setting
body of the radia broadeasting Industry), co-
sponsored by the Consumer Electronics A\s-
sociation (CEA) and the National Assoclation
of Broadcasters (NAB), Masharval radé,6
isis-toma ka,mid-é }

National Television Systems Committee [come
MUN| Abbreviated NTSC The Organization. that
developed the transmission standard for eolor
television broadcasting in the United States,
and the black-and-white system that prececied
it. The NTSC color system was adopted by the
Federal Communications Commission in 1953
and remains in the FCC Rules today. NTSC was
also adopted in a number of other countries
around the world for distribution of color video
programming. The NTSC standard provicles fer a
Screen density of 325 scan lines per picture. For
J.8. television service, NTSC hasafield repetition
rate of just under 40 fields/second. anda frame
fate of just under 30 frames/second, one frame
is composed of two flelds for interlace scanning
systems [nash-an-al 'tel-a,vizh-an Isis-tamz kaimid-& |}

native language [COMPUT Sci} Machine language
that is executed by the computer for which it is
specifically designed, In contrast to a computer
UsINnganemulator | 'ndd-iv Nap-awil |

native mode [comput sei} 1, The node of opera-
tion of a software product that is being used ona
computer for which it was specifically designed,
without use of an emulator 2. The mode of
operation af a device that’ |s carrying Gut the
function for which it was designed and is not
emulating another device {'naclly ‘mad |

natural antenna frequency JELECTROMAG] Low-
est resonant frequeney of an antenna without
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natural binary coded decimal system

added inductance or capacitance. { 'nach-ral
an'ten-a ,fré-kwan-sé }

natural binary coded decimal system [comput
scl| A particular binary coded decimal system
that usesthe first ten binary numbersin sequence
to represent the digits 0 through 9. { 'nach-ral
‘bi,ner-é {k6d-od {des-mal ,sis-tam }

natural frequency [ELECTR] The lowest resonant
frequency of an antenna, circuit, or component.
{ 'nach-ral 'fré-kwan-sé}

natural functlon generator See analytical function
generator { 'nach-ral 'fank-shan ,jen-a,rad-ar}

natural Interference {coMMUN| Electromagnetic
interferencearising from natural terrestrial phe-
nomena (called atmospheric interference), or
electromagnetic interference caused by natural
disturbancesoriginating outside the atmosphere
of the earth (called galactic and solar noise)
{ 'nach-ral ,in-tar'fir-ans}

natural language9|compPuT sci] A computer Jan-
guage whoserules reflect and describe current
rather than prescribed usage; it is often loose and
ambiguous in interpretation, meaning different
thingstodifferent hearers, {'nach-ral 'lan-gwij}

natural language Interactlon [comput sci] The
interaction of users with computer systems
through the medium of natural languages.
{ 'nach-ral |lan-gwij ,in-tor'ak-shen }

natural language processing [{compuTsc!| Com-
puter analysis and generation of natural lan-
guage text; encompasses natural language in-
teraction and natural language text processing
{ 'nach-ral jlay-gwij 'pré,ses-in }

natural language text processing [comput sc!|
Computer processing of natural language text
into a more useful form, as in automatic text
translation or text summarization. { 'nach-ral
tlan-gwij 'tekst ,pra,ses-in }

natural wavelength [ELEcTROMAG| Wavelength
corresponding to the natural frequency of an
antenna or circuit. { 'nach-ral 'wav,lenkth }

navigatlon§|coMPuT sci] In a database manage-
ment system, the techniques provided for lo-
cating information within the system { ,nav-
o'ga-shan}

navigation recelver |ELEcTR| An electronic de-
vice that determines a ship's position by re-
ceiving and comparing radio signals from trans-
Mmitters at known locations, { ,nav-a'ga-shan ri
1sé-var }

n-channel=[ELECTR] Aconduction channelformed
by electrons in an n-type semiconductor,as in an
n-typefield-effect transistor { 'en ,chan-al}

n-channel metal-oxlde semiconductor See
NMOS. {Jen ,chan-al ,med-al !ak,sid 'sem-i-kan
idak-tar}

Neurve [ELECTR] A plot of voltage against current
for a negative-resistance device; its slope is
negatlve lor some values of current or voltage
{en ,karv |

N-display

which a trace-deflecting pulse can be Move,
along the vertical range axis of an Ledisplay
assist an operator in determining and Feportiy
the range of a target. Also known as N-indicata,.

jeLectR| A tadar display format |

N-scan, N-scope={ ‘en di,spla}
NDRO See nondestructive readout

NEA materlal See negative-electronaffinity Mate.
rial. { }enjé'a ma,tir-€-al }

hear-end crosstalk=|coOMMUN| Atype of iNterfip.
ence that may occurat carrier telephone repeatey
stations when output signals of one repeater leak
into the same end of the other repeater
iend 'kros,tok |

near field=|ELecrRoMac| The electromagnetic
field that exists within one wavelength. of a
source of electromagnetic radiation, such ag atransmitting antenna { 'nir f@ld }

near-infrared radiation |eLectromac| Infrared
radiation having a relatively short wavelengt),
between0.75 and about 2,5 micrometers (some
scientists place the upper limit from: 15 to4
micrometers), at which radiation carbe detected
by photoelectric cells, and which corresponds
in frequency range to the lower electron|e
energy levels of molecules and semiconductors
Also known as photoelectric infrared tadiatian
| ‘ir in-fra'red racsé'A-shan}

necessary bandwidth |commun| For a given
class of emission, the minimum value of the
occupled bandwidth sufficient to ensure the
transmission of informationat the rate and with
the quality required for the system employed,
underspecifiedconditions. {'nes-,ser-%'band
iwidth }

needle gap [ELECTR] Spark gap in which the
electrodes are needle points. { 'néd-al gap|

needle scratch See surface noise. { 'néd-al
iskrach }

needle test point [ELEC] A sharp steel probe
connectedto a test cord for making contact with
aconductor {'néd-al ‘test ,pdint }

negative ELEC) Having a negative
{ 'neg-ad-iv }

negative acknowledgement [COMPUT sci] In a
data communications network, a control char-
acter returned from a receiving machine to a
sending machine to indicate the presence of
errorsin the preceding block of data. Abbreviated
NAK.  { 'neg-ad-iv ik'nal-ij-ment}

negative booster |ELEC| Booster used in con-
nection with a ground-return system to reduce
the difference of potential between two points
on the grounded return.  'neg-ad-iv 'bii-star}

negative charge | ELEC} The typeof charge which
is possessed by electrons in ordinary matter,
and which may be produced in a resin object
by rubbing with wool. Also known as negative
electricity { 'neg-ad-iv 'charj }

negative conductor [ELEC] The conductorthatis
connected to the negative terminal of a voltage
source, { 'neg-ad-iv kan'dak-tar}

{hip
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ve effective mass amplifiers and
orators [eLectR| Class of solid-state de-

or {Or broad-band amplification and genera-
¥ f electrical waves in the microwave region;
tion Ogee use the property of the effective
these of charge carriers in semiconductors

»pative with sufficiently high kinetic
.- | negaddy iilek-tiv jmas ‘am-pla
njeratad-are |

(rt electricity See negative charge, | 'neg
eB lek’tris-ache}
negative electrode Sercathode, | 'nageadslyI'lek
ee alectron-affinity material jeLecte| A

: ater. such as gallium phosphide, whose
face has been treated with a substance, suchgurlace : ie

~ cesium, sa thal the surface barrler is reduced,
hand-bending gecurs so that the top of the
conduction band flies above the vacuum level,
and the electronaffinity of the substance in neg
ative Abbreviated NEA material | ‘neg-ad-iv
iek,train a‘fin-ad-4 ma,tiréol | -

negative feedback |CONTSYS| Feedback in which
3 portion of the Gutput of a circuit, device, or
machine is fed back 180° out of phase with
the input signal, resulting in a decrease of
amplification Soas to stabilize the amplification
with respect Lo time or frequency, and a reduction
in distortion and noise. Also known as inverse
feedback; reverse feedback; stabilized feedback.
| inegeadly ‘fed bak }

tive glow [eLécrR| The luminous flaw in
4 glow-dlacharge cold-cathode tube occurring
between the cathode dark space and the Faraday
darkspace. | 'neg-ad+iv'gl6 }

negative-grid generator |GLecte| Conventional
oscillator cireult in which oscillation is produced
by feedback fromthe plate circuit to a grid which
ly normally negative with respect to the cathode,
and which is designed to operate without drawing
gridcurrent atanytime.  { 'neg-od-iv grid ‘jen-a
iradl-ar}

negative-grid thyratron eects] A thyratron
with only one gtid, which serves to prevent the
flow of current until its potential relative to the
cathode is made less negative than a certain
critical value=[ '‘neg-ad-iv grid ‘'thi-ra,tran }

Negative impedance [ELECTR| An impedance
such that when the current through it increases,
the voltage drop across the impedance
decreases. { 'neg-ad-iv im'péd-ons}

Negative-lmpedance repeater (ELECTR| A tele-
phone repeater that provides an effective gain
for voice-frequency signals by insertion into the
line of a negative impedancethat cancels out line
impedances responsible for transmission losses
{'neg-ad-iv im!péd-onsri'péd-ar}

Negative logic (ELECTR| Logic circuitry in which
the more positive voltage (or current level)
Tepresents the 0 state; the less positive level
Tepresents the | state _{ ‘neg-ad-iv ,lajeik }

Regative modulation |ELECTR| 1. Television
Modulation system in which an increase in
scene brightness corresponds to a decrease in
amplitude-tnodulated transmitter power; used
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negentropy

in United States analog television transmitters.
2. Modulation in which an increase in brightness
correspondsto a decrease in the frequency of a
frequency-modulated facsimile transmitter, Also
known as negative transmission. ( 'neg-ad-iv
imaj-a'la-shan }

negative phase sequence (ELEC| The phasese-
quence that corresponds to the reverse of the
normal order of phases in a polyphase system
{ 'neg-ad.iv |faz 'sé-kwans }

negative-phase-sequence relay=|ELEC| Relay
which functions in conformance with the
negative-phase-sequence component of the
current, voltage, or powerof the circuit, {'neg-
od.iv {faz \sé-kwans 'ré,la }

negative picture phase |ELECTR| The video sig-
nal phase in which the signal voltage swings in
a negative direction for an increase in brilliance
{ 'neg-od-iv 'pik-chor ,faz }

negative plate |ELEC) The internal plate structure
that is connected to the negative terminal
of a storage battery. Also known as negative
electrode. { 'neg-od-iv ‘plat }

negative potential (ELEC| An electrostatic poten-
tial which is lower than that of the ground, or of
some conductoror pointin space that is arbitrar-
ily assigned to have zero potential. { 'neg-od:
iv pa'ten-chal}

negative resistance [ELECTR] Theresistance of a
negative-resistance device. { 'neg-od-iv ri’zis-
tans }

negative-resistance device |ELEcTR| A device
having a range of applied voltages within which
an increase in this voltage produces a de-
crease in the current. { 'neg-ad-iv rijzis-tans
di'vis }

negative-resistance oscillator |ELECTR}| An os-
cillator in which a parallel-tuned resonant circuit
is connected to a vacuum tube so that the
combination acts as the negative resistance
needed for continuous oscillation. { 'neg-ad-iv
riizis-tans 'as-o,]ad-ar}

negative-resistance repeater |ELECTR| Repeater
in which gain is provided by a series negative
resistance ora shunt negative resistance, or both
{ 'neg-odsiv rijzis-tans ri'péd-ar}

negative terminal [ELEc| The terminal of a bat-
tery or other voltage source that has more
electrons than normal; electrons flow from the
negative terminal through the external circuit to
the positive terminal. {'neg-ad-iv 'tar-man:al }

negative thermlon See thermoelectron. ( 'neg:
ad.iv ‘tharsmé,an }

negative-transconductance oscillator [ELECTR]
Electron-tube oscillator in which the output of
the tube is coupled back to the input without
phaseshift, the phase condition for oscillation
being satisfied by the negative transconductance
ofthetube. { 'neg-ad-iv ,tranz-kan'dak:tans 'ds-
to,lad-ar }

negative transmission Sce negative modulation
{ 'neg-od-iv tranz'mish-on }

negatron Seedynatron { 'neg-a,tran }
negentropy See information content

-tra-pé }
( no'gen

oweid
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neon glow lamp

neon glow lamp=|ELEcTR| A glow lamp contain-
ing neon gas, usually rated between 4s and 3
watts, and producing a characteristic red glow;
used as an indicatorlight and electronic circuit
component. {'né,4n 'gl6 lamp }

neon oscillator |ELECTR| Relaxation oscillator in
which a neon tube or lampserves as the switching
element. {'né,4n 'ds-o,lad-ar }

neon tube [ELECTR] An electron tube in which
neongasis ionized by the flow ofelectric current
through long lengths of gas tubing, to produce
a luminous red glow discharge; used chiefly in
outdooradvertising signs. { 'né,an ,ttib }

Nernst bridge=(ELEc| A four-arm bridge contain-
ing capacitors instead of resistors, used for mea-
suring capacitance values at high frequencies,
{ 'nernst,brij }

Nernst glower SeeNernstlamp. {'nernst ,gl6-ar}
Nernst tamp [ELEC] An electric lamp consisting

of a short, slender rod ofzirconium oxide in open
air, heated to brilliant white incandescence by
current. Also known as Nernst glower._—_{ 'nernst
lamp }

nesistor |ELECTR| A negative-resistance semi-
conductor device that is basically a bipolarfield-
effect transistor. { ne'zis-tar}

Nest [COMPUT Scl| To include data or subroutines
in other items of a similar nature with a higher
hierarchical level so that it is possible to access
or execute various levels of data or routines
recursively. {nest }

nesting [COMPUT sci] 1. Inclusion of a routine
wholly within another routine, 2. Inclusion of
a DO statement within a DO statement in
FORTRAN.{'nest-in }

nesting storage See push-down storage. { 'nest-
in 'stor-ij }

net [COMMUN| A numberof communication sta-
tions equipped for communicating with each
other, often on a definite time schedule and in
adefinite sequence {net }

net call slgn [COMMUN] A call sign that repre-
sents all stations within a net. { 'net 'kdl ,sTn }

net control station §=(|COMMUN] Communications
station having the responsibility of clearingtraffic
and exercising circuit discipline within a net.
('net kan'trdl ,sta-shan}

netloss |COMMUN| The ratio of the powerat the
input of a transmission system to the powerat
the output; expressed in nepers, it is one-half the
natural logarithm ofthis ratio, and in decibels it
is 10 times the common logarithm of the ratio.
(‘net ‘los }

network [COMMUN | A numberofradioortelevision
broadcast stations connected by fiber-optic cable,
coaxial cable, radio, or wire lines, so all stations
can broadcast the same program simultaneously
[COMPUT SCI] See computer network. [ELEC] A
collection of electric elements, such as resistors,
coils, capacitors, and sources of energy, connected
together to form several interrelated circuits. Also
knownaselectric network. { ‘net, wark }

network admittance [ELEC] The admittance be-
tween two terminals of a network under specified
conditions _{ 'net,wark ad'mit-ans }
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network analysis=|Fiec| Derivation of the él
trical properties of a network, from jy oo
figuration, element values, and driving for fe33 r 3 ' Ch.
[ENG] An-analytic technique used during Dio.
planning to determine the sequence of ac
and their interrelationship within the net
activities that will be required by the ,
Also knownas network planning
nal-a-sas }

network analyzer [COMPUTsci] An analog con.
puter in which networks are used to simula,
power line systems or physical systems and
obtain solutions to various problemsbefore th
systems are actually built. | 'net,wark ‘anise
iliz-ar } im

network architecture §|COMMUN| The High-level
design of a communications system, iWeludin
the choice of hardware, software, and Protocole
{ ‘net, wark 'ar-ka,tek-char}

network constant {ELec) One of the resistancn
inductance, mutual inductance, of CAPACI LAHER
values Involved in a circuit or network, if these
values are coristant, the network is said to be
linear | 'net,wark kan-stant|

network control program={COMPUT scl] A com.
puter program that controls communicatinns
between multiple terminals and a mainframe
{fnetwark kan'trdl ,prd-gram |

network data structure [COMPUT SCI| The ar.
rangementof data in a computersystem intoin.
terconnected groupings of information according
torelationships betweenvroupings.  {'net,wark
‘dad-a ,strak-char}

networkfilter=|ELEC] A combination ofelectrical
elements(for example, interconnected resistors,
coils, and capacitors) that representsrelatively
small attenuation to signals of a certain fre.
quency, and great attenuation to all otherfre.
quencies _{ 'net,wark'fil-tar }

network flow=[ELEC| Flow of current in a network
( 'net,wark ‘fd }

networking —[comPuTScl| The use of transmission
lines to join geographically separated computers.
{ 'net,wark-ig }

network Input Impedance [ELEC] The im-
pedance between the input terminals of a
network under specified conditions [ ‘net
iwark 'in-put im,péd-ans}

network masterrelay [ELEc| Relay that performs
the chief functions of closing and tripping an
alternating-current low-voltage network protec-
tor { 'net,wark 'mas-tor 'ré,la }

network operating system=[comPuTScl| The sys-
tem software of a local-area network, which
managesthe network's resources, handling mul-
tiple inputs concurrently and providing necessary
security. Abbreviated NOS. { ,net,wark 'ap-2
irad-ip ,sis-tam }

network phasing relay [ELEC] Relay which
functions in conjunction with a masterrelayto limit
closure of the network protector to a predetermined
relationship between the voltage and the network
voltage. { ‘net,wark 'faz-in 'ré,1a }

network planning See network analysis. { ‘net
iwark ,plan:ig }
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the relay {FLEC| Form of voltage, power,
its a nator type of relay used in the protection
b forces! / A control of alternating-current low-voltage
B Project perworks jnelare ee a kos
activities ba rk server Sve file server. ( ‘neljwark ,Sar-atwork fais

projec: Biel li synthesis [ELEC] Derivation of the con-
wark 9! Re gration and element values of a network

ag given electrical properties. | ‘net wark
log com. thases|
simulata aan rk system jJcompursel| Atypeofdata-base
ems ang Management system In which data recards can
elore the: l related in more general structures than in a

hical file, permitting a given record to have‘ark ‘ania: if
ae Herthan one parent —{ 'net,wark ,sis-tam |
ligh-level network terminal protocol (cOMMUN|A set of
Including standards that allows the user of a computer
Wotoeals, eonnected to @ network to log in on any other

eamputer orl the network, Also known as TEL-
asistance NET [inetiwark ltarmearval prod-a,kol }
pacitance etwork theory [ELEC] The systematizing and

if these generalizing ol the relations between the cur-
ald to be rants, vollages. and impedances associated with

| the elements of an electrical network. |[ ‘net
a) A com. work thé-2-ré }
inications ork transfer admittance=|ELEC| The current
tainframe, that would flow through a short circuit between

gne pair of terminals in a network ifa unit voltage
i The ar. ‘iwere applied across the other pair [ ‘net, work
!m into ine ‘trang-tar ad,mit-ans}
according notwork vulnerability scan [COMPUTSCI] The pro-
[net,wark "cess of determining the connectivity of the pro-

‘tected subnetwork within asecurity perimeter of
f electrical 7) adistribmted computing system, and then testing
1 resistors; othe strenath of protection al all access points
i relatively, tothe subnetwork,—[ inet,wark val-nar-a'bll-ad-
ertain {ree _@,skan }

otherIte. Neugebauer effect [rLec| A small changein the
polarization of an optically isotropic medium in

a network, anexternal electric lield, related to the electroop-
tical Kerr effect—{ 'ndi-ge,bau-ari,fekt }

insmission ‘ngural network [comPUT sci] An information-
computers, “processing device thatutilizes a very large num-i herofsimple modules, and in which information

The {n= ig stored by components that at the same
Inals of a “time effect connections between these modules.

as. { ‘et ‘nur-al ‘net, wark |
‘nebristor |ELEcTR| A device that behaveslike a

at performs . flerve fiber in having attenuationless propagation
tripping av of signals; one goalof research is developmentof
fark protec: acomplete artificial nerve cell, containing many

Neuristors, that could duplicate the function of
the human eye and brain in recognizing charac-

{ nu'ris-tar}
ici] The syie)
zork, which 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 

__ ters and other visual images.

ndling mule: _neromorphie engineering [ENG] Use of theig hecessaly functional principles of biological nervous sys-
twork ‘Apa tems to inspire the design and fabrication of

aitificial nervous systems, such as vision chips
elay whith find roving robots. { inu-rd,mor-fik ,en-ja'nir-
relay to limit ity)
edetermined feuironal Interface [ENG] An artificial synapse
ithe netwotk fapable of reversible chemical-to-electrical

pectin processes between neural tissueaNd conventional solid-state electronic devicesysis (‘nej fot applicati iPplications such as aural, visual, and
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neutral return path

mechanical prostheses, as well as expanding
human memory and intelligence. ( nujrén-ol
‘in-tor, fas }

neurotechnology [ENG] The application of mi-
crofabricated devices to achieve direct contact
with the electrically active cells of the nervous
system (neurons), { ,nU-rG-tek'ndl-a-jé }

neutral [ELEC] Referring to the absence of a net
electric charge. ('nii-tral }

Neutral conductor [ELEC] A conductor of a
polyphase circuit or of a single-phase, three-wire
eircult which is intended to have a potential such
that the potential differences between it and each
of the other conductors are approximately equal
in magnitude and are also equally spaced in
phase.{'nii-tral kan'dak-tor}

neutral ground [ELEC] Ground connected to the
neutral pointor points of an electric circuit, trans-
former, rotating machine, or system.—{ 'nii-tral
‘graund }

neutralize [ELECTR] To nullify oscillation-
producing voltage feedback from the output
to the input of an amplifier through tube
interelectrode capacitances; an external
feedback path is used to produce at the input
a voltage that is equal in magnitude but
opposite in phase to that fed back through the
interelectrode capacitance. { 'nii-tra,lTz }

neutrallzed radlo-frequency stage [ELECTR|
Stage having an additional circuit connected to
feed back, in the opposite phase, an amount
of energy equivalent to what is causing the
oscillation, thus neutralizing any tendency to
oscillate and makingthe circuit function strictly
asanamplifier. { 'nii-tra,lizd jrad-é-6 'fré-kwan-
sé staj }

neutrallzing capacitor [ELECTR] Capacitor, usu-
ally variable, employed in a radio receiving or
transmitting circuit to feed a portion of the signal
voltage from the plate circuit of a stage back to
the grid circuit. . (‘nti-tra,liz-in ke,pas-ed-ar}

neutralizing clrcult [ELECTR] Portion of an am-
plifier circuit which provides an intentional
feedback path from plate to grid to prevent
regeneration. { 'nii-tra,liz-in sar-kat }

neutrallzing voltage [(ELECTR| Voltage developed
in the plate circuit (Hazeltine neutralization) or
in the grid circuit (Rice neutralization), used to
nullify or cancel the feedback through the tube.
{ 'nii-tra,liz-in jvOl-tij }

neutral point [ELEC] Point which has the same
potential as the point of junction of a group of
equal nonreactive resistances connected at their
free ends to the appropriate main terminals or
lines of the system —_('nii-tral ,pdint }

neutral relay [ELEC] Relay in which the move-
ment of the armature does not depend upan the
direction of the current in the circuit controlling
the armature Also known as nonpolarized relay
{ 'nibtral 'ré,1a }

neutral return path [ELEC] A route from the load
back to the power source, completing a circuit
in an electric power distribution system, whichis
grounded, usually by connections to waterpipes.
{‘nii-tralri'torn ,path )
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neutral safety switch

neutral safety switch |ELECc| An electric switch
that is connected to the ignition switch of
an internal combustion engine and prevents
starting the engine unless the transmission shift
lever is in the neutral or park position, or the
clutch pedal is depressed { Snii-tral 'saf-té
iswich }

neutral stablllty=|conT sys] Condition in which
the natural motion of a system neither grows
nor decays, but remainsatits initial amplitude
{ 'ni-tral sta'bil-ad-é }

neutral temperature [ELECTR] The temperature
of the hot junction ofa thermocouple at which the
electromotive force of the thermocouple attains
its maximum value, when the cold junction is
maintained at a constant temperature of 0°C
{'né-tral 'tem-pra-char}

neutral zone See dead band_{'nii-tral ,z6n }
New-band service [COMMUN] A_ broadcasting

service that is allocated a portion of the radio
frequency spectrum that was not previously
used=_{ 'nui ,band ,sar-vis }

Newsgroup [computsci] A collection of comput-
ers ona wide-area network that formadiscussion
group onaparticular topic, such that a message
generated by any computer in the group is
automatically distributed over the networkto all
the others, Also known as forum. _{ 'niiz,griip }

next-event flle (comput sci] A portion of a com-
puter simulation program which maintainsa list
of all events to be processed and updates the
simulated time _{ 'nekst i'vent ,fil }

nexus (COMMUN]|A connection or interconnec-
tion of a communications system, such as a
data link or a network of branches and nodes.
{ 'nek-sas}

nibble=[computsci] A unit of computer storage or
information equal to one-half a byte { 'nib-ol }

Nichol's chart [CONT Sys] A plot of curves along
which the magnitude M or argument a of the
frequency control ratio is constant on a graph
whoseordinateis the logarithm of the magnitude
of the open-loop transfer function, and whose
abscissa isthe open-loop phaseangle. {'nik-alz
ichart}

nickel-cadmium battery [ELEC] A sealed stor-
age battery having a nickel anode, a cadmium
cathode, and an alkaline electrolyte; widely
used in cordless appliances; without recharg-
ing, it can serve as a primary battery Also
known as cadmium-nickel storage cell.{'nik-al
ikad-mé-am 'bad-a-ré }

nickel delay line=(ELEcTR| An acoustic delayline
in whichnickelis used to transmit sound signals
('nik-al di'la ,lin }

nickel-Iron battery See Edison battery { 'nik-al
i-arn 'bad-a-ré }

NIF See noise improvementfactor
N-indlcator See N-display { 'en ,in-do,kad-ar}
nlne's complement {comput sci] The radix-

minus-1 complement of a numeral whose radix
is 10. {'ninz'kém-pla-mant}

Nipkow disk (COMPUT sci] In optical character
recognition, a disk having one or more spirals
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of holes around the outer edge, wih 5
openings positioned so that rotation of i
provides mechanical scanning, as of g di the
{'nip-k6 disk } ou

nit [COMMUN] A unit of information Conte
that the information content of a < mM
message in nits is the negative of the
logarithm of the probability of selecting
symbol or message from all the symbole
messages which could have been chosen Isknown as nepit. [nit | aM

n-key rollover |cOMPUT Scl| The ability bh
computer-terminal keyboard to rememberya
order in which keys were operated an fase t :
information to the computer even when seal
keys are depressed before other keys have vet
released. | ‘en ,ké 'rd!,6-var| bee

N-level address |cOMPLIT scI| A Multileve| aa.
dress specifying N levels of addressing, 1 telev-al ‘aed res } a

N-levellogic [ELECTR] An arrangementofpates|
a digital computerin which not more than N at q
are connectedin series. (‘en ,lev-al ‘laj.jRy

N-modular redundancy=|COMPUTsci] A feneral
ization of triple modular redundancy in which
there are N identical units, where N is any oddnumber {'en{maj-aor ri'don-dan-sé ) 1

NMOS eLecth| Metal-oxide—semiconductope
that are made on p-type substrates, and whose|
active carriers are electrons that migrate betweey)
n-type source and drain contacts. Derived from
n-channel metal-oxide semiconductor. | 'enmos}

NMRRSee normal-moderejection ratio
nn junctlon [ELECTR] In a semiconductor,a fe.

gion of transition between two regions having
different properties in n-type semiconducting
material. {tenlen fank-shan }

no-addressInstruction=|cOmMPUT scl! An instruc.
tion which a computer can carry out without
using an operand from storage={ 'nG'ad,resin
istrak-shan }

no-break power [ELEC] Power system designed
to fulfill load requirements during the interval
betweenthe failure of the primary power and the
time the auxiliary power can be madeavailable
{'n6 'brak 'pau-or}

nodal analysis [ELEC] A method of electrical
circuit analysis in which potential differences are
taken as independentvariables and the sum of
the currents flowing into a node is equated to 0.
{ 'néd-al o'nal-a-sas }

nodal points [ELEC] Junction points in a trans-
mission system; the automatic switches and
switching centers are the nodal points in auto-
mated systems. { 'nGd-al ,pdins}

node [ELEC] Seebranch point [ELEcTR| Ajunc-
tion point within a network. {ndd }

node voltage=[ELEc| The voltage at a given point
in an electric network with respect to that at a
node=_{ 'ndd ,val-tij }

nolse |COMMUN| Unwanted electrical signal dis-
turbances. |ELEC] Interfering and unwanted
currents or voltages in an electrical device or
system  (ndiz}
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lyzer [ELECTR] A device used for noiseaiseane [ indiz an-a,liz-ar|
ine iceling microphone—Sve close-tilking
eeone [‘noiz jkansdin 'mikra,lGn

mcr it |cOMPUT Sel] A digit, usually 0, in-5
| ito the rightmast position of the man-
feats|ating pointnumberdutinga left-ahih
evion associated with normalization. Also
He ag noisy digit. ['ndizydij-at}

distortion [COMMUN | Noiseona comimuni-
ions facility which exceeds standards govern-

pss acceptable levels ancl which negativelyaffects
Me cignal ( 'ndiz distorshan }the factor [ELECTR! The ratio.of the total naise

© sqwer per unit bandwidth at the output of a
fystem 10 the portion of the noise power that

je due to the input termination, at the standard
es temperature of 290 K. Also known as noise

‘yigute. | ‘noiz fak-tar | ae
nafse figure Sernoisefactor | noiz figyar |i filter [ELECTR] 1, A filter that is inserted

“jy an altetnating-current power line to. block
noise interference that would otherwise travel
through the line in either cirection and affect the
‘operation ofreceivers 2. A filter used in aradio
qeceiver to reduce noise, usually an auxiliary low-

ss filter which can be switched In or out of the
audio system. | ‘ndiz fil-tar)

nolsegenerator |ELECTR| Adevice which produces
(usually random) electrical noise, for use in tests
of the response of electrical systems to noise, and
in measurementsof noise intensity Also known as
noise source. { 'ndiz ,jen-a,rad-ar}

nolse grade |COMMUN| Number which defines
the relative noise at a particular location with
respect to other locations throughout the world
[ 'ndiz grad }

nolse improvement factor |comsiuN| in pulse
modulation, the recelver output signal-to-noise
ratio divided by the receiver input signal-to-noise
ratio. Abbreviated NIP. Also known as improve-
ment factor; signal-to-noise improvement lactor
{ 'ndiz im'priiv-mant ,fak-tor }

Noise Jammer |ELECTR| An electtonic jammer
that emits a carrier modulated with recordings
ar synthetic reproductions of natural atmo-
spheric noise; the radio-frequency carrier may
be suppressed; used to discourage the enemy
by simulating naturally adverse communications
conditions. | 'ndiz jam-ar |

Noise jamming [ELECTE) The emission ofa tadio-
frequency carrier modulated with a white noise
signal, derived from a gas-dlscharge tube of other
broadband noise source, appearing In an enemy
radar as background noise, lending to mask the
radar echo or. it communications, the radio
signal of interest. {‘ndiz jam-iy |

noise killer |j:.ec] 1. Device installed in a circuit
lo reduce its interference to other ‘circuits.

2. Sewnoise suicide circuit: | ‘neiz ikil-ar |
Noiseless channel (commun| Inrinformation the-

Ory. a cammunications channel in which the
eflects of random influences are negligible, and
there is essentially no random error. (‘ndizlas
chan-al |

noise temperature

noise limiter jeLecte| A limiter circuit that cuts
olf all nolse peaks that are stronger than the
highest peak In the desired signal being received,
thereby reducing the eflects of atmospheric
or human-produced interference. Also known
as noise silencer; noise suppressor. { 'ndiz
ilim-ad-ar}

noise measurement |eecre| Anyolawide range
of measurements af random and nonrandom
electrical noise, but usually nolse-power mea-
surement—['ndiz mezh-ar-mont |

noelse-metallic |euecre| In telephone communi-
cations, weighted noise current in a metallic
circuit at a given point whenthecircuit is termi-
nated at that point in the nominal characteristic
Impedance of the circult, | 'noiz mo'tal-ik |

noise-modulated jamming [ELECTR] Random
electronic noise that appears at the radar
Teceiver as background noise and tends to mask
the desired radar echo orradio signal { 'noiz
iméj-ajlad-ad ‘jam-in }

nolse-power measurement JELECTR| Measu-
rement of the power catried by electrical noise
averaged over some brielinterval of time, usually
by amplifying nolse ftom the source in a linear
amplifier and then using a quadratic detector
followed by a low-pass filter and an Incicating
device. {‘ndiz{pat-ar :mezh-ar-mant |}

noise-reducing antenna system=|ELECTROMAG|
Receiving antenna system so designed that
only the antenna proper can pick up signals:
itis placed high enough to be out of the
Noise-interferance zone, and is connected to
the receiver with a shielded cable or twisted
transmissionline that is Incapable of picking up
signals, | 'ndiz riidiis-in an'tena.,sis-tam|

noise silencer See nolse limiter | 'ndiz ,si-len-
sar|

noise source Sry noise generator (‘ndiz sors }
noise suicide circuit [eLecre| A circuit: which

reduces the gain of an amplifier for a short
period whenever a sufficiently large noise pulse
is received Also known as noise killer. { 'ndiz
'sti-a sid sarkat }

nolse suppression |elecre| Any method of pa
ducing or eliminating the effects of undesitable
electrical disturbances, as in frequency modula-
tion whenever the signal carrier level is greater
than the noise level [ ‘noiz sa,presh-anJ

noise suppressor 4. A circuit that blocks the
audio-frequency amplifier of a radio receiver
automatically when no carrier is being received,
to eliminate backgraynd noise. Also known
as squelch circuit. 2. A circuit that reduces
record surface noise when playing phonograph
records, generally by meiinsofa filter that blocks
out the higher frequencies where such noise
preclominates 3. See noise limiter. { 'ndiz
S3,pres-ar}

noise temperature [evec| The temperature at
which the thermal nolse power of a passive
systemper unit bandwidth would be equal to the
actual noise at the actual terminals, the stancearet
relerenjce temperature for nolse measurements is
290K—{ 'ndiz ,tem-pra-char}
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noise testing

noise testing §[ELecre| The measu rement af the
power cissipated in a resistance termination of
given value joined to one end of a telephone or
telegraph circuit when no test power is applied
tothe circuit, ( 'ndiz test-in |

noise tube [ELecrr] A gas tube uséd as a source
of white noise. [ 'ndiz ,ttib |

noise weighting [ELECTR] Use of ay electrical
network to obtain a weighted average over
frequency al the noise power, which is represen-
tative of the relative disturbing effects of noise |n
acammunications system at various frequencies
('ndlz ,wad-in }

noisy channel=|coupiun| In information theory,
4 communications channel in which the effects
of tindom influences cannot be dismissed,
| 'naiz-é 'chan-al |

nolsy digit See noise digit. | ‘nciz-é 'dij-at |
noisy mode=|compur sei] A floating-point arith-

metic procedure associated with normalization
in which "I" bits, rather than “0" bits. are
introduced in the low-order bit position during
the left shift, | 'néle-® mod |

no-load current [eLec| The current which flows
ina network when the output is open-cireuited
['nd Hdd 'kasrant |

no-load loss [ELEC] The power loss of a device
that Is operated at rated voltage and frequency
but is not supplying power to.a load {'nd {ladlds }

no-load voltage See open-circuit voltage
Wel 'Vl-tij }

nominal band=|coumun| Frequency band of a
facsimile-signal wave equal in width to that be-
tweenzerofrequency and maximum modulating
frequency, the frequency band occupled in the
transmitting mediumwill, in feneral, be greater
than the nominal band—{ 'naém-a-nal iband |

nominal bandwidth=|covmun| The interval be-
tweenthe assigned frequencylimits of achannel
JENG| The difference between the naminal upper
and lower cutoff frequencies of an acoustic or
electric filter, [ 'nam-a-hal ‘band, width |

nominal impedance rurc| Impedance of.a cir-
cult under conditions at which it was designed to
operate; normally specified at center ol operating
frequency range. [ 'ndrn-a-nal im'péd-ans |

nominal value jeLec} The value of some property
(such as resistance, capacitance, or impedance}
of a. device at which ft Is supposed to operate,
under normal conditions, as opposed to actual
value ('nam-o-nal ‘valeyii )

nonacoustic coupler=[eLecre] type of tnodem
that Is built into a microcomputer or terminal
and connects it directly to a telephone line
[indn-a'kii-stik'kap-lar|

nonambiguity jcommun| The property of acode
in which any character can be recognized
uniquely without reference to preceding charac-

('nd

 
nonblocking access

the incoming tine or trunk made With
switching center at all times, provide Thay th
requirecl outgoing line or trunk Is not bi
{ ‘nin, blik-lp ‘akyses | bi

noncoherentintegratian

processing technique in which the amplitudar’

[COMMUN | Connectign

Fs.
ih

[ELECTR] A radar gj

successive pulses from a single scene ort -
location are added for increased SENsitlyity, 0
integration in the excited phosphoraf g cath ch
ray-tube radar display representing one int
Space |s an elementary example of this Droge Ih
(indn-ko'hir-ant 'in-ta'gra-shan | %

noncoincident demand=[eec| The sum Of thy
peak demands ofall the utilities ing 5Peciffy
region, regardless of the times at which they,
occurred, indin-ké'inssa-dant di!mand } y

honcomposite color picture signal [Coonan
The signal in analog color television trang!
mission that represents complete color plety
information but excludes the line- and fleld.
synchronizing signals. | indn-karn' paz-at iy
'pik-char .sig-nal |

nondegenerate amplifier {eLectr| Paramettic
amplifier that is characterized by a Pumpin,
frequency considerably higher than twice the
signal frequency, the output is taken at the
signal input frequency; the amplifier exhibits
hegative impedance characteristics, indicative
of infinite gain, and is therefore capable of
oscillation. | |nan-di'jen-a-rat ‘am-pla,livar |

nondegenerative basic feasible solution [COMpyy
sci] in linear programming, a basic feasible
solution with exactly m positive variables y,
where af is the number of constraint equations
[inan-di'jen-rad-ly 'bé-sik 'léz-a-bal sa'lieshan |

nondeletable message=|compur cll A message
that appears on a computer display which can be
removed only by entering a specific command
( ndrediéd-a-bal 'messi| |

nondestructive breakdown [ELECTR| Breakdown
of the barrier between the gate and channel ofa
field-effect transistor without causing failure of
the device; in a junction field-effect transistor,
avalanche breakdown occurs at the pn juinetion,
[indn-di'strak-diy ‘brak,datin ]

nondestructiveread=|coyjpirr scl) A reading pro-
cess that does not erase the data in memory,
the term sometimes includes a destructive read
immediatelyfollowed by a restarative write-hack
Also known as nondestructive readout (NDRO),
[ indinedi'strakediv "réd ]

nondirectional See omnidirectional
‘rek-sharval|

nondirectional antenna See omnidirectional an-
tenna—(indn-di'reksshon-ol an'ten-9 }

nonerasable storage See read-only memory
{indni'ras-o-bat ‘starij }nhonexecutable statement

abay

{ [nandl

COMPUT Sci] A state-
lers-orthe spatial position of acharacter ({ndn ment in @ higher-level Programming language
am-balayii-adé | which cannotbe related ta the instructions In the

nonanticipatory system Se causal system machine language program ultimatelyproduced,
| iNdn-an'tis-a-pa,toré ,sis-tam ) but which provides the compiler with essential

nonarithmetic shift’ Sve cyclic shift. { intina information from which it may determine the
itith'med-ik ‘shift | allocation of storage and other organizational
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ay 4 pumping
han twice the

taken at the
difier exhibits
ics, indicative
re capable of
m-plo,fi-ar}
tion=|compur
dasic feasible
> variables x,
int equations
| sa‘tieshon}
cl] A message
y Which canbe
fic command

'R| Breakdown
dchannel ofa
sing failure of
oct transistor,
2 pr junction

\ reading pro-
2 tn memory,
structive read
ve write-back
Jout (NDRO)

1 { {néin-di

rectional an-
bo}
aly memory

scl] A state-
ng language
ictions in the
sly produced,
ith essential
stermine the
“ganizational

ictics ol the final program, [ |ndn
chiractetTbal Istat-mant|
ieee arror [COMPUT Scl| An error In a com-

nonfat ogram Which does not result in termina-
yitet PP eciition, but which causes the processor

tion olen an interpretation, issue a warning, ane
to er processing. | ‘nlin,f@d-al ‘er-ar|

: COional packages software=|compur scl|
0 fant |-purpose software which permits the
eae handle her or his particular applica-

’ yr requirements withlittle or no additional
ten m or systems design work, or to per-
proerertain specialized computational func-
kam nan‘fank-shorval 'pak-ij-az'séft,wer|

| teaphic character [COMPUT Sci] A setof sig-
ie that. when sent to a printer, results in a

A nrrolaction, suchas carriage return, line feed,
tab rather than the generation of a printed
*haricter | Indn'grat-ik 'kar-lk-tar|

homing tuning system) |ELectk| Motor
driven automatic tuning system in which the
motor starts Up. in the direction of previous
oration, ({ this direction is incorrectfor the new
gtation, the motor reverses, after turing to the
and of the dial, then proceeds to the desired
station. [indn'hGm-ig ‘tins sis:tam |

noninductive [ELEC| Having negligible or zero
inductance ( ndnvin'dak-tiy)

noninductive capacitor |euec| A capacitor con-
structed so it has practically no inductance;
foll layers are Staggered during winding, so an
entire layer of foil projects at either end for
contact-making purposes;all currents then flow
laterally rather than spirally around the capacitor
{ nanvin'daketiv ko'pas-ad-or|

noninductive resistor [ELEC] A wire-wound re-
sistor constructed to have practically no induc-
tance, either by using a hairpin winding or be
reversing connections to adjacent sections of the
winding ( ,»ndn-in'dak-tiv ri'zis-tarJ

noninductive winding [ELEC| A winding con-
structed so that the magnetic field of one turn
or section cancels the field of the next adjacent
turn or section={ ,ndn-in'dak«tiv 'win-din }

Nonintelligible crosstalk (COMMUN|]Crosstalk
which cannot be understood regardless of
its received volume, but which because ofits
syllabic nature is more annoying subjectively
than thermal-type noise. { ,ndn-in'tel-o-ja-bal
‘keds tok }

noninteracting contro! |coNT sys} A feedback
control in a system with more than one input
and more than one output, in which feedback
transler functions are selected sa that each input

gilpences only one output.—{ |ndin,in-tar'ak-tiganitral }
foninverting amplifier jeLecre| An operational

amplifier in which the input signal is applied to
the ungrounded positive Input terminal to dive
4 fain greater than unity and make the output
Voltage change in phase with the input voltage
(ingnin'vard-in ‘amepla,ficar|

foninverting parametric device [ELECTR] Para-
Mette device whose operation depends essen-
tlally upon three frequencies, a harmonic of the
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pump frequency and twosignal frequencies, of
which one is the sum of the other plus the
pumpharmonic, {{nan-in'vord-in ,par-olme-trik
di'vis }

nontinear amplifier |ELEcTR| An amplifier in
which a change in input does not produce a
proportional change in output. { 'nan,lin-é-or
‘am-plo,fl-arJ

nonlinear capacitor [ELEC] Capacitor having a
mean charge characteristic or a peak charge
characteristic that is not linear, or a reversible
capacitance that varies with bias voltage. {'nan
jlin-€-ar ko'pas-ad-arJ

nonlinear circuit |ELEC] A circuit in which the
current and voltage in any element that results
from two sources of energy acting togetheris
not equal to the sum of the currentsor voltages
that result from each of the sources acting alone
( ‘nan, lin-é-or 'sor-kat }

nonilnear circult component {ELEcTR] An elec-
trical device for which a change in applied
voltage does not produce a proportional change
in current. Also known as nonlinear device:
nonlinearelement. —{ ‘nan, lin-é-or!sar-kat kom }
{'pG-nant}

nonlinear control system |CcONT sys} A control
system that does not have the property of
superposition, that is, one in which some orall of
the outputsare notlinear functions of the inputs.
('nan,lin-é-ar kan'tral ,sis-tomz }

nonlinear coupler [ELEcTR] A type of frequency
multiplier which uses the nonlinear capacitance
of a junction diode to couple energy from the
inputcircuit, which is tuned to the fundamental,
tothe output circuit, which is tuned to the desired
harmonic. { 'nan,lin:@-ar 'kap-lor }

nonlinear crosstalk {CcOMMUN| Interaction be-
tween channels occupying different wavelengths
in a wavelength-division-multiplexed system be-
cause of optical nonlinearities in the transmis-
sion medium —_{ ,nan,lin»é-ar ‘kros,tok }

nonlinear detection |ELEcTR| Detection based on
the curvature of a tube characteristic, such as square-
law detection. { 'nan,lin-@-ar di'tek-shan }

nonilnear device Sve nonlinear circuit component
{'nanlin-é-ar di'vis }

Nonlinear dielectric {ELEc| A dielectric whose
polarization is not proportional to the applied
electric field. { 'ndn,lin-€-or ,d¥-a'lek-trik }

nonlineardistortion (ELEcTR| Distortion in which
the output of a system or component does not
have the desired linear relation to the input
{ENG AcoUS| The ratio of the total root-mean-
square (rms) harmonic distortion output of a
microphone to the rms value of the fundamen-
tal component of the output. { 'nan,lin-é-or
di'stor-shon}

nonlinear element See nonlinear circuit compo-
nent, {‘nan,lin-€-ar 'el-o.mont |

nonlinear feedback control system [cont sys]
Feedback control system in which the relation-
ships between the pertinent measures of the
system input and output signals cannot be
adequately described by linear means. { 'nan
ilins€-ar 'féd, bak kon'trél ,sis-tam }
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nonlinear fiber amplifier

nonlinear fiber amplifier (commun) An optical
ampliffer in which nonlinear interactions (stim-
ulated Ramanand Brillouin scattering and four-
wave mixing) between pumplight and the signal
cause Lranstet of power to the signal, resulting in
liber gain, ( nanilin-é-ar fibar am-pla,fi-ar )

nonlinear inductance [ELEC] The behavior of an
inductor for which the voltage drap acrass the
Inductor is not proportional to the rate of change
of current, such as when the Inductorhasacore of
magnetic material in which magnetic induction
is not proportional to magnetic fleld strength
( ‘ndnlin-é-ar in'dak-tans}

nonlinear network=[ELEC] Anetworkin which the
current of voltage in any element that results
from two sources of energy acting together is
hot equal to the sum of the currents or voltages
that result from each of the sources acting alone
('ndnlin-é-or ‘net, wark |

nonlinear oscillator JELECTR| A radio-frequency
oscillator that changes frequency in response
to an audio signal; It Is the basic circult used
in eavesdropping devices, { 'nan,lin--or 'ds-9
ilad-ar)

nonlinear programming =| MATH) A branch of ap-
plied mathematics concerned with finding the
maximum ar minimum of a funetion of several
variables, when the variables are constrained to
yield values ef other functions lying ina certain
range, and either the function to be maximized
or minimized, or at least one of the functions
whose value is constrained, is nonlinear, (‘nan
ilin-@-ar'prd.gram-in }

nonlinear reactance =| ELECTR] The behavior af a
coll or capacitor whose voltage drap. Is nat
proportional to the rate of change of current
through the coil, or the charge on the capacitor
| ‘niin, lin-€-or ré'ak-tans |

nonlinear resistance=[ELecte| The behavior of a
substance (usually asemiconductor) which does
not obey Ohm's law but has a voltage drop across
it that Is proportional to some power of the
current. | 'nan,lin-@-ar ri'zis-tans|

nonlinear taper=[&LEc| Nanuniformn distribution
of resistance throughout the elementof a poten-
tiometerorrheostat,  [ 'nan,lin-é-ar ‘ta-par|

honloaded Q  [eLec] Of an electric impedance,
the © value of the impedance without external
coupling or connection. Also known as basic O.
|'ndn ldd-ad 'kydi |

nonmaintenance time [comput sci] The elapsed
time during scheduled working hours between
the determination of a machine failure and
placementof the equipmentback into operation.
{|nan'mant-an-ans tim |

nonmetallic sheathed cable=|eLec| Assembly of
two of more rubber-covered conductors in an
outer sheath of nonconducting fibrous mate-
Hal that has been treated to make it flame-
resistantand moisture-repellent. {!nan-ma'tal-
ik ‘sh@thd 'ka-bal}

non-minimum-phase system [cont sys} A lin-
ear system whosetransfer function has one or
more poles or zeros with positive, nonzero real
Parts. (jnanjmin-a-mom ‘faz ,sis-tam }
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nonmultiple switchboard [ELEC| Ma
phane switchboard in which each Subnet
is attached to only one jack ( tainOe
‘swich bard | Maly

nonnumeriec character=|conpury Sel] jterexceptadigit. | inain-nti'merik ANY chg
honnumeric programming cost, sata

puter programming that deals with aby} NG
than numbers. | {ndn-nilmer-ik ‘Drops

non-ohmic  |eLec| Pertaining to a sue |
circuit component that does not obyey Ohne 1{ (nan G-rmik } Ws

nonpolarized relay See neutral Telayiizd 'ré,la }

nonpreemptive multitasking S.. Cooperaty
titasking, | ;ndin-prélem-tiv 'mal-té taskje i

nonprint code [compur sei] A bit combat
which is interpreted as no printing, no na
[ Inain|print ‘kad } =P

nonpriority interrupt —jcompur sei) An
group of interrupts which may be dic,
the central processing unit. [ tmunegeine
‘int-a,rapt } Pratada

nonprocedural language=[conspiy SCi| Ahm
gramming language in which the ptogram din,
not follow the actual steps a computer follows
In@xecutinga program. { MTPEA!SBapo Mag,ewil |

nonreactive [ELEC] Pertaining to a Clrcuit, pom.
'PACItanice. gy!

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

(indp |,

YY One fs q
PRarded hy

Ponent, or load that has no ¢;

impedance, so that an alternating current |g is
phase with the corresponding voltage | nding,rélak-tiv }

nonreactive load See resistive load. { NEN-TEakthyNad } Kithye

nonrecoverable error |compur sci] Au error dee
lected during computer processing that cap.
not be handied by the computer system an
therefore causes processing to be interrupted
[Lindnri'kov-ra-bal 'erar | d

nonrecursive filler [E.ecre| A digital filter that”
lacks feedback; that is. its output depands gn.
present and past input values only and nob an”
previous cutputvalues,—[ ,ndn-rikar-siv ‘fil-topy,

nonredundant system=[compusei] A, computer
system designed in such a way that onlytheab-
solute minimum amount of hardware is utilized
to Implement its function indn-rl'den-dant
'sis-tam |

nonrenewable fuse unlt (ELEC| Fuse unit that
cannot be readily restored for service after
Operation, | indneri'nii-a-bal 'fydz yyilenat |

nonreproducing code |compur sci} A code
which normally does net appear as such ina
generated output but will result in a function
such as paging or spacing. { |ndn,ré-pra'dii-slp }
"kod } i

nonresident routine=[compur sci] Any computer
routine which is not stored permanently in
the memory but must be read. into memory
from a data carrier or external storage device.
{indn'rez-aidant rii,tén } a

nonresonantantenna [ELECTROMAG| Along-wile
or traveling-wave antenna which does not have
natural frequenciesofoscillation, and responds
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‘| Manual tg,
i subscriber jj a
NEN MI -ta.pa)

acl| Any chara,
rk kar ketap yi
APUT SCIl Comp,
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fly well to radiation over @ broad range ofall :

eye ancies. { :ndn'rez-an-ant an'ten-a |
{recieneto-zero |compur sci}A mode of

noneing and readout in which it is not
Oecary for the signal to return to zero after
en item of recorded data, Abbreviated NRZ

vinain ri,torn Sars |ting dis
rotadi9 ‘disk)

{I crallable message [COMPUT Sci] A message
. computer display that does not scroll off the

Peck the display as new information is written
at ihe bottom. (indn'skrd-[a-bal ‘enesil| ! .
onservo robot Svelixed-stop rebot [ {ndn'sar-
yO (rovbal |
nshared control unit [Compusci] A contral
unit relating to only one device. Also knownas
nipath, [inanisherdkan'trél jyii-nat |

snshorting contact switch |eLec| Selector
Fe jtch in which the width of the movable contact

rales than the distance between contactclips, so
that the oldcircuit is broken belore the new circult
jscompleted. (‘nan shord-ig "kanytake ,awich |

nonsinusoidal waveform JELEC| The represen-
jattan. of a wave which does not vary in a
sinusoidal manner, and which thereforecontains
harmonics [ INANSina'sdid-al ‘way,form |

nonstop computer [COMPUT scl] Acomputersys-
tem that is equipped with duplicate components
or excess capacity so that a hardwareorsoftware
failure will not interrupt processing. { |ndn'stap
kam'pyiidvar}

nonstop switch [ELEC] A manual switchin an el-
evatorcar that can preventthe car from stopping
at aspecified floor { inan,stap 'swich }

nonstorage camera tube [ELECTR] Television
camera tube in which the picture signal is, at
each instant, proportional to the intensity of the
illumination on the corresponding area of the
scene, { jndn'storij kamera tub }

nonswappable program=[CoMmPuTSci} A program
that is given priority status so that its execution
cannot be suspendedto allow execution of other
programs —_{ {ndn'swap-o-bal 'prd-gram }

honsynchronous [ELEC] Not related in phase,
frequency, orspeedto other quantities ina device
orcircuit { jnan'sin-kro-nas}

Nonsynchronous timer [ELECTR] A circuit at
the receiving end of a communications link
which restores the time relationship between
pulses when no timing pulses are transmitted.
{indn'sin-kra-nas'tim-or |

Nensynchronous transmission [ELECTR| A data
franstnission process in which a clock {s not
used ta control the unit intervals within a black
Of a group of data signals. { |ndn'sin-kra-nas
tranz'mish-on }

Nonsynchronous vibrator |ELECTR| Vibrator thal
Ihterrupts a direct-current circuit at a frequency
Unrelated to the other circult constants and does
Not rectily the resulting stepped-up alternating
voltage, | Indn'sin-kranas 'vi,brad-ar |

Ste semicanductor disk

‘Nonuniform memory access machine§|comeur
SA multiprocessor In which the memory ls
Spread cut over memory modules, which are

DS

normal-moderejection ratio

attached to the processors, #0 that each proces-
sor has its own memory module, Abbreviated
NUMA machine. { ,nnlyiin.iform 'mem-ré
‘ak-ses majshén}

nonvolatile memory—See nonvolatile storage.
{ nan'val-o-tal 'memsré }

hanvolatile random-access memory (Comput
Sci| A semiconductor storage device which has
two memory cells for each bit, one of which
is volatile, as in a static RAM (random-access
memory), and provides unlimited read and
write aperations, while the other is nonvolatile:
and provides the abllity to retain information
when power is remaved. Abbreviated NV RAM.
{{nan'val-a-tal jran-dam ak,ses ‘mem:|

nonvolatile storage |compur sci) A computer
storage medium thatretains information in the
absence of power, such as a magnetic tape, drum,
or core. Also known as nonvolatile memory.
({nan'yvdl-a-tal.'stor-ij }

NO OP |comeur sci] An instruction telling the
computer ta cde nothing, except to proceed ta the
next instruction in sequence. Also known as do-
nothing instruction; no-operation instruction
{'no ap }

ho-operation instruction See NO OP
a'ra-shanIn'strak-shan)

NOR elreuit [eectr| A circuit in which output
vallage appears only when signal is absent from
all of its input terminals, [ 'nor sar-kat |

normaldirection flow {conipyr sci] The direction
from left to-right er top te bottam in flow charting.
(‘normal di'rek-shan {6 }

normal electrode |eLEc| Standard electrode
used for measuring electrode potentials.
{‘ndér-mal i'lek,trdd }

normal form=|compur sci] The form of a floating-
point number whose mantissa lies between 0.1
and 1.0. {'nor-mal ‘form }

normal Impedance Sev free impedance. { 'nor-
mal im'péd-ans|

narmalization |compur sci] Breaking down of
complex data structures intoflat files, { ,nor-
ma-la'za-shan }

normalize |compursei| 1.Toadjust the fepresen-
tation of a quantity so that this representation
lies within a prescribed range 2. In particular,
to adjust the exponent and mantissa ofa floating
paint number so that the mantissa falls within a
prescribed range. | 'nor-ma,liz }

normalized Q_ |{ELEc| The ratio of the reactive
componentof the impedanceofa filter section to
the resistive component.{'ndrema,lTzd ‘ky }

normal mode=|compurt sct| Operation of a com-
puter in which it executes its own instructions
rather than those of a different computer
{‘nor-mal ,méd }

normal-mode helix (ELECTROMAG| A type of hell-
cal antenna whose diameter and electrical length
are considerably less than a wavelength, and
which has a radiation pattern with greatest
intensity normal to the helix axis. | 'nar-mal
imad 'hé,liks |

hormal-moderejectionratio {ELECTR| The ability
of an amplifier to reject spurious signals at the

(in ,ap-
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normal orientation

power-line frequency or at harmonicsofthe line
frequency Abbreviated NMRR.  ('nor-malimdd
ri'jek-shon ,ra-shé }

normalorientation=|compuT sci] In optical char-
acter recognition, that determinate position
which indicates that the line elements of
an inputted source document appear parallel
with the document's leading edge. { 'nor-mal
,Or-é-an'ta-shon }

normal range |CcomPuT sci] An interval within
whichresults are expectedto fall during normal
operations. { 'ndr-mal 'ranj)

North American presentation-level protocol
syntax |COMMUN|A format for transmitting
text and graphics that allows the transmis-
sion of large amounts of information over
narrow-bandwidth transmission lines. Abbrevi-
ated NAPLPS. ( {north ajmer-a-kan ,pré-zon
'ta-shon ,lev-al ,prdd-a,kol 'sin,taks }

Norton equivalent cireult |ELec| An equivalent
circuit that consists of a parallel connection of a
current source and a two-terminal circuit, where
the current source is usually dependent on the
electric signals applied to the input terminals
{ Indrt-an i'kwiv-a-lont ,sar-kat }

Norton’s theorem [ELEC| The theorem that the
voltage across an element that is connected to
two terminals of a linear network is equal to
the short-circuit current between these terminals
in the absence of the element, divided by the
sum of the admittances between the terminals
associated with the element and the network
respectively { 'ndrt-anz ,thir-am }

NOS Sce network operating system. { jen|G'esor
'nas}

notatlon Sec positional notation { nd'ta-shen}
notch ELECTR] Rectangular depression extend-

ing below the sweepline of the radar indicator
in some types of equipment. { nach }

notch antenna=|ELECTROMAG| Microwave an-
tenna in which the radiation pattern is
determined by the size and shape of a notch or
slot in a radiating surface, (‘nach an,ten-a)}

notch filter (ELEcTR| A band-rejectionfilter that
produces a sharp notchin the frequency response
curve of a system; usedin television transmitters
to provide attenuation at the low-frequency end
of the channel, to prevent possible interference
with the soundcarrier of the next lower channel
{ 'nach ,fil-tor }

notching [ELEC] Term indicating that a predeter-
mined numberof separate impulses are required
to complete operation of arelay _{ 'nach-in )

NOT clrcult§[ELEcTR] A logic circuit with one
input and one outputthat inverts the input signal
at the output; thatis, the output signal is a logical
| if the input signal is a logical 0, and vice versa
Also knownasinverter circuit. { 'nat ,sar-kot}

notebook computer [comput sci] A portable
computertypically weighing less than 6 pounds
(3 kilograms} that has a flat-panel display and
miniature hard disk drives, and is powered by
rechargeable batteries. Also known as laptop
computer, { 'ndt,btk kam,pyiid-ar}
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nought state See zero condition. |'ng,
novar |ELECTR| Beam-powertube having I

pin base. [ 'nd,var| Tine
NP |compur sci] The class ol decisign brfor which solutions can be checke

time

NP-complete problem=[COMPUT sci| One ora
hardest problems in class NP, such al
there are any problems in class Np but
class P, this is one of them. | jentpa jg.
ipréb-lom }

NP-hard |comput scl] Referring to Probleny
least as hard as or harder than any brobj
in NP. Given a method for solving an Neha
problem, any problem in NP can be solved 94
only polynomially more work. [| jenjpa ‘heel

npin transistor [ELECTR| An npr transistor w
has alayer of high-purity germanium Betwisans
base and collectorto extend the frequency r
('en,pin tran'zis-tar| md

N-plus-one address Instruction=|compur SCI] AR
instruction with N + | address parts, ong i
which gives the location of the next instruc):
to be carried out. { ‘en plas 'won ‘ad, res jistrak:shan}

npnp diode See pnpn diode { len,pélen,pa ‘di16d

npnptransistor=[ELEcTR| An npn-junction tare
sistor having a transition or floating layer fa.
tween p and it regions, to which no ohmic con.
nection is made. Also known as pnpn transistor,
{ Jen,p@len,pé tran’zis-tar}

npn semiconductor [ELECTR] Double junction
formed by sandwiching a thin layer of p-type ma-
terial between twolayers of n-type material of g
semiconductor, {‘en,pé'en 'sem-i-kon,dak-tor}

npn tranststor |ELEcTR| A junction transistor
having a p-type base between an n-type emitter
and an n-type collector; the emitter should then
be negative with respect to the base, and the
collector should be positive with respect to the
base. {'en,pé'en tran'zis-tor}

NPO-body [ELEC| Referring to a_ series of

“npn

temperature-compensating capacitors that have ‘kal
an invariant dielectric constant over a specified = f
temperature range. { jenipéj6 'bad-é } ;

np semiconductor [ELECTR] Region of transi- cull
tion between n- and p-type material _{ fenipé null
'sem-i-kan,dak-tar} null

NPX See numeric processor extension de:
NRSC See National Radio Systems Committee. eh
NRZ See non-return-to-zero cin
N-sean See N-display (‘en ,skan } (a: - null
N-scope See N-display (‘en ,skdp } oat
nt See nit wit
NTSC See National Television System Committee al
n-type conduction [ELECTR] The electrical con- NUM

duction associated with electrons, as oppose me
to holes, in a semiconductor, { 'en tip kan num
\dak-shan} are

N-type crystal rectlfler [ELECTR| Crystal recti- tal
fier in which forward current flows when the lar
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jductor is negative with respect to the
: len tip jkrist-al 'rek-ta,ff-ar |
nets rmanium ELECTR] Germanium—to

ntyPe re impurity atoms af donor type (with
hich ne such as antimony) than of acceptor
yalenee ith valence 3, such as indium) have
type ded with the result that the conduction
Bron density exceeds the holedensity, (‘en
ur semiconductor [BLeCTR| An extrinsic

duetor in which the conduction electron

Hensity exceeds hole density ( ‘en ,tipj pkan dak-tar
lssonic power generation |eLec] Large-
je generation of electric power jn which the

Eouree of energy15 nuclear fission, generally ina
i ear reactor, ornuclearfusion, | 'nGklé-ar|

gemic?

meric

pucl ;
Heetrik'pail-oF Jen-a,ra-shon|

juelear triode detector [ELECTR] A type of junc-
tion detector that has two outputs which together
determine the precise location on thedetector
where the Jonizing radiation Was incident, as
well as the energy of the jonizing particle,
['ni-kle-or ‘rrijGel di'tek-tar |

nucleus [COMPUT sel] 1. That portion of the
eontral program that must always be present in
main slorage 2. The main storage area used in
the nucleus (first definition) and other transient
eqntral program routines. ( ‘nil-klé-as }

null character [COMPUT sci| A control character
sed as a filler in data processing; may be in-
serted or removed from a sequence of characters
without affecting the meaning of the sequence,
but may affect format or control equipment
(‘nal kar-ik-tar} ;

nuilecurrent circult [ELECTR] A circuit used to
measure current, in which the unknowncurrent
Is opposed by a current resulting from applying a
voltage controlled by a slide wire across a series
resistor, and the slide wire is continuously ad-
justed so that the resulting current, as measured
bya direct-current detector amplifier, is equal to
zero. {'nal |ka-rant 'sar-kat}

null-current measurement [ELECTR] Measurement
of current using a null-current circuit, { 'nal
tke-rant 'mezh-ar-mant }

full detection |rLec| Altering of adjustable
bridge circuit components, to obtain zero
current. { 'nal di,tek-shan}

nulldetector Se nullincdicatar {nal dijtek-tar}
full indicator |eNG| A galvanometer or other

device that indicates when voltage or current is
zero: used chiefly to determine when a bridge
circuit is in balance. Also knownas null detector
(‘nal ites, kacl-ar }

hull modem cable jcompiy sci) A cable that
connects two local computers via serial ports
without the use of a modem. { nal 'mo,dem

_ikrbal|
NUMA machine See nonuniform memory access

machine { ‘nii.ma ma'shén|
Number eruncher jcompur sci) A computer with

leat power tes carry out computations, designed
10 maximize this ability rather than to process
stile amounts of data, | 'nam-bar krariechar |

numeric processorextension

number record printer [comMun| A printer in a
relay station that provides a complete automatic
written record of channel numbers and the
fixed routing line assoclated with each message
that is relayed through that particular station
{'nam-barjrek-ord ,print-ar }

numeric |comPuy sci| In computers, pertaining
te data composed wholly or partly of digits, as
distinct [rom alphabetic.  { nulmerlk }

numerical decrement See decrement.
i-kal 'dek-ra-mant )

humerlcal display device=|ELEcTR} Any device for
visually displaying numerical figures, such as
a numerical indicator tube, a device utilizing
electroluminescence, ar a device in which any
one of a stack of transparent plastic strips
engraved with digits can beilluminated bya small
light at the edge of the strip. | nl'mer-d-kal
di'spli ci,vis }

numerical Indicator tube [ELECTR] An electron
tube capable of visually displaying numerical
figures; some varieties also display alphabet-
ical characters and commonly used symbols.
{ nti'mer-i-kal 'in-da,kad-ar,tiib }

numerical tape {comput scl] The tape required
by a computer operating a machine tool.
{ ni'mer-i-kal 'tap }

numerlc character
ik-tar }

numeric character set [coMPuT sci] A character
set that includes only digits and certain special
characters, such as plus and minus signs and
control characters. { nii'mer-ik 'kar-ik-tar ,set }

numeric coding [comput sci] Code in which
only digits are used, usually binary or octal
{ ndi'mer-ik 'k6d-in }

Numeric control {computsci] The action of pro-
grams written for specialized computers which
operate machine tools —_{ nii'mer-ik kan'trdl }

numerle coprocessor See numeric processor
extension { nujmer-ik kG'pra,ses-ar}

numeric data |comrur sci] Data consisting of
digits andnot letters of the alphabet or special
characters,  ( nU'mer-ik ‘dad-a |

numeric format {comput sci] The manner in
which numbers are displayed in the cells of a
particular spreadsheet. { niijmer-ik 'for,mat}

numeric keypad |compuT sci] A section of a
computer keyboard that contains a group ol keys,
usually about 12, arranged in compact fashion
for entering numeric characters efficiently. Also
known as numeric pad. { nii'mer-ik 'ké,pad }

numerle pad See numeric keypad _{ nii'mer-ik
‘pad }

numerle pager |comMMmuN] A receiver in a radio
paging system that contains adisplay device that
can show numeric messages, most commonly a
telephone number. | nii'mer-ik ‘pa-jar |

numeric printer [compuTsci] Old type of printer
which positioned its keys to print a field in
one operation, rather than one digit at a time.
{ nii'mer-ik 'print-or }

numerle processor extenslon [compuT sci] A
specialized integrated circuit that is added to
a computer to perform high-speed floating-point

( nii'mer-

See digit. { nti'mer-ik 'kar-
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numeric variable

mathematical calculations. Abbreviated NPX. Also
knownasarithmetic processor; math coprocessor;
numeric coprocessor. { niijmer-ik 'pra,ses-or ik
isten-chan }

numeric varlable [comput sci] The symbolic
name of a data element whose value changes
during the carrying out of a computer program.
{ ndi'mer-ik 'ver-é-a-bal}

nutatIng antenna=|{ENG] Anantenna system used
in conical scan radar, in which a dipole orfeed
horn moves in a small circular orbit about the
axis of a paraboloidal reflector without changing
its polarization. { 'nti,tad-ip an'ten-a }

Nutator [ENG] A mechanicalorelectrical device
used to movea radar beam in a circular, conical,
spiral, or other manner periodically to obtain
greater air surveillance than could be obtained
with a stationary beam _('nii,tad-ar }

nuvistor [ELECTR] Electron tube in whichall elec-
trodes are cylindrical, placed one inside the
otherwith close spacing, in a ceramic envelope.
{ nii'vis-tor}

NV RAM See nonvolatile random-access memory
{ lenivé 'ram }

nybble [computsci] Astring ofbits, smaller than
a byte, operated on asa unit={'nib-al }

Nyqulst contour |coNnT sys] A directed closed
path in the complex frequency plane used in
constructing a Nyquist diagram, which runs
upward, parallel to the whole length of the
imaginary axis at an infinitesimal distance to the
right ofit, and returns from +)oo tO —jeo along
a semicircle of infinite radius in the right half-
plane. { 'ni,kwist ,kan,tur}

Nyqulst dlagram {con sys] A plot in the com-
plex plane of the open-loop transfer function

 
 
 
 

as the complex frequencyis varied alga,
Nyquist contour; used to determine stable thy
a control system. —_{ 'ni,kwist ,di-o,gram j y Ci

Nyquist interval [COMMUN] Maximum sq...
tion in time which can be given to regular
spaced instantaneous samplesof a wavinf «, Sly
fied banclwidth for complete determination ofa”
waveform ofthe signal—| 'ntkwist Instant

Nyquist rate {commun | The maximum ratte L
which cade elements can be UnaMmbiguoyresolved in a communications channel wie
limited range of frequencies; equal to twice the,frequency range. | 'ni,kwist ,rat }

Nyquist sampling [commun | Theperiodic sam
pling of audio or video signals, in order to
preservetheir information content, atarate equal
to twice the highest frequency to be preserva
{ ‘nikwist sampling |

Nyquist stability criterion See Nyquist stabjjj,
thearetn. | 'ni,kwist sta'bil-ad-é kr tire@aq \ Y

Nyquist stability theorem=[CONT SYS] The the.
orem that the net number of counterclockwige
rotations about the origin of the complex plane
carried oul by the value of an analytic function
of a complex variable, as Its argument |§ varjeg
around the Nyquist contour, is equal to the
number of poles of the variable in the right half.
plane minus the numberof zeros in the reht half.
plane, Also known as Nyquist stability criterign
| 'ni,kwist sta'bil-ad-@ thiram |

Nyquist’s theerem [rLecrr| The mean square
noise voltage across a resistance in thermal
equilibrium is four times the product of the
resistance, Boltzmann’s constant, the absolute
temperature, and the frequency range within
which the voltage is measured. { 'ni,kwists
ithir-am }
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OASIS Se Open-Access Same-Time Information
system | \0'a-sa5 }

Qattenuator [e.ecrk| Adissipative attenuatorin
which the clreult has the form af a ladder with
twa rungs, and the resistances across the rungs
are unequal, so that the impedances across the
twopais ofterminalsareunequal,  ('Ga'tenya
\wad-ar}

OBA See octave-band analyzer.
object |cOMPUT Sci] 1, Any collection of re-

lated items. 2. The name of a single element
in an object-oriented programming language
{ 'ab:jekt |}

object code=[comput sei] The statements gener-
ated fram source code by a compiler, constitut ne
an intermediate step In the translation af saurce
code into executable machine language { 'Sb
slekt kd )

objectcomputer |compurr sel] The computer pro-
cessing an object program, the same computer
compiling the source program could, therefore,
be called the source computer, such terminology
is seldom used in practice, | 'dbjekt kam
ipylich-ar|

object deck [comPurT sci] The set of machine-
readable computer instructions produced by @
compiler, either in absalute format (that Is, con-
taining onlyfixed adcresses) or, more frequently.
Inrelocatable format. { ‘ab-jekt jdek |

object language=[compur scl| The Intended are
desired qutput language in the translation or
conversion of information from one language to
another, | ‘ab-jekr lanegwil |

object Ibrary Ser object program library | ‘Sb-
fekt'li,brer-é }

Object Management Group object model |com-
PIT Sci] A model that defines common object
semantics In an object-oriented computer sys-
tem. Abbreviated OMG object model, { lab: [ike
iman:|j-mant \eriip ‘ab-jikt »mad-al |

object module |commur sci] The computer lan-
sage program prepared by an assembleror a
compiler alter acting an a Programmer-written
Source program { ‘Sb-jekt ymal-iil|

object-oriented graphics Sco vector graphics.
[Nib,jekt or-8,en-tod ‘grahiks |
lect-oriented Interface [COMPUT scl] A user
iiterface tha employs iconsandamouse. [ab
eke or-8,en-tad 'in-tar, fas |
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object-oriented language=[cowpurr Sei] A. pro-
gramming language consisting of a sequence of
commands directed at objects. { ab,jekt ore
ien-tad‘lan-gwil |

object-oriented programming jcompurt scl] A
computer programming methodology that fo-
cuses on data rather than processes, with
Programs composed af self-sufficient modules
(objects) containing all the Information needed
to manipulate a data structure. Abbreviated OOP
(idb,jekt oréen-tad ‘prd,gramsin |

object program |compur sci) The computer lan-
guige program prepared by an assembler or a
compller alter acting on a Programmer-written
source program Also known as object routine,
target program; target routine, { 'ab-jekt prerena}

object program library [compursei] A collection
of computer programsin the form of relocatable
instructions, which reside on, and may be read
from, amass storage device: Also known as object
library ‘ib-jekt ,prd,gram ,librer-é )

object request broker |coneur sci] The central
component af CORBA, which passes tequests
from clients to the objects on which they are
Invoked. Abbreviated ORB. ( ‘ab-jikt rifkwest
ibrd-kar|

object routine See object programitén }

object time comput sci] The time during which
execution of an object program is carried out.
| absjekt tim |

oblique-incidence transmission [COMMUN | Trans-
mission of a tadio wave obliquely up to the iono=
sphere and down again. [ a'blék jin-sasdons
trang'mish-an|

observability [consys| Property of a system fer
which observation of the autput variables at ail
times Is sufficient to determine theinitial values
of all the state variables, | abyzar va'biladkd |

observation spillover jconr sy5| The part of the
sensor output of an active control system caysed
by modes that have been amited from the control
algorithm in the process of model reduction
| dib-zar'va-shan 'spll,G-var |

observer |CONTSvs| A linear system B driven by
the inputs and outputs of another linear system
Awhich produces an output that converges to
some linear function of the state of system A

{ 'ab-jekt rii

  

 


